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I. Introduction

A. Prefatory Comments

For nearly a year leading up to the passage
of House Resolution 258 on February 5, 1992,
journalists, scholars, former government offi-
cials, executive branch officials and members of
Congress heatedly debated the allegations that
motivated this investigation. The serious impli-
cations of the allegations-generally that mem-
bers of the 1980 Reagan/Bush campaign met
secretly with Iranian nationals to delay the re-
lease of American Embassy personnel then
being held hostage in Iran-lent added impor-
tance to the debate. Prior to becoming the
Task Force's Chairman, Congressman Lee
Hamilton stated,

If the allegations are true, we would
do a serious disservice to the country
if we failed to pursue a formal inquiry.
If the allegations are false, we would
do a disservice to those who have been
accused of misconduct if we failed to
go forward, because the passage of
time has already shown that the
charges are not going to fade away. 1

One overriding consideration has directed
this investigation: that it be conducted in as
balanced, professional, dispassionate, and bi-
partisan a manner as possible. The individuals
who took positions on the October Surprise al-
legations did not have access to records, wit-
nesses, and materials that would be available to
the Task Force. Our hope was that, once all ap-
propriate witnesses were interviewed, most
under oath; all available documentation was
gathered, reviewed, and analyzed; all available
classified intelligence matter was reviewed and
analyzed; and the results of previously unavail-
able oral and wire intercept communications
were reviewed, the facts would speak for them-
selves with little or no editorial characteriza-

tion. To a large extent, we believe we have met
that goal. This report details the course of our
investigation since the passage of House Reso-
lution 258, and explains why either wholly in-
sufficient or no credible evidence exists to sub-
stantiate the allegations that form the October
Surprise theory.

B. Task Force Organization
and Structure

1. Legislative History

The Task Force of Members of the Foreign
Affairs Committee to Investigate Certain Alle-
gations Concerning the Holding of American
Hostages by Iran in 1980 (hereinafter Task
Force) was formed on February 5, 1992, with
the adoption of House Resolution 258 by the
House of Representatives.

In reporting the resolution to the House of
Representatives, the House Committee on
Rules provided the following background on
the events which led to the formation of the
Task Force:

By the fall of 1980, fifty-two Ameri-
cans had been held hostage in Iran for
nearly a year. Securing the release of
these hostages was an issue at the
forefront of the 1980 presidential race
between then incumbent Jimmy Carter
and the Republican candidate Ronald
Reagan. Despite President Carter's
effort to free the hostages prior to the
November election, the hostages were
not released until January 20, 1981,
shortly after Ronald Reagan's inaugu-
ration.

In recent months, allegations have
been made in the media and elsewhere
that in the fall of 1980 individuals as-



sociated with the campaign organiza-
tion of presidential candidate Ronald
Reagan conspired with representatives
of the Iranian government to delay the
release of United States hostages until
after the election, in exchange for the
sale of arms to the government of
Iran.

Allegedly, this secret agreement was
made to prevent presidential incum-
bent, Jimmy Carter, from accomplish-
ing an "October Surprise", an elec-
tion-eve hostage release that would
likely have bolstered his campaign.

On August 5, 1991, Speaker of the
House Thomas Foley and Senate Ma-
jority Leader George Mitchell an-
nounced that they had requested
House and Senate committees to con-
duct separate but parallel investiga-
tions into these allegations. 2

Pursuant to Section 1 of House Resolution
258, the Speaker appointed the following
Democratic members of the House to the Task
Force: Mr. Hamilton of Indiana, Chairman, Mr.
Solarz of New York, Mr. Gejdenson of Con-
necticut, Mr. Torricelli of New Jersey, Mr.
Dymally of California, Mr. Berman of Califor-
nia, Mr. Feighan of Ohio, and Mr. Weiss of
New York.'

After consultation with the Republican
Leader, the Speaker also appointed the follow-
ing Republican members of the House to the
Task Force: Mr. Hyde of Illinois, Mr. Leach of
Iowa, Ms. Snowe of Maine, Mr. Bereuter of Ne-
braska, and Mr. Goss of Florida.

2. United States Senate October
Surprise Probe

The Near East and South Asia Subcommittee
of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee re-
tained a special counsel to conduct an October
Surprise investigation and released a report of
its findings on November 23, 1992. To the
extent appropriate, the Task Force coordinated
its efforts with the Senate probe to avoid un-
necessary duplication of effort and to reduce
inconvenience to witnesses. This coordination
between the two inquiries was consistent with
the Task Force mandate and rules.

3. Legislative Mandate

The Task Force was authorized to conduct a

thorough and complete investigation and to

make such findings as warranted by the evi-

dence-including a finding, if appropriate, that

no credible evidence exists to support a specific

allegation-with respect to the following mat-

ters:

(a) Communications by or on behalf

of the 1980 Reagan Presidential Cam-
paign, or individuals representing or

associated with that campaign, with
any person or persons representing or
associated with Iranian Government or
those persons with Iran holding Amer-
icans as Hostages during 1979 and
1980;

(b) Any attempt or proposal to at-
tempt, by the 1980 Reagan Presiden-
tial Campaign or persons representing
or associated with that campaign, to
delay the release of the Americans
held as hostages in Iran;

(c) Any activity by the 1980 Reagan
Presidential Campaign to acquire or
disseminate any information relating
to actions being taken or considered
by the United States Government in
an effort to obtain release of the
Americans being held as hostages in
Iran;

(d) Any sale or other transmittal of
arms, spare parts or other assistance
to Iran, in 1980 or thereafter, by any
person or nation, intended to delay
the release of Americans held as hos-
tages by Iran, and any approval, acqui-
escence or knowledge of such sales or
transmittals by the 1980 Reagan Presi-
dential Campaign or persons repre-
senting or associated with the cam-
paign; and

(e) Any actions taken to keep com-
munications or actions as described
above, if any such actions or communi-
cations took place, from being re-
vealed to the Government of the
United States or the American
people.

4



In addition, the Task Force was further au-
thorized to make such recommendations to the
Committee on Foreign Affairs as it deemed ap-
propriate including recommendations concern-
ing the possible amendment of existing legisla-
tion or the enactment of new legislation. The
Task Force had no other investigatory authority
and therefore scrupulously avoided unnecessar-
ily inquiring into related but separate issues. 5

Task Force counsel determined at the outset
that, given the limited time period within which
the Task Force had to complete its investiga-
tion, examining other issues would divert re-
sources from our central focus.

Endnotes
1. Floor Statement of Rep. Lee H. Hamilton (Feb. 5, 1992) at

4-5 (in support of H. Res. 258). See Appendix at 1-3. The Task

Force has prepared an unclassified appendix and a classified ap-
pendix containing unredacted classified documents. The page
references to the appendix are the same in both the classified
and unclassified appendix. Hereinafter the appendices will be re-
ferred to as "App.".

2. H.R. Rep. 102-296, 102nd Cong., 1st Sess., pt. 1, at 4-5
(1991).

3. The Task Force wishes to express its sorrow at the loss of
Congressman Ted Weiss, who passed away last September. Ted
was a man of unusual intelligence, compassion, and integrity. He
was a voice of conscience on the Foreign Affairs Committee,
where he earned a reputation as one of Congress' most ardent
advocates of a just American foreign policy. Ted made a valuable
contribution to the Task Force during the seven months he
served on it. As a colleague and as a friend, Ted will be deeply
missed.

4. H. Res. 258.
5. Areas that touched on our investigation but which the Task

Force avoided included such things as: (1) evaluating the effec-
tiveness of the Carter administration's handling of the hostage
crisis; (2) analyzing the impact of the hostage situation on inter-
nal United States politics; and, (3) examining the relationship be-
tween the October Surprise allegations and other investigations
such as Inslaw and Iran-Contra.





II. Executive Summary

A. Findings and Conclusions

1. Conduct of Investigation
The House October Surprise Task Force

with an authorized budget of $1.35 million was
fully staffed to investigate thoroughly the Octo-
ber Surprise allegations. Ten attorneys and six
professional investigators on loan from various
law enforcement agencies were employed by
the Task Force throughout the duration of the
investigation.

With a few exceptions 1 the Task Force locat-
ed and interviewed nearly all the individuals
around the world who claimed either to have
participated in, or have knowledge of, the al-
leged events. The Task Force interviewed and/
or deposed more than 230 people. Interviews
were conducted across the United States as
well as in Algeria, Belgium, France, Germany,
Italy, Portugal, South Africa, Spain, Switzerland
and the United Kingdom.

The Task Force also had direct access to vo-
luminous documents which had heretofore
been unavailable to the scores of investigative
reporters and authors who have examined
these allegations. The Task Force received and
reviewed tens of thousands of documents from
the Department of State; the Department of
Defense, the Central Intelligence Agency, the
National Security Council, and from other ex-
ecutive branch agencies. The Task Force staff
was particularly fortunate to have had access to
the FBI's electronic surveillance tapes of Cyrus
Hashemi and others in the September
1980-February 1981 time period, as well as
critical telephone toll records for the summer
of 1980 from Cyrus Hashemi's residence and
the residence and office of his lawyer, Stanley
Pottinger. The Hashemi electronic surveillance
included over 21,000 recorded conversations
on 548 tapes. With coverage that comprehen-

sive, what did not appear was often as impor-
tant as what did appear. Further, the Task
Force had access to a significant collection of
intelligence community material which often
filled in holes in the factual record and cor-
roborated testimony. This intelligence material
included thousands of raw, unredacted docu-
ments from the CIA, NSC, and National Securi-
ty Agency (NSA). The Task Force also obtained
access to documents and evidence gathered
during previous congressional investigations
such as the Iran-Contra and Debategate inquir-
ies. Likewise, the Task Force obtained access to
the privately held documents of many of the in-
dividuals involved in the October Surprise alle-
gations. This material included hundreds of
pages of documents from foreign private citi-
zens, former government officials of Iran, for-
eign journalists, former Reagan-Bush campaign
officials, the families of deceased individuals
(including William Casey) and many others.
The Task Force also obtained public service
documents available from various electronic in-
formation networks, the Foreign Broadcast In-
formation Service, and the Library of Congress.
In the final analysis, the Task Force staff ex-
pended thousands of hours reviewing and ana-
lyzing these materials.

While these documents and materials did not
establish to a certainty each person's where-
abouts or activities on every single day during
the relevant period, or conclusively resolve all
of the October Surprise questions, when com-
bined with certain sworn testimonial evidence
and related government documents they made
it possible for the Task Force to reach with
confidence the conclusions in this report. In
fact, they dictated the conclusions that follow.

The Task Force believes that it has conduct-
ed the most thorough and complete investiga-
tion and analysis of the October Surprise alle-
gations to date. This report does not and could



not analyze or report every single lead that was
investigated, every single phone call that was
made or received, every single contact that was
initiated. Similarly, the Task Force did not re-
solve every single one of the scores of curiosi-
ties, coincidences, sub-allegations or unan-
swered questions that have been raised over
the years and become part of the October Sur-
prise literature. The Task Force concluded that
attempting to "prove a negative" -or in this
case many of them-would indeed be a fool's
errand that would satisfy no one and serve no
useful purpose. Given the time available to it,
the Task Force fully investigated all of the prin-
cipal allegations and most of the less significant
ones before it reached the conclusions con-
tained in this report.

It is worth noting that the work of the Task
Force simultaneously benefited from and was
handicapped by the passage of twelve years
since the period during which the October Sur-
prise events were said to have occurred. The
Task Force benefited from the fact that it
could, when investigating the complicated
world of Iranian politics during the 1979-1981
period, draw upon years of historical analysis
and the clarity of hindsight. For example, the
Task Force was able to evaluate the stops and
starts of the formal U.S.-Iranian hostage nego-
tiations without having to guess blindly as to
the underlying political reasons for these inter-
ruptions. In this respect, the Task Force bene-
fited from the insight of several Iran scholars
who were periodically consulted by the Task
Force on discreet areas of inquiry.

The passage of time also sometimes prevent-
ed the Task Force from acquiring records that
could have confirmed the whereabouts of sev-
eral alleged participants in the October Sur-
prise scenario. This was principally because
many of-,the records generated by businesses-
such as credit card receipts and telephone bills,
tickets and expense vouchers-are routinely de-
stroyed after several years. As a consequence,
the Task Force was unable to determine con-
clusively all the movements of several of the
principal protagonists with irrefutable docu-
mentary evidence. This inability to obtain cer-
tain records did not affect the quality or con-
tent of the conclusions ultimately reached by
the Task Force.

Before summarizing its conclusions, the Task
Force believes it necessary to describe the

standard which guided its evaluation of the evi-

dence it reviewed.

2. Standard of Review

The principal allegations that were the focus

of this investigation are extraordinarily serious

and strike at the heart of the constitutional

government of this country. The suggestion, in

essence, that leaders of one of our two princi-

pal political parties would attempt to "steal" a

presidential election by seeking to prolong the

incarceration of fellow American citizens by

foreign terrorists is little short of treachery. If
true, it would not only call into question the le-
gitimacy of an entire presidency, but expose a
series of heinous acts unparalleled in the histo-
ry of the American political system. While such
conduct might be expected in certain dark cor-
ners of the world, it would be wholly beyond
the wildest excesses in our constitutional histo-
ry. But if these allegations are not true, the
cloud that has settled over the reputations of
those alleged to have been involved must be
lifted.

Accordingly, in evaluating the testimonial
and documentary evidence gathered to deter-
mine whether there was any credible evidence
tending to support these allegations, the Task
Force was very careful to determine:

1. Whether the evidence was from a
credible source;

2. Whether the evidence was inde-
pendently corroborated;

3. Whether the evidence was handi-
capped by internal inconsistencies;

4. Whether the evidence was incon-
sistent with other more credible evi-
dence; and

5. Whether the evidence had proba-
tive value.

Furthermore, the Task Force particularly fo-
cused on certain contemporaneous documenta-
ry evidence, the creation and contents of which
were clearly independent of and relevant to the
events alleged. The Task Force benefited from
the extensive law enforcement experience of its
professional staff in evaluating the testimony,
motives, and conduct of witnesses who had
made significant allegations after they had



either been indicted, tried, or incarcerated in
the American criminal justice system. The Task
Force also was sensitive to the fact that wit-
nesses to the same event often describe that
event differently due to variances in recollec-
tion, perception and personal biases. Indeed,
often the most difficult witness to evaluate is
the one who is telling the truth, but for a varie-
ty of reasons, may be mistaken as to the facts
he is describing.

Because this was not a criminal investigation,
the Task Force did not apply to these allega-
tions strict evidentiary standards of admissibil-
ity or a burden of proof beyond a reasonable
doubt. Rather, it focused on collecting and
evaluating whatever evidence it could obtain re-
lating to these allegations in an effort to deter-
mine if there was any credible evidence tending
to support these allegations, and if so, how
much. The Task Force only reached a conclu-
sion or made a finding after determining that
there was substantial credible evidence to sup-
port it.

3. Conclusions

The following are the bipartisan conclusions
the Task Force reached regarding the five in-
quiries mandated by its authorizing legislation,
House Resolution 258:

(1) There is wholly insufficient credible
evidence of any communications by or on
behalf of the 1980 Reagan Presidential
campaign with any persons representing or
connected with the Iranian government or
with those holding Americans as hostages
during the 1979-1981 period.

The Resolution directed the Task Force to
determine whether there was any credible evi-
dence of communications by or on behalf of
the 1980 Reagan Presidential Campaign, or in-
dividuals representing or associated with that
campaign, with any person or persons repre-
senting, or associated with, the Iranian govern-
ment, or with those persons in Iran holding
American hostages during the 1979-1981
period. This directive primarily concerns cer-
tain alleged meetings in 1980 between Reagan
campaign officials and Iranian government rep-
resentatives in Madrid and Washington.2 In
each case, the Task Force met with the living
alleged participants in, or proponents of, these
allegations including: Jamshid Hashemi; Ahmed

Madani; Arif Durrani; Heinrich Rupp; Ari Ben-
Menashe; and Richard Baboyan. In addition,
the Task Force was able to obtain invaluable
documentary evidence relating to the where-
abouts of the participants (living and dead) al-
leged to have been at these meetings, including
the original records from the Plaza Hotel in
Madrid, calendars of some alleged participants,
telephone toll records, as well as certain credit
card bills and receipts. Based upon these inter-
views, and a thorough review of the docu-
ments, the Task Force has concluded that there
is wholly insufficient credible evidence of any
communications by or on behalf of the Reagan
Presidential campaign with any persons repre-
senting or connected with the Iranian govern-
ment or with those holding American hostages
during 1979-1981.

Specifically, with respect to the alleged meet-
ings in Madrid, the Task Force found that the
evidence allegedly supporting each of these
meetings was neither from credible sources nor
corroborated. That is, of the five individuals, in
addition to Jamshid Hashemi, who were alleged
to have independent knowledge of the Madrid
meetings, three (Madani, Durrani, and Rupp)
testified under oath that they had no knowl-
edge of the meetings. The Task Force found
the testimony of Babayan and Ben-Menashe to
be wholly lacking of any credibility. In addition,
the Task Force found that other evidence said
to support the Madrid meetings was either of
limited probative value or inconsistent with
credible evidence which indicated that the
meetings had not occurred. For example, the
hotel records, which could be said to corrobo-
rate the presence of Jamshid Hashemi in
Madrid are not by themselves proof of any
other individual's presence when balanced
against other evidence. Telephone toll records
from Cyrus Hashemi and his attorney, as well
as his attorney's notes, renders unlikely Cyrus
Hashemi's presence in Madrid. Similarly, the
Task Force found no evidence establishing that
Reagan campaign manager William J. Casey
was in Madrid rather than in London attending
a conference. Furthermore, overwhelming evi-
dence indicates that the preceding weekend
(July 25 to July 27, 1980) Casey attended the
Bohemian Grove encampment and then flew to
London; arriving on July 28 and remaining in



London until he returned to the United States
on July 29, 1980.

With respect to the allegation that the L'En-
fant Plaza meeting was for the purpose of dis-
cussing an October Surprise deal, the Task
Force concluded that those allegations by Hou-
shang Lavi and An Ben-Menashe, concerning
their participation in and description of the
meeting, are internally inconsistent and not
credible. The testimony of Lavi's attorney,
Mitchell Rogovin, as well as Rogovin's contem-
poraneous notes, further undercut Lavi's asser-
tion that he participated in this meeting. Fur-
thermore, the testimony of Lavi and Ben-Men-
ashe is inconsistent with the more credible tes-
timony of Richard Allen, Laurence Silberman
and Robert McFarlane as to who was present
and what actually happened in the meeting.

With regard to three additional meetings al-
leged to have occurred in 1980 and 1981 be-
tween certain Reagan campaign officials and
Iranians at different hotels in New York, Wash-
ington, and London, the Task Force found no
credible evidence as to the Washington and
New York meetings and insufficient credible
evidence as to the London meeting. The Task
Force found the uncorroborated testimony as
to each of the meetings to be the product of a
non-credible source. The testimony was wholly
inconsistent with the more credible testimony
of those alleged to have been there and the cir-
cumstantial evidence strongly suggested that
the alleged participants were elsewhere. In one
of these instances, in fact, the source denied
ever alleging the meeting took place.

Finally, in certain limited instances, the Task
Force encountered evidence relating to possi-
ble communications between Republicans and
Iranians in 1980 from sources that were either
credible or whose credibility could not be as-
sessed. In those instances, the probative value
of the evidence was so limited that it did not
tend to either support or undermine the occur-
rence of the possible communication. For ex-
ample, it is worth noting that with regard to
the meeting alleged to have taken place in
Paris, discussed in this Report, the Task Force
reviewed evidence of possible contacts between
Republicans and Iranians offered in the public
statements and writings of Sadegh Ghotbzadeh.
It also spoke to those individuals with whom
Ghotbzadeh himself had spoken about these al-
leged contacts. While the Task Force could not

directly assess Ghotbzadeh's credibility, the

Task Force determined that the basis for his

beliefs may well be irrelevant to the October

Surprise allegations. That is, as discussed fully

in Section VII of the Report, Ghotbzadeh most

probably was referring to earlier non-hostage

related contacts made by Henry Kissinger and/

or David Rockefeller on behalf of the Shah, and

not by William Casey on behalf of the Reagan

Presidential campaign when he spoke of Re-

publican contacts. Thus, while Ghotbzadeh's

statements may well be credible, they remain

subject to interpretation. What is certain, is

that he never offered corroborative evidence to
those with whom he spoke and the Task Force
found none. Accordingly, the Task Force con-
cludes that there is wholly insufficient credible
evidence to support the allegations of contacts
between Republicans and Iranians.

(2) There is no credible evidence support-
ing any attempt or proposal to attempt, by
the Reagan Presidential Campaign-or per-
sons representing or associated with the cam-
paign-to delay the release of the American
hostages in Iran.

Several individuals have alleged that William
Casey and other Reagan campaign officials en-
gaged in discussions with Iranians calculated to
delay the release of the American hostages
until after the 1980 election. These discussions
are said to have occurred primarily in a series
of meetings in Paris in October 1980.

The Task Force questioned under oath the
witnesses who claimed to have relevant knowl-
edge of these alleged meetings and reviewed
any documentary evidence purporting to sup-
port the existence of these meetings. The Task
Force found no credible evidence that the
meetings took place as alleged. Particularly, the
Task Force has found the testimony of those
individuals claiming personal knowledge of the
meetings to lack credibility.

The Task Force identified and investigated
various allegations of an October meeting in
Paris between representatives of the Reagan
campaign and of the Iranian government. One
of the most prominent accounts is attributed by
numerous reporters and journalists to Ari Ben-
Menashe. Another account has been given by
Richard Brenneke. Variations have also been



given by Jamshid Hashemi, Houshang Lavi and
others.

Ari Ben-Menashe made several allegations
that proved to be factually incorrect. Documen-
tary evidence showed that Ben-Menashe was
not in Paris during the time period he had al-
leged. Brenneke's accounts of the meetings
also were disproved by forensically examined
documentary evidence that showed that he too
was not in Paris during the period alleged.
When deposed under oath by the Task Force,
Jamshid Hashemi denied that he had any
knowledge of a Paris meeting, that he had ever
been told about a meeting, and that he had
ever meant to say that he had such knowledge,
even though numerous reputable journalists
had attributed the story to him. Lavi's assertion
that he and Cyrus Hashemi were in Paris is re-
futed by authorized wiretaps and the diary of
Mitchell Rogovin, Lavi's lawyer. The testimony
of others claiming personal knowledge of these
events was impeached either by documentary
evidence or, in the case of one, by an admis-
sion that he had fabricated his story. In addi-
tion to the absence of corroborative evidence
to support them, their accounts are riddled
with internal inconsistencies and are contradict-
ed by a considerable amount of credible docu-
mentary evidence. The Task Force also found
credible, consistent and corroborated Secret
Service evidence demonstrating that Vice Presi-
dential candidate George Bush was in Washing-
ton on the weekend in question, not in Paris, as
has been alleged. Similarly, the presence of
Donald Gregg in the United States rather than
in Paris, as has been alleged, was verified
during the investigation.

Finally, the Task Force concludes that to the
extent there was any supporting evidence pro-
vided by parties claiming to have heard state-
ments from others about such meetings, the in-
formation was either of limited probative value
or far less compelling than the more credible
evidence which suggested that the meetings
had not occurred. Accordingly, the Task Force
has concluded that there is no credible evi-
dence supporting these delay allegations.

(3) There is substantial credible evidence
that individuals associated wi/h the 1980
Reagan Presidential campaign did acquire
and or disseminate information relating to
actions being taken or considered by the
United States government to obtain the re-

lease of the Americans being held as hostages
in Iran.

The Task Force has found that a number of
Reagan Presidential Campaign staff members
had obtained and/or disseminated information
relating to actions being taken or considered by
the United States government to obtain the re-
lease of the Americans being held as hostages
in Iran. But the Task Force found no credible
evidence that these campaign aides illegally
sought or disseminated classified information.

The record further demonstrates that the
Reagan campaign was very concerned with the
impact a release of the hostages before the No-
vember election would have on the American
electorate. Thus, they established both formal
and informal working groups that concentrated
on hostage related issues. Additionally, the
Reagan campaign perceived that President
Carter had manipulated the timing of a press
statement on the hostage situation for political
gain during the April 1980 Wisconsin primary.
To insure that the hostage issue would not
upset their campaign strategy, the Reagan cam-
paign undertook a series of activities to remain
abreast of the Carter administration's hostage-
related activities. Included among the Reagan
campaign activities was the purposeful monitor-
ing of public source information concerning
the hostage crisis. Reagan-Bush campaign for-
eign policy advisors often spoke with their
counterparts in the executive branch to learn
what information they could. In addition to
monitoring information of developments con-
cerning the hostage crisis, the campaign staff
additionally conducted visual monitoring of
certain military locations to determine whether
it could detect any activities suggesting either a
possible rescue mission, staging for the hos-
tages' return, or shipment of military equip-
ment in exchange for the hostages' release.
The Reagan campaign staff also obtained non-
public information regarding a variety of issues
including the Iran-Iraq war, a possible second
rescue mission, and the location of the hos-
tages. The Task Force has found no credible
evidence that these activities were illegal.

The Majority believes that legitimate ques-
tions can be raised about the campaign staff's
failure to notify U.S. government officials about
the receipt of certain "over the transom" con-
veyances of information, and about the trans-



mission of this information to selected media
outlets to influence reporting on activities of
the Carter administration. But, the Task Force
found that none of the information received or
disseminated was acquired or passed on for the
purpose of undermining the Carter administra-
tion's efforts to gain the release of the hos-
tages. Although the Majority believes that an
argument can be made that some materials that
were disseminated had an unintended impact
on the hostage negotiations, the Task Force
found insufficient credible evidence suggesting
that Reagan campaign officials willfully re-
ceived, obtained or disseminated classified in-
formation, the release of which might have
jeopardized either the conducting of American
foreign policy or the release of the hostages.

(4) There is no credible evidence of any
link between any sales or transmittals of
US. arms, spare parts or other assistance to
Iran with the release of American hostages in
Iran.

The central, and unifying allegation, among
those the Task Force investigated was that the
Iranians received arms from, or through, the
Reagan Administration as a quid pro quo for de-
laying the release of the hostages. The Task
Force investigated the specific transactions
cited by the accusers, as well as the records of
the various government agencies involved in
maintaining and participating in all other arms
transactions involving Iran in the pertinent
time period. Based on this extensive review,
the Task Force has concluded that there is no
credible evidence linking the release of the hos-
tages to any arms transactions with Iran.

First, as to the credibility of those alleging a
link between the two, these witnesses were
found to be unworthy of belief as to their alle-
gations regarding arms sales. Further, in some
cases, these accusers were contradicted by inde-
pendent documentary evidence.

With respect to those arms transactions sup-
posedly linked to the hostages, the Task Force
interviewed and deposed most of the principles
involved in those transactions. These individ-
uals specifically denied any knowledge linking
their sale with the hostages, and described the
events surrounding each transaction in such a
way as to obviate the possibility of linkage.
That is, all of the participants in the October
23, 1980 sale of F-4 tires by Israel to Iran testi-

fed that this sale was a small part of a larger

series of private arms deals the purpose of

which was to make money for the arms brokers.

They had no hostage-related ulterior motive

for the sale. The Task Force found their testi-

mony credible.
Moreover, the Task Force through its docu-

mentary evidence gathering process was able to

review the United States government agency

records relating to Iranian arms transactions

during relevant periods. Interviews relating

thereto clearly demonstrate that the myriad in-

telligence, defense, and foreign service person-
nel monitoring such transactions found no evi-
dence of the quid pro quo" alleged.

Indeed, in the one instance in October 1980
where the Iranians had the opportunity to
obtain military spare parts, among the other
assets which President Carter would unfreeze
upon the release of the hostages, they refused
to pursue the opportunity despite the pressures
of the Iraqi war. In the absence of credible evi-
dence of a better deal by the Republicans,
Iran's refusal to deal with the United States
strongly suggests that the release of the hos-
tages was a political decision inextricably linked
to an array of complex internal factors.

Finally, the Task Force reviewed extensive
cable traffic between the State Department and
the U.S. Embassy in Israel, as well as the Em-
bassy's contacts with the Israeli government, in
an effort to determine whether the Reagan Ad-
ministration might have secretly authorized
Israel to facilitate post-release arms deals with
Iran as a quid pro quo. This documentary review,
combined with the sworn testimony of key
Reagan and Carter administration officials, in-
cluding career senior State Department officials
and intelligence officers, conclusively estab-
lished that the Reagan Administration upheld
the arms embargo with Iran and encouraged its
allies to do the same. An internal Israeli inves-
tigation conducted for the Task Force, corrobo-
rated the Task Force's findings. The Task
Force concluded that arms transactions of the
kind suggested by the allegations could not
have occurred without many career intelligence
and foreign affairs officers learning about
them. Accordingly, the Task Force finds no
credible evidence to support this allegation.

(5) There is no credible evidence of any
actions being taken by Reagan campaign of-



ficials to keep any communications or actions
from being revealed to the Government of the
United States, other than in one instance
about which the Majority and Alinority dis-
agree.

Allegations that Reagan campaign officials
covered up certain communications or actions
have been less central to the key allegations
which prompted this investigation. A number
of discrete events could be included under the
umbrella of this mandate. As to those, the Task
Force has concluded that these acts, in and of
themselves, cannot convincingly be said to have
been performed for the ulterior motive of con-
cealing information of a supposed October Sur-
prise deal or denying the U.S. government of
information to which it was objectively entitled.

For example, it has been alleged that certain
Reagan Administration law enforcement deci-
sions (i.e., the termination in 1981 of the FBI's
electronic surveillance of the Hashemi broth-
ers, and the dismissing of the indictment
against Jamshid Hashemi), were intended to
cover up an October Surprise deal. Interviews
with the principals involved, as well as a thor-
ough review of the relevant documents, led the
Task Force to conclude that these decisions
were made for legitimate law enforcement rea-
sons.

It has also been alleged that the sudden
death of Cyrus Hashemi in 1986 was actually
an assassination by an American Customs agent
to prevent Cyrus from revealing the Reagan
Campaign's 1980 arms for hostages deal.
Again, as with the other law enforcement
issues, there is no credible evidence to support
this allegation and there is overwhelming evi-

dence indicating that Cyrus Hashemi's death
was, in fact, caused by natural causes.

In one instance, the Majority Members of the
Task Force believe that Reagan campaign offi-
cials received information at the L'Enfant Plaza
Hotel which should have been brought to the
attention of the U.S. government, and that
their failure to do so constitutes some credible
evidence of "an action being taken . . . to keep
[that information] from being revealed." On
the other hand, given the nature and contents
of this conversation, the Minority Members of
the Task Force neither believe that these indi-
viduals were required by any objective standard
to bring that information to the attention of the
U.S. government, nor that their failure to do so
constituted an "action" to conceal that infor-
mation from the U.S. government. Regardless,
both the Majority and Minority agree that con-
trary to what has been alleged, the purpose of
the L'Enfant Plaza meeting was not connected
to any attempt to affect the release of the
American hostages.

Otherwise, both the Majority and Minority
agree that there is no credible evidence indicat-
ing Reagan campaign officials kept communica-
tions of the kind described in the mandate
from U.S. government officials.

Endnotes

1. The Task Force was denied entry into Iran. Israel conducted
its own investigation after consulting with the Task Force. The
results of its inquiry were forwarded to Task Force counsel.

2. For the purposes of this report, the Task Force considered
the evidence of the Paris meeting in the section involving at-
tempts to delay the release of the hostages (Section 2). This
placement, while somewhat arbitrary, was made because the Paris
meetings have always been alleged to have been the time at
which the decision to delay the release date in exchange for
promises of military equipment was finalized.





III. Standard of Review and Memorandum
of Understanding

A. Standard of Review

The principal allegations that were the focus
of this investigation are extraordinarily serious
and strike at the heart of the constitutional
government of this country. The suggestion, in
essence, that leaders of one of the two princi-
pal political parties would even attempt to
"steal" a presidential election by seeking to
prolong incarceration of fellow American citi-
zens by foreign terrorists is little short of out-
right treachery. If true, it would not only call
into question the legitimacy of an entire presi-
dency, but expose a series of heinous acts un-
paralleled in the history of the American politi-
cal system. While such conduct might be ex-
pected in certain dark corners of the world,
they would be wholly beyond the wildest ex-
cesses in our constitutional history.

Similarly, if these same principal allegations
were not true, the cloud that settled over the
reputations of those alleged to have been in-
volved must be lifted.

Accordingly, in evaluating the testimonial
and documentary evidence gathered to deter-
mine whether there was any credible evidence
tending to support these allegations, the Task
Force was very careful to determine:

1. Whether the evidence was from a
credible source;

2. Whether the evidence was inde-
pendently corroborated;

3. Whether the evidence was handi-

capped by internal inconsistencies;

4. Whether the evidence was incon-
sistent with other more credible evi-

dence; and

5. Whether the evidence had limited
probative value.

Moreover, the Task Force particularly fo-
cused on certain contemporaneous documenta-
ry evidence, the creation and contents of which
were clearly independent and relevant to the
events alleged. The Task Force was particularly
mindful of the extensive collective law enforce-
ment experience of its professional staff in
evaluating the testimony, motives and conduct
of those witnesses who had made substantial al-
legations in this matter after they had been
either indicted, tried or incarcerated by the
American criminal justice system. That same
collective experience made us sensitive to the
regularly occurring phenomena of multiple wit-
nesses to the same event describing that event
differently based on their own powers of recol-
lection, perception and biases. The most diffi-
cult witness to evaluate is the one who is telling
the truth, but for a variety of reasons, may be
mistaken as to the facts they are describing.

Because this was not a criminal investigation,
the Task Force did not concern itself with judg-
ing these allegations utilizing evidentiary stand-
ards of admissibility or burdens of proof
beyond a reasonable doubt. Rather, it focused
on collecting and evaluating whatever evidence
it could obtain relating to these allegations in
an effort to determine if there was any credible
evidence tending to support these allegations,
and if so, how much. In the course of that
process, the Task Force only reached a conclu-
sion or made a finding after determining that
there was substantial credible evidence to sup-
port it.

As we indicated in our executive summary,
the Task Force did not believe it would serve a
useful purpose or satisfy common sense by



trying to "prove a negative." In other words,
the Task Force set out to locate, review and
analyze all evidence tending to show certain al-
leged activities occurred. We did not try to
show that under no circumstances did the al-
leged activities not occur.

B. Memorandum of
Understanding

To enable the Task Force to conduct a thor-
ough, independent, and professional investiga-
tion, the chairman and ranking minority
member asked the Departments of Justice and
the Treasury to assign six experienced, special
agents to the investigation. These agents pro-
vided outstanding support to the Task Force.
In an effort to ensure that the inquiry would be
conducted in as bipartisan a manner as possi-
ble, chief counsel and chief minority counsel
agreed to a Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) with respect to the utilization of the
agents detailed to the Task Force. 1 The MOU

provided that the investigators assigned by Jus-

tice and Treasury would be a joint resource. It

was also agreed that, all assignments to the in-

vestigators of the chief counsel and/or the

chief minority counsel, would, for administra-

tive purposes be made either by or through the

chief counsel. In all cases, however, the chief

counsel would provide timely notice to chief

minority counsel of all investigative assign-

ments. The MOU further provided that inter-
views would be conducted under oath only at
the direction of the chief counsel upon consul-
tation with the chief minority counsel, and that
the schedule of interviews would be provided
by the parties with sufficient advance notice to
ensure attendance by both sides. Finally, the
MOU provided that the investigators' interview
reports would be completed expeditiously and
would be furnished both to minority and ma-
jority staff simultaneously.

Endnote
1 See App. at 4-5.



IV. Evidence Gathering and Investigative
Process

A. Testimony

The overwhelming majority of the testimony
was taken under oath. Both majority and mi-
nority staff counsel were present at all inter-
views and depositions. The testimony was
either preserved by tape recorder or was tran-
scribed by a certified court reporter provided
by the Office of Official Reporters to Commit-
tees of the House of Representatives. Testimo-
ny was taken in either of two formats. Prelimi-
nary "discovery" inquiries were conducted in a
less formal interview format, many under oath.
Depositions were taken in a more formal ques-
tion and answer format. The Task Force staff
interviewed 230 individuals.

The Subcommittee on Near Eastern and
South Asian Affairs of the United States Senate
Committee on Foreign Relations authorized a
limited investigation pursuant to a formally
adopted "Guiding Principles for Investigation."

To the extent appropriate, the Task Force co-
ordinated its efforts with those of the Senate
staff, primarily to avoid unnecessary duplication
of effort, to lessen inconvenience to witnesses
and generally to maximize efficiency and econ-
omy. To the extent that the Task Force and
Senate investigators conducted joint interviews
and shared information, the cooperation was
effected in a manner consistent with this Task
Force mandate and Rules. In addition, the Task
Force had access to all the testimony taken by
the Senate. We are grateful to the Senate staff
for their assistance, diligence and analysis.

B. Documents

Documents were obtained from Federal
agencies and from private individuals. Docu-
ments are identified by the name of the source

and type of document. All documents received
by the Task Force were stamped with a Bates
identification number.

The Task Force sought relevant documents
and information from various federal agencies.
Nearly all the federal agencies contacted by the
Task Force cooperated expeditiously with doc-
ument requests.

Much of the information and documents
sought by the Task Force had been created
during 1979 and 1980. The October Surprise
allegations did not surface until the mid-1980's,
however. Because of the long evolution of the
October Surprise story, executive branch agen-
cies did not begin to organize their relevant in-
formation and documents in a manner consist-
ent with the concerns of the Task Force until
late 1991 in response to requests from either
the Task Force or the White House Interagen-
cy October Surprise Working Group estab-
lished by the White House in 1991 prior to the
formal creation of the House October Surprise
Task Force. The Task Force attempted to ac-
quire from executive branch agencies all of the
documents which they transmitted to the White
House Inter-Agency Working Group on the
October Surprise.

The Task Force also obtained an historical
chronology of the internal politics of Iran pre-
pared by an independent scholar, with review
and assistance by a number of other Iranian ex-
perts.1 The chronology provided an historical
context essential for understanding the events
and conduct evaluated by the Task Force. The
Task Force elected to have the chronology pre-
pared by an independent scholar in order to
ensure its objectivity. Many Task Force wit-
nesses linked their testimony to events in Iran.
The chronology gave the Task Force an inde-



pendent baseline from which to evaluate wit-
ness statements.

1. Acquisition of Classified and
Non-Classified Federal
Goverment Documents

The Task Force sought relevant documents
from numerous federal agencies. Although the
pace and scope of cooperation varied by
agency, most were generally cooperative, with
some committing substantial resources to assist
the Task Force.

The Task Force initially submitted written re-
quests to Federal agencies based on informa-
tion available in the public record. The agen-
cies identified responsive documents and, with
few exceptions, made them available for review.
Security arrangements were made for review of
classified documents. As the investigation pro-
gressed and the Task Force discovered new in-
formation, written or oral requests for addi-
tional documents were made. The Task Force
also deposed relevant agency personnel regard-
ing the nature and contents of many of the
documents.

Some agencies permitted the Task Force to
retain copies of pertinent documents, others
did not. Review of highly classified documents
was difficult logistically because the Task Force
did not have a secure facility for storage of
such documents until mid-December. As a
result, staff were required to go to agency of-
fices to review the documents or to rely on
agency security personnel to bring documents
to the Task Force office for review.

Upon the conclusion of the Task Force's
business, most classified materials will be re-
turned to their originating agencies. Task Force
materials which contain classified information
will become the records of the House Perma-
nent Select Committee on Intelligence.

This report was reviewed by relevant agen-
cies for disclosure of classified material. Where
disclosure was a possibility, an effort was made
to provide the relevant information in unclassi-
fied form. Pertinent classified information is
preserved in the Classified Appendix.

a. Central Intelligence Agency (CIA)

The Central Intelligence Agency was highly
responsive to requests for information and doc-
uments from the Task Force. The CIA provid-

ed unrestricted access by a limited number of

Task Force staff to a wide variety of requested

materials, including files maintained on several

individuals relevant to the October Surprise al-

legations as well as internal memoranda and

cables regarding various October Surprise re-

lated events. The open access provided by the

CIA enabled the Task Force to assess meaning-

fully the credibility of the information provid-

ed. The CIA also made numerous current and

former Agency employees available to the Task

Force for interviews or depositions. The Task
Force reviewed agency files on over 85 individ-
uals, as well as sensitive operational files. The
Task Force reviewed well over 5,000 pages of
CIA documents. The combination of unedited
access to documents and unrestricted access to
current and former personnel was of substan-
tial assistance to the Task Force.

b. Department of Defense (DOD)

Approximately 17,000 documents from 47
DOD organizations were provided to the Task
Force for review. At the Task Force's request,
DOD allowed the Task Force to retain copies
of approximately 680 documents.

(i) National Security Agency (NSA)

The National Security Agency also respond-
ed fully and completely to Task Force requests,
making available thousands of pages of unre-
dacted, highly-classified material. This material
provided significant corroboration to some
Task Force conclusions. The agency also freely
made available its relevant personnel to assist
in our search and analysis.

(ii) Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA)

The Defense Department permitted the Task
Force to review DIA reports that described al-
leged Iranian arms transactions. These reports
assisted the Task Force in identifying over 25
countries from which arms were directly or in-
directly sold to Iran.

c. Department of Justice (DOJ)

The Task Force was granted access to rele-
vant files from the Department of Justice relat-
ing to legal proceedings involving Richard
Brenneke, Dirk Stoffberg, Reiner Jacobi, Ari
Ben-Menashe and the Hashemi brothers. The



Justice Department also made personnel avail-
able for informal interviews concerning the
handling of certain cases. The Department
maintained its highly rigid prohibition based
upon a standing precedent regarding deposi-
tions from line prosecutors, but was responsive
to acceptable alternatives.

(i) Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)

No agency was more responsive to document
requests or provided more personnel assistance
than the FBI. The Task Force made numerous
requests to the FBI and all were promptly ad-
dressed with complete professionalism. FBI in-
formation reviewed by the Task Force included
investigative files on Cyrus Hashemi, Jamshid
Hashemi, and numerous other persons who
said they witnessed or participated in October
Surprise-related events.

The FBI also made available investigative
files concerning its 1983-1984 investigation of
the theft of the 1980 Carter campaign debate
book. The Task Force reviewed the relevant
portions of those investigative files and found it
extremely valuable especially where interviews
on relevant areas took place much closer in
time to the events in question.

In addition, as discussed throughout this
report, the FBI made records and analysis of its
electronic surveillance logs and tapes of Cyrus
Hashemi and others available to the Task Force
as well as making available its forensic analysis
laboratories.

d. Department of State

The Task Force submitted numerous docu-
ment requests to the Department of State and
reviewed well over 100,000 documents relating
to the hostage crisis. The Task Force retained
over 18,000 documents for further analysis.
Documents reviewed included daily situation
reports for the White House, documents relat-
ing to hostage negotiations, documents relating
to United States policy regarding sale of arms
to Iran, intelligence reports on arms shipments
to Iran, cable traffic to and from United States
embassies, internal memoranda and numerous
telexes and handwritten notes. The State De-
partment also assisted in locating retired per-
sonnel and arranging for those interviews and
present employees as well.

e. Department of Treasury

The Department of the Treasury was the
least responsive executive branch agency for
the Task Force to deal with on document re-
quests. Treasury's treatment of requests for
Secret Service records was on occasion unnec-
essarily cumbersome. Its refusal to make some
of the Secret Service agents available for inter-
views slowed the work of the Task Force.

The Task Force believes that the discrete
issue of vice-presidential candidate George
Bush's whereabouts in October, 1980 could
have been more simply and easily resolved
early in the investigation had the Treasury De-
partment directed the Secret Service to re-
spond in a more timely fashion to Task Force
requests. Negotiations finally resulted in a com-
promise which permitted a final and conclusive
resolution of the allegation that George Bush
was in Paris in October, 1980. The Task Force
was sensitive to the security concerns of the
United States Secret Service and would not un-
dermine or diminish that function in any way.
Nonetheless, the Task Force found the Secret
Service to be unnecessarily difficult to deal
with, even in light of those security concerns.

(i) Customs Service

The response by Treasury to requests for
Customs Service documents was also unaccept-
able. While the Customs Service assisted the
Task Force by assigning extremely capable in-
vestigative personnel to the Task Force, its re-
sponsiveness to document requests was gener-
ally inadequate. Several of the most important
participants in the alleged October Surprise
events were subjects of, or sources for, Cus-
toms Service investigations. The Customs Serv-
ice refused to provide the Task Force copies of
its source files involving Cyrus Hashemi and
Hushang Lavi, despite the fact that both men
have been dead for some time. This refusal was
particularly disappointing in light of the fact
that the Central Intelligence Agency permitted
the Task Force to review unredacted source
files of far greater sensitivity. Access to the ap-
propriate case agents for interview avoided any
depreciation of our conclusions, but limiting or
denying access to the contemporaneous
records of those agents was unnecessary.



f. Federal Election Commission (FEC)

The Task Force requested and received ex-
penditure reports filed by the 1980 Reagan-
Bush campaign from the FEC.

g. General Accounting Office (GAO)

The GAO gave the Task Force access to in-
vestigative files relating to its preliminary in-
quiry into allegations by Richard Brenneke that
George Bush and others were in Paris in Octo-
ber 1980. These files included reports of inter-
views with relevant witnesses and reports of the
results of other investigative efforts. The Task
Force reviewed those files and retained copies
of relevant documents.

h. House of Representatives Committee
on Post Office and Civil Service
Subcommittee on Human Resources
("The Albosta Committee")

The Task Force reviewed the report of the
Albosta Committee's investigation of the theft
of the Carter campaign debate book. In addi-
tion, the Task Force had access to the original
files of the "Albosta Committee" which were in
the possession of former Congressman Donald
Albosta at his farm in Michigan, as well as
counsel to his committee. We understand that
the Committee on Post Office and Civil Service
will be responding to that issue when the 103rd
Congress convenes in January, 1993.

i. National Security Council (NSC)

After some delay, the National Security
Council ultimately provided documents re-
quested by the Task Force. The Task Force re-
viewed thousands of NSC documents, which
were housed at the Carter and Reagan librar-
ies. The NSC's security procedures were, in
some instances in the view of the Task Force,
unnecessarily burdensome.

j. Office of the Independent Counsel
(Iran-Contra)

The Independent Counsel's Office respond-
ed in a timely fashion to the Task Force's re-
quests to review files for information relevant
to the October Surprise allegations. Two vol-
umes of material were reviewed by the Task
Force. In addition, attorneys employed by the
Independent Counsel were fully responsive to
Task Force requests for assistance.

k. Senate Intelligence Committee

The Senate Select Committee on Intelli-

gence, which is the repository for tens of thou-

sands of Iran-contra documents was extremely

responsive to the Task Force and helpful in its

work.

2. Acquisition and Review of
Electronic Media

a. FBI Tapes of Surveillance of Cyrus
Hashemi

From September 24, 1980 until February 12,
1981, the FBI maintained extensive electronic
surveillance of Cyrus Hashemi's office and
other locations. Pursuant to this surveillance,
the FBI recorded approximately 21,000 conver-
sations, 2 totalling nearly 1,800 hours.

The surveillance was initially ordered to in-
vestigate allegations that Cyrus Hashemi was
involved in the July 22, 1980 assassination of
Ali Akbar Tabatabai, a former Iranian diplo-
mat. Ali Akbar Tabatabai had previously told
the FBI that Cyrus Hashemi and his brother
Reza were utilizing the United States bank they
operated (First Gulf Bank and Trust) to chan-
nel Iranian government funds to Khomeini's
secret police and intelligence operatives in the
United States.3 Following Ali Akbar Tabatabai's
assassination, the FBI heard from a reliable
source that Hashemi had instructed that Taba-
tabai be assassinated and had financed the op-
eration through his bank. 4

On August 29, 1980, the FBI applied for an
order under the Foreign Surveillance Intelli-
gence Act (FISA) authorizing electronic surveil-
lance of Hashemi's office and other locations. 5

Surveillance authority was granted for 90 days. 6

Although the FBI discovered no evidence re-
lating to the assassination allegations, the FBI
did find that Hashemi was engaged in other in-
telligence activities, including the illegal pro-
curement of military equipment for Iran and ef-
forts to locate the assets of the Shah of Iran. 7

Based on this information, the FBI sought and
received a 90-day extension of the authority for
the FISA surveillance on November 23, 1980.' 9

The surveillance was discontinued in February
1981.10

All the tapes from the FBI surveillance of
Cyrus Hashemi were made available to the



Task Force. " The FBI listened to and analyzed
every tape in its possession, provided tran-
scripts of relevant tapes, and translated many
conversations from Farsi and other languages.
Every tape was made concurrently available to
the Task Force for its own review and analysis.
Additionally, the FBI also reviewed other FISA
surveillance that was taking place during this
period of time and potentially related to the
October Surprise allegations. These reviews
also provided helpful material. The FBI, in
conjunction with Task Force staff, created a
calendar of Cyrus Hashemi's whereabouts
based on the information derived from the sur-
veillance. This information has been incorpo-
rated into the Task Force's report. The Task
Force is especially grateful to the FBI for its co-
operation and assistance throughout the course
of this investigation.

3. Acquisition of Documents at
Presidential Libraries

a. Carter Library

The Task Force sought to review presidential
records at the Carter Presidential Library. The
majority of the materials sought were classified
and approval for Task Force access was re-
quired from the numerous government agen-
cies. Approval was ultimately granted and Task
Force investigators reviewed thousands of clas-
sified documents relating to the hostage situa-
tion, including the files of the president and
the National Security Council. These files in-
cluded correspondence between and intelli-
gence reports from other domestic and foreign
governmental agencies.

President Carter and the personnel at the
Carter Library were extremely cooperative and
made every effort to assist the Task Force.

b. Reagan Library

The Reagan-Bush 1980 campaign documents
are housed at the Ronald Reagan Presidential
Library in Simi Valley, California. These are
non-presidential records and, at this time, are
not open to the public. The Task Force was re-
quired to and did request President Reagan's
permission to review these documents. After
several efforts to agree on the parameters of
the document review with the President's attor-
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ney, consent to review the documents at the Li-
brary was provided by Mr. Reagan's attorney.

The Task Force reviewed thousands of docu-
ments and is confident that it had access to all
campaign materials at the library. Most senior
campaign officials, including William Casey and
Richard Allen, did not turn over their own doc-
uments for storage at the Reagan Library.12

The Task Force also sought to review perti-
nent presidential records in the library's hold-
ings. Most of the documents requested were
classified and, after appropriate security meas-
ures were agreed upon, the Task Force was
able to review those records.

Personnel at the Reagan Library were ex-
tremely cooperative and accommodating.

4. Acquisition of Privately Held
Documents

Throughout the course of the investigation,
all non-governmental witnesses interviewed
were asked whether they were in the possession
of documentary evidence that could support
their testimony. In the case of former officials
from either the Carter or Reagan administra-
tions, the answer was generally negative, be-
cause most relevant documents were retained
by the government. In the case of journalists,
several were willing to furnish copies of docu-
ments they had collected in the course of their
own investigations, while others were only will-
ing to summarize the content of what they had
discovered. Most foreign private citizens,
former government officials of Iran, and for-
eign journalists most expressed a willingness to
share whatever documents they possessed. The
Task Force received several hundred pages of
documents requiring translation by the Library
of Congress. 13 Finally, the Task Force staff ob-
tained many public documents available
through the Lexis/Nexis computer network, the
Foreign Broadcast Information Service (FBIS),
the Library of Congress, and Iran specialists
many of whom possessed newspapers, pam-
phlets, and other documents written contempo-
raneously with the events under investigation.

The Task Force sought access to the full
panoply of corroborative documents that would
normally be sought in a criminal investigation,
including copies of credit card receipts; travel
records; frequent flyer mileage records; bank
account information; hotel records; telephone
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records; and travel reimbursement receipts
from private employers and the Reagan cam-
paign. Unfortunately, many of the categories of
records described above are destroyed in the
routine course of business between seven and
ten years after they are created. Because we
were investigating events alleged to have oc-
curred 12 years ago, we were unable to obtain
a number of potentially valuable records.

a. Cyrus Hashemi

The Task Force sought numerous documents
generated by or concerning Cyrus Hashemi. As
with many other aspects of the inquiry, the pas-
sage of time significantly limited the Task
Force's ability to obtain these documents.

Among the individuals from whom we sought
documents were Homa Hashemi, Hashemi's
first wife, to whom he was married during the
1979-1981 period; Stanley Pottinger, Jackson
Cook, and Jay Springer, who all served as attor-
neys for Hashemi; William Wachtel and Elliott
Richardson, counsel who represented Hashemi
during his investigation by the United States
Attorneys Office of the Southern District of
New York; the family of John Shaheen, who
had a business relationship with Cyrus Ha-
shemi; and various business associates and/or
employees of Cyrus Hashemi.

b. William J. Casey

The Task Force sought to obtain relevant
documents that belonged to William J. Casey.
In particular, the Task Force focused on files
related to the hostage issue, as well as Mr.
Casey's calendars, appointment books, and
passports for the relevant time period.
Through the Casey family, the CIA, and others
who had worked with Mr. Casey, the Task
Force obtained and reviewed a significant
number of Mr. Casey's documents.

The location of Mr. Casey's documents over
the last 12 years has been well documented.
Like most senior members of the Reagan-Bush
campaign, Casey did not forward his campaign
files to the Hoover Institute for storage at the
Reagan Presidential Library. Mr. Casey kept the
majority of his campaign files and stored them
in two safes at his CIA office at the Old Execu-
tive Office Building.' 4 Casey's secretary at that
office, Doris Gibbons, indexed those files after
she began working for Mr. Casey in 1982.'1 In
Ms. Gibbons' index, there were four items of

interest to the Task Force: (1) Standard

Diary-19 8 0 , (2) Monthly Minder-19 8 0, (3)

Loose calendar pages-July 24, 1980-Decem-

ber 18, 1980, and (4) a campaign file marked

"Hostages".
In addition to Ms. Gibbons' index, there

were several other indexes made over the years

which assisted the Task Force in tracking Mr.

Casey's documents. In 1984, the Federal

Bureau of Investigation indexed the Casey files

during its investigation of the alleged theft of

government documents and the Carter cam-
paign debate book. In addition, when the FBI
sought to review the remaining portion of

Casey's personal files from the 1980 campaign
period which were stored at Mr. Casey's New
York law office, they were shipped to Mr.
Casey's office at the Old Executive Office
Building. Prior to their shipment however, the
law firm also prepared an index. 16 The FBI re-
viewed the law firm files and prepared an index
of those documents as well.

In 1987, following Mr. Casey's resignation as
Director of the CIA, all the campaign files, in-
cluding the law firm files, were transferred to
CIA headquarters at Langley, Virginia. a" Prior
to their transfer, Doris Gibbons prepared an-
other index of the files.18 The campaign files
and personal files from Mr. Casey's Langley
office were sent to the Casey family at their
home in McLean, Virginia. Some of the files
stored at the McLean home were later moved
to the Casey home in Rosslyn Harbor, New
York.' 9 The Task Force staff obtained access to
documents stored at the Casey home in Virgin-
ia on August 12, 1992 and to the home in New
York on August 24, 1992.

(i) Casey's Calendars

According to the various indexes of the
Casey files, William Casey maintained three cal-
endars in 1980: a "Standard Diary", a "Month-
ly Minder" and a desk top calendar from
which, according to the Gibbons index, some
loose pages were retained. The Task Force
staff did not find the calendars which were
listed in the various indexes when reviewing
the boxes of documents at the Casey homes in
Virginia or New York. The Task Force's com-
parison of the file folders at the Virginia home
with the Gibbons index indicated that the file



folders surrounding the calendars were intact
in the sequence noted on the index.

Barbara Hayward, one of Mr. Casey's secre-
taries at the Reagan-Bush campaign headquar-
ters, had reviewed a red hardbound "Standard
Diary" for 1980 at the Virginia home on May
20, 1991. Hayward informed the Senate For-
eign Relations Committee that Robert Gray,
the Director of Communications during the
campaign, had asked her to review Mr. Casey's
files at the McLean house to look for any dia-
ries relevant to the October Surprise allega-
tions. 20 Upon receiving Mrs. Casey's consent,
Hayward reviewed documents at the Virginia
home. Hayward reported that "there was noth-
ing in [the calendar] very much" and it did not
"clear up the situation". 21, 22, 23,24

Subsequent to the Task Force's review of
documents at the Virginia home, Bernadette
Casey Smith and her husband Owen Smith met
with Task Force counsel and counsel for the
Senate Investigation and provided two calen-
dars and some loose calendar pages from a
desk calendar originally listed in Mrs. Gibbons'
indexes. 25 According to Ms. Gibbons' indexes,
loose calendar pages for the time period July
24, 1980 to December 18, 1980 had been kept
in a file folder in a safe in Casey's CIA office in
the Old Executive Office Building. When deliv-
ered to the Task Force, the following pages
were missing from the loose calendar pages:
July 26-27, October 21, October 29, November
3-11, and November 13. The dates July 26th
and October 21st are of particular interest to
the Task Force. 26 The 1980 Monthly Minder
and the Standard Diary provided by Mrs. Smith
were completely intact. The relevant informa-
tion from these calendars was utilized by the
Task Force to develop a comprehensive ac-
counting of Casey's whereabouts during the
relevant time period.27

The Task Force has not found any evidence
to explain why the dates identified above are
missing from the loose calendar pages found in
Casey's files.

(ii) Casey 's Passports

No witness has ever stated that he or she re-
calls seeing a 1980 passport for William Casey.
Nonetheless, the Task Force tried to locate his
1980 passport because it reasonably assumed
that he possessed one due to several foreign
trips he took in that time period. In a deposi-

tion, Mr. Casey's secretary at CIA headquar-
ters, Betty Murphy, testified that, following his
death in 1987 she gave several of Mr. Casey's
expired passports as well as a folder labeled
"Passport" 28 to his widow, Mrs. Sophia Casey.
She couldn't recall which passports were in-
cluded among the ones she gave Mrs. Casey.
However, Task Force investigators did not find
any passports in the limited areas to which they
were given access in the Casey homes in the
summer of 1992. The Task Force did find an
empty file folder labeled "Passport". In her
deposition, Bernadette Casey Smith testified
that the family had tried unsuccessfully to
locate the passports. Mrs. Smith also testified
that Richard Allen had asked the family to
locate the passports and that, pursuant to that
request, she thought Barbara Hayward had
looked for but was unable to find any passports
at the Virginia home in 1991.29

On December 10, 1992, a Task Force investi-
gator contacted Mrs. Smith to determine if the
family had found the passport. Mrs. Smith
stated that she was just about to call the inves-
tigator to inform him that she had found two
passports. Mrs. Smith stated that her husband,
Owen, had located two of her father's pass-
ports in the Virginia home. Thereafter, Mrs.
Smith mailed two (2) expired passports to the
Task Force: a tourist passport issued in 1958
through 1960, and one official passport from
the CIA issued in 1981 through 1986. The
Task Force has been unable to locate Mr.
Casey's 1980 passport.

(iii) The "Hostages" File

The indexes prepared by Doris Gibbons in
1982 and 1987 at the Old Executive Office
Building also indicate that Mr. Casey had a
small file from the campaign labeled "Hos-
tages." That file was not included in the FBI
index of Mr. Casey's files prepared in August
of 1983 in the course of the investigation of the
theft of the Carter debate book. Whether FBI
agents ever actually saw the "Hostages" file is
unknown. In any event, sometime after the FBI
had reviewed his files, Mr. Casey removed
some documents from the file.

On the Gibbons' index, a handwritten note
by Doris Gibbons indicates that Mr. Casey re-
moved some pages from the "Hostages" file on
February 27, 1984. On the same day he re-



moved pages from the file, Casey wrote to Rep-
resentative Donald J. Albosta that he was "in
the process of checking some facts" and would
provide him with an affidavit shortly."0 On
March 2, 1984, three (3) days after he removed
pages from the "Hostages" files, Casey signed
an affidavit for the Albosta committee discuss-
ing his receipt of information concerning the
hostages. Ms. Gibbons testified that she con-
trolled access to those safes and, to her knowl-
edge, Casey never returned the material he re-
moved from the file prior to his death.3 ' She
testified that it was her custom to note on the
indexes when materials were returned to the
files. 32 The index contains no such notation.

When Task Force investigators initially ques-
tioned Mr. Casey's widow, Sophia Casey, and
daughter, Bernadette Casey Smith, neither re-
called seeing any "Hostages" file.3 3 The day
after this discussion, Bernadette Casey Smith
called the Task Force and reported that she
and her mother had found a "Hostages" file at
the Casey home in New York. She testified
later that she and her mother had removed the
file previously from McLean and taken it to
New York, but that she had not recalled this
event when she discussed the matter with the
Task Force previously. Mrs. Smith forwarded to
the Task Force copies of approximately 50
pages of campaign documents which she stated
were from the "Hostages" file. At their deposi-
tion, Mr. and Mrs. Smith produced approxi-
mately 12 additional documents regarding Iran
which she stated she had found at the New
York home.

34

(iv) Casey Personal Documents at Langley

The Task Force attempted to obtain access
to some of Mr. Casey's campaign and transition
files relating to the hostage situation which
were maintained at CIA headquarters in Lang-
ley, Virginia. Sam Watson, an employee of the
Reagan-Bush CIA transition team, testified
that, to the best of his recollection, one of Mr.
Casey's secretaries in late January or February
of 1981 asked him to review "a box or two" of
Mr. Casey's files from either the Reagan-Bush
campaign or transition offices. Watson testified
that he recalled reviewing files related to the
Iranian hostage situation. 3 5

Betty Murphy confirmed that one or two
boxes of Mr. Casey's files from the campaign
were at his Langley office. 36 She believed that

these files were among Mr. Casey's personal

files from his Langley office that had been de-

livered to the Casey home in McLean, Virgin-

ia.3 7 However, the Task Force learned that

some of Casey's personal files from the transi-

tion period inadvertently remained at the CIA

with Casey's official papers.

The Chief of the CIA Security Director's Se-

curity Staff from 1984 until the time of Casey's

death testified that "just over a year ago some-
one ran across some material" in the CIA Di-
rector's office and asked him to deliver them to
Mr. Casey's widow, Sophia. 3 Bernadette Casey
Smith testified that someone from the CIA Di-
rector's office called her mother and told her
that they had found some documents regarding
"October Surprise" that might be "helpful"
and sent them to her mother. 39

The Task Force deposed Becky Rant, the
Deputy Executive Secretary of the CIA, regard-
ing the discovery of this material. Rant testified
that in the summer of 1991 she had requested
that a box of Mr. Casey's materials be retrieved
from the CIA document storage facility for pur-
poses of accessing documents unrelated to
these allegations. 40 In the course of reviewing
that box of files, Rant noticed a file labeled
"WJC Personal, January 1980 to December
1980." 41 She believes that the personal file was
inadvertently included with his Agency files
when Casey's personal files were boxed for de-
livery to Mrs. Casey.42

Rant notified her supervisor of the misplaced
file and prepared an inventory of the files
which described the contents and the number
of pages of each document. 43 The CIA Security
Detail Chief delivered 624 pages to Mrs. Casey
and her daughter, Mrs. Smith, at the home in
New York.44 After the DCI Security Detail Chief
delivered the materials, Mrs. Casey mailed a
portion of them to Congressman Henry
Hyde, 45 Ranking Minority Member of the Task
Force, and to members of the media. 46

The CIA maintained copies of the documents
it provided to the Casey family and provided
these copies to the Task Force. Although Mrs.
Casey provided 45 pages of documents in the
packet to Mr. Hyde, the Task Force has re-
viewed and identified approximately 240 pages
that relate to the Iranian hostages from among
those provided to the Casey family.



In conclusion, although the Task Force is
confident that it eventually received sufficient
evidence to make sound conclusions regarding
Mr. Casey's whereabouts during relevant time
periods, it was disappointed with the timeliness
and quality of the document production by the
Casey family.

c. John Shaheen Documents

John Shaheen died on November 1, 1986.
He was a close personal friend of William
Casey dating back to World War II. He was
also involved in business relationships with
Cyrus Hashemi before, during and after the
1980 hostage crisis. The Task Force originally
sought from members of the Shaheen family all
of John Shaheen's documents pertaining to
meetings and discussions with William Casey
and/or Cyrus Hashemi concerning the Ameri-
can hostage crisis in Iran in 1979-1981. Calen-
dars, diaries and appointment books which
would place his whereabouts during the rele-
vant time period also were requested.

The family produced thirteen classifications
of John Shaheen's documents including: a large
gray rolodex; a yellow envelope containing a
listing of the relatives of the Shah of Iran; a
photocopy of a Power of Attorney from Cyrus
Hashemi to Lawrence A. Blatte, dated 4/15/80;
a Shaheen Natural Resources Company, Inc./
MacMillan Ring-Free Oil Company, Inc. list of
employees and residence telephone numbers
for 1980 and 1985; a letter of Intent for Agree-
ment for Joint Venture between John Shaheen
and Cyrus Hashemi, dated 4/16/80; a memo-
randum of joint venture between John Shaheen
and Cyrus Hashemi dated 4/29/80; a Thank
You card from Richard V. Allen, dated 1/13/
82; John Shaheen's cash receipts and disburse-
ments for the period of 1975-1982; First Gulf
Bank and Trust loan documents for Mid
Ocean, dated 6/30/80; First Gulf Bank and
Trust loan documents to Mid Ocean, dated 10/
4-6/80; a document entitled "Arrangement of
Banking Facility for Mid Ocean," dated 10/31/
80; a document entitled "$3,500,000 closing
with First Gulf Bank and Trust," dated 3/6/81
(folders #1 and #2), and a document entitled
"First Gulf Bank and Trust $3,500,000 loan to
Mid Ocean," dated 1/7/81.

Copies of the following documents were ob-
tained from the Senate "October Surprise"
special counsel staff: selected rolodex cards

from the aforementioned gray rolodex; telexes
sent to Shaheen for Cyrus Hashemi; Shaheen
Natural Resources office telephone directories;
a news clipping pertaining to Iran Seaoil Co.; a
telephone directory of Bradford Shaheen; back-
ground and reference addresses for John Mi-
chael Shaheen; miscellaneous addresses and
telephone numbers; an envelope addressed to
John Shaheen, and a letter addressed to Sha-
heen from The Hague.

Lastly, a copy of John Shaheen's permanent
diary for the year 1980 was obtained from the
Senate "October Surprise" special counsel
staff. This was a hard cover book, red in color,
prepared by his secretaries. It contained limited
information regarding his whereabouts, out of
town appointments, and the individuals with
whom he dined. It was used primarily for tax
purposes. This book was based on information
Shaheen furnished to his secretaries and was in
yearly increments.

The Task Force determined that not all of
Shaheen's relevant documents had been locat-
ed. According to Maureen McPartland Brokaw,
Shaheen's former personal secretary, John Sha-
heen maintained two other calendars, in addi-
tion to the one secured by the Senate special
counsel staff. 4 7 The most detailed was an Econ-
omist Pocket Diary which he personally pre-
pared and carried on his person. It resembled a
checkbook in size, contained his appointments,
and was in yearly increments. The other was an
appointment book prepared by his secretaries
from information relayed by Shaheen. It had a
soft cover, was spiral bound, written in pencil,
and broken down into yearly increments.

In addition, Shaheen carried a personal ad-
dress book with him in his briefcase. It was
known in the office as the "blue book". It was
the size of a novel but with spiral binders. A
loose leaf version of the "blue book", which
contained basically the same information, was
maintained in the office for staff use. 48 Finally,
John Shaheen always kept his current passport
in his briefcase.

Brokaw believed the books and passport that
were not provided to the Task Force were in
the custody of the Shaheen family. She stated
that Bradford Shaheen, John's son, went
through his father's effects after his death and
took them. Brokaw was not present when this
happened. She stated, however, that Bradford



acknowledged to her that he had done this.
Brokaw assumed the aforementioned docu-
ments would be together. 49

Moreover, in a deposition by the Task Force,
Bradford Shaheen admitted that he had taken
the documents. He stated that he brought vir-
tually all of his father's personal documents to
the family home in Southampton, New York,
over a six month period after his father's death.
However, he was vague and ambiguous in ex-
plaining why the missing documents were not
found during the searches by the House Task
Force and Senate investigation staff. 5

Photocopies of Shaheen's soft, spiral bound
appointment book for relevant dates,
July-November 1980, however, were provided
to the Task Force by Roy Furmark at his No-
vember 24, 1992 deposition. Furmark stated
that he had requested this portion of the diary
from Bradford Shaheen in 1991, after the
media made inquiries of him. 5 These entries
show that Shaheen travelled to London on
seven occasions and to Paris twice during the
July-November time period. Cyrus Hashemi
was mentioned three times. They also show
that Shaheen met Stan Pottinger in London on
October 6, 1980. The calendar contains no evi-
dence that Shaheen brokered a contact between
Cyrus Hashemi and William Casey during the
July-November 1980 period.

The United States Senate "October Sur-
prise" special counsel staff made two visits to
the Shaheen family home in the spring and
early summer of 1992 but did not receive any
of the missing documents. In late June and
early July, the House Task Force initiated fur-
ther discussions with the Shaheen family in an
effort to secure the production or the review of
the documents at their storage site. The Task
Force sought the cooperation of Shaheen's son,
Bradford, and his widow, Barbara. Neither was
cooperative. After a reasonable period of time
during which little or no progress was made,
the Task Force served a subpoena on Barbara
Shaheen, onJuly 17, 1992.

Shortly thereafter, the Task Force learned
that the Shaheen estate had never been probat-
ed, and that therefore John Shaheen's docu-
ments were in the constructive custody of the
executor of his estate and brother, Raymond
Shaheen, a Chicago attorney. A second subpoe-
na was served on Raymond Shaheen. In re-
sponse, Barbara Shaheen grudgingly agreed to

permit Task Force investigators to enter her

private home and examine a voluminous

amount of documents, but for only for a period

of two days under her arrangements with the

Task Force.
On July 28, 1992, a Task Force investigator

went to the Shaheen residence pursuant to the

subpoena and Barbara Shaheen's prior verbal

agreement. At first she refused to give the in-
vestigator access to a third-floor bedroom
where documents were stored. After approxi-
mately one hour of discussion, she reluctantly
agreed to telephone her attorney. She permit-
ted the investigator to view the documents
stored in the basement while she attempted to
consult with her legal counsel. The attorney
subsequently related to the Task Force investi-
gator that he had suggested to Barbara Sha-
heen that it would be in her best interests to
cooperate, and the document search continued.
The search revealed approximately 47 Trans-
files and similar boxes of documents in the
basement of the Shaheen home, 23 boxes in a
third floor bedroom.

On July 17, 1992, a subpoena duces tecum
was served on the European American Bank for
the financial records of John Shaheen. In view
of the amount of time that had passed between
the time the account was active and the date of
the subpoena, all the records had routinely
been destroyed.
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d. Abol Hassan Bani-Sadr

Former Iranian President Bani-Sadr was very
helpful to the Task Force with both time and
documentation. He consented to more than ten
hours of interviews. During the course of these
interviews, President Bani-Sadr furnished the
Task Force staff with a complete collection of
the newspaper articles which he wrote contem-
poraneously with the events under investiga-
tion. President Bani-Sadr also wrote a book on
his political experiences, My Turn to Speak. This
book chronicles and analyzes Iranian political
developments throughout the time period rele-
vant to the October Surprise allegations. Presi-
dent Bani-Sadr provided the Task Force with a
compilation of letters he wrote to other Iranian
political figures during his presidency. Finally,
he remains in contact by phone and fax with
many people in Iran. Through these contacts,
he was able to obtain additional materials,



mostly letters, relevant to the Task Force's in-
quiry.

e. Gunther K. Russbacher

Gunther Russbacher, an inmate in the Mis-
souri State Prison, was contacted by the Task
Force in March, 1992. Russbacher claimed to
have flown then vice presidential candidate
George Bush and others to Paris aboard a
BAC-I 11 supersonic aircraft in October, 1980.
Through claimed counsel, Russbacher fur-
nished the Task Force with reams of material
alleging knowledge of and/or complicity in the
October Surprise allegations.

f. Richard J. Brenneke

On March 17, 1992, pursuant to a Task
Force subpoena, Peggy Robohm provided doc-
uments and personal effects of Richard Bren-
neke which were given to her by Brenneke in
1991. The documents received were extensive
and, as relevant, are discussed in detail in the
report.

g. James A. Baker, III

The Task Force also sought the 1980 cam-
paign records of James A. Baker III from both
the Bush and Reagan/Bush campaigns. On De-
cember 29, 1992 the Task Force was granted
complete access to those records archived at
the Rice University in Houston. The Task
Force is grateful for Mr. Baker's full compli-
ance, even though more timely access would
have eased the Task Force Staff's review.

h. Others

Documents were also sought and received by
the Task Force from individuals who allegedly
could corroborate certain specific events. For
example, the July 28-31, 1980 Anglo-American
conference held at the Imperial War Museum
in London and attended by William Casey. In
addition to documents provided by Jonathan
Chadwick, the director of the British Imperial
War Museum, the Task Force obtained records
from the Royal Army Medical College and vari-
ous airlines, diary entries and calendars from
numerous attendees at the conference. The
Task Force is very appreciative of this coopera-
tion.

C. Assistance From Foreign
Countries Including Algeria,
Germany, Great Britain,
France, Iran and Israel

The Task Force sought the assistance of a
number of foreign governments; because most
of the alleged meetings took place overseas and
most of the alleged participants were foreign
nationals, the assistance of certain countries
was deemed critical. Agencies of the govern-
ments of Great Britain and France, for exam-
ple, were asked to provide access to records
and/or individuals. Germany and Algeria were
asked to permit interviews with certain current
and former officials who participated in the
hostage negotiations. Israel conducted an inde-
pendent and thorough examination of all the
issues presented to it by the Task Force. Israeli
witnesses were interviewed and documents ana-
lyzed and produced for the Task Force to
review.

The agencies in Great Britain and France
from which assistance was sought generally
complied with Task Force requests, but many
of the records sought could not be located.
The government of Iran, contacted on numer-
ous occasions through its Permanent Mission to
the United Nations, denied the Task Force's re-
quest to travel to Iran to conduct interviews.
Although the Task Force was able to contact
several critical Iranian nationals while they
were traveling outside of Iran, the inability to
travel to Iran prevented access to many individ-
uals who might have had knowledge relevant to
the allegations.

The government of Israel also declined to
allow the Task Force to travel to Israel to inter-
view current and former government officials.
The government of Israel, did, however, ap-
point a special investigator, Israeli General
(Res.) Raphael Vardi to act as liaison with the
Task Force. General Vardi interviewed certain
individuals on behalf of the Task Force. The
Task Force also sought certain documents from
Israel. General Vardi submitted the results of
his investigation to the Task Force, and the
government of Israel has given us permission
to utilize these findings in this report. While we
would have preferred to conduct our own
interviews, General Vardi's report reflects sig-



nificant effort under severe time constraints.
The Task Force is grateful to the government
of Israel for its effort.

The government of Germany permitted the
Task Force to conduct interviews and deposi-
tions in Germany and made available its former
foreign minister, Hans-Dietrich Genscher, who
played a critical role in the hostage negotia-
tions. The Task Force is grateful to the govern-
ment of Germany for its assistance in this
regard.

The government of Algeria provided valua-
ble assistance to the Task Force. The govern-
ment of Algeria invited the Task Force to Al-
giers and arranged for interviews. The Algeri-
ans were scrupulous in maintaining their dis-
cretion and neutrality while being generous
with their time and insight. Algerian assistance
was particularly useful in understanding the
crucial last few months of the negotiations that
ended the hostage crisis.

D. Foreign Hotel Records

The Task Force, with the assistance of the
FBI's Legat in Madrid, Spain, Interpol, and
Spanish Police authorities, was able to obtain
the originals of the Madrid Plaza Hotel's head
tax records for the period of 1980. These tax
records, maintained to cover a Spanish head
tax on each hotel guest for the period, while
useful, do not in any way provide any identify-
ing information other than the guest's name
and the date the head tax was applicable.

Extensive efforts were also made to obtain
the Plaza Hotel registration entrance card
records for this same 1980 period, which be-
sides the guest's name, would have included
address, date of birth, passport number, etc.
These efforts through local Spanish police au-
thorities and the Plaza Hotel in Madrid estab-
lished that these records as of September 1992
were no longer maintained, and had been rou-
tinely destroyed by the Plaza Hotel and local
Spanish police authorities.

Similarly, the Task Force approached the
hotels in Paris that were discussed in the vari-
ous October Surprise allegations. Some of the
hotels were cooperative in searching for
records, although in most cases they were
unable to locate them after twelve years. The
results of the Task Force efforts on Paris hotel

records collection will be referred to as appro-
priate in this report.

E. Assistance From
Journalists/Writers/
Researchers

A number of journalists, writers, and re-
searchers have devoted considerable attention

to the October Surprise allegations. Many jour-
nalists, as well as Iranian scholars, provided the
Task Force with valuable insights into the mat-
ters under investigation. The journalists we
spoke with fell into two classes of witnesses:
those with whom the Task Force conducted
either a formal on-the-record interview or a
deposition and those with whom we met infor-
mally. The Task Force also benefitted from the
assistance of Gary Sick who submitted to
formal interviews and sworn deposition testi-
mony. The Task Force met with more than a
dozen journalists and writers in the United
States and abroad who have written extensively
on the October Surprise proposition. In par-
ticular, Steven Emerson, Barbara Honegger,
Martin Kilian, Peggy Robohm, Robert Parry,
Tara Sonenshine and David Marks provided the
Task Force with valuable time, documents, and
information.
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V. Historical Overview of the Hostage
Crisis

On November 4, 1979, a mob of Iranian stu-
dent radicals attacked the United States Embas-
sy in Tehran, took 63 Americans hostage, and
demanded that the United States extradite the
deposed Shah of Iran. Three embassy officials
visiting the Iranian Foreign Ministry were also
taken hostage. At approximately 3:00 a.m. EST,
State Department officials in Washington re-
ceived word of the takeover and began an
effort to manage a crisis that would not be re-
solved for 444 days. Events in Iran moved
swiftly and inexplicably, and numerous simulta-
neous and successive initiatives were put in
motion in the United States to address the
crisis. To understand and analyze the allega-
tions at issue in this investigation and to deter-
mine whether events followed their own logic,
or as alleged, were manipulated for electoral
advantage, it is essential to understand the his-
torical context of the crisis and the actions of
the United States government. This section of
the report provides some background on the
hostage crisis from the perspective of the Irani-
an and United States governments, and de-
scribes those actions of "diplomacy and pres-
sure" ' taken by the United States government
to resolve the crisis.

A. Iran: Historical
Perspective

In February 1979, the Pahlavi dynasty in Iran
collapsed after two years of public protest and
political unrest in opposition to the reign of
Muhammad Reza Shah Pahlavi (hereinafter the
"Shah"). Replacing the Shah's government was
a fundamentalist Islamic movement led by Aya-
tollah Ruhollah Khomeini (hereinafter Kho-
meini). Khomeini's revolutionary Islamic gov-
ernment reshaped the landscape of Iranian pol-

itics and, ultimately, provoked one of the most
serious crises in the history of American for-
eign relations.

Reza Shah Pahlavi came to power in Iran in
1925, and ruled his country until the allied oc-
cupation of Iran in 1941.2 With the occupation,
Reza Shah was forced into exile and replaced
by his son, the Shah. 3 In the post-World War II
era, political and social movements multiplied
in Iran, bringing with them increased attention
to issues of nationalism and the role of the
British government in Iranian affairs. 4 The
leader of the Iranian nationalist movement,
Mohammad Musaddeq, made among his goals
the nationalization of the Anglo-Iranian Oil
Company ("AIOC"), in which the British main-
tained a majority ownership interest until Mu-
saddeq became prime minister in 1951.' In
August, 1953, however, the government was
overthrown with covert assistance from the
American and British governments. 6

In the early 1960s, Iran again experienced
political unrest, this time in response to the
Shah's "White Revolution," which proposed,
among other things, land reform and suffrage
for women. 7 The religious leadership, in par-
ticular Khomeini, who had previously distin-
guished himself in 1962 with opposition to pro-
posed laws providing for the election of local
councils throughout the country, opposed the
reform.' In 1964, Khomeini opposed Majlis
(the Iranian parliament) approval of a measure
that extended diplomatic immunity to Ameri-
can military personnel and their families sta-
tioned in Iran.9 Khomeini's political opposition
grew so strong that the Shah's government ar-
rested him and forced him into exile in Turkey
on November 4, 1964.10 For the next fifteen



years, Khomeini sustained in exile his opposi-
tion to the Shah's government."

1. The Path to Revolution:
1963-1979

Oil revenues fueled economic growth in Iran
during the late 1960s and early 1970s. The re-
sults of this growth were not all positive and, as
the government expanded spending in the
1970s, prices increased quickly, causing wide-
spread opposition. The poor economy was fur-
ther aggravated by social problems and grow-
ing pressure to ease political repression.

In 1977, following the adoption of new liber-
alization policies by the Shah, opposition to the
Shah's policies escalated. Throughout 1977 and
1978, many Iranians moved "to Islam as a
force of liberation and a refuge from the op-
pressive secular politics of Pahlavi rule." 12

With this movement, clerics and religious stu-
dents became increasingly active in political ac-
tivity, which often turned violent. When riots
occurred in the religious city of Qom in Janu-
ary, 1978 after a government-sponsored article
attacked Khomeini, police opened fire on the
protestors and killed two dozen people. 13 The
Qom killings led to more protests and vio-
lence. 4

Religious leaders in Qom, who were in com-
munication with the exiled Khomeini, contin-
ued to mobilize support.1' By September, dem-
onstrators were openly denouncing the Shah
and demonstrating with greater frequency and
in larger numbers. To quell the demonstra-
tions, the Shah imposed martial law, which led
to further confrontation and violence. 16

a. Reaction to Revolution: American

Foreign Policy and the Fall of the Shah

The crisis in Iran posed a sharp challenge to
United States policy. As historian James Bill
summarized, "[t]he American foreign policy es-
tablishment was badly divided over the Iranian
situation and the major actors were involved in
a tangled web of personal and policy rivalry."17

Iranian specialists in the State Department be-
lieved the Shah had limited time remaining in
power. American Ambassador to Iran William
Sullivan, who had earlier been optimistic about
the Shah's political future, sent a cable to Sec-
retary of State Cyrus Vance on November 9,
1978 advocating a change in the policy of sup-

porting the Shah and advising that the domi-

nant figure in Iran was Khomeini."' Sullivan

titled his cable: "Thinking the Unthinkable."

President Jimmy Carter and his national securi-

ty advisor, Zbigniew Brzezinski, however, re-

mained loyal in their support for the Shah."9

By December, 1978, with his political power

further eroding, the Shah turned to a centrist
coalition party, the National Front, with the
idea of transferring power to a transition gov-
ernment. He appointed Shapur Bakhtiar, a lib-
eral member of the National Front from the
time of Musaddeq, as prime minister on De-
cember 30. The Shah left Iran on January 16,
1979.20 Bakhtiar was expelled from the Nation-
al Front for excepting this appointment.

As President Carter's concern over the situa-
tion in Iran grew, he ordered General Robert
Huyser, deputy commander of United States
forces in Europe, to Iran to conduct an assess-
ment. 2 General Huyser arrived in Iran on Jan-
uary 4, 1979, and later said that "[i]n general
terms I was sent there by the Government of
the United States to stabilize the Iranian mili-
tary and to encourage the Iranian military to
support their legal government."2 2 Huyser
found the Iranian military in a "state of confu-
sion," but nonetheless willing to find common
ground with the Bakhtiar government to pre-
vent the communists and other radical left
groups from coming to power.2

b. The Birth of the Islamic Republic of
Iran: 1979-1980

The situation in Iran did not stabilize with
the Shah's departure and the transition of
power to Bakhtiar. Bakhtiar had little power
and lacked the backing of Khomeini. When
Khomeini returned to Iran on February 1,
1979, he appointed his own prime minister,
Mehdi Bazargan, and announced the formation
of an Islamic state. 24 Ten days later, Bakhtiar's
government collapsed.

Bazargan was a moderate with strong ties to
the Islamic clerics who had promoted the idea
of Islam as a force for social and political
change. 25 Bazargan's eight months as prime
minister, however, "emphasize[d] the gap
rather than the community of interests between
the secular and the cleric forces, the moderates
and the radicals who had made the revolution.
It was also a period when the revolutionaries



shaped the institutions of the new order, re-
formed old and established new political move-
ments, and defined the issues which would
excite and agitate the country over the next
several years." 26

Before the fall of the Shah, Khomeini had es-
tablished the Revolutionary Council,2 7 which
would later play a major function in the gov-
erning of Iran. When the Shah's government
fell, the Revolutionary Council seized extensive
powers, which strengthened the clerics and
weakened the influence of Bazargan and the
moderates.2 8 The Council came to be dominat-
ed by Ayatollah Mohammad Beheshti 29 and
other clerics from the newly-formed Islamic Re-
public Party (IRP).

A range of political parties and movements
arose, ranging from "Islamic-fundamentalist to
Islamic-radical, from liberal to conservative,
from socialist to Marxist-Leninist and
Maoist." ' 30 In addition to the IRP, a group asso-
ciated with a centrist political rival of Kho-
meini's in Qom, Ayatollah Shariatmadari,
formed the Islamic People's Republican Party
(IPRP) .3' The IPRP was dedicated to the broad
goals of the Islamic Republic, but differed from
the IRP in many respects. It criticized the revo-
lutionary committees and the revolutionary
courts, which were dispensing summary justice
across Iran.32 Leftist elements also supported
several political parties, including the Iranian
communist party (the Tudeh) and two more
radical groups, the Mojahedin-e Khalq and the
Fadayan-e Khalq.3a

These parties competed for power and strug-
gled for influence over the institutions of the
new government. The new government's effort
to draft a constitution that "would define the
new political order lent urgency and intensity
to the debate."' 4 The lines were drawn be-
tween secular parties, which called for an open
referendum on the choice between an "Islam-
ic" or "democratic" republic, and the clerics,
who called for a purely Islamic form of govern-
ment.3 5 On June 18, 1979 a committee present-
ed a constitutional draft that provided for a
strong presidency and some individual rights
and freedoms. 36 While it paid lip service to the
idea of an Islamic state, it gave no special au-
thority to the religious leaders.37 Opposition
groups sought changes, and in August 1979 an
"Assembly of Experts" convened to review the
constitution.3 8 It was in the midst of this strug-

gle for power that a group of militant students
seized control of the American embassy. From
its beginnings, the hostage crisis was closely
intertwined with an internal power struggle
that would occupy Iran for over a year.

c. Events Leading to Embassy Seizure

Several factors led to the seizure of the
American embassy in Tehran, including the cir-
cumstances surrounding the exile of the Shah.
The Shah and Empress of Iran and a small en-
tourage departed Iran for Egypt on January 16,
1979, and for Morocco a week later. 39 The
Bakhtiar government fell on February 1.

Early in February, the Shah announced that
he would enter the United States on February
22. This created a delicate situation. An attack
on the American Embassy by armed militants
on February 14 had indicated the depth of hos-
tility toward a continuing official American
presence in Iran. 40 The Moroccan government
was exploring ways to deport the Shah and
contacted a United States public relations firm
for assistance in arranging his entry into the
United States. 41

While Morocco intensified pressure on the
Shah to depart, former Secretary of State
Henry Kissinger and the chairman of the Chase
Manhattan Bank, David Rockefeller, worked to
encourage the Bahamas to accept the Shah and

42 Machis entourage. On March 30, the Shah left for
the Bahamas, but expressed displeasure with
his status. Kissinger and Rockefeller lobbied
the Carter administration to allow the Shah to
come to the United States. 43

In late September 1979, it was disclosed that
the Shah had been suffering from two forms of
cancer for several years. On October 21, Presi-
dent Carter, citing the Shah's declining health,
allowed him to be admitted to the United
States from Mexico. 44 The President also in-
structed the United States charge d'affaires in
Tehran, Bruce Laingen, to inform Prime Minis-
ter Mehdi Bazargan of the latest developments.
The Iranians were skeptical of United States
motives. 45 They criticized the decision, arguing
that the Shah should be treated in Western
Europe. Carter stood firm, but he made it clear
that the Shah was being admitted solely for hu-
manitarian reasons. 46

Despite predictions of a major anti-American
reaction in Iran if the Shah were admitted into



the United States, the initial response of the
Iranians was "curiously muted."47  Other
events, however, heightened Iranian distrust of
American motives. For instance, National Secu-
rity Advisor Zbigniew Brzezinski met in Algiers
with Mehdi Bazargan, Foreign Minister Ibrahim
Yazdi and Minister of War Mustafa Chamran
on November 1, 1979. On that day in Tehran,
huge crowds demonstrated in anti-American
processions, and nearly two million demonstra-
tors chanted "Death to America" while listen-
ing to provocative speeches about the criminal
harboring of the Shah by the United States.
That evening Iranian television showed pic-
tures of Brzezinski meeting with the Iranian
delegation. Iranian extremists "interpreted this
as evidence of the Bazargan government's col-
lusion with an American that had just given
refuge to the Shah, whom they held responsi-
ble for all their problems." 4s

On November 4, 1979, less than two weeks
after the Shah was admitted to the United
States, a massive demonstration occurred in
Tehran. Hundreds of thousands of protesters
marched through the capital commemorating
the first anniversary of the killing of students
by the Shah's troops. 49 During the mass dem-
onstration about 400 students, some of them
reportedly armed, forced open the gates of the
United States embassy and scaled the com-
pound walls. 5° After entering the compound,
the students encountered little resistance. A
small group of United States Marines stationed
on the grounds fired tear gas canisters to no
avail. The students rushed into the embassy
buildings and took all the personnel hostage.

The students announced in a press confer-
ence that day that the captives would not be re-
leased unless the exiled Shah was returned to
Iran to stand trial. They also claimed that their
actions had received the support of Iran's as-
sembly of constitutional experts, which was
dominated by the clergy and had voted that day
in favor of the seizure. 5' A spokesman for Kho-
meini claimed that the occupation had the reli-
gious leader's personal support. 5 2

2. The Election of a President
and a Majlis

Within weeks of the taking of the hostages,
the assembly of experts completed its work on
the new constitution. 53 The constitution intro-

duced in the summer of 1979 had been entirely

reworked into a document creating a theocratic

state. Islamic jurisprudence served as the foun-

dation, the cleric community was the key insti-

tution, and the faqih, or islamic jurist, played a

vital role in the state. 54 Rival political parties

continued their opposition to the constitution,
but were ultimately defeated by the IRP.

With the constitution in place, Khomeini
turned his attention to the first presidential
elections for the Islamic republic. The IRP, suf-
fering from disorganization after the disqualifi-
cation of its leading candidate,55 was defeated
by Abol-Hasan Bani-Sadr. 56 Bani-Sadr, who

viewed himself as the "spiritual son" of Kho-
meini, enjoyed a broad margin of victory; a
margin that did not accurately reflect his politi-
cal power. 57 Because Bani-Sadr interpreted the
results as a personal endorsement and a rejec-
tion of the IRP,58 he believed that he could
transform his electoral victory into control of
the Majlis in the forthcoming parliamentary
elections and ultimately control the appoint-
ment of cabinet officials. 59 This was not to be.

IRP leadership took a different view of the
parliamentary elections and Bani-Sadr. Ayatol-
lah Beheshti 60 suggested that Bani-Sadr was in-
capable of leading a country in a state of revo-
lution, and that the IRP would support his
presidency only so long as he pursued a mili-
tant Islamic path. 61 These political disputes,
along with the American hostage crisis and the
impending war with Iraq, severely strained the
revolutionary government. 62

Bani-Sadr failed to win a majority in the
Majlis elections (held in two stages in March
and May, 1980). Of 234 deputies elected, more
than 130 were IRP members, while Bani-Sadr's
supporters took only a "handful" of seats. 63

The Majlis elected Hashemi Rafsanjani as its
speaker, and the power struggle shifted to the
cabinet's composition. 64 Bani-Sadr suffered fur-
ther defeat in the summer of 1980 when, after
a prolonged power struggle in June and July,
he accepted the IRP prime minister candidate,
Mohammad-Ali Raja'i. 65 Bani-Sadr and Raja'i
then fought bitterly over cabinet appointments,
with Bani-Sadr seeking educated and experi-
enced people while Raja'i sought those who
were "one hundred percent Islamic and revolu-
tionary." 66



The prime minister's selection and the open-
ing of the Majlis did not put an end to Iranian
political struggles. In fact, political rivalries in-
tensified in the late summer and early fall of
1980. Harold H. Saunders, Assistant Secretary
of State for Near Eastern and South Asian Af-
fairs, received a report in mid-July that the
Majlis "already shows all the signs of being a
shambles. It will not be an effective legislative
instrument because its members lack experi-
ence . . . [and] because many of its members
will use it as a debating chamber . . . . To the
west, the hostage issue comes first; to the Irani-
ans it has slipped down the list." 67

3. The Islamic Government's
Motives in the Hostage Crisis

The 1979 Islamic revolution totally changed
Iran's politics and governmental system. Be-
cause Khomeini's followers tried to promote
radical, anti-American Islamic fundamentalist
revolt throughout the region, while forming
factions and competing for power among them-
selves, they had motives for sustaining the hos-
tage crisis.

First, the Khomeini government wished to
destroy relations with the United States be-
cause Iran's leaders saw any United States pres-
ence as a threat to subvert the revolution and
their rule. "Your government has not yet given
up the idea of ruling Iran," Bani-Sadr told
Washington in November 1979. 68 Khomeini
said, "Our relations with the United States are
the relations of the . . . plundered with the
plunderer . . . What need have we of the
United States?"'6 9 Ayatollah Hussein Ali Monta-
zeri told the Muslim world that the crisis
showed, "You do not need the United States.
The United States needs you. ' '7 °

Second, Iran's leadership wanted to discredit
Iranian moderates as American puppets, dis-
parage the policies they advocated, and deny
them United States support. The main targets
of this assault shifted during the crisis, from
pro-Shah or centrist forces (like Bakhtiar, de-
posed in February 1979), to moderate Kho-
meini supporters (like Bazargan, deposed in
November 1979), to less militant revolutionar-
ies (like Bani-Sadr, deposed in 1981). As a left-
ist leader noted, "Without the embassy attack
there would never have been any radicalization,
still less a change in the government team." 7 1

Third, Iran's new leaders wanted to rally the
public behind a program of anti-American Is-
lamic solidarity by sustaining a crisis in which
the United States could be portrayed as a
threat and a villain. In a period of intense civil
conflict-with leftist and ethnic groups in
revolt, and material deprivation sparking public
discontent-a battle with the United States was
a vital prop for the regime.

Finally, Iran's leaders used the crisis-and
their own zeal in opposing the United States
and any compromise-to compete against fac-
tional rivals, who they portrayed to Khomeini
and the public as too conciliatory and too fear-
ful of the United States. Once Khomeini en-
dorsed the embassy takeover, hostage taking
and breaking ties with the United States, any
Iranian politician seeking to end the conflict
could be portrayed as disloyal. 72

Added barriers to a quick resolution were the
absence of any clear structure of authority in
Iran 73 and the difficulty in convincing Kho-
meini, who had to approve every decision, to
make a deal .7' Any Iranian politician who tried
to broker a compromise risked his own posi-
tion. These factors made it difficult for United
States officials to accurately evaluate represen-
tations made by those in power. Throughout
the crisis, discussions would repeatedly break
down as United States officials misread Teh-
ran's hard line.

B. United States Response to
the Crisis

Early in the crisis, Secretary of State Cyrus
Vance was told by a prominent Islamic states-
man that the United States would not win free-
dom for the hostages until Khomeini had "put
all the institutions of the Islamic revolution in
place. ' 75 But rather than wait for this to occur,
the United States left no stone unturned in
pursuing a solution. With hindsight, it is clear
that the hostages were released only when they
were no longer useful in consolidating the Is-
lamic revolution, and that all attempts to free
them were thwarted by the political struggle
inside Iran. In the days and months following
the hostages' seizure, however, the United
States used every tool at its command to gain
their release.



Within the United States government, central
responsibility for the crisis was lodged in the
State Department. Almost immediately, the De-
partment established an "Iran Working Group"
to monitor the crisis. 76 The Working Group
was staffed 24 hours a day by people from vari-
ous components of the Department, 77 and
headed by Harold Saunders.7 8 Henry Precht,
the director of State's Office of Iranian Affairs,
was the operational head of the group, which
had as its primary function the development of
channels of communication. With the United
States Embassy out of service, and CIA and De-
fense Intelligence Agencies links severed, mem-
bers of the Working Group had to develop new
methods of gathering information inside Iran.

It soon became clear that, although technical-
ly able to speak with individuals inside Iran,7 9

the United States did not know with whom, in
the midst of the revolution, they could effec-
tively communicate to resolve the crisis. The
United States Embassy's Charge d'Affaires,
Bruce Laingen, Laingen's deputy Victor Tom-
seth, and Security Officer Michael Howland
were not among the hostages seized at the Em-
bassy because they had been visiting the Irani-
an foreign ministry when the embassy was at-
tacked. s Initial hopes for establishing a diplo-
matic channel via Laingen's direct access to Ira-
nian Prime Minister Mehdi Bazargan and For-
eign Minister Ihrahim Yazdi were dashed when
efforts by those men to convince Khomeini to
release the hostages failed. Bazargan resigned
in protest, leaving the reins of government in
the hands of the radical Revolutionary Council
forbidden by Khomeini to communicate with
the members of the United States team. 81

To attempt to understand the situation inside
Iran, the Working Group focused on the vast
network of people in the United States with
family or friends within Iran. The Working
Group coordinated all units of the United
States government working on the issue, identi-
fied and prepared courses of action, and for-
mulated them for presidential decision.8 2 Each
day the Working Group prepared a memoran-
dum for the White House,8 3 titled an "Iran
Update", in which they summarized the day's
events and indicated what they would be doing
the following day. 84

The Working Group was in constant contact
with some agencies such as United States Im-
migration Service and the Department of the

Treasury concerning public affairs issues.8 5 Al-

though they received some information from
the intelligence community, 86 for operational
reasons, CIA-developed intelligence stayed
within the CIA which had its own channels of
communication."7 The National Security Coun-
cil provided the forum to bring cabinet level
officials together to coordinate policy deci-
sions s.8 The crisis-management tool of the NSC
was the Special Coordination Committee
(SCC), which was chaired by Zbigniew Brze-
zinski and met almost daily.9

Members of these crises teams focused on a
two-track strategy: to maximize communication
with Iran to effect the release of the hostages,
and to exert pressure on Iran via economic
sanctions 90 and, if appropriate to use military
force. 9' In exploring these options, the United
States had to balance concern for the safety of
the hostages held in Iran against national hu-
miliation and the view that the United States
was impotent to protect its own citizens.

1. Official Communication
Channels

The United States explored every potential
channel of communication inside and outside
the normal diplomatic apparatus. On Novem-
ber 6, President Carter sent former Attorney
General Ramsey Clark and former Foreign
Service Officer William Miller to Iran to ask for
release of the hostages. It was thought that
Clark, who had been to Tehran and met with
people in Khomeini's circle, would be viewed
as someone sympathetic to Iranian griev-
ances.92 Although the United States wished to
keep this mission secret, the press reported it
on Tuesday night, November 6, and by
Wednesday morning Khomeini had forbidden
any contact with the United States. 93 When this
initial effort failed, the United States turned to
others for assistance. If someone had a rela-
tionship, contacts or a communications channel
that could produce useful information, they
were consulted by United States officials.

a. The Swiss

While it is customary when diplomatic rela-
tions are broken for each government to ap-
point a "protecting power" to help conduct its
business in the other's capital, the Swiss gov-



ernment began supporting United States politi-
cal interests in Tehran long before the United
States broke relations with Iran.94 As the Swiss
Ambassador to Iran, Eric Lang, became a
bearer of sensitive United States messages to
key Iranians, a principal analyst of political dy-
namics in Tehran, and an independent source
of judgment on other negotiating channels. 95

Lang communicated with the Swiss Ambassa-
dor in the United States, who communicated
directly with the Working Group. Lang's pri-
mary contacts in Tehran were Sadegh Ghotbza-
deh and Bani-Sadr, whom he described as a
"very, very honest man" who wanted to solve
the hostage problem. 96

b. The PLO

The PLO began almost immediately to ad-
dress the hostage issue as well, signaling the
United States that they sought no quid pro quo
and were essentially acting on their own and
not as mediators.97 The United States initially
sought through the PLO assurances that Kho-
meini could effect the release of the hostages.
In response the United States received word on
November 9, 1980 via PLO channels that Kho-
meini was seriously considering the release of
women and black hostages. On November 14
the United States was notified again through
the PLO that Iran was prepared to release
these hostages but expected a United States
statement regarding the departure of the
Shah. 98 Although no statement was issued, Iran
released thirteen women and black hostages on
November 18 and 19. PLO officials remained
active for more than two months, until early in
1980, when they apparently judged the situa-
tion in Iran so chaotic as to preclude their as-
sistance. 99

c. The United Nations

On November 13, Iranian Foreign Minister
Bani-Sadr called for a United Nations Security
Council meeting accusing the United States of
creating an "atmosphere of war". 100 Mansour
Farhang, an Iranian active in the human rights
movement who was in Washington when the
hostages were seized, organized a group of Ira-
nians and Americans to propose UN mediation
to Bani-Sadr and through him, to the Revolu-
tionary Council.' 0 ' The Revolutionary Council,
which at that time had moderate elements,

"thought it was a good idea," and asked Far-
hang to go to the United Nations as their rep-
resentative to organize an international tribunal
to investigate alleged United States crimes
against Iran. 102

The United States believed that convening
such a tribunal would "constitute further and
grave violations of international law" and
would substantially undercut the standing and
prestige of the United Nations. The United
States government insisted that Iran should re-
lease the hostages before Iran's grievances could
be discussed.' 3 Secretary General Waldheim
announced the United States position to the
Iranians on November 17: 1) Release of all
American personnel held in Tehran; 2) The es-
tablishment of an international commission to
inquire into violations of human rights in Iran;
3) The availability of United States courts to
hear Iranian claims for return of assets believed
illegally taken from Iran; and 4) Affirmation of
Iran and the United States that they would
abide by the Declaration of Principles of Inter-
national law . . .

Bani-Sadr sent two representatives to New
York, where negotiations with the United Na-
tions and United States intermediaries nar-
rowed the differences between the Iranian and
the United States positions, and plans were
made for Bani-Sadr to address the United Na-
tions and meet with Vance to agree on a final
position. 10 5 Waldheim called for a Security
Council meeting and debate began on Decem-
ber 1. Bani-Sadr, who had apparently failed to
convince Khomeini that he should attend the
debate, was removed as Foreign Minister. On
November 28, Ghotbzadeh became the third
Iranian foreign minister in as many weeks.

Debate ended on December 4 with unani-
mous passage of Resolution 457, calling for the
release of the hostages and for the United
States and Iran to resolve peacefully the re-
maining issues between them. On December
22, the United States formally requested the
United Nations Security Council to "consider
measures which should be taken to induce Iran
to comply with its international obligations."'' 06

On December 31, the Security Council passed
resolution 461, instructing Waldheim, who had
left for Tehran, to "evaluate the United States-
Iran confrontation and to report the results of
his mission by January 7. If he made no



progress, the Council would adopt economic
sanctions."' 07 When he returned to the United
States, Waldheim met with President Carter
and asked that the United States government
put aside its intention to seek economic sanc-
tions and make an offer to constitute an inter-
national tribunal to investigate the crimes of
the Shah in exchange for release of the hos-
tages.'l° Carter rejected this proposal-he
wanted the hostages released first.

On January 13, 1980 the Security Council
voted on the sanctions. The Soviet Union
vetoed the measure. The United States de-
clared that it would proceed with sanctions de-
spite the veto and called for other nations to
join in. European nations unanimously refused
to do so, arguing that severe economic sanc-
tions would force Iran to turn to the Soviet
Union. They urged United States patience.' 0 9

The United States reiterated its intention to
impose unilateral sanctions but stated these
would be "held in abeyance" while diplomatic
negotiations at the United Nations contin-
ued.1

10

On January 25, Bani Sadr was an easy victor
in the Iranian presidential election, receiving
between 75% and 80% of the vote."' After
being confirmed by the Interior Ministry as the
winner of the election, Bani-Sadr said that the
hostages could be released if the United States
acknowledged its "crimes" for supporting the
Shah, approved Iran's right to begin proceed-
ings against the Shah (presumably a trial), and
offered guarantees not to interfere in Iranian
affairs in the future. 112

A United Nations-sponsored commission was
named by Waldheim on February 18 and ar-
rived in Teheran on February 23, 1980 to hear
grievances relating to the Shah's reign. Al-
though Bani-Sadr announced he was "now in a
position to resolve the problem,""13 the day the
commission arrived, Khomeini announced that
"the representatives of the people" (the Majlis
or Iranian parliament) would decide on the re-
lease of the hostages." 4 Although the Majlis
elections were scheduled for mid-March, it
would not be able to address the issue until
mid-April. On March 10, 1980, Khomeini an-
nounced that the commission would not be al-
lowed to meet with the hostages until after the
Majlis had issued its own report on the hostage
situation. These conditions were unacceptable
to the United States and the commission de-

parted Iran the following day. 1 15 The United

States would continue to explore ways to gain

the release of the hostages.

d. International Court of Justice

On November 29, the United States had peti-

tioned the International Court of Justice at the

Hague to declare the hostage seizure illegal

and order their immediate release. 116 On De-

cember 10, the Department of Justice implored
the Court to take "the quickest possible action"
to ensure the release of the hostages.' 17 On De-
cember 15, the same day the Shah left the

United States for Panama, the court issued a
unanimous opinion ordering the release of the
hostages. 118

The State Department prepared briefs for
the International Court to study in anticipation
of a final decision on the case. On May 24,
1980, the Court acted on the United States
appeal and issued final orders to Iran to re-
lease the hostages, condemned Iran for "re-
peated and flagrant" violations of international
law, and mandated that it pay reparations for
damages.11 9 The Court also voted that Iran
should return to the United States its diplomat-
ic properties in Iran. 120 The captors at the
United States Embassy rejected the decision, as
did Khomeini. 121

2. Private Channels

In addition to pursuing official channels, the
State Department was continuously in contact
with many private citizens who would become
interlocutors between the United States and
Iran. Because Khomeini was unreachable, the
United States had to identify people around
him with whom they could communicate. The
following individuals were the most prominent
"channels" utilized during the crisis.

a. Cyrus Hashemi

Among those who approached the United
States government were two men who play
prominent roles in the allegations under inves-
tigation by the Task Force: Cyrus and Jamshid
Hashemi. Ultimately neither would prove reli-
able, but their contact with the United States
government during this period perhaps created
the appearance to some that they were acting



in an official capacity. For this reason, their ac-
tivities are detailed here.

On December 7, 1979, Stanley Pottinger, a
former official in the Justice Department under
President Ford, wrote to Warren Christopher
on behalf of his client, Dr. Cyrus Hashemi.1 22

Pottinger enclosed a memorandum setting
forth the issues Hashemi believed were of con-
cern to Iran, l

1
3 and suggested that Hashemi,

who was in daily contact with "high levels of
Iranian government," was willing to act as an
intermediary. 124 Hashemi had already ap-
proached Ramsey Clark and claimed that he
was in contact with "key individuals in
Tehran", and that he hoped to arrange a meet-
ing between Khomeini's nephew and a United
States representative, possibly Clark. 125

Christopher sent the letter to Saunders, who,
because Hashemi proposed involving signifi-
cant Iranians,(i.e., that members of Khomeini's
family) believed it merited attention. 2 6 Saun-
ders met with Hashemi in Pottinger's office on
December 12, before Hashemi was to return to
Tehran.127 He reported to the Working Group
that Hashemi did not view United States con-
centration on contacts with those on the Revo-
lutionary Council as the best approach to the
hostage issue. Hashemi viewed Bani-Sadr and
Ghotbzadeh as "uncertain in their positions"
and "vulnerable to attack" and therefore un-
likely either to tell Khomeini what he did not
want to hear or to try to implement a course of
action opposed by the revolutionaries. 121

Hashemi recommended that the United
States develop channels with individuals who
had no immediate political ambitions such as
himself, the Ayatollah Passendideh, Admiral
Madani (a high ranking member of the Iranian
armed forces), 129 or Dr. Mahmoud Moini,
whom, Hashemi claimed, could explain the
economic damage being done to Iran by
United States pressure. 3 0 Hashemi proposed a
two-step strategy: To establish contact between
the United States and Khomeini governments
by arranging a meeting with Reza Passendideh
to discuss the release of the hostages; and to
act as a conduit to provide financial support to
Admiral Madani, who had fallen out of favor
with Khomeini but was a credible candidate in
the Iranian presidential elections to be held in
January, 1980.131

Even at the outset, the Working Group was
skeptical of Hashemi, concluding that while he

"seem[ed] sensible", there was "a shadow of
suspicion that he [was] serving his own person-
al interests," perhaps seeking to avoid law-
suits. 132 On December 21, Secretary of State
Vance wrote to President Carter summarizing
the Hashemi proposal to "find a channel direct
to Khomeini" and indicating that Hashemi had
informed them that Khomeini had approved a
preliminary meeting between one or two Amer-
ican officials and three or four Iranians.133

Vance expressed skepticism about those who
put "[themselves] forward as potential
mediator[s]," saying that, while these people
appeared to be responsible individuals, he had
no way of "measuring their effectiveness to
Khomeini." 134 Nevertheless, because the
United States had "experienced the inability of
members of the Revolutionary Council to
follow through on proposals made to Kho-
meini." Vance recommended preliminary secret
exploration of the Hashemi channel. While he
did not hold "high hopes," it seemed to Vance
unwise not to take seriously any reasonable
proposal. 135

On January 2, Saunders and Mark Feldman,
State Department deputy legal advisor, met
with Hashemi, Pottinger, Dr. Moini (represent-
ing his brother-in-law and Khomeini's nephew,
Reza Passendideh),136 and Mohammad Ali Bala-
mian Hashemi (Cyrus Hashemi's step-broth-
er). 137 The latter offered to establish direct con-
tact with the Ayatollahs Passendideh and Kho-
meini to discuss the release of the hostages and
an investigation of Iran's grievances. 138

Following this meeting, Saunders and the
Chief of the CIA's Near East Division, Charles
Cogan, met on January 5, 1980 with the Hashe-
mis in London to discuss implementation of
the second prong of the proposal. Cogan was
introduced as Saunders' "colleague." The
brothers claimed to represent Admiral Ahmad
Madani, who needed campaign funds to run for
president in Iran.139 Mohammad Hashemi said
he was "fully mandated by Madani" to seek
campaign funds from the United States. 140

The CIA had desired access to Madani and
the CIA viewed the Hashemi's as potential ve-
hicles. Cogan called to set up a meeting with a
key assistant to Ahmad Madani, Houshang
Aranianpour, but said that Mohammed Ha-
shemi need not attend. 141 Cogan gave the Ha-
shemis a portion of the $500,000 in cash as an



initial contribution for the Mandani political
campaign and said that there were "no strings
attached," but that the United States govern-
ment would like an accounting of how funds
were spent and wanted the hostages back un-
harmed. 142 When Cogan asked how Madani
would gain the release of the hostages, Cyrus
Hashemi said that if the Passendideh mediation
did not work and if Madani were not elected
president, the hostages would be released as a
part of an overall military action carried out
under Madani's leadership.

On February 7, 1980, CIA officials deter-
mined that Mohammed Ali Balanian Hashemi,
also known as Jamshid Hashemi, was a "traf-
ficker in intelligence to whomever would buy
it," and "dishonest and untrustworthy beyond
belief." 143 They determined that one or both
of the Hashemis had exaggerated some of their
claimed contacts with Madani and had withheld
ninety percent of the financial aid that was to
be forwarded to him. 144 After confronting Jam-
shid Hashemi with what they had learned, the
CIA demanded a full accounting from the Ha-
shemis and terminated the relationship. 145

Cyrus Hashemi, represented by counsel Stan-
ley Pottinger, returned the half of the funds
that had not been provided for the operation
involving Madani. Another substantial portion
of the funds were provided in a non-negotiable
check for Iranian Rials to be cashed at a Bank
in Iran.146 By late February 1980, the CIA had
ceased contact with the Hashemis because they
were not "proving able to achieve the accom-
plishment of hostage release," because they
had reports that prominent members of the op-
position in Iran did not trust and respect the
Hashemis, and because they had uncovered
substantial information about fraudulent busi-
ness dealings by the Hashemis-particularly
Jamshid, "who [had] a record of working for
foreign intelligence services." 147

Meanwhile, Cyrus Hashemi's plan to arrange
a meeting between United States officials and
Reza Passendideh was still of interest. Hashemi
"surfaced again" in late February, reporting to
the State Department that Reza Passendideh
would meet with Hashemi and Pottinger in
Europe. 1 48 Saunders told the Working Group
that he would brief Pottinger with "just enough
to give him some innocent but cogent ques-
tions" to ask in order to determine whether
there was anything to gain from the Passendi-

deh contact "if it materiali[zed]." 149 He added

that, at that point, the State Department, too

"ha[d] taken [their] distance from" the Hashe-

mis. 150 The meeting did not materialize until

July 2, when Cyrus Hashemi, Reza Passendi-

deh, Moini,'15 and Pottinger met at the Madrid

Hilton.152 Passendideh said that his "close rela-

tive" knew he was in Madrid, as did Bani-

Sadr,153 and after discussing methods for open-

ing contact between Iran and the United States,
they settled on a letter from then-Secretary of

State Muskie to Bani-Sadr. Passendideh told

the group that he was there because Kho-
meini's "key people" wanted to end the

crisis. 154

The only operative suggestion that flowed
from the meeting was that Muskie send a mes-
sage directly to Iran. By the time the meeting
occurred, the Majlis was being formed and it
would have been appropriate for there to be
direct communication between the United
States and the new prime minister. Thus, the
meeting was not viewed as significant. 155

On September 18, Saunders reported to the
Working Group that Pottinger had advised him
that Rafsanjani, Speaker of the Majlis, had
asked Cyrus Hashemi to serve as one of two
advisors to the Special Parliamentary Commis-
sion to consider the hostage crisis. 156 One week
later, Saunders reported that Hashemi and Pot-
tinger were trying to work Hashemi back into
the negotiation process by offering to trace the
Shah's assets. Hashemi claimed to have a list of
the assets prepared by Ali Reza Nobari, head of
the Iranian Central Bank. Hashemi also claimed
to have submitted a paper to Majlis Speaker
Rafsanjani pertaining to the use of the Shah's
assets as a basis for a settlement of the crisis. 1 57

Also, in September 1980, the United States
government received second-hand information
from a former employee of the Hashemis that
they were helping the Khomeini regime to cir-
cumvent the United States arms embargo and
sanctions and were distributing pro-Khomeini
propaganda in the United States. SS Indeed, in
order to establish their bona fides with the
Carter Administration, the Hashemis previously
had claimed to have participated in the Kho-
meini government. 159

Saunders advised the CIA that he was receiv-
ing conflicting information from Cyrus Ha-
shemi on Khomeini's position regarding the



hostages. While receiving positive signals from
his West German channel, he had more de-
tailed information from Hashemi that Khomeini
was "balking" at release of hostages in the im-
mediate future. In early October 1980, the CIA
uncovered substantial information about fraud-
ulent business dealings by the Hashemis.16 0

Nevertheless, Cyrus Hashemi remained in
contact with the State Department and
"became interesting again" during the final ne-
gotiations, when he claimed to be in contact
with Rafsanjani's office and provided some in-
formation on how United States proposals were
being handled. 161 On November 17, the Work-
ing Group noted that Hashemi had reported
"his impression" that a central Iranian concern
was that funds in overseas branches of United
States banks would not be available immediate-
ly. 16 2 Hashemi also reported that conflicting
legal advice from private American lawyers on
the extent of the United States government's
ability to deal with the various claims and at-
tachments was confusing to the Iranians. 163 Al-
though Hashemi suggested he would go to
Paris to meet with an aide to Raja'i, Roberts
Owen, Legal Advisor, Department of State, and
Lloyd Cutler, White House counsel, said the
United States would meet directly to clear up
any confusion.16 4 That same day, according to
Pottinger, Hashemi sent a telex to Raja'i giving
his views on the financial aspects of the United
States proposal i.e., that Iran's financial inter-
ests could be protected. 165

The Iranians indicated they wanted to main-
tain the existing channel of communication
through the Algerians and not deal directly
with the United States. 16 6 Moreover, toward the
end of December, as Hashemi's information
seemed to conflict with information received
from other channels,1 67 Saunders reported from
Algiers that "Hashemi [was] not dealing with
people who [were] plugged in" to the negotia-
tions, and expressed his concern about "cross-
ing wires." 168

Clearly Cyrus Hashemi's insights and sugges-
tions were not generally of much value to the
United States government. 1 9 Henry Precht,
who, as operational head of the working group,
had the most detailed information from all the
private channels, believed Hashemi to be "un-
reliable". 170 The State Department, always sus-
picious of Hashemi's motives, did not rely
heavily upon him, but his judgements about the

powerlessness of Bani-Sadr and Ghotbzadeh
were consistent with other analysis of the situa-
tion.

b. Professor Richard Cottam

Many others in contact with the United
States government, such as Professor Richard
Cottam, professor emeritus at the University of
Pittsburgh, proved valuable to the United
States in interpreting events in Iran and cor-
roborating or refuting information provided by
others. Professor Cottam, who had spent a year
in Iran as a Fulbright scholar in 1951 was an
early source and conduit for information. 171

Not only were his educational credentials im-
pressive, he had worked for the United States
government and been stationed in Iran from
1956 to 1958.

Given Cottam's background and previous
contacts with Precht, 1 7 2 he was a natural "chan-
nel" of communication. Cottam's communica-
tions with Ghotbzadeh 173 and others were re-
ported in Iran updates as early as November,
1979. On December 11, 1979 Cottam called
Ghotbzadeh at Precht's request to "take sound-
ings on Iranian internal debate on ending the
crisis. '" 17 4 Ghotbzadeh said he knew Iran's "ulti-
mate condition" (presumably extradition of the
Shah) could not be met but that Iran would
need some concessions from the United
States. 175 At the end of the conversation Ghotb-
zadeh said he hoped to see Cottam "very
soon," which Cottam understood as a coded
reference, which they had agreed on earlier, in-
dicating that a settlement might be near.176

The first information from Ghotbzadeh that
Cottam was able to corroborate concerned the
possible extradition of the Shah. With the
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in December,
1979, Ghotbzadeh had become aware of the in-
ternal and international costs that Iran paid for
the holding of the hostages."' He had tried to
work with the United States on the United Na-
tions Commission of Inquiry, while at the same
time emphasizing his plan to extradite the Shah
to Iran."17 He told Cottam that he did not be-
lieve Khomeini would be receptive to the argu-
ment that, once the hostage issue was resolved,
Iran could assume a role in opposing the Sovi-
ets.

The State Department was advised by Am-
bassador Lang, also in touch with Ghotbzadeh,



that he was interested in a three-point United
Nations Security Council resolution that could
form the starting point for a shared United
States-Iranian interest in Afghanistan. 179 Ghotb-
zadeh believed the Security Council should rec-
ommend as "parallel and interconnecting," the
following: extradition of the Shah and restitu-
tion of imperial assets by the Americans and re-
lease of the hostages by the Iranians.' Al-
though Lang, as had Cottam, pointed out the
difficulties of extradition, Ghotbzadeh re-
mained focused on the concept, saying we
should not be deterred by "technicalities." 181

Cottam also reported to the State Depart-
ment that Iranian presidential politics seemed
to be at play in Ghotbzadeh's interest in reach-
ing a settlement, as he believed a settlement
would advance his own political fortunes.18 2

After Bani-Sadr was elected president,
Cottam was advised that there would be no real
progress until he had parliamentary control.'8 3

This was echoed by Ambassador Lang.1 84

Ghotbzadeh told Cottam that he and Bani-Sadr
were "not getting on well" in early February,
but that he expected to remain in office for two
months.'i 5 In those months he continued to
work diligently to extradite the Shah and gain
the release of the hostages.

c. The French Lawyers and Ghotbzadeh

One channel that appeared to have the most
likelihood of ending the hostage crisis was
Hamilton Jordan's contact with Ghotbzadeh
through French lawyers Francois Cheron and
Christian Bourguet, and Argentine business-
man Hector Villalon. Jordan's contacts with the
lawyers originated from his relationship with
Panamanian President Omar Torrijos, cultivat-
ed during the Panama Canal treaty negotiation.
Jordan, who had arranged the transfer of the
Shah from the United States to Panama, hoped
"to create a better atmosphere for resolving
the hostage crisis." 186

As noted above, Ghotbzadeh had raised with
Cottam the issue of the Shah's extradition from
Panama as a first step towards the release of
the hostages, and, despite Cottam's skepticism,
Ghotbzadeh seemed confident Panama would
surrender the Shah.'8 7 Panamanian officials
suggested to Jordan that he meet directly with
the French lawyers to discuss extradition. He
agreed, and on January 19, 1980 Jordan and
Saunders met in London with Bourguet and

Hector Villalon. a8 8 During the meeting, Bour-

guet called Ghotbzadeh directly in Tehran.

While Ghotbzadeh would not speak with

Jordan, it clearly demonstrated Bourguet's

access to the Iranian foreign minister." 9

Nearly three months of serious and extreme-

ly sensitive negotiations followed. Given the

fact that Khomeini had forbidden such direct

contact, these meetings and this channel of ne-

gotiations were viewed as the most hopeful

channel then being pursued. On February 4,
President Carter noted in his diary that Presi-

dent Bani-Sadr was "sending word to us direct-

ly that he wants to proceed with the resolution

of the hostage question" but that he "does not

want us to identify him as a friend of the

United States or as a moderate. He wants to be
known as a revolutionary, protecting the inter-
ests of Iran against both superpowers'
threats." 190

In fact, in mid-February, Jordan held a
secret, face-to-face meeting with Ghotbzadeh in
Paris. What was most encouraging about the
meeting was the fact that it happened at all. 191
Villalon reported to the State Department on
March 3 that "they had worked all day to per-
fect the final stages of the scenario."' 92 The
final step in the scenario was for the Joint
Commission "to resolve all unresolved bilateral
problems" on a date to be determined by Iran
and the United States within one month after
the transfer of the hostages from the students'

custody.19 3 As the days passed and nothing
happened, the United States considered "stiffer
measures" against Iran. 94

The failure of the United Nations Commis-
sion to influence the hostage transfer, the de-
parture of the Shah from Panama to Egypt on
March 23,1980, and political strife between
clerics and secular leaders in Tehran all dimin-
ished the prospects for success through the
Jordan channel. The French lawyers had been
unable to reach Panama with their extradition
papers prior to the Shah's departure. The Ira-
nians, urged on by numerous press reports in
Panama and America, believed that Henry Kis-
singer and David Rockefeller had orchestrated
the Shah's flight to Egypt.' 95

With the situation deteriorating, Carter sent
a letter on March 25, 1980 indicating that if the
hostages were not transferred to Iranian gov-
ernment custody by March 31, additional "non-



belligerent" measures would be taken. Carter
decided to delay imposition of more severe
economic sanctions if certain steps were taken
by Iran. These prospects were complicated on
March 29 by the appearance in Iran of an
''apology letter" supposedly sent by Carter to
the Iranian government. The White House im-
mediately denied the authenticity of the docu-
ment, but media speculation about the letter
continued. As Jordan recalled, "the American
media thought there was a greater chance that
their own president was lying to them than
there was that the Iranian Revolutionary Coun-
cil was lying to them." 196 On March 31, Bour-
guet told the White House that Bani-Sadr had
met with the student leaders and would an-
nounce the details of a hostage transfer in a
speech scheduled for noon the following day. 197

Early the next morning, Vance, Brzezynski,
Christopher, Saunders, Aaron, Jordan, Powell,
and Sick joined the President in the Oval
Office to listen to and read the translation of
the speech delivered by Bani-Sadr. They had
also received the night before an advance copy
of a four-page statement, attributed to Kho-
meini, rejecting any transfer of the hostages to
government control.' 98 Because of the shifting
political landscape in Iran, as well as these ap-
parently contradictory Iranian statements, there
was uncertainty in the Oval Office as to an ap-
propriate response. Jordan told the Task Force
that the President and his top advisors recog-
nized by that point that Ghotbzadeh, and even
Bani-Sadr, had limited power. At that time,
however, this channel was their only close
option for a release of the hostages. 99

In response, President Carter adjourned the
meeting and told a press conference at 7:20
a.m. that Bani-Sadr's statement represented a
positive step, and that the United States would
defer imposition of additional economic sanc-
tions. 20 0 It was becoming clear that moderate
secularist elements in Iran, such as Ghotbza-
deh, were losing in the power struggle with
Khomeini's clerical faction and could not con-
trol the hostage situation. 201

It became obvious within a few days that
Ghotbzadeh and Bani-Sadr would not be able
to pull off the transfer of the hostages to gov-
ernment custody.20 2 Because President Carter
had called the Bani-Sadr speech a "positive
step" on the morning of the Wisconsin Demo-
cratic primary, many commentators and key

Reagan campaign officials later viewed this as
an attempt by President Carter to use the hos-
tage crisis to manipulate the American political
process. Jordan, along with the others who par-
ticipated in the meeting on the morning of
April 1, flatly deny this. 20 3

On April 7, 1980 President Carter broke dip-
lomatic relations with Iran and ordered imposi-
tion of the sanctions that had been rejected by
the UN Security Council.20 4 The United States
intensified planning for a military rescue. On
April 11, 1980 President Carter approved mili-
tary action and told Secretary Vance that, for
secrecy reasons, the State Department was not
to be involved in planning the mission.2 1

5

The mission began on the evening of April
24, 1980, when eight helicopters took off from
an aircraft carrier near Iran. Several helicopters
developed mechanical problems and dust
clouds caused navigational problems. 20 6 The
commander on the scene aborted the mission,
with President Carter's concurrence. During
the evacuation, a helicopter collided with a re-
fueling aircraft, killing eight United States mili-
tary personnel. The failed rescue mission
prompted the resignation of Secretary Vance
and forced the United States to seek alternate
routes to achieve the hostages' release.

The failed mission also strengthened radicals
in Iran who argued that the United States was
cooperating with moderate Iranians. When the
Majlis convened on May 28, the IRP held an
overwhelming majority. State radio denounced
the Foreign Ministry as soft on America and
the international commission as a United States
tool. Hasan Ayat, an IRP leader, said on June
20 that Bani Sadr was a United States agent,
"acting like the Shah" and "towing the United
States line." 2 7

Most members of parliament spoke in favor
of putting the hostages on trial. On July 20
Khomeini again endorsed the radicals, de-
nouncing Bani-Sadr's regime as non-revolu-
tionary, urging more militancy, and adding,
"We cannot tolerate those people who have
been educated in Europe." 208 While the new
Majlis speaker Rafsanjani and Bani-Sadr again
spoke on August 1 of a quick solution, Rafsan-
jani and Ayat called for putting the hostages on
trial. When Muhammad Ali Raja'i was made
prime minister on August 11, Beheshti openly
said that Bani-Sadr would have no more au-



thority. A new cabinet was not named until
September 2.209 On September 10 the Majlis
formally approved the fourteen-man cabinet of
Prime Minister Mohammad Ali Raja'i.2 10

d. Sadegh Tabatabai

In early September, Iran, through West
German diplomatic channels, indicated some
interest in discussions with the United States
government to resolve the crisis. 211 On Septem-
ber 10, 1980, the State Department received a
cable from Gerhard Ritzel, the German Ambas-
sador to Iran. Ritzel reported that an Iranian,
Sadegh Tabatabai, had visited him on Septem-
ber 9, 1980 and had set forth conditions for
the release of the hostages which Tabatabai
said had been approved by Khomeini. 212

Although the message from Iran was viewed
with skepticism, the reliability of the German
intermediaries lent it greater credence. Presi-
dent Carter approved efforts to pursue this
channel and the Germans were asked for au-
thentication from Tabatabai. Khomeini gave a
speech several days later and announced the
four issues to be resolved before the hostages
would be released.21 3

On September 15 and 17, 1980 Warren
Christopher and a small team of Americans met
with Sadegh Tabatabai and Hans-Dietrich
Genscher, the German foreign minister, at a
German guest house near Bonn.2 14 During the
first meeting, Tabatabai raised the issue of
arms already paid for by Iran but not yet deliv-
ered because of the arms embargo. 215 Christo-
pher explained to Tabatabai that this issue
would only complicate negotiations, but that
about $50 million in spare parts could be
shipped promptly to Iran when the crisis was
resolved. 16 The issue was not raised again
during the negotiations in Germany.217 Christo-
pher and Tabatabai ended their two days of ne-
gotiations confident that the hostage crisis
would be resolved shortly.218 They agreed to
confer with their respective governments and
meet again in late September.

On September 22, 1980, ten days after Kho-
meini's speech on the conditions for release of
the hostages, and five days after the meetings
in Germany, Iraqi forces launched multiple
military attacks against Iran, its airfields, and its
cities, including Tehran. 219 Iran and Iraq had a
long history of troubled relations. Border
clashes had occurred in April 1980.220 Iraq's

September invasion and declaration of war
(which Iranians believed had been ordered by

the United States) had direct consequences for

the hostage negotiations.
2 21

In the short-term, the invasion focused the

attention of Iranian leaders on the war. 222 The

war also intensified the political struggle be-
tween Bani-Sadr and Raja'i. This struggle, how-
ever, highlighted the decline in Bani-Sadr's
power, as well as the political gains of the IRP.
On October 12, Khomeini named Bani-Sadr as
the chairman of the Supreme Defense Council,
which had broad powers to conduct the war.223

Raja'i, however, instructed government depart-
ments to deal with Bani-Sadr only through his
office.224 Raja'i also took steps to control Irani-
an foreign policy, including personally taking
Iran's case against Iraq to the United Nations
Security Council in mid-October, 1980. Bani-
Sadr reacted in late October by asking Kho-
meini to use his power to dismiss the Raja'i
cabinet, but Khomeini refused.225 In a newspa-
per column, Bani-Sadr accused the IRP and its
Majlis members of "undermining the war
effort, breaking the spirit of the army and
acting as 'a poison dagger that strikes at our
heart from behind.' " 226

In addition to reigniting the internal political
struggle, the Iranian leaders became aware of
the impact on their war effort of their interna-
tional isolation. 227 This isolation manifested
itself in a number of ways, including the slow
sale of oil in international markets and the lack
of access to military material and badly-needed
spare parts. 228 Iran's isolation was further dem-
onstrated in Raja'i's visit from October 16-19
to the United Nations, which Iran had boycott-
ed since the Security Council called for the re-
lease of the hostages. 229 Raja'i was at the
United Nations to press Iran's case against
Iraq, but "learned firsthand the lack of sympa-
thy for Iran as a result of its holding hos-
tages." 230 Raja'i called for a condemnation of
Iraqi aggression, but was answered by efforts to
discuss the hostages.23'

When Tabatabai returned to Tehran ten days
later, he reported the results of his meetings
with Christopher to the Iranian leadership. 232

They decided that the assurances of the United
States government had to be reviewed by the
Majlis, which had already approved a seven-
man commission on September 30, 1980 to ne-



gotiate the conditions for the release of the
hostages. 233

Following Tabatabai's initial request for arms
during the September meetings with Christo-
pher, the Department of Defense prepared an
inventory of arms purchased by Iran but not
delivered because of the embargo. The NSC
thought that a discussion of some arms might
break potential deadlocks in the negotiations
and planned for this possibility. 234 The Defense
Security Assistance Agency prepared a com-
plete list of critical and noncritical end items,
spare parts, and repairable items valued at
about $550 million.235

On October 9, 1980, Ambassador Gerhard
Ritzel, 236 in a cable to Bonn, relayed reports of
Tabatabai's fruitful meetings in Iran.237 He also
reported that the Majlis Commission intended
to add conditions to the release of the hos-
tages, but within the framework of what had
been discussed between Tabatabai and Christo-
pher. 238 On October 10, 1980, Ambassador
Ritzel cabled through Bonn to the State De-
partment that Tabatabai had asked if the U.S.
could provide a list of goods, and their value,
which had been ordered by Iran but not deliv-
ered. 23 9 At this same time, the State Depart-
ment prepared an analysis suggesting that it
would be contrary to United States declarations
of neutrality in the Iraq-Iran war not to supply
the military spare parts which had been or-
dered and approved for sale to Iran.240

Prior to reviewing the Carter administration's
ultimate response to the Tabatabai request by
including spare parts and military equipment
among the frozen assets it would unfreeze
upon the hostages' release, the Minority would
note the following historical observations: First,
according to former NSC staff member Gary
Sick, on October 11, the Carter administration
in response to the Tabatabai request began
constructing a package of military equipment
that would be attractive to the Iranians while
avoiding items that were very sensitive (such as
electronic counter measures devices) or highly
lethal (such as missiles, bombs and torpe-
does). 24' As Sick later wrote, "[m]any of the
items would be of little value to the Iranian air
force, but others could potentially be quite im-
portant." 242 Second, Sick's superior, National
Security Advisor Brzezinski, also noted that, in
the wake of the outbreak of the Iran-Iraq war,
the United States "began to hold out that

option [of including spare parts among the
frozen assets to be released] as a way of entic-
ing the Iranians into a prompt settlement. By
the middle of October, we were even discuss-
ing among ourselves the possibility of pre-posi-
tioning some of these spare parts in Germany,
Algeria, or Pakistan, so that the Iranians could
then promptly pick them up with their own air-
craft." 243 Indeed, Brzezinski described to the
Task Force the Carter administration's ap-
proach to the spare parts issue as follows: "Our
position was, you have grabbed our people. We
have grabbed your stuff in retaliation. You re-
lease our people. We will release your stuff.
Since some of that stuff was military equip-
ment, and they were now under duress with the
Iraqi invasion, our thinking was they may be
more susceptible to entertaining the idea of a
quid pro quo." 244

In any event, President Carter ultimately ap-
proved the package, and Christopher respond-
ed by cable to Tabatabai's request on October
11, 1980, by providing a list of previously pur-
chased spare parts, military equipment and
cash valued at approximately $230 million that
could be made available upon release of the
hostages.245 On October 13, Bonn reported
that Tabatabai had been told of the cable and
that he had advised Bani-Sadr.246

The Majority notes here that President
Carter reiterated his position to Christopher
that only previously purchased non-lethal
spares would be available following the release
of the hostages. The President also asked
Christopher on October 14, 1980 to seek
German Foreign Minister Genscher's view on
pre-positioning selected military spare parts
outside the United States as proof of U.S. in-
tentions and as a potential way to deflect an
Iranian suggestion of a staggered hostage re-
lease. Later in the day, he again spoke with
Christopher and agreed with Genscher's sug-
gestion that the proposal to pre-position these
spares not now be made. 247 Christopher told
the Task Force that staff discussions at various
levels were ongoing during this period, and
that lists of assets being prepared were

"... on an entirely contingency
basis so we would be in a position to
move quickly if the Iranians at least
started a conversation.



We were very anxious in this period,
of course, to be in a position to move
rapidly, not for any other reason than
every day longer that the hostages
were there was one more on our
minds.

So, frustrated by not having heard
back from Tabatabai, I think all of us
in the working group were trying to
find some way to jump-start the nego-
tiations again. And I can only think
that Gary [Sic] and his people were
sending these lists forward so they
could be used if the negotiations could
be restarted, which they weren't.

I would want to emphasize that from
my standpoint President Carter never
signed off on any final offer to be
made, except the document he finally
signed on the 20th of January.

But he did, I think reluctantly, agree
that we should be prepared to discuss
that issue. It was pretty consistent with
the instructions he gave me before the
original Tabatabai meeting. 24

On October 18, Christopher sent a cable to
Genscher asking whether it would be useful to
pass to the Iranians "at the highest level possi-
ble" several draft orders that the United States
was prepared to execute. These orders dealt
with release of assets frozen since the seizure
of the hostages, including $2.5 billion in funds
frozen in the Federal Reserve in New York and
$4.9 billion in funds frozen in overseas banks;
and making available upon the hostages' re-
lease "certain military equipment and spare
parts previously purchased by Iran." The offers
in the cable would be "available for acceptance
only for a limited period." Christopher did not
receive a response and did not meet again with
Tabatabai.

The Majority would further note that the
State Department was reviewing the situation
as a result of various simultaneous events-Ta-
batabai's request, the Houshang Lavi initia-
tive, 249 and a request from Israel that they be
allowed to ship arms to Iran.2 5 0 As stated in an
October 22, 1980 message to the Israelis,
"It]he position of the United States has consist-
ently been that when the hostages are released

the United States could consider unblocking
certain military orders stopped in tran-

"1251sit. . .
On October 28, President Carter stated his

position regarding the availability of the frozen

assets in the Presidential debate.252

Approval of Khomeini's four conditions by
the Majlis was delayed for three weeks due to
parliamentary maneuvering and the boycotting
of sessions by extremist members. 25 3 Ahmed

Salamatian, a former member of the Iranian

Parliament, reported these delays in the hos-
tage discussions, but he attributed them to the
creation of a commission to negotiate the re-
lease terms. 254 Other reports surfaced suggest-
ing widespread confusion in the Iranian gov-
ernment.2 5 Tabatabai advised he was "not op-
timistic" because the "entire leadership [was]
tied up with the war with Iraq." 256

On November 2, 1980, the Majlis voted to
approve the four conditions for the release of
the hostages. 257 On November 3, 1980, formal
Iranian Resolution documents were presented
to the State Department by the Algerian gov-
ernment.258 Seven days later, Christopher de-
parted for Algeria 259 for the first in a series of
meetings that would lead to the release of the
American hostages on January 20, 1981.260

While it is not clear that Iranian leaders made a
considered decision regarding the timing of the
election eve conditions for the release of the
hostages, in the end, they saw their contribu-
tion to Carter's defeat as demonstrating the
revolution's power, proof that the United
States did not control Iran and that the United
States' leaders must tremble before Tehran. 26

1

C. The Banking Channel and
Final Negotiations

On January 7, 1981, Warren Christopher and
a full negotiating team again travelled to Al-
giers to work directly with Foreign Minister
Benyahia and the Algerian negotiating team.
With the dispatch of Christopher and his nego-
tiating team, the United States entered the final
two-week period of the negotiations. Working
twenty-four hours a day, the negotiations took
place among six separate locations. The Presi-
dent, his counsel, Lloyd Cutler, and others in-
volved in the financial side of the negotiations
stayed principally in Washington. The banks



had personnel in Washington, New York,
London, and Algiers. Christopher and his
group were in Algiers with Benyahia, where the
final papers were being written. An Algerian
negotiating team was also in Tehran to work
directly with the Iranians. Attorneys represent-
ing Iran were in London, New York, and
Frankfurt, Germany.2 62

The issues to be resolved in this last fort-
night were exceedingly complex and filled with
complications. 263 The process by which these fi-
nancial issues were ultimately disentangled has
been fully treated in Chapters 5 and 6 of Amen-
can Hostages in Iran. The Task Force set out to
understand this part of the negotiations in
order to enable it to answer the question: Was
the release of the hostages on the day of the in-
auguration of President Reagan the final act of
an October Surprise deal or merely the culmi-
nation of difficult negotiations handled in good
faith by all parties? To this end, all of the par-
ticipants in this aspect of the negotiations were
interviewed by Task Force counsel.

1. Record of the Negotiations
On January 15, 1981, after weeks of advances

and setbacks in the negotiating process, the
Iranians said they would accept the following
terms: (1) paying off outstanding bank loans to-
taling $4.8 billion, either immediately or sub-
ject to verification at a later date; (2) returning
the hostages upon the receipt of $8.1 billion,
and; (3) accepting in principle the United
States proposal that $2.2 billion in deposits in
the United States be returned later, with a $1
billion escrow account established as security
for a claims program. 64 This proposal raised
problems 265 but, in principle, was acceptable to
all parties. A meeting was convened for the
next day. After a day-long session on January
16, the banks agreed to the proposal with slight
modifications.2 66 Warren Christopher sent the
cable containing the counter offer to Tehran
on the morning of January 17. By day's end,
after hours were spent correcting technical
errors in the language of the documents, Chris-
topher reported that the Iranians accepted the
basic terms of the Declarations except for the
total amount of the assets Iran would re-
ceive.2 6 7 On January 18 and January 19, the
United States and Iran, respectively, initialed
the Declarations and other supporting docu-
ments.2 68 President Carter announced the

agreement in principle on the afternoon of Jan-
uary 19, 1981. An hour after his announce-
ment, however, it was discovered that Iran had
refused to sign the Implementing Technical
Clarifications and Directions (ITCD). As indi-
cated previously, the ITCD contained Attach-
ment B, a Form of Payment Order. As a gener-
al rule, banks will not make payment from ac-
counts on deposit without having first received
such a payment order. Attachment B was thus a
critical document to the banks. This failure
threatened the entire deal. It was at this point
that proponents of the October Surprise allega-
tions have asserted that the negotiations
bogged down for inexplicable or artificial rea-
sons. 
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2. Delays

The Task Force made a special effort to de-
termine the reasons for the delays which oc-
curred in the final hours of the negotiations.
Task Force investigators interviewed all the key
participants in these talks.

Two delays, in particular, needed to be ex-
plained: (1) Iran's refusal to sign the Form Pay-
ment Order on January 19; and, (2) the delay
in the hostage turnover on the morning of Jan-
uary 20.

a. January 19, 1981

(i) Ali Reza Nobari

Ali Reza Nobari was appointed governor of
the Central Bank of Iran (Bank Markazi) on
November 15, 1979, one day after President
Carter froze Iran's assets. In this capacity, he
was responsible for the central management of
the Bank, worked with the Iranian Revolution-
ary Council and, on occasion, made payments
for arms agreements between Iran and third-
party individuals or countries. Nobari also
chaired the committee tasked with overseeing
the financial aspects of the Algiers negotiations.

Nobari prefaced his comments by explaining
that, in order to understand the delays, one
had to understand the role the hostages played
in the internal politics of Iran.

According to Nobari, after the Shah left and
Khomeini returned to Iran, power was initially
based in the secularist government headed by
Barzagan and later by Bani-Sadr. The clerics
did not wield absolute power. But, it was never



their intention to remain outside of the power
structure. The seizure of the hostages provided
a vehicle by which the clerics would seize con-
trol of the government and fulfill their ultimate
objective of establishing an Islamic Republic.
According to Nobari, the clerics, therefore, had
strong and independent reasons for keeping
the hostages until they solidified their power
base. They felt that as long as the hostages re-
mained in captivity, the secularists could never
solidify their hold on the government. Instabil-
ity worked to the advantage of the clerics.
Nobari suggested that many apparently inexpli-
cable halts in the negotiations could be attrib-
uted to internal political struggles.

With the selection of Raja'i as Prime Minis-
ter, Khomeini had effectively taken control of
the government. The hostages then became ex-
pendable, and a solution could be negotiated.

With respect to the January 19 delay, Nobari
admitted that Iran did not have a way to estab-
lish with any certainty the amount of assets ac-
tually frozen by the United States. They were
forced to negotiate the sum to be released by
offering their best estimates of their total claim.
The Iranians feared that final agreement would
be construed as a waiver of future claims if ad-
ditional assets should be discovered. It is
against this backdrop, suggested Nobari, that
the objection by Iran to the language of the
form payment order must be understood.

According to Nobari, he personally received
the payment order and had to agree to its
terms. In his view, the payment order appeared
to contain language that would release the
Americans from future liability even if it was
later discovered that an American depository
institution had deposits on hand that had not
been turned over to Iran at the time of the
final settlement. Nobari said he could not sign
such a general release. He said that he felt that
the United States banks were acting like "vul-
tures" and that their payment demands subject-
ed Iran to a "total surrender". When Nobari
resurfaced after several hours and made his ob-
jections known, the matter was resolved to his
satisfaction by the removal of the general re-
lease language by the banks.

When asked whether he was told by anyone
to delay the signing of the payment order,
Nobari answered categorically, "no." When
asked whether any aspect of the delays on Jan-
uary 19 appeared to be related to the October

Surprise hypothesis he again said, "no". He

said that the delays were the natural result of
the effort to disentangle complicated and politi-
cally-charged events. He added that the Iranian

government wanted to be finished with the

hostages before Reagan became President.

(ii ) John Hoffman

John Hoffman is a partner with the law firm
of Shearman and Sterling. In 1979 he was re-
sponsible for the supervision of litigation, espe-
cially involving international matters, that per-
tained to Shearman and Sterling's client, Citi-
bank. 270 On May 2, 1980 Hoffman said he was
informed by a German counsel for the govern-
ment of Iran that Iran was interested in pursu-
ing a financial settlement to the hostage
crisis. 271 Although unknown to him at the time,
this contact was instigated by Ali Reza Nobari
and Bank Markazi. The conditions upon which
the financial discussions could be initiated were
that the negotiations had to be kept strictly
secret and that Iran would not put up any
monies in addition to those under the freeze
order. 272

Hoffman and, eventually, a consortium of
bank counsel received permission to begin talks
from Deputy Treasury Secretary Robert Cars-
well. In December, 1980, these negotiations
merged with the "official" negotiations that led
to the final settlement of the hostage crisis.
Throughout the eight months from May 2,
1980 to January 20, 1981, Hoffman was inti-
mately involved in the financial side of the ne-
gotiations.

In his sworn statement Hoffman offered the
following analysis of the January 19th incident:

Q. So now January 19th is upon us
and the ITCD, the papers are drawn
and communicated and there are two
things I want to have you discuss. First
is the 11 page appendix.

A: The famous 11 page appendix.
Frank 273 will tell you all about that.
'Cause he wrote it.

Q. But it is sent, what I am interest-
ed in, not so much the technical terms
of it at this juncture but we read that
all of a sudden, that between the 15th
and the 19th, you seemed to have de-
cided that down and dirty was the way



to do it, that everyone was proceeding,
telexes are sent on the 19th and all of
a sudden we are in a black hole again.
No communication. Tell us about your
appreciation of that situation.

A: Yes. Well during those closing
days, it was pretty natural that there
were drafting problems to say the
least. Because you didn't get everyone
together. You had guys in different
places and different time zones. And
all that. But the concept that we were
working on we understood to be a
fairly simple set of payment instruc-
tions that would be agreed upon in ad-
vance.

We would have a text of a message
that would come to the banks, if you
are instructed to do this with the
money and then the money gets into
the escrow and then there are instruc-
tions to the escrow agents, that upon
the happening of this thing, you are
instructed to do this. And that was the
sort of flowback to the escrow account,
the so called dollar account number
one, and number two at the Bank of
England and that is what provided the
banks with assurance that they were
going to get paid because other than
that you had a lick of a promise from
the Iranians and nothing else. So it
was essential in my perception and I
think for everyone else, that you have
that kind of instruction agreed upon in
advance otherwise you couldn't be
sure,-that one of these banks
wouldn't balk. And we had good
reason to believe that at least one of
them would balk. Because we had,
there had been some strains in the
fabric all along.

It was essential to get that instruc-
tion.

It was tough. And we were working
literally around the clock for several

days there. And you know, you were
working constantly. The text of the
famous 11 page appendix was sent to
Brown on the morning of, Sunday
morning, whatever that date was. Here
was the last version. And it contains
some language which it turns out the
Iranians took serious umbrage at. And
in retrospect, were rationally con-
cerned with. Which they read to be a
requirement that the Iranians release
their claims against US banks across
the board. Now, part of this settlement
was these deposits would get turned
over and the litigation would be termi-
nated by Iran against the banks and
the banks against Iran. And a provi-
sion was written into the telex that this
instruction contained our mutual un-
derstanding that the amount set forth
was owing by the banks listed to Iran.
The Iranians took that to mean a gen-
eral release. They did not know, and
as it turned out, and I found out
through my ensuing ten years, they
still don't know a lot of what their ac-
counts were. They didn't know where
they were, how much they were,
etc. . . . And they were afraid they
were simply giving a general release of
claims that they hadn't even made.
And that looked offensive, or was cer-
tainly a reason for them to take of-
fense at. But anyhow, that language in
that effect was in that draft 11 page
appendix. We didn't know what their
concern was, because we had sent that
language to Brown on the morning of
Sunday and didn't hear a peep until,
for about 24 hours. Until all of a
sudden after the Algiers accords were
initialed I guess on Sunday night by
Christopher and the other guys. All of
a sudden everything came into a halt.
And we couldn't figure out what was
going on. Where is the response back
on this language, what is the status of
the escrow agreement? They said the
escrow agreement hadn't been ap-
proved yet or something. That starts
this kind of crazy 12 hour period



where no one knew what was going
on.

* * * * *

Only later in the day did it begin to
appear that their concern was over the
reading of the language and it sound-
ed like a general release. And I said
jesus, Roger, we're not asking for a
general release. If the banks have got
a deposit that they owe, they are going
to pay it. That is what they are in the
business of doing. So, you know, if
that is what it is, we can fix it. Quick.
And I started writing and Bruce Nich-
ols comes down, and poor Bruce is
now dead and started drafting some-
thing. Roger started drafting some-
thing. Meanwhile, in zings a series of
payment orders from Bank Markazi
into three US banks demanding pay-
ment on the accounts. Framed in the
language of the telex but having but
nothing about the escrow. Just pay or
else. And this is Monday night. And I
tell Carswell and Cutler and I think
Ham Jordan who suddenly showed up
at this point. And I said look, we're
not going to do this. Give us some
time. Brown has got some language,
he says he is sending it out to Tehran
for them to approve. He is sending it
to me. I will take a look at it. If it
looks like it is going to work, we think
we can get this done. They decide,
okay. We'll go along with that. Cutler
I know was very dubious about it. I
was afraid that the government was
simply going to call an end to the
process. And order the banks to pay
on the basis of those truncated pay-
ment orders. And that would have
blown this thing sky high. Because I
am sure that at least one institution
would not have paid. And that would
have really clobbered it. But you don't
know. What happened was, we looked
at the language Roger had drafted, I
think Bruce and I made a couple of
comments on it and then we decided
to pray. And at that point he sent it
out and we waited. And as you know it
came through, with some quirks, but it

came through. And it got done. Now,
did someone use that as an excuse to
hold this up and delay it for a little

while? The somebody was obviously
Nobari who was balking at issuing the

payment instructions the way it was

framed. And balking at the last minute

anyhow. My own view anyhow had

always been, as I say, I never met

Nobari and I don't know really what
his problem was. But I know they had

a problem with this language. Because
it was an issue that came up in the

subsequent negotiations. Time and
again this issue of unidentified ac-
counts was something that we had to

work out literally over the next ten
years. So it was a real issue for those
guys. And we didn't know that too
much at that time. So there was a real
issue there which I can see rationally
would give somebody heartburn and
which we could have solved faster and

easier if in fact we had been sitting
around a table rather than at opposite
side of the world. The fact is that we
did resolve it through really the cre-
ative intervention of one of the Iranian
lawyers. And the thing got sent and
the money moved and that was that.27 4

In short, Hoffman did not think the objection

to the language of the payment order raised by
Nobari on January 19 could properly be seen
as a deliberate effort to delay the negotiations.
He observed that in "retrospect their position,
to me, is quite understandable." 275 He added
that over the succeeding ten years, as he con-
tinued to negotiate the remaining Iranian
claims, "the biggest problem . . . was this
concern over unidentified accounts and the
breadth of these releases they were giving

up." 276 Objectively speaking, he concluded, it
was a legitimate concern.

(iii) Algerian Negotiators

On November 18, 1992, Task Force counsel
met in Algiers with former Algerian Ambassa-

dor to Iran, Abdul Kharim Gheraieb. former
Ambassador to the United States Redah Malek,
and former Algerian Central Bank Director
Mustafi. All three men were members of the
Algerian negotiating team.



The Task Force asked the Algerians to help
explain developments in the final months of
the negotiations. 277 The issue of the last-minute
delays in January, 1981 featured prominently in
the discussion. The Algerians, like Ali Reza
Nobari, felt it important to explain these delays
by first placing them in context. They pointed
out that the hostages served as a political
weapon in the struggle between the radicals
and the moderates. They agreed that no nego-
tiated settlement could be completed until the
radicals consolidated their power and took con-
trol over the central positions of Iranian gov-
ernment. Indeed, the Algerians pointed out
that not until Raja'i became Prime Minister
were all of the pieces in place for "serious ne-
gotiation" to begin. 278

The Algerians used the Tabatabai initiative
as a case study of the overall problems faced by
the negotiators throughout the negotiations.
Ambassador Gheraieb explained that the Taba-
tabai initiative had the earmark of a successful
negotiation. Tabatabai had a close relationship
with Khomeini and appeared to have Kho-
meini's approval to negotiate a settlement pro-
vided the four negotiating points brought by
Tabatabai to Bonn could be met. Yet this initi-
ative failed for two reasons, according to the
Algerians. First, Tabatabai himself was a liberal
with a western education. He also held a posi-
tion in the Bazargan government, which was
distrusted by the more radical elements in Iran.
Even with the apparent support of Khomeini,
the radical factions viewed Tabatabai with so
much suspicion that it was doubtful to the Al-
gerians that he would be "allowed" to reach a
settlement.2 79 Second, Iraq's invasion of Iran
on September 22, 1980 caused massive demon-
strations against Iraq and the United States.
Radical elements in Iran argued that the United
States was behind the invasion and had pressed
Iraq to continue its attacks. When Tabatabai
was able to return to Iran, the Majlis was being
boycotted by hard-line factions that refused to
permit the hostage issue to be discussed on the
heels of the Iraqi invasion. The Algerians con-
cluded that an initiative which had begun with
promise had fallen victim to internal politics.

The Algerian negotiators said the January 19
delay was directly caused by the American
banks. They pointed to general release lan-
guage in the document which they said was
drafted by Chase Manhattan Bank, as the

source of the problem .280 This language caused
Nobari's refusal to sign the document. The Al-
gerians indicated that this "banking glitch"
caused a 24 to 36 hour delay. The Algerians
did not believe the problem was contrived by
the Iranians to delay the release of the hostages
as part of an October Surprise deal.

(iv) Warren Christopher

Warren Christopher was the Deputy Secre-
tary of State in November, 1979 when the
Americans were taken hostage at the United
States Embassy in Tehran, Iran. He became
acting Secretary of State April 19, 1980 and
continued for several days until the swearing in
of Secretary Muskie, after Secretary Vance re-
signed his post. With the assistance of Assistant
Secretary Harold Saunders, Christopher was
the State Department official chiefly responsi-
ble for overseeing the hostage negotiations in
the final months of the process.

On January 9, 1981, Christopher was, for the
last time, sent to Algiers to complete the hos-
tage negotiations. 281' The Task Force asked
Christopher to explain the reasons for the
delay on January 19, 1981. Christopher sug-
gested that it would be a "mistake" to focus on
one delay over all of the others that occurred
in the final stages of the negotiations. 28 2 He
pointed out that January, 1981 was a continu-
um of stops and starts caused by the complex-
ity of negotiating a nine billion dollar, multi-
party funds transfer agreement. He cited as ex-
amples of earlier problems faced by the negoti-
ating team the question of a complete pay-off
versus bringing current outstanding loans, and
a matter involving the Federal Reserve that re-
quired the intervention of Lloyd Cutler. These
two issues, among others, were no different or
less vexing than the issues faced on January 19,
1981.

Turning to that day, Christopher indicated
that this was a pure banking matter that had to
be resolved among the bankers present in Al-
giers and elsewhere. While he was not intimate-
ly involved in the details of the issue, he stated
that it was explained to him by Frank Logan
and Robert Carswell. Based on these explana-
tions and discussions with the Algerian Foreign
Minister Benyahia, he believed at the time and
continues to believe that the issue was not con-
trived by the Iranians. Rather, they raised le-



gitimate concerns that had to be addressed in
the same deliberate manner as the preceding
problems. He saw nothing at the time that
would lead him to conclude that the January 19
delay was calculated to delay the release of the
hostages beyond 12 noon on January 20, 1981.

(v) Robert Carswell

Robert Carswell, now a partner in the law
firm of Shearman and Sterling, was the Deputy
Secretary of the Treasury in the Carter admin-
istration. He began dealing with Iran at the
time of the revolution because Iran had a great
deal of money on deposit at the Federal Re-
serve Bank in New York. When Iran's govern-
ment changed hands, questions arose as to who
retained control over these accounts.28 3

After the United States government froze
Iran's assets in the United States on November
14, 1979, other creditors followed suit until vir-
tually every asset Iran had in the United States
was tied up in one fashion or another. Private
parties would routinely contact Treasury in an
effort to determine what Treasury intended to
do with respect to the frozen assets. 284 In this
context, John Hoffman on behalf of Citibank
contacted Secretary Carswell to advise him that
he had been contacted by a German attorney
named Waggendorf, who represented the Irani-
an Central Bank. 2

11 Waggendorf was authorized
to pursue negotiations aimed at unfreezing Ira-
nian assets.

Secretary Carswell and Deputy Secretary of
State Warren Christopher agreed that Hoffman
should be allowed to pursue their talks on the
condition that he kept Secretary Carswell in-
formed and that he let it be known that there
could be no financial settlement unless the hos-
tages were released. 2

1

Carswell oversaw the financial aspects of the
final hostage negotiations from the Department
of Treasury. He recounted for the Task Force
his best recollection of the delays on January
19 and 20, 1981. On the morning of January
19, Carswell testified, the negotiations came to
an inexplicable halt. After several delays, the
Iranians let it be known that they believed "the
banks had tried to trick the Iranians and that
was not going to be accepted." 287 After addi-
tional inquiries, United States negotiators de-
termined that the problem was "Appendix B to
the ITCD which [Carswell] regrettably had not
read." 288 All the negotiators had considered

this to be the least substantive of the docu-
ments being written. Carswell noted "the bank-

ers had simply done it themselves. Everybody

knows how to write a release so nobody spent

much time on it." 289 Yet according to Carswell,
it was quite important. When Carswell read it,
he saw the problem immediately. "Of course, it

had in it a general release that was much
broader than it needed to have been. I con-
cluded and I think everyone who read it con-
cluded that it overreached. So I suggested to
them that they draft a release that was more
appropriate and covered only the payments in-
volved. So they went ahead and did it." 290

The new draft was forwarded to Roger
Brown in London, who was acting as counsel
for the Iranians. Brown drafted a form of re-
lease that he thought the Iranians would
sign. 29' This was cleared through the United
States bankers who tinkered with it a little and
then sent it back to Brown for final review and
forwarding to the Iranians for approval. Cars-
well noted that although the drafting process
itself was not very difficult, "it took most of the
day because of the communications." 292 Final-
ly, the release was signed early the next morn-
ing. In all, it took an entire working day to cor-
rect the problem. 293 It was, he said, a problem
substantially of our own making:

Bankers always draft forms that have
belt and suspender provisions in them.
They always go farther than they need
to. So I am not surprised that these
fellows produced something that was
broader than it needed to have been. I
think, in context, the Iranians' objec-
tion to that broad release was under-
standable and probably correct. 294

b. January 20, 1981
(i ) Introduction

The Form of Payment Order had been cor-
rected, the negotiations were back on track. All
that remained was for the parties to transmit
the necessary certifications; the hostages could
then be released. The parties appeared ready
to do this as of 8:00 am EST on January 20.
But, another delay prevented the hostages from
leaving Mehrabad Airport in Tehran before the
inauguration of Ronald Reagan. The Task
Force sought to determine the causes of this
delay.



(ii) Al Reza Nobari

Nobari asserted no direct knowledge as to
the reasons for the delay between 8:00 am and
12:00 noon EST on January 20, 1981. He
maintained that neither he nor Bank Markazi
was responsible for the second delay. 295

(iii)John Hoffman

John Hoffman, like Nobari, had no specific
information on the delay between 8:00 am and
12 noon EST on January 20. He stated that by
8:00 am, everything was on track, but that the
Iranians had not received notification that the
money had been placed on deposit with the
Bank of England:

Q. At that point, at 8:00 EST or
9:00 EST, the Iranians had not gotten
notification that the money was on de-
posit?

A: That's what I was told, yeah.

Q. But there was no technical
glitches in the Payment Orders or any-
thing like that?

By 8:00 am, when the Algerian government
was notified that the funds were placed on de-
posit with the Bank of England the primary re-
sponsibility to complete the deal shifted to Al-
giers. At this point, Hoffman said that he
joined others in the Secretary's dining room for
breakfast. A watch officer had reported that the
planes were at the end of the runway and the
engines were warming up. But, then "we didn't
hear anything." 296 Hoffman remembered
saying that he "smelled a rat" 297 and put a call
through to Roger Brown in London to find out
what was happening. Hoffman said that it ap-
peared that the certificates attesting to the
transfer of the funds into the escrow account
had been completed but not delivered by the
Algerians to the government of Iran. It was the
delivery of these certificates to Iran which trig-
gered Iran's obligation to release the hostages
under the terms of the negotiated settlement.
No one knew what was happening for a couple
of hours, said Hoffman. 298 Hoffman related:

Q But the Iranians before they were
releasing the hostages were looking
for those guarantees?

A: Yes,

Q. That notification.

62-366 - 93 - 3

A: Yeah let me tell you that on this,
please bear in mind that this is my
own speculation, but what I thought
had happened and what I expected
had happened, this is an off the cuff
comment. Lloyd Cutler and I have
talked about this, we were all sort of
puzzling what was going on. I thought
that they wanted to be sure that they
got them all safely on the plane and in
the confusion, when you saw the pic-
tures afterward there was a little bit of
confusion, and I had heard somewhere
that they had temporarily lost one or
two of them. What would have hap-
pened if those planes had landed in
Algeria with three people missing. So
if there was some sort of confusion
under the hectic circumstances of the
time, they wanted to be sure they
weren't sort of obligated to move
before they were assured of that certif-
icate being on its way. I had believed
that was a factor. The other factor that
I guess I have always believed was that
the Iranians, or someone on the Irani-
an side felt this was some way to give
Carter a black eye. The deal was done,
they didn't physically get out while it
was on his watch. That would be per-
sonally disappointing to him and I am
sure that it was. I never talked to
Carter afterwards, but I know he
talked to Lloyd. And I know this had
to be a tremendous disappointment.2 99

(iv) The Algerians

The Algerians were asked to comment on the
last-minute delay on the morning of January
20, 1981. This delay, they said, was the result
of legitimate Iranian security concerns. The Al-
gerians pointed out that the release of the hos-
tages was an extremely volatile issue in Iran up
until the very end. As a result, the Iranian gov-
ernment wanted to wait until after dark to
transport the hostages by bus to the airport.
Ambassador Gheraieb was at the airport when
the hostages arrived. He stated that there were
large demonstrations not only at the airport
terminal but on the runways as well. The Am-
bassador recalled that the hostages arrived
shortly after dark. Their departure was held up

51



while a list of all of the hostages could be
checked to ensure that everyone was accounted
for and aboard the aircraft.

The Algerians indicated that they were not
aware of any secret meetings between the Irani-
ans and members of the Republican party nor
any agreement between the two groups that
caused this delay. To their knowledge, the Jan-
uary 20 delay was simply the product of the
confusion on the ground and security concerns
at the time of the scheduled departure.300

(v) Warren Christopher

With respect to the morning of January 20,
1981, Warren Christopher noted that the sever-
al-hour delay was a source of some frustration
for two reasons. First, as a personal matter,
Christopher very much wanted the hostages to
be released on President Carter's watch.
Second, as a legal matter, his authority to act
on behalf of the United States government
technically ended at noon. Christopher also
stated that Foreign Minister Benyahia had as-
sured him that the release would take place
before noon.

Christopher stated that, to the best of his
recollection, the Algerian government transmit-
ted the certificates regarding the deposit of
funds to Iran approximately one hour after
they were received at 8:06 a.m., January 20,
1981.301 Christopher stated that the hour-long
transmission delay was due to of the fact that
the Algerians took extra precautions to ensure
that all the preconditions negotiated by the
parties had been fulfilled before they sent the
final telex that would trigger the release of the
hostages. 30 2 While the hour-long wait was
somewhat frustrating, Christopher did not at-
tribute it to anything other than fatigue. 30 3

Assuming a transmission delay of approxi-
mately one hour, Christopher was asked why he
thought there had been a three hour delay. He
indicated that he had no clear answer for this.
He was told at the time by the Algerians, and
subsequently by former hostages, that there
was great confusion in getting the hostages to
the airport and into the air. He attributes the
delays to these "mechanical" issues. He has no
indication that the delay was intended to deny
President Carter a release during his presiden-
cy, yet he has no information that absolutely
precludes this possibility . 304

Finally, the Task Force asked Christopher to

comment on the views of the Algerian negotiat-

ing team concerning the reasons for the Janu-

ary 20, 1981 delays. Christopher stated that the

Algerians perspective generally squared with
his view that the delay was a result of the con-

fusion in Tehran. He also stated that he had a

vague recollection that the Algerians had a

presence on the ground in Tehran, and would,
therefore, be in a better position to evaluate
the actual reasons for the final delay.

(vi) Robert Carswell

Reflecting on the morning of January 20,
1981 Robert Carswell observed that all the pa-
perwork had been completed by 8:00 am. The
group was filled with anticipation. But, "then
nothing happened." 305 They were frustrated
that there was nothing they could do. The com-
munication lines to Tehran were not very
good. "We didn't have any way to find out
what was going on." 306 Carswell said the nego-
tiators never found out exactly what caused the
delay. The United States team did not know
then, nor did they learn later, at exactly what
time on the morning of January 20, 1981 the
Algerians had actually advised the Iranians that
all of the monies had been moved. 30 7 Carswell
said he was aware that there was confusion in
Tehran and that the hostages did not leave
Iran until after Ronald Reagan was sworn in as
president. He would not speculate on the rea-
sons for this last delay. 308

D. Conclusion

The majority believes that negotiating the re-
lease of the American hostages was ultimately,
in many respects, a triumph of international di-
plomacy. As one observor noted, "The Iranian
hostage crisis provided dramatic proof of our
nation's commitment to the basic principles of
international law and its affirmation of the use
of existing international institutions for the
peaceful settlement of disputes." 309 The dem-
onstrated commitment of the United States to
the peaceful resolution of this dispute affirmed
our status as a nation that values human life
and the rule of law. 31 0

The minority shares the majority's apprecia-
tion of those precious values reflected in our
peaceful resolution of the hostage crisis. How-



ever, the minority believes that before it com-
ments on the manner in which the crisis was re-
solved a more comprehensive analysis of all of
the factors that led to and impacted upon the
ultimate resolution of this crisis should be per-
formed in another forum.

Negotiating the release of the American hos-
tages was both "challenging and frustrat-
ing," 311 due in large measure to the state of
revolution which existed in Iran throughout
this period of time as well as the shifting deci-
sions throughout by the Ayatollah Khomeini.
Indeed, as indicated in this chapter, in spite of
constant efforts by both the United States and
the international community, it was not until
the late summer of 1980, "when a parliament
was seated and a new government was in
power, did the Iranians concert their atten-
tion" 312 on the hostages. Even then, it initially
required the imaginative assistance of the gov-
ernments of Germany and Switzerland, and the
creative and skillful diplomacy of the govern-
ment of Algeria to resolve the crisis. Looking
back, it is clear that the difficulty and delays
that attended to the resolution of this unprece-
dented international crisis was due in major
part to the fact that Iran "had no discernable
fixed rules, goals, or even identity." 313

As indicated in the introduction to the
report, the Task Force has not sought to ana-
lyze the skillfulness with which the crisis was
settled. It sought only to determine whether, in
the final analysis, it could be credibly argued
that the delays in the resolution of the hostage
situation were attributable in any manner or
degree to a secret deal struck between the
Reagan presidential campaign and representa-
tives from Iran. In this regard, for all the rea-
sons set forth throughout this report, the Task
Force concludes that no credible evidence
exists to support such a deal. There was no Oc-
tober Surprise agreement ever reached.
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300. Ambassador Gheraieb indicated that Bani-Sadr did in fact
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VI. Evolution of Allegations

The work of the Task Force simultaneously
benefited from and was handicapped by the
passage of time since the period the October
Surprise events were said to have occurred.
The Task Force's investigation of events during
the years 1979-1981 benefited from years of
historical analysis and the luxury of hindsight.
The Task Force was able, for example, to make
firm determinations about the causes of stops
and starts in the formal U.S.-Iranian hostage
negotiations. But the passage of time also de-
prived the Task Force of records that could
have confirmed the whereabouts of several key
individuals in these alleged events. This was
mainly due to the destruction of records rou-
tinely kept by businesses-such as credit card
and telephone companies, or airlines and travel
agencies-after a specified time limit. As a
result, the Task Force was unable to conclu-
sively determine the activities of several of the
principal October Surprise protagonists. We do
not believe this handicap undermines the valid-
ity of the conclusions we ultimately reached.

The October Surprise story has evolved over
a twelve-year period, first appearing as specula-
tion in publications with limited distribution
and then in general circulation new articles, tel-
evision programs and investigative books in the
period from 1988 to 1992. A survey of some of
the key press reports, and a brief description of
some of the allegations made in these reports,
follows.

Washington Post: On November 29, 1986, an
article in the Washington Post by Bob Woodward
and Walter Pincus raised several claims that
would become keystones in the October Sur-
prise theory. ' Specifically, the article stated
that "In 1981, then-Secretary of State Alexan-
der M. Haig, Jr., gave his permission in 1981
for Israel to ship U.S.-made military spare parts
and fighter plane tires to Iran, nearly four years
before similar shipments set in motion the con-

troversy now besetting the Reagan administra-
tion." 2 The article mentioned David Kimche
and Robert McFarlane as other officials having
a role in this policy.3

The article also reported that even before
1981, "McFarlane proposed dramatic covert
initiatives involving Iran. In 1980, while he was
on the staff of the Senate Armed Services Com-
mittee, McFarlane approached the Reagan cam-
paign's foreign policy adviser, Richard V. Allen,
with an Iranian exile who proposed to deliver
the American hostages then held in Iran to the
Reagan camp prior to the November elec-
tion." 4 The article also stated that Allen had
been approached in late 1980 concerning how
the Reagan administration would view Israel's
shipment to Iran of F-4 fighter parts.5

Miami Herald: On April 12, 1987, Alfonso
Chardy at the Miami Herald wrote an article
stating that Richard Allen, Laurence Silberman
and Robert McFarlane met with "a man who
said he represented the Iranian government
and offered to release the 52 American hos-
tages held in Tehran." 6 The article stated that
the objective of this meeting was to ensure
President Carter's defeat in the November
presidential election. Silberman and Allen, ac-
cording to Chardy, acknowledged their partici-
pation, but "considered the offer absurd and
rejected it." The article also reported that Abol
Hassan Bani-Sadr, former President of Iran,
said "he learned after the hostage release that
two of [Khomeini's] closest advisers had been
involved in negotiations with the Reagan
camp." 7 The article stated that the negotia-
tions allegedly were to delay release of the hos-
tages until after Reagan became president.

In August 1987, Chardy reported that the
CIA knew that Israel was shipping United
States weapons to Iran as early as February,
1981, thus allegedly raising new questions
about the timing of the arms shipments and the



origin of the Reagan Administration's dealings
with Iran.' This report also quoted an Ameri-
can lobbyist for Israel as saying that a key
Reagan aide encouraged the shipments. Chardy
also quoted former Iranian President Abol
Hassan Bani-Sadr as saying that he believed the
arms transactions were the result of an agree-
ment between Reagan campaign officials and
representatives of the Khomeini government in
Iran. Bani-Sadr said that "as a deal was about
to be made with the Carter Administration,
suddenly the negotiations stopped. I now be-
lieve this happened because of secret contacts
between Reagan and Khomeini representa-
tives." 9

In an April 1988 article, Chardy focused on
the efforts of an Iranian-born arms dealer to
strike a deal with the Carter Administration on
a swap of military spare parts for the hostages.
Using declassified Carter CIA and State De-
partment documents, Chardy revealed that
arms dealer Hushang Lavi attempted to broker
a $10 million arms-for-hostages deal with the
Carter Administration but was rebuffed because
he did not have the backing of Iran's president
at the time, Bani-Sadr.

The Nation: On June 20, 1987, Christopher
Hitchens's column in The Nation suggested that
an Argentine plane carrying American-made
weapons from Israel to Iran, which crashed in
February 1981, was part of a series of Reagan
Administration-sanctioned arms shipments de-
signed as the payoff for an agreement to hold
American hostages until after the 1980 presi-
dential elections.' Hitchens questioned why
the Reagan Administration sent weapons to
Iran after the American hostages in Tehran had
been flown home, yet before any Americans
had been abducted in Lebanon.

Over the next several years, Hitchens contin-
ued to write about the October Surprise
theory, incorporating new pieces of information
as they became available." Hitchens cites sever-
al allegations in support of his hypothesis that
a deal was made, including: (1) the presence of
hostage watch groups in the Reagan campaign
to provide early warning of a Carter Adminis-
tration breakthrough in the hostage negotia-
tions; (2) an October, 1980 meeting among two
Reagan campaign advisers, Richard Allen and
Robert McFarlane, and an unidentified Iranian
official, presumably to discuss a hostage-related
deal; (3) remarks by former Iranian President

Bani-Sadr asserting that a deal had been struck

between representatives of Reagan and Kho-

meini to delay the hostages' release; (4) an inci-

dent recalled by Richard Allen in which Presi-
dent-elect Reagan, upon hearing that an Ameri-

can was still being held hostage the day after

the inauguration, remarked, "Get the word out
that the deal's off" unless the remaining hos-

tage was released; and (5) President Reagan's
remarks on a California golf course in 1991
about his campaign's conduct with respect to
the hostages. 

1 2

New York Times: The first time October Sur-
prise related allegations appeared in the New
York Times was an article by William Safire on
November 24, 1986 in which he stated that:
"Robert McFarlane first approached the
Reagan campaign in the summer of 1980 with
an Iranian in tow who proposed to deliver our
hostages to Mr. Reagan rather than President
Carter, thereby swinging the U.S. election. The
Reagan representatives properly recoiled, but
Mr. McFarlane has had Iranian held hostages
on the brain ever since." The reference to the
meeting in the article was based on a comment
made to Safire by Laurence H. Silberman in
1984.

October Surprise allegations next appeared
in the New York Times in an August 3, 1987,
column by Flora Lewis, who interviewed former
Iranian President Bani-Sadr.' 3 Bani-Sadr told
Lewis that the abrupt halt in negotiations be-
tween Tehran and the Carter Administration in
October 1980 could be traced to the maneuver-
ing of hard-line clerics intent on bringing
Carter down. "My aides found out it [the halt
in negotiations between Iran and the Carter
Administration] was because the group in
charge of hostage policy, Rafsanjani, Moham-
med Beheshti, and Khomeini's son, did not
want Carter to win the election," Bani-Sadr
said.14 Bani-Sadr also alleged that there was a
meeting in Paris in 1980 between representa-
tives of Beheshti and Reagan campaign officials
that sealed the deal. Lewis stated that Bani-
Sadr "offers no proof of the charge." 15

In a May 15, 1991 article in the New York
Times Lloyd Cutler, who was President Carter's
legal counsel between 1979-1981, expressed
doubt that a deal had actually occurred.16 De-
spite this skepticism, Cutler argued that it
would be "important to learn, if we can, wheth-



er anyone in the Reagan campaign tried to
interfere with the hostage negotiations and how
members of the team reacted to any bait the
Hashemi brothers or others may have dangled
before them. Even without the testimony of Mr.
Casey and Cyrus Hashemi, there are several
living witnesses who can prove or disprove
whether somebody at some level on the Reagan
team was negotiating with Iranian middle-
men." 17

Washington Report on Middle East Affairs. In Oc-
tober 1987, Richard Curtiss wrote an article for
Washington Report on Middle East Affairs repeating
claims from Bani-Sadr similar to those made in
the Flora Lewis story for the New York Times,
and mentioning the names of Iranians who
were "backstopping the 1980 Reagan-Iran ne-
gotiations," including Rafsanjani, Mohammed
Beheshti, Mohammad Ali Rajai and Behzad
Nabavi. 18

In These Times: In October, 1988, In These
Times, a bi-weekly paper that had reported on
October Surprise allegations since June 1987,
identified Richard Brenneke as a source "who
claims to have been at one of those Paris meet-
ings [and who] has given In These Times a first-
hand account [of them]." 19 While printing
Brenneke's charges that a Paris meeting did
take place, In These Times cautioned that Bren-
neke's reliability as a source should be ques-
tioned and his "assertions about the alleged
deal are not the final words on this very impor-
tant subject." 20

In These Times presented another story on the
October Surprise in an April 17, 1991 cover
story titled "Dirty Dealers and Election Steal-
ers." The article featured an extensive inter-
view with Ari Ben-Menashe, a self-described
high-level Israeli intelligence operative. Ben-
Menashe made several claims in this interview.
First, he said that he helped arrange the sale to
Iran of United States F-4 jets tires owned by
Israel, in contravention of the Carter Adminis-
tration arms embargo against Iran. Ben-Men-
ashe also alleged that Robert McFarlane and
Earl Brian traveled to Tehran in February,
1980 to meet with a prominent Iranian moder-
ate named Mehdi Bazargan and prepare for a
series of future meetings between Casey and
Khomeini's hard-line representatives.

Ben-Menashe also said that he and Hushang
Lavi were at the L'Enfant Plaza Hotel meeting
of October 2, 1980. Ben-Menashe stated that

he offered the three members of the Reagan
campaign team-Robert McFarlane, Richard
Allen, and Laurence Silberman-an alternative
to the alleged agreement worked out by Casey
and the Iranians during the previous summer
in Madrid. The reason for an alternative deal,
said Ben-Menashe, was that Israel "had qualms
about playing a role in helping the Republicans
subvert the Carter Administration's attempts to
negotiate with the Iranians for the hostages' re-
lease." 21 Ben-Menashe said that the campaign
members rejected the overture because they
"wanted to strike their own deal, not an Israeli
one, with the Iranians, so they threw that one
out the window and struck their own deal later
[that month] in Paris." 22

Playboy: In the October, 1988 issue of Playboy,
Abbie Hoffman and Jonathan Silvers offered a
more detailed account of the October Surprise
theory . 23 The authors claimed that the L'Enfant
Plaza meeting served as the catalyst for a deal
consummated later that month, in which the
Reagan campaign and the government of Iran
agreed to a delay of the hostages' release in
return for the shipment of United States arms
from Israel to Iran.

Bani-Sadr was interviewed for the article and
provided circumstantial evidence to support
this claim. He said that he first sensed that a
secret deal in September 1980, when, as presi-
dent, he learned that a key religious leader and
confidant of Khomeini, Hashemi Rafsanjani,
was sending a secret emissary to the United
States to seek a more lucrative settlement in
the hostage dispute than what was then being
offered by the Carter Administration. Accord-
ing to Bani-Sadr, it was this secret emissary
who attended the L'Enfant Plaza meeting.

In addition, Bani-Sadr, who admitted that
most of his information was second-hand,
stated that, at the L'Enfant Plaza meeting,
Reagan campaign advisors expressed interest in
the envoy's idea to delay the release of the hos-
tages. The plan was allegedly further advanced
in later meetings between the Iranian repre-
sentative and other senior Reagan advisors.
"They agreed in principle that the hostages
would be liberated after the election, and that,
if elected, Reagan would provide significantly
more arms than Carter was offering," Bani-
Sadr said.24



Bani-Sadr also said that at a second meeting
held in Paris approximately two weeks before
the election, a deal to delay the release of the
hostages in exchange for a pledge of United
States military supplies was finalized. This
meeting, Bani-Sadr said, took place at the
Hotel Raphael and involved high-level repre-
sentatives from both the Reagan campaign and
the religious wing of the Iranian government,
as well as a number of middlemen.

According to Bani-Sadr, "There were three
factions present. Representatives of the Reagan
campaign, representatives of the Ayatollah Mo-
hammed Beheshti and Rafsanjani, and inde-
pendent arms merchants . . .Cyrus Hashemi,
Manucher Ghorbanifar, and Albert Hakim." 2 5

Bani-Sadr said vice presidential candidate
George Bush represented the American side in
these final talks.

The Playboy article also attempted to confirm
the allegations of arms transactions. The au-
thors contended that the an Argentine plane
that crashed en route from Israel to Iran was
carrying shipments of United States spare parts
for Iran's fleet of M-48 tanks. The authors also
cited comments made by Secretary of State Al-
exander Haig, Israeli Ambassador Moshe Arens
and Hushang Lavi to bolster the claim that a
significant quantity of United States manufac-
tured arms were transported from Israel to Iran
shortly after President Reagan took office.
These arms reportedly represented the payoff
for Iran's decision to delay the release of the
hostages.

Barbara Honegger. In April 1989, Barbara
Honegger's book, October Surprise, was released,
providing a comprehensive exposition of her
version of the October Surprise theory. In her
book, Honegger discussed Richard Brenneke's
claim that he had first-hand knowledge of Wil-
liam Casey's attendance'at the Paris meetings
in October 1980. Brenneke's claim was the first
to place a Reagan campaign official in the al-
leged Paris meetings. Honegger had been ac-
tively discussing her October Surprise allega-
tions for several months, and had held a press
conference on August 25, 1988 at the National
Press Club to discuss the Brenneke's state-
ments. Honegger also introduced Brenneke to
Martin Kilian, another investigative reporter
working on the October Surprise story. 26

Martin Kilian: Martin Kilian published a story
concerning an overview of the October Sur-

prise allegations in the German magazine Der

Spiegel in early September 1988.27 Kilian relied,
in part, upon claims made by Oswald LeWinter
supporting the alleged October Paris meet-

ings.28

Gary Sick. The October Surprise allegations
received additional attention and gained added
credibility following the publication of an April
15, 1991 New York Times op-ed article by Gary
Sick, a former National Security Council staff
member for Iranian affairs in the Carter admin-
istration.29 In the article, Sick summarized the
central allegations later contained and com-
mented on in depth in his book, October Surprise,
which was published in November 1991.

Sick's thesis was as follows: In late February
or early March 1980, Reagan's new campaign
manager, William Casey, approached Jamshid
Hashemi, the brother of Iranian arms dealer
Cyrus Hashemi, in an effort to recruit them for
an operation to delay the release of the hos-
tages until after the November 4, 1980 presi-
dential election and thereby prevent President
Carter from gaining political advantage from a
hostage release. The Hashemis, according to
Jamshid, said they were willing to cooperate in
the endeavor.

Jamshid Hashemi claimed that he and his
brother, acting upon Casey's request, arranged
meetings in Madrid in late July and August
1980 between Casey, Jamshid Hashemi, Cyrus
Hashemi, and a representative of the religious
faction in Iran, Mehdi Karrubi. Hashemi
claimed that during these meetings, Karrubi
agreed to cooperate with the Reagan campaign
by delaying the hostage's release in return for a
promise from Casey that the Reagan Adminis-
tration would release Iran's frozen assets and
help Tehran acquire military spare parts after
President Reagan took office. Hashemi also
claimed that, at about the same time, Reagan
campaign operatives entered into an agreement
with Israel, which pledged to act as the channel
for the arms deliveries Casey had promised
Iran.

According to Sick, the deal to delay the re-
lease of the hostages scenario was finalized at a
meeting, held in October 1980 in Paris. These
meetings allegedly featured three key compo-
nents: (1) William Casey and Mehdi Karrubi
were key participants; (2) Cyrus Hashemi at-
tended these meetings; (3) the Iranian emissar-



ies agreed to hold the hostages until after the
presidential election on November 4; and (4)
the Israeli officials stated that their country
would serve as a conduit for arms and spare
parts transfers to Iran. Sick contended that,
shortly after the hostages' release, "according
to Israeli and American former officials, arms
began to flow to Iran in substantial quanti-
ties." 30

Sick's thesis relied on several sources from
the United States, Israel, and other countries.
Sick himself expressed skepticism about the
credibility of some of the sources, acknowledg-
ing that he had found no "smoking gun," and
that there is "the possibility of an elaborate dis-
information campaign." 31

PBS Frontline.- The Public Broadcasting Serv-
ice's Frontline documentary series broadcast two
programs examining the October Surprise
theory. 32 Frontline reporter Robert Parry, pur-
sued the allegations for a number of years, first
as a correspondent for Newsweek and later for
Fiontline.

33

The first Frontline program aired on April 16,
1991, and presented allegations concerning: (1)
whether Cyrus Hashemi and Reagan campaign
manager William Casey tried to reach a deal in
Madrid to delay the hostages' release from
Iran; (2) whether a Paris meeting to finalize the
hostage deal occurred; and (3) whether alleged
shipments of American-made arms from Israel
to Iran occurred.

Frontline quoted a variety of sources allegedly
confirming the Madrid meetings, including the
principal source, Jamshid Hashemi, Cyrus'
brother. Jamshid Hashemi said that he first put
Casey in touch with his brother in March 1980,
and then helped arrange a meeting between
Casey and an Iranian cleric, Mehdi Karrubi, in
Madrid in July 1980. Jamshid said that Casey
offered a "blunt" proposal of United States
arms and the release of Iran's frozen assets if
Iran would hold the hostages until after the
presidential election. .4

Jamshid Hashemi also claimed that several
weeks later, in August 1980, Karrubi and Casey
met again in Madrid to finalize the October
Surprise deal. Jamshid claimed to have wit-
nessed this meeting, at which "[Ayatollah] Kar-
rubi expressed acceptance . . . The hostages
would be released after Carter's defeat." 35

Frontline stated that Jamshid Hashemi's ac-
count was corroborated by two other individ-

uals: Arif Durrani, an arms dealer; and self-pro-
claimed Israeli intelligence officer Ari Ben-
Menashe.

Frontline also investigated the allegations of
Paris meetings in October 1980, and reported
that former Iranian President Bani-Sadr was
the first to allege that a Paris meeting took
place. An arms dealer with close ties to French
intelligence, Nicholas Ignatiew, said on the pro-
gram that he "is convinced" the meetings oc-
curred sometime between October 19 and Oc-
tober 22.11 Frontline also interviewed Richard
Brenneke, who asserted that he attended one
of the meetings in question, though the pro-
gram questioned his credibility." 37 Frontline
also quoted arms dealer Hushang Lavi as
saying that he accompanied Cyrus Hashemi to
Paris, but that he "did not interfere in any of
those meetings." 38Finally, Frontline interviewed
an American arms merchant, William Herr-
mann, who said that he learned of the Paris
meetings from an Iranian arms procurer named
Hamid Naqashan.

The final segment of the Frontline program
dealt with the question of shipments of United
States military parts from Israel to Iran. Front-
line reported that arms did flow from Israel to
Iran. Nicholas Veliotis, an Assistant Secretary
of State for the Middle East in the early 1980's,
stated on the program that he knew of the
secret arms transactions as early as February,
1981 . 9 Referring to the State Department's
discovery that an Argentine plane filled with
American materiel had crashed while on its way
from Israel to Iran, Veliotis said, "It was clear
to me, after my conversations with people on
high, that indeed we had agreed that the Israe-
lis could transship to Iran some American-
origin military equipment." 40

Frontline also obtained then-classified Iran-
contra testimony of David Satterfield, who in
the early 1980's had been an officer on the
State Department's Israel desk. Satterfield had
testified that then-Secretary of State Alexander
Haig tacitly, approved of the Israeli arms trans-
fers. 41

Frontline also quoted Houshang Lavi, who
said he was part of the arms network and that
Iranian officials personally visited NATO bases
in Europe to compile a shopping list of Ameri-
can military equipment and that those arms
were then shipped from Belgium to Iran.42



The second Frontline show, which aired one
year later, reviewed allegations concerning: (1)
the whereabouts of William Casey; (2) the
whereabouts of the Iranian envoy, Ayatollah
Mehdi Karrubi; (3) the credibility of certain key
witnesses to the alleged meetings; and (4) other
theories about the alleged evidence.

Frontline reporters attempted to document
Casey's location for three time periods in 1980:
July 24-29, August 8-12, and mid-October.
Drawing upon records obtained from Casey's
secretary, Barbara Hayward, of a World War II
conference in London which Casey attended,
and the testimony of an American professor
who also attended the conference, Frontline al-
leged that Casey's whereabouts were in ques-
tion for a three-and-a-half day gap from July
25, 1980 until 4:00 p.m., July 28, 1980.43 Front-
line offered no proof that Casey may have been
in Madrid at the time of his alleged absence
from the London conference.44

Frontline had difficulty establishing Casey's
whereabouts in early August, and stated that
scores of interviews, both on and off the
record, with Casey campaign co-workers,
friends, and relatives, did not establish the lo-
cation of Casey during the period in which
Jamshid Hashemi alleges the second Madrid
meetings took place. Frontline also stated that
Jamshid Hashemi's claim to have been in
Madrid during that time was backed up by
hotel records.

With respect to the mid-October period,
Frontline reported that it could not conclusively
determine Casey's whereabouts on October 19
and part of October 20, "but neither did we
find any evidence that he had traveled to Paris
over the weekend.45

Frontline also interviewed Mehdi Karrubi, who
categorically denied being part of the an arms-
for-hostages deal, saying "It's a total lie. The
amusing part is that I have never been to
France or Spain." 46

Frontline also stated that heavily-redacted FBI
wiretaps of Cyrus Hashemi's telephone conver-
sations precluded a determination of whether,
as some had alleged, he acted as a double
agent for both the Carter Administration and
the Reagan campaign.

Frontline also probed the allegation that then-
vice presidential candidate George Bush par-
ticipated in the alleged Paris meeting. The pro-
gram offered two conflicting statements on this

allegation. Ari Ben-Menashe said that Bush,

along with himself, was in Paris. But John

McLean, a reporter with the Chicago Tribune,
said that he could find no evidence supporting

the rumor.47

Finally, Frontline explored alternate interpre-
tations of "the body of circumstantial evidence
that exists." 48 Noting Ronald Reagan's state-
ment on a Palm Springs golf course in 1991,
Frontline quoted a South African arms dealer,
Dirk Stoffberg, as saying that Casey asked him
personally not to help delay the hostages, but
to aid in getting them out as soon as possible. 49

Frontline concluded: "However the evidence is
viewed, there seems to be no explanation for
the mass of circumstantial evidence that exists.
The overriding truth about 1980 may be that
the American people may never know what
happened." 50

ABC News Nightline: The ABC News "Night-
line" program also has addressed the October
Surprise allegations.5

' Nightline's first program
on this subject, broadcast on April 15, 1991,
featured Gary Sick, former Reagan campaign
foreign policy chief advisor Richard Allen, and
Carter's former State Department spokesman
Hodding Carter. 5 This broadcast discussed the
allegations in broad terms. Nightline's second
segment on the October Surprise, broadcast on
June 20, 1991, investigated the alleged Madrid
meetings and offered some "independent docu-
mentation" of the alleged meetings . 53 The
broadcast also sought to determine Casey's
whereabouts during various periods and con-
cluded that the lack of documentation on Casey
"simply adds more fuel to the allegation that
Mr. Casey could indeed have been participating
in negotiations with the Iranians." 54

Nightline also aired an interview with Jam-
shid Hashemi, who provided a detailed account
of the two sets of alleged meetings in Madrid,
naming alleged participants, relating the sub-
stance of the discussions, and recounting the
alleged agreements that were reached.

Nightline stated that it corroborated some as-
pects of Hashemi's story. For example, Night-
line stated that both Jamshid Hashemi and his
brother, Cyrus, were in Madrid on both dates
in which Jamshid said the meetings occurred.
Nightline could not precisely place William
Casey during the dates in question. Nightline
also received an official Iranian reply to the al-



legations, which Koppel characterized as not an
absolute disavowal of Iran's participation in an
October Surprise deal. 5

In a program aired approximately one week
later, Nightline claimed to have discovered ad-
ditional information regarding Casey's where-
abouts in late July 1980.56 Nightline stated that
Casey had attended a conference at the Imperi-
al War Museum in London, thus eliminating
two dates on which Casey could have been in
Madrid: late on July 28 and the morning of July
29. Nightline pointed out, however, that
Casey's presence at the conference during the
day of July 27 and the morning of July 28
could not be confirmed.

Village Voice: Village Voice writers have reported
on the October Surprise story since 1991, in-
cluding three articles by Frank Snepp. An arti-
cle on September 10, 1991, provided informa-
tion to disprove Richard Brenneke's claims that
he was an eyewitness to the alleged October
1980 meetings in Paris.5 7 This story relied on
signed credit card receipts and personal diaries
obtained through a former business associate
of Brenneke to determine that Brenneke could
not have attended the alleged Paris meetings in
October 1980, in which Brenneke claimed to
have participated. 58 During the October 18-22,
1980 period, Snepp placed Brenneke not in
Paris, but at various locales in and around
his home in Portland, Oregon.5 9

Another article written by Snepp drew upon
the redacted FBI surveillance records to dis-
prove Cyrus Hashemi's claim that he was the
broker of the Reagan campaign-Iran deal.60 A
third article written by Snepp claimed that the
October Surprise hypothesis is the product of
an exchange of stories and second-hand re-
ports among a group of journalists, self-de-
scribed intelligence operatives, and arms deal-
ers. 6

1

Esquire: In an article published in October
1980, Craig Unger reported allegations similar
to those of Gary Sick.6 2 Like Sick, Unger
claimed that negotiations occurred in Madrid in
the summer of 1980, and later in Paris, where a
deal was allegedly sealed. Unger provided addi-
tional details on these alleged meetings, ob-
tained primarily from interviews with Ari Ben-
Menashe; Richard Babayan, who Unger de-
scribed as an Iranian who began working for
the CIA in the 1970's; and from accounts given

by Jamshid Hashemi to Gary Sick and
ABC-TV.

Unger also alleged additional meetings,
based on statements by Ben-Menashe. Unger
wrote that "the earliest stages of the crisis"
began with a meeting in Georgetown in late
1979 in which Ben-Menashe, retired -CIA offi-
cer Miles Copeland, and others discussed how
to arm Iran to counter the Iraqi threat.63 Ben-
Menashe also said that in February 1980,
Robert McFarlane, who at the time was an aide
to Senator John Tower, and Earl Brian met
high-level Iranian officials in Tehran.6 ' These
meetings, according to Unger, paved the way
for the later meetings in Madrid and Paris.6 5

Unger also addressed the alleged arms ship-
ments which allegedly constituted the payoff
for the October Surprise deal, and relied on
Babayan's claims that he knew that an agree-
ment among the parties to ship United States-
made weapons to Iran had been made.66

New Republic. Steven Emerson and Jesse
Furman wrote a November 3, 1991 article in
The New Republic that found that the "conspira-
cy as currently postulated is a total fabrication
and that none of the evidence cited to support
the October Surprise stood up to scrutiny." 67

Emerson and Furman traced the evolution of
the October Surprise conspiracy as it emerged
in the media in 1987 and blossomed into a full-
blown conspiracy theory by 1991.8 In their in-
vestigation, Emerson and Furman examined the
statements and backgrounds of key October
Surprise "sources," including Richard Bren-
neke, Barbara Honegger, Abol Hassan Bani-
Sadr, Heinrich Rupp, Ari Ben-Menashe, Hu-
shang Lavi, and Jamshid and Cyrus Hashemi."

Emerson and Furman wrote that Brenneke
first emerged as a press source in late 1986,
claiming inside knowledge about undisclosed
covert operations relating to the Iran-contra
affair. Although he made numerous unsubstan-
tiated allegations, Brenneke "quickly discov-
ered that is was possible to get away with any
allegation in the national security arena: if an
intelligence agency, already suspect in the pub-
lic's mind, denied something, that merely rein-
forced the authenticity of the charges." 70 Em-
erson and Furman suggest that Brenneke did
not say anything about the October Surprise
conspiracy until he met Barbara Honegger in
August 1988. 7 1 After that meeting, Brenneke



emerged as the primary October Surprise
source in the United States.72

Emerson and Furman also obtained redacted
Secret Service records and contemporaneous
news accounts which indicated George Bush's
location on October 15 through October 20,
1980. These records suggested, according to
Emerson and Furman, that Bush could not
have been in Paris during this time period, as
Brenneke had alleged. 73

Emerson and Furman reviewed Ari Ben-Men-
ashe's statements and found that, like Richard
Brenneke, Ben-Menashe fabricated his allega-
tions, often drawing upon things he read in the
newspaper. 74 Emerson and Furman also exam-
ined Ben-Menashe's military personnel records,
which showed that he served as a low-level
translator, not as an intelligence operative,
from 1977 to 1987.

Emerson and Furman also addressed Cyrus
and Jamshid Hashemi. Using court records and
transcripts of FBI surveillance records from
1980, the authors wrote that neither Hashemi
was involved in any secret meeting in October
1980 in Paris and that neither man was in-
volved in any campaign-directed conspiracy to
sell arms to Iran in exchange for release of the
hostages.

75

Newsweek: The November 11, 1991 issue of
Newsweek carried an article by John Barry ad-
dressing the October Surprise allegations,
which he called "a conspiracy theory run
wild". 76 Barry sought to discredit four of the
major sources behind the October Surprise
tale: Barbara Honegger, Richard Brenneke, Ari
Ben-Menashe, and Jamshid Hashemi. Barry
also concluded that two key events at the
center of the controversy-alleged meetings be-
tween Reagan campaign operatives and Iranian
representatives in July 1980 in Madrid, and in
October 1980 in Paris-could not be con-
firmed.

With respect to the first alleged meeting in
July 1980 in Madrid, Barry argued that a key al-
leged participant, William Casey, could not
have attended because he was in London for a
World War II conference. According to Barry,
attendance records from the conference, as well
as records from the places where Casey ate and
slept, conclusively demonstrated that he was in
London for the period in question.

Barry also concluded that a Paris meeting did
not occur because the two principal sources

who made this allegation offered conflicting

and unprovable versions of the alleged event.
Barry wrote that the "vast discrepancies be-

tween Ben-Menashe's account and Brenneke's

account show, at the very least, that one of the

two men are lying. But the weight of the evi-

dence suggests that both versions are false." 77

Finally, Barry criticized "two broad-brush as-

sumptions" of the Qctober Surprise theory-
first, that the Reagan Administration sent large
quantities of arms to Iran as the payoff for
Tehran's willingness to keep the hostages until
after the election; and second, the "pivotal
notion" that promising behind-the-scenes ne-
gotiations between the Carter Administration
and Iran in October, 1980 were inexplicably
broken off by Iran.78

On the arms shipments, Barry stated "there
is oddly little evidence of any substantial weap-
ons payoff' to Iran" between 1980 and 1983. 79

He said that the only verified arms shipment
involved a $50 million spare parts transaction
between Israel and Iran in the spring of 1980.80
This shipment, Barry argued, would be "chick-
en feed for swinging the United States presi-
dential election." 81 Barry also offered an his-
toric explanation for the breakdown in negotia-
tions between the Carter Administration and
Iran, stating that it could be attributed to the
outbreak of the Iran-Iraq war in late September
and the Iranian leaders' intense hatred for
then-President Carter. 82

Los Angeles Times: In an unpublished letter to
the New York Times in late January 1992, which
was referred to in a Los Angeles Times article in
January 1992, Warren Christopher wrote:
"While not having reached a conclusion on the
ultimate issue, I believe that there are enough
suspicious circumstances to warrant a full and
fair bipartisan investigation by the Con-
gress." 83

Hostages Join in Call for an Investigation: Follow-
ing these news accounts, many of the Ameri-
cans held hostage for 444 days in Iran called
for an inquiry into the serious allegations that
their release was delayed by Republicans for
political purposes during the 1980 Presidential
campaign. Open letters were sent to Congress
on June 13, 1991 and on January 29, 1992 call-
ing for an official investigation. 84

Because the hostages had a legitimate and
abiding interest in the allegations which drasti-



cally affected their lives, the Task Force inter-
viewed several of those who signed the letters
during the course of its inquiry. U.S. Charge
d'Affairs in Iran at the time, Bruce Laingen,
held at the Foreign Ministry Building in
Tehran, and Moorehead Kennedy, the Eco-
nomics Officer held at the U.S. embassy com-
pound, offered insightful comments and obser-
vations given their limited capacity to observe
events in Iran. Laingen and Kennedy have writ-
ten books on their experiences as hostages in
Iran, and their written works were also useful
in developing understanding of events in Iran
at the time from the hostages perspective. 85
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VII. Alleged Contacts Between 1980
Reagen Campaign Officials and

Representatives of the Iranian Government

H. Res. 258, Section l(a): Communi-
cations by or on behalf of the 1980
Reagan Presidential Campaign, or in-
dividuals representing or associated
with that campaign, with any person or
persons representing or associated
with the Iranian Government or those
persons with Iran holding Americans
as Hostages during 1979 and 1980.

A. Introduction

Paramount among the allegations that the
Task Force investigated are the allegations that
representatives of the Reagan Presidential cam-
paign met with representatives of the Iranian
government during the summer and fall of
1980 in order to delay the release of Americans
being held hostage in Iran.

Certain of these allegations may fairly be
characterized as "principle allegations." Those
allegations concern meetings which supposedly
took place in Madrid during the summer of
1980; at the L'Enfant Plaza Hotel in Washing-
ton, D.C. in the early fall; and in Paris in Octo-
ber 1980. Other alleged meetings or contacts
of lesser importance and may therefore be
characterized as "ancillary allegations." The
latter allegations relate primarily to meetings or
encounters that reportedly took place at the
Mayflower Hotel in Washington, D.C. in the
early spring of 1980; at the Churchill Hotel in
London during the summer of 1980; and at the
Sherry Netherlands Hotel in New York in Janu-
ary 1981.1

B. Meetings in Madrid
During the Summer of 1980

1. The Allegations

Of the principle allegations of contact be-
tween the Reagan campaign and the Iranian
government, the meetings in Madrid occur first
in chronological order. In essence, these allega-
tions hold that during the summer of 1980,
William Casey and other Americans met on
several occasions in Madrid with Cyrus and
Jamshid Hashemi and with two Iranian officials
sent at the direction of the Khomeini regime,
and that a deal was struck to delay the release
of Americans being held hostage in Iran.

Although other individuals claim to have
knowledge about the Madrid meetings-or are
alleged by others to have knowledge of the
meetings-it is Jamshid Hashemi who is the
principal source of these allegations, and it is
Jamshid's account which merits the greatest
focus. 2 Jamshid is the only living person who
claims to be an eyewitness to the alleged
events, and he is the first individual known to
have made allegations about meetings in
Madrid. 3

In their original form, Jamshid's allegations
are that meetings took place at the Hotel Ritz
in Madrid in July 1980 between Americans and
representatives of the government of revolu-
tionary Iran.4 The American delegation consist-
ed of William Casey, Donald Gregg, and one
other unidentified man. The Iranian delegation
consisted of Mehdi Karrubi and his brother
Hassan Karrubi. Cyrus and Jamshid Hashemi



also attended the meetings, providing transla-
tion services to the American and Iranian dele-
gations.

Jamshid Hashemi had arrived in Madrid a
few days before the meetings began. Upon his
arrival, he and Hassan Karrubi registered at the
Plaza Hotel under false names. Mehdi Karrubi
stayed at the residence of the Iranian Ambassa-
dor to Spain,' while Cyrus Hashemi took a
lavish suite at the Hotel Ritz.

According to Jamshid, the American and Ira-
nian delegations held meetings on two consec-
utive days. 6 The first meeting took place in
Cyrus Hashemi's suite at the Ritz. Mehdi Kar-
rubi opened the meeting by criticizing U.S.
policy toward Iran. When Karrubi finished,
Casey spoke about the history of U.S.-Iranian
relations. As alleged, the theme of Casey's
presentation was that relations between Iran
and the United States were good when Repub-
licans were in control of the White House, and
poor when Democrats were in control. Casey
allegedly added that Ronald Reagan was going
to win the upcoming presidential election, and
that, if the hostages were released, the new
Reagan Administration would return all of
Iran's frozen financial assets as well as military
equipment that had been purchased by the
Shah's government but withheld by the Carter
Administration after the hostages were taken.
After approximately three hours, the meeting
adjourned for lunch, with an agreement to
meet again.

The next day, the two delegations recon-
vened. Mehdi Karrubi began the meeting by
asking Casey about the purpose of these meet-
ings. In particular, Karrubi wanted to know
what Casey was authorized to say about the re-
lease of Iran's frozen assets. Karrubi acknowl-
edged that it might be difficult for the Republi-
cans to arrange the release of Iran's military
equipment since they were not yet in power,
but he inquired whether arms shipments might
be arranged through a third country.

According to the allegations, Casey respond-
ed by asking if Iran was ready to deal with the
Republicans, whether Karrubi had authority to
conclude a deal on behalf of Khomeini, and
whether he could give assurances that the hos-
tages would be well treated. In addition-as de-
scribed by Jamshid himself on a broadcast of
ABC News Nightline-"Casey said the Iranians
should hold the hostages until after the elec-

tion . . . and the new Reagan administration

would feel favorably towards Iran, releasing

military equipment and the frozen Iranian

assets." 7 Mehdi Karrubi allegedly replied that

he had no authority to make this kind of a com-

mitment and would have to return to Tehran

to seek instructions from Ayatollah Khomeini.

The parties understood that Karrubi would fly

back to Iran, report on the meetings with

Casey, and reestablish contact at a later date.

At this point in the story, there is a signifi-
cant divergence between what Jamshid told

Gary Sick and the sworn testimony that Jam-
shid gave to the Task Force. According to the
version given to Sick, Jamshid was contacted by
Mehdi Karrubi several days after the meetings
in Madrid had ended. At that time, Karrubi
told Jamshid that he wanted to meet again with
Casey in Madrid. Jamshid, in turn, contacted
Cyrus, who passed the message to Casey. Sub-
sequently, a second round of meetings was
scheduled for the second week in August. On
about August 12, 1980, the same group that
had attended the late July meetings reconvened
at the Hotel Ritz in Madrid for another two-day
round of meetings.

According to Jamshid's sworn testimony, as
much as seventeen days elapsed between the
first and second sets of meetings in Madrid:

Counsel: "Let me make sure I un-
derstand something here. You have a
meeting in Madrid."

Mr. Khan: 9 "Yes."

Counsel: "And a couple of weeks go
by."

Mr. Khan: "Yes."

Counsel: "And then your brother,
Cyrus, asks you to set up another
meeting."

Mr. Khan: "Not to set up another
meeting, to find out whether what Mr.
Casey had asked Mr. Karrubi has
reached a point where there could be
another meeting, whether there was a
possibility that he has had some an-
swers from, let's say, Khomeini, and
we could have another meeting in
order to explain what Khomeini says."



Counsel: "So at that point you con-
tact Mr. Karrubi."

Mr. Khan: "Haj Hassan, yes."

Counsel: "How long after that dis-
cussion do you have the next meet-
ing?"

Mr. Khan: "Probably two or three
days thereafter."

Counsel: "Two or three days later."

Mr. Khan: "That is right. Nothing
more, because they were ready. They
were actually expecting the call."

Counsel: "And that was in Madrid,
too?"

Mr. Khan: "Yes." 10

As for the content of the discussions between
Casey and Mehdi Karrubi, Jamshid told Gary
Sick the following:

Karrubi opened the meeting by
saying that Khomeini had approved
Casey's proposal. The hostages would
be removed from their prisoner status
and would be "treated as guests." The
Islamic Republic of Iran . . . would
"go through the protocol" with the
Carter administration, but the hos-
tages would only be freed as a "ges-
ture of goodwill" to the U.S. govern-
ment on the day of Reagan's inaugura-
tion. In return . . . Iran expected that
Casey and his colleagues, although not
currently holding government office,
would help the Iranians obtain certain
arms and ammunition that they
needed. Casey replied that he could
not promise, but he said he had
friends and he would try. He would
give Karrubi an answer later."

Casey and Karrubi then discussed details re-
garding how to delay the release of the hos-
tages. 12 Karrubi told Casey that if he did not
arrange for delivery of the weapons Iran
needed, the hostages would not be freed. Sub-
sequently, the meeting adjourned.

On the following day, Casey told Karrubi
that Cyrus Hashemi would be introduced to a
man in Madrid who would help Hashemi to re-
ceive and execute orders for military equip-

ment. According to Jamshid, this man turned
out to be an Israeli military officer.

Since the publication of the accounts on
which the above narrative is based, Jamshid
Hashemi has given sworn testimony to the
Task Force. As indicated above, certain impor-
tant aspects of Jamshid's original allegations
have changed, such as when Jamshid asked
Mehdi Karrubi to come out of Iran for the first
meeting with Casey, how much time elapsed
between the first and second rounds of meet-
ings in Madrid, whether both sets of meetings
occurred over a two-day period, and whether
Casey proposed that Iran delay the release of
the hostages. But other central components of
the story have remained constant. Specifically,
Jamshid has continued to maintain that Cyrus
Hashemi, William Casey, and Donald Gregg si-
multaneously attended both sets of meetings in
Madrid; that Jamshid stayed at the Plaza Hotel
while in Madrid for the meetings; that the
meetings took place at the Ritz Hotel; and that
there were discussions regarding the American
hostages in Iran.

2. Evidence Alleged To Support
Jamshid Hashemi's Story

Evidence alleged to support Jamshid Hashe-
mi's charges about meetings in Madrid falls
within three categories: (1) records from the
Plaza Hotel, where Jamshid and Hassan Kar-
rubi allegedly stayed when the meetings took
place; (2) documentary and testimonial evi-
dence regarding William Casey's attendance at
a conference in London at the same time of the
alleged meetings in Madrid; and (3) supposed
corroborating testimony by five individuals with
knowledge of the Madrid meetings.

a. Records from the Plaza Hotel

The Task Force obtained original records
from the Plaza Hotel which indicate that Jam-
shid Hashemi may have been a guest at the
hotel during July and August 1980.13 These
records, which are compiled and maintained by
the hotel for tax purposes, show the names of
individuals registering at the hotel and the date
of check-in.' 4 The Task Force also obtained re-
liable supplementary information from a reli-
able but confidential source which confirmed
that the dates shown in the Plaza Hotel tax



records are the date of check-in and, in addi-
tion, established the dates of check-out.

Considered as a whole, the information from
the Plaza Hotel records shows the following ac-
tivity during July and August 1980:

July 23, 1980 Robert Gray Checks in
July 25, 1980 Robert Gray Checks out

Abdululi Hashemi Checks in i5

July 29, 1980 Abdululi Hashemi Checks out
July 30, 1980Jamshid Khalaj Checks in
August 2, 1980 Jamshid Khalaj Checks out
August 8, 1980 Ali Balanian Checks in
August 11, 1980 Hasan Mohamad Checks in
August 12, 1980 Parsa Jamshid Checks in 16

August 13, 1980 Ali Balanian Checks out
Parsa Jamshid Checks out

At his deposition, Jamshid claimed to have
had an independent recollection that he used
the names "Abdula Hashemi," "Jamshid
Khalaj," and "Jamshid Parsa" as aliases in
1980.17 He also testified that he used the name
"Mohamed Balanian" in 1980.'SJamshid identi-
fied the name "Hassan Mamoud" as an alias
used by Hassan Karrubi.19

It is uncertain whether Jamshid Hashemi
originally claimed that the two sets of meetings
in Madrid occurred during the period reflected
in the Plaza Hotel records. Gary Sick, for exam-
ple, writes that Jamshid "remembered the
meetings being in July and August, but he was
unable to reconstruct the precise dates." 20 The
uncertainty regarding the dates of the alleged
meetings, however, while not eliminated, has
been substantially diminished as a result of
sworn testimony given by Jamshid to the Task
Force.

At his deposition, Jamshid claimed to have
shown copies of pages from the Plaza Hotel tax
records on which the names shown above
appear.21 Jamshid recalled being shown similar
information from Plaza Hotel records by ABC
News personnel Tara Sonenshine, Ted Koppel,
and Jeff Greenfield, who were then working on
a production of "Nightline" regarding the "Oc-
tober Surprise" allegations. 22 Although Jamshid
distinguished the format of the information
shown to him by ABC from the Plaza Hotel tax
records shown to him by the Task Force, he
testified that "the list which Mr. Ted Koppel
gave me coincided with the dates that I have
been [to Madrid]." 23 The following exchange
between counsel and Jamshid then took place:

COUNSEL: "So if I understand you

correctly, . . . if we went to Ted Kop-
pel and his associate, Tara Sonenshine,
whatever, and we got the hotel records
that they presented to you and which
you identified as the dates when you
are in Madrid-"

Mr. KHAN: "Yes."
COUNSEL: "-those would be the

dates that were accurate?"

Mr. KHAN: "Absolutely, yes. 100
percent." 24

In sum, information from records of the
Plaza Hotel could be construed to corroborate
Jamshid Hashemi's assertion that he was in
Madrid in July and August 1980. Equally im-
portant, as discussed above, Jamshid testified
that the meetings which allegedly took place in
Madrid between William Casey, the Hashemi
brothers, and the Karrubi brothers occurred
during the period encompassed by the hotel
records on which his alias names appear. Ac-
cording to this testimony, the two sets of al-
leged meetings occurred within the period of
July 25-August 13, the first and last times that
names recognized by Jamshid appear in the
hotel records.

25

Further, it must be remembered that Jamshid
has alleged that the first set of meetings took
place in late July, that the second set of meet-
ings occurred in August, and that the two sets
of meetings were approximately two weeks
apart. 26 Thus, using the same analysis, the
hotel records indicate that the first meetings
would have occurred during the period of July
25-29, and that the second set of meetings
would have occurred during the period of
August 8-13.27

b. Casey's Attendance at London Conference

During the last week of July 1980, William
Casey attended a conference in London on the
Second World War, at which he presented a
paper on intelligence operations during the
war.2" The conference began on July 28 and
concluded on July 31.29

Prior to the Task Force's investigation, cer-
tain portions of Casey's whereabouts during
the three-day period before the conference
began could not be established. In addition,
Casey could not be located for certain periods
of time during the conference. These factors,
combined with the fact that the dates of the



conference coincide with the alleged meeting in
Madrid in late July, generated great speculation
that Casey used the London conference as a
cover to attend meetings in Madrid.30 Indeed,
the discovery of Casey's attendance at the con-
ference was widely regarded as a major break-
through which put Casey in Europe at a time
when, in theory, he could have attended the al-
leged meetings.

c. Corroborating Testimony

According to one published account, Jam-
shid's allegations regarding the Madrid meet-
ings have been corroborated by five individ-
uals: (1) Ahmed Madani; (2) Arif Durrani; (3)
Heinrich Rupp; (4) Ari Ben-Menashe; and (5)
Richard Babayan. These individuals reportedly
"have independently confirmed that these
meetings took place and that Jamshid Hashe-
mi's account with respect to the content of the
Casey-Karrubi talks is substantially accurate
. . .,, 31 A sixth person, Hushang Aryanpour,
testified that Jamshid informed him on two sep-
arate occasions that meetings had occurred in
Madrid in 1980.32

(i) Admiral Ahmed Madani

A former Iranian Minister of Defense and
candidate for the presidency in Iran, Madani
has known Cyrus and Jamshid Hashemi since
childhood and was in contact with them during
1980.33 Madani allegedly told Gary Sick that he
"'was aware of the Hashemis' contacts with Wil-
liam Casey starting in early 1980 and of the
Madrid meetings." 3

(ii) Arif Durrani

A Pakistani-born arms dealer, Durrani told
journalists Robert Parry and Robert Ross that
he was informed of the meetings in Madrid by
Mohsen Rafiqdust, the head of Iran's Revolu-
tionary Guard. 3

1 In an on-camera interview,
Durrani has also claimed that he was informed
by Rafiqdust and Mohsen Reza'i "and the Rev-
olutionary Guard officials" that Mehdi Karrubi
had meetings with William Casey in Spain. 6

(iii) Heinrich Rupp

Rupp, a self-professed former pilot for the
CIA, reportedly told Robert Parry and Robert
Ross that "he was involved in several flights to
Spain in the summer of 1980, two of which

were to Madrid for secret contacts between
Casey and the Iranians." 37

(iv) Ari Ben-Menashe

Ben-Menashe, a former Israeli intelligence
officer, told Gary Sick that he has "read Israeli
intelligence reports describing these meetings"
and, according to Sick, "volunteered significant
details that independently confirmed Jamshid]
Hashemi's account." 38

Ben-Menashe is an Israeli citizen who was
born in Tehran, Iran on December 4, 1951. He
left Iran at the age of 14 for Israel. 39 Ben-Men-
ashe stated that he attended the American
School and the Bar Ilan Orthodox University of
Israel, graduating in 1973. On May 6, 1974, he
joined the Israeli Army. 40 Ben-Menashe stated
that he received full infantry basic training with
the Golan Brigade. 4' Thereafter, he indicated
that he signed a two-year contract with a sig-
nals intelligence unit responsible for de-coding
Iranian messages. 42 Ben-Menashe claimed to
have remained with this unit until 1977. 43

Ben-Menashe told the Task Force that he
was court-martialled for refusing an order to be
transferred to a signal intelligence unit in Italy.
He said that he received a fourteen-day jail
term but was awaiting a full pardon two days
after being released from jail. 44 Ben-Menashe
testified that he was subsequently recruited by
the Israeli secret service Mossad and the inter-
nal security service Shin Bet but decided not to
work with either of them.45 Instead, Ben-Men-
ashe said he decided to join the External Rela-
tions Department, a unit of Israeli Military In-
telligence which handled liaisons with foreign
intelligence services.

In his duties in the External Relations De-
partment, Ben-Menashe said that he dealt with
the CIA and that beginning in late 1977, he
began traveling to Tehran. 46 During this time,
Ben-Menashe testified that he became acquaint-
ed with Mehdi Kashani, an Iranian who alleged-
ly had ties to Ayatollah Khomeini. Ben-Men-
ashe said that he also had contacts with Uri Lu-
brani, the Israeli Ambassador to Iran at the
time, and with the deputy Israeli military atta-
che in Tehran.47

According to Ben-Menashe, in late 1979,
David Kimche, then a top official of Mossad,
asked Ben-Menashe to accompany Kimche to
the United States to provide a briefing on Iran.



During this trip, Ben-Menashe allegedly deliv-
ered this briefing at a private home in Wash-
ington, D.C., where he met Miles Copeland, a
former CIA official (now deceased), William
Casey, and Robert McFarlane. 48 Ben-Menashe
said he overheard discussions by the parties on
how to restore the hostage crisis and how
Israel could assist in normalizing the United
States' relations with Iran.

Ben-Menashe said that in early 1980, he ar-
ranged a meeting between Kashani and the Di-
rector of Israeli military intelligence, General
Yehoshua Saguy. From April to August 1980,
Ben-Menashe allegedly met with Kashani and
other Iranians in Europe. During the course of
these meetings, he allegedly learned from Ka-
shani that Casey had met with Mehdi Karrubi
on four occasions in Spain.

Ben-Menashe testified that he has knowledge
of four meetings in Spain in 1980 between Wil-
liam Casey and Mehdi Karrubi, although he
was not present at any of these meetings. 49 He
claimed that he learned of these meetings from
Mehdi Kashani and another Iranian by the
name of Khosro Fakhrieh. 50 According to Ben-
Menashe, the first three meetings took place in
Madrid, and the fourth one occurred in Barce-
lona. 51 The first meeting allegedly took place in
February or March; the second meeting took
place in April or May; the third one at the end
of July; and the fourth one in August or Sep-
tember. 52 Ari Ben-Menashe testified that the
purpose of the Americans who were involved in
these meetings was to obtain the release of the
hostages.53 The Iranian side's objective was to
obtain the release of assets frozen by the
United States in order to enable Iran to pur-
chase arms.5 4

According to Ben-Menashe, the Americans in
attendance at the meetings in Madrid were Wil-
liam Casey, Robert Gates, Earl Brian, and
Robert McFarlane. The Iranians allegedly
present were Mehdi Karrubi, Mehdi Kashani,
Ahmed Omshei, and Khosru Fakhrieh.5 5 Cyrus
and Jamshid Hashemi, Ben-Menashe testified,
were not present at any of these meetings, and
Ben-Menashe specifically distinguished these
meetings from meetings that the Hashemi
brothers allegedly had with Casey and Mehdi
Karrubi in Spain during the same period .56

Ben-Menashe could not offer any explanation
for the Hashemi meetings, which he character-
ized as separate side meetings.5 7 Nor could he

explain why Cyrus Hashemi, whom he por-

trayed as a representative of the Carter Admin-

istration at secret talks held with Reza Passindi-
deh in Madrid on July 2, 1980, would be meet-

ing with William Casey, a senior official of the

Reagan Presidential campaign.58

Ben-Menashe allegedly learned about the

first meeting in Madrid from Kashani when Ka-

shani traveled to Israel in early April 1980. 59

Kashani allegedly told Ben-Menashe that both
Kashani and Karrubi were present at this meet-
ing, as was William Casey. This information
was subsequently confirmed to Ben-Menashe
by Rafi Eitan in the presence of Israeli intelli-
gence officials Yehoshua Saguy and Yitzhak
Hebroni.60  Ben-Menashe allegedly learned
about the Casey-Karrubi meeting in Madrid in
July 1980 in the same manner: i.e., originally
from Kashani, and subsequently confirmed by
Eitan. 61

According to Ben-Menashe, the meetings in
Spain were preceded by a trip to Iran by Earl
Brian and Robert McFarlane to lay the ground-
work for meetings between William Casey and
senior Iranian officials. At his deposition, Ben-
Menashe testified that Robert McFarlane and
Earl Brian traveled to Iran in January or Febru-
ary 1980 to begin discussions with Iranian gov-
ernment officials regarding the hostages. 62 Ben-
Menashe claimed that the purpose of the
McFarlane-Brian trip to Tehran was to arrange
for a meeting between William Casey and
Mehdi Karrubi in Spain. 63 Ben-Menashe further
testified that while McFarlane and Brian were
in Tehran, they did, in fact, arrange for Casey
and Karrubi to meet in Spain.6 4

Ben-Menashe allegedly learned about the
McFarlane-Brian trip in 1980 from Mehdi Ka-
shani. 65 Rafi Eitan allegedly later confirmed Ka-
shani's information to Ben-Menashe, based on
information he had obtained from McFarlane. 66

Ben-Menashe asserted that Rafi Eitan, Yesho-
shua Saguy, Yitzhak Hebroni, and Meir all can
corroborate the allegations regarding a McFar-
lane-Brian trip to Tehran. 67

(v) Richard Babayan

Babayan, an Iranian national presently in jail
in Florida on securities fraud charges, testified
that an Iranian Intelligence official by the name
of Mohsen Baranriz visited Babayan in Paris in
early August 1980 and told him about meetings



that just concluded in Madrid at the end of July
1980 involving William Casey and Iranian offi-
cials.68 According to Babayan, Baranriz was one
of the members of the Iranian delegation to
Madrid.6 9 Babayan testified that he knew in ad-
vance that Baranriz was coming to Europe to
attend meetings, although Babayan "did not
know the nature of these meetings." " He also
testified that he had knowledge that Mehdi
Karrubi and Hassan Karrubi were members of
the Iranian delegation to the Madrid meet-
ings. 71 Baranriz allegedly told Babayan that at
the Madrid meetings, Casey told the Iranians
that the incoming Reagan Administration
would resume U.S. arms shipments to Iran in
return for delaying the release of the hos-
tages. 72 Baranriz also allegedly told Babayan
that he had come to Paris "to brief us on what
he had seen. And then he had to fly straight
back to Madrid because there were more meet-
ings needed to be held in August of 1980." 71

According to Babayan, Baranriz telephoned
him three or four days after he left Paris and
told Babayan that a second set of meetings in-
volving Casey had taken place.71

(vi) Houshang Aryanpour

Aryanpour, a former Admiral in the Iranian
Army and a close associate of Ahmed Khomeini
in 1980, testified that he learned about the al-
leged meetings in Madrid from Jamshid Ha-
shemi. Aryanpour said that Jamshid first told
him about the meetings in Madrid in mid-1988.
Aryanpour had gone to see Jamshid to show
him a letter that he had written to ABC News
about the shooting down in July 1988 of an
Iranian Airbus by U.S. military forces in the
Persian Gulf region. 75 On that occasion, Aryan-
pour and Jamshid discussed the Iran-Contra
affair and reports of contacts between the
Reagan Administration and representatives of
the Iranian government regarding Americans
held hostage in Lebanon. 76 When Aryanpour
told Jamshid that he believed there had been
similar meetings before Reagan's election. Jam-
shid replied that he had attended a meeting in
Spain in 1980 between William Casey and
Mehdi Karrubi.7 7 According to Aryanpour, Jam-
shid did not mention Cyrus Hashemi's pres-
ence at this meeting. 78 Aryanpour did not recall
whether Jamshid said that Hassan Karrubi was
at the meeting.79

Aryanpour testified that Jamshid did not pro-
vide any additional information on this occa-
sion about the alleged meetings in Madrid.8"
Aryanpour, for his part, did not ask Jamshid
where in Spain the meetings had occurred. 8'
Aryanpour did ask Jamshid, however, if he had
any proof of the alleged meetings in Spain. Ac-
cording to Aryanpour, Jamshid replied that
"when the time comes, I will provide . . . the
proofs ." 82 Jamshid did not mention any
particular proof of the meetings at the time. 83

Following the April 16, 1991, "Frontline"
broadcast regarding the October Surprise alle-
gations, Aryanpour saw Jamshid again at Jam-
shid's home in McLean, Virginia.8 4 During this
visit, Aryanpour asked Jamshid about news re-
ports of contacts between the 1980 Reagan
campaign and Iranians. Jamshid re-affirmed
that meetings between Reagan campaign offi-
cials and representatives of the Iranian govern-
ment had taken place in Spain in 1980, and
that he attended these meetings. 85Jamshid also
told Aryanpour that he possessed a photograph
of one of the meetings in Spain involving
Casey. 86 When Aryanpour asked who is in the
photograph, Jamshid indicated that himself,
Casey, and Mehdi Karrubi appear in the photo-
graph. 87

Jamshid made no mention to Aryanpour of
Cyrus Hashemi's presence at the meetings in
Spain. According to Aryanpour, Jamshid told
him that "[n]obody else" but Jamshid, Casey,
and Mehdi Karrubi attended the meetings.88 In
fact, Jamshid has never indicated to Aryanpour
that Cyrus had a relationship with Casey.89

When asked by Task Force counsel if he had
knowledge of meetings in Spain from any
sources other that Jamshid, Aryanpour testified
that various persons affiliated with Iranian dis-
sident organizations in Paris have told him that
they believe these were meetings in 1980 be-
tween Reagan campaign officials and represent-
atives of the Iranian government.90 When he
asked them for proof, these individuals simply
told Aryanpour that "this is an understanding
. . . [an] adding up of two and two togeth-
er." 91 Aryanpour did not ask these persons to
identify their sources of information about the
alleged meetings.92 He testified, however, that
apart from Jamshid, no one has ever told him
that they personally observed Casey with any



Iranian officials, or with either of the Hashemi
brothers. 93

(vii) Abol Hassan Bani-Sadr

Bani-Sadr claims to have hearsay knowledge
of the alleged meetings in Madrid by virtue of
information obtained essentially contemporane-
ously from a variety of sources close to Kho-
meini. None of these sources of information ac-
tually participated in the events. Bani-Sadr also
has formed an opinion that the meetings oc-
curred based on his examination of events after
the fact. That is, he has studied the historical
record, spoken to others alleged to have knowl-
edge of the events under investigation shortly
after the events in question, and he continues
to maintain channels of communication with
dissident elements within Iran who are still
making inquiries into the October Surprise
story. Bani-Sadr could offer no direct evidence
that the matters under review actually occurred.
Furthermore, according to Bani-Sadr's analysis,
the October Surprise allegations are integrally
intertwined with his overthrow, thereby compli-
cating an already complex line of reasoning.9 4

On January 25, 1980, Bani-Sadr was elected
president. Ghotbzadeh was named as the For-
eign Minister. Bani-Sadr was still actively trying
to solve the hostage crisis. Khomeini and his
son Ahmed appeared to be working at cross
purposes with Bani-Sadr. As spring ap-
proached, no real progress had been made
toward the resolution of the crisis. Ghotbzadeh
opened a channel involving the use of French
lawyers, Francois Cheron and Christian Bour-
get. 95 The U.N. General Secretary was entrust-
ed to establish a commission of inquiry to help
resolve the situation. Bani-Sadr felt progress
was being made. However, just as a break-
through was about to occur according to Bani-
Sadr, Khomeini did something to quash it.
Bani-Sadr called for a meeting of the Council
of Ministers threatening to resign because of
the resistance he was receiving from the mul-
lahs regarding the hostage negotiations. At the
meeting Beheshti is said to have admitted to
running interference and promised future co-
operation. In fact, according to Bani-Sadr, Be-
heshti's gesture was insincere. Bani-Sadr stated
that Beheshti and the mullahs still planned to
sabotage any hostage negotiation progress so
as to allow the ascension of the clerics. 96

It is this perception, that Beheshti was work-

ing behind his back to sabotage the Bani-Sadr/

Carter hostage negotiation process, that leads

Bani-Sadr to the conclusion that Beheshti was

secretly working with the Republican party as

early as the spring of 1980. When pressed for

details as to the underlying facts which lead

him to reach this conclusion, Bani-Sadr offered
the following explanation:

Q. So, from that we can conclude
that Mr. Beheshti was not working
with you, he was working against you.
Now you conclude from that because
he was working against you and be-
cause he was working against Mr.
Carter, he must have been working
with Mr. Reagan. Now, could it be that
he was just working against you and
working against Mr. Carter without
working with Mr. Reagan?

A: It was not a conclusion. It was a
confirmation. A confirmation of infor-
mation which they already had about
contacts having been made with Rea-
gan's clan.

Bani-Sadr provided nothing more specific in-
formation on this point. No documentary evi-
dence was furnished to the Task Force counsel
on this matter.

Bani-Sadr continued with his analysis that
contacts had been made and meetings were
held between Republicans and Iranians by re-
viewing the events surrounding the meeting be-
tween Reza Passendideh, Cyrus Hashemi and
Stanley Pottinger on July 2, 1980 in Madrid,
Spain. 9 7

Reza Passendideh was the son of Ayatollah
Passendideh, Khomeini's older brother.
Through a series of negotiations involving
Cyrus Hashemi, Max Moini-Eraghi and Stanley
Pottinger, Reza Passendideh obtained Kho-
meini's permission to meet with an American
government representative regarding the hos-
tages. The State Department elected not to
participate directly in the meeting. Instead, it
relied on Stanley Pottinger, a former Justice
department official in the Ford Administration,
and then an attorney/business associate of
Cyrus Hashemi to meet with Passindideh. Pot-
tinger was only commissioned to "hear out"
Passindideh and aid in determining his credibil-



ity. He was not authorized to speak formally on
behalf of the United States. Objectively, noth-
ing ever came out of the meeting as far as the
hostage negotiations were concerned. 98

Bani-Sadr saw these events differently. He
told the Task Force he did not authorize or
even know of the Passendideh trip before
hand. 99 According to Bani-Sadr, Passindideh
therefore must have travelled to Madrid with
Khomeini's permission as, according to Bani-
Sadr, Passindideh lacked the clout to make
such a trip on his own without some form of
official sanctioning. At the time of his trip, the
Carter administration had three avenues of ne-
gotiation already open. 100 Accordingly, said
Bani-Sadr, Passindideh could not, in fact, have
gone to Madrid to negotiate with Carter's rep-
resentatives. Such an exercise would have been
redundant. As Bani-Sadr related it:

Q. Well, did Mr. Passindideh tell
you, Mr. President, who he had met?

A: So I said "who are these Ameri-
cans?" And he said it was Mr. Rea-
gan's envoys.

Q. So, Mr. Passindideh believed that
the people that he was meeting were
people that Reagan had sent?

A: Yes, quite. Because he told me
that if the "deal is not made with you
then they'll make a deal with your
rivals." And with Mr. Carter they were
already in contact. They had three dif-
ferent channels of communication with
President Carter. Those two French
lawyers, the Swiss Ambassador, the
German Ambassador. So it wasn't
worth talking about that with Mr. Pas-
sendideh.

Q So your, just for the sake of sum-
marizing so that I clearly understand
it. Mr. Carter has three channels open
through you. Mr. Passindideh, at Mr.
Khomeini's behest, meets with two
people in Madrid, Mr. Hashemi and
Mr. Pottinger. You believe that when
Mr. Passindideh met with them, all
they did was discuss negotiations on
behalf or Mr. Reagan and not Mr.
Carter, is that right? '0'

A: Uh huh.

Q. And you believe that because
that's what Mr. Passindideh told you
when he got back from the meeting,
that they never mentioned that they
were there at Mr. Carter's request.

A: Absolutely. 102

Thus, the second basis upon which Bani-Sadr
concludes that contacts had been made be-
tween the Republicans and Iranians stems from
his perception of the "true purpose" of the
Passindideh trip. Indeed, it is this trip by Pas-
sindideh that Bani-Sadr says is in July between
Republicans and Iranians. 103 He never dis-
cussed anything about the alleged July 26-27,
1980, Madrid meetings.

It should be noted that while Bani-Sadr is
correct that the Carter Administration had
been utilizing the French lawyer, Ambassador
Lang and Ambassador Ritzel, given the pace of
those channels, it is hardly surprising that the
Carter Administration would be trying to accel-
erate the process through any viable channel.

Bani-Sadr offered no specific information
about alleged meetings in Madrid in August
1980. Rather, he told the Task Force that after
Passindideh returned from Madrid in July, he
continued to receive information of continuing
contacts between Republicans and Iranians. He
stated only the following about an August con-
tact:

Q. Okay, so during this time, after
Passindideh came back, what you're
saying is that you were receiving vague
information that there were continuing
contacts between Mr. Beheshti, the
Rafsanjani group and the Republicans,
at the time. Did I say that correctly?

A: They met once in August. It was
a Revolutionary Council. They met
and Khomeini's son Ahmed was
present. It was there that Mr. Beheshti
asked Mr. Bani-Sadr for a letter. The
letter was suppose to say that Mr.
Bani-Sadr pledges himself if this thing
with the hostages is solved he is going
to abstain from any criticism. So Mr.
Bani-Sadr told Mr. Behesti "if it's a
matter of negotiating with Carter, it is
not up to you, it is up to the President
to do. If you are speaking about set-
tling this with the rivals, with Carter's



rivals, this is the worst possible thing.
How can you possibly expect me to
give you such a letter of guarantee?"
So then he didn't say they were going
to deal with Carter or solve it with
Carter. So Bani-Sadr said "Well this
proves that you've been in contact
with the Reagan group if not." Be-
heshti could not say no, could not

deny this. So Ahmed, Khomeini's son
was present so Mr. Bani-Sadr said "go
tell about this to your father." 104

Q. When was this meeting with you

and Behesti when Behesti wanted you
to write this letter wherein you would
not criticize them if they settled the
hostage crisis?

A: 27th of August 1980.105

The significance of this dialogue, according
to Bani-Sadr, is that Bani-Sadr attended a Rev-
olutionary Council meeting with Behesti where-
in Beheshti asked Bani-Sadr to promise not to
criticize Beheshti if the hostage crisis was not
solved through the auspices of Bani-Sadr. Bani-
Sadr, as a president of Iran, properly believed
that only he was authorized to negotiate on
behalf of Iran. Thus, when Behesti asked for
the letter of guarantee and refused to deny that
he (Beheshti) may be trying to solve the hos-
tage crisis himself, Bani-Sadr concluded that
these two factors established that the clerics
were engaged in negotiations with Republicans
(as well as trying to topple his presidency).106

Bani-Sadr's position, while interesting, does
not establish a factual predicate upon which the
Task Force could concur in his conclusion.
Bani-Sadr offered no other specific information
regarding he alleged August meetings in
Madrid.

(viii) Sadegh Ghotbzadeh

Sadegh Ghotbzadeh made several public
statements in September and October 1980 al-

leging that a deal to delay the hostages' release
may have taken place. 10 7

On September 6, 1980, the French news

agency Agence-France-Presse quoted Ghotbza-
deh as saying that he had "information" prov-
ing that the "Reagan camp was trying hard to

block a solution of the [hostage] problem

before the elections." He added: "In addition,

the Soviet Union and its agents inside Iran,
that is, the Tudeh are insisting that this prob-
lem not be solved. The most important agree-

ments the USSR has ever concluded with the

United States have been made with Republican
administrations." 108

Apparently, Ghotbzadeh's cryptic comment
came from an open letter he wrote to the
Majlis on August 18, 1980 in which he argued
for a quick release of the hostages. The letter
was carried in the Iranian newspaper Islamic
Revolution on September 11, 1980.109 In the
letter, Ghotbzadeh said: "Another point is that
we know that the United States Republican
Party, in order to win the coming election cam-
paign, is trying hard to delay the solution of
the hostage issue until after the United States
elections. It is clear that under such conditions
during the four coming years anytime this
problem is solved we have acted according to
the wishes of the United States Republican
Party. Even so we have not proved anything in
our interest but have acted to bring a more
dangerous group than the incumbent one to

power." 110 Later, he added: "It is interesting to
note that some people suggest that let the hos-
tage issue be settled a few months later; that
sounds pleasing to the ears of the Republi-
cans." ill

Sounding the alarm that aiding a Republican
victory would spell dire consequences for Iran,
Ghotbzadeh said, "When we are talking about
how to exploit the American domestic conflicts
it means that if the Republicans win they will
not have the problem of elections for a period
of four years and the Rockefeller banks which
have frozen our assets will keep the existing
conditions as they are and will never allow us
to withdraw our money and create problems
for those banks. Then, they will have four more
years to delay the matter." 112

Five days after his letter to the Majlis was
published in the Iranian press, Ghotbzadeh
told Reuters that it would be a "disaster if
Reagan becomes President" because "Reagan,
supported by Kissinger and others, has no in-
tention of resolving the problem. They will do
everything in their power to block it. And obvi-
ously the election of Mr. Reagan, in our estima-
tion, will be a disaster." 113



Many years later, Joseph Persico added the
potential for some additional insight into
Ghotbzadeh's comments while reviewing Gary
Sick's book October Surprise for the New York
Times. At the conclusion of his review, Persico
wrote that "two friends of Ghotbzadeh who
spoke to him frequently during this period
[September 1980] said that he insisted repeat-
edly that the Republicans were in contact with
elements in Iran to try to block the hostage re-
lease." 114

Manucher Ghorbanifar, an Iranian arms
dealer who figured prominently as a middle-
man in the Iran-contra affair, added another
twist to Ghotbzadeh's saga. Ghorbanifar wrote
in the New York Times on August 28, 1991 that
Ghotbzadeh was receiving messages from the
Reagan campaign in late summer or early fall
1980 not to delay the hostages' release but
rather, warning the foreign minister to resolve
the crisis before the United States presidential
elections. Ghorbanifar said his information
came from "former and current government of-
ficials at the highest levels in Europe and
Iran." 115 As with any statement by Mr. Ghor-
banifar, one must consider the source. 116

Carol Jerome was the Paris bureau producer
for the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation
when she met Ghotbzadeh in 1978 and became
intellectually, professionally and romantically
involved with him up until his death in 1982.
In an interview with the Task Force, she inter-
preted Ghotbzadeh's comments as meaning
that Henry Kissinger and David Rockefeller
were behind the continued breakdown in the
negotiations between the Carter Administration
and Ghotbzadeh to effect a hostage release.
She said that Ghotbzadeh's suspicions that Kis-
singer and Rockefeller were involved traced
back to the failure of the Iranian government
to extradite the Shah from Panama and Ghotb-
zadeh's suspicion that the two men had a hand
in ensuring that the Shah left Panama before
the official extradition papers could be present-
ed to the Panamanians. But she could find no
proof of the allegation. 117

Jerome testified "when I was writing the
book that I could not give any credit or cre-
dence to that story. That in any way the Re-
publicans had interfered with Sadegh's or any-
body else's negotiations that might have helped
free the hostages," Jerome said under oath.118

Jerome also said under oath that Ghotbzadeh

never mentioned to her anything about con-
tacts between representatives of the Iranian
government and individuals associated with the
Reagan campaign. 119

Christian Bourguet was a close friend of
Ghotbzadeh who also handled Iran's legal af-
fairs throughout the hostage crisis. He met
Ghotbzadeh in March 1972, when he was asked
by Ghotbzadeh to look into human rights
abuses by the Shah's regime in Iran. In an
interview and deposition with Task Force coun-
sel, Bourguet stated that Ghotbzadeh suspected
there were contacts between members of the
Republican party and the clerical elements of
Iran's government in 1980, specifically men-
tioning Kissinger as one of the individuals
whom Ghotbzadeh believed was a party to the
contacts. However, Bourguet said that neither
he nor the former foreign minister had any evi-
dence that such contacts were taking place.

Bourguet testified under oath that "I have
not seen anything, anything about that. The
only thing I can say as I told you, the fact that
such contacts could happen, was in Ghotbza-
deh's mind for sure. [He] always told me that
he suspected that things like that were happen-
ing. He had no evidence of that but he was sus-
pecting that. And he was, he believed that Kis-
singer or people around him had kept the close
contacts in Iran and could discuss behind his
back with the clerics through commercial chan-
nels. He was positive of it." 120

Bourguet then said that he believed Ghotbza-
deh's hunch that Kissinger was involved in con-
tacts with the religious party in Iran's govern-
ment had its roots in Iran's failed attempt to
extradite the Shah from Panama in late March,
1980. Bourguet said his reasoning for this as-
sumption was three-fold: (1) the officials in
Panama knew Bourguet was coming to Panama
with the extradition documents; (2) the Shah's
people had knowledge of the extradition
papers' contents before they arrived in Panama;
and (3) the mystery surrounding a $1 million
check that was sent to Ghotbzadeh as a reward
for his alleged help on the hostage issue. 121

Task Force counsel also interviewed and de-
posed Francois Cheron, another of Ghotbza-
deh's close legal associates and personal
friends in France. Cheron said that during one
of his many stops in Tehran in the summer of
1980, Ghotbzadeh told him that indirect meet-



ings were held between Reagan campaign offi-
cials and high-level members of the Islamic Re-
publican Party (IRP) in August 1980 in either
Paris or Madrid. Cheron said Ghotbzadeh did
not specifically name anyone from the Reagan
team who were allegedly part of these indirect
contacts, though, on the Iranian side he did
mention "the religious Beheshti and the son of
Khomeini (Ahmad Khomeini)." 122

Jacques Montanes is a French pilot who al-
legedly was one of three members of a techni-
cal team sent to Iran in September 1980 to de-
velop a procurement list of military supplies
needed by Tehran. Montanes informed the
Task Force that Ghotbzadeh told him "on one
occasion" that he knew of secret contacts be-
tween officials connected with the Reagan cam-
paign and representatives of the religious fac-
tion in Iran's government. Moreover, Montanes
said that "Ghotbzadeh tried to slip the word to
the Carter Administration, I know that because
I went with him, that negotiations were taking
place." 123 On that front, Montanes added that
he thought Ghotbzadeh "might have slipped
some information to some French people he
was dealing with, some people who were later
dealing with the Carter Administration" about
his knowledge of the secret contacts. 124 Howev-
er, Montanes said that Ghotbzadeh did not en-
lighten him as to who the parties were to the
alleged negotiations and that he did not have
any proof that any contacts actually took place.

The Task Force cannot determine with cer-
tainty the underlying basis behind Ghotbza-
deh's statements to the press and his letter to
the Majlis baldly stating that the Republican
campaign was making a concerted effort to bar
the hostages' release. Task Force interviews
with Carol Jerome, Christian Bourguet, Fran-
cois Cheron, and Jacques Montanes, all of
whom who were closely associated with the
former foreign minister, offer some insight.
That is, Ghotbzadeh comments appear likely to
be a reference to contacts made by Kissinger
and Rockefeller on behalf of the Shah or in fur-
therance of their banking interests. Further-
more, the Task Force uncovered nothing to
corroborate Ghotbzadeh's statements, and the
absence of corroboration is itself telling. The
safe conclusion is that Ghotbzadeh had a bona
fide belief in the truth of his assertions. Logic
dictates, given his repeated reference to Henry
Kissinger and David Rockefeller, that his belief

was rooted in the actions taken by those two
Republicans to assist the Shah in finding a safe
exile. 125 It is also plausible, given the turbulent
political maelstrom in Tehran in 1980, that

Ghotbzadeh's statements were colored by his

abiding belief that the clerics were twisting the
true path of the Iranian revolution, were using
the hostage detention to their advantage, and
were capable of any perfidy. What is clear is
that his oft-repeated statements provided the
basis for more elaborate statements made by
others.

d. References to Madrid on Electronic Sur-
veillance

The Task Force has obtained evidence that
Cyrus Hashemi may have traveled to Spain on
one occasion during 1980. Homa Hashemi tes-
tified that Cyrus traveled to Spain in the
summer of 1980 to pick up his parents, who
had recently left Iran and were on their way to
London. 126 But information from the FBI's
electronic surveillance of Cyrus Hashemi indi-
cates that Cyrus made this trip in September
1980, long after the alleged meetings in
Madrid. 127 Further, Mrs. Hashemi testified that
had Jamshid Hashemi been in Madrid when
Cyrus was there to pick up his parents, Cyrus
"definitely" would have mentioned Jamshid's
presence to her.128

3. Evidence Tending To Refute
the Allegations

a. Whereabouts of Alleged Participants

The whereabouts of the participants in the
alleged meetings in Madrid during the relevant
time period is the best evidence of whether
these meetings could have taken place. 129 Obvi-
ously, establishing the whereabouts of any of
the alleged participants at a location other than
Madrid during the relevant time period is a
strong basis to conclude that the allegations of
meetings in Madrid are untrue.

The principal allegation, authored by Jam-
shid Hashemi, is that William Casey, Cyrus Ha-
shemi, Donald Gregg, and Mehdi Karrubi met
together in Madrid in July and August of 1980.
Jamshid also alleged that each set of meetings
took place during a two-day period.'3 0 Based
on Jamshid's testimony, the alleged meetings
most likely took place during the periods of
July 25-July 29 and August 8-17.



(i) Cyrus Hashemi

Cyrus Hashemi, of course, is one of the
linchpins in the Madrid allegations. According
to Jamshid Hashemi's allegations, Cyrus made
the arrangements for the Madrid meetings, the
meetings took place in Cyrus's suite at the Ritz
Hotel, and Cyrus attended all of the meet-
ings. 131 Without Cyrus Hashemi, these meet-
ings simply could not have occurred.

Utilizing telephone records and other con-
temporaneous documents, the Task Force was
able to determine with substantial precision
Cyrus Hashemi's whereabouts during the
period of July 25-29, 1980. Of particular value
were telephone records and attorney time
sheets provided to the Task Force by Stanley
Pottinger, who worked closely with Hashemi
during the summer of 1980.

Telephone toll records obtained by the FBI
provided additional evidence of Cyrus's where-
abouts. These records, combined with other in-
formation obtained by the FBI, provided infor-
mation regarding outgoing calls from Cyrus
Hashemi's home in Wilton, Connecticut, in-
cluding the date of the call, the number called,
the subscriber to that number, the time of day
the call was made, and the duration of the
call. 132

Together, the aforementioned records pro-
vide the following picture of Cyrus Hashemi's
whereabouts:

July 25, 1980 (Friday)

-According to Stanley Pottinger's
contemporaneous notes and diaries,
Pottinger met with Cyrus Hashemi in
New York on this date. 133

July 26, 1980 (Saturday)

-At 10:05 a.m., a call was made
from Cyrus Hashemi's home in
Wilton, Connecticut to John Shaheen's
home in Southampton, New York. Ac-
cording to the toll records, the call
lasted for 2 minutes. At 10:07 a.m.,
another call of 4 minutes' duration was
made to Shaheen's home in South-
ampton.

-At 10:19 a.m., a call was made
from Cyrus Hashemi's home to the
Bethesda, Maryland, home of Stanley
Pottinger, Cyrus Hashemi's attorney.
At 10:20 a.m., a call was made from

Cyrus Hashemi's home to Mr. Pot-
tinger's office in Washington, D.C. Ac-
cording to the toll records, the dura-
tion of both calls was 1 minute. 134

-At 4:49 p.m., a 2-minute call was
made from Cyrus Hashemi's home to
a number in New York subscribed to
by Paul W. Skinner.

-6:50 p.m., a 2-minute call was
made from Cyrus Hashemi's home to
a number in Queens, New York, sub-
scribed to by Mrs. Dora Bahrami.

-At 7:18 p.m., a 6-minute call was
placed from Stanley Pottinger's home
in Bethesda to Cyrus Hashemi's home
in Wilton.

July 27, 1980 (Sunday)

-At 8:05 p.m., a 1-minute call was
made from Stanley Pottinger's office
in Washington, D.C. to Cyrus Hashe-
mi's home in Wilton.

-At 8:54 p.m., a 1-minute call was
made from Cyrus Hashemi's home in
Wilton, Connecticut to the Bethesda,
Maryland, home of Stanley Pot-
tinger. 135

July 28, 1980 (Monday)

-At 9:58 a.m., a 3-minute call was
made from Stanley Pottinger's office
in Washington, D.C. to Cyrus Hashe-
mi's office in New York.

-At 7:50 p.m., a 1-minute call was
made from Cyrus Hashemi's home in
Wilton, Connecticut to the Queens,
New York, home of Alanna Torres,
Cyrus Hashemi's secretary. At 7:51
p.m., another one-minute call was
made to Ms. Torres' home.

-At 10:32 p.m., Stanley Pottinger
placed a 6-minute call to Cyrus Hashe-
mi's home in Wilton from a locale in
New York. 13 6

July 29, 1980 (Tuesday)

-At 1:35 p.m., a 5-minute call was
made from Stanley Pottinger's office
to Cyrus Hashemi's office.
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-At 2:12 p.m., a 10-minute call was
made from Pottinger's office to Hashe-
mi's office.

-At 5:51 p.m., an 8-minute call was
made from Pottinger's office to Hashe-
mi's office. 137

Although circumstantial in nature, the weight
of the evidence dictates the conclusion that
Stanley Pottinger and Cyrus Hashemi made the
calls described above, and that Cyrus was
therefore in Wilton, Connecticut during the
critical three-day period of July 26-28. Pot-
tinger's testimony and related documentation
provides strong evidence that he actually spoke
with Hashemi on the dates referenced above.
The evidence also strongly indicates that the
calls made from Wilton were placed by Cyrus
Hashemi.

Calls to John Shaheen. Cyrus had a business re-
lationship with John Shaheen during this time
period. Electronic surveillance of Cyrus's calls,
which began in September 1980, shows numer-
ous calls between Shaheen and Cyrus relating
to business matters.13 The surveillance records
also demonstrate no calls to John Shaheen
during the period of surveillance of Cyrus Ha-
shemi's were initiated by Homa Hashemi. 13

Further, it is unlikely that anyone else tele-
phoned Shaheen from the Wilton residence.
Homa Hashemi, Cyrus's wife at the time, testi-
fied that, although she spoke to Shaheen when
Shaheen called Cyrus at home, she never called
Shaheen from the Wilton home, and would re-
member if she had.'4 ' Indeed, Mrs. Hashemi
testified that she was not even aware that Sha-
heen maintained a home in Southampton in
1980.141

Calls to Stanley Pottinger. By late July 1980,
Cyrus Hashemi and Stanley Pottinger had de-
veloped a close working relationship. 142 They
had been working together on the hostage
crisis since December 1979 and, as discussed
above, had traveled to Spain together in early
July 1980 to meet secretly with an official Irani-
an envoy. According to Mr. Pottinger's records,
he and Cyrus Hashemi met in New York on
July 24.113

At his deposition, Pottinger did not have a
specific recollection of receiving calls at home
from Cyrus Hashemi on the morning of July 26
or the night of July 27.'"1 But he testified that
it was not uncommon for Cyrus to call him at

home both early in the morning and late in the

evening. 45 In contrast, Mr. Pottinger did not
recall ever receiving such calls at home from
Homa Hashemi.' 46 Mr. Pottinger's only specific
recollection of speaking to Mrs. Hashemi on
the telephone concerned an immigration
matter, and he testified that he did not begin
assisting her with this matter until late 1980 or
the spring of 1981.'4

Homa Hashemi testified that she did not
recall phoning Pottinger from Wilton.14s If she
had called Pottinger, she testified, she would
have called him at his office. 149 She emphatical-
ly rejected the possibility that she might have
called Pottinger at home, saying "If I would
have called him [at home], Cyrus would have
killed me." 150 She further testified that she did
not know where Pottinger resided in 1980 and
did not know his home phone. 151

The FBI's electronic surveillance of Cyrus
Hashemi do not reveal any calls from Homa
Hashemi to Stanley Pottinger's home. The sur-
veillance records do show that Mrs. Hashemi
called Pottinger's office in Washington, D.C.
three times on September 30, 1980, but they
indicate that these calls related to an immigra-
tion matter-thereby coinciding with Pot-
tinger's single recollection of speaking to Mrs.
Hashemi by telephone. Other than the calls on
September 30, the surveillance contains no evi-
dence of calls from Mrs. Hashemi to Pot-
tinger's office.

Calls to Alanna Torres. Homa Hashemi testified
that the calls to Alanna Torres "definitely"
must have been placed by Cyrus. 152 Mrs. Ha-
shemi testified that she had a business-like rela-
tionship with Torres in 1980, although they
were on friendly terms and often spoke to each
other when Mrs. Hashemi called Cyrus's office
in New York. 153 But she did not recall ever call-
ing Torres from the Wilton home, and she
found the possibility of such a call inconceiv-
able. 54 She also testified that neither her son
or daughter, nor her housekeeper-the only
other people living at the Wilton residence-
would have called Torres. 155

Alanna Torres testified that Cyrus Hashemi
often called her at home, at "any time of
day." 156 On these occasions, Cyrus would often
give Torres instructions regarding the office,
such as " 'Do this. Do that. Have this done by
[nine] o'clock.' " 157 Torres also testified that



Homa Hashemi and her children never called
her at home.15 8 In addition, she testified that
she did not have a good relationship with Jam-
shid Hashemi, and that Jamshid never called
her at home. As she put it, "Cyrus was the only
one who called me if for whatever reason." 159

Calls to Numbers of Paul Skinner and Mrs. Dora
Bahrami. As mentioned above, telephone com-
pany records also show that calls were made
from Cyrus Hashemi's home on Saturday, July
26, to numbers subscribed to by Paul Skinner
(in the late afternoon) and Mrs. Dora Bahrami
(in the evening). Despite efforts by FBI agents
to trace Mr. Skinner's whereabouts, the Task
Force has been unable to locate him. The Task
Force did locate Paul Bahrami, the husband of
Dora Bahrami, who testified that he played
poker with Cyrus Hashemi during the summer
of 1980. 160

It is unlikely that Homa Hashemi placed
either of these calls. She testified that she had
no knowledge of anyone by the name of "Paul
Skinner," and that she had never heard the
name "Bahrami" before.16 ' She also said that
the name "Bahrami" is an Iranian name, and
that she would remember if she had had con-
tact with someone by that name. 162

(ii) William Casey

Prior to the Task Force's investigation, diffi-
culty in establishing William Casey's where-
abouts during the last week of July 1980 con-
tributed to speculation that Casey attended
meetings in Madrid during this period.16 3 Belat-
ed discovery by the media of a trip that Casey
made to London in late July added fuel to such
speculation. 164

The Task Force cannot account for every
moment of Casey's schedule during this period.
Nonetheless, the Task Force is satisfied that
there is sufficient hard evidence to reach a con-
clusion regarding the allegations that Casey at-
tended meetings in Madrid.

A Pre-Conference Rendezvous in Madrid? Credi-
ble testimonial and documentary evidence indi-
cates that Casey was in California during the
period of July 25-27, 1980. Darrell Trent, then
a California-based policy advisor to the Reagan
campaign, gave credible sworn testimony that
Casey was his guest during the summer of 1980
at the Bohemian Grove, an all-male club retreat
located on the Russian River about north of
San Francisco. 6 Trent specifically recalled that

he and Casey shared a cabin together in the
"Parsonage Camp," one of many living subdivi-
sions at the Bohemian Grove. 166

Trent provided the Task Force with credible
documentary records evidencing both Trent's
and Casey's presence at the Bohemian Grove
that summer. 6 7 These records show that Casey
incurred charges at the 1980 Bohemian Grove
for a two-day period, although they do not re-
flect the actual dates on which the charges were
incurred. 

6 8

According to the records provided by Trent,
the Bohemian Grove retreat in 1980 took place
during the period of July 18 through August
3.169 Trent was certain that he did not attend
the first weekend of the Bohemian Grove (i.e.,
the weekend of July 18-20), either alone or
with Casey.170 He recalled that he attended the
second and third weekends of the Bohemian
Grove that summer (i.e., the last weekend in
July and the first weekend in August), and
records that he produced corroborated this tes-
timony. 17' Trent was uncertain whether Casey
was his guest during the second or third week-
end of the Bohemian Grove. 172 But his best
recollection was that he and Casey attended the
retreat during the second, or "middle," week-
end. 17

3

Trent testified that the middle weekend at
Bohemian Grove is the most popular weekend
for members to bring guests.17 4 The third and
final weekend, in contrast, is usually "a quieter
weekend." 175 Trent also recalled injuring him-
self during one of the Grove weekends in 1980,
and expressed his belief that the injury oc-
curred on the third weekend. 176 Explaining his
recollection that Casey was his guest during the
middle weekend, Trent stated "I certainly don't
recall [the injury] being during the time that
Mr. Casey was there . ..because I sat in the
camp with my foot up in an ice pack, and I
think I would have remembered if Casey had
been my guest and I was sitting in the camp
with my foot up in an ice pack. 177

Finally, Trent testified that he had obtained
information from Ben Smith, another camp
member who attended the 1980 Bohemian
Grove, "which caused me to think that [Casey]
was there on the middle weekend." 178 Smith
told Trent that he remembered seeing Casey,
and that Smith had not attended the third
weekend of activities. 179 As mentioned above,



Trent was certain that he had not attended the
first weekend.

The Task Force subsequently contacted Ber-
nard E. ("Ben") Smith, Jr. Smith gave credible
sworn testimony-and provided the Task Force
with corroborating documentary evidence-that
he attended the 1980 encampment during the
period of July 24-28.180 Smith testified that he
flew from New York to California on Thursday,
July 24, arriving at Bohemian Grove late in the
evening.' 8 ' He flew back to New York on
Monday, July 28.182 Smith also testified that the
period of July 24-28 was the only time in 1980
that he was at Bohemian Grove.1 3

Smith was certain that Trent was at the 1980
encampment, and that Casey was Trent's
guest.18 4 Smith estimated that he saw Casey at
the Bohemian Grove at least "half a dozen"
times during the 1980 encampment. 8 5 He re-
called speaking to Casey while they were at the
Bohemian Grove, although he could not re-
member the content of any specific conversa-
tions. 186

Further evidence that Casey was at Bohemian
Grove on the weekend of July 25-27 came from
Warren Poole, who also attended the 1980
summer encampment. Poole testified that he
has been a member of Parsonage Camp since
1973, and that he attended the 1980 Grove fes-
tivities on all three weekends.' 8 7 Poole had an
independent recollection of seeing Casey at the
Grove during the summer of 1980 as a guest of
Darrell Trent."' Although he had no documen-
tation, his best recollection was that Casey was
at the Grove during the middle weekend.'8 9

Poole also recalled that he and Trent were
both present for the taking of a camp photo-
graph, and testified that this photograph usual-
ly is taken on the middle weekend. 190 Poole's
testimony was corroborated by McGowan, who
told the Task Force that the 1980 summer
camp photo in his possession has a sticker on
the back bearing the date July 27, 1980.'9'

The Task Force also obtained testimony
from Matthew McGowan regarding the 1980
Bohemian Grove encampment. McGowan re-
called that he attended all three weekends
during the summer of 1980, that Casey was at
the Grove as Darrell Trent's guest, and that
McGowan was introduced to Casey at the
Grove. 192 McGowan also identified himself and
Bernard Smith in a group photograph taken at
Parsonage Camp on July 27, 1980, but he

could not recall whether he saw Casey at Bohe-
mian Grove during the weekend on which this
photograph was taken. 193

McGowan also provided the Task Force with
a copy of pages from his calendar for July and
August 1980.194 These calendar pages show the

following:
July 17: "Went to the Grove. Parsonage

Camp dinner."' 9

July 18: "At the Grove. Alden Yates joined us
as my guest."

July 19: "At the Grove. Alden Yates my
guest."

July 20: "Returned home from the Grove."
July 25: "Went to the Grove. Alden Yates my

guest.,,
July 26. No calendar entry.
July 27: No calendar entry.
July 31: "Went to the Grove. Yates not a

guest."
August 1: "At the Grove."
August 2: "At the Grove."
August 3: "1980 Bohemian Grove Encamp-

ment closed this date. A very good encamp-
ment for me. We had Bill Casey, Gov. Reagan's
campaign mgr. as our guest this last weekend."

On its face, McGowan's calendar entry for
August 3, 1980, indicates that Casey was at the
Bohemian Grove on that date. In weighing this
entry against other evidence, however, the Task
Force has concluded that it was much more
likely that Casey attended the Bohemian Grove
on the weekend of July 25-27, and that he was
not there on the weekend of August 1-3.
McGowan told the Task Force that the date on
which a certain entry appears in his calendar
does not necessarily correspond to the actual
date of the event for which the entry was
made.196 In this regard, he did not rule out the
possibility that the reference to "last weekend"
in the calendar entry for August 3 actually per-
tains to the middle weekend of July 25-27. a

9

In contrast, Bernard Smith provided credible
testimonial and documentary evidence that he
attended only one weekend at the 1980 Bohe-
mian Grove-the middle weekend-and that he
saw Casey on several occasions during that
weekend. Darrell Trent testified that Casey-was
his guest on only one of the three weekends.
Warren Poole had a specific recollection that
Casey was at the Grove on the middle week-
end, and testified that a camp photograph in



which Bernard Smith appears probably was
taken on the middle weekend. Given the nature
and quality of this evidence, and McGowan's
testimony regarding the potential inaccuracy of
his calendar entry for August 3, the Task Force
believes that the great weight of evidence
places Casey at the Bohemian Grove on the
weekend of July 25-27, 1980.

In any event, the Task Force has determined
that Casey almost certainly could not have trav-
eled to Madrid on the weekend of August 1-3,
1980. Credible testimonial and documentary
evidence establishes that Casey was in Los An-
geles on Friday, August 1, attending a meeting
of Reagan's domestic policy advisors and senior
campaign staff.'98 The evidence also suggests
that Casey was home in Long Island, New York
on Saturday, August 2. Richard Allen's notes
for that day contain Casey's name and phone
number in Long Island among notes relating to
other telephone calls that day.' 99 At his deposi-
tion, Allen interpreted this note to mean that
he had initiated a call to Casey in Long Island
on August 2.200 Another document from Allen's
personal records contains a handwritten nota-
tion suggesting that Allen spoke to Casey in
the late afternoon. 201

The possibility that Casey met with Iranians
on the weekend of August 1-3 is further obvi-
ated by evidence regarding Cyrus Hashemi's
whereabouts during the first week in August
1980. According to Stanley Pottinger's tele-
phone records and time sheets, Pottinger called
Hashemi on Friday, August 1, at his New York
office from London, where Pottinger among
other things, was trying to secure crude oil
supply contracts for Hashemi.20 2 According to
an entry in two of John Shaheen's calendars for
1980, Hashemi also apparently had lunch on
August 1 with John Shaheen in New York.2 °a

On Saturday, August 2, a one-minute call was
made at 2:11 p.m. from Hashemi's home in
Wilton, Connecticut to the home of his secre-
tary, Alanna Torres.2 °4 On the same day, Stan-
ley Pottinger, then in Geneva, Switzerland,
made a 15 minute plane call to Cyrus Hashe-
mi's home in Wilton, Connecticut. On Sunday,
August 3, Cyrus made a telephone call the resi-
dence of an Iranian living in the United States
who was under electronic surveillance for pos-
sible terrorist activity. During this call, Cyrus
told the individual that he was calling from St.
Louis, Missouri. For the reasons stated above,

the Task Force believes that the calls to Torres
were made by Cyrus Hashemi.

Although the Task Force has concluded that
Casey attended the middle weekend of the
1980 Bohemian Grove, the date on which
Casey arrived at the Grove is uncertain. Trent
recalled walking into Casey's campaign office in
the Century City section of Los Angeles, pick-
ing up Casey, and flying with Casey to San
Francisco. He did not recall precisely when he
went to Casey's office in Los Angeles, but he
said that it is "customary" to leave Los Angeles
for San Francisco at "about noon" in order to
"beat the traffic" in driving out to the Bohemi-
an Grove.20 5 Trent did have a specific recollec-
tion of driving with Casey from San Francisco
to the Bohemian Grove. 20 6

Trent was not certain whether he picked up
Casey in Los Angeles on Thursday, July 24, or
Friday, July 25.207 He acknowledged that
charges on his bill for Thursday, July 24
"would seem to indicate" that he was at the
Bohemian Grove on that day. 208 He stated,
however, that "it would probably make more
sense for me to have come up on Friday from
Los Angeles than on Thursday .... ., 209 He
also suggested that the Bohemian Grove's
records might be incorrect. 210

Other evidence regarding Casey's where-
abouts, however, militates against the possibili-
ty that Casey and Trent arrived at the Bohemi-
an Grove on Thursday, July 24. On that day,
Casey was photographed accepting a campaign
check for $24.9 million from the Federal Elec-
tion Commission in Washington, D.C. 2 " In ad-
dition, an invoice from the Metropolitan Club
in Washington, D.C., where Casey was a
member, shows a charge for July 24 for the use
of a telephone.

212

On Friday, July 25, Casey apparently flew on
the Eastern Airline shuttle between Washing-
ton, D.C. and New York. 213 A signed receipt for
a shuttle ticket bearing this date was found
among Casey's personal records at his home in
McLean, Virginia. 214 The receipt does not indi-
cate whether Casey was flying to New York or
to Washington. Nor is it clear what time of day
Casey made this flight. 2'5

The Task Force obtained credible testimonial
evidence regarding Casey's departure from Bo-
hemian Grove. Darrell Trent testified that he
drove Casey on a Sunday afternoon from the



Grove to the airport in San Francisco.21 6 Trent
specifically recalled stopping to have lunch with
Casey on the way back to San Francisco.21 7

Trent further recalled that Casey was flying
from San Francisco to London, although he
could not explain the basis for that recollec-
tion. 218

The London Conference. The Task Force ob-
tained voluminous credible testimonial and
documentary evidence regarding Casey's at-
tendance at the 1980 Anglo-American Confer-
ence on the History of the Second World War,
which took place between July 28-31, 1980.
When viewed as a whole, this evidence makes it
practically impossible for Casey to have attend-
ed meetings in Madrid during his stay abroad.

As a preliminary matter, there is substantial
evidence-both documentary and testimonial-
that Casey's attendance at the London confer-
ence was not a pretext for going to Madrid. As
early as January 11, 1979-ten months before
Ronald Reagan formally declared his candidacy
for the presidency-Professor Arthur Funk,
Chairman of the American Committee on the
History of the Second World War, wrote to
Casey and invited him to present a paper at the
conference. 219 In a March letter, Funk stated
that he already had the "tentative acceptance"
of nine people to present papers at the confer-
ence, including Casey.220 Richard Wirthlin, a
senior official in the Reagan presidential cam-
paign, testified that he was aware of Casey's
plans to attend the London conference "early
in the campaign cycle." 221

As the date for the conference drew closer,
the Imperial War Museum received word about
Casey's expected arrival date. On July 16,
1980, Professor Arthur Funk telephoned Jona-
than Chadwick at the Museum to inform Chad-
wick that Casey would arrive on July 29,
1980.222 It had been decided earlier that Casey
would likely stay at the Royal Army Medical
College, where a number of the attendees and
speakers at the conference would be staying.22 3

For administrative purposes, Chadwick pre-
pared two charts for the conference. The first
chart was a detailed list of speakers and atten-
dees which graphed the scheduled events
during the four-day conference and noted
which attendees were expected at what
events.2 2 4 The second was an accommodation
chart noting the expected accommodations for
the speakers at the conference. The purpose of

the first chart was essentially to note who
would be attending which event-a concern
brought on both by the capacity of the room in
which the conference was to be held as well as
a desire on the part of the organizers to pay for
no more meals than were expected to be con-
sumed. 225 Chadwick told the Task Force that
throughout the pre-conference preparation
period, he made notations on this chart regard-
ing his expectations of when various individuals
would attend the conference. 2 Chadwick ex-
plained that he put a penciled check in the ap-
propriate box on the chart to indicate the ex-
pected attendance of a given conferee at a par-
ticular event. Conversely, he put an "X" on the
chart when the individual was not expected to
attend a particular session. 7 If a change in
what was expected took place, an ink check or
"X" would be put in the appropriate box. Since
there were sixty-seven names and some fifteen
events, the chart had over a thousand boxes. 2

Certain details of Casey's travel from the
United States to England remain unclear. As
discussed above, Darrell Trent testified that he
took Casey to the airport in San Francisco on
the afternoon he believed of Sunday, July 27.229
Trent also recalled that Casey was flying to
London that day. 230 The Task Force has been
unable to establish Casey's flight itinerary to
London, or precisely when Casey arrived in
England.23 ' It has learned, however, that there
was a British Airways flight scheduled to depart
San Francisco International Airport on Sunday,
July 27, at 6:00 p.m. (California time), and to
arrive at Heathrow Airport at noon, London
time. 232

The opening session of the conference took
place between 9:30-11:00 a.m. on Monday, July
28.33 This session was followed by a coffee
break between 11:00-11:30 a.m., a session on
China between 11:30 a.m. and 1:00 p.m., lunch
between 1:00-2:30 p.m., and a final session on
Russia between 2:30-4:00 p.m. Tea was served
between 4:00-4:30 p.m., and at 6:15 there was
a formal reception at the Imperial War
Museum hosted by the Trustees of the Imperial
War Museum and the British National Commit-
tee.

The Task Force has concluded that Casey
did not attend the morning sessions on the first
day of the conference, and that he probably did
not appear at the conference until late in the



afternoon. Although the official attendance
chart for the conference shows Casey present
at these sessions (as well as at lunch), the Task
Force has determined that the chart contains
inaccuracies regarding the attendance of both
Casey and other conference participants, there-
by diminishing its reliability as an accurate
record of the proceedings. 234

The final attendance chart, which Chadwick
maintained and revised throughout the confer-
ence, shows Casey present at all of the events
for July 28.235 Chadwick explained that since
Casey was not expected until July 29, he initial-
ly penciled in "X's" for Casey through the first
three sessions and lunch on July 28. The final
version of the chart, however, reflects an ink
checkmark for the three sessions and lunch on
July 28. According to Chadwick, the supersed-
ing ink checkmarks indicate that Casey arrived
unexpectedly for the opening session on July
28.236 Chadwick's chart, however, shows that
for the afternoon session on Russia, a penciled
"X" is covered by what appears to be an ink
checkmark, which has a diagonal ink line
through it making it appear to be an "X". 23 7 To
add to the confusion, the box concerning
Casey's attendance at the afternoon session
contains the handwritten annotation "came at
4:00 p.m." 238 Chadwick identified the hand-
written annotation as his own handwriting and,
based on the chart, testified that Casey must
have come into the conference room toward
the end of the session on Russia. 23 9 Chadwick
also explained that when the afternoon session
began, he saw that Casey was not present and
converted the ink check into an "X" by draw-
ing a diagonal line through it. 240 He further tes-
tified that when he noticed Casey came into the
room later, he added the annotation about
Casey's arrival at 4:00 p.m. 241 Credible sworn
testimony supports the proposition that Casey
was absent from the morning sessions on July
28 and refutes the checkmarks on Chadwick's
chart to the contrary. Robert Dallek, an Ameri-
can professor who presented a paper on China
between 11:30 a.m. and 1:00 p.m., gave credi-
ble testimony that Casey was not in attendance
during Dallek's presentation. 242 Dallek recalled
that he was eager to "strut my stuff' in front of
Casey, that he looked around the conference
room for Casey, and that Casey never appeared
during Dallek's presentation. 243 Dallek also re-
called a statement made at the conference pro-

ceedings on Monday that Casey had been de-
layed by business, although he could not recall
who made the statement, whether the state-
ment was made in the morning or afternoon,
or whether the statement was in the form of a
formal announcement. 244

Sir James Murray, one of the British partici-
pants at the conference, testified that he was
introduced to Casey on Monday, July 28, by Sir
William Deakin, the British co-chairman of the
conference. 245 He was certain that the introduc-
tion took place "in the course of proceedings"
that day and that the introduction was made in
the conference room. 246 He recalled that the in-
troduction "wasn't in the morning," but he
could not remember precisely when it oc-
curred .

2 47

There is also credible testimonial and docu-
mentary evidence that Casey attended the
formal reception at 6:15 p.m. At least five
people testified that they saw Casey at this re-
ception: Professor Robert Dallek, Professor
Jones, Jonathan Chadwick, Sir James Murray,
and Professor Donald Watt. 248 Three of these
individuals-Dallek, Jones, and Murray-specif-
ically recalled talking with Casey during the re-
ception.249

After the reception, Professor Reginald Jones
took Casey, Arthur Funk, and Harold Deutsch
to dinner as his guests at the Caledonian Club
in London. 250 As Jones recalled the evening,
the group did not arrive at the club until 8:30
p.m. 251 After dinner, Jones put the group in a
taxi, and he walked back to his hotel.252

The Task Force also has obtained an invoice
relating to Casey's activities in London on July
28.253 The invoice, which is dated August 27,
1980, is addressed to Casey from Hatchard's, a
book store located in the Piccadilly section of
London, and it shows that Casey purchased
four books on July 28.254 The Task Force has
concluded that Casey most likely went to Hat-
chard's between the time he checked into the
Royal Army Medical College and his late after-
noon appearance at the conference. There is
no evidence that Casey left the Imperial War
Museum between the time of his arrival in late
afternoon and his departure for dinner with
Professor Jones, and Jones' testimony indicates
that he and Casey did not finish dinner until
late in the evening. 255



In light of the substantial evidence regarding
Casey's whereabouts on July 28, the Task Force
believes that it can explain how and when
Casey arrived in England. The Task Force be-
lieves that Casey most probably took the British
Airways flight that departed San Francisco on
July 27 at 6:00 p.m. As mentioned above, this
flight was due to arrive at Heathrow at noon,
London time. Assuming that the flight was on
time, and that it takes approximately one hour
to one and one-half hours between landing and
arrival by ground transportation in London,
Casey probably arrived at the Royal Army Med-
ical College by approximately 1:00, or 1:30
p.m. After checking into the College, Casey
probably washed up from his trip and rested.
By around 2:30, Casey probably went to Hat-
chard's-a taxi ride estimated to be between
twenty and thirty minutes. 256 By the time he ar-
rived at Hatchard's, it was probably close to
3:00 p.m. By the time Casey selected and pur-
chased his books, it was probably time to leave
for the Imperial War Museum, where he was
first spotted at about 4:00 p.m.

What is known for sure is that the following
morning (i.e., Tuesday, July 29), Robert Dallek
had an early breakfast with Casey in the "com-
mons room" at the Royal Army Medical Col-
lege. 257 Dallek gave credible testimony that he
was the only person having breakfast in the
commons room when Casey walked in and sat
down at Dallek's table.258 He specifically re-
called telling Casey a joke and discussing
Ronald Reagan's acceptance speech at the Re-
publican convention. 259 After breakfast, accord-
ing to Dallek's testimony, he and Casey went to
the Imperial War Museum to attend that morn-
ing's conference proceedings. 26
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According to the conference schedule, Casey
delivered his paper between 9:30-11:00 a.m.
Dallek specifically recalled attending Casey's
presentation, as did Chadwick.261 The Task
Force was unable to confirm whether Casey at-
tended the next session of the conference,
which took place between 11:30 a.m.-1:00
p.m., but the attendance chart maintained by
Chadwick shows Casey present at this ses-

262sion.
In any event, there is credible testimonial

and documentary evidence that Casey attended
lunch at the Imperial War Museum, which
began at 1:00 p.m. Sir James Murray specifical-
ly recalled having lunch with Casey, and his

diary contains an entry showing that he had
lunch with Casey at 1:00 p.m. on July 29,
1980.261 Murray also recalled that, during
lunch, he and Casey discussed Casey's presen-
tation from earlier that morning, and whether
Casey had known some of Murray's war-time
colleagues from British intelligence.264

Following lunch, an afternoon session began
at 2:30 p.m. pertaining to "the Italian Cam-
paign." Chadwick's attendance chart shows
Casey present at this session.2 65 The Task
Force, however, was unable to obtain any evi-
dence to corroborate the entry on Chadwick's
chart. Chadwick had no independent recollec-
tion of seeing Casey either at the afternoon
session or the session between 11:30-1:00.266
Murray, for his part, did not recall if Casey re-
turned to the conference after lunch.267

The Task Force has concluded that Casey
left London some time during the afternoon or
evening of July 29. British Airways Concorde
flights were scheduled to leave Heathrow Air-
port for Washington, D.C. at 6:30 p.m., arriv-
ing in Washington at 5:55 p.m. 268 Other British
Air flights were scheduled to depart Heathrow
at 3:00 p.m., arriving in New York at 5:35 p.m.;
and at 6:15 p.m., arriving in New York at 9:05
p.m.

Chadwick's attendance chart shows Casey to
be absent at all conference events on July
29-30, and none of the conference participants
that the Task Force interviewed recalled seeing
Casey on July 30.269 Moreover, there is credible
documentary evidence that Casey was back in
the United States on July 30. Casey's calendar
for July 30, 1980, contains the following entry
for 6:45 p.m.: "Dinner-George Bush-Alibi
Club." 270 Casey also was interviewed at Reagan
campaign headquarters on July 30 by ABC
News correspondent Barry Serafin. 27 1

A Return to Madrid? As discussed above, Jam-
shid Hashemi has alleged that William Casey
returned to Madrid in August 1980 for a
second round of meetings with Mehdi Karrubi,
Hassan Karrubi, Jamshid, and Cyrus Ha-
shemi. 72 Jamshid's testimony regarding when
the second round of meetings occurred, howev-
er, is contradictory. At his deposition, Jamshid
initially testified that 14-17 days elapsed be-
tween the first and second rounds of meetings
in Madrid. 273 Under this scenario, the second
Madrid meetings would have begun on or



about August 15, and would have continued
until about August 17.274 Later, Jamshid testi-
fied that the dates shown in the records from
the Plaza Hotel correspond to when the meet-
ings in Madrid occurred. 275 According to this
testimony, the most likely period for the
second set of meetings would be between
August 8-when "Ali Balanian" (Jamshid's
alias) checked into the Plaza Hotel-and
August 13, when "Ali Balanian" checked out.

The Task Force could not resolve this incon-
sistency in Jamshid's testimony. Consequently,
the Task Force took the most liberal approach
possible and treated the period of August
8-August 17 as the operative "window" of time
for assessing Jamshid's allegations that a
second round of meetings occurred.

The Task Force has found substantial credi-
ble evidence regarding Casey's whereabouts
during this time period. 276

-On August 7, when Casey probably would
have departed the United States for a
meeting on August 8, Casey went to the
Romeo Salta restaurant in New York.277

Casey's appointment calendar for that day
also shows an entry at 9:30 a.m. captioned
"Debate Strategy Meeting" and an ap-
pointment at 1:00 with his dentist in New
York, Dr. Grayson. 278

-On August 8, Casey was scheduled for an
8:15 a.m. appointment with Dr. Grayson, a
1:00 appointment with Pete Dailey, and
dinner with Eugene McCarthy. 279 The Task
Force also located a receipt for the Creek
Club, an exclusive country club in Long
Island to which Casey belonged, which
shows charges on this date for food .280

-The Task Force was unable to obtain in-
formation regarding Casey's schedule for
August 9.

-On August 10, Casey was in Chicago, Illi-
nois for the first day of a three-day nation-
al conference of Republican State Chair-
man. Frank Fahrenkopf and Frederick K.
Biebel, who also attended the conference,
each gave sworn testimony that they re-
called driving with Casey from O'Hare Air-
port to the conference on the first day of
the conference. 21 Both men also testified
that Casey was present for all three days of
the conference.

-On August 11, the first day of the Demo-
cratic National Convention, Casey's calen-
dars indicate that he was scheduled to
meet with Republican State chairmen.282
Credible testimony from Frank Fahrenkopf
and Frederick K. Biebel indicate that Casey
was in Chicago attending the second day of
the national conference of Republican
State Chairman .

28 3

-According to credible testimony from Fah-
renkopf and Biebel, Casey returned to
Washington, D.C. from the national con-
ference of Republican State Chairman at
some point on August 12, where the con-
ference concluded. Both Fahrenkopf and
Biebel recalled driving to O'Hare Airport
with Casey (as well as with each other) for
the return trip to Washington.284

-Thomas Casey (no relation), who worked
as Casey's personal driver during the
summer of 1980, gave credible testimony
that he took Casey to a restaurant in Wash-
ington, D.C. on the night of August 12,
where Casey watched a speech by Senator
Edward Kennedy to the Democratic Na-
tional Convention.28 5 Casey vividly recalled
listening to Kennedy's speech in the car
while he waited for Casey and his wife to
finish dinner inside the restaurant. 286

-Casey's calendars for August 13 include
appointments at 3:00 p.m. with Bob Gorm-
ley, at 5:00 p.m. with "Pete Dailey et al,"
and at 7:00 p.m. with "Gant." 287

-On August 14-his putative first day back
from the alleged meetings in Madrid-
Casey appeared on an ABC television pro-
gram, where he was interviewed by Bar-
bara Walters. 28 His calendars for his date
show a 7:00 a.m. staff meeting, an 11:30
a.m. meeting with Drew Lewis, a 3:00 p.m.
meeting with Charlie Peckham, and dinner
at 8:15 p.m. at Sans Souci, a restaurant in
Washington, D.C. The Task Force has also
obtained an American Express receipt
signed by Casey for a meal on this date at
Sans Souci. 28 9

-On August 15, Casey's calendars show a
meeting between 9:30-11:30 a.m. with
Peter White. 2 o



-The Task Force was unable to obtain in-
formation regarding Casey's schedule for
the weekend of August 16-17.

In sum, with the exception of August 9 and
the weekend of August 16-17, the Task Force
has obtained credible documentary and testi-
monial evidence which practically eliminates
the possibility that Casey attended a second set
of meetings in Spain in August 1980. The Task
Force has seen no evidence that Casey was out-
side of the United States on Saturday, August 9
or the weekend of August 16-17.291

With the assistance of Stanley Pottinger's
records, the Task Force has been able to estab-
lish much of the whereabouts of the other cen-
tral character in the Madrid allegation, Cyrus
Hashemi, during the period of August 8-17,
1980.

-On August 8, a 5-minute call was placed at
8:15 a.m. to Cyrus Hashemi's home in
Wilton from LaGuardia Airport in New
York on Stanley Pottinger's credit card. 292

At 3:57 p.m., a 5-minute call was made
from Pottinger's office in Washington,
D.C. to Hashemi's office in New York. Pot-
tinger's time sheet for this day indicate
that he participated in telephone confer-
ences concerning a libel lawsuit filed by
Cyrus Hashemi. 293

-On August 10, Pottinger called Cyrus Ha-
shemi at 10:20 a.m. for 2 minutes at his
home in Wilton from Bayshore, New
York.2 94 At 10:51 a.m., another 2-minute
call was placed to Hashemi's home from
Bayshore. 
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-On August 11, Cyrus Hashemi met with
Stanley Pottinger at JFK Airport in New
York prior to Hashemi's departure for
London.296 Later that day, Pottinger sent a
telex to Hashemi at the Dorchester Hotel
in London regarding negotiations to pur-
chase Iranian crude oil. 297

-According to Stanley Pottinger's time
sheets, Pottinger made several calls to
Cyrus Hashemi in London on August
12.298

-Pottinger's time sheets for August 13 do
not make it clear whether he spoke with
Cyrus Hashemi on this date, although they
do establish that Pottinger participated in

telephone conferences relating to Ha-
shemi 299

-Pottinger's telephone records and time
sheets for August 14 establish that he
called Cyrus Hashemi in London for 4
minutes at 3:00 p.m. from Pottinger's
office in Washington, D.C.3 0 They also es-
tablish that Pottinger called Cyrus again at
3:25 p.m. for 21 minutes.3 1

-A note in one of Pottinger's files, com-
bined with telephone records, establish
that on August 15, Pottinger called Cyrus
Hashemi at his office at 12:21 p.m. from
Pottinger's home in Bethesda, Maryland. 30 2

-The Task Force was unable to establish
Cyrus Hashemi's whereabouts on August
16-17, 1980.303

(iii) Donald Gregg

Jamshid Hashemi has alleged that Donald
Gregg accompanied William Casey to meetings
in Madrid in July and August 1980. Credible
documentary and testimonial evidence refutes
this allegation. The Task Force deposed
Donald Gregg and his wife Margaret Gregg.
Donald Gregg provided the Task Force with a
copy of his calendar for July 1980.304 In addi-
tion, Mrs. Gregg provided the Task Force with
a copy of her diary for July 1980.305

Referring to her diary, Mrs. Gregg testified
that her sister and brother-in-law, who reside in
Williamsport, Pennsylvania, visited she and
Donald Gregg on Friday, July 25.306 Mrs. Gregg
testified that the four of them attended a birth-
day party on that day in Chevy Chase.30 7 Mrs.
Gregg also testified that on Saturday, July 26,
Donald Gregg and the rest of the family trav-
eled to a locale in the Virginia countryside,
where they spent the day. 30 8 An entry concern-
ing the trip to Virginia on July 26 is reflected
on the calendars of both Donald and Margaret
Gregg. 
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On Sunday, July 27, Mrs. Gregg's diary
shows the family having brunch with Mrs.
Gregg's sister and brother-in-law .310 Mrs.
Gregg did not have a specific recollection that
Donald Gregg was home on that day, but she
testified that it was her practice to note in her
diary when Mr. Gregg was out of town. 311

Donald Gregg, referring to his calendar, tes-
tified that he traveled to the Special Training



Center (also known as Camp Perry) near Wil-
liamsburg, Virginia on Monday, July 28, depart-
ing by airplane from National Airport in Wash-
ington, D.C. at 8:30 a.m. 312 Gregg recalled that
he went to Camp Perry to give a lecture to a
training class on the use of intelligence by
senior government officials. 313

In addition, Gregg gave credible sworn testi-
mony that he has never met Cyrus or Jamshid
Hashemi, and Mrs. Gregg testified that her
husband has never mentioned the names of
Cyrus or Jamshid Hashemi to her. 314 Mr. Gregg
also testified that he did not meet William
Casey untilJanuary 1981."'

The circumstances of Gregg's position makes
it further implausible that he could have at-
tended meetings in Madrid. As mentioned pre-
viously, Gregg was a senior staffperson on the
National Security Council during the summer
of 1980, responsible for intelligence matters
and Asian affairs. 316 He had no oversight re-
sponsibility regarding the hostage issue. 317 Nor
was Gregg included in the official distribution
of information on the hostage matter.318

When Gregg joined the staff of the NSC in
1979, he took the place of Samuel Hoskinson,
who left to join the presidential campaign of
John Connally. 319 Hoskinson, who is now Vice
Chairman of the National Intelligence Council,
testified regarding the administrative proce-
dures in place when Zbigniew Brzezinski
headed the NSC. According to Hoskinson, the
NSC was a relatively small staff run by Zbig-
niew Brzezinski who ran a pretty tight ship.
You didn't do anything without checking with
him. You presented him every night a written
report on your activities that you conducted
during the day and things you planned to do
the next day. As a senior staffer there, it is not
conceivable that you would be able to kind of
sneak away. It would have to be approved by
the National Security Advisor personally ...
The only way you could leave would be at his
direction. 320

Hoskinson surmised that Gregg "would have
been fired, at a minimum," if it had been dis-
covered that he had traveled to Madrid without
the authorization of Brzezinski.321

(iv) Mehdi and Hassan Karrubi

The Task Force is unaware of any credible
evidence to support Jamshid Hashemi's allega-
tion that Mehdi and Hassan Karrubi traveled to

Madrid during the summer of 1980. George
Cave, an expert on Iranian affairs at the CIA
during the period of the hostage crisis, testified
that it was his recollection that Mehdi Karrubi
did not travel outside Iran for the first time
until at least 1982, when, according to Cave's
recollection, Karrubi traveled to Lebanon to es-
tablish a Martyrs Foundation there.322 Karrubi
himself has denied the allegations that he par-
ticipated in meetings in Madrid in 1980. In an
interview in Iran with reporters Robert Parry
and Robert Ross in early 1992, Karrubi stated
that allegations of his involvement in any Octo-
ber Surprise-related meetings in Europe are "a
total lie. The amusing part is that I have never
been to France or Spain. . . I have no knowl-
edge of such a thing. I vehemently deny it, and
I am certain it isn't true. There is absolutely no
proof in this, except a completely fabricated
rumor which appears to be linked to American
domestic politics. What difference would it
make to us Iranians whether Carter or Reagan
was in power? Firstly, I have no knowledge of
it, and secondly, I deny everything." 323

The Task Force did not obtain any testimoni-
al or documentary evidence to refute Karrubi's
denial. It did obtain circumstantial evidence,
however, that Karrubi did not travel outside of
Iran during the period of the alleged meetings
in Madrid. The Foreign Broadcast Information
Service ("FBIS"), which monitors Iranian radio
broadcasts for the U.S. Government, did not
report any travel outside of Iran by Mehdi Kar-
rubi during the period of July 22 through
August 13, 1980.324 In contrast, the official Ira-
nian media did report that Karrubi headed an
Iranian parliamentary delegation to Lebanon
and Syria in May 1985.325

Admiral Ahmed Madani provided the Task
Force with information regarding Hassan Kar-
rubi's activities in 1980. Madani testified that
he met with Hassan Karrubi in Hamburg, West
Germany, in approximately October 1980.326
He also testified that Hassan Karrubi's visit had
been arranged by Jamshid Hashemi, who
brought Hassan to see Madani.3 27 At that time,
according to Madani, Hassan Karrubi was prin-
cipally engaged in business activities (possibly
including arms dealing), and "was not engaged
in politics." 328 At no time during Madani's dis-
cussions with Hassan Karrubi did Hassan indi-
cate that he or Mehdi Karrubi had met with



William Casey in Madrid during the prior July
or August. 329

The Task Force obtained differing views on
whether Mehdi Karrubi would likely have been
assigned by Khomeini the task of a meeting
with a representative of the Republican Party in
1980. According to Sadegh Tabatabai, who was
related by marriage to Khomeini and was a
senior Iranian official at the time, Karrubi was
well known in Iran as president of the Martyr's
Foundation, which was "one of the most fam-

"1 330ous Iranian revolutionary institutions . . .
Karrubi was also a member of the Majlis (i.e.,
the Iranian parliament).

Because of Karrubi's public prominence, Ta-
batabai testified, it would have been difficult
for Karrubi to travel outside of Iran to attend
the alleged meetings in Madrid without attract-
ing attention within Iranian political circles. 33 1

Indeed, Tabatabai stated that "I feel it would
have been virtually impossible for Mehdi Kar-
rubi to have done this, to participate in these
meetings because of his office." 332 He added
that "I would have had to learn of it, at least
later." Tabatabai testified that he did not learn
of the allegations relating to meetings between
Karrubi and Casey until he read about these al-
legations years later in the press.33 3

Another view regarding the possibility of
Mehdi Karrubi's involvement in the alleged
Madrid meetings was obtained from Hamid
Naghashian. Naghashian testified that he pro-
vided security for Ayatollah Khomeini in 1980
and also performed logistics work for the Revo-
lutionary Guards.3 3 4 After Iraq's invasion of
Iran in September 1980, Naghashian became
Vice Minister of the Revolutionary Guards in
charge of providing equipment and training for
the volunteer army of Iran.335

Naghashian testified that he has known
Mehdi Karrubi since prior to the Iranian revo-
lution, and that he knows him well. 36 Referring
to the Madrid allegations, Naghashian told the
Task Force that Khomeini never would have
sent Karrubi to undertake a complex diplomat-
ic assignment such as meeting clandestinely
with William Casey. 3 7 He explained that Kar-
rubi simply did not have the intellect for such
an assignment, and that it would have been far
more likely for Khomeini to send someone like
Sadegh Tabatabai. 3

"
8 Naghashian added that

Karrubi's position in charge of the Martyrs
Foundation evidenced his limited abilities, ex-

plaining that this position required a strong re-
ligious commitment rather than intellectual
acumen. 339

Hushang Aryanpour offered yet another per-
spective on Mehdi Karrubi. According to
Aryanpour, Karrubi was "a powerful
man . . . a very close, reliable friend to . . .
Ayatollah Khomeini." 340 In Aryanpour's view,
Khomeini would have entrusted a sensitive po-
litical mission to Karrubi. 341

In contrast, Aryanpour testified that Mehdi
Karrubi's brother Hassan was "nobody .
[]ust a simple mullah who was a second,
maybe a third-class priest at one of these
mosques . . . He was the lowest possible rank
among the religious people." 342 Moreover,
Aryanpour noted, Hassan Karrubi in 1980 was
"just a young 25, 27 years old. Nobody." 343

Aryanpour added that "after the revolution,
where [Mehdi] came up as . . . one of the mem-
bers of the revolutionary council, [Hassan]
became powerful . . ." 344 Regarding the allega-
tions that both Mehdi and Hassan Karrubi at-
tended meetings in Madrid with Casey, howev-
er, Aryanpour testified that there is "no way"
that Khomeini would have entrusted Hassan
Karrubi with such an assignment. 345

b. Prosecution of the Hashemi Brothers

Another basis for discounting Jamshid Ha-
shemi's allegations relates to the conduct of
Jamshid and Cyrus Hashemi during their pros-
ecution for illegal arms exports during the
period of 1984-1985. At numerous junctures
during the investigation into their exports of
military equipment, and following their indict-
ments in 1984, Cyrus and Jamshid had oppor-
tunities to offer information to federal- prosecu-
tors concerning alleged contacts between the
1980 Reagan campaign and the Iranian govern-
ment in exchange for the government's agree-
ment not to indict or, later, to drop charges
against them. 346 Both brothers, through their
attorneys, tried to persuade prosecutors to
drop charges, and Cyrus's attorneys at one
time issued a veiled threat to disclose informa-
tion concerning CIA assistance to Admiral
Madani if his prosecution went forward. 347 Jam-
shid, for his part, also wrote a letter to a senior
State Department official in which he pointed
to prior assistance that he rendered to the U.S.
Government. 348



Both brothers eventually cooperated with
U.S. Customs in a sting operation as part of a
deal to have their charges dropped. At no time,
however, did either brother mention anything
to U.S. Government officials regarding contact
in 1980 between the Reagan campaign and the
Iranian government. 349

Testimony by attorneys who represented
Cyrus Hashemi in connection with his prosecu-
tion is also probative as to whether the alleged
contacts between the Reagan campaign and Ira-
nian officials took place. William Wachtel, a
New York attorney who served as Cyrus Hashe-
mi's principal criminal defense counsel from
November 1981 until his death in July 1986,
told the Task Force that he has no knowledge
of any contact between Hashemi and William
Casey. 35 Wachtel also testified that, after being
indicted in May 1984, Hashemi was desperate
to have charges against him dropped so that he
could safely return to the United States.35 ' In
this regard, Wachtel surmised that if Cyrus Ha-
shemi had possessed information which he
could have used to blackmail the U.S. Govern-
ment into dropping its prosecution of him, he
would neither have withheld such information
from his attorneys nor refrained from using
this information to his advantage. 352

Former U.S. Attorney General Elliot Richard-
son was retained by William Wachtel to assist
Wachtel in representing Cyrus Hashemi follow-
ing a search of Hashemi's New York office in
November 1981 .3 3 Richardson testified that
Cyrus asked him to contact John Shaheen, a
mutual friend of Casey and Cyrus, 35 4 and ask
Shaheen to use his contacts with Casey on
behalf of Cyrus. 355 On a parallel track, Richard-
son contacted Casey (and other U.S. Govern-
ment officials) directly.35 6

Richardson testified that he has no knowl-
edge of any meetings in Madrid in the summer
of 1980 involving Casey and Iranian officials. 35 7

Indeed, at no time did Cyrus indicate to Rich-
ardson that Cyrus had prior contact with
Casey.35 8 Conversely, at no time did Casey, in
his conversations with Richardson, indicate that
he had prior contact with Cyrus. 35 9 Further,
Cyrus never suggested to Richardson that Rich-
ardson tell U.S. Government officials with
whom he was in contact that going forward
with Cyrus's prosecution might result in the
disclosure of embarrassing or sensitive infor-
mation. 360 Nor did Cyrus ever indicate to Rich-

ardson that he should convey the notion to
Casey that Cyrus possessed information about
Casey that Casey should consider in respond-
ing to Cyrus Hashemi's request for leniency. 361

c. Actual Testimony of Individuals Said
To Corroborate Jamshid Hashemi

Of the five individuals who reportedly 362

provided independent confirmation of Jamshid
Hashemi's account of the Madrid meetings
prior to the Task Force's investigation, three
(Ahmed Madani, Arif Durrani, and Heinrich
Rupp) testified under oath that they have no
knowledge of such meetings. For the reasons
set forth below, the Task Force determined
that the other two individuals (Richard Babayan
and An Ben-Menashe) are not credible wit-
nesses.

(i) Ahmed Madani

Ahmed Madani disavows any knowledge of
the Madrid meetings, as illustrated by the fol-
lowing excerpt from his deposition:

COUNSEL: Do you have any specific
knowledge of meetings in Spain in
1980 between the Hashemi brothers,
William Casey, and the Karrubi broth-
ers?

MADANI: I heard about that in the
[Sick] book. I personally have no
knowledge at all.

COUNSEL: Prior to reading the
book, had you ever heard about such
meetings?

MADANI: Not at all. No.

COUNSEL: Did Cyrus ever tell you
that such meetings had taken place?

MADANI: Never.

COUNSEL: Did Jamshid ever tell
you that such meetings had taken
place?

MADANI: Never.

COUNSEL: Prior to reading the
book, had you, Admiral Madani, ever
indicated or told anyone else that
meetings between the Karrubis and



the Hashemis and William Casey took
place in Madrid in 1980?

MADANI: No.

COUNSEL: During the course of
your discussions with Hassan Karrubi
[in Germany in late 1980], did he ever
mention to you at all that his brother
or he had met with William Casey in
Madrid in July and August of 1980?

MADANI: No.

COUNSEL: It never came up?

MADANI: No.

COUNSEL: He never mentioned it?

MADANI: No. I never had heard
that until it appeared in the press and
it appeared in the book. I never heard
about that at all. 363

Further, Madani denied under oath that he
told Gary Sick that he had knowledge about the
alleged meetings in Madrid:

COUNSEL: During your conversa-
tion with [Gary Sick] prior to the pub-
lication of the book, did you ever tell
him that you had knowledge of meet-
ings in Madrid as alleged by Jamshid
Hashemi?

MADANI: My answer was, that was a
question of 50/50 . . . I couldn't deny,
I couldn't accept.

COUNSEL: Did you tell
you were aware that such
had taken place?

him that
meetings

MADANI: No.

COUNSEL: Would such a statement
be false?

MADANI: That's false. 364

(ii) Arif Durrani

Unlike Madani, Arif Durrani was publicly on
record as alleging that he had knowledge about
meetings in Madrid. As discussed above, Dur-

rani previously had claimed to have learned
from Iranian military officials about meetings in

Spain between William Casey and Mehdi Kar-

rubi.3 6 He recanted this position at his deposi-
tion.

Durrani testified that three Iranians associat-

ed with the Revolutionary Guard told him

about meetings between Cyrus Hashemi and

Iranian officials in Madrid in the summer of

1980: Mohsen Rafiq Dost, Mohsen Rezai, and
Rahim Malekzadeh. 366 According to Durrani's

three sources, Cyrus proposed a deal at these
meetings whereby the United States would
return to Iran its frozen financial assets as well
as military equipment that the Shah's govern-
ment had purchased.367 But none of these three
officials has ever told Durrani that he was
present at any of these meetings with Cyrus in
Madrid, and none of them ever told Durrani
the identity of any Iranians present at the meet-
ings with Cyrus.368 Moreover, none of the three
Iranians ever told Durrani that (1) Cyrus Ha-
shemi met in Madrid in 1980 with William
Casey or Mehdi Karrubi; (2) that Casey and
Karrubi met in Madrid in the summer of 1980;
or (3) that Jamshid Hashemi was at any of the
meetings with Cyrus in Madrid in the summer
of 1980.369

Furthermore, Durrani denied telling Robert
Parry that he had knowledge of meetings in
Madrid, and he denied discussing with Naqa-
shan the subject of meetings in Madrid in the
summer of 1980.370 Durrani also denied telling
Robert Parry and Robert Ross that he had
learned from the above-mentioned Revolution-
ary Guard sources about contacts between the
Reagan campaign and the Iranian govern-
ment.3 7 1 He specifically denied telling Parry
and Ross that Naqashan was one of his sources
on the Madrid meetings. 372 When confronted
with his on-camera statements to "Frontline,"
in which he claimed knowledge of a Casey-Kar-
rubi meeting in Spain, Durrani initially claimed
that his statements had been taken out of con-
text.3 73 Similarly, he denied ever telling anyone
that Cyrus arranged meetings between Casey
and Mehdi Karrubi in Europe, asserting that
Gary Sick's reporting to the contrary is "incor-
rect." 374

( iii ) Heinich Rupp

Rupp's testimony under oath was at odds
with the knowledge previously attributed to
him regarding meetings in Madrid. As men-
tioned above, Rupp had told journalists Robert
Ross and Robert Parry that he had been in-
volved in flights to Spain in the summer of



1980, "two of which were to Madrid for secret
contacts between Casey and the Iranians." 375

The manner in which these allegations were re-
ported strongly suggested that Rupp flew
Casey to Madrid in 1980 for meetings with Ira-
nians.

At his deposition, Task Force counsel con-
fronted Rupp with the allegations regarding his
involvement in flights to Spain in 1980. Rupp's
initial response was evasive.376 Later, the fol-
lowing exchange between Rupp and counsel
occurred:

COUNSEL: Sitting here today, sir,
do you have any knowledge that Bill
Casey went to Spain in 1980?

RUPP: I think so.

COUNSEL: What is the basis for
that knowledge, sir?

RUPP: I have a departure, deadhead
departure out of Spain, two of them,
which I definitely brought people in,
some high-level Middle East meetings
were scheduled because the British
pilot came out of the Middle East with
those people who he told me that is
meeting some VIP Americans and nice
things are going to happen. Those are
pilots' ramp conversations.

COUNSEL: Sitting here today, do
you have any specific knowledge . . .
that Bill Casey was a passenger on a...
plane that you piloted to Spain in
1980.

RUPP: I would say no. 377

Rupp also made certain bizarre claims which
expose his lack of credibility. For example,
Rupp claimed that the late William Buckley,
who was kidnapped in Beirut and subsequently
murdered, "was my station chief." 37 Rupp tes-
tified that he had worked for Buckley "in
Tehran as well as in Beirut," and that he had
received instructions from Buckley's offices in
Tehran and Beirut.3 79 Similarly, Rupp claimed
that he first met William Casey in Germany
during the Berlin airlift in 1948.30 According
to Rupp, Casey was dressed at the time as a
U.S. Air Force officer and was part of a crew
for one of the aircraft involved in the airlift. 38'
These claims are preposterous and contrary to
the documentary evidence.

(iv) An' Ben-Menashe

Credible testimonial and documentary evi-
dence show Ben-Menashe to be totally lacking
in credibility regarding his allegations about
meetings in Spain in 1980 between William
Casey and Mehdi Karrubi. Rafi Eitan, who al-
legedly confirmed to Ben-Menashe reports of
such meetings, has informed the Government
of Israel that he does not know Ben-Menashe
and has never met him.3"2 Yehoshua Saguy, in
whose presence Eitan allegedly confirmed these
reports for Ben-Menashe, has also told the
Government of Israel that he has never met
Ben-Menashe.38 3 Saguy also has denied any
knowledge of meetings in Spain between Casey
and Karrubi.

38 4

Numerous inconsistencies in Ben-Menashe's
testimony buttress the Task Force's finding that
his allegations are untruthful. For example, the
Task Force has investigated Ben-Menashe's
claims about his own background and his pur-
ported participation in alleged Israeli intelli-
gence operations involving Iran and the United
States. Aside from early biographical details,
virtually everything Ben-Menashe told the Task
Force has been found to be false.

The file on Ben-Menashe maintained by Is-
raeli Military Intelligence revealed the follow-
ing:

-Ben-Menashe failed the prepatory training
portion of the officer's course, a fact which
he omitted from his testimony to the Task
Force. s

-Although he was subsequently assigned to
a signals intelligence unit, Ben-Menashe's
job was to translate Persian into Hebrew-
not, as he claimed, to de-code Iranians
messages. 386

-Contrary to his testimony, Ben-Menashe
was never ordered to serve in Italy or any-
where else abroad. Nor was he ever court-
martialed or imprisoned.387

Ben-Menashe's military records and inter-
views with his superiors confirmed that he
worked for the External Relations Department
of Israeli Military Intelligence between
1977-1987. The evidence, however, shows that
he worked the entire time as a translator of ma-
terials of relative insignificance and low levels
of classification . 3 8 For seven of the ten years,



Ben-Menashe's position in the External Rela-
tions Department was listed as a translator in
his annual military efficiency reports.3 8 9 For the
other three years, Ben-Menashe was listed as a
Itstaff officer in the means of armaments [war]
unit" of the External Relations Department. 390

The job description of his job duties, however,
shows that he served as only a translator. Inter-
views with Ben-Menashe's superiors and his
military records also show that he was listed as
working in the "means of armament [war] unit"
purely for bureaucratic reasons pertaining to
available slots and pay: in the underfunded Ex-
ternal Relations Department. 391

Contrary to Ben-Menashe's claims, his
records also reveal that he had no responsibil-
ities involving contacts with the CIA or the in-
telligence service of any other country. 392 Nor
did his job involve or require any travel
abroad. In particular, Ben-Menashe was never
sent to Iran. In fact, his job did not entail any
responsibility concerning Iran. Rather, his work
consisted of translating documents and materi-
als from Hebrew to English. 393

The evidence obtained by the Task Force re-
garding foreign travel taken by Ben-Menashe
further contradicts his allegations. Ben-Men-
ashe's military record show that -he took many
personal trips between 1977 through 1987.3 94

Many of these trips according to Israeli military
and customs documents, were for family and
medical reasons. Moreover, according to Israeli
Defense Force records in Ben-Menashe's own
handwriting, Ben-Menashe never listed Iran as
a country that he visited throughout his ten-
year period with Israeli Military Intelligence.3 95

Ben-Menashe's penchant for taking an exces-
sive amount of personal leave eventually
prompted disciplinary action. According to
Ben-Menashe's military file, in 1987 Ben-Men-
ashe was rebuked by his superior, Dr. Aryeh
Shur, for taking too much time off abroad on
personal leave and for being absent so often
from work. In a letter by Shur dated July 23,
1987, Shur said that he had met with Ben-Men-
ashe that day, warned him that he had taken
too much personal leave, and told him that in
the future he would not be allowed to do so. 396

On the same day, Ben-Menashe wrote a letter
to his superiors in the External Relations De-
partment stating that he wished to leave the
Army and asking for their help in finding new
work. 
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Subsequently, Ben-Menashe's relations with
his superiors apparently further deteriorated.
According to a document in Ben-Menashe's
military file dated September 9, 1987, Ben-
Menashe complained before the union of civil-
ian employees in the Israeli defense Forces that
he had served for ten years as a translator with-
out ever receiving a significant promotion. 398

On September 15, 1987, Ben-Menashe re-
signed from the Israeli Defense Forces.3 99

Testimony from former Israeli military and
intelligence officials further undermines Ben-
Menashe's credibility. Israeli authorities inter-
viewed David Kimche, General Yehoshua
Saguy, Rafi Eitan, Samuel Moriah, Meir Meir,
and General Yitzhak Segev (chief Israeli mili-
tary attache to Iran until 1980). According to
their statements, none of the aforementioned
individuals ever met, knew or heard of Ben-
Menashe until he began making his allegations
in the American media in 1991.400 None of
these individuals has any knowledge of any al-
leged October Surprise agreement, or any al-
leged meetings involving the United States,
Israel and Iran related to arms.

Similarly, Yitzah Hofi, who served as head of
Mossad during 1980-1982, told Israeli authori-
ties that he does not know Ben-Menashe, that
he has never met him, and that Ben-Menashe
was never assigned to any mission by
Mossad.

4 0'

The Task Force found no evidence to cor-
roborate Ben-Menashe's allegations regarding
Mehdi Kashsni's contacts with the Israeli gov-
ernment. Contrary to Ben-Menashe's allegation
that Kashani personally informed Saguy about
meetings in Spain between William Casey and
Mehdi Karrubi, Saguy told Israeli authorities
that he does not know Kashani and has never
met him. 40 2 Israeli military and intelligence
records contain no evidence of a relationship
between Ben-Menashe and someone by the
name of Kashani. 403

The Task Force found also no evidence to
substantiate Ben-Menashe's allegations regard-
ing a trip to Iran by Robert McFarlane and Earl
Brian. Conversely, there is substantial credible
evidence to refute these allegations. Earl Brian
gave credible sworn testimony before the
Senate in which he denied these allegations. 40 4

In addition, information obtained by the Task
Force from the U.S. Department of State's



Office of Passports established that Brian did
not even possess a passport for most of
1980.405

The chronology of Ben-Menashe's allega-
tions about contacts between the 1980 Reagan
campaign and representatives of the Iranian
government provides additional grounds for
impeaching his credibility. On November 3,
1989, Ben-Menashe was arrested with two
Americans in a U.S. Customs sting operation
on charges of conspiring to illegally export
C-130 transport planes. He was released from
jail in November 1990 after being found not
guilty. In the fall of 1990, Ben-Menashe began
giving interviews to journalists and writers in-
cluding Robert Parry of PBS, Martin Kilian of
Der Spiegel, and Gary Sick. In those interviews,
Ben-Menashe began asserting his knowledge
and participation in the October Surprise con-
spiracy.

In his initial interviews, Ben-Menashe did not
profess to have any knowledge of meetings in
Madrid in 1980. Rather, he claimed to have
knowledge only of meetings in Paris in October
1980. According to personal notes of Richard
Brenneke, dated November 1990, Ben-Menashe
told Martin Kilian that "he [Ben-Menashe] says
he was in Paris in October 1980 and I [Bren-
neke] probably was too." Kilian immediately re-
layed the contents of his conversation to Bren-
neke. 
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According to Brenneke's diaries and personal
records, Kilian spoke to Brenneke and Sick on
a regular basis, relaying to them bits and pieces
of conversations with other people who claimed
to be part of the October Surprise conspiracy.

Kilian's first contact with Ben-Menashe, ac-
cording to Brenneke's personal records, was in
1989 when Kilian found Ben-Menashe in Chile.

Privy to what everyone else was saying about
the October Surprise, Ben-Menashe began
making new claims about his personal involve-
ment and knowledge of the October Surprise
conspiracy. After first alleging that he was in
Paris with Casey in October 1980, Ben-Men-
ashe began asserting that he-rather than Hou-
shang Lavi-was involved in the meeting with
Richard Allen, Laurence Silberman and Robert
McFarlane at the L'Enfant Plaza Hotel in Wash-
ington. 40 7 Only after being asked about the al-
leged meetings in Madrid by Robert Parry and
Gary Sick, who had been told about the meet-
ings by Jamshid Hashemi, did Ben-Menashe

begin to claim that he also knew about those
meetings.

(v) Richard Babayan

The Task Force determined that Richard Ba-
bayan is not a credible witness. First, with re-
spect to his allegations about meetings in
Madrid, no one other than Babayan has ever
mentioned the name "Mohsen Baranriz" in
connection with the alleged meetings. Babayan
also refused to provide the Task Force with
corroborating information which he claimed he
possessed, such as the names of other Iranians
who attended the meetings in Madrid .408 In the
same vein, Babayan claimed to have knowledge
of subsequent meetings in Zurich between
Americans and Iranians, and refused to identify
his sources of information for these alleged
meetings. 4 9 In addition, while such fundamen-
tal information as where in Madrid the alleged
meetings took place. 410 Finally, Babayan's testi-
mony regarding Casey's presence at meetings
in Madrid has been discredited by strong evi-
dence that Casey was in the United States
during these time periods.

Second, Babayan's credibility is further un-
dermined by additional claims that he made to
the Task Force. For example, he claimed to
have been associated with a CIA "front compa-
ny" in Switzerland by the name of "Diwan",
operated by an alleged CIA asset by name of
"M.K. Mos". 411 The Task Force has determined
that neither Babayan nor "M.K. Moss" has ever
worked for the CIA, either directly or indirect-
ly.

Another story told by Babayan is even more
illustrative. Babayan testified that he did not
know who William Casey was at the time Bar-
anriz mentioned Casey to him in Paris, and that
only when he was subsequently shown a large
photograph of Casey by his "CIA contact" in
Switzerland, "M.K. Moss", did he recognize
Casey. 41 Upon seeing the this photograph, Ba-
bayan further testified, he remembered that he
had seen Casey in Paris several weeks earlier in
June taking a walk with Albert Jolis. 413 As to
this allegation, the Task Force believes that Ba-
bayan is simply trying to "bootstrap" upon
published reports of a trip that Casey, Jolis,
and Richard Allen made to France and England
in early July 1980.414



Third, the Task Force has received reliable
information from law enforcement agencies
that Babayan has an extensive criminal record,
including a history of engaging in criminally
fraudulent behavior. 415

d. Jamshid Hashemi's Lack of
Credibility

The Task Force has determined that Jamshid
Hashemi's allegations regarding meetings in
Madrid in the summer of 1980 are fabrications.
Jamshid has no documentary evidence to sub-
stantiate his allegations, such as a passport, dia-
ries, calendars or receipts. 416

Even assuming that the Plaza Hotel records
constitute credible circumstantial evidence that
Jamshid was in Madrid during the dates shown
on those records, the Task Force believes that
Jamshid testified falsely regarding his reason
for being in Madrid. Jamshid testified that the
meetings between Casey and Karrubi were the
sole purpose of his visit to Madrid. 41 7 In the
course of its investigation, the Task Force has
obtained access to credible documentary and
testimonial evidence which tends to prove that
Jamshid went to Madrid for an entirely differ-
ent purpose.

Islam Kazemieh, an Iranian national now
living in Paris, worked in Paris in 1980 for an
organization whose aim was to unify the vari-
ous anti-Khomeini exile groups. 418 Kazemieh
gave credible testimony to the Task Force that
Jamshid Hashemi asked him during the
summer of 1980 to arrange for members of Ka-
zemieh's organization to travel to Madrid with
Jamshid to meet with representatives of the
Iraqi government. 41 9 Kazemieh testified that
Jamshid was seeking to use the names of
former Iranian Prime Minister Ali Amini, a
prominent member of Kazemieh's group-and
Admiral Ahmed Madani-who by that time had
gone into in hiding in Iran-in order to im-
press the Iraqis and extract money from the
Iraqi government to support an overthrow of
the Khomeini regime. 420

Kazemieh's testimony is corroborated by
Houshang Aryanpour, a former Iranian Admi-
ral who worked closely with Madani in 1980.421
Aryanpour testified that Jamshid Hashemi vis-
ited Madani at least twice in West Germany
during a six-month period in late 1980 and
early 1981 when Aryanpour resided there.422
After a visit by Jamshid to Germany in early

October 1980, Madani told Aryanpour that
Jamshid had suggested to- Madani, that he
travel to Iraq and meet with Saddam Hus-
sein.423 According to what Madani told Aryan-
pour, Jamshid also told Madani that Saddam
Hussein was prepared to give extensive assist-
ance to Madani.424

Aryanpour also testified that on another oc-
casion, an Iranian colonel by the name of Bani
Ahmadi came to Germany with Parviz Ansari,
another Iranian military official, and met with
both Aryanpour and Madani.425 According to
Aryanpour, Ahmadi discussed Iraqi financial as-
sistance to Shahpour Bakhtiar and said that he
had met Jamshid Hashemi in Baghdad. 426

Kazemieh's testimony is also corroborated by
contemporaneous intelligence information ob-
tained by the U.S. Government which indicates
that Jamshid was traveling to Madrid in early
August 1980 to meet with Iraqi officials.

The FBI's electronic surveillance of Cyrus
Hashemi provides further corroboration of the
testimony from Kazemieh and Aryanpour. On
November 14, 1980, Cyrus Hashemi received a
telephone call from Aryanpour. During this
conversation, Aryanpour told Cyrus that he
wanted to discuss "some things" that Jamshid
was doing "that are harmful to the country"
[i.e., Iran] and "harmful to Madani." 427 Aryan-
pour proceeded to tell Cyrus that he has heard
that Jamshid "has written a letter to Iraqi
leader Saddam Hussein under Madani's signa-
ture." 428

The Task Force also believes that Jamshid
gave false testimony regarding the meeting in
Madrid, on July 2, 1980, between Stanley Pot-
tinger and Reza Passindideh. At his deposition,
Jamshid claimed that he was in Madrid at the
time of the Pottinger meeting. 429 He did not
claim to have participated in the meetings, but
he did say that he "kept close to Mr. Reza Pas-
sendideh" and that he met with Passindideh
during the time that Passindideh was in
Madrid.430 Jamshid also testified that he saw
Cyrus while the latter was in Madrid for this
meeting. 43 1 Jamshid's claims are inconsistent
with credible testimony from Stanley Pottinger
and Mahmoud (Max) Moini-Eraghi, who accom-:
panied Cyrus Hashemi and Passindideh to the
meeting.

Moini-Eraghi testified that Jamshid was furi-
ous at him after he returned from Madrid to



the United States and Jamshid discovered that
the meeting had taken place without him.4"'
Competition between Jamshid and Cyrus Ha-
shemi also underlay Jamshid's anger. According
to Moini-Eraghi, Jamshid had wanted to be the
person to go to Madrid, establish "a bridge"
with the U.S. government, and receive the
credit for bringing Passindedeh to a meeting
with U.S. officials. 43 3 The fact that Cyrus re-
ceived the credit instead enraged Jamshid. 43 4 As
for whether Jamshid was in Madrid at the time
of the meeting, Moini-Eraghi testified that he
had no knowledge of Jamshid's presence in
Madrid and that Jamshid gave him the impres-
sion that he had not been in Madrid at all when
the meeting took place. 43 5 At no time after the
meeting did Jamshid ever tell Moini-Eraghi that
he had been in Madrid at the time of the meet-
ing with Passindideh.
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Stanley Pottinger testified that the only
people he knows to have been in Madrid at the
time of the Passindideh meeting, other than
himself, were Cyrus.Hashemi, Passindideh, and
Moini-Eraghi. 43 7 Pottinger also told the Task
Force that he had no contemporaneous knowl-
edge-nor has he since become aware-that
Jamshid Hashemi was also in Madrid when the
meeting took place. 438

Jamshid's credibility regarding his claim to
have been in Madrid when the Passindideh
meeting occurred is further impeached by a de-
tailed chronology prepared by Pottinger in
early 1984 in connection with the pending
criminal indictment of Cyrus Hashemi. 43 9

The chronology pertains to events in 1979
and 1980 concerning the Iran hostage crisis
and, according to a cover memorandum, was
prepared from "contemporaneous notes, recol-
lections, and interviews with Cyrus Ha-
shemi." 440 The chronology contains a four and
one-half page discussion of the Passindideh
meeting, in which there is no mention of Jam-
shid's presence in Madrid. 44 1

Third, Jamshid has been inconsistent in his
advancement of the Madrid allegations. Martin
Kilian, a German journalist then with Der Spiegel
who has worked extensively on the "October
Surprise" story, told the Task Force that he
interviewed Jamshid in London in May 1989 re-
garding allegations of contacts between the
1980 Reagan campaign and the Iranian govern-
ment.442 Kilian also provided the Task Force
with copies of notes that he made contempora-

neously during his interview of Jamshid. Ac-
cording to Kilian-and to Kilian's notes-at no
time did Jamshid mention anything about meet-
ings in Madrid.443 Rather, Jamshid focused
during the interview on alleged meetings in
Paris during the fall of 1980-a subject of
which he denied any knowledge during his dep-
osition by the Task Force. 444 Further, Jamshid
denied that he knows Kilian and denied that he
has ever had any contact with him. 445

Fourth, Jamshid has made several inconsist-
ent statements regarding the Madrid meetings.
Among these inconsistencies are the following:

-Duration of the Meetings. At his first informal
interview by the Task Force on April 7,
1992, Jamshid said that there were two
meetings, each of which spanned two or
three days. The discussion of the Madrid
meetings by Gary Sick and by ABC News
Nightline-both of which are based solely
on interviews with Jamshid-also indicates
that the meetings each took place over a
two-day period. 4

4
6 At his deposition, Jam-

shid initially testified that the first meeting
did not continue over into a second day. 447

Then he expressed uncertainty, claiming
that one of the meetings in Madrid was a
one-day affair, the other was a two-day
affair, and he could not recall which was
which .

4 4

-Arms for Hostages. In the "Frontline" broad-
cast of April 16, 1991, Jamshid is quoted
as follows regarding what happened at the
first Madrid meeting in late July 1980:
"Casey said the Iranians should hold the
hostages until after the election . . . and
the new Reagan administration would feel
favorably towards Iran, releasing military
equipment and the frozen Iranian
assets." 449 At his deposition, Jamshid
denied the statement, calling the attribu-
tion "[a]bsolute rubbish." 45

-When Jamshid Asked Karrubi to Come to
Madrid. Jamshid told ABC News that the
meeting with Mehdi Karrubi in Madrid was
approved in April 1980.45 But he testified
at his deposition that he did not contact
Karrubi to ask him to come to Madrid until
after the Pottinger-Passindideh meeting in
Madrid in early July 1980.452



Finally, the Task Force has obtained a sub-
stantial amount of credible testimony, and re-
viewed extensive credible documentary evi-
dence (including intelligence information and
analyses), which establish that Jamshid Ha-
shemi has a reputation for untruthfulness and a
long history of perpetrating fabrications and
engaging in fraudulent behavior.453 In fact, in
spite of the range of individuals questioned
about these events, the one area of unanimity is
Jamshid's lack of trustworthiness.

Jamshid's contacts with U.S. Government of-
ficials in 1979-1981 concerning Admiral
Ahmed Madani provides a basic illustration of
his lack of credibility. 454 In December 1979 and
January 1980, when the U.S. Government was
seeking channels of communication to moder-
ates in the revolutionary Iranian government,
Jamshid-then using the name Mohammed Ali
Balanian-repeatedly represented himself to of-
ficials of the State Department and CIA as the
official representative of Madani. 455 In late Jan-
uary 1980, Jamshid provided U.S. officials with
a letter for President Carter purportedly writ-
ten by Madani, which, according to Jamshid,
had been delivered to him from Iran and de-
coded by an Iranian Navy captain serving as a
special courier.456 The letter contained a re-
quest, allegedly from Madani, for U.S. govern-
ment backing for a military coup in Iran. 457

Approximately three weeks later, Jamshid
traveled to the United States carrying another
letter purportedly from Madani. 458 In this
letter, which was intended for Secretary of
State Cyrus Vance, "Madani" expressed dis-
trust for Cyrus Hashemi and asserted that
Cyrus should be cut out of the U.S. Govern-
ment's communication with Madani. 459

At or around this time, CIA officials discov-
ered that "Mohammed Ali Balanian" was actu-
ally Jamshid Hashemi, about whom the Agency
had issued warnings many years earlier regard-
ing his veracity. 460 Consequently, Agency offi-
cials confronted Jamshid with the information
concerning his background and asked him to
submit to a polygraph examination. 461 Jamshid
refused, became belligerent, and the Agency
from that point forward looked for ways to end
its reliance on Jamshid to communicate with
Madani.
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Information subsequently received by CIA
officials confirmed their suspicions about Jam-
shid's truthfulness. In late February 1980,

Agency officials learned that the person who
supposedly acted as the "courier" for the let-
ters which Jamshid had said were from Madani
knew nothing about the letters, was not part of
any courier system, and had not de-coded any
messages from Madani. 46 3 Further, both Madani

and Houshang Aryanpour, his trusted aide, tes-
tified that Jamshid did not have authority to act
as Madani's representative to the U.S. Govern-
ment. 4

64

In December 1980, Jamshid again ap-
proached CIA officials claiming to act as Ma-
dani's authorized representative. 46 5 He specifi-
cally told Agency officials that he was contact-
ing them with Madani's approval, and that he
wanted Madani to come to the United States to
meet with William Casey, the newly designated
CIA Director, and with the President-elect Rea-
gan's designated White House Chief-of-Staff,
James Baker.4 6 Jamshid also told CIA officials
that they should stop dealing with Aryanpour
and should rely only on him as an intermediary
for communications with Madani. 46 7 In late Jan-
uary 1981, however, Madani told CIA officials
that he had not known about, or authorized,
Jamshid's approach in late December 1980, and
that he had told Jamshid to "stop interfering"
in Madani's affairs.4 6 He stressed that Jamshid
had absolutely no authority to speak on his
behalf.4 69 Madani added that only Aryanpour
and two other trusted aides were to be consid-
ered his authorized agents in dealing with the
Agency. 
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4. Conclusions
The Task Force has concluded that there is

no credible evidence to support Jamshid Ha-
shemi's allegations regarding meetings in
Madrid in the summer of 1980. The only af-
firmative evidence supporting these allegations
are records from the Plaza Hotel in Madrid and
testimony from Ari Ben-Menashe and Richard
Babayan.

The hotel records, at best, indicate only that
Jamshid Hashemi may have been in Madrid at
the time of the alleged meetings. They have no
probative value regarding the alleged presence
in Madrid of William Casey and Donald
Gregg.471 Nor do they have any probative value
with respect to whether the alleged meetings
took place.



As alleged, these meetings could not have
taken place without the simultaneous presence
in Madrid of William Casey, Cyrus Hashemi,
and Donald Gregg. There is no credible evi-
dence of any kind to support this proposition.

-The only evidence that William Casey trav-
eled abroad during the relevant time
period is evidence regarding Casey's at-
tendance at the London conference on the
Second World War in late July 1980. The
evidence strongly indicates that Casey de-
parted the United States on July 27, ar-
rived in London on July 28, and departed
London for the United States on July 29.
There is direct evidence that Casey was
back in the United States by July 30. There
is also credible testimonial and documenta-
ry evidence that Casey was in the United
States during the two-day period of July
25-26, and that he therefore could not
have gone to Madrid prior to the opening
of the London conference.

-There is strong circumstantial evidence
that Cyrus Hashemi was in the United
States during the period of July 26-28.

-Similarly, Donald Gregg and Margaret
Gregg provided credible testimonial and
documentary evidence that Donald Gregg
was in the United States during the rele-
vant time period.

Thus, substantial credible evidence demon-
strates that William Casey, Cyrus Hashemi, and
Donald Gregg were all in the United States at
the very time they are alleged to have been
meeting in Madrid.

The inability of the Task Force to establish
Casey's whereabouts on Saturday, August 9
and the weekend of August 16-17 has no pro-
bative value regarding the allegations of meet-
ings in Madrid. There is no credible evidence
that Casey was abroad on these dates, or that
he traveled to Europe again in 1980 after the
two trips in early and late July. The absence of
data in Casey's calendars for certain weekends,
particularly summer weekends, is, in the experi-
ence of the Task Force, common among busy
professionals. Further, Casey's attendance at
meetings in Madrid on these dates would make
sense in the context of the allegations only if
such meetings were the alleged follow-up meet-
ings to the first round of alleged meetings in

Madrid. Given the Task Force's conclusion that
there is no credible evidence that the first
round of meetings took place, there is no credi-
ble basis to believe that follow-up meetings oc-
curred.

In addition to the evidence regarding the
whereabouts of alleged key participants, the
Task Force has concluded that Jamshid Ha-
shemi is simply not a credible witness.

-Jamshid could not provide the Task Force
with any evidence to corroborate his alle-
gations.

-The Task Force obtained credible testimo-
nial and documentary evidence indicating
that Jamshid was in Madrid during the
summer of 1980 for purposes other than
what he has alleged.

-During an interview with a journalist in
May 1989, Jamshid omitted any reference
to meetings in Madrid, focusing instead on
alleged meetings in Paris in late 1980.

-There are material inconsistencies in Jam-
shid's story regarding the duration of each
set of meetings in Madrid, the allegation
that Casey sought to delay the release of
the hostages, and the time at which he al-
legedly asked Mehdi Karrubi to attend
meetings in Madrid.

-After his indictment in mid-1984, at no
time did Jamshid mention the Madrid alle-
gations to U.S. law enforcement officials-
or to his own attorneys-despite making
other efforts to bargain for leniency.

-Jamshid gave false testimony to the Task
Force regarding his presence in Madrid in
early July 1980 when Stanley Pottinger,
Cyrus Hashemi, and Mahmoud Moini-
Eraghi met with the Iranian envoy Reza
Passindideh.

-Scores of unguarded recorded conversa-
tions in late 1980 and early 1981 between
Jamshid and Cyrus Hashemi-the sup-
posed coordinators of the Madrid meet-
ings-do not contain a single indication
that such meetings took place.

-U.S. Government records contain volumi-
nous credible evidence that Jamshid Ha-
shemi has a history of fraud and fabrica-
tion, and testimony from witnesses who



have known Jamshid further established
that he has a reputation for dishonesty and
untruthfulness.

Nor is there any testimonial evidence to lend
credence to Jamshid's allegations. Of the five
individuals who reportedly corroborate Jam-
shid's story about the Madrid meetings, three-
Ahmed Madani, Arif Durrani, and Heinrich
Rupp-testified under oath that they have no
knowledge of such meetings. The other two-
Ari Ben-Menashe and Richard Babayan-are
not credible witnesses.

Two additional findings by the Task Force
also tend to negate the possibility that the al-
leged meetings in Madrid took place. First,
there is no credible evidence that Cyrus Ha-
shemi had direct contact with William Casey in
1980.472 Second, there is no documentary evi-
dence in U.S. Government files to corroborate
these allegations, and numerous former U.S.
Government officials who served in positions of
sensitivity in the intelligence and foreign policy
fields in 1980 have given credible testimony
that they have no knowledge of the alleged
meetings.

C. March 1980 Meeting at
Mayflower Hotel

1. The Allegations

Jamshid Hashemi's initial contact with Wil-
liam Casey allegedly occurred in early 1980 in
Washington, D.C. According to the version of
this event that Jamshid provided Gary Sick,
Jamshid visited Washington in March 1980 for
meetings with his "intelligence contact in the
U.S. Government." 473 While in his room at the
Mayflower Hotel, Jamshid received a knock at
the door. According to the original allegations,
he opened the door to find two men standing
in the corridor. One of the men introduced
himself to Jamshid as Roy Furmark. 474 The
other man said he was William Casey. 475

Casey allegedly said that he was aware of
Jamshid's contacts in Iran and wanted to dis-
cuss the American hostages in Iran. 476 While
Furmark waited outside in the corridor, Jam-
shid telephoned Cyrus Hashemi in New
York. 477 According to the allegations, Cyrus
told Jamshid that Casey was an important
figure in Republican politics, and that contact

with Casey could prove worthwhile. 478 Casey
and Cyrus Hashemi subsequently spoke to each
other on the telephone for several minutes,
agreeing to meet in New York. Casey then
thanked Jamshid and left abruptly. The entire
encounter, according to the original allega-
tions, lasted about twelve minutes.

Subsequently, Jamshid allegedly reported his
encounter with Casey to his "intelligence con-
tact", whom he identified to Gary Sick as
Charles Cogan, then a senior official in the
Near East Division of the CIA's Directorate of
Operations. 4 0 According to Sick's contempora-
neous notes from his conversations with Jam-
shid, Jamshid told Sick that Cogan told Jamshid
to "disregard the meeting" and not to meet
with Casey again. 4 1

2. Evidence Tending To Disprove
the Allegations

The Task Force has concluded that there is
no credible evidence to support these allega-
tions. Jamshid Hashemi-the only source of
this story-has never provided any evidence to
substantiate these allegations. Nor has the Task
Force found any corroborating evidence of any
kind.48 2 Conversely, the Task Force has ob-
tained credible documentary and testimonial
evidence which is inconsistent with Jamshid's
allegations. In addition, Jamshid's accounts of
the incident to different parties are riddled with
major inconsistencies.

Roy Furmark, the only living person other
than Jamshid alleged to be a witness to the
event, gave credible testimony in which he to-
tally denied Jamshid's allegations. 4 3 Furmark
testified that he did not meet Jamshid until ap-
proximately 1987.484 He also provided the Task
Force with a copy of his appointment calendar
for 1980. Based on this calendar, Furmark testi-
fied that the only time he traveled to Washing-
ton in 1980 was a brief business trip which oc-
curred on May 31, 1980.485 He did not go to
the Mayflower Hotel during this visit, and he
has never been there with William Casey. 486

Nor did he recall ever accompanying William
Casey to any hotel in Washington, D.C. for any
purpose.487 Charles Cogan also testified under
oath that there is no truth to Jamshid's allega-
tions as they relate to him.488

At his deposition, Jamshid testified that
Casey visited him in a hotel in Washington,



D.C. in 1980. In contrast to his prior accounts
of the story, however, Jamshid testified that
Casey was alone when he came to Jamshid's
hotel room. 489 He also denied telling Gary Sick
previously that Casey was accompanied by Roy
Furmark. 490 Further, Jamshid testified that the
visit by Casey to his hotel room took place after
the meeting in Madrid involving Stanley Pot-
tinger and Reza Passandideh, which occurred
in early July 1980.411

Jamshid's testimony before the Senate For-
eign Relations Committee also revealed materi-
al inconsistencies in his story. During that testi-
mony, Jamshid said that he could not remem-
ber the name of the hotel in Washington where
the alleged visit by Casey took place. 492 He also
told the Senate committee that the entire visit
by Casey probably lasted "no more than three
or four minutes." 4 In sum, there is not credi-
ble evidence to support Jamshid's story.

D. Spring 1980 Meeting in
New York With Donald
Gregg

In an interview with Gary Sick in London on
October 15, 1990, Jamshid Hashemi told Sick
that he and Cyrus Hashemi met with Donald
Gregg at Cyrus's office in New York City
during the spring of 1980. 494 At the time,
Gregg was a senior staff person on the Carter
Administration's National Security Council,
where he was responsible for intelligence mat-
ters and East Asian affairs.495 According to Jam-
shid, Cyrus introduced Gregg to Jamshid as
"the man from the White House." 496 Jamshid
also told Sick that he and Cyrus had lunch with
Gregg at a restaurant in Manhattan near
Cyrus's office, at which they discussed "the var-
ious contacts that were under way between the
two brothers and the U.S. Government. 497

It has been suggested that there is linkage
between Gregg's alleged meeting with the Ha-
shemi brothers and Gregg's relationship with
George Bush, with whom Gregg had served in
the U.S. Government. 498 The implication of this
suggestion is that Gregg was meeting with the
Hashemi brothers on behalf of the Republi-
cans.

The Task Force found no credible evidence
to support the allegation that Gregg met with
Hashemi brothers in New York in 1980, either

on his own behalf or on behalf of the Republi-
cans. At his deposition, Gregg gave credible
testimony that the meeting alleged by Jamshid
Hashemi "did not happen," and that he has
never met Cyrus or Jamshid Hashemi.499 He
further testified that he had no recollection of
traveling to New York in 1980 for any pur-
pose. 500

Moreover, Jamshid Hashemi has recanted his
allegation. At his deposition, Jamshid testified
that he has never met Donald Gregg, and that
he did not "recall" telling Gary Sick that he
and Cyrus Hashemi met Gregg in New York in
1980.501 Incredibly, Jamshid also recently told
Sick that the person to whom he was actually
referring when he originally told Sick this story
was "Robert Gray," not Donald Gregg.502

Gary Sick testified that Jamshid's pronuncia-
tion of the name "Gray" could be misconstrued
as "Gregg". 50 3 Sick also testified, however, that
he used the name "Donald Gregg" in conversa-
tion with Jamshid about this matter, that he
and Jamshid "had been over this Gregg busi-
ness several times", and that he, Sick, "talked
about it in the context of somebody who
worked with me." 504 Sick further testified that,
"as far as I was concerned, the context was
very clear. There was never any doubt in my
mind who we were talking about or what the
circumstances were." 505

The Task Force regards Jamshid's recent
statements about this matter as totally devoid
of credibility, and probative of a tendency to
modify his allegations to conform to subse-
quent revelations which are inconsistent with
those allegations. 506

E. Dirk Stoffberg/Reiner
Jacobi

1. Allegations

Dirk Stoffberg 507 is a South African arms
dealer, who claimed in October of 1992, while
awaiting sentencing in a federal prison in New
York, to have met William Casey in London in
August, 1980. According to Stoffberg, he was
introduced to William Casey by Reiner
Jacobi, 50 8 who claimed to have gained access to
William Casey because of his role as a confi-
dential source for CIA. 50 9



Stoflberg alleged that during the summer of
1980 he was called to London by a contact
from the British Intelligence Service whom
Stoflberg refused to name. Stoflberg checked
into the Carlton Hotel for a few days and then
switched to the Capitol Hotel in the Knights-
bridge section of London under the name of
Mr. Berg.510 Two to four days later the un-
named British Intelligence officer called him
again to say that Jacobi was prepared to see
him. Jacobi and Stoffberg met and spent the
day together. During their conversations,
Jacobi told Stoffberg that there was "one of his
superiors that [he] had to meet." 511 Stofiberg
agreed and Jacobi took Stoftberg to a restau-
rant where he was introduced to William Casey.
Jacobi then left. Stoffberg and Casey allegedly
dined together and during the course of their
meal, Casey mentioned that Stoffberg was
brought to his attention because of the work he
had done with the British missionaries who had
been taken hostage in Iran. Casey supposedly
indicated that he had a similar problem with
the American hostages and asked Stoffberg if
he could use his links to the Iranians to help
get the Americans released.512 Stoffberg told
Casey that he would try to help.

Stoflberg reflected that his plan was to use
Iran's desire for certain embargoed items, in-
cluding arms, as his mechanism for gaining the
hostages release. Specifically, he had in mind a
155mm gun which would work well within the
Iranian arsenal. At the conclusion of Stoff-
berg's meeting with Casey, Stoflberg had the
impression that Casey approved of Stoffberg's
plan to try to supply Iran with this weapon in
return for their consideration of the release of
the American hostages.513

2. Analysis of Allegations

Stoffberg, like others claiming knowledge of
an October Surprise deal between Republicans
and Iranians, first made his story known from a
jail cell. In October of 1991, Stoffberg was in-
carcerated in the Metropolitan Correctional
Center in New York, New York on charges of
illegal sales of arms, after being apprehended
in Germany in April 1991 where he was held in
prison pending his extradition. Stoflberg
claimed that he and his attorney 514 affirmative-
ly sought out interviews with reporters of the
October Surprise allegations as well as Con-
gressional staffers both because of the difficult

conditions he faced in prison and because "it
was good someone, especially the press, knew
what I knew." 515 To this end, Stoffberg was
interviewed by the Chief Counsel and a Con-
gressional Member of the House Foreign Af-
fairs Committee in December of 1991. As a
result of this interview, the Chief Counsel
wrote a letter on January 10, 1992 to Stoff-
berg's sentencing judge in which he requested
that Mr. Stoffberg's present and future coop-
eration with an "on going" Congressional in-
vestigation be taken into consideration at the
time of his sentence.5 16 The judge indicated
that he took this letter into consideration when
determining Stoffberg's sentence and reduced
his sentence by four and a half months. 517 The
prosecution asked that Stoffberg's release be
stayed while they considered an appeal of the
sentence reduction. One week later, the U.S.
Attorney's office notified the court that they
did plan an appeal and Stoffberg was released
shortly thereafter.

As to the facts of Stoffberg's allegations,
there were internal inconsistencies which
proved difficult to reconcile. First, Stoffberg
testified to the Task Force, and previously in
his prison interviews with reporters and con-
gressional staff, that the reason he was intro-
duced by British Intelligence to Reiner Jacobi
and William Casey was the role he played in
gaining the release of three British missionaries
held hostage in Iran. In fact, the British hos-
tages were released in February 1981, one
month after the release of the American hos-
tages. Second, even if Stoflberg misspoke and
intended to say that he was involved in the
process of getting the hostages released and
not that they had actually been released prior
to his meeting with Casey, the three British
hostages were not even taken captive until
August 10 & 13, 1980.518 Thus, Stoffberg's
meeting with Casey would have essentially co-
incided with the taking of the British hos-
tages.5 19 It is inconceivable that any negotia-
tions involving arms sales by private South Af-
rican citizens and the British Intelligence serv-
ice would have been undertaken within a week
of this hostage taking and that William Casey, a
private citizen running a presidential campaign
would have learned of this plan let alone be
able to fly to London to meet with Stoffberg.
Third, even if this scenario were possible,



Stoffberg has maintained throughout his testi-
mony that he began his negotiations with the
Iranians in June, 1980. This would have been
two months prior to the taking of the three Brit-
ish missionaries. Fourth, Stoffberg indicates
and his passport confirms that he entered
London on August 11, 1980. He then checked
into the Carlton Hotel for a "few days" and
then switched to the Capitol Hotel for "two to
four days". After this switch he alleged to have
his meeting with Casey. While it is difficult to
determine the exact date of the alleged meet-
ing in London, the Task Force has been able to
determine the whereabouts of William Casey
during August, 1980 with the exception of
parts of the weekend of August 16 and 17.
Therefore, in order for Casey to have partici-
pated in the meeting, he would have had a very
small window of opportunity within which to
make the two day trip. Finally, in all of the
hundreds of pages of documents Stoffberg
showed to the Task Force to corroborate his
testimony, not one mentioned Casey's involve-
ment in the matter, or the fact that the arms
dealings were being undertaken to assist in the
freeing of the American hostages. This absence
of even one reference to the hostage scenario
given the fact that the arms dealings were in
contravention of a worldwide arms embargo
strains credulity.

Stoffberg was either unable or unwilling to
provide specific information regarding certain
aspects of his claimed scenario (i.e. his British
Intelligence contact). Nor was he able to ex-
plain how the Iranian government was to know
his actions were on the behalf of Governor
Reagan and his campaign manager, William
Casey. These two sets of circumstances coupled
with the above information regarding the docu-
ment review tends to shed serious doubt upon
the scenario laid out by Stoffberg.

It is, therefore, the conclusion of the Task
Force that Stoffberg's alleged contacts with
Casey are not credible.

F. Miscellaneous European
Meetings

Many of the individuals claiming to have par-
ticipated in, or have knowledge of, the alleged
Madrid and Paris meetings involving Republi-
cans and Iranians, also assert knowledge of
other European meetings related to the Octo-

ber Surprise scenario. In some reports, the in-
sertion of these additional meetings into the
"established" literature of the October Surprise
allegations has raised doubts regarding the
credibility of the individual making the allega-
tion. These writers note that it is, on some
levels, difficult enough to believe that Bill
Casey in the midst of a presidential campaign
could find time to attend two Madrid and one
Paris meeting, let alone two or three additional
meetings elsewhere in Europe. The Task Force
did not want to prejudge any witness or con-
fine its investigation to the parameters laid out
by the journalists or writers supporting or de-
bunking the October Surprise theory. To this
end, the Task Force endeavored to inquire into
these allegations.

1. Amsterdam-September 1980
Ari Ben-Menashe claims that the Madrid

meetings were preparatory meetings to the
"main Israeli-Iranian encounter in Amsterdam
in September, 1980." 520 According to Ben-
Menashe, this meeting occurred at the Marriott
Hotel in Amsterdam.

52 1

Ben-Menashe testified that David Kimche was
the head of the Israel delegation. Also allegedly
in attendance was Shmuel Morieh, Uri Sim-
choni, Ben-Menashe himself, and a person Ben-
Menashe refused to name. 522 On the Iranian
side, Ahmed Khomeini was the delegation
leader. With him was Mehdi Kashani, Ahmed
Omshei and Khosou Fakrieh. Mehdi Karrubi
was not in attendance. 523 At a later point in the
course of the meeting, a Mr. Husseinzadeh, a
SAVAMA representative, joined the other Ira-
nians. The meeting allegedly took place over a
three-day period.

The upshot of the meeting, according, to
Ben-Menashe, was that the parties agreed to
the immediate release of the hostages in return
for Israel's immediate commencement of an air
and sea lift of arms to Iran. Ben-Menashe testi-
fied that such a course of action was necessitat-
ed by major border clashes between Iran and
Iraq. 524 Another element of the alleged Amster-
dam agreement, despite the absence of Ameri-
cans, was the decision that the Americans
would agree to release Iran's frozen assets.5 25

(This was so even though Ben-Menashe
claimed no American presence at the meeting.)
To assure U.S. compliance with this provision,



Ben-Menashe claimed that, William Casey was
notified of the agreement. 526 Yehoshua Saguy,
head of Israeli Military Intelligence, allegedly
was the Israeli representative who made the
contact with Casey. 527 Ben-Menashe further
claimed that Saguy contacted CIA Director
Stansfield Turner and his deputy, Robert
Gates, about the substance of the Amsterdam
meeting. 528

Ben-Menashe testified that the Israelis and
Iranians met in Amsterdam in order to avoid
the scheduled meeting in Paris in October. 529

Unfortunately, said Ben-Menashe, the Amster-
dam meeting did not meet its stated objective
because the Americans did not agree to the
terms. According to Ben-Menashe, when Saguy
advised Casey of the results of the Amsterdam
meeting, Casey did not agree to the terms that
the Iranians and Israelis had agreed upon.
Casey, said Ben-Menashe, "wanted an Iranian
representative to actually lay it out for them
[the Americans] . . . . He wanted a face-to-
face meeting with a representative of the Irani-
ans with one of his own people." 530 According
to Ben-Menashe, this desire on the part of
Casey gave rise to the L'Enfant Plaza meeting
in Washington, D.C. 531

The Task Force found no evidence to sub-
stantiate Ben-Menashe's allegations about a
meeting in Amsterdam. Indeed, in the GOI
Report, Israel specifically denied any knowl-
edge of an Amsterdam meeting in September
or at any other time. 3 2 Further, all of the indi-
viduals alleged to have been involved in these
events who were available to the Task Force for
interview 533 denied any knowledge of, or par-
ticipation in, the Amsterdam meeting. 534 For
these reasons, and because of its determination
that Ben-Menashe was untruthful with respect
to other allegations, the Task Force concluded
that Ben-Menashe's totally uncorroborated alle-
gation of a meeting in Amsterdam is a fabrica-
tion.

2. Zurich-September, 1980
Richard Babayan, in a sworn deposition, tes-

tified that he was aware of a meeting at the
Hotel Bur-au-Lac in Zurich, Switzerland in Sep-
tember, 1980, involving Iranians and Ameri-
cans. 535 According to Babayan, Mohsen Baran-
riz, Sadegh Tabatabai and a "close person to
Khomeini", who Babayan refused to name, at-
tended this meeting on behalf of Iran. 536 Ba-

bayan could not identify the Americans present
at the meeting, but he said that they had exper-
tise on military material because the purpose of
this meeting was to review Iran's need for
spare parts.537

Of the names Babayan mentioned, the Task
Force was only able to locate Tabatabai. The
Task Force interviewed Sadegh Tabatabai, who
denied any knowledge of such a meeting. 538 Ba-
bayan refused to identify anyone who could
corroborate his story. For these reasons, and
given the Task Force's assessment of Babayan's
overall credibility as it relates to other aspects
of the October Surprise story, the Task Force
found that there is no factual basis for Ba-
bayan's allegations.

3. Zurich/Paris-September and
October, 1980

The Task Force interviewed Der Spiegel re-
porter Martin Kilian on August 5, 1992, who
reported that one of his sources, Karl Heinz
Ottershagan, alleged that Iranians, Israelis and
Americans met in Frankfurt and Zurich some-
time between September 20 and 30, 1980. He
further alleged that these meetings involved the
sale of arms to Iran and that as a result of
these meetings, Iran received adequate assur-
ances that it would receive arms from either or
both the United States and Israel. 539 These as-
surances lead to the collapse of arms contract
negotiations between European arms dealers
and Iranian government officials. 54 The Task
Force investigated this allegation to determine
whether it stood scrutiny.

The Task Force determined that these allega-
tions have been raised exclusively in interviews
conducted by Martin Kilian and, according to
Kilian, a German investigative reporter by the
name of Jurgen Roth. When Roth allegedly
interviewed an individual named Karl Heinz
Ottershagan in early 1989 on another matter,
he was advised that Ottershagan had informa-
tion regarding meetings that supposedly were
held in Frankfurt and Zurich in the fall of
1980.541 Ottershagan allegedly told Roth that
these meetings were between representatives of
the government of Iran and Republican cam-
paign officials. According to Ottershagan,
Hamid Nagashian and Colonel Barand [ph] met
with Richard Secord and Robert McFarlane in
Zurich, Switzerland. The purpose of the meet-



ing was to discuss the barter of arms in ex-
change for the early release of the American
hostages. 542 Following this meeting, Ottersha-
gan allegedly told Roth, Robert McFarlane,
Richard Allen and a CIA officer posted in
Rome met with Nagashian in Paris in October,
1980. According to what Ottershagan allegedly
told Roth, the purpose of this follow-up meet-
ing was to work out the logistical details result-
ing from the September meeting in Zurich. Ot-
tershagan allegedly told Roth that he did not
participate in any of these meetings. He report-
edly told Roth that he learned about these
meetings from Nagashan in November, 1980.543

According to Kilian, Ottershagan was re-
interviewed by Roth three months later. At this
second interview, Ottershagan allegedly told
Roth that both William Casey and Henry Kis-
singer were present at an October meeting in
Paris. Additionally, Ottershagan reportedly ad-
vised that Robert Benes, Houshang Lavi and
Dirk Stoffberg were involved with this meet-
ing. 5 "

According to Kilian, Ottershagan was inter-
viewed a third time by Roth three months after
the second interview. At that time, Ottershagan
reportedly related that the alleged meetings in
Zurich and Paris were actually part of a series
of three meetings: Zurich, in September 1980;
Paris, in October 1980; and Bonn, in Novem-
ber 1980. According to Ottershagan, all of
these meetings pertained to the American hos-
tages and Nagashan, Tabatabai, and Ahmed
Khomeini each participated in aspects of these
meetings. 545 Ottershagan also reportedly al-
leged that Alexander de Marenches was aware
of the Paris meeting. 14,

At his Task Force interview on July 23, 1992,
in 1989, Martin Kilian testified that he had
interviewed a confidential source who claimed
to have been an assistant to de Marenches in
the French intelligence service. According to
Kilian, this individual advised Kilian that while
he had no first-hand knowledge of these Paris
meetings, he claimed to have knowledge
through access to French intelligence records
that a German businessman named "Reisserer"
was the "broker" of these Paris meetings.
Kilian told the Task Force that he was unable
to follow up on the lead because the French-
man claimed to have been threatened and
thereafter broke communication with Kilian.5 47

According to Kilian, this source made no men-
tion of the Zurich or Bonn meetings.

The Task Force interviewed Hamid Naga-
shan, Dirk Stoffberg, Robert McFarlane, Henry
Kissinger, Alexandre de Marenches and Rich-
ard Allen about these alleged meetings. Each of
these witnesses denied any knowledge of, or
participation in, such meetings. The Task Force
could not locate Ottershagan or the German
businessman, "Reisserer", and it could find no
independent evidence to corroborate any
aspect of these allegations and, for that matter,
the very existence of either of these two indi-
viduals.

Based on the foregoing, the Task Force con-
cluded that there is no credible evidence that a
meeting occurred in Zurich as reportedly al-
leged by Ottershagan, or that the alleged
Zurich meeting was the first in a related series
of meetings involving arms for hostages. Fur-
ther, the Task Force found no evidence whatso-
ever of a Frankfurt meeting.

G. The Meeting at the
L'Enfant Plaza

1. Allegations
Following newspapers articles in 1987 re-

porting accounts by Laurence Silberman and
Richard Allen of a fall 1980 meeting with
Robert McFarlane and a foreign national who
claimed to have a plan to release the hostages,
Ari Ben-Menashe and Houshang Lavi came for-
ward alleging their presence at the meeting and
linking it to October Surprise allegations. 548

Unlike other alleged meetings during the 1980
time frame, it is undisputed that the chief for-
eign policy advisor to the Reagan campaign,
Richard Allen, campaign foreign policy consult-
ant, Laurence Silberman and then Senate staff-
er Robert McFarlane attended a meeting at the
L'Enfant Plaza Hotel. The unresolved issues
however that existed prior to this investigation
were: the date and subject matter of the meet-
ing, the identity of the foreign national, and his
relation, if any, to the Iranian government.

a. News Accounts

In 1986, William Safire wrote in The New York
Times that Robert McFarlane had approached
the Reagan campaign "with an Iranian in tow



who proposed to deliver [the] hostages to Mr.
Reagan rather than President Carter, thereby
swinging the United States election." 549 The
reference was premised on a conversation Lau-
rence Silberman had with Safire almost two
years before the story appeared where Silber-
man did not identify the individual as an Irani-
an. 550 This article would fuel a 1987 story re-
ported in the Miami Herald and later allegations
that the meeting, at a minimum, had involved
inappropriate subject matter and, at a maxi-
mum, provided a forum for officials of the
Reagan campaign to negotiate a deal to delay
the release of the hostages."'

In none of these articles was the identity of
the foreign national disclosed, presumably be-
cause none of the Republicans could recall with
sufficient detail the person with whom they
met. After these accounts appeared in print,
however, two individuals claimed to have been
at the meeting-Ari Ben-Menashe and Hou-
shang Lavi. The Task Force has deposed under
oath most of the participants and alleged par-
ticipants, and those non-participants with
knowledge of these events. The following is a
recitation and analysis of the same.

b. Ben-Menashe/Lavi Allegations

(i) An Ben-Menashe

According to Ari Ben-Menashe, the L'Enfant
Plaza meeting was a follow-up to meetings in
September 1980, held at the Amsterdam Marri-
ott Hotel, 552 where representatives of Israel
(David Kimche and Shmoul Morieh) met with
representatives of Iran (Ahmed Khomeini,
Mehdi Kashani, Omshei, Fakrieh, et al.). 553 At
the conclusion of the Amsterdam meetings,
Ben-Menashe claims that an agreement was
reached to immediately release the hostages in
exchange for arms from Israel.554 Driving this
decision, according to Ben-Menashe, was the
outbreak of war between Iran and Iraq.

Although the agreement contained the terms
discussed between the Americans and the Irani-
ans in Madrid, the absence of an American rep-
resentative caused Casey to balk when told
about it in a phone call from Menachim Begin
and/or Yehoshou Saguy.555 According to Ben-
Menashe, Casey's desire for a face-to-face
meeting between a representative of Iran and a
representative of the Reagan campaign gave
rise to the L'Enfant Plaza meeting. 556

Ben-Menashe testified that Dr. Ahmed
Omshei ... was the designated Iranian repre-
sentative. Ben-Menashe, who was tasked with
escorting Omshei to Washington, D.C. in early
October, 1980, met him in Frankfurt, Germany
and together they travelled through New York
and on to Washington, D.C. 55 ' 559 Ben-Men-

ashe says he was advised of the time and place
of the meeting by Houshang Lavi, who, accord-
ing to Ben-Menashe, served as the coordinator
and facilitator of the L'Enfant Plaza meeting.
Lavi, according to Ben-Menashe advised that
the American coordinator was Robert McFar-
lane. 560

In addition, during his testimony before
Senate investigators, Ben-Menashe identified a
handwritten note that he claimed he and Lavi
dictated to a secretary from the Israeli consul-
ate in New York. 561 The note which Ben-Men-
ashe claimed to have placed in an Israeli gov-
ernment file 562 purports to set forth details of
the L'Enfant Plaza meeting. It reads:

"October 2, 80. Eastern Shuttle to
DC. L'Plaza Hotel. Ring telcon with J.
Baker to meet Silberman, All, Bob
McFar. 40 page document F14 parts
already paid for in return of hostages.
Swap in Karachi. Charter 707." 563

The Task Force has determined that Ben-
Menashe's account of the L'Enfant Plaza meet-
ing has been fabricated. According to numer-
ous pieces of documentary evidence, Ben-Men-
ashe's account is demonstrably false from be-
ginning to end. As indicated elsewhere in this
report, no credible evidence was found that
meetings occurred in Amsterdam. 56 4 Moreover,
in none of his multiple interviews with various
journalists before his death did Lavi, whose
own assertion of the meeting the Task Force
concludes to be false, ever mention Ben-Men-
ashe's name or even assert the existence of an-
other who attended the meeting along with him
at L'Enfant Plaza. Lavi's attorney, Mitchell Ro-
govin, who maintained daily contact with Lavi
(and kept contemporaneous notes of his con-
versations) in September and October 1980,
never heard Lavi mention Ben-Menashe. 565

Moreover, Ben-Menashe's own account of
the meeting is riddled with internal inconsist-
encies. Although he told the Senate investiga-
tors that he and Lavi had dictated the note,



Ben-Menashe told various journalists that he
(Ben-Menashe) wrote the note. Lavi, on the
other hand, claimed that he wrote the note. 566

It appears that Ben-Menashe simply appropri-
ated the widely circulated note and inserted
himself like some ubiquitous fictional movie
character.
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Finally, his bare assertion that he attended
the meeting is directly contradicted by three
witnesses whose testimony is summarized
below, and his personnel files, which indicate
that while he was required to inform his superi-
ors of his travel, he failed to report any travel
to the United States in 1980.568 Accordingly,
Ben-Menashe's unsubstantiated testimony is
not credible.

(ii) Houshang Lavi

International arms dealer Houshang Lavi
first claimed in 1988 to have been the unidenti-
fied "Iranian" at the meeting. 569 He claimed to
have initiated contact within the Reagan-Bush
campaign via James Baker, III, who referred
him to Silberman. 570 As a result, Silberman,
Allen and McFarlane allegedly met at the L'En-
fant Plaza to discuss the release of the hos-
tages. Lavi made no mention of Ben-Men-
ashe. 7'

Lavi had contacted the John Anderson cam-
paign via his attorney, Mitchell Rogovin,572 but
Anderson refused to meet with him and ad-
vised him to go to President Carter.5 73 As a
result, Lavi was put in contact with State De-
partment officials and claims to have travelled
to Washington 53 times in two months to con-
vince those officials that the way to achieve the
release of the hostages was by selling Iran
spare parts. 574 Lavi claims he grew frustrated,
and made contact with the Republicans and
made the same proposal to them, i.e., the hos-
tages would be released in exchange for F-14
parts. His offer was rejected and he was told
the Reagan campaign was already "in touch
with the Iranians." 6

Curiously, Lavi provided Barbara Honegger
with the same note referenced above.576 Ac-
cording to Honegger, Lavi told her in June
1988 that he was the unidentified foreigner
cited in the 1987 Miami Herald story, and in
January 1989 he provided her with the note. At
neither time did Lavi mention Ben-Menashe.577

When in the spring of 1989, Lavi contacted
various journalists and claimed to be the "un-

identified" person at the L'Enfant Plaza meet-
ing, he provided copies of the same note that
he had provided to Honegger.

Mitchell Rogovin's testimony and records un-
dercut his former client's credibility and the au-
thenticity of the note. According to Rogovin,
Lavi came to him in late September with a
proposition he believed might succeed in get-
ting the hostages released. Because of his posi-
tion with the Anderson campaign, 578 Rogovin
was keeping a contemporaneous diary detail-
ing, among other things, his contacts with Lavi
during this period. 579 Rogovin's recollection
was that Lavi contacted him regarding the hos-
tages on September 29, 1980, and told him
"we can get the 52 hostages if we give them
spare parts and oil." 580 Rogovin testified that
he believed that if they could assist the Carter
Administration in getting the hostages back, it
would bring great credit to the Anderson cam-
paign.5 8

1 Consequently following his initial con-
tact with Lavi he contacted CIA personnel. 582

On September 29, he arranged for a meeting
between Lavi and CIA officials on Thursday,
October 2 in Washington, D.C. They met for
45 minutes with a CIA officer, but the interview
was "not well focused." 53 Rogovin had also
scheduled a meeting with CIA Director Stans-
field Turner for October 5, and when Lavi
asked Rogovin's "permission to go public", Ro-
govin told him there was no reason to do so
before the meeting with Turner.

At the meeting on October 5, Rogovin told
Turner he was "very surprised with the declina-
tion of the Lavi offer," prompting Turner to
indicate that he would be in touch. 58 4 Rogovin's
October 6 entry revealed that Lavi had spoken
to Diane Sawyer of CBS as well as "Robert
Carter (Reagan camp/not interested)". 585 Ro-
govin testified that he was surprised that Lavi
had not spoken to him prior to talking to these
people but added that Lavi was frustrated that
there was no interest in his proposal.58 6

On October 8, Lavi met with Harold Saun-
ders at the State Department in Washington
and they were later joined by Roberts Owen
and Peter Constable. Rogovin's notes indicate
that "after a little fencing, it was apparent that
[Saunders] knew more than Turner and was on
top of the matter, he sought to understand how
the swap would be pulled off." 587 On October
9, Saunders wrote to Warren Christopher, ad-



vising that pursuant to Christopher's request,
Rogovin, Frye and Lavi had met to discuss
Lavi's proposal that the United States agree to
a specific list of spare parts for Iranian F-14s to
be sent to Iran "as part of an overall agree-
ment which would produce the release of the
hostages." 588 Saunders advised that he was not
impressed with Lavi and recommended that
they tell Rogovin they were interested but that
they had their own channels open and could
not "afford to cross lines" at that moment.589

On October 15, Lavi and Rogovin again met
with Saunders, Roberts Owen and Peter Con-
stable. Lavi and Rogovin expressed their disap-
pointment that the State Department was not
moving quickly. Rogovin noted in his diary that
"Lavi want[ed] to bring the matter to Reagan"
and that he told him he would not be opposed
"if [they] felt it was going nowhere." 590 Rogo-
vin thinks it unlikely that Lavi would have made
that statement on October 15 if he had signifi-
cant dealings with Reagan campaign personnel
earlier in the month. 591

When the State Department made inquiries
about Lavi's bona fides, they received a mes-
sage from a friendly ambassador in Tehran. 592

He said Bani-Sadr had told him Lavi had no
authority to speak on Bani-Sadr's behalf.593

Saunders advised Rogovin on October 21 of
Bani-Sadr's statement and that the State De-
partment believed no Iranian had the authority
to negotiate until the Majlis made a decision on
and designated a specific negotiating chan-
nel. 594

Lavi's version of events, which first emerged
after news reports of the L'Enfant Plaza meet-
ing, is internally inconsistent. 595 He claims to
have initiated his October 2 contact with the
Republicans after he became frustrated with
the State Department yet he did not meet with
anyone from the State Department until Octo-
ber 8. Moreover, it is unlikely that having kept
Rogovin advised of his every movement, he
failed to mention the October 2 meeting, a
meeting that he alleged, occurred the same day
he met with the CIA.

The Task Force has concluded that the note
is spurious for the following reasons. As stated
elsewhere, the L'Enfant Plaza meeting with
Allen, Silberman and McFarlane occurred on
September 10, not on October 2, 1989. Lavi's
attorney Mitchell Rogovin, who maintained
daily telephone or personal contact with Lavi in

the fall of 1980, has contemporaneous records
showing that Lavi was meeting with him on Oc-
tober 2, 1980 and not at the L'Enfant Plaza.
Moreover, the note's content undercuts its

authenticity. Despite the fact that Lavi claimed
to have written the note after the meeting,
the first clause is written in the future
tense: ". . . to meet Silberman, Allen Bob

McFar[lane]." Alternatively, because it appar-
ently was written before the meeting took
place, the author could not have known that
Silberman would attend the meeting because,
as discussed below, Silberman's presence at the
meeting was unannounced and unplanned.

Finally, none of the three participants whose
testimony is summarized below identified Lavi
as the "Iranian". Moreover, the Task Force is
mindful that information about the participants
and meeting location were in the public
domain before accounts by Ben-Menashe and
Lavi surfaced. It is therefore worth noting that
the only commonalities contained in these ac-
counts are the names of the other participants
and the location of the meeting. Thus, Lavi's
unsubstantiated account is not credible. 596

c. The Meeting

The testimony of the Republicans who at-
tended the L'Enfant Plaza meeting, taken as a
whole, establishes that neither Ben-Menashe
nor Lavi attended the meeting, and that the
meeting did not relate to any October Surprise
allegations. Variations however in the testimo-
ny of the three Republican participants remain.
In the opinion of the majority, those differ-
ences raise additional questions both about the
arrangements for the meeting and the failure of
any participant to report it to the Carter Ad-
ministration. The minority, on the other hand,
believes that considering the nature and con-
tent of the conversation and the state of Allen,
Silberman and McFarlane's pre-meeting knowl-
edge, there was nothing improper about either
their attendance at the meeting or their deci-
sion not to report it to the Carter Administra-
tion.

(i) Robert McFarlane

McFarlane was first interviewed concerning
the meeting in December 1988. 5 9 7 McFarlane
told the FBI that in August 1980, an "Iranian
national," whose name he did not recall, con-



tacted Senator Tower's office and indicated
that he represented the Iranian government
and wished to meet with people in the Reagan/
Bush campaign.598 After discussing the matter
with Rhett Dawson, Minority Staff Director of
the Senate Armed Services Committee, McFar-
lane and Dawson told Senator Tower about the
individual. He instructed McFarlane to meet
with the "Iranian" to determine his credibil-
ity. 5

99

McFarlane did not meet alone with the "Ira-
nian," instead he set up a meeting with Allen at
the L'Enfant Plaza. Silberman accompanied
Allen to the hotel where the Iranian "superfi-
cially spoke of developing a stable dialogue
with the new administration and of the possibil-
ity of a release of the hostages." 600 No further
details were discussed regarding the individ-
ual's authenticity as a representative of the
"Iranian regime" and he was told he should
deal with the Carter Administration. McFarlane
told the FBI he did not contact the White
House nor did he know of anyone who did.0 l

Finally, he told the FBI that he, Allen and Sil-
berman did not consider the Iranian to be a le-
gitimate representative of the Khomeini
regime .6 02

More recently, McFarlane testified that when
he spoke with Senator Tower and Rhett
Dawson about the "danger" of talking to
people who claim to speak on behalf of Iran,
the three exchanged a comment that "people
that say they speak for the Iranians are suspect
per se." 603 Accordingly, Senator Tower did not
have any great expectations that this contact
would "go anywhere in the sense of advancing
U.S.-Iranian relations or solving any problems
at all." 604 Nevertheless Tower asked him to
contact Richard Allen. 605 Allen said he was will-
ing to meet with the man, and at the man's re-
quest, the meeting was arranged by McFarlane
at the L'Enfant Plaza Hotel. 6 On the appoint-
ed day, McFarlane went to Allen's office where
he and Allen were joined by Laurence Silber-
man, and they drove over to the hotel, where
the man was waiting in the lobby. 607

During the meeting the man did not identify
himself as an Iranian; McFarlane said he simply
assumed that he was. 08 McFarlane added that
he appeared to be a Middle Easterner. The in-
dividual implied that he was speaking on behalf
of the Khomeini regime and that it was in
Iran's interest for relations between Iran and

the United States to be normalized, but did not
state any basis for his authority vis-a-vis Kho-
meini. 60 9 He wanted to talk about United
States-Iranian relations in the event Reagan
was elected president. 6 0 Although he said he
could influence the fate of the hostages, he
made no specific proposal except to say that re-
turning relations to normal would have to in-
clude release of the hostages.61' At the mention
of the hostages, Silberman cut off the conversa-
tion, saying "we have only one government at a
time." 612 The conversation lasted about fifteen
minutes. McFarlane testified that after the
meeting, the three Americans spoke and agreed
that the man was not "a person of substance"
and that Silberman "had done the right
thing." 613

McFarlane was shown a photograph of Ben-
Menashe and a videotape of Lavi. He said that
neither man was the "Iranian" with whom he
met.614

(ii) Rhett Dawson

Rhett Dawson recalled that a "Middle East-
erner" contacted Senator John Tower's office
to talk about the hostages and hostage transfers
in September 1980.615 Dawson did not person-
ally meet him and was not aware of his name,
but he recalled being told that the individual
mentioned his links to Khomeini. 616 Dawson
speculated that the initial call may have been
handled by a secretary or perhaps by Tower's
administrative aide.

Dawson spoke to Tower about the "Iranian"
contact, and Tower said McFarlane, an Armed
Services Committee staffer, should get the Re-
publican campaign involved. 6 17 McFarlane con-
tacted Richard Allen. Dawson heard nothing
further about the meeting until afterwards,
when McFarlane reported back to Dawson that
the individual had not seemed credible, had
lacked credentials and had nothing to offer. 618

(iii) Laurence Silberman

Laurence Silberman, who is on the record
concerning the meeting as early as 1986, wrote
a letter to the editor of the Miami Herald on
September 1, 1987 seeking to correct the
Chardy article. In the letter Silberman sets
forth in detail his recollection of the meeting
and what he viewed as misimpressions in the
article. The relevant portion is as follows:



As I recall, and as I told your report-
er, the meeting took place in Septem-
ber, not October, of that year under
the following circumstances. I, then
living in San Francisco, was in Wash-
ington for several meetings, one of
which was a morning session of some
of Ronald Reagan's foreign policy ad-
visers at Mr. Allen's office. At the end
of the meeting, Richard Allen asked
whether I could join him at another
meeting at the L'Enfant Plaza hotel.
He explained that Bud McFarlane,
who was on the Senate Armed Serv-
ices Committee Staff, wished him to
meet with someone who might have
some information about the hostages
and he would feel more comfortable if
I, a lawyer and once the Deputy Attor-
ney General of the United States,
could accompany him. This was about
noon and I was scheduled for an after-
noon plane back to San Francisco so I
agreed to join him. We drove to the
hotel and went to the lobby where we
met Mr. McFarlane and the other
person. (It was hardly as you described
a "secret" meeting). Neither I nor
Dick Allen can remember the name of
the person Bud McFarlane brought to
the hotel. As I told your reporter he
might have been a North African
rather than an Iranian; whereas Dick
Allen remembers him as an Iranian
living in Egypt. He was not-and of
this I am quite sure-an officer or offi-
cial of the Iranian government. He
did, however, purport to have contacts
with Khomeini's subordinates and sug-
gested the prospect of gaining release
of the hostages if they could be re-
leased to representatives of candidate
Ronald Reagan rather than President
Jimmy Carter. As soon as what he had
in mind became apparent, Dick Allen
and I completely and decisively cut off
the discussion without any further ef-
forts to determine his bona fides. I
told him, as your first story reported,
that we Americans have only one
President at a time and that any deal-
ings concerning the hostages would
have to be with the Administration.

Dick Allen agreed. We then left the
meeting and I flew back to San Fran-
cisco that day never hearing any more
about the matter.

In addition, Judge Silberman was also inter-
viewed by the FBI in December 1988 during
the background investigation of Senator
Tower. 619 This earlier account is consistent
with his letter to the Miami Herald and his
recent testimony that he attended a meeting of
Reagan campaign foreign policy advisors at
Allen's office sometime in September 1980.
During that meeting, Allen advised Silberman
that Bud McFarlane had somebody who wanted
to see Allen with information concerning the
hostages, and asked Silberman to attend the
meeting with him. 620 Silberman has stated re-
peatedly and consistently that he had no reason
to believe that the man he would be meeting
was either an Iranian or a representative of the
Iranian government.

When they arrived at the lobby of the L'En-
fant Plaza Hotel, McFarlane and the individual
they were to meet were already there; no one
else was present. 621 While Silberman could not
recall the individual's name, he remembers that
he claimed to be connected to the Shah and
had been in Egypt. He also testified that while
uncertain of the individual's nationality, he had
the impression the individual was a Moroccan
or "some kind of North African." 622

As to the contents of the discussion, Silber-
man testified that the individual said the Kho-
meini regime was unrelentingly hostile to the
Carter Administration, but that Khomeini
might be induced to release the hostages to the
Reagan campaign. 623 Silberman recalled that he
immediately replied that "we Americans have
one President at a time" and that "if you have
any matter you want to take up concerning the
hostages, take it to the Carter Administra-
tion." 624 He said that Allen "agreed that we
would have nothing to do with this, we being
the Reagan campaign, and the conversation
trailed off rather quickly and we left." 625 Out-
side of the hotel, Silberman advised Allen to
write a memorandum to the file . 626 He ex-
plained that the rationale for requesting the
memorandum was to protect the campaign
against a false charge that campaign officials
had met with Iranians regarding the hos-
tages.6 27 Following the meeting, Silberman re-



called going to lunch, probably alone, at the
Golden Ox in Washington, D.C. The receipt
for lunch is dated September 10.628

Judge Silberman had seen a photograph of
Ari Ben-Menashe at the time he was inter-
viewed by the FBI and he testified that he had
never seen him before. 629 judge Silberman also
testified that he had seen a picture of Lavi and
did not recognize him either. 630

(iv) Richard Allen

As noted above, Allen first discussed the
L'Enfant Plaza meeting publicly in an article in
the Miami Herald in April 1987.631 Allen de-
scribed as "absolute bologna" the suggestion
that a deal was struck between the Reagan cam-
paign and Iran on a coordinated release of the
hostages. "As reported by Chardy, Allen also
denied that the Reagan campaign people ever
discussed any arms deal with Iran." 632 Chardy
reported, but did not quote Allen as saying,
that at McFarlane's behest Allen met at the
L'Enfant Plaza with a man who allegedly repre-
sented the Khomeini regime. 633 Chardy also re-
ported that Allen indicated that he could not
recall if the individual was Iranian, Egyptian,
Tunisian, or Moroccan. 634

In 1990 Allen testified during the trial of
Richard Brenneke. Allen, who had not yet
found the memorandum of the meeting at the
time he testified, stated that he did not know
that the meeting would concern the hostages
held in Iran, but asked Silberman to accompa-
ny him as a witness in the event the topic of
the hostages came Up.635 Allen testified that he
was still unsure whether the emissary was Irani-
an or Egyptian.

636

Nearly a year later, Allen appeared on the
PBS-TV Frontline program. At that time, he re-
called that he was introduced to an individual
that was "either an Egyptian or an Iranian or
could have been an Iranian living in Egypt
[with] the capacity to intervene to deliver the
hostages to the Reagan forces. 37

In 1992 Allen testified before the Senate For-
eign Relations Subcommittee investigating Oc-
tober Surprise allegations. On the eve of his
testimony, Allen located the memo he had writ-
ten regarding the meeting.638 After reviewing
the memo, he testified that when Michael
Butler contacted him he agreed to meet with
the man whom he believed wanted to discuss
the Middle East, not Iran, and invited "one of

[the Reagan campaign's] key policy advisors,"
Laurence Silberman, to the meeting. 639 Allen
explained that he went to the meeting because
Butler had called on behalf of Tower, and that
"when Senator Tower asked [him] to do some-
thing, [he] did it." The memo, which Allen
claims describes his recollection of the meeting
in detail, reads as follows:

Today at 11:42 Mike Butler, Senator
Tower's office called me to ask me if I could
meet with him to discuss a confidential
matter. Subsequently, at about 12 o'clock he
and Bud McFarlane came to the office and
we drove back down to the Hill.

On the way, they told me about their meet-
ing with a Mr. A.A. Mohammed, a Malay-
sian who operates from Singapore and who
came to them via an old friend of Senator
Tower's. 64 o Mr. Mohammed is apparent-
ly influential and/or active in the Islam
religious movement.

This afternoon, by mutual agreement, I
met with Messrs. Mohammed, Butler and
McFarlane. I also took Larry Silberman
along to the meeting.

As it turns out, Mr. Mohammed
claims to have a scheme which has os-
tensibly received the approval of Aya-
tollah Khomeini to release the hos-
tages once the son of the Shah's re-
turned to Iran and installed as a fig-
urehead monarch. Larry and I indicat-
ed our skepticism about the possibility
of such an exercise, specially since it
also involves the release of the hos-
tages. We repeatedly stressed that we
could (sic) nothing to interfere in the
matter, and that we placed a high
value on the national interest. We in-
dicated that if he were to come to us
after the election, providing we were
successful, we might be able to be of
some assistance to him in this effort.
However, for now, the question of the
release of the hostages is wholly within
the hands of President Carter and the
Administration, as it properly should
be.

Mr. Mohammed indicated that he
and other Moslems are terribly disap-
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pointed by the Carter Administration,
and claimed that Carter had "let us
down time and time again." He was
very vehement in his denunciation of
the Carter Administration. However,
we explained that while we share our
distaste for the Carter Administration,
the matter of the hostages is one af-
fecting the national interest and there-
fore could not be made subject to par-
tisan devices.

Both Larry and I indicated that we would
be pleased to hear whatever additional news
Mr. Mohammed might be able to turn up,
and I suggested that the information be com-
municated via a secure channel. One of
the questions that we had about the
scheme was more or less resolved: we
wanted to know why this information
had not been taken to the Administra-
tion, and he indicated that he and his
group have no faith in the Carter Ad-
ministration's sincerity or integrity. We
suggested that this was a matter for
their judgment, but that in the context
of the hostage matter we could not
become active in the slightest.6 4'

The underlined portions of the memo are in
some conflict with the testimony of McFarlane
and Silberman. Neither recall that the emissary
was Malaysian, although neither ruled out that
possibility.642 Both McFarlane and Silberman
testified that Michael Butler did not participate
in the meeting.6 43 McFarlane had no recollec-
tion of a proposal to release the hostages once
the Shah's son had been installed on the
throne, and said that he did not believe that
proposal was made. 44 Silberman did not recall
any mention of the son of the Shah, as de-
scribed in Allen's memo. However, he did
recall that the emissary was a "monarchist"
who claimed to have close ties to the Shah.645

Finally, neither McFarlane nor Silberman have
any recollection of Allen suggesting to the em-
issary, as noted in Allen's memo, that any addi-
tional information "be communicated via a
secure channel." 646 While Allen testified that
the idea of Khomeini's releasing the hostages
upon the return of the Shah's son struck him as
"absurd," he stood by the account in his memo
claiming that it had been written contempora-
neously. In the final analysis, while he could

not account for the discrepancies between his

memo and the recollections of McFarlane and

Silberman, he noted that he has been on the

record for years as trying to find the memo,

and as being the one who revealed the exist-

ence of the memorandum.647
Allen was shown a photograph of Ben-Men-

ashe and a videotape of Lavi. He said that nei-

ther man was the person he met at the L'En-

fant Plaza Hotel.6 48

(v) C. Michael Butler

Butler served as Senator John Tower's ad-
ministrative assistant in 1980. In an interview
with Task Force staff, Butler said he had no
recollection of having been involved in any way
in the L'Enfant Plaza meeting.6 49 Butler said
the name "A.A. Mohammed" sounded' vaguely
familiar but he had no specific recollection of a
friend of Senator Tower's having referred this
man to him.6 50 Butler stated that he has, sepa-
rately and under various circumstances, met
Allen, McFarlane and Silberman.65' Butler said
he dealt with Allen during the drafting of the
1980 Republican platform, and believes he met
Silberman some time before 1980; he dealt
with McFarlane on a regular basis in the
Senate .6 52

2. Conclusion

As previously noted, the L'Enfant Plaza
Hotel meeting differs from other October Sur-
prise allegations in that a meeting clearly oc-
curred between senior advisors to the Reagan/
Bush campaign and a source who discussed the
possibility of inducing Khomeini to release the
hostages to the Republicans. The overwhelm-
ing weight of credible evidence, however, sug-
gests that the meeting was not part of a series
of meetings that began at the Mayflower Hotel
in Washington and progressed through Madrid
and Amsterdam and back to Washington.
Rather, it was a stand-alone meeting generated
by a supporter of Senator Tower. The accounts
provided by McFarlane, Allen and Silberman
are consistent and credible as to why the meet-
ing occurred and what transpired. The unsup-
ported accounts by Ari Ben-Menashe and Hou-
shang Lavi are mutually inconsistent, contrary
to documentary evidence, and not credible.

Judge Silberman's account of the L'Enfant
Plaza meeting has been consistent from his ini-



tial account to William Satire, through his cor-
respondence with the Miami Herald, to his testi-
mony before the Senate and interviews by the
Task Force. Documents regarding his travel
and expenses demonstrate that he was in
Washington on September 10, 1980, and not
on October 2, 1980. McFarlane essentially cor-
roborates Silberman's account and although
Allen's recollections conflict in some specifics,
they are consistent as to the majority of infor-
mation provided.

The nationality of the foreigner with whom
the Republicans met has been a lingering ques-
tion surrounding the October Surprise story, in
part because Richard Allen until recently had
not been able to locate the memorandum he
had written about the meeting. Thus for many
years Allen, for example, had recalled that the
individual was an Iranian, only to learn later
that he had characterized him in his memo as a
Malaysian. McFarlane, on the other hand, had
always recalled him to be an Iranian. Silber-
man, by contrast, never thought he was an Ira-
nian but rather was a North African, possibly
from Morocco. In any event, Allen and Silber-
man have always said that they did not know or
have reason to believe that he was either an
Iranian or a representative of the Iranian gov-
ernment prior to their attending the meeting.
Moreover, all three have always agreed that
after meeting with the individual, none of them
thought he was a representative of the Iranian
government.

Both Ari Ben-Menashe and Houshang Lavi
disagree with these credible witnesses as to why
the meeting took place, who was present and
what the detailed subject matter was. From the
timing of their first revelations about the meet-
ing, it is apparent that they blended the L'En-

fant Plaza meeting into their October Surprise
tale after newspaper articles appeared concern-
ing L'Enfant Plaza. Moreover, Mitchell Rogo-

vin's detailed contemporaneous diary entries

regarding his contacts with Lavi make it appear

unlikely that Lavi would have been meeting

with the Republican trio on October 2, 1980,

and virtually unbelievable that he would not

have reported to Rogovin if not before, then

certainly after the meeting.
In the opinion of the Majority certain dis-

comforting aspects of the L'Enfant Plaza epi-

sode remain. Some have questioned why a

United States Senator would refer an individual

with information about the American hostages
to a political campaign rather than the adminis-
tration constitutionally tasked with handling the
crisis. Based upon conflicting information as to
what was known when the source first present-
ed himself to Senator Tower's staff, no mean-
ingful conclusion can be reached as to this
aspect.

A second issue of concern to the Majority is
the failure of any of the Republican attendees
at the L'Enfant Plaza meeting to report what
had occurred to the administration. This is par-
ticularly so of Richard Allen, who was the chief
foreign policy advisor to the Reagan campaign
and in regular contact with members of the
Carter administration on a variety of issues.65 3

The Majority believes that the three Republi-
cans who attended the L'Enfant Plaza meeting
were in no position to evaluate the information
being provided and its impact on either Iran's
or the United States' negotiating options or the
fate of the hostages.

If, as they testified, they were not in posses-
sion of contemporaneous intelligence informa-
tion regarding the status of the hostage negoti-
ations, they had no capacity to determine
whether the proposal, no matter how absurd
they believed it to be, made sense in the con-
text of ongoing efforts to release the hostages.
While the Republican attendees may not have
inquired into the foreigner's bona tides for fear
of creating the impression they were interested
in his proposal, that lack of knowledge further
solidified their inability to judge the proposal.
Mr. Silberman's commendable statement that
the United States has only one President at a
time only serves to reinforce the Majority's po-
sition that this contact should have been re-
ported to representatives of that President.

On a more practical level, the Majority be-
lieves that if Republican campaign officials or
Senate staffers had reported this contact to the
administration, the L'Enfant Plaza meeting
would never have become part of the October
Surprise literature. Because it provided a
touchstone for October Surprise-related allega-
tions by both Ben-Menashe and Lavi, it clearly
gave impetus to the idea that the Reagan cam-
paign was at best trolling for information about
the release of the hostages and at worst trying
to effect the release. Early reporting of the
L'Enfant Plaza incident might have relegated



much of the October Surprise story to the
"backwaters" of conspiracy theories. The fail-
ure to report the incident made it possible for
Ben-Menashe, Lavi and others to take this inci-
dent and twist it to fit their own purposes.

The Minority Members, on the other hand,
disagree with the Majority and conclude that in
light of the nature and contents of the conver-
sations at the L'Enfant Plaza meeting, these in-
dividuals were not required by any objective
standard to bring that information to the atten-
tion of the U.S. Government. Moreover, the
Minority Members do not believe that their fail-
ure to do so constituted an "action" to keep
the conversation from the U.S. Government.

The basis for the Minority's position coin-
cides in large part with Judge Silberman's de-
tailed explanation of why he believed it was not
appropriate for them to report the meeting to
the Carter Administration. Essentially, Judge
Silberman states that based on the fact that the
foreigner with whom they were meeting had no
bona fides as either an Iranian official or a rep-
resentative of Iran, and had indicated an unre-
lenting hostility towards the Carter Administra-
tion, it was inconceivable to him how bringing
such an individual to the attention of the
Carter Administration could possibly have been
of any value.654 Moreover, Judge Silberman
pointed out that for them to have inquired into
the foreigner's bona fides and his supposed
Iranian connections would have given that indi-
vidual the false impression that they actually
were interested in pursuing this overture with
him after having told him that any such hos-
tage-related discussion should be brought to
the attention of the Carter Administration.
Indeed, as Richard Allen further testified, his
own reaction to the foreigner's statements was
that they were so bizarre and preposterous that
to call National Security Adviser Brzezinski or
Assistant Secretary Saunders would have been
a total waste of time. Finally, as Allen also
pointed out in his Task Force deposition, if
campaign officials had to inform an administra-
tion every time someone brought a preposter-
ous scheme or rumor to its attention,6 5 5 those
officials would be constantly on the phone and
would ultimately become a laughing stock in
the eyes of their counterparts. 656

Thus, the Minority Members believe that it
would have been an unreasonable and unwar-
ranted expectation for senior foreign policy ad-

visors, such as Allen and Silberman (or even a
staffer like McFarlane), to have had to bring to
the attention of the administration a person so
lacking in legitimacy and proffering so bizarre a
proposition. In addition, the Minority mem-
bers, contrary to the Majority's belief, find it in-
conceivable that if this meeting had been re-
ported to the administration it would have had
any muffling effect in the long run on the cre-
ative imaginations of Ben-Menashe, Lavi, or
any of the other principle proponents of the
October Surprise myth.

H. Alleged Dinner Between
Edwin Meese and Cyrus
Hashemi

In 1991, it was reported that Edwin Meese
had dinner at the home of Cyrus Hashemi in
Wilton, Connecticut in December 1980.657 This
allegation was made by Robert McQueen, a
former agent of the Immigration and Natural-
ization Service (INS).

In mid-1980, the INS conducted an investiga-
tion of an individual who was selling unofficial
resident alien "green cards" to Iranians. The
INS believed that Homa Hashemi, Cyrus Ha-
shemi's wife, had purchased an unofficial
"green card" from this individual in the past
and asked her to cooperate in a sting operation
to gather evidence on the target of that investi-
gation by attempting to arrange to purchase
one of the "green cards." 658

Subsequently, Mrs. Hashemi placed tele-
phone calls to the target from her home in
Wilton, Connecticut while INS agent Robert
McQueen monitored the telephone calls.6 59

McQueen told the Senate that on December
22, 1980, Mrs. Hashemi asked him to stay for
dinner.6 6 0 McQueen also specifically recalled
that Cyrus Hashemi was present at the home
when Mrs. Hashemi extended the invitation.6 61

According to McQueen, Hashemi told him that
Edwin Meese was to be a special guest for
dinner.662 McQueen told the Senate Special
Counsel that he declined the invitation because
he did not think it would be appropriate to
have dinner with Meese as Meese was slated to
be his new "boss," i.e., Attorney General. 6

6

Meese, however, was not nominated to be At-
torney General until 1984.



McQueen recalled that he reported the invi-
tation to his supervisor, James Dorcey, who
also generally recalled McQueen reporting the
invitation. 664  However, Dorcey recalled
McQueen reporting that Cyrus Hashemi ex-
tended the invitation. 665 McQueen also claims
that he reported the invitation to the prosecu-
tors who were coordinating the "green card"
investigation. The Task Force has spoken to
those prosecutors and none recalls McQueen
reporting the invitation.666

The Reagan-Bush campaign operations
center logs indicate that at 11:15 p.m. on De-
cember 22, Richard Wirthlin called to speak
with Meese and that Meese and Casey were
dining together at an undisclosed location. 667

The FBI surveillance tapes of Cyrus Ha-
shemi, clearly indicate that Hashemi was in
London from December 18 to December 24
and could not have been present either to
extend an invitation or to eat dinner at his
home with Meese. The Task Force knows of no
reason for Meese to dine with Mrs. Hashemi
when her husband was not present.

Homa Hashemi testified under oath that she
has never met Meese, that "Mr. Meese has
never, ever come to [her] house", that she
never told anybody that Meese was going to be
a dinner guest, and that McQueen's statement
as quoted in the press was an "absolute lie". 668

Mr. Meese denied under oath that he has
ever been to the Hashemi home or to Wilton,
Connecticut. 669 Individuals employed at the Ha-
shemi residence, family members, and family
acquaintances similarly have no recollection of
Meese ever being a guest at the home.670 In
sum, the vast weight of the evidence refutes
McQueen's allegation that Meese met with Ha-
shemi at his home, and there is no credible evi-
dence to support McQueen's allegation.

I. Meeting at Sherry
Netherland Hotel in New
York

1. The Allegations

Another allegation of contact between Re-
publicans and Iranian officials during the 1980
election cycle is Jamshid Hashemi's account re-
garding a meeting in New York after the elec-
tion. According to Gary Sick's account in Octo-

ber Surprise, Jamshid alleged that his brother
Cyrus organized a meeting at the Sherry Neth-
erland Hotel in New York in mid-January "be-
tween members of the Reagan transition team,
Iranian representatives, and at least one Israe-
li." 671 Sick's discussion of this meeting is based
exclusively on information from ABC News
Nightline producer Tara Sonenshine, who
interviewed Jamshid Hashemi about the alleged
meeting on January 1, 1990.672

At the meeting, the Republicans allegedly
told the Iranians that "the deal was off" unless
the hostages were released by Reagan's inaugu-
ration on January 20, 1981.673 Subsequently,
according to the allegation, "radical mullahs"
brought pressure to bear on Behzad Nabavi to
resolve the crisis before January 20. As a result,
on January 15, Iran reversed its position re-
garding the payment of its outstanding loans. 674

2. Conclusion
The Task Force has found no evidence-

credible or otherwise-to support this allega-
tion.675 In fact, Jamshid Hashemi now disavows
ever making the allegation. At his deposition,
he denied telling Tara Sonenshine about a
meeting at the Sherry Netherland Hotel,
denied that he had any knowledge of such a
meeting, and called the allegation "[a]bsolute
rubbish." 676

J. Other Possible Contact
Between Casey and the
Hashemi Brothers

1. John Shaheen: An
Intermediary?

One of the subplots that has featured in alle-
gations that the 1980 Reagan campaign had
contact with the Iranian government is the alle-
gation that this contact was facilitated by John
Shaheen, an American businessman who knew
both William Casey and Cyrus Hashemi. Gary
Sick has written that Shaheen "served as the
contact point between the Iranian expatriate
banker and the Republican campaign chairman.
It may have been Shaheen who put Casey in
touch with the Hashemi brothers in early
1980." 677 Arif Durrani reportedly has alleged
that it was Shaheen who established the contact



between Casey and Cyrus Hashemi which lead
to the alleged meetings in Madrid in the
summer of 1980.678 Houshang Lavi reportedly
told journalists Robert Parry and Robert Ross
that Shaheen was the contact point between
Casey and Hashemi, and that Lavi heard Sha-
heen's name mentioned when Lavi allegedly
was in Paris with Cyrus Hashemi in October
1980.679 And Jamshid Hashemi reportedly told
German journalist Martin Kilian that Shaheen,
Cyrus Hashemi, Adnan Khashoggi, and others
were involved in an alleged offer of arms to
Iran by the Reagan campaign subsequent to the
July 1980 meeting in Madrid involving Stanley
Pottinger .

68 0

a. Who Was John Shaheen?

John Shaheen was a New York-based entre-
preneur who had a long and successful career
in the oil business. 68l Shaheen, who died in
1985, also had a life-long interest in the intelli-
gence field, having served in the Office of Stra-
tegic Services (OSS) during the Second World
War and in the Office of the Secretary of the
Navy, where he was involved in counterespio-
nage operations. 68 2 According to those who
knew him well, he was also partial to a brand of
American patriotism that by today's standards
would seem old-fashioned. 6 3 In this regard,
Shaheen combined his fascination for the intel-
ligence world with his myriad business activities
over the course of his career.

In early 1976, Shaheen suffered a major
business reversal when a refinery he had con-
structed in Come-by-Chance, Newfoundland,
was forced into bankruptcy, leaving $600 mil-
lion in debt and spawning extensive litiga-
tion. 6 4 During the next several years, Shaheen
attempted unsuccessfully to regain control of
the refinery. 685

1980 was a particularly difficult year for Sha-
heen. In July, the trustee of the bankrupt refin-
ery won a $50 million judgment against Sha-
heen and his company, Shaheen Natural Re-
sources, based on unsecured loans made by the
refinery to other corporations headed by Sha-
heen before the refinery went bankrupt. 6 6 In
late October, the bankruptcy trustee tried to
obtain Shaheen's half-interest in his estate in
Southampton, New York.68 7 October 1980 also
saw Shaheen's son Bradford fail in a bid to
purchase the refinery from Peat Marwick Ltd.,
the refinery's receiver and manager. 688

At his deposition, Bradford Shaheen de-
scribed the situation confronted by his father in
1980, testifying that the elder Shaheen "was
. . . caught up in trying to survive his own

problems," which included "total lack of fund-
ing, major, aggressive well-funded litigation
against him and threats to act against him by
the opposing counsel to force him to pay the
judgment that was existing against him." 689 In
essence, the younger Shaheen testified, 1980
was a year in which his father "was focusing on
surviving a disastrous business situation." 690

b. Shaheen's Relationship with Casey

Shaheen first met William Casey in the OSS
during the Second World War.69' Casey and
Shaheen maintained their friendship after the
war and frequently socialized with each
other.692 A particular source of contact between
Casey and Shaheen was their affiliation with the
Veterans of the Office of Strategic Services
(VOSS), an organization in which they both
played prominent roles. 693

Casey and Shaheen apparently had limited
contact in a business context.694 Roy Furmark,
who worked for Shaheen from 1966-1976, tes-
tified that Casey, acting as Shaheen's lawyer,
accompanied Shaheen and Furmark on a trip to
Kuwait in 1976 in an effort to entice the Ku-
waiti National Petroleum Corporation to invest
in the Newfoundland refinery and thereby help
Shaheen avert the loss of the refinery. 6 5 On
another occasion, Shaheen asked Casey for
advice regarding potential partners for a New
York newspaper business that he was trying to
establish. 696

c. Shaheen's Relationship with Cyrus
Hashemi

According to statements he made to the FBI,
Shaheen met Cyrus Hashemi in late 1979 or
early 1980 at Hashemi's office in New York. 697

At the time, Shaheen was seeking contracts to
purchase crude oil for processing by his refin-
eries, and Hashemi had been identified to Sha-
heen as someone with good contacts in the oil
communities in Iran, Nigeria, and Tunisia. 698

Following their introduction, Shaheen solicited
Hashemi's assistance in securing contracts to
purchase crude oil. 699

In 1980, Cyrus Hashemi assisted Shaheen in
his bid to regain control of the Newfoundland



refinery. According to 0. Jackson Cook, an at-
torney who also assisted Shaheen in this effort,
Hashemi assembled a group of investors who
made money available to Shaheen to bid on the
refinery. 700 The FBI's electronic surveillance of
Cyrus Hashemi confirms that Cyrus and Sha-
heen were in contact in late 1980 regarding the
Newfoundland refinery. 701

Shaheen also assisted Cyrus Hashemi in van-
ous ways. For example, Shaheen made his
office in London available to Cyrus. 702 Accord-
ing to Jamshid Hashemi, Shaheen also helped
to obtain a U.S. visa for Jamshid in London in
late December 1979, thereby enabling Jamshid
to travel to the United States and meet in early
January 1980 with U.S. Government officials. 70 3

The degree to which Shaheen and Cyrus Ha-
shemi enjoyed a friendship beyond their busi-
ness relationship is uncertain. Maureen McPart-
land Brokaw, Shaheen's long-time former sec-
retary, informed the Task Force that Hashemi
was merely a business associate of Shaheen's,
not a social friend. 70 4 In her view, the driving
force behind the relationship was the fact that
Shaheen was financially strapped and Hashemi
could be of assistance in securing loans.70 5 0.
Jackson Cook, an attorney who worked with
both Shaheen and Hashemi in connection with
the Newfoundland refinery, testified that the
two men had "a wary friendship." 706 On the
other hand, William Sherman, Cyrus Hashemi' s
London office manager, thought the friendship
between the two was very close. 707

d. Shaheen's Interest in the 1979-81
Hostage Crisis

The Task Force obtained credible documen-
tary evidence that John Shaheen pursued a
scheme to free the American hostages in Iran.
According to CIA documents, Shaheen ap-
proached the Carter White House in late De-
cember 1979 with a proposal to rescue the hos-
tages. 70 8 The rescue operation was to be direct-
ed by former Iranian Army General Oveissi,
then living in New York, and executed by a
cadre of 100 Iranians supposedly in place in
Tehran. 70 9 The White House, in turn, brought
the matter to the attention of the CIA. 710

During the next few weeks, Shaheen contin-
ued to press his proposal on the CIA. The CIA
official designated as the Agency's liaison to
Shaheen had several telephone conversations
with Shaheen, many of which were initiated by

Shaheen. 711 Shaheen indicated to the Agency
official that he himself had "cooked up" the at-
tempt to reach the Iranian general in order to
resolve the hostage crisis. 712 Although the
Agency official found Shaheen's proposal
"well-intentioned," he sought to dissuade Sha-
heen from pursuing the idea further by ex-
plaining to him various operational and politi-
cal problems that made the plan impractical. 713

By late January 1980, Shaheen's CIA interlocu-
tor apparently persuaded Shaheen to drop the
matter.714

Shaheen re-contacted the CIA in late April
1980 following the failed rescue mission by the
Carter Administration. According to CIA
records, Shaheen expressed his desire to meet
again with Agency officials and offer his ideas
on how to free the hostages. 715 As before, Sha-
heen apparently was trying to obtain a hearing
for his ideas by using his contacts with Griffin
Bell and Charles Kirbo. 716 The Task Force
found no evidence that the CIA accorded Sha-
heen such a hearing, that the Agency tried to
implement any of Shaheen's ideas, or that Sha-
heen was subsequently in contact with the CIA
regarding the hostages in Iran. Nor did the
Task Force find any evidence that Shaheen was
in contact with William Casey or Cyrus Ha-
shemi regarding his approaches to the CIA.

The Task Force did find evidence, however,
that Casey probably was aware of Hashemi
prior to becoming DCI, and that it was John
Shaheen who first brought Hashemi to Casey's
attention.717 In February 1984, two FBI agents
interviewed Shaheen in connection with the
criminal investigation of Hashemi by the De-
partment of Justice. The FBI's report of this
interview, in pertinent part, states the follow-
ing:

Shaheen stated that he mentioned
[Cyrus] Hashemi to persons in the CIA be-
cause during the course of Shaheen's
contact with Hashemi he determined
that Hashemi might be able to play
some role in either alleviating the hos-
tage crises [sic] in Iran or in establish-
ing a dialogue with the [Khomeini]
government and the United States. He
stated that he made these contacts including
a contact with Director William Casey of the
CIA on a strictly voluntary basis, acting on
his own at all times without prompting from



Hashemi or [anyone] connected to Hashemi.
He emphasized that as a businessman
and a political realist he was aware
that sooner or later, despite the Irani-
an hostage crises, the United States
would have to engage in some type of
relationship with Iran and believed
that Hashemi might play some type of
role in establishing that relationship,
however, minor. 718

This excerpt from the FBI's report could be
construed to mean that Shaheen contacted
Casey during the period of the Iran hostage
crisis, and that Shaheen "mentioned Hashemi
to Casey at that time. It could also be con-
strued to mean that Shaheen mentioned Ha-
shemi to Casey after Casey had become DCI,
given the statement that Shaheen "mentioned
Hashemi to persons in the CIA" and the refer-
ence to Casey as DCI.

The next paragraph of the FBI's report does
not fully resolve interpretations regarding
whether Shaheen first mentioned Hashemi to
Casey during the hostage crisis of 1979-1981,
or at some later time: 719

Shaheen recalled vaguely that in Oc-
tober of 1983 after he had a conversation
with William Casey at a date, place and
time unrecalled, a conversation wherein
Shaheen explained to Casey his knowledge of
Hashemi and how he thought Hashemi
might have some value to the United States
with regards to Iran, Shaheen met with
one of Casey's representatives who is
the Chief of a Near East Branch of the
CIA. Shaheen recalled that at the
luncheon meeting he explained his
knowledge of Hashemi and how he
thought Hashemi might have some
impact on the current Iranian situa-
tion. 720

This language could be construed to' mean
that Shaheen did not bring Hashemi to Casey's
attention until October 1983. In light of strong
evidence regarding a subsequent hostage-relat-
ed initiative by Shaheen, this excerpt could also
be interpreted to mean that the subject of Sha-
heen's October 1983 overture to Casey related
to Americans being held hostage in Lebanon,
not Iran. 721

The Task Force resolved any ambiguity
about Shaheen's communications with Casey

regarding Hashemi by obtaining sworn testimo-
ny from former FBI agent Louis Stephens, who
conducted the interview with Shaheen in 1984
and authored the FBI interview report.722 Ac-
cording to Stephens, Shaheen indicated during
the interview that he mentioned Cyrus Hashemi
to Casey approximately twice prior to Ronald
Reagan's inauguration in January 1981.723 Ste-

phens testified that Shaheen had sought to
bring Hashemi to the attention both of Casey
and officials at the CIA because Shaheen be-
lieved that Hashemi had high-level contacts in
Iran to whom he could pass messages on behalf
of the U.S. government and thereby improve
communications between Washington and
Tehran. T2 Shaheen indicated to Stephens that
his remarks to Casey about Hashemi were
made at social encounters "nonspecific to Ha-
shemi in which Hashemi came up as a topic of
conversation. . . . Hashemi was not number
one on the agenda." 725 On both occasions,
Shaheen acted on his own, without any
prompting by Hashemi. 726

According to Stephens, Shaheen did not
comment about Casey's reactions, if any, to
Shaheen's mention of Hashemi. 727 He had a
specific recollection, however, that Shaheen
told him Casey never asked him to take any
follow-up action regarding Hashemi, such as
directing Hashemi to obtain information for
Casey or setting up a meeting between Casey
and Hashemi. 728 Stephens also testified that at
no time did Shaheen indicate that Casey and
Hashemi had direct contact with each other. 729

Nor did Stephens ever learn anything during
the course of the criminal investigation of Ha-
shemi to indicate that Casey and Hashemi had
been in direct contact.s730

The FBI's electronic surveillance of Cyrus
Hashemi provides additional evidence regard-
ing whether there was contact between Casey
and Hashemi in 1980. On the afternoon of Sat-
urday, November 8, 1980-four days after the
presidential election-John Shaheen tele-
phoned Cyrus Hashemi. The vast majority of
this conversation, which lasted about fourteen
minutes, concerned business matters. Toward
the end of the conversation, Shaheen tells Ha-
shemi that "Bill Casey" called him prior to the
election and asked Shaheen's help to prevent
ballot fraud on election day.73' The following
exchange then took place:



SHAHEEN: I called Pottinger and
told him that if he needed anything
from Casey during this transition
period because ah-Reagan the other
day appointed Casey head of the tran-
sition team.

HASHEMI: Yes, yes.

SHAHEEN: So if there is anything
that is needed I said, or if Cyrus wants
anything in his stuff let me know be-
cause, you know, we're one team that
works together.

HASHEMI: Right.

SHAHEEN: And Stan was very ap-
preciative and being a Washington
lawyer they live on connections you
know.

HASHEMI: Right, oh absolutely.

SHAHEEN: That's their game.

HASHEMI: No, I think that, you
know. I would a-look forward to
seeing him in the next a|

SHAHEEN: Yeah. I want you to
lunch with the guy.

HASHEMI: Yeah.

SHAHEEN: I told him I was getting
into a banking venture with ya, with
you, and you know, what the hell you
might as well have a direct one to one
relationship.

HASHEMI: Right.

SHAHEEN: You know you're an old
pal of mine, 35 years.

HASHEMI: Right.

SHAHEEN: Fair enough. I'm here if
you want me. 732

Assuming that Shaheen was being truthful to
Hashemi regarding Shaheen's previous conver-
sation with Casey, the conversation between
Shaheen and Hashemi indicates, at a minimum,
that Casey was aware of Cyrus Hashemi by
early November 1980. 7

13 Whether this conver-
sation indicates that there had been actual
prior contact between Casey and Hashemi is
open to interpretation.73 4 Based upon the evi-
dence found by the Task Force, however-and,
perhaps more significantly, based upon the ab-

sence of any credible evidence to the con-
trary-the most logical interpretation is that
Casey and Hashemi had not had any direct
contact with each other at the time of this con-
versation.

The Task Force reached this conclusion for
two reasons. First, it would make little sense
for Shaheen to refer to a "direct one to one re-
lationship" between Casey and Hashemi in the
future tense if they already had direct contact
with each other. Second, when listening to the
tape of the conversation, the predominant im-
pression one has regarding Shaheen's remark,
"I want you to lunch with the guy," is that Sha-
heen wants to introduce Casey and Hashemi to
each other. 35

2. References to William Casey by
Cyrus Hashemi

a. Electronic Surveillance of Hashemi

Of all the evidence reviewed by the Task
Force, the conversations involving Cyrus Ha-
shemi that were recorded by the FBI in
1980-81 are among the most probative evi-
dence of whether Cyrus and Jamshid Hashemi
had contact with William Casey in 1980. In
more than 21,000 conversations recorded by
the FBI-spanning nearly 1,800 hours-there is
not a single indication that-William Casey had
contact with Cyrus or Jamshid Hashemi. 73 6 Nor
is there any evidence on the tapes that Casey,
Cyrus Hashemi, or Jamshid Hashemi had con-
tact in 1980 with Mehdi or Hassan Karrubi. 73 7

Indeed, there is no indication on the tapes that
Casey or any other individuals associated with
the Reagan campaign had contact with any per-
sons representing or associated with the Irani-
an government.7 8 Certain conversations, how-
ever, contain references to Casey by Cyrus Ha-
shemi, as discussed further below.

(i) Conversation with Houshang Aryanpour

On November 14, 1980, Admiral Houshang
Aryanpour telephoned Cyrus Hashemi to speak
to Cyrus about Jamshid Hashemi. In the course
of this conversation, which took place in Per-
sian, Aryanpour raised concerns about Jam-
shid's involvement in the disposition of $1 mil-
lion in funds intended for Admiral Madani's
use. 73 In response, Cyrus Hashemi stated that
"the issue of the one million dollars is not pos-



sible because one of my prides-as they say-is
that-and the reason I am today able to talk with,
let us assume, Mr. Muskie or, with let us assume, Mr.
Casey, his replacement, I am pure and honest . ..
because I insisted-because they called me that
they wanted to give what was left of the money
toward Madani's election to the Majles." 740

There is no evidence from the FBI's elec-
tronic surveillance of Cyrus Hashemi's to indi-
cate that Cyrus was in contact with Secretary of
State Edmund Muskie or William Casey during
the fall of 1980. 7 4 ' Additionally, at his deposi-
tion, Houshang Aryanpour did not manifest
any knowledge that Cyrus had a relationship
with Casey.

Aryanpour did testify that Jamshid told him
in mid- or late 1988 that he had attended a
meeting in Spain in 1980 with William Casey
and Mehdi Karrubi. 742 Jamshid again men-
tioned a meeting in Spain in a conversation
with Aryanpour in 1991 subsequent to the
April 1991 broadcast of the PBS-TV "Front-
line" documentary concerning the October
Surprise allegations.743 During the conversation
in which Jamshid first spoke about a meeting in
Spain, Jamshid made no mention of Cyrus Ha-
shemi's presence, mentioning only the pres-
ence at the meeting of Casey, Mehdi Karrubi,
and Jamshid himself. 4' Nor, during the second
conversation, did Jamshid indicate that Cyrus
had been present at a meeting in Spain.
Indeed, Jamshid told Aryanpour that the only
people in attendance were Jamshid, Casey, and
Mehdi Karrubi. 745

The subject of meetings in Spain never came
up in conversation between Aryanpour and
Cyrus Hashemi. 7 4

1 In addition, at no time did
Jamshid ever indicate to Aryanpour that Cyrus
had a relationship with Casey.747

(ii) Conversation with Mahmoud Moini-Eraghi

On November 20, 1980, Mahmoud Moini-
Eraghi telephoned Cyrus Hashemi at his office
in New York. According to the FBI's translation
of this conversation, the two men discussed the
following after exchanging pleasantries:

MOINI-ERAGHI: I have had no
news of Iran. Also I heard last that
night that Ardashir Zahedi [the former
Iranian ambassador to the United
States] has, it appears, come to Wash-
ington. And it is said that he . . . of

course, you know that he has a had a
relationship with the Republicans and
has been a close friend of Reagan's, it
seems, has come to Washington and
begun [some] political activities. Have
you heard anything about this?

HASHEMI: The truth is that I have
not, because I was on the phone with
Tehran, and Ali Agah 74s was, by
chance, at the location where I had
telephoned....

MOINI-ERAGHI: Yes, yes....

HASHEMI: I talked with him also
for about ten to fifteen minutes.

MOINI-ERAGHI: Right ...
HASHEMI: That is, I was talking to

[Behzad] Nabavi....

MOINI-ERAGHI: Right.

HASHEMI: . . . Behzad Nabavi . . .
so, by chance he [i.e., Ali Agah] was
also there ...

MOINI-ERAGHI: Right.

HASHEMI: . . . and he talked with
some and said that he had heard that
several of the people who were in-
volved had gone to Washington to un-
dertake some activity. He wanted to
know whether I had any news. I said
that the truth is that I did not know, of
course, he [i.e., Ali Agah] did not
mention his [i.e., Zahedi's] name.

MOINI-ERAGHI: Yes, I heard that
he [i.e., Zahedi] had gone and met
with Kissinger and had also met with
Reagan and presently is seriously en-
gaged in activities, and this . . .

HASHEMI: . . . Yes, he can do
nothing....

MOINI-ERAGHI: Now, you keep
this [news] in mind ...

HASHEMI: . . . yes, because you
know with . . . I, you know, I have been,
well, close friends and things with Casey for
several years . . . and I am now a very
good friend of his ....

MOINI-ERAGHI: Right . . .749



At his deposition, Moini-Eraghi had only a
vague recollection of this telephone conversa-
tion. He had no recollection of discussing Wil-
liam Casey with Cyrus, and he had no recollec-
tion of Cyrus ever telling him that Cyrus and
Casey were friends. 750 Moini-Eraghi also did
not recall Cyrus ever telling him that he had
good contacts in the Republican Party in
1980.75

(iii) Conversation Between Alanna Torres and
0. Jackson Cook

On January 21, 1981-one day after Ronald
Reagan's inauguration-Cyrus Hashemi's secre-
tary, Alanna Torres, telephoned 0. Jackson
Cook to read a telex to Cook that Hashemi was
sending to John Shaheen.7 52 Cyrus Hashemi
was not a party to this conversation, and Wil-
liam Casey's name is not mentioned during the
conversation. Further, the majority of the telex
concerns a business transaction involving the
Bank of England and an upcoming trip to
London. The end of the telex, however, con-
tains language which is relevant to the allega-
tions that Casey and Hashemi were in contact
in 1980. The pertinent parts of the telex are as
follows:

TORRES: I'm going to be sending a
telex to John Shaheen's office.

COOK: Okey Doke....

TORRES: . . . and Doctor Hashemi
asked me if I could just read it to you
before I send it.

COOK: Sure. [In the telex, Cyrus
then discusses business transactions
involving Bank of England and upcom-
ing travel to London]

TORRES: [I]n view of our friend-
ship . . . I would urge you to make
time so we may get together, resolve
the outstanding issues, and also see if
we can be of any assistance to you. On
another front, it is important that you and I
get together since there might be a rather im-
portant matter which could be of mutual in-
terest to one of your friends who was also
one of your former colleagues . . . 753

The Task Force did not find any evidence to
clarify the identity of Shaheen's "friend" and
"former colleague." Assuming that this person

was Casey, it can be inferred from the telex
that Shaheen and Hashemi had previously dis-
cussed Shaheen's relationship with Casey, and
that Hashemi by this time was aware that Casey
was going to hold a prominent position in the
Reagan Administration. The telex could further
be interpreted to mean that Hashemi was inter-
ested in passing a message to Casey through
Shaheen.

Neither of these inferences tends to establish
that Casey and Hashemi had previously been in
direct contact with each other regarding Iran or
any other matter. Although Shaheen may have
previously mentioned Hashemi to Casey in
connection with Iran,7 5 4 the telex contains no
mention-veiled or direct-of prior contact be-
tween Hashemi and Shaheen's "former col-
league." Nor is the nature of the "important
matter" which Hashemi wishes to discuss iden-
tified. That Hashemi might have sought a com-
munications channel to Casey would not be
surprising in light of the access he had with
senior officials in the Carter Administration
and the opportunity presented by his access to
a friend of the incoming Director of Central In-
telligence (i.e., Shaheen).

b. Reported Statements to Admiral
Ahmed Madani

Madani testified that Cyrus Hashemi told him
that he and William Casey were close friends.75
According to Madani, Hashemi communicated
this information to Madani during a visit to
Madani in Hamburg, West Germany, in Octo-
ber 1980.756 Madani also testified that Hashemi
told him that Casey would hold an important
position in the U.S. government if Reagan were
elected, and that Cyrus's relationship with
Casey could therefore redound to their bene-
fit. 

75 7

Upon further questioning, however, Madani
did not recall Cyrus ever telling him that Cyrus
had actually met personally with Casey. 758 Addi-
tionally, Madani testified that Cyrus never men-
tioned any specific occasions when he and
Casey had been together, or any specific con-
versations that he had with Casey.759 Madani
himself has never seen Casey together with
either Cyrus or Jamshid Hashemi. 7n0 Nor does
he know anybody who claims to have seen
Casey with either Cyrus or Jamshid Hashemi.76 '
Similarly, no one has ever told Madani that



they have knowledge of meetings between
Casey and the Hashemi brothers.7 62 In fact, the
only persons who have ever told Madani that
Cyrus Hashemi had a relationship with Casey
were Cyrus and Jamshid. 763

3. Conversations Between Cyrus
and Jamshid Hashemi

The tapes from the FBI's electronic surveil-
lance of Cyrus Hashemi include sixty-six re-
corded conversations between Cyrus and his
brother Jamshid. 764 These conversations are
important not because of what they reveal, but
because of what they do not reveal.

If these brothers had secretly coordinated, as
alleged, meetings between William Casey and
representatives of the Iranian government for
the purpose of affecting the timing of the re-
lease of the hostages, one would expect to hear
some evidence of a conspiracy-if even a glim-
mer-on the tapes. In early or mid-October,
for example, one would expect to hear some
indication of planning for a major meeting in
Paris. In the days leading up to the presidential
election on November 4, 1980, one would
expect to hear the brothers discuss whether the
Iranian government would hold up its end of
the alleged bargain by refusing to release the
hostages to the Carter Administration prior to
election day. Similarly, in the aftermath of the
Reagan victory, one would expect to hear the
brothers exchange congratulations for having
"pulled it off," or comment on whether the in-
coming Reagan Administration would keep its
end of the alleged bargain by facilitating arms
shipments to Iran. And somewhere amid these
conversations, one would expect to hear a ref-
erence to the Karrubi brothers and meetings in
Madrid.

Analysis of the tapes by the Task Force-and
by a talented, thorough team of FBI person-
nel-yielded none of the above. In fact, both
the Task Force and FBI personnel are unaware
of any references on the tapes to contacts be-
tween anyone on the Reagan campaign and
representatives of the Iranian government. 765

The Task Force believes that these omissions
are highly probative with respect to whether
the meetings in Madrid and Paris took place,
particularly in light of the fact that Cyrus and
Jamshid can often be heard discussing other

sensitive matters, such as assistance to Admiral
Ahmed Madani and illegal arms sales to Iran.

There would not be room in this report for
the Task Force to recount each of the conver-
sations between Cyrus and Jamshid Hashemi
which, for the reasons stated above, merit at-
tention. For purposes of illustration, however,
the Task Force discusses below two of the
more noteworthy conversations between the
Hashemi brothers.

a. January 20, 1981

On the day of Ronald Reagan's inauguration,
a conversation occurred between Cyrus and
Jamshid Hashemi as the release of the Ameri-
can hostages in Iran was under way:

JAMSHID: Say, they have left.
Haven't they?

CYRUS: Yes, yes.

JAMSHID: Have they arrived in Al-
geria or not?

CYRUS: No. It seems that it will
take five hours. They left at 8:30-
8:31, to be exact.

JAMSHID: Tehran time?

CYRUS: Yes. That is 12:00 noon-
12:01 our time here.

JAMSHID: Say, now that they have
removed the sanctions....

CYRUS: No. They have said nothing
about it.

JAMSHID: Well, what do you mean,
they have not said anything?

CYRUS: They have not said any-
thing; that is it.

JAMSHID: That it, what will they do
to them? What will finally happen?

CYRUS: Well, I think that, gradual-
ly, that will also be lifted. They will
certainly lift those.

JAMSHID: Then, trade has re-
opened?



CYRUS: Yes, it has reopened.

JAMSHID: I see.

CYRUS: Yes, of course.

JAMSHID: Then, they will be ship-
ping the Navy's merchandise now?

CYRUS: The merchandise that the
Navy has here?

JAMSHID: Yes.

CYRUS: Well, they-well, some of
these require export license-it has
always required export license. Once
they have obtained the export license,
they will be shipped. [Of course,] Iran
itself does not want some of it at all,
you know.

JAMSHID: Oh!

CYRUS: Yes. They will be paid back
[the cost of] those they do not want.

JAMSHID: Well-then-I say-in
these new things-will anything be
coming your way to send my way, sir?

CYRUS: Well, let us see. I myself do
not want, you know, to do anything. In
truth-even at the time-yesterday
when I talked with them-I told
Nabavi-said that I did not want any
relationship at all. It was because of
the hostages, you know. It was an
issue that I was involved with from the
start until now; and-yes-it turned
out well.

JAMSHID: Yes.

CYRUS: But then, I do not wish to
have any involvement with them, in
truth.

JAMSHID: Well, you have been in-
volved up to now; as they say, without
pay or anything.

CYRUS: Just so! Without pay or
anything-no longer-without any
use-not any more.

JAMSHID: That is what I say. You
were up until now. And now

CYRUS: Even now-no, they are
s.o.b.'s, you know. Not at all

JAMSHID: Well, you could say, well
gentlemen, I can no longer do it, but

so and so [Translator: the reference is
clear in Persian to mean Jamshid] will
take my place. However, he, for exam-
ple, thing-

CYRUS: Now, anyone who does any-
thing, they think that he is getting paid
five million dollars, you know. They
are all like this. Now let us wait for the
dust to settle some in two or three
days-we shall see what will happen.

JAMSHID: Ok. Ok. Well, do you
have any command, any wish or any-
thing to be done?

CYRUS: Thank you. [Translator's
note: The rest of the conversation is
devoted to Jamshid's imminent move
into a new space to be used as a
carpet shop.] 766

As in other conversations, the exchange be-
tween Cyrus and Jamshid Hashemi is most no-
table for words not spoken, rather than what is
said-particularly given the dramatic events
which are taking place as they are speaking. If
there were any truth to the allegations of con-
tacts with William Casey and meetings in
Madrid and Paris, one would expect to hear
Cyrus or Jamshid refer to these past efforts,
and to the culmination of all they have worked
for, amid news reports that Iran has finally re-
leased the hostages. Instead, the conversation
focuses on whether the U.S. Government has
lifted trade sanctions. Jamshid, for his part,
seems more interested in how he can profit fi-
nancially from potential shipments of embar-
goed military equipment originally intended for
the Iranian navy. That the two alleged con-
spirators make time to discuss Jamshid's move
into a new location for his carpet business
while the hostages' release is under way is par-
ticularly striking.

b. February 9, 1981

On February 9, 1991, Jamshid telephoned
Cyrus Hashemi. After they exchanged greetings
and inquired about the health of their respec-
tive family members, the following discussion
occurred:

JAMSHID: Our situation in Iran with
our contacts has gotten to a stage



where they want to send a group [or dele-
gation] for-

CYRUS: Reza [Hashemi] told me.
The problem is that there is no way to obtain
visas for them]. But if, in truth, the deal
is a big one-and the deals [following]
will be good ones, you go to London.

JAMSHID: Well, I go to London

CYRUS: Go to London-well, at last
then-it might take two months-the
problem is-you know what I mean?

JAMSHID: What?

CYRUS: As there is nothing now-
there is no relationship. I have no rela-
tionship with them to ask-for example-to
issue visas. You know?

JAMSHID: Yes. Well, I will have to
sit down and talk with you about this
issue. I want all of this-so to speak-
you, at least, one hour-so that I-all
these things that have been ex-
changed.

CYRUS: You can come any time you
wish. If you wish you can come at be-
tween two-thirty and three today. 767

The Task Force cannot be certain about the
precise nature of the delegation referred to by
Jamshid or the "relationship" referred to by
Cyrus. The conversation could be construed to
mean that Jamshid and Cyrus are discussing
the problem of obtaining visas for Iranians to
travel to the United States. In this regard,
Cyrus appears to be explaining that he has no
relationship with U.S. Government officials to
exploit in order to obtain the needed visas.
This interpretation, if correct, would be at odds
with the allegation that the Hashemi brothers
had cultivated a relationship with William
Casey, now the Director of the CIA. According
to documents reviewed by the Task Force, the
CIA under the Carter Administration assisted
Jamshid in obtaining entry into the United
States. Had the Hashemi brothers, as alleged,
helped to "deliver" the election to Reagan,
moreover, one would expect that the Reagan
Administration could have assisted the Hashe-
mis in a matter as simple as arranging for a
visa.

4. Attempts to Ward Off
Indictment

As discussed more fully below, on February
4, 1984, Elliot Richardson met with lawyers for
the CIA in connection with the impending in-
dictment against Cyrus Hashemi, his client. 768

Richardson testified that the meeting had origi-
nated with an earlier discussion between Rich-
ardson and John Shaheen. 769 Richardson had
gone to see Shaheen because Cyrus Hashemi
had told him about his business dealings with
Shaheen and Richardson knew that Shaheen
had served in the OSS with Casey.770 According
to Richardson, his purpose in seeing Shaheen
was "to ask him generally what his view of Ha-
shemi was, whether he thought [Hashemi] had
sincerely made an effort to be of assistance
with respect to the hostage crisis, and if so,
would he, Shaheen, tell Mr. Casey what he
knew about [Hashemi] . . ." 77' Richardson re-
called that he subsequently telephoned Casey
and requested a meeting with somebody at the
CIA to make his pitch on behalf of Hashemi. 772

During Richardson's conversation with Casey,
Casey mentioned that he had received a previ-
ous call from Shaheen. 773

Nothing in this series of events revealed to
Richardson any existence of a prior relation-
ship between Casey and Hashemi, as under-
scored by the following exchange at Richard-
son' deposition:

COUNSEL: During the period of
your representation of Cyrus Hashemi,
do you have any recollection of any re-
lationship between Cyrus Hashemi and
William Casey during this period?

RICHARDSON: No. On the con-
trary, my conversation with Mr. Sha-
heen and my call to Mr. Casey were,
to the best of my recollection, predi-
cated on the understanding that there
was no such relationship.

COUNSEL: Did you advise Cyrus
Hashemi of the fact that you were
going to call Bill Casey?

RICHARDSON: Yes.

COUNSEL: And at the time that you
advised him of that, do you have any
specific recollection of whether Ha-
shemi made a comment to you about



any relationship that he had with Bill
Casey?

RICHARDSON: I am quite sure that
he did not.

5. Purported Real Estate
Transaction in 1979

During Elliot Richardson's meeting with CIA
officials on February 4, 1984, Richardson de-
scribed a prior meeting in mid-1979 between
Cyrus and John Shaheen. According to Rich-
ardson, Shaheen showed Cyrus a letter at this
meeting, purportedly signed by William Casey,
which said that Cyrus Hashemi should be used
as an intermediary in the purchase of a build-
ing in New York from a foundation.774 Richard-
son told CIA attorneys that this real estate
transaction was completed successfully. 775

The Task Force had some concern about the
weight to be given Richardson's 1984 claim,
given the lack of corroborating evidence of the
letter's existence. Not one of the witnesses con-
tacted recalled seeing the letter. Even if found
and authenticated, such a connection between
Casey and Hashemi, without more, would not
constitute substantiation for the allegations
under investigation by this Task Force.

In fact, however, the Task Force has found
no evidence to corroborate Richardson's repre-
sentation to CIA officials regarding the alleged
Casey letter. At his deposition, Richardson tes-
tified that he had no recollection of the alleged
letter. 776 Similarly, William Wachtel, another
lawyer retained by Cyrus Hashemi who also at-
tended the February 4, 1984, meeting at the
CIA, told the Task Force that he had no knowl-
edge of the reported real estate transaction.777

Maureen McPartland Brokaw, who worked for
John Shaheen from 1970 until his death in No-
vember 1985, also told the Task Force that she
knew nothing about the alleged Casey letter or
the purported real estate transaction.778 Stanley
Pottinger also testified that he has no knowl-
edge of any involvement by Cyrus Hashemi in
the real estate transaction mentioned by Elliot
Richardson. 779

CIA officials who attended the meeting with
Richardson and Wachtel also could not provide
the Task Force with any evidence to substanti-
ate Richardson's account regarding the alleged
letter from Casey. John Rizzo, a CIA lawyer
then assigned to the Directorate of Operations,

testified that Richardson did not produce the
letter to Agency officials during the meeting or,
to his knowledge, at any subsequent point.780

Nor, to Rizzo's knowledge, did Richardson ever
show the alleged letter to any officials else-
where in the U.S. Government.78 ' Similarly,
Charles Cogan, who was then Chief of the Near
East Division within the Directorate of Oper-
ations, testified that he never received any evi-
dence of the alleged letter. 782
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229-1324, was his home telephone number in 1980. J. Stanley
Pottinger Deposition (Aug. 13, 1992) at 169 (hereinafter "Pot-
tinger Aug. 13 Dep.").

136. Memorandum from J. Stanley Pottinger to E. Lawrence
Barcella, Jr. (Dec. 29, 1992) at 8; Stanley Pottinger, Dec. 29,
1992. Four other calls were placed on July 28 from Pottinger's
office to Cyrus Hashemi's office, ranging from I to 3 minutes. See
App. at 402-23.

137. Id. at 9. Five other calls were made on July 29, 1980,
from Pottinger's office to Hashemi's office, ranging from 1 to 4
minutes. According to Pottinger, the flurry of telephone calls re-
lated to Pottinger's impending departure; on July 30 for a busi-
ness trip to London on behalf of Hashemi. J. Stanley Pottinger
Telephone Deposition, (Dec. 29, 1992) (hereinafter "Pottinger
Dec. 29 Dep.").

138. Homa Hashemi also testified that Cyrus had a business re-
lationship with Shaheen in 1980. Homa Hashemi Dep. at 106.

139. On October 10, 1980, Homa Hashemi telephoned Alanna
Torres at Cyrus Hashemi's office in New York. According to sur-
veillance records, the purpose of Mrs. Hashemi's call was to find
out how to reach Cyrus, who was in London at the time. Torres
gave Mrs. Hashemi the telephone number for John Shaheen's
office in London, and Mrs. Hashemi subsequently tried to reach
Cyrus there. Thus, Mrs. Hashemi's call to Shaheen's office does
not actually constitute a call from Mrs. Hashemi to John Sha-
heen.

140. Homa Hashemi Dep. at 105-107. Mrs. Hashemi testified
that the only people with access to the phone from which these
calls were placed were Cyrus, herself, her son Ali (then age 12),
her daughter Mercedeh, and her housekeeper Ivy Johnson. Id. at
33, 92. She also said that Jamshid or Reza Hashemi, if they were
visiting Cyrus's home, were free to make calls, as were friends
who visited. Id. at 33-34. But she and Cyrus were not socializing
very often withJamshid and Reza at that time. Id. at 144.

141. Homa Hashemi Dep. at 144-45. Mrs. Hashemi also testi-
fied that she "never" returned business calls from Wilton on
behalf of Cyrus that he received while abroad. Id. at 60.

142. See generally Pottinger Aug. 13 Dep. at 41-174.
143. Letter from T. Barry Kingham to E. Lawrence Barcella,

Jr., Esq., November 2, 1992. See App. at 40.
144. Pottinger Aug. 13 Dep. at 168-69.
145. Id. at 169.
146. Id. at 170.
147. Id. at 171.
148. Homa Hashemi Dep. at 102.
149. Id. at 104.
150. Id. at 104-105. Mrs. Hashemi observed that she was not

"close" enough to Pottinger to call him at home. Id. at 104.
151. Id. at 104.
152. Id. Tlat 143.
153. Id. at 139-40.
154. Id. at 141. Mrs. Hashemi added that she did not recall

ever asking Cyrus for Ms. Torres' home phone, or looking up
Ms. Torres' number in the telephone book. Id. at 144.

155. Id. at 143.

156. Alanna Torres Deposition (July 30, 1992) at 64 (herein-

after "Torres Dep.").
157. Id. at 65.
158. Id. at 65.
159. Id. at 65-66. Out of nearly 1,800 hours of calls recorded,

the FBI's electronic surveillance picked up only one call from

Mrs. Hashemi-a brief call on November 1, 1980, about arrang-

ing for limousine service. Letter from Terry T. O'Connor, In-

spector in Charge, Federal Bureau of Investigation, to E. Law-

rence Barcella, Jr., Dec. 30, 1992. See App. at 6-9.
160. Paul Bahrami Interview (Sept. 14, 1992).
161. Homa Hashemi Dep. at 156-57.
162. Id. at 157.
163. See G. Sick, October Surprise at 81; Sonenshine, Three Days

in July, Financial Times, June 21, 1991; Nightline, The October Sur-
pnse, ABC News, June 20, 1991 at 4-5.

164. See Transcript, Frontline: Investigating the October Surprise,
April 7, 1992, at 2-3 (reporting that Casey's whereabouts cannot
be conclusively established for the period ofJuly 25-28, and that
these dates "'correspond to the times that we know the Hashemi
brothers were in Madrid.").

165. Darrell Trent Deposition (July 31, 1992) at 5-6 (herein-
after "Trent Dep."). At the time, Mr. Trent was a Senior Re-
search Fellow at Stanford University and was living in Portola
Valley in northern California. Id. at 3. After Reagan's inaugura-
tion, he served until May 1983 as Deputy Secretary of Transpor-
tation. Id. at 20.

The Bohemian Grove is affiliated with the Bohemian Club in
San Francisco, of which Mr. Trent is a member. Id. at 6. Each
year, members and their guests attend a summer encampment at
the "Grove" for a two-week period spanning three weekends. Id.
By car, the Grove is approximately 90 minutes north of San Fran-
cisco. Id.

166. Trent Dep. at 10-11. Trent explained that there are 130
different "small living divisions" at the Bohemian Grove. Id. at
11-12. Trent was a member of the Parsonage Camp, which had
approximately twelve members in 1980, excluding guests. Id.

167. See App. at 424-429.
168. Trent Dep. at 9, 18; see App. at 429. Casey's total charges

indicate two days of room and board. The amount of charges on
the "chit" bearing Casey's name is $57.24. According to Trent,
this amount indicates that Casey "was charged two days for
breakfast and dinner, $27 each day plus tax." Trent Dep. at 9,
18. The chit itself shows that the costs of breakfast and dinner
are $10.00 and $17.00, respectively. See App. at 430-431. After a
thorough search of its records, the Bohemian Club in San Fran-
cisco separately provided the Task Force with an invoice from the
1980 summer encampment sent to William Casey, which showed
the identical charges ($57.24) for room and board listed on the
documents provided by Darrell Trent. See Letter from Robert Sa-
trakian, Vice-President, Bohemian Club, to Douglas Edmonson,
(September 30, 1992), and attachments. See App. at 424-425.
Certain other expenses charged to Casey appear on Bohemian
Grove records bearing an August 1980 entry date. According to
Darrell Trent, however, the dates appearing on these records ap-
parently may not necessarily coincide with the date on which the
charges were incurred. Trent Dep. at 9, 28, 30.

169. See App. at 430-431.
170. Trent Dep. at 10, 21. Trent recalled that the first weekend

of the 1980 Bohemian Grove occurred immediately after the Re-
publican National Convention in Detroit, which ended on July
17. Id. at 4. Trent testified that he attended the convention. Id.
He also testified that after the convention he travelled by plane
with Vice Presidential nominee George Bush to Houston, where
a political rally took place. Id. at 5. From Houston, Trent flew to
Los Angeles on the campaign plane, landing, he believed, on July
19. Id. From Los Angeles, Trent believes that he flew to San



Francisco and returned to his home in Portola Valley, which is
located 35 miles south of San Francisco. Id. at 5-6.

171. Trent Dep. at 21.
172. Id. at 7, 21.
173. Id. at 7, 9-10, 21.
174. Id. at 9. Other Grove members who attended the 1980

summer encampment corroborated Trent's assertion that the
middle weekend was the most popular for guests. See, e.g., Mat-
thew McGowan Deposition (Dec. 7, 1992).

175. Id.
176. Id. at 30.
177. Id. at 30, 36-37.
178. Id. at 22.
179. Id.
180. Bernard E. Smith, Jr. Deposition (Nov. 30, 1992) at 3,

(hereinafter "Ben Smith Dep."). This evidence consisted of con-
temporaneous entries in Smith's appointment calendar for 1980.
See App. at 432-33. Smith testified that he, too, stayed in 1980 at
the Parsonage Camp, of which he has been a member since 1973.
Ben Smith Dep. at 2.

181. Id. at 3.
182. Id.
183. Id.
184. Id. at 4-5. Smith testified that he has known Trent for "at

least twenty years." Id. at 3-4. Documents obtained from the Bo-
hemian Club in San Francisco further corroborate the testimony
of Trent and Smith. An index card filed under the name "Wil-
liam Casey"-found in a guest card file maintained since at least
1972-shows that Casey attended the Parsonage Camp in 1980
as a guest of "Darrell M. Trent." Letter from Robert Satrakian to
Douglas Edmonson, September 30, 1992. See App. at 427. The
card also indicates that Casey attended the Bohemian Grove on
only two other occasions: in 1972, as a guest of Frank G. Cham-
bers; and in 1981, as a guest of John A. McCone. Moreover, the
card shows that Casey stayed at the "Mandalay" Camp while a
guest of McCone, thereby precluding the possibility that the visit
by Casey to the Grove which Ben Smith recalled might have
taken place during some year other than 1980.

185. Ben Smith Dep. at 7. Smith's relationship with Casey went
back several years. Smith recalled that he first met Casey when
Casey was Chairman of the Securities and Exchange Commission
during the Nixon Administration. Id. at 14. Beginning in the fall
of 1979, Smith assisted Casey in fundraising activities in New
York on behalf of Reagan. He remained in contact with Casey
after Casey became chairman of the Reagan campaign in Febru-
ary 1980. Id. at 4, 14.

186. Id. at 5.
187. Warren G. Poole Interview, (Dec. 9, 1992).
188. Id.
189. Id.
190. Id.; see Ben Smith Dep. at 6. The Task Force obtained a

copy of the photograph which contained no indication of the
date on which it was taken. Although Trent, Poole, and Smith
appear in the photo, Casey does not. Bernard Smith testified,
however, that attendees do not feel "any strong sense of obliga-
tion" to attend the photo session, "and that we never had 100%
attendance at those picture things." Ben Smith Dep. at 6-7.

191. Matthew McGowan Int. (Dec. 7, 1992).
192. McGowan recalled that Casey was at Bohemian Grove as a

guest of Darrell Trent. Id.
193. Id.
194. See App. at 434-45.
195. Id.
196. Id.
197. McGowan was interviewed by the Task Force on numer-

ous occasions. He was also interviewed by the Senate Special
Counsel. McGowan's recollection as to which weekend he saw
Casey was always unclear.

198. Richard Alen provided the Task Force with personal
records which contained an entry for August 1, 1980, relating to
Casey. This entry consists of a notation for a meeting at 10:00
a.m. and a scribbled picture of a table around which Allen noted
the identities of the people in attendance. See App. at 446-47.
Among those in attendance, Allen testified, were George Shultz,
Alan Greenspan, and the initials "W.C.," which Allen identified
as William Casey. Allen Dep. at 13-14 ("There is no one else
with these initials."); The document does not indicate where this
meeting took place. Another document from Allen's records con-
tains the notation "1 Aug 80-WJC @ RR Mtg." An article ap-
pearing in the August 2, 1980, edition of the Washington Star cor-
roborates Allen's records, reporting that Ronald Reagan met in
Los Angeles on August 1 with "economic advisors and senior
staff members." Accompanying the article is a photograph of
Reagan in Los Angeles with George Shultz and Alan Greenspan.
Finally, Casey's own calendar for August 1, 1980, contains the
single entry "L.A." See App. at 449.

199. See App. at 448. Based on another notation appearing on
this document, Allen testified that he probably was at the beach
in New Jersey on August 2. Allen Dep. at 15. This testimony is
corroborated by the entry "N.J." on Allen's calendar for August
2, 1980. See App. at 450. Subsequent to Allen's recollection that
he was at the beach on August 2, he testified that "I would say
there was 99% chance that I initiated this phone call and I can't
tell you whether or not I got through." Allen Dep. at 15.

200. Allen Dep. at 14-15.
201. See App. at 448. See also Allen Dep. at 15.
202. Pottinger Dec. 29 Dep.
203. See App. at 451.
204. For the reasons stated above, the Task Force believes that

the calls to Torres were made by Cyrus Hashemi.
205. Trent Dep. at 12.
206. Id. at 8, 12-13, 25.
207. Trent testified that "[u]sually the pattern that I try to

follow, which isn't uniform, is that I try to arrive the first week-
end on a Thursday night. I usually arrive the second weekend on
the afternoon on Thursday. And the third weekend is generally
optional, but I try to be there on Friday and Saturday and leave
on Sunday "Id. at 24.

208. Id. at 26.
209. Id. at 25.
210. Id. at 25. In support of this possibility, Trent focused on a

charge for medical treatment dated July 31, which would have
been Thursday of the third weekend. Id. at 30. As Trent ob-
served, "the records don't show that I was there on Thursday the
[31st]." Id.

211. Peterson, Reagan Receives $24.9 Million from U S., Washing-
ton Post, July 25, 1980. See also Investigating the October Surprise,
Frontline, April 7, 1992, at 2.

212. See App. at 452. In addition, Casey's appointment book
for this date shows an engagement at 12:30 p.m. at the George-
town Club. See App. at 453.

213. Thomas Casey, who was William Casey's driver at the
time, testified that he recalled driving Casey to Dulles Airport on
a Friday in order for Casey to fly to California to attend the Bo-
hemian Grove festivities. Thomas Casey Deposition (Dec. 10,
1992) at 25-26. Thomas Casey also recalled picking up Casey
(wearing casual clothes) at Dulles Airport on a Sunday-a
memory that he associates with Casey's return from California.
Id. at 26-29. In addition, he recalled driving Casey to the airport
in Washington for Casey to fly to London to attend an "OSS
conference" Id. at 30-31. As to this matter, the Task Force has
concluded that Thomas Casey's testimony is contradicted by the
weight of the evidence. First, Thomas Casey emphasized during
his deposition that he cannot vouch for the sequence of events as
recalled in his testimony. Id. at 30. Second, his testimony directly
contradicts the credible testimony of Darrell Trent, who said that



he drove Casey from the Bohemian Grove on Sunday, July 27 to
the airport in San Francisco where, Trent recalled, Casey was
catching a plane to London. Further, if Casey had disembarked in
Washington-rather than flying directly from San Francisco to
London-he almost certainly could not have arrived in London
by the afternoon of Monday, July 28, when he was first seen at
the Imperial War Museum.

214. See App. at 454.
215. The Task Force has been unable to corroborate other evi-

dence of Casey's activities on July 25. Casey's appointment book
for July 25 contains an entry for a meeting at 10:00 a.m. with Bay
Buchanan and Verne Orr. A loose calendar page is consistent
with that entry. Both the appointment book and the loose calen-
dar page also show a meeting scheduled for 11:00 a.m. with John
Marsh. Ms. Buchanan and Mr. Orr testified that they frequently
met with Mr. Casey during the course of the campaign, but nei-
ther had records or a specific recollection of a meeting on July
25. Verne Orr Deposition (Sept. 30, 1992) at 13 (hereinafter
"Orr Dep."); Bay Buchanan Deposition (Sept. 17, 1992) at 30
(hereinafter "Buchanan Dep."). Both Buchanan and Orr testified
that if they had met with Casey on this date, the meeting most
likely would have taken place in the Washington, D.C. area. Orr
Dep. at 15; Buchanan Dep. at 31. Ms. Buchanan recalled that she
had already moved to Washington by the time the Reagan cam-
paign headquarters officially opened-i.e., on July 21-and that
she did not return to California until after 1980. Buchanan Dep.
at 31. Similarly, Orr testified that he arrived in Washington in
June 1980 and did not return to California until the night before
the November election. Orr Dep. at 15. The Task Force deter-
mined that the John Marsh referred to on Casey's calendar is
now deceased.

216. Trent Dep. at 8-9.
217. Id. at 8.
218. Id. at 8, 33. Regarding his recollection that Casey was on

his way to London, Trent testified: "I don't know whether that
was triggered by some of the information that I have heard since
on the reason for the investigation, or whether in fact he did say
that he was going to London. But my impression has been that
he went to the airport in the afternoon, he got on a flight to go
to Europe." Id. at 33.

219. Letter from Arthur L. Funk to William J. Casey (Jan. 11,
1979). See App. at 455.

220. Id.; see also Letter from Arthur L. Funk to Sir William
Deakin (Mar. 5, 1979) (relating that Casey plans to present a
paper on "Secret Operations" during World War II, with an em-
phasis on operations in France and Germany). See App. at 456.

221. Richard B. Wirthlin Deposition at 67-68 (hereinafter
"Wirthlin Dep.").

222. Jonathan Chadwick Interview (Aug. 19, 1992) (hereinafter
"Chadwick Int."). See also App. at 457. (Reflecting handwritten
note of July 16, 1980 phone conversation between Funk and
Chadwick).

223. See Letter from Arthur L. Funk to Jonathan L. Chadwick
(Jul. 3, 1980). See App. at 458.

224. Chadwick Int. (Aug. 19, 1992).
225. Id.
226. Id.
227. Id.
228. See App. at 459-462.
229. Trent Dep. at 8-9.
230. Id. at 8, 33.
231. Records from the Royal Army Medical College, where

Casey stayed in London, do not resolve the question of when
Casey arrived in England. Guests were not required to sign a
register when they checked in. Major General Patrick Crawford
Interview, Commandant and Post Graduate Dean, Royal Army
Medical College Headquarters, (Aug. 21, 1992) at 7 (hereinafter
"Crawford Int.")- The "mess bill" for Casey shows a lodging
charge for the night of July 27 and a charge for breakfast on the

morning of July 28. Crawford Int. at 3. See App. at 463. Accord-
ing to the Commandant of the College, however, the College re-

gards advance bookings as contracts, and guests are charged for

any lodging and meals that they book in advance, regardless of

whether they actually stay the night or eat the meal. Crawford
Int. at 2-4. Therefore, the mere presence of charges on Casey's
mess bill for the night of July 27 and the morning of July 28 does
not establish that Casey was in London at those times. See Id. at
3.

232. See App. at 464-466. (Letter from Ray Grainger, British
Airways, to Douglas Edmonson (Oct. 22, 1992)).

233. See App. at 358-359. Schedule for conference).
234. For example, the attendance chart shows that Reginald

Jones, a professor at the University of Aberdeen, was present
during all of the events on the first two days of the conference.
ProfessorJones, however, gave credible testimony that he did not
arrive at the conference on the first day "until pretty well cocktail
time," and that he did not attend any conference events on the
second day. Professor Reginald V. Jones Interview (Aug. 20,
1992) at 4, 8 (hereinafter "Jones Int."). Professor Jones also pro-
vided the Task Force with copies of his July 1980 calendar en-
tries, which fully corroborate his recollection. See App. at
467-472.

235. See Chadwick Int. at 5, 13-14; See also App. at 459-462.
(Chadwick's attendance chart).

236. Chadwick Int.
237. See App. at 459-462.
238. Id.
239. Chadwick Int. at 10-11.
240. Id. at 10.
241. Chadwick explained to the Task Force that "I had a check

against [Casey] for that session meaning that I expected him to
be there. . Then when the session began, the way it reads to
me, I cancelled that check by putting a cross diagonal over it in a
barrow because I looked around the room and he was not there."
Interview with Jonathan Chadwick at 10. Chadwick added that
the session must still have been in progress in order for him to
have noticed Casey. Id. at 11. He testified that "[o]therwise we
would have all been up in the corridor having tea and I might
not have seen him. I think that means he came into the room, we
were about to break, for tea, because it was scheduled from 4:00
to 4:30." Id. Task Force Counsel asked Chadwick why he noted
Casey's late arrival at the afternoon session on July 28 when he
did not appear to note late arrivals for any other conferees. In
response, Chadwick explained that he was personally excited that
Casey was going to be at the conference because "here was a guy
who was working with 'Wild Bill' [Donovan]!" Id. In any event,
the accuracy of Chadwick's handwritten annotation is supported
by its uniqueness. Only one box out of more than one thousand
shows when a conferee arrived at, or departed, an event, and that
is the entry for Casey's initial arrival at 4:00 p.m. on July 38. The
Task Force believes that Chadwick, excited about the appearance
of an associate of 'Wild Bill' Donovan's, made a special point of
recording Casey's arrival on his chart.

242. Robert Dallek Deposition (Aug. 24, 1992) at 13-15 (here-
inafter "Dallek Dep.").

243. Id. at 13-15.
244. Id. at 12, 14, 45-46.
245. Murray Dep. at 5-6.
246. Id. at 6-7.
247. Id. at 6-7.
248. See Sir James Murray Deposition (June 12, 1992) at 10

(hereinafter "Murray Dep."); Chadwick Int. at 14; Jones Dep. at
5; Dallek Dep. at 55-58; Donald Cameron Watt Interview (June
23, 1992).

249. Dallek Dep. at 55-58; Jones Int. at 5; Murray Dep. at 10.
Sir James Murray recalled that he introduced Casey to the
woman who later became his wife. Murray Dep. at 10. Professor



Dallek testified that he took a long walk with Casey through the
Imperial War Museum during the reception, during which they
reviewed exhibits of World War II-era weaponry. Dallek Dep. at
55-58. Dallek also identified a photograph of Casey, Dallek,
Arthur Funk, Martin Blumenson, and Blumenson's wife, which
was taken during the reception. Id. at 58-59. See App. at 473
(photograph taken at reception).

250. Jones Dep. at 5-6. Mr. Deutsch was one of the American
professors attending the conference. See also Arthur L. Funk
Interview (Dec. 24, 1992) at 5.

251. Id. at 5. Professor Jones made an entry in his diary re-
garding the event, which he showed to Task Force counsel. Id. at
9.

252. Id. at 6.
253. See App. at 474. The invoice was among Casey's personal

records at his McLean, Virginia home.
254. As described on the invoice, the titles of the books are

Special Operations Europe; Top Secret; Who Dares Wins; and Master of
Deception. Bernadette Casey Smith, William Casey's daughter,
testified that Hatchard's was her father's favorite book store in
London. Smith Dep. at 96-97. Illustrative of Casey's penchant for
book-buying, Ms. Smith also testified that when Casey was DCI,
-every place he stopped he had-they had to do two things: the
Catholic Church and the book store. He always got to the book
store." Id. at 98.

255. Jones Int. at 5.
256. Chadwick Int. at 21.
257. Dallek Dep. at 22-23, 59.
258. Id. at 23.
259. Id. at 23-24.
260. Id. at 24.
261. Id. at 24-25, 60; Chadwick Int. at 15.
262. See App. at 459-462.
263. Murray Dep. at 6-8. Murray testified that he and Casey

were at a table with "a number of other people," but he could
not remember the names of these individuals. Id. at 9.

264. Id. at 9.
265. See App. at 459-462.
266. Chadwick Int. at 16.
267. Murray Dep. at 11.
268. See App. at 475.
269. Jonathan Chadwick testified that "it turned out that

[Casey] had gone sometime on the 29th," but he did not elabo-
rate on the basis for this comment. Chadwick Int. at 16.

270. See App. at 476. Some published accounts concerning the
allegations under investigation have suggested that Casey's
evening engagement at the Alibi Club was a private dinner be-
tween George Bush and Casey, and that the purpose of the
dinner related to Casey's attendance at secret meetings in
Madrid. See G. Sick, October Surprse at 81; Nightline: The October
Surprise, ABC News, June 20, 1991, at 4. This theory is refuted by
a telephone message that Justine Marks, a secretary at Reagan
campaign headquarters, took for James Baker on the afternoon of
July 24. This message, which was from Jennifer Fitzgerald, stated
as follows: "Amb. Bush. Informal dinner party [at] Alibi Club
July 30, 1806 I. ST. N.W. 6:45 p.m. till 9 p.m. STAG." See App.
at 477.

271. Nightline: The October Surprise, ABC News, June 20, 1991, at
4.

272. See subsection B, supra.
273. Id.; Khan Dep. at 63-64.
274. Selecting August 15 as the beginning of the second

Madrid meetings is based on the Task Force's analysis that July
29-when "Abdullah Hashemi" checked out of the Plaza Hotel-
is the most likely end date for the first round of meetings.

275. Khan Dep. at 123.
276. See App. at 386 for a complete picture of Casey's where-

abouts during August 1980.
277. See App. at 478 (signed American Express receipt).

278. See App. at 479.
279. See App. at 480.
280. See App. at 481. Bernadette Casey Smith testified that she

and her mother did not often go to the Creek Club during the
summer of 1980, and that the most plausible explanation of the
August 8 charge is that they were incurred by Bill Casey and/or a
guest with Casey. Smith Deps. at 90. Owen Smith testified that
Bernadette "would not have had the right to sign because she
was not a minor [in 1980] and her mother would not have gone
there alone." Smith Deps. at 90.

281. Frank Fahrenkopf Interview (Dec. 21, 1992) (hereinafter
"Fahrankoph Int.") (adopting memo of interview under oath as
accurate); Frederick K. Beibel Interview (Dec. 21, 1992) (adopt-
ing memo of interview under oath as accurate) (hereinafter
"Biebel Int."). Biebel also recalled that Casey stayed at the
Pheasant Run Restaurant outside of Chicago, where the confer-
ence was held and where Beibel and his wife stayed.

282. See App. at 482.
283. Fahrenkopf Int.; Biebel Int.
284. Biebel had a specific recollection that, upon leaving Chi-

cago, Casey discovered that he had left his return airline ticket at
the hotel. He further recalled that Casey had a new ticket printed
at O'Hare Airport, and that he and Casey flew back together to
Washington on the same flight. Biebel Int.

285. Casey Dep. at 14; see also Transcript, Frontline: Investigating
the October Surprise, Apr. 7, 1992, at 3.

286. Id. at 14.
287. See App. at 483.
288. Transcript, Frontline: Investigating the October Surprise, PBS,

Apr. 7, 1992, at 3.
289. See App. at 484.
290. See App. at 486.
291. A search by the U.S. Customs Service of customs declara-

tions forms processed in 1980 did not produce a single match for
a William Casey with the date of birth of March 13, 1913. See
Memorandum from Rod MacDonald, Director, Office of Enforce-
ment Systems, to Jim King, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Customs
Service, (Dec. 10, 1992). See App. at 485. According to this
search, someone by the name of William Casey arrived in Mon-
treal at noon on August 11, 1980. This entry does not include a
date of birth for the individual in question, however, and the
Customs search revealed that there were numerous individuals
with the name of William Casey who submitted declarations
forms in 1980. Thus, there is no evidentiary basis to link the U.S.
Customs entry for August 11, 1980, to the William J. Casey who
served as Ronald Reagan's campaign manager. Further, as noted
above, credible testimony from Frank Fahrenkopf and Frederick
Biebel-corroborated by Casey's calendars indicate that he was
attending the national conference of Republican State Chairman
on August 11, 1980.

292. Pottinger testified that he is "virtually certain" that he
made this call. Pottinger Dec. 29 Dep.

293. Id. Two other calls lasting 3 minutes each were also made
on August 3 from Pottinger's office to Hashemi's office.

294. Id.
295. Id.
296. Id.; see also Letter from T. Barry Kingham to E. Lawrence

Barcella, Esq. (Nov. 2, 1992). See App. at 401.
297. Pottinger Dec. 29 Dep.
298. Id.
299. Id.
300. Id.
301. Id.
302. Id.
303. Pottinger's time sheets for August 18, however, show that

he phoned Cyrus Hashemi on that date. Id.
304. See App. at 487.
305. See App. at 488.



306. Margaret Gregg Deposition (Sept. 17, 1992) at 13 (herein-
after "M. Gregg Dep.").

307. Id.
308. Id. at 13-14.
309. See App. at 487.
310. See App. at 488. The calendar entry also indicates that

Mrs. Gregg's aunt and uncle were present at brunch. M. Gregg
Dep. at 14.

311. Id. at 13, 26-28.
312. Donald Gregg Deposition (October 21, 1992) at 9 (here-

inafter "D. Gregg Dep."). Gregg added that the Department of
Defense, in response to a Freedom of Information request, has
confirmed his presence at Camp Perry on July 28, 1980. D.
Gregg Dep. at 10-11.

313. Id. at 11.
314. Id. at 19-20; M. Gregg Dep. at 27-28.
315. Id. at 11-12. Mr. Gregg also testified that one of the

American hostages in Iran was a close friend of his. Id. at 13. In a
previous written response to questions from the Senate October
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pose of the L'Enfant Plaza meeting was born out of Israeli un-
easiness about their involvement in U.S. domestic politics result-
ing from the Casey-Karrubi meetings in Madrid. Israel is said to
have noted Carter's rise in the polls and became apprehensive. If
they were caught having dealt with the Republicans it would be
devastating for their long term interests. Hence, Israel attempted
"to short-circuit the entire problem by arranging a swap that
would end the hostage crisis before the election." G. Sick, October
Surprise at 121. No mention is made of an Amsterdam meeting as
the triggering event for the L'Enfant rendezvous.

553. Ben-Menashe Dep. at 50, 52-54, 56.
554. Id. at 54.
555. Ben-Menashe claims that CIA Director Stansfield Turner

was also briefed by Saguy about the results of the Amsterdam
meeting. Id. at 60-62. The Task Force found no evidence to sup-
port this assertion.

556. Id. at 63, 64.
557. Task Force could not locate Omshei; he is thought to be

in Iran.
558. All applications by Iranians for visas are referred to the

Bureau of Consular Affairs, Washington, D.C. by the overseas
posts where the applications are made. The names are entered
into a computer data base. This was the practice in 1980 and
continues today. Dr. Ahmed Omshei's name does not appear in
the computer data base.

559. Accompanying Omshei and Ben-Menashe from New York
to Washington, D.C. was a woman working with the Mossad
whose last name was unknown but whose first name was Tsipora.
Ben-Menashe Dep. at 68.

560. Id. at 67.
561. Ari Ben-Menashe Senate Deposition (June 25, 1992) at

8-9. See App. at 621.
562. Id. at 12.

563. Ben-Menashe Dep. at Exhibit No. 4.
564. See discussion, infra.
565. See discussion, infra.
566. See discussion, infra.
567. The note, however, is instructive in tracing the develop-

ment of the October Surprise story. Once the note surfaced in
1989, alleged participants in the October Surprise successively

claimed credit for it yet, prior to its publication, no one had ever

mentioned it.
568. GOI Report at 24069, 24070. See App. at 562-563. These

files obtained from the Israeli government, indicate that when
Ben-Menashe was seeking a job in the Israeli Embassy in Wash-
ington and was asked to detail previous foreign travel, his hand-
written list does not include any "October Surprise" trips (Am-
sterdam, Washington, Paris). While Ben-Menashe would likely
say he would not list sensitive trips, he was submitting the list to
the Israeli government agency that allegedly was already aware of
the trips.

569. B. Honegger, October Surprise at 17-20 (citing June 14,
1988 Lavi Interview).

570. Lavi said he knew Silberman from covert operations when
Silberman was at the CIA. Id. Silberman testified he did not know
Lavi and he was only "at the CIA" briefly during the 1980-1981
transition period, after the L'Enfant Plaza meeting. Silberman
Sen. Dep. at 9-10.

571. Interview by David Marks, Frontline: An Election Held Hos-
tage, PTS-TV, Apr. 16, 1991 (hereinafter "Marks Int.").

572. Rogovin, a prominent Washington attorney with ties to
both Republican and Democratic administrations, represented
Lavi from 1979 to approximately 1986.

573. Houshang Lavi Interview by D. Marks.
574. Id.
575. Id.
576. B. Honegger, October Surprise at 16.
577. Id.
578. At the time, Rogovin was also the General Counsel to the

John Anderson independent campaign for President. Mitchell Ro-
govin Dep. (Aug. 28, 1992) at 7.

579. Rogovin testified that he kept a diary and provided the
relevant diary entries to the Task Force. Id. at 7.

580. Id. at 8.
581. Rogovin had consulted Alton Frye, the Anderson cam-

paign foreign relations advisor. Id. at 10.
582. Because Rogovin had been Special Counsel to the CIA

during the Church and Pike Committee hearings of 1975-1976,
he was familiar with a number of people at the CIA.

583. Id. at 20. The following day, Rogovin noted in his diary
that the "CIA finished meeting and concluded insufficient evi-
dence to indicate Houshang has ties w/anyone to allow for future
contacts with him." See App. at 622. Rogovin testified that this
was the message he received back from the agency officer on Oc-
tober 3rd. Rogovin was not satisfied, however, and called David
Aaron, the Deputy National Security Advisor, and explained the
situation to him and why he thought that the CIA's position was
strange, explaining that there were "no strings attached" and
that this did not have anything to do with Lavi's troubles with the
IRS. Id. at 18.

584. Id. at 23. Rogovin's notes indicated that he advised Lavi
of Turner's promise to call back. See App. at 627.

585. Id. at 24. Rogovin remembered nothing more than this
about those entries. Robert Carter was William Casey's assistant
in the Reagan-Bush campaign. He was interviewed on July 16,
1992 and deposed on October 23, 1992. He recalled no contact
with Lavi. See Robert Carter Deposition at 11-12.

586. Id.
587. Rogovin's notes for October continue:
It came down: how would Bani-Sadr get the hostages free from

the militants? Hal said they had already indicated a willingness to



give supplies, suggested that our request to the Swiss in Tehran
is evidence that they would follow through. Hal said that he
would take it up with the seventh floor. [Meaning the Secretary
and Deputy Secretary of State] We met with Hal because Chris
[Warren Christopher] who was originally going to see us, re-
quested that Hal meet with us because he was fully briefed,
Aaron and Turner had already spoken to him. Hushang (sic) was
very pleased as Hal was much more responsive. Id. at 26-27. See
App. at 629-630.

588. Memo to the Deputy Secretary from Harold H. Saunders
(Oct. 9, 1980). See App. at 656-657.

589. Saunders noted in the memo that Lavi "'struck [him] as a
thoroughly disrespectable character" Id. When the State Depart-
ment did not embrace Lavi's idea for a parts for hostages swap,
Lavi grew impatient. Although Rogovin's notes reflected certain
curious questions "how are supplies moving; how is it you can do
this w/Carter Admin./Reagan is his contact/no problem
Lavi to D.C. this evening to dine with two former Iranian gener-
als, and he will call me." Rogovin indicated he had no idea what
the Reagan reference was, or whether it was even Ronald
Reagan. Id. at 34-35. See App. at 629-630.

590. Id. at 37-39.
591. Id. at 40.
592. Department of State Memorandum (Oct. 21, 1980). See

App. at 658.
593. Id.
594. Id.
595. For further discussions regarding Lavi's Paris allegations,

see Section VIII, infra.
596. Lavi's brother, Parviz Lavi, indicated that Lavi had re-

ferred to discussions with Allen, McFarlane and Sen. John Tower
in discussions concerning the hostage crisis. There is no indica-
tion of when Lavi claimed this meeting or the conversation about
the meeting occurred. Moreover, many of Parviz Lavi's other
statements are inconsistent with his brother's. Parviz Lavi Inter-
view (Nov. 25, 1992) at 2.

597. The FBI was conducting a background investigation of
Senator John Tower, who was under consideration for Secretary
of Defense, to determine whether he had acted appropriately in
arranging this meeting. In connection with this investigation,
McFarlane and Laurence Silberman were interviewed. See also 135
Cong. Rec. S2099 (Mar. 3, 1989).

598. FBI Robert McFarlane Interview (Dec. 23, 1988).
599. Id.
600. Id.
601. Id.
602. Id.
603. Deposition of Robert McFarlane (Dec. 6, 1992) at 12-13

(hereinafter "McFarlane Dep.").
604. Id.
605. Id. at 11-12.
606. Id. at 17.
607. Id. at 15, 24-26.
608. Id. at 27.
609. Id. at 27-28.
610. McFarlane Dep. at 27-30.
611. Id.
612. Id.
613. Id.
614. McFarlane Dep. at 21-22.
615. Senate Interview of Rhett Dawson (Mar. 17, 1992).
616. Id.
617. Id.
618. Id.
619. Laurence Silberman FBI Interview (Dec. 30, 1988). Silber-

man was advised that he was being interviewed because of an al-
legation that Senator Tower was not "'completely honest" in his
work as head of the Tower Commission because he did not men-

tion this incident. He made the letter in the text an attachment to
his 302 report.

620. Laurence Silberman Senate Deposition (Jul. 28, 1992) at
28 (hereinafter "Silberman Sen. Dep.").

621. Id. at 30-37.
622. Id. at 44.
623. Id.
624. Id. at 32.
625. Id.
626. Id.
627. The Minority would note that Silberman was particularly

sensitive to this possibility because as Deputy Attorney General
under President Ford he had reviewed the secret files of J. Edgar
Hoover. He learned that President Johnson in 1968 used the FBI
to conduct surveillance of Vice Presidential Candidate Spiro
Agnew to determine whether he was in contact with the South
Vietnamese with whom the Johnson administration was engaged
in peace negotiations. Silberman Sen. Dep. 32-33.

628. Silberman Sen. Dep. at 26; see also Silberman American
Express Receipt for September 10, 1980.

629. Laurence Silberman Deposition (Dec. 31, 1992) at 4
(hereinafter "Silberman Dep.").

630. Id. Silberman also testified that he would most certainly
have remembered if he had been introduced to a man named
Lavi because it is the Middle Eastern version of Levy, which is his
mother's family name. Id. at 5.

631. A. Chardy, Reagan Aides Held Hostage Talks in 1980 Advisors
Say They Met Reputed Iran Envoy Before Elections, But Didn't Deal,
Miami Herald, Apr. 12, 1987, at IA.

632. Id.
633. Id.
634. Id.
635. Transcript, United States v. Brenneke, CR. No. 89-198-MAC

(D. Or. May, 1990) at 464. But see Silberman's recollection
above.

636. Transcript, United States v. Brenneke, CR. No. 89-198-MAC
(D. Or. May 1, 1990) at 412, 414.

637. Frontline: An Election Held Hostage, Apr. 16, 1991.
638. See App. at 661. Allen testified that after reviewing a

Senate subpoena, he located a memorandum to the file he wrote
dated September 10, 1980, that described the meeting at the
L'Enfant Plaza Hotel and the events leading up to it. Allen Sen.
Dep. at 63. At Mr. Allen's suggestion, the September 10, 1980
memo was sent to the FBI for examination. On August 5, 1992,
Terry O'Connor, Inspector-in-Charge of the FBI's October Sur-
prise Task Force, notified the Task Force of the test results. The
FBI laboratory concluded that although a positive determination
could not be made whether the memo was prepared on Septem-
ber 10, 1980, the typewriter impressions, paper watermark and
staple holes indicated that the materials used in preparing the
memo were commercially available prior to the date of the docu-
ment. See July 31, 1992, FBI Laboratory Report. See App. at
659-660.

639. Richard Allen Deposition (Sept. 1, 1992) at 31 (herein-
after "Allen Dep. I"). Allen testified that he thought the memo
had been prepared on September 10, but allowed for the possi-
bility that it could have been prepared shortly thereafter.

640. The Minority notes that Silberman recalled a conversation
with Rhett Dawson after Allen found the 1980 memo in 1992,
wherein Dawson stated the possibility that this person had come
to Tower's attention through a friend of Senator Tower's in
Singapore who was connected to British diplomacy or intelli-
gence. Silberman admitted, however, that this was purely specu-
lation on Dawson's part. Silberman Deposition at 17.

641. Allen Sen. Dep. at Exhibit 5 (emphasis added).
642. McFarlane Dep. at 34; Silberman Senate Dep. at 31.
643. McFarlane Dep. at 34; Silberman Senate Dep. at 36.
644. McFarlane Dep. at 34.



645. Silberman Sen. Dep. at 37-39.
646. Silberman Sen. Dep. at 41. Silberman stated that he had

"no idea what [Allen] was talking about" but added "I'm sure
Dick would have wanted to know if there was an imminent hos-
tage release, quite legitimately.

647. Richard Allen Deposition (Dec. 18, 1992) at 66, 67 (here-
inafter "Allen Dec. 18 Dep.").

648. Id. at 52 and 53.
649. Interview of Mike Butler (Jul. 7, 1992).
650. Id.
651. Id.
652. Id.
653. Harold Saunders testified that he talked to Allen often in

the September-October 1980 time frame. Saunders Dep. at
16-20.

654. Silberman Sen. Dep. at 44.
655. Allen stated in his deposition that there is a "constant

flow [of] . . . erroneous information, ideas, schemes and theories
in a campaign . . ." Allen Dep. 1 at 36.

656. Allen Dep. 1 at 38.
657. J. Nesmith, S. Shepard, Reagan Advisor Meese, Iranian Linked

in '80 Report, Atlanta Journal-Constitution, June 20, 1992, at Al.
658. Senate Foreign Relations Committee Interview of Robert

McQueen, April 10, 1992 (hereinafter "McQueen Sen. Int.").
659. Id.
660. Id. McQueen retained notes that he made during the in-

vestigation, which he utilized to pinpoint the date of the alleged
invitation. The notes, however, do not reflect that the invitation
was made.

661. Id.
662. Id.
663. Id.
664. Senate Foreign Relations Committee Interview of James

Dorcey, April 9, 1992.
665. Id.
666. Informal Interviews of Honorable Robert Tignor, AUSA

Charles Harkins and AUSA Richard Chapman.
667. See App. at 662.
668. Homa Hashemi Deposition (Aug. 13, 1992) at 112-115.
669. Meese Deposition at 52.
670. Senate Foreign Relations Committee Interviews of Gus

Elia, Ivy Johnson, Merja Soudegar, Narinder Sawhney, Parvin
Safavi, Reaza Hashemi, Jamshid Hashemi.

671. G. Sick, October Surprise at 188.
672. Sick Dec. 21 Dep. at 67-68. See G. Sick, October Surprise at

265 n.20.
673. G. Sick, October Surprise at 188. According to the allega-

tions, Richard Allen was the person who delivered the warning to
the Iranians on behalf of the Republicans. Id.

674. Id. at 188. See Section V, supra, for a more detailed discus-
sion of the banking channel.

675. Gary Sick writes that in January 1990, "[a] senior U.S.
Customs agent who worked closely with Cyrus Hashemi in the
mid-1980s has . stated that it was his understanding that there
were contacts between the Republicans and the Iranians during
this period and that a very tough message was delivered to end
the hostages crisis before the inauguration or face severe conse-
quences." G. Sick, October Suprise at 189 & 265 n.22. The Task
Force interviewed U.S. Customs Agent Joseph King, who worked
closely with Cyrus Hashemi in connection with Hashemi's coop-
eration with U.S. Customs in 1986. King confirmed that he spoke
with Sick in early 1990 regarding Cyrus Hashemi. Telephone
Interview with Joseph King, (Dec. 31, 1992). At no time, howev-
er, did King tell Sick that he had knowledge of any contacts
during the transition period between representatives of the
Reagan transition team and representatives of the Iranian gov-
ernment because, he testified, he had no such knowledge. Id. At
most, King may have conceded to Sick that such contacts were
theoretically possible. Id. King noted, however, that he did not

know whether the reference to "[a] senior U.S. Customs agent"

in Sick's book referred to him. He explained that at least twenty

people in the U.S. Customs Service could fit that description. Id.

The Task Force has obtained credible testimonial evidence that

the Reagan transition team sought to instill in the Iranian gov-

ernment the belief that the incoming Administration would take

stern action against Iran if the hostages were not released before

Preident Carter left office. Alexander Haig Deposition (Dec. 4,
1992) at 5-7. The Task Force has seen no credible evidence,
however, that this approach by the Reagan transition team had

anything to do with pre-election contacts between the Reagan

campaign and Iranians.
676. Khan Dep. at 127-28. The Task Force does not question

whether Jamshid told Ms. Sonenshine about the alleged meeting
at the Sherry Netherland. Rather, it regards Jamshid's contradic-
tory statements as one more example of his lack of credibility.

677. G. Sick, October Surprise at 147.
678. Id. at 152.
679. Id. at 147 & 261 n.20 (citing Nov. 1990 interview with

Lavi by Robert Parry & Robert Ross).
680. Martin Kilian Interview, July 24, 1992.
681. Bradford Shaheen, John Shaheen's son, told the Task

Force that his father's primary business was oil refining, but.that
he was also involved in miscellaneous business areas such as
cable television. Shaheen Dep. at 4. Shaheen's principal business-
es were Shaheen Natural Resources, MacMillan Ring-Free Oil
Company, and Newfoundland Refining Company. Furmark Dep.
at 3-4, 9.

682. FBI Interview with John Shaheen (Feb. 27, 1984). (The
FBI interviewed Shaheen in connection with its investigation of
Cyrus Hashemi for illegal arms exports to Iran).

683. Maureen McPartland Brokaw, who worked for Shaheen
from 1970 until his death in 1985, called Shaheen a "real flag-
waver " Interview with Maureen McPartland Brokaw (Nov.
6, 1992). 0. Jackson Cook, an Atlanta attorney who worked with
Shaheen, told the Task Force that Shaheen "was very patriotic.
He was still very much in love with the country and a lot of his
talk, conversations, had to do with [patriotism]." 0. Jackson
Cook Deposition (Sept. 18, 1992) at 20 (hereinafter "Cook
Dep.").

684. Cole, Refinery Lures Two Shaheens, New York Times, Jan. 7,
1983. The refinery, which was built in 1973 at a cost of $300 mil-
lion, had been beset by construction delays and equipment fail-
ures before it even opened. When the refinery finally began op-
eration in 1973, the Arab oil embargo was instituted, creating
major supply problems. As a result of these problems, the refin-
ery never exceeded sixty percent of its capacity. Id.; U.P.I., July 8,
1981; Roy M. Furmark Deposition (Nov. 10, 1992) at 5-7 (here-
inafter "Furmark Dep."); Malcolm, Shaheen Bid Barred for Canada
Refinery, New York Times, Oct. 25, 1980. At the time, the refin-
ery's demise was the largest bankruptcy in Canadian history.
Petro-Canada Set to Buy Refinery, New York Times, Nov. 26, 1980;
Oil & Gas Journal, Oct. 16, 1978 at 3.

685. See Cole, Refiner- Lures Two Shaheens, New York Times, Jan.
7, 1983 (Bradford Shaheen trying to purchase mothballed refin-
ery); Long Gamble at Come-by-Chance, Time Magazine, Dec. 1, 1980
(subsidiary of Shaheen Natural Resources tries to buy refinery
from Peat Marwick, the bankruptcy receiver); Malcolm, Shaheen
Bid Barred for Canada Refinery, New York Times, Oct. 25, 1980.
Roy Furmark testified that "John's life-long dream was to get
[the refinery] back . . He worked his whole life for this refin-
ery It was the crowning achievement, one of the greatest
achievements of his life - Furmark Dep. at 59-60.

686. Serafini, Judge Orders S4 Iillion Stock Turnover, Associated
Press, Feb. 8, 1982. Clarkson had sued Shaheen in 1977 for $75
million following the refinery's bankruptcy. Cole, Refinery Lures
Two Shaheens, New York Times, Jan. 7, 1983.



687. Id.; see Furmark Dep. at 7 (citing 1980 lawsuit against Sha-
heen and Furmark resulting from refinery's bankruptcy).

688. See Petro-Canada Set to Buy Refinery, New York Times, Nov.
26, 1980; Oil & Gas Journal, Oct. 27, 1980, at 5. John Shaheen
had made a separate purchase offer earlier in 1980 which was
also rejected. See Oil & Gas Journal, Oct. 27, 1980, at 5.

689. Shaheen Dep. at 123.
690. Id. at 126.
691. FBI Interview with John Shaheen, February 27, 1984.
692. Shaheen told the FBI in 1984 that he regarded Casey as a

close personal friend. FBI Interview with John Shaheen, Feb. 27,
1984. Maureen McPartland Brokaw told the Task Force that Sha-
heen and Casey were "great buddies," that they spoke to each by
telephone several times a week, and that the Casey and Shaheen
families socialized with one another. Maureen McPartland
Brokaw Interview (Nov. 6, 1992). Sophia Casey, William Casey's
widow, has stated that "John [Shaheen] and Bill Casey were very
good friends." Frontline: Investigating the October Surprise, (Apr. 7,
1992) at 5. Roy Furmark testified that he saw Casey at several
social functions that Shaheen hosted, including Shaheen's annual
Christmas parties. Furmark Dep. at 11, 16, 78.

693. Shaheen Dep. at 14; see Furmark Dep. at 16-17. Shaheen
was instrumental in organizing the VOSS, and he maintained fre-
quent contact with its members, including Casey. Shaheen Dep.
at 119. Roy Furmark, who worked for Shaheen from 1966-1976,
testified that Shaheen was active in the VOSS and regularly at-
tended VOSS functions. Furmark Dep. at 17-18.

694. Furmark Dep. at 64. Maureen McPartland Brokaw, who
worked closely with Shaheen from late 1970 until his death in
1985, told Senate investigators that Shaheen and Casey were not
involved in any business matters together. Interview of Maureen
McPartland Brokaw and Barry Brokaw by Senate investigators,
May 11, 1992.

695. Furmark Dep. at 12-13. At the time of this trip, Shaheen
already was on the verge of losing the refinery. Id. at 14.

696. Id. at 15.
697. FBI Interview with John Shaheen, Feb. 27, 1984.
698. Id. Shaheen was introduced to Hashemi by a former Ira-

nian Ambassador to the United States. It was this ambassador
who had told Shaheen about Hashemi's foreign oil contacts. Id.

699. Id. Toward that end, Shaheen had several lunch, dinner,
and office appointments with Hashemi. Id.

700. Cook Dep. at 9, 12; see Alanna Torres Deposition, (July
30, 1992) at 32-33 (hereinafter "Torres Dep."); Senate Interview
with Maureen McPartland Brokaw and Barry Brokaw, May 11,
1992 (Shaheen and Cyrus involved in securing financing to buy
back refinery). It is uncertain whether Cyrus Hashemi himself was
a potential investor in Shaheen's bid to regain the refinery. Roy
Furmark, who put together the original financing for the refinery,
informed the Task Force that he has no knowledge that Cyrus
lent money to Shaheen in connection with the refinery. Furmark
dep. at 58. Furmark also testified that Shaheen never told him
that he was interested in seeking financing from Cyrus Hashemi
to purchase the refinery. Id. at 59.

701. Alanna Torres, who worked for Cyrus Hashemi as a sec-
retary from Jan. 1979 to May 1982, testified that Shaheen was
often in Hashemi's office, and that the two men had contact re-
garding the Newfoundland refinery. Torres Dep. at 34-35. Stan-
ley Pottinger also testified that Hashemi and Shaheen had contact
in 1980 regarding the refinery. Stanley Pottinger Deposition
(Dec. 22, 1992) at 16. Telephone records from Cyrus Hashemi's
home in Wilton, Connecticut indicate that Hashemi and Shaheen
were in contact at least as early as late July 1980. The FBI's elec-
tronic surveillance of Cyrus Hashemi detected twenty-nine con-
versations between Shaheen and Cyrus Hashemi between Sep-
tember 1980 and February 1981. Letter from Terry T. O'Con-
nor, Inspector in Charge, Federal Bureau of Investigation, to E.
Lawrence Barcella, Jr., Dec. 30, 1992. See App. at 6-9.

702. William Sherman Interview (Nov. 16, 1992) at 2.

703. James Khan Dep. at 8-10.
704. Maureen McPartland Brokaw Interview (Nov. 6, 1992).
705. Id.
706. Cook Dep. at 13.
707. Interview of William Sherman (Nov. 16, 1992) at 2.
708. Memorandum for the Record by DCI Stansfield Turner,

Dec. 28, 1979 (regarding conversation with Charles Kirbo, an ad-
visor to President Carter). Shaheen's proposal came to the atten-
tion of the White House through Leonard Wrench, a mutual
friend of Shaheen and Charles Kirbo, a senior advisor to Presi-
dent Carter. Kirbo, in turn, mentioned Shaheen's proposal to
Carter, who asked Kirbo to raise the matter with Turner. Id. Sha-
heen also gained access to the Carter White House through his
relationship with former Attorney General Griffin Bell, who re-
portedly expressed support for Shaheen's proposal. Memoran-
dum for the Record by Norbert Garrett, Chief, Iran Branch, Near
East/South Asia Division, Directorate of Operations (Jan. 22,
1980) (regarding meeting with Shaheen).

709. Id. Memorandum for the File by Norbert Garrett, Chief,
Iran Branh, Near East/South Asia Division, Directorate of Oper-
ations (Jan. 5, 1980) (regarding telephone contacts with Sha-
heen). Shaheen had become aware of Oveissi through a former
Iranian diplomat who had sought political refuge in Canada,
where Shaheen had extensive business operations. This diplomat
was in contact with Oveissi through Reza Gholsorkhi, a top aide
to Princess Ashraf, the Shah's sister. Gholsorkhi and Princess
Ashraf were residing in New York at the time. Memorandum for
the Record from DCI Stansfield Turner, Dec. 28, 1979.

710. Charles Kirbo raised Shaheen's proposal directly with
CIA Director Stansfield Turner at a meeting with Turner on Dec.
28, 1979. Memorandum for the Record by Stansfield Turner,
Dec. 28, 1979.

711. Memorandum for the File by Norbert Garrett (Jan. 5,
1980).

712. Memorandum for the File by Norbert Garrett, Jan. 5,
1980. During a subsequent meeting between Shaheen and his
CIA liaison, Shaheen went so far as to suggest that he could ar-
range for a charter aircraft to exfiltrate the hostages and their
rescuers from Iran after the mission was completed. Memoran-
dum for the Record by Norbert Garrett, Jan. 22, 1980.

713. Id.
714. Id.
715. "Routing and Record" slip containing typed comments

from Norbert Garrett (Apr. 29, 1980) (apparently directed to
DCI Stansfield Turner, whose initials are evident on the slip).

716. Id.
717. The Task Force also found evidence that Shaheen was

aware of Cyrus Hashemi's efforts to assist the Carter Administra-
tion in resolving the hostage crisis. The FBI's electronic surveil-
lance of Hashemi revealed that on October 23, 1980, Shaheen
telephoned a business associate by the name of Dick Gaedecke in
Switzerland from Hashemi's office telephone. During this conver
sation, Shaheen informed Gaedecke that he was with "Dr. Hashe-
mi's people" and that the hostages in Iran would be released at
"'any hour." Shaheen also told Gaedecke that Hashemi had been
working since 5:00 a.m. on the hostage matter. FBI Electronic
Surveillance of Cyrus Hashemi. There are no references in this
conversation, however, to William Casey or the Reagan cam-
paign. Nor has the Task Force found any evidence that Shaheen
told Casey about Cyrus Hashemi's hostage-related activities on
behalf of the Carter Administration.

718. FBI Interview with John Shaheen (Feb. 27, 1984) (empha-
sis added).

719. The facts regarding the seizure of Early American hos-
tages in Lebanon do not resolve this ambiguity. Frank Regier, the
head of the Electrical Engineering Department at AUB, was
seized on Feb. 10, 1984, and subsequently freed on Apr. 15,
1984. Mark, Lebanon: U.S. Hostages, an Overview and Chronology, at 2



(Congressional Research Service, Apr. 7, 1992). Thus, it is possi-
ble that Regier was being held captive at the time Shaheen was
interviewed by the FBI.

720. FBI Interview with John Shaheen (Feb. 27, 1984) (empha-
sis added).

721. See Section XI, infra.
722. Louis F. Stephens Deposition (Dec. 14, 1992) at 6-7. Ste-

phens was also the Special Agent who supervised the FBI's sur-
veillance of Cyrus Hashemi in 1979-81 and the subsequent inves-
tigation of Hashemi regarding violations of U.S. export laws. Id.
at 4-5.

723. Id. at 26. Stephens could not recall whether Shaheen was
more specific about the dates on which he mentioned Hashemi to
Casey, or about where these conversations took place. Id.

724. Id. at 16-17.
725. Id. at 23-24. Stephens testified that he asked Shaheen

"specifically, did you call or make an appointment to go see
[Casey], talk to him about the Hashemi matter. He said, oh, no, it
was a social thing. I got him aside and we talked about it." Id. at
24. Shaheen also indicated that, between his first initial pre-inau-
guration mention of Hashemi to Casey and Oct. 1983, he had a
total of three or four conversations with Casey in which Hashe-
mi's name arose, all of which took place in a social context. Id. at
32.

726. Id. at 15. Similarly, Shaheen also told Stephens that he
contacted CIA officials regarding Cyrus Hashemi during the
period of the Iran hostage crisis. Id. at 13. These contacts, too,
were at Shaheen's initiative and were not prompted in any
manner by Hashemi. Id. at 13-14, 16.

727. Id. at 27, 34. Stephens explained that he did not ask Sha-
heen this question because it was not related to the subject of the
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VIII. Alleged Attempts To Delay the
Release of the American Hostages

H. Res. 258, Section l(b): "Any at-
tempt or proposal to attempt, by the
1980 Reagan Presidential Campaign or
persons representing or associated
with that campaign, to delay the re-
lease of the Americans held as hos-
tages in Iran ... "

A. The Alleged Meetings in
Paris

As indicated in Section IV of this report, the
most significant of the allegations that the Task
Force investigated were those suggesting that
representatives of the Reagan campaign and
the governments of Israel and Iran met in the
fall of 1980 in an effort to delay the release of
the hostages being held in Iran. It was at these
meetings, alleged to have taken place in Paris
in October, 1980, that a deal to delay the re-
lease of the hostages is said to have been con-
summated. The basic facts of the Paris allega-
tions follow:

1. The Allegations
According to the allegations, in the fall of

1980 Israel was pressing the Carter administra-
tion for permission to sell arms to moderate
factions in Iran as a means of promoting the
eventual release of the hostages.1 Carter re-
mained firm that no arms were to be sold to
Iran until after the hostages were released.
Israel, convinced that Carter's position was
wrong, decided to go along with a plan pro-
posed by Bill Casey in Madrid: upon the re-
lease of the hostages to the incoming Republi-
can administration, an arms relationship would
be started with Iran. In the interim, Casey
would "assist" the Iranians in their efforts to
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acquire arms from other countries and/or indi-
viduals. 2 Israel would be the supplier of choice.
The October Paris meeting cemented this deci-
sion.

The Paris meetings are alleged to have oc-
curred between October 15 and October 20,
1980. Representatives from Iran, Israel, and
the United States attended. The parties met on
several occassions during this period. It has
been alleged that meetings were held in several
hotels, including the Hilton, the Ritz, the Wal-
dorf-Florida, the Rapahel, and the Crillon. As
discussed below, the meeting alleged to have
been attended by William Casey occurred at
one of two locations: the Ritz or the Raphael.
Those claiming knowledge of this meeting tell
a varied story with some consistencies. They
allege that the Paris meetings were set up to
iron out the details of a broad agreement
reached in Madrid, under which the hostages
would be released after the Republicans took
office in exchange for an improvement in rela-
tions between the United States and Iran, the
release of Iranian assets, and a more lenient
policy on the sale of military equipment to
Iran. In face-to-face meetings, representatives
of the Republican party and the governments
of Iran and Israel agreed on a limited proposal
to delay the release of the hostages in ex-
change for Israeli weapons shipments and the
unfreezing of Iranian assets by the United
States. Finally, it has been repeatedly alleged
by different sources that French intelligence of-
ficers monitored the arrival and departure of
participants in these meetings and the sub-
stance of the discussions.'
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2. Persons Claiming Personal
Knowledge of the Paris Meetings

In this section of the report, we review the
testimony and other evidence provided by per-
sons claiming first-hand knowledge of the al-
leged Paris meetings.

a. Ari Ben-Menashe

Ari Ben-Menashe described the Paris meet-
ings to the Task Force in both a deposition and
an interview .

4

Ben-Menashe claims to have been included
in the six-member Israeli delegation chosen to
make the trip to Paris. 5 According to Ben-Men-
ashe the delegation also included David
Kimche, Shmuel Moriah, Uri Simchoni, Rafi
Eitan, 6 and a woman from Israeli intelligence.
The delegation arrived in Paris on October 14,
1980. They stayed at several hotels. Messrs.
Morieh and Kimche stayed at the Ritz, 7 while
the other four members stayed at the Hilton."

The Iranians arrived October 15, 1980 and
stayed at the Hotel Montaigne. There were a
dozen members in the Iranian delegation, in-
cluding, among others, Mehdi Karrubi, Mehdi
Kashani, Dr. Omshai, and Mr. Fakrieh. 9 During
the meetings on October 17, 1980, Ben-Men-
ashe claimed that Americans Robert Gates,
George Cave, and Robert McFarlane joined the
Israelis and Iranians at the Hilton Hotel.' 0 Ben-
Menashe claimed that these meetings were
"just to discuss details about arms." "

Ben-Menashe stated that on the fourth day,
October 18, 1980, Bill Casey attended and met
directly with Mehdi Karrubi at the Hotel Mon-
taigne. 12 Casey and Karrubi reviewed the sub-
stance of the Amsterdam meeting.13 According
to Ben-Menashe, on the fifth day, October 19,
1980, a closed-door meeting of senior offi-
cials-the "big meeting"-was held in a large
conference room at the Ritz Hotel. 14 Ben-Men-
ashe stated that, as a "junior" member of the
delegation, he did not attend the "big meet-
ing" but remained in the foyer. Robert Gates,
Earl Brian,' 5 Donald Gregg, Robert McFarlane,
and "some secret service types" attended this
session. Just prior to the meeting Mehdi Kar-
rubi arrived, followed shortly by George Bush
and William Casey by way of an elevator re-
served for this purpose.'" Karrubi, his aide,
Bush, and Casey were the senior officials who

entered the conference room, and held a short
meeting, and left.

Ben-Menashe's testimony is impeached by
documents and is riddled with inconsistencies
and factual mistatements which undermine his
credibility. Based on the documentary evidence
available, the Task Force has determined that
Ben-Menashe's account of the October meet-
ings, like his other October Surprise allega-
tions, is a total fabrication.

According to his military records, Ben-Men-
ashe never left Israel during October, 1980.
The Task Force received from the government
of Israel personnel records with Ben-Menashe's
contemporaneous handwritten answers to ques-
tions to which he was required to respond for
the External Relations Department when travel-
ing abroad. The documents show that he did
not travel outside of Israel in October 1980.
The Task Force also found that, contrary to
Ben-Menashe's claims, he never possessed a
diplomatic passport. Exit stamps on his civilian
passport also indicate that he never left Israel
in the month of October, 1980. Ben-Menashe's
records show that he took personal leave with-
out pay between April 15 and May 7, 1980, and
again between December 16, 1980 and January
3, 1981.

Furthermore, and perhaps most compelling,
Ben-Menashe never mentioned any knowledge
of the October Surprise allegations at the time
of his arrest 17 or during any of the numerous
hours of interviews conducted by federal pros-
ecutors assigned to his case. 18 This is notewor-
thy because possession of such "damaging" in-
formation would certainly have helped his
cause. The Task Force can find no credible ex-
planation for Ben-Menashe's failure to mention
these allegations other than the fact that he had
not yet created his involvement in the October
Surprise scenario.

In addition to being contradicted by his own
personal records, Ben-Menashe's attempt to fix
a date for the meetings resulted in a major fac-
tual mistake. He had told reporters for News-
week magazine that he was positive he had
seen George Bush at the Paris meetings on
both October 19 and October 20, 1980, be-
cause October 20 was the day before the Jewish
holiday, "Sukkot." 19 In fact, the Jewish calen-
dar for 1980 shows that Sukkot fell on Septem-
ber 25. In addition, Secret Service records



show that George Bush was in Washington,
D.C. on October 19 and campaigning on Octo-
ber 20, 1980.20

According to Ben-Menashe, neither Cyrus
nor Jamshid Hashemi were present at or par-
ticipated in the Paris meetings. Ben-Menashe
stated, however, that Cyrus Hashemi was in
Paris during this period and tried unsuccessful-
ly to involve himself in the meetings. 2' In fact,
infra the Task Force has developed conclusive
evidence from the FISA surveillance that Cyrus
Hashemi was not in Paris during the period of
the alleged Paris meetings. David Kimche,
Shmuel Moriah, and Rafi Eitan were inter-
viewed by the Israeli government at the request
of the Task Force. All denied having traveled
to Paris in October, 1980 or having any rela-
tionship with Ben-Menashe. Eitan, Moriah, and
Kimche said they had never met or heard of
Ben-Menashe, and had heard of him only after
he started making his allegations in 1991. Sim-
choni denied Ben-Menashe's allegations in a
sworn interview with the Task Force on No-
vember 17, 1992. Simchoni said he did not
know Ben-Menashe and was not in Paris in Oc-
tober 1980. According to contemporaneous
guest records examined by the Task Force,
there is no record that any of the individuals
mentioned by Ben-Menashe stayed at the Ritz
Hotel in October, 1980, as Ben-Menashe al-
leged.

22

None of the other persons claiming first-
hand knowledge of the October, 1980 meetings
ever indicated that Ben-Menashe was present at
any time. According to records made available
to the Task Force by several journalists, Ben-
Menashe began making October Surprise alle-
gations following his contact with several jour-
nalists and arms dealers who, as a result of
their contact with Richard Brenneke, had them-
selves begun to claim an indirect role in the
October Surprise conspiracy.

b. Richard J. Brenneke

The Task Force has determined that Richard
Brenneke served as the key source for several
other sources on the October Surprise conspir-
acy. These sources received their information
directly from Brenneke or from journalists who
reported these allegations.

Richard Brenneke claims to have attended
the meetings in Paris in October 1980. He first
made these allegations formally in 1988, when

he testified under oath as a character witness at
the sentencing hearing of Heinrich Rupp, who
had been convicted of bank fraud in a federal
court in Colorado. 23 Brenneke testified that
Rupp, a pilot, flew George Bush, William
Casey, and several others to Paris for a meeting
with Iranian representatives. 24 According to
Brenneke's testimony, Donald Gregg and Rich-
ard Allen also attended these meetings. 25

Following a brief investigation, the U.S. At-
torney's Office in Denver charged Brenneke
with making false declarations during the Rupp
sentencing.26 In May 1990, Brenneke was tried
and acquitted on these charges. 27 During his
trial Brenneke testified that, in addition to
Casey and Gregg, Cyrus Hashemi, Bernard
Veillot, Robert Benes, 28 Madame Robert, and
various Iranian represenatives attended the
Paris meetings. 29 Brenneke retracted his earlier
testimony that he had seen Bush and Allen at
the meeting. 30 Brenneke also testified that he
was present at the Paris meetings to handle the
financial transactions involved.31

Brenneke repeated these allegations when
interviewed by GAO investigators conducting a
preliminary investigation of his claims. He said
that he arranged and participated in a meeting
in Paris in October 1980 attended by, among
others, William Casey, Donald Gregg, George
Cave, Manuchar Ghorbanifar, Cyrus Hashemi,
and a representative of Adnon Khashoggi.3 2 In
contrast to his testimony at his trial that he was
present to conduct the financial transactions,
Brenneke told GAO that he made arrange-
ments for refreshments and chairs for the
meeting which was attended by about twenty
(20) persons who came and went during the
course of the meeting which lasted about four
(4) or five (5) hours. 33 Brenneke again denied
his earlier testimony that he had any direct
knowledge of George Bush's presence in
Paris.

34

The GAO reviewed documentary evidence
which Brenneke claimed would support his al-
legations. 35 The GAO also interviewed numer-
ous witnesses, including some Brenneke
claimed would support his allegations. 36 In No-
vember 1991, GAO reported that it was unable
to find any evidence that corroborated Bren-
neke's allegations. 7 

38

The Task Force subpoenaed Brenneke for
his testimony. Following lengthy efforts to



evade Task Force efforts to depose him, Bren-
neke, through counsel, informed the Task
Force that he would invoke the Fifth Amend-
ment and refuse to testify. Because there is
overwhelming evidence that the Paris meetings
did not occur and that Brenneke fabricated his
involvement in those meetings, and because
Brenneke was already on record with his story
on a number of occasions, the Task Force did
not consider it appropriate to grant him immu-
nity and did not further pursue his testimony.

Brenneke's testimony that he was in Paris is
false. Based primarily on a review of Bren-
neke's own personal documents, the Task
Force has concluded that he was not in Paris
during mid-October 1980, as he told federal in-
vestigators and testified under oath in two fed-
eral courts. The Task Force obtained Bren-
neke's documents from Peggy Robohm, an in-
dependent researcher and former associate of
Brenneke. Robohm met Brenneke in early 1991
and agreed to collaborate with him to write a
book about the alleged October Surprise. Bren-
neke moved approximately 70 boxes of files
and other assorted belongings from his home
in Portland, Oregon to Robohm's home in
Madison, Connecticut.

Peggy Robohm told the Task Force that, in
the course of reviewing Brenneke's files, she
discovered various records indicating that some
of his allegations were false. When she con-
fronted him about the discrepancies, Brenneke
responded by saying, "I don't give a damn."
Their relationship ended at that point and
Brenneke never sought to recover his files. 39

The Task Force obtained the materials from
Robohm by subpoena in order to conduct its
investigation.

A review of these documents revealed that
Brenneke's signed credit card receipts and a
hotel bill clearly show that he was in the Pacific
Northwest for the entire month of October.
These records further reflect that on October
19 and 20, the dates on which he claims to
have attended meetings in Paris, Brenneke was
in Seattle, Tumwater, and Portland.4" Addition-
ally, the credit card receipts show that Bren-
neke checked into the Century House Motor
Hotel on October 16 or 17 and checked out on
October 19. On October 19 he washed his car
at a Chevron station in Seattle, ate a meal at
Mazzi's restaurant in Portland, and made a
$13.00 purchase at the Vance Tyee Motor Inn

in Tumwater. On October 21, he made a pur-

chase at the Wash and Wax in Portland.41

The Task Force determined that the receipts
and Brenneke signatures are genuine. The re-
ceipts were found in Brenneke's belongings.
There was no indication that he had protested
the bills, and credit card records reflect that all
charges were paid for by Brenneke. The Task
Force submitted five credit card receipts for
October 19 and 20 to the FBI Questioned Doc-
uments Section for analysis. The receipts were
compared to twenty samples of Brenneke's sig-
natures found on hundreds of personal checks
written over a fifteen-year period and an FBI
criminal arrest booking card signed by Bren-
neke in 1989. Although Brenneke signed his
name on these documents two different ways
("Richard J. Brenneke" and "R. J. Brenneke,"),
FBI handwriting analysts determined that Bren-
neke's signature on one of the receipts for Oc-
tober 19, was genuine, that there was a strong
likelihood- that the other credit card receipts
also were signed by him, and that it was unlike-
ly the receipts were signed by another person. 42

Brenneke's 1980 daily calendar also indicates
that he was in the Pacific Northwest when he
claimed to have been in Paris. The diary con-
tains entries suggesting that Brenneke attended
a karate tournament in Seattle at that time. 4

3

Brenneke's calendar indicates that he did not
leave the Pacific Northwest for all of 1980. 4 4

The Task Force, based on this evidence, con-
cludes that Brenneke was not in Paris as he al-
leged.

It also appears that Brenneke solicited cor-
roboration for his story from other individuals.
Brenneke's belongings include a cassette tape
recording of telephone calls marked "10/88".
In one of the taped calls, Brenneke spoke to
Robert Benes, whom Brenneke had alleged
also attended the Paris meetings. In the call,
Brenneke told Benes that Heinrich Rupp was in
jail in the U.S. because the judge did not be-
lieve that Rupp had transported Casey and
Bush to Paris for meetings. Brenneke then told
Benes that he was trying to help Rupp, and he
asked Benes if he knew anything about any
meetings in Paris. Benes replied on the tape
that he had no information, but would ask
some questions. 45 Benes never indicated in the

course of the conversation that he had been
present at any such meetings.



On October 9, 1988 a Washington Post article
quoted Benes as saying that the allegation that
he had witnessed a meeting between George
Bush and Iranians was "completely false and a
joke" and that he was bedridden following
heart surgery during October 1980.46 In a
taped conversation on October 13, Brenneke
told Benes that he knows journalists will pay
Benes for his story that he met with Bush and
Casey in Paris during 1980. Brenneke told
Benes he knows nothing about the meetings or
why journalists think Benes has knowledge of
them when, it was Brenneke who testified at
Rupp's sentencing that he and Benes were
present. Brenneke told Benes he would send
him newspaper information regarding the alle-
gations and said, "[Y]ou can tell me if this cor-
rect. I don't know if it is correct or not . . .
People say that you were a friend of Mr. Casey,
you know about these things . . . that is why
they talk with you because of, also, Mr. Casey
and maybe Mr. Bush and so forth, maybe you
talked with them-maybe not. Do you under-
stand?" 47 Based on its review of these conver-
sations, the Task Force believes that Brenneke
was aware that Benes was never present at any
Paris meeting and was attempting to induce
Benes to lie with promises of financial gain.

The Task Force also believes that Bren.,eke
played a central role in falsely propagating the
October Surprise allegations for financial and
personal reasons. 48 Brenneke applied for em-
ployment with the CIA in the 1960's and was
never hired.49 Since that time, he has attempted
to involve himself in intelligence-like activities
and has repeatedly proclaimed himself to be a
CIA operative .50 For example, Brenneke found-
ed a small charter airline company which he
named, Air America, the same name as a
former CIA proprietary airline. 5' His erratic
employment history includes real estate sales
and management and an unsuccessful overseas
loan business, but no work for the CIA.52

Beginning in 1983, Brenneke attempted to
enter into the arms business by associating
himself with individuals attempting to sell a
Soviet tank recovered by the Iranians to the
U.S. government.5 " At one point during that
time period when Brenneke was returning to
the United States from abroad, Customs offi-
cials at the airport confiscated documents in his
possession which appeared to be evidence of il-
legal arms sales to Iran.54 Rather than become

the subject of a Customs investigation based on
that evidence, Brenneke offered to assist them
by providing information.5 5 In that time period,
Brenneke falsely portrayed himself as a central
player in dealings between the United States
and Iran.56 Beginning in 1986, Brenneke pro-
claimed to the media to have knowledge of an
illegal arms deal with Iran related to "Iran-
Contra" and found the media to be receptive
to his tales. 57

In 1988, Brenneke parlayed his role as a
media conduit of allegedly secret information
into a job with the International Center for De-
velopment Policy (ICDP) a private research
center in Washington, D.C. Brenneke was hired
to investigate and disclose George Bush's role
in "drug trafficking and illegal arms shipments
in support of the contras." 58 By the end of
July, ICDP had told Brenneke that he would be
fired for his failure to produce the promised in-
formation. 5

Around that time, Brenneke met researcher
Barbara Honegger in what she testified to be a
chance meeting at the ICDP offices. 60 Honeg-
ger recognized Brenneke's name as a person
reported to have special knowledge of the Iran-
Contra affair. 61 Honegger told Brenneke what
she had learned in the course of her own re-
search on the alleged October Surprise deal
and asked him if he could verify her informa-
tion. 62 Brenneke falsely verified some of her in-
formation and told her that he had been
present at a Paris meeting with Iranians.6 He
also told Honegger that Casey had been
present on the day before at another meeting
with Iranian representatives. 64 Because this was
the first time the allegation had been made that
Casey participated in the meetings, it was a sig-
nificant breakthrough for Honegger. 65 The
meeting with Brenneke also proved significant
to Honegger's efforts because Brenneke ap-
peared to be an actual participant in at least
one Paris meeting and had confirmed that they
had occurred.66 67

Thus, faced with being discharged from
IDCP, Brenneke for the first time indicated he
had knowledge of an October Surprise deal,
despite the fact that he had sought employment
and media attention on the basis of his alleged
access to classified information and had previ-
ously offered allegedly sensitive information to
several government agencies. 68 Furthermore,



Brenneke had not come forward with his "in-
formation" when Honegger first published an
article about her theories in June 1987.69 Short-
ly after Honegger reported Brenneke's claims,
he attempted to use his new role as an October
Surprise source to convince ICDP to continue
his employment. 'o

Following his initial discussions with Honeg-
ger, Brenneke met with journalist Martin Kilian
of the German weekly, Der Spiegel and advised
Kilian of his involvement in the October Sur-
prise scenario. 71 Shortly thereafter, in Septem-
ber 1988 Kilian interviewed Oswald LeWinter
who apparently confirmed to Kilian that Bren-
neke was present at the alleged Paris meet-
ings. 72 Once Brenneke and LeWinter had estab-
lished Brenneke as a participant at the Paris
meetings, Brenneke's records indicate that he
engaged in substantial contacts with an array of
other journalists to perpetuate the story. It was
through these contacts that Brenneke came to
testify at Rupp's sentencing.73

In addition to his efforts to solicit fabrica-
tions from Benes, Brenneke's telephone
records indicate that he had frequent contact
with others alleged to have knowledge of these
allegations, including William Northrop and
Nicolas Ignatiew. In addition, Brenneke has
also been associated with An Ben-Menashe,
and Bernard Veillot. 74 The Task Force believes
that Brenneke's fabrications, his efforts to per-
suade others to make similar fabrications, and
the "piggy-back" allegations of others, such as
Oswald LeWinter, further perpetuated an oth-
erwise poorly supported story for a number of
interested journalists and researchers. Most re-
searchers ultimately came to disbelieve Bren-
neke. However, the chronology of events sug-
gests that, absent Brenneke's claims that he was
a participant in the Paris meetings and had
knowledge of William Casey's attendance,
those particular allegations might not have
become the centerpiece of the October Sur-
prise lore.

Evidence of Brenneke's role in fabricating
and perpetuating the October Surprise allega-
tions, in addition to his calendars, credit card
receipts, taped telephone conversations and
other personal records, coupled with the testi-
mony of others, led the Task Force to the con-
clude that Brenneke is not truthful and that no
additional useful evidence would be obtained
by actively pursuing his testimony or granting

him immunity. Our decision in this regard was
made simple, of course, by virtue of the fact
that we had access to previous testimony under
oath by Brenneke.75

c. Heinrich Rupp

Heinrich Rupp is a Swiss-born pilot who is
alleged to have flown William Casey and others
to Paris for meetings with Iranian representa-
tives in October 1980. The first public disclo-
sure of Rupp's knowledge of alleged Paris
meetings came at a 1988 hearing at which he
was sentenced for bank fraud.7 6 During the sen-
tencing hearing, Richard Brenneke testified
that Rupp flew Casey, George Bush and several
others from the United States to Paris for a
meeting with Iranian representatives. 7' Rupp
himself made his first public statement about
these allegations a few days later on a televi-
sion show in Denver. 78 79

The Task Force believes that much of Rupp's
story was fabricated by or in connection with
Richard Brenneke. Both allege a long-term
friendship based on prior work for the CIA.80

Neither ever worked for the CIA.
Rupp's and Brenneke's version of Rupp's

story are both riddled with inconsistencies,
such as whether one or two planes made the
trip to Paris, and whether George Bush flew to
Paris or not."' The Task Force focused on
those allegations which originate from Rupp,
rather than those that Brenneke and others at-
tribute to Rupp. Rupp and his counsel intially
refused to allow Rupp to be deposed. The
Task Force ultimately deposed Rupp under
oath on October 8, 1992.82

Rupp testified that he was recruited to work
for U.S. intelligence by William Casey in
1957.3 Rupp however testified that he did not
learn English until after he came to the United
States in 1960.84 The Task Force finds this ac-
count implausible since at the time Casey alleg-
edly recruited Rupp in 1957, Casey spoke only
English, was a partner in a New York law firm,
was a member of the Board of Directors of
Capital Cities Broadcasting Corporation, and
was not serving in the United States intelli-
gence community. 85

Rupp initially testified that he flew Casey on
one flight to Paris during 1980, and that he
knew at the time that Casey was the campaign
manager for the "new President." 86 Rupp testi-



fled that he did not see the passengers inside
the airplane, but saw Casey as he dashed from
the plane to a limousine in the rain. 7

Later in his deposition Rupp was asked if he
had any doubt in his mind that the man he saw
was William Casey. Rupp stated, "Now I have
doubts . . . I don't know what the hell went
on." 88 During the deposition, Rupp contradict-
ed his earlier statements to the media, testify-
ing that he did not fly George Bush to Paris,
but believed he saw him, or someone who
looked like him, coming out of another air-
plane at the airport in Paris.S9

Rupp could provide little detailed informa-
tion concerning the date of the flight. He could
recall only that it was cold in Europe, which led
him to believe that the flight occurred late in
the year. 90 According to Rupp, the flight was
non-stop from Washington National to LeBour-
get airport in Paris. 91

Rupp no longer possesses his passport for
the period including 1980. During his deposi-
tion, he was shown a photocopy of a passport
in his name, which had been discovered among
Richard Brenneke's belongings. Rupp stated
that he believed the photocopy to be an accu-
rate copy of his passport. 92 The passport shows
no markings indicating an entry into Paris
during 1980. 9 3

Rupp no longer has his log book or other
flight records that might corroborate his allega-
tions. 94 The Task Force obtained a copy of a
document of unknown origin which purports to
be a recreation of Rupp's "Aircraft Logs from
16 June 1980 through March 1981." " The
document lists only one flight logged by Rupp,
in October 1980 to Burbank, California.9" A
telex dated October 14, 1980 was provided to
the Task Force by Rupp's attorney to corrobo-
rate Rupp's story of his flight to Paris. It does
not. The telex shows only that Rupp was
scheduled to pick up a flight plan for a possible
flight from the United States to Japan, via
Alaska, for 0 & A International. 97

According to Barbara Honegger, Rupp's at-
torney, Michael Scott had claimed at one point
that a man named Alto was Rupp's co-pilot on
the flight to Paris. 9 Task Force investigators
spoke with Joseph Alto, one of the owners of 0
& A International, a charter airline company
which employed Rupp in late 1980 and early
1981. 99 Alto told the Task Force that Rupp and
he did make a flight for 0 & A to Paris from

Washington, with a probable stop in New-
foundland. Alto stated however, that the trip
was made in January, 1981, not October,
1980. l°° Rupp's flight logs 101 also verify that
Rupp flew a plane from Burbank, to Las Vegas,
to Washington National, and then to Paris in
1981. Interestingly, this trip was made in the
same type of plane in which Rupp testified he
flew Casey to Paris, a BAC- 11.102 During his
interview, Alto also told Task Force investiga-
tors that he and a co-pilot accompanied Rupp
on this trip and that there were no passengers.
During his deposition, in conflict with the prior
statement of his counsel to the Task Force,
Rupp denied that Alto was his co-pilot on the
trip. 103

The Task Force sought to verify Rupp's alle-
gations through information from the Federal
Aviation Administration and its counterparts
abroad, but was unable to do so. In addition to
the absence of corroborative evidence, certain
aspects of Rupp's background led the Task
Force to conclude that he is not a credible wit-
ness. For example, in addition to his 1988 con-
viction for bank fraud, Rupp has been the sub-
ject of other government investigations for a
range of suspected illegal activities including
espionage, illegal export of weapons, the fraud-
ulent sale of gold, and false claims to a govern-
mental agency.10 4 Rupp has also proven to be
untruthful about other, related matters. For ex-
ample, he claims long employment by the CIA
and has implied that the trip to Paris somehow
grew out of that employment. But the CIA
denies ever employing Rupp. The Task Force
reviewed CIA files and found that his employ-
ment claim was not supported either by agency
records or witnesses. Rupp has identified Ray
S. Cline, a former high-ranking CIA official and
current lecturer at Georgetown University, as
someone from the CIA who could verify his
employment with the CIA.10 When questioned
by the FBI, Cline denied that he had any
knowledge of Rupp's alleged activities.' 06 The
CIA did at one time consider employing Rupp
but a limited background check raised concerns
and he was not hired. 107

Other facts demonstrate that Rupp is not a
credible witness. Following his sentencing for
bank fraud, the court ordered a psychiatric
evaluation. i0 In 1991 FBI agents interviewed
Rupp as part of an investigation of certain



"false claims" made to United States govern-
ment agencies and concluded that he was men-
tally unstable.' 0 9 For all of the above reasons,
the Task Force considers Rupp not a credible
witness.

d. Gunther Russbacher

One of the most persistent and least credible
interlocutors in the October Surprise story is
Gunther Karl Russbacher. Russbacher has gen-
erated a letter-writing campaign to support his
story. Early in the Task Force's investigation,
dozens of individuals from around the country
called or wrote to warn that Russbacher was at
risk of being murdered in his Missouri prison
by people seeking to prevent him from telling
his story. Russbacher's leading advocate was an
unlicensed law school graduate, Paul Wilcher.

Russbacher claimed to piloted a Saudi gov-
ernment BAC-1 11 jet which flew George Bush,
William Casey, Donald Gregg, Robert Gates,
Robert McFarlane, Richard Allen, Jennifer Fitz-
gerald, and secret service agents to Paris on the
weekend of October 19, 1980.

According to Russbacher, the gist of the
agreement reached in Paris was a promise by
the Iranians to hold American hostages captive
until after the election in exchange for $40 mil-
lion in cash and the promise of $5 billion in
arms sales through Israel. Russbacher said that
he flew George Bush back from Paris to the
United States in an SR-71 Blackbird spy plane
in one hour and fifteen minutes. Russbacher
has made other claims, all based on the above
unlikely premise.

Former presidential candidate Ross Perot
was among the many people Russbacher
sought out with his tale. Perot concluded that
the story could be quickly investigated by de-
termining whether Russbacher knew anything
about the actual operation of an SR-71 Black-
bird. When he told Russbacher that he was dis-
patching his attorney along with a pilot familiar
with the operation of the SR-71, Russbacher
suddenly became ill and was unable to meet
with Perot's emissaries. Perot's attorney later
met with Russbacher alone, asked him the
questions the pilot had instructed him to ask,
and received answers which indicated that
Russbacher knew virtually nothing about the
operation of the SR-71. Perot and his staff con-
firmed this to the Task Force.'10

The Task Force scheduled an interview with

Russbacher during the spring of 1992. On the

day before investigators were to travel to Mis-

souri, the Task Force received a letter from

Russbacher prepared by Paul Wilcher making

numerous demands, including complete immu-

nity for Russbacher and others as well as de-

mands for detailed security arrangements.

The Task Force's found that Russbacher

lacked credibility. Through his "counsel,"

Wilcher, Russbacher at one point promised to

deliver to both House and Senate investigators

a videotape taken during the alleged flight of

the SR-71 from Paris to the United States
which showed Russbacher and Bush on board.

He demanded immunity in advance, but was

told that the videotape would have to be pro-

duced before immunity would be considered.

Wilcher failed to deliver the videotape, after

agreeing to do so at a predetermined time and
place. "'

Russbacher's credibility is also undermined
by a thirty-year criminal record which includes

convictions for impersonating law enforcement

officers, military personnel, and federal offi-

cials. 112 There are also a number of psychiatric

adjudications in his background. Simply put,
Russbacher's story runs the spectrum from fab-
rication to delusion.

e. Oswald LeWinter

Oswald LeWinter's story is a veritable text-

book on how the conspiracy allegations that

constitute the October Surprise story were ini-

tiated and evolved. LeWinter had at one point

alleged that he was instructed by intelligence
authorities to go to Paris on the weekend of

October 18-19, 1980, to assist with security for
meetings that were to take place at the Hotel

Raphael and Hotel Waldorf Florida, and to act

as part of the "cleanup team" "13 He stated that

William Casey was a participant in meetings

with Israelies and Iranians, in which arms trans-

fers related to the American hostages were dis-

cussed. LeWinter said he could not be certain

that the purpose of the meetings was to delay

the release of the hostages. LeWinter also

claimed that he had significant experience with

U.S. and Israeli intelligence agencies and was

attached to a U.S. military intelligence unit in

West Germany at the time he went to Paris in
October, 1980.



LeWinter, who at the time identified himself
as "Mr. Racine", was interviewed by a number
of journalists who later published his story 114.

LeWinter also plays a key role in Barbara Hon-
egger's book, October Surprise, where he is re-
ferred to as "Mr. Y".115

LeWinter was interviewed by Task Force staff
on August 25, 1992 in a town on the Dutch/
German border. LeWinter was extremely reluc-
tant to be interviewed on tape and under oath.
He was at first only willing to reconfirm the
story he had previously told journalists. At one
point during the discussion, prior to the re-
corded interview, however, LeWinter indicated
that the Task Force would get a much different
story under oath, but that the staff should not
press this issue.

LeWinter then indicated that he had been
carrying a burden for a significant period of
time and wanted to tell the Task Force, under
oath and on tape, what he had told no one pre-
viously-"the complete truth." LeWinter then
stated under oath that his "October Surprise"
allegations had been a complete fabrication.
LeWinter stated that he began to construct the
story during his incarceration in 1986-7 at the
Metropolitan Correction Center in New York,
where he was serving a sentence for federal
drug conspiracy charges. 116 According to
LeWinter, this drug conspiracy involved one of
the largest amphetamine distribution rings ever
uncovered. He said he felt he had been
wrongly treated by the federal government and
wanted to extract revenge. 117

At some point during his incarceration,
LeWinter read that the American hostages in
Tehran had been released just minutes after
Ronald Reagan's inauguration as president.
This struck him as strange. A reporter friend of
LeWinter's told him that he thought that there
must have been "some deal . . . made outside
the Carter Administration between the Republi-
cans and the Iranians." 118

LeWinter stated that his idea of exacting re-
venge became a preoccupation, and that he
started researching and investigating. He read
old newspapers and magazines in the prison li-
brary at the Metropolitan Correction Center in
New York. He even began to study Farsi, read-
ing Persian poetry, to sharpen his language
skills. During much of this period, LeWinter's
cell mate was the highly publicized Italian P-2
figure, Francisco Pazienza. A renowned Czech-

oslovak spy was housed just a few cells away.
From conversations with them, LeWinter ob-
tained added texture and background for the
story that was developing in his head. LeWinter
stated that, during 1987,

"I spent my days at the library re-
searching. And I read everything in-
cluding foreign language newspapers.
I was teaching myself Farsi because I
wanted to read Iranian newspapers. I
translated Persian poetry in order to
teach myself the language." 119

Sometime later LeWinter met an Australian
reporter and told him the germ of his "Octo-
ber Surprise" story.120 That reporter eventually
put LeWinter in touch with Barbara Honeg-
ger.121 LeWinter noted that he spoke to Honeg-
ger just after he had finished eating a bowl of
raisin bran. When she asked his name he said
"Razine." He said that she asked him certain
questions from which he was able to extrapo-
late additional information that could be blend-
ed into his story.'22

LeWinter provided an example of how he
wove his actual experiences into the story to
give it credibility. He noted that he had actually
been in Paris with relatives on the weekend of
October 18 and 19, 1980. While in Paris, he
had walked by the American embassy and had
noticed that there was a lot of activity. Later,
when speaking to Honegger, he told her about
the activity at the embassy. LeWinter said Hon-
egger stated that she understood the same
thing and suggested that there had been meet-
ings. He also told how he used journalists to
build the story. For example, he stated that
Honegger "kept asking me leading questions,
so every time I talked with her, I learned more,
some of which I fit in, some I didn't." 123

Honegger put LeWinter in touch with many
other reporters, such as Martin Kilian of Der
Spiegel, whom he also used to develop his story.
At one point, when he made a telephone call
into a radio talk show, LeWinter's voice was
recognized by someone who knew him.
LeWinter disliked the fact that people now
knew who he was, so he began to put out a
"disinformation story." During the 1988 Presi-
dential campaign LeWinter even began telling
reporters that he was being paid to sow disin-
formation, "to pepper my story with lies so that



reporters would drop out and not be interested
and Bush would get [elected]." 124

In short, over several years LeWinter fac-
tored into his story information that he learned
from telephone calls from journalists and news-
paper articles. He disseminated disinformation
to keep reporters and others off balance. He
stated that most of the reporters with whom he
dealt were serious, often skeptical, and usually
trying to play the story straight. LeWinter
noted that at least one German reporter with
whom he spent a great deal of time talking
became extremely skeptical of his story and
strongly encouraged him "to tell the Task
Force the truth, whatever it was." 125

LeWinter stated that much of the intelligence
background he claimed was also a fabrication.
For example, he stated that his references to
years of employment in the United States intel-
ligence community were false. He claimed that
he would occasionally provide information to
military intelligence authorities, but he ac-
knowledged that he was not a military intelli-
gence official. 1

26

Finally, LeWinter stated that he was now
happily married andno longer had a "desire for
revenge." 127 But he stated that even during the

early part of his Task Force interview, he "was
seriously considering bluffing it out." 128 In
fact, he had brought along a 1980 diary in
which he had falsified a number of entries.129 In
the final analysis the Task Force found
LeWinter's recantation under oath to be far
more credible, internally consistent, and logical
than his myriad prior unsworn stories.

3. Persons Claiming or Alleged
To Have Second-Hand
Knowledge

a. Jamshid Hashemi

The Task Force interviewed Martin Kilian, a
reporter for Der Spiegel. He stated that in May,
1989 he interviewed Jamshid Hashemi, who
told him about the Paris meetings. According
to Kilian, Hashemi stated that on July 4, 1980,
Stanley Pottinger attended a meeting in Madrid
on behalf of the Carter administration, and that
in late August, 1980 Cyrus Hashemi and Pot-
tinger met with Henry Kissinger in London.13 0

Jamshid Hashemi stated that Cyrus Hashemi
had been "bought off' by the Reagan cam-

paign. Jamshid Hashemi also stated that he be-

lieved that John Shaheen, a business associate
of Cyrus Hashemi, Roy Furmark, a business as-
sociate of Shaheen, William Casey, Adnan Kha-

shoggi, and, later, Cyrus Hashemi, had been in-
volved in the meetings.

According to Kilian, who produced his con-

temporaneous notes of his interview with Jam-
shid Hashemi, Jamshid Hashemi stated that
Cyrus Hashemi told him of two later meet-
ings-one in Paris and one in Zurich. The par-
ticipants in these meetings included Ahmed
Khomeini, Hamid Nagashan, Sadegh Ghotbza-
deh, Manucheher Ghorbanifar, Richard Helms,
Henry Kissinger, William Casey and Robert
McFarlane. Kilian stated that it was his impres-
sion that Hashemi spoke as if he had been at
the meetings.13 ' On these points, Jamshid Ha-
shemi is not a credible witness. In his deposi-
tion by the Task Force, Hashemi categorically
denied that he had any knowledge of a meeting
in Paris. Indeed, he denied ever having met
Kilian. 132

In 1991, ABC Nightline's Ted Koppel quoted
Jamshid Hashemi's statement about the Paris
meeting. The Nightline transcript shows Jamshid
stating that his brother, Cyrus, had been
present in Paris and had told him that George
Bush had not been present. 133 When confront-

ed with Nightline's reporting of his statements
in 1991, Jamshid Hashemi claimed to have
denied any knowledge of a Paris meeting when
interviewed by the staff of ABC's Nightline. 34

He claimed that he had merely acknowledged
that such a meeting was possible.

Jamshid's testimony regarding Koppel's re-
marks, however, is impeached by nearly identi-
cal statements about Paris meetings that he has
made to Gary Sick. According to Sick, during
an interview with Jamshid in London on Octo-
ber 13, 1990, Jamshid "referred to unspecified
meetings in Paris. He said he had not been
present but had heard something about them
from Cyrus, who had participated. He said
these were follow-up meetings after Madrid. He
• . . identified Casey and Ghotbzadeh as par-
ticipants." 135 Two days later, Sick "pressed

IJamshid] harder about possible Paris meet-
ings." 11

6 Jamshid maintained that he was not at

the meetings, and indicated that he was "con-
fused about exactly what happened." But he
told Sick that he had heard about the meetings



from his brother Cyrus, and that Cyrus had
"arranged the whole thing." 137

In sum, there is a considerable record of
statements by Jamshid manifesting his alleged
knowledge of meetings in Paris involving Cyrus
Hashemi and William Casey. Accordingly, it is
disingenuous, at best, for Jamshid now to at-
tempt under oath to recant these allegations by
either denying that he never met with certain
journalists or denying that he told them that he
had knowledge about meetings in Paris.

Because of Jamshid's shifting position on
Paris it is impossible to know which if any story
to believe. In any case it is clear that if he ever
told anyone about a Paris meeting, he has now
recanted his earlier versions.

b. Houshang Lavi

Gary Sick reports that Houshang Lavi, a de-
ceased Iranian expatriate arms merchant,
claims that he accompanied Cyrus Hashemi to
Paris and that Hashemi attended the meetings
in Paris in mid-October. According to Sick,
Lavi described the events in Paris to him. Sick
reports that Lavi told him the following: Cyrus
Hashemi called Lavi on approximately October
14, 1980. Though they had not previously met,
Lavi joined Hashemi in London, and then the
two flew to Paris. They stayed for three or four
days, lodging in the Hotel Raphael. Allowing
time for travel time, Lavi's claims would have
put him in London and Paris between approxi-
mately October 14 and October 19 or 20,
1980. Lavi reported to his family that the meet-
ing was arranged by the CIA.13

According to Sick, Lavi claimed not to have
attended the meetings and only could report
Cyrus Hashemi's description of their partici-
pants and content. Hashemi reportedly said
that he was meeting with William Casey in
order to gain the release of the hostages. Lavi
claimed that the hostages would be released
after the November 4, 1980 elections in order
to prevent President Carter from getting any
credit for their release. Hashemi is said to have
identified a man by the name of Shaheen as the
contact between Casey and Hashemi. 139

During this time period, as noted earlier,
Lavi was represented by Mitchell Rogovin. Ac-
cording to Rogovin, during the fall of 1980
Lavi hired him to make contacts with the Carter
administration in order to offer his services to
help negotiate a settlement of the hostage

crisis. Coincidentally, Rogovin was also general
counsel for John Anderson's presidential cam-
paign, and kept a detailed diary of his activities.
The diary showed that Rogovin arranged meet-
ings for Lavi with various officials in the Carter
administration between September 29, 1980
and at least October 15, 1980. Rogovin was de-
posed by the Task Force and provided detailed
information which showed that Lavi was neither
in Paris nor London, as alleged.

Based on the evidence gathered by the Task
Force, it is clear that Lavi's story is not credi-
ble. Irrefutable evidence shows that neither he
nor Cyrus Hashemi was in London or Paris
during the time period Lavi alleged. Lavi's
claim that he received a telephone call from
Hashemi on October 14, 1980, and immediate-
ly flew to join him in London is patently false.
The FBI/FISA wire intercepts show that on Oc-
tober 14, 1980, Hashemi flew from London to
New York and arrived at approximately 8:30
a.m. that morning. 1 40 In addition, Rogovin's
testimony and diary show that, rather than
being in London or Paris, Lavi was in Washing-
ton during most times relevant to his Paris alle-
gations. Finally, Rogovin advised the Task
Force that Lavi had visa problems that would
have prevented him from meeting with Ha-
shemi in London and attending the alleged
Paris meetings. 14 '

Rogovin testified that on October 14, 1980,
Lavi told him about six telephone calls he had
received from Tehran on October 13. Rogovin
also stated that on October 14, 1980 Lavi par-
ticipated in several telephone conversations
with Assistant Secretary of State Harold Saun-
ders.

Rogovin testified that on October 15, 1980
Lavi flew to Washington and met with Saun-
ders. 142 On October 16, 1980 Lavi told Rogo-
vin about Prime Minister RajaTs trip to New
York, President Bani-Sadr's discussion of a pro-
posed arms/hostages swap, and a possible
meeting with Prime Minister Raja'i. Rogovin's
note specifically reflected Lavi telling him that
"the Prime Minister is a hardliner, is not going
to deal with Carter, under no circumstances are
'they willing to deal with the present adminis-
tration.' " The following day, Lavi told Ro-
govin that he again had spoken with Tehran
and that they "stressed to him they don't want



to deal with the Carter administration but do
want to swap." 144

On October 19 Lavi called Rogovin to tell
him that President Bani-Sadr's foreign advisor
had called and wanted to meet with Lavi. On
October 20 a person described as Bani-Sadr's
foreign advisor, reflected in Rogovin's notes as
Navab Safavi, visited with Rogovin and Lavi in
Rogovin's Washington office. Rogovin indicat-
ed that nothing substantive came of the meet-
ing."' Rogovin was asked why his notes from
that meeting seemed to end in mid-sentence,
and he indicated that he either "ran out of
inches or interest, one of the two." 146

On October 21 Lavi told Rogovin that a for-
eign agent in Paris had sold documents indicat-
ing United States and Israeli involvement in the
war in Iraq. Rogovin's notes go on to say "48
hrs. Iranian agent coming," then "No release
of anybody before election," and then "Want
to talk to Bush." Rogovin could recall nothing
with respect to the entry concerning the docu-
ments sold in Paris or to an Iranian agent
coming in 48 hours. He indicated that, with re-
spect to the entries regarding the hostage re-
lease and George Bush, "the talking to Bush is
a reflection of the frustration of 21 days of
trying to talk to the State Department. The no
release of anyone before the election was a
staccato theme that was being played at this
point. He [Lavi] was reporting back, they don't
want to deal with this administration, they want
to see the moves. No one is going to be re-
leased until after the election ..... .he is re-
porting what he is being told by the Iranians
that he is speaking with." 14 Later that day, Ro-
govin's notes suggest that Assistant Secretary
Saunders at the State Department had called to
report that President Bani-Sadr had said that
Lavi had no authority to represent him and that
no one had authority to negotiate for them.

On October 24 Rogovin's notes suggest that
Lavi asked him a number of questions regard-
ing what would happen if President Carter
issued an executive order to unfreeze the Irani-
an governmental assets.

On October 26 Lloyd Cutler arranged for a
briefing by Saunders. At that briefing, Rogovin
indicated that we "will give $125 (million) in
arms but hold back on 'Phoenix-type lethal
weapons'."

The following day, after a discussion with
Lavi, Rogovin's notes indicate that Lavi would

be in California on October 29 and provide a
number where he could be reached. Rogovin
acknowledged that if Lavi was going to be out
of town or somewhere other than the normal
places where he could be reached, he would
provide his number to Rogovin.14" He also had
indicated that he did not "recall [Lavi] being
out of the country during this period of time.
He had a visa problem. He had a problem in
travelling. It was not easy for him to travel
..... there were places in Europe, for exam-
ple, that he couldn't go. At a later time, we
were supposed to meet in England and it had
to be Spain." 9

On October 28, Rogovin's notes suggests
that Lavi indicated that the news was still the
same-there would be no hostage release until
after the election. According to Rogovin's
notes, Lavi gave the same message on October
29.

On October 31 Lavi told Rogovin that
rumors of the hostage release were unfounded.
Rogovin's last entry with respect to the hos-
tages was on November 2, when he indicated
that Saunders had called at 6:15 a.m. to advise
Rogovin about the decision of the Iranian Par-
liament with respect to the hostages. Rogovin
indicated that he did not keep notes of discus-
sions he may have had with Lavi regarding the
hostages after the election on November 4
election, nor could he recall the substance of
any discussions.

Rogovin also indicated that he was never told
by Lavi about a meeting at the L'Enfant Plaza
Hotel with Richard Allen or Lawrence Silber-
man and that he was positive that he would
have remembered that because he had been
dealing with Silberman at that time on another
issue.

Rogovin indicated that he knew Cyrus Ha-
shemi's name from a Customs case in mid-80,
for which Lavi was acting as an informant, but
that Hashemi's name didn't "ring a bell" with
respect to the 1980 hostage negotiations. 5 0

Rogovin also indicated that he felt that Lavi
became "less reliable, less honest" as time
went on.151 He added that Lavi never discussed
the "October Surprise allegations" with him. 5 2

Interestingly, in response to questions by the
Task Force Rogovin related a story regarding
Lavi's request for Rogovin's help on an Israeli/
Iranian arms deal in the 1982 time period. This



transaction shares some common elements with
the October Surprise allegations, it was clearly
unrelated.

The Task Force concludes that Lavi's testi-
mony regarding Paris is a fabrication. Rogo-
vin's testimony that Lavi was in Washington,
D.C. on the days when Lavi later claimed to
have been in London and Paris with Hashemi,
together with FISA evidence that Hashemi was
not in London or Paris on those days disprove
Lavi's claim. Furthermore, Lavi's claim to have
been in Paris is not believable in light of his
having told Rogovin on October 21, 1980, that
he wanted to present his ideas to George Bush.
Had Lavi been in Paris a day or two before
learning about a hostage deal involving Casey
and Bush, it defies belief that he would have
raised the topic of the meeting with Bush.

The Task Force found Rogovin to be a credi-
ble witness for a variety of reasons, including
the details provided in his diary and the fact
that he chose to report Lavi's proposals to the
CIA and the State Deparment immediately.

c. William Herrmann 153

William Herrmann was born in Danzig, Ger-
many in 1936. He arrived in the United States
in 1950 and settled in Michigan. After graduat-
ing high school he joined the United States
Army, specializing in ordnance and transporta-
tion. He was honorably discharged in 1959.
From 1962 to 1964 he worked for an air freight
company, Worldwide Services, at Kennedy Air-
port in New York. In 1964 he started his own
air freight forwarding company at Kennedy Air-
port, Continental Air Transport. Continental
had offices throughout Europe and the Middle
East.15

1 Continental operated until 1964, when
"complications at Kennedy Airport" 155 forced
him to close down. In 1970, Herrmann estab-
lished International Resources Development
Company (IRDC). 1 56 IRDC was engaged in the
arms business, specializing in small arms: pis-
tols, submachine guns and revolvers. 1 57 IRDC

shipped directly out of Brazil to its clients
worldwide.' 5 8 Herrmann operated IRDC in
New Jersey and Frankfurt, Germany between
1970 and 1985, when it closed. 1 59 Herrmann

unconvincingly claims that no records of
IRDC's business dealings exist because they
were destroyed by the warehouse people that
housed them for non-payment of bills.160

Herrmann first started selling military arms
to Iran 161 in 1980, following a meeting with
Hamid Nagashian who was, at the time, the au-
thorized arms procurement official for the Rev-
olutionary Guard in Iran. 162 Herrmann was in-
troduced to Nagashian in the fall of 1980 by
Otto Schaller, another arms dealer and friend
of Manuchehr Ghorbanifar.163 During the meet-

ing, Herrmann testified, Nagashian told him
that he was interested in purchasing arms for
the Revolutionary Guard. Herrmann showed
Nagashian brochures from Taurus Internation-
al, a Brazilian manufacturer licensed by Baretta.
Nagashan placed orders for three models of
guns.16 4 The guns were then shipped to Iran by
Taurus, and Herrmann collected a commis-
sion. 165

Nagashan and Herrmann thereafter estab-
lished an ongoing business relationship. Ac-
cording to Herrmann, whenever Nagashian
needed additional guns he would contact Herr-
mann, who would place an order with
Taurus. 166 This arrangement lasted from 1981

to 1985,167 when Herrmann got out of the busi-
ness. 168

Herrmann stated that in January, 1981 he
was invited to Tehran by Deputy Minister of
Defense, Ahmed Azzizi. 169 The purpose of the
trip was to negotiate arm purchases for the Ira-
nian Army. According to Herrmann, Nagashian
had arranged the Azzizi invitation.170 Herrmann

stated that he arrived in Tehran on approxi-
mately January 18, 1981 17 and was provided
accommodations at the Hilton Hotel. 1 72 Herr-
mann said that Nagashian came to the Hilton
on January 21, 1981, to discuss the release of
the hostages. Herrmann stated that Nagashian
told him that the timing of the hostage release
was the result of a deal with Reagan campaign
people; some of his testimony follows:

Q. And tell us, if you would, what
Nagashian told you, if anything, about
the release of the hostages?

A: Well, he told me that a deal had
been negotiated by some people in the
Reagan administration and that the
hostages would be released at the time
Reagan was sworn in.

Q: Did you ask Nagashian how he
came to know this?



A: Yes. Well, I didn't ask him, he
told me.

Q: And what did he tell you?

A: That he was aware and he had
been in Europe at the time when the
negotiations took place.

Q. He, Nagashian, was personally in
Europe at the time?

A: He was in Europe at the time,
yes.

Q. And tell me specifically what he
said with respect to how that agree-
ment came to take place?

A: He said for some time the Irani-
ans had been negotiating with senior
officials in the Reagan administration
on the release of the hostages and also
the delay in releasing them earlier.

Q. Did he indicate to you at this
time who, on behalf of Iran, was in-
volved in these discussions?

A: Mohammed Beheshti, Hakim,
Rafsanjani, Mohsen Rafiqdust. Meet-
ings with Casey, Allen and McFarlane.
These were the three people that were
involved.

Q. So from Iran's standpoint, Naga-
shian says the three individuals in-
volved in the negotiations concerning
the hostages for the [Iranians] were
Beheshti, Hakim, Rafsanjani and
Mohsen Rafiqdust, and the people
working or negotiating with them on
behalf of the United States were Wil-
liam Casey, Richard Allen and Robert
McFarlane. Where did he say the ne-
gotiation took place?

A: He said the negotiations took
place in Paris.

Q. Where in Paris, do you recall?

A: He didn't say.

Q. When in Paris?

A: October, September, October,
1980.

Q. Did he indicate that he, himself,
had attended these meetings?

A: No, he didn't say that, but he was
in Europe at the time and he knew
that these people were in Europe at
the time, also.

Q. Did he indicate to you how he
knew that they were in Europe?

A: He didn't give me any indication
how he found out, but, apparently, he
knew what was happening at the time
due to his position . . . "'

Thus, Herrman said Nagashian told him that
the deal was negotiated in Paris in the Fall of
1980 (probably September or October), and
that the participants in the negotiations were
Mohammed Beheshti, Albert Hakim, Rafsanjani
and Mohsen Rafiqdust for the Iranians and
William Casey, Richard Allen and Bud McFar-
lane for the Reagan Campaign. 174

Task Force counsel asked Herrmann whether
he told anyone about the Nagashian conversa-
tion contemporaneously. Herrmann said that
he confidentially advised the CIA of the infor-
mation obtained from Nagashian. Having told
the government his tale, Herrmann said that he
felt no other responsibility to raise the subject
elsewhere. 175

The Task Force was concerned about Herr-
mann's connection to Richard Brenneke who
had been shown to be untruthful. The Task
Force questioned Herrmann about how he had
surfaced as an October Surprise witness. Herr-
mann was evasive about his contacts with Rich-
ard Brenneke and Barbara Honneger. 1 7 6 This
evasiveness led the Task Force to question
Herrmann's veracity:

Q. During this time period did you
have contact with Barbara Honegger
herself?

A: Yes, she contacted me before her
book was published. That is how I got
in there. How she got my name was
through London, I believe, if I recall
correctly.

Q. You see, that strikes me as odd.
How would she get your name
through London? What happened in



London that she could possibly get
your name?

A: Because of the publicity I re-
ceived.

Q What publicity did you receive
with respect to October Surprise-relat-
ed activities?

A: None. None.

Q: So how did she get your name?

A: I don't know. It could have been
through Brenneke. I don't know.

Q Well, how did Brenneke get your
name? You say maybe through Bren-
neke. How would Brenneke have
gotten your name to tie you into the
October Surprise to get you to Bar-
bara Honegger if you have not gone
public with any statements about Oc-
tober Surprise-related activities?

A: I don't know. I don't know.

Q Did you ask Brenneke that?

A: No I didn't.

Q I mean-

A: As I said, I don't want to know. I
don't want to get involved.

Q But it is quite a puzzle. I mean,
here you have remained silent about
this October Surprise matter, and then
all of a sudden two people, Brenneke
and Honegger, are calling you up and
saying, I hear you have information
relevant to October Surprise. It would
strike me the first question out of my
mouth is what are you talking about.

And if it wasn't, why would you
choose to go public with them for the
first time; Brenneke, a person about
whom you felt was less than honest;
and Honegger, a person you didn't
know? Why would you do that?

A: Well, as I said, I didn't know
Brenneke either. I had never met the
man personally, and, you know, Bren-
neke is very good with collecting infor-
mation, whether it is through newspa-
pers, news media or whatever, and

maybe he picked up my name through
the news media. I don't know.

Q But your name isn't in the news
media relating to October Surprise.

A: I know that. I know that.

Q. So how could he pick it up?

A: I don't know . . 177

Herrmann's answers were disingenuous, at
best. At worst he completely fabricated his
knowledge of and participation in the October
Surprise allegations. It is difficult to believe
that Herrmann was contacted out of the blue
by Honegger or Brenneke. It seems more likely
that he affirmatively sought them out from his
prison cell in an effort to insinuate himself into
the October Surprise theory in much the same
way as did Oswald LeWinter and others. Herr-
mann might also have been motivated by a
desire for revenge against the United States
Government or for a shorter prison sentence.
In any case, Herrmann's story is factually
flawed, especially in light of the CIA contact
report and the testimony of Nagashan, dis-
cussed below.

The Task Force spoke with the CIA agent
who Herrmann contacted. The agent indicated
that during late 1981 or early 1982, FBI's
Newark office advised the CIA that William
Herrmann with various offenses, including
smuggling and theft of motor vehicles. As a
result of these charges, Herrmann determined
that it was in his best interests to cooperate
with the U.S. Government. Among other
things, he made statements concerning Iraq.
The FBI notified the CIA of Herrmann's coop-
eration and suggested that an interview con-
cerning the international matters he had raised
should be arranged.178

A CIA agent was assigned to contact Herr-
mann and evaluate his utility as an intelligence
source. Background checks revealed that Herr-
mann had been arrested on several other occa-
sions, in addition to his current charges. As a
result, the CIA concluded that Herrmann
would not be a useful source.179 During the ini-
tial screening process, however, Herrmann fre-
quently telephoned the agent to volunteer in-
formation. Most of the information was vague
and unusable. The agent characterized Herr-
mann as elusive and hard to pin down. He indi-



cated that Herrmann only provided information
on Iraq, and was only able to produce a list of
arms requirements from the Iraqi Ministry of
Defense. According to the agent, Herrmann
never discussed Iran or the October Surprise
allegations. 180

The agent's last conversation with Herrmann
occurred just before the holidays, when Herr-
mann was to report to Leavenworth Penitentia-
ry. Herrmann was desperate to avoid incarcer-
ation. He said he would do anything for the
United States Government, including being air-
dropped into the Soviet Union. The agent con-
sidered Herrmann to be an unreliable source
and the Agency did not rely on him.

Finally, without success, the Task Force in-
vestigated the relationship among Herrmann,
Brenneke and Honegger.

Given Herrmann's implausible statements re-
garding his contacts with the CIA, his failure to
bring these allegations to the attention of law
enforcement authorities and the CIA at the
time he faced incarceration, and his contacts
with Brenneke and Honegger, the Task Force
considered his testimony to be untruthful. In
addition, as demonstrated below, testimony of
Hamid Nagashan further undercuts Herrmann's
testimony.

d. Hamid Nagashan isi

Hamid Nagashan was born in 1954 in
Tehran. After his father's death, he began a
carpet exporting business. Prior to the Shah's
departure, Nagashan joined the anti-Shah polit-
ical movement and lived "underground". After
the revolution and the return of Khomeini, he
was assigned the task of safeguarding Kho-
meini's house and personal safety. Through
this work he developed a close relationship
with Khomeini. When Iraq invaded Iran in Sep-
tember 1980, Khomeini named Nagashan to
the position of deputy chief in charge of logis-
tics for the Revolutionary Guard. In this capac-
ity he was responsible for the volunteer force
(BASIJ), including logistics and support. He
was regularly required to travel to Europe to
procure arms for the Revolutionary Guard.

According to Nagashan, on one such trip he
met William Herrmann. He stated that he was
introduced to Herrmann by an individual
named Ameri. Ameri introduced Herrmann as
an arms supplier who could obtain mortars,
mortar rounds, heavy equipment and small re-

volvers.18 2 Nagashan claims to have met with

Herrmann on only two occasions. Neither of

these occasions was in Tehran on January 21,

1981 as Herrmann claimed.

During his interview, Nagashan was asked
about the substance of Herrmann's testimony
regarding the January 21, 1981 meeting at the
Hilton Hotel. Nagashan categorically denied
that such an encounter ever occurred.

Nagashan stated that he did not see Herr-
mann on January 21, 1981. He stated that it
would have been impossible for Herrmann to
have entered Iran at that time. He denied that
he was in Europe during the period of the al-
leged Paris meetings. Furthermore, Nagashan
stated that the Iranians alleged by Herrmann to
have been participants in these meetings were
members of rival factions and would never
work together as part of a negotiating team. Fi-
nally, he said that Mehdi Karrubi had neither
the mental abilities nor the confidence of Kho-
meini necessary to negotiate an October Sur-
prise deal.

Nagashan testified that it would have been
impossible for Herrmann to have obtained per-
mission to enter Iran in January 1981 given the
climate of anti-Americanism. Herrmann would
have a passport from another country and, in
all likelihood, an entry visa. Nagashan said that
he doubts that Herrmann would have been able
to obtain the necessary papers. Furthermore,
Nagashan testified that he was not in Europe at
the start of the Iran-Iraq war, in September,
1980. He testified that he was in Tehran at the
time and was unable to speak English. He knew
nothing about secret meetings held in Paris.
Indeed, as indicated above, Nagashan testified
that it would have been impossible to believe
that Beheshti and Rafiqdust would have partici-
pated in the same meeting. They were from
two different levels within the Iranian hierarchy
and they never would have joined together as a
singular negotiating team. Finally, Nagashan in-
dicated that Mehdi Karrubi would not have
served as a representative of Khomeini in 1980
because he was not close to Khomeini and he
was "too low level a guy". Tabatabai would
have been the logical choice. Such a meeting
would have been well beyond Karrubi's mental
capacity and position. 8 3 Finally, in a follow-up
telephonic interview, Nagashan indicated that
he primarily purchased arms from China-not



Europe. At no time did he purchase surplus
NATO arms. '8 4

In compliance with the Task Force's request,
Nagashan sent copies of correspondence re-
garding Taurus. The documents appear to cor-
roborate his assertion that the transactions with
Herrmann took place in late 1981, not 1980 as
Herrmann claimed. As a result, the Task Force
found Nagashan's testimony more credible and
consequently, Herrmann's testimony not credi-
ble and a fabrication.

e. Abol Hassan Bani Sadr

Former Iranian President Bani-Sadr, who was
deposed in September, 1992 arrived at the con-
clusion that there were secret contacts between
Republicans and Iranian officials in October,
1980 by a circuitous route. According to Bani-
Sadr, the fact that Tabatabai replaced Passindi-
deh, as Khomeini's emissary to President
Carter proved that Passendideh's earlier
Madrid contacts with the Americans must have
been with Reagan surrogates. Bani-Sadr rea-
soned that if Passindideh had met with Carter
representatives, there would have been no
point in replacing him with Tabatabai. His re-
placement proves that the earlier meeting must
have been with Republican representatives.
Indeed, because Bani-Sadr was told by Passin-
dideh that he met with Republicans, Passindi-
deh was not allowed to participate in follow-up
meetings with Carter representatives. Other-
wise, Bani-Sadr would have been in a position
to inform the Iranian public that Khomeini was
in fact engaged in secret talks with Americans
despite his public pronouncements that such
contact would not be tolerated. Thus, Tabata-
bai secretly, and unknown to Bani-Sadr at the
time, replaced Passindideh and met the Carter
representatives in Germany.18 5

Bani-Sadr's analysis demonstrates how some
Iranians may have mistakenly misled them-
selves to believe that Khomeini representatives
met with Reagan campaign officials. Reza Pas-
sindideh did meet with Cyrus Hashemi and
Stanley Pottinger in July 1980. But Pottinger, a
Republican, arranged and attended the meeting
with the knowledge and approval of the Carter
State Department.186 If Iranians later learned
that Pottinger was a former Ford administra-
tion official, they may well have leaped to the
conclusion that Pottinger continued to repre-
sent the Republicans.

Continuing with his analysis, Bani-Sadr indi-
cated that the contact between Tabatabai and
the Americans was sanctioned by Khomeini be-
cause Khomeini was fearful that a war with Iraq
was imminent, and that Iran lacked the military
means to defend itself. Khomeini, could no
longer wait for Reagan to come to power to
supply the needed arms. Because Carter had
promised to release weapons previously pur-
chased upon release of the hostages, Khomeini
was willing to engage the Carter administration
in secret negotiations.' 8 7 These contacts would
have proved successful had Khomeini not
changed his mind again.'88 According to Bani-
Sadr, Khomeini was reassured by President
Carter's public statement that he didn't want
Iran to lose its war with Iraq. Following
Carter's statement, Bani-Sadr stated Khomeini
returned to his previous strategy of dealing
with the Republicans.

The Task Force asked Bani-Sadr to explain
the basis for his opinions and to produce, if
possible, documentary or other evidence that
would support them. Bani-Sadr explained that
he had received "information" that a meeting
was scheduled in Paris between Casey and Raf-
sanjani. While the source of the information re-
mains unknown to him, he suggested that the
meeting's existence was proven by the fact that
both Raja'i and Rafsanjani made prearranged
statements on October 22, 1980 in Parliament
to the effect that "Iran doesn't need American
weapons and American spare parts." As com-
mander-in-chief, Bani-Sadr knew that Iran des-
perately needed American weapons and spare
parts. The fact that the two clerics made such a
prearranged and patently untrue statements
proved to Bani-Sadr that a secret deal must
have been struck earlier in October between
the Republicans and clerics bent on toppling
Bani-Sadr's presidency. ' 9

Bani-Sadr offered the Task Force many docu-
ments in support of this conclusion. These doc-
uments consisted of letters he wrote contempo-
raneously with the events under investigation
and other analytical writings completed since
then. None of the documents bear directly on
the allegations under investigation, unless one
accepts Bani-Sadr's deduction that the actions
by the Mullahs to topple his presidency were
taken following a secret deal with the Republi-
cans. The documents themselves, however,



offer no proof of such a deal, and the Task
Force is not pursuaded by Bani-Sadr's reason-
ing. It is the view of the Task Force that the
points made by Bani-Sadr accurately reflect the
fact that the fate of the hostages was intimately
linked to internal Iranian political struggles and
that delay in the release of the American hos-
tages could be explained without reference to
an October Surprise deal.

Francois Cheron "' and Christian Bourget 191

are French attorneys who represented Sadegh
Ghotbzadeh, Abol Hassan Bani-Sadr and the
Government of Iran at various times in the
1970s and 1980s including the duration of the
hostage crisis. By virtue of their association
with Ghotbzadeh and Bani-Sadr, and as a result
of spending many weeks in Tehran, Cheron
and Bourget concluded in their own minds that
Reagan campaign officials had negotiated a
deal with the Iranians. The Task Force inter-
viewed these attorneys at length in an effort to
ascertain the basis for their beliefs.

f. Francois Cheron

Cheron's conclusion that Reagan campaign
officials entered into a secret deal is based
upon the following deductive analysis:

First, in the summer of 1980 Ghotbzadeh
and Bani-Sadr separately told him that they be-
lieved that a secret deal had been made.' 92 Nei-
ther offered any proof. Second, he could not
explain the repeated failures of his hostage ne-
gotiations. He said,

"You know, it's very strange that
each time we were at the point of
making a very important step for the
freedom of the hostages and a settle-
ment of the crisis, either in Iran or in
Washington in America, there were
some events which were destroying
our efforts." 193

These failures, he concluded, must have been
the result of outside interference. Third, when
he was retained by Iran to help recover $56
million which it claimed had been stolen by
Ahmed Heidari, he discovered that the weap-
ons shipped to Iran in October, 1980 came, in
part, from Israel and from NATO stockpiles in
Lisbon, Portugal and from Israel. Cheron be-
lieved that such shipments could not have been
made without United States intervention and/
or approval.' Fourth, he was aware of the

memorandum from Jacques Montanes suggest-
ing that an October arms deal was approved,
or at least not objected to, by French intelli-
gence authorities. '95

Cheron readily admitted that he had no
proof of this theory. But he remarked that his
conclusions were based upon a series of devel-
opments that were unlikely to have occurred by
mere coincidence. Cheron added that he would
change his opinion about the existence of a
deal if it were shown that the Israelis had told
the Carter administration about the deal, at or
about the time it occurred, and the United
States had approved or accepted it. Under this
scenario, it could not then be said that the
"Reagan people were trying to destroy the offi-
cial negotiations for the release of the hostages
and to [instead] delay the release of the hos-
tages." 196 If, however, the Carter administra-
tion did not approve the sale, then he would
maintain his original position. 197

The Task Force found Cheron to be a credi-
ble witness but disagreed with his analysis for
several reasons. First, neither Ghotbzadeh nor
Bani-Sadr then or now could point to any sub-
stantive evidence of a deal. Second, as dis-
cussed throughout this report, external factors
did influence the hostage negotiations but most
were based on identifiable factual circum-
stances. Third, there is no evidence that the
arms deal in October was related to the hos-
tage negotiations in Paris. In fact, the arms deal
seems to predate the alleged October meetings.
Finally, the "approval" of French intelligence
agencies has been explained by those involved
in the deal without reference to a CIA-French
intelligence conspiracy.

While Cheron's logic has superficial appeal,
it does not, in the opinion of the Task Force,
withstand close scrutiny.

g. Christian Bourguet

Bourget, like Cheron, believes that secret
meetings between Republicans and Iranians oc-
curred in part because Ghotbzadeh told him
they did. Bourget indicated that Ghotbzadeh
was firmly convinced that the meetings oc-
curred. But, Bourget also pointed out that
while "He [Ghotbzadeh] always told me that he
suspected that things like that were happening,
he had no evidence of that, but he was suspect-
ing that. And he was, he believed that people



like Kissinger, or people around him, had kept
with the clerics through commercial channels.
He was positive of it." 98 Bourget also believes
that a secret agreement made sense for the rad-
ical clerics because, as long as the hostages
were held, Iran could not properly be governed
by the secularists. This left a power vacuum for
the clerics to fill.

With respect to the likely Iranian emissary,
Bourget felt that it was not out of the realm of
possibility that Mehdi Karrubi was sent. Al-
though Bourget noted that Mehdi Karrubi "at
the time was nothing,"' 99 he remarked that a
person of limited reputation could more easily
hold surreptitious meetings, especially in
Europe, without detection. Similarly, Bourget
felt that Tabatabai could also have done work
for Beheshti.

So, if I was Beheshti, for example,
and I wanted to discuss directly with
the Americans, I would send someone
like Tabatabai to discuss. And I know
that one could discuss at the same
time, without no friendship or prom-
ise, no doubt, discuss as well with
Reagan people as Carter people, who
pays more. This is a . . . plan. 2

11

Bourguet's reasoning, like Cheron's, is diffi-
cult to support. With respect to the Ghotbza-
deh statements, Bourget himself noted that
Ghotbzadeh had no evidence for his beliefs.
More compelling, however, was Bourget's sug-
gestion that the Republicans whom Ghotbza-
deh thought were dealing with the Iranians
were not the Republicans who figure promi-
nently in the October Surprise scenario. Specif-
ically, Bourget indicated that Ghotbzadeh's
speech before the Majlis-in which he men-
tioned that the Republicans were dealing with
Iranians came in response to the Shah's depar-
ture from Panama just before the extradition
papers could be presented to the Panamanian
government. In Iran, it was believed then that
someone within the Chase Manhattan Bank,
where the Shah has large sums of money de-
posited, was in contact with Henry Kissinger,
who, in turn, informed the Shah of the extradi-
tion papers. The Chase Manhattan Bank is con-
trolled by the Rockefellers, who are Republi-
cans. Bourget said that the Rockefellers were
probably most often thought of as the Republi-
cans Ghotbzadeh was referring to in his

speeche. The Ghotbzadeh statement may there-
fore be irrelevant to the main October Surprise
hypothesis.

Second, as stated above, internal Iranian pol-
itics provide a basis for concluding the clerics
did not have any reason to strike a deal with
the Republicans. 20 1

Finally, the argument that Mehdi Karrubi, a
"nobody" without close ties to Khomeini,
could, because of his anonymity, be used for
secret negotiations with the Reagan campaign,
is not credible. It makes no sense that someone
without solid ties to Khomeini would be en-
trusted with such a sensitive role. The risks to
that individual would be too great without Kho-
meini's consent. 202

While it is worth acknowledging the impor-
tant role that Francois Cheron and Christian
Bourget played in efforts to gain the release of
the hostages, the Task Force is unable to verify
their conclusions regarding the October Sur-
prise allegations.

h. Nicolas Ignatiew

Nicolas Ignatiew is an arms dealer residing in
Europe. He was interviewed by the Task Force
about his involvement in arms trafficking and
related activities and to his knowledge of the
October Surprise allegations. Ignatiew stated
that he had been actively selling arms for over
twenty years. He claimed to have developed
close contacts with French intelligence person-
nel and others who operate within or on the
fringes of the arms trafficking arena. 203

Through these contacts, Ignatiew claimed that
he was introduced to Brenneke in about
1986.204 Ignatiew advised that he was trying to
assist French authorities in gaining the release
of two Frenchmen being held hostage in Leba-
non. Ignatiew thought that Brenneke might be
interested in trying to arrange a similar deal for
the American hostages in Lebanon. Ignatiew
said that he made several unsuccessful attempts
to arrange meetings with Brenneke with no
success. After repeated failures to link up with
Brenneke, Ignatiew concluded that Brenneke
was unreliable.205

Ignatiew said that his knowledge of the Octo-
ber Surprise allegations derives largely from
Brenneke. Ignatiew is convinced that Brenneke
invented his (Brenneke's) involvement in the
October Surprise meetings said to have taken



place in Paris. Ignatiew said that an alleged
meeting among himself, Brenneke and Robert
Benes-at which Ignatiew was to serve as the
translator-this was a total fabrication. 20 6 Igna-
tiew implied that Brenneke and Benes some-
how conspired to insinuate themselves into the
alleged Paris meetings. Ignatiew has never met
Benes. Furthermore, he opined that Brenneke's
professed involvement in the October Surprise
events may have come to pass as a result of
Brenneke's contacts with journalists covering
the October Surprise allegations. Although he
offered no proof for these views, Ignatiew was
absolutely convinced that Brenneke's and
Benes' alleged involvement in the October Sur-
prise meetings was "an invention" of Richard
Brenneke.

Ignatiew stated that he had no specific infor-
mation concerning the alleged Paris meetings.
He said that after Brenneke had piqued his in-
terest in these events, he informally "investigat-
ed" them among his contacts within French in-
telligence and the arms community.

Ignatiew said that based on these "friendly
contacts", he was advised that a meeting did
occur. When pressed for details, however, Ig-
natiew categorically refused to answer specific
questions. All He would only say that he was
told that "four or five people may know some-
thing and there are two persons who were wit-
nesses." 207 He said that based on his discreet
inquiry any such meeting would "have taken
place not to delay the release of the hostages,
but to get them released as soon as possi-
ble." 208 He again offered no leads, documents
or other evidence supporting this conclusion
and he refused to answer any questions regard-
ing the basis for his opinions or the identity of
the people with whom he had inquired. Given
Ignatiew's refusal to provide specific informa-
tion or leads, the Task Force cannot give any
credit his statements.

i. Ahmed Salamatian

Ahmed Salamatian held a variety of govern-
ment positions in post-Shah Iran. In February,
1980 he was elected to the Majlis,where he was
aligned with President Bani-Sadr. He fled Iran
in September, 1981 after assassination attempts
were made against him. 20 9

Salamatian also had no contemporary or first
hand information regarding any secret dealings
between Republicans and Iranian clerics. Only

upon reflection and after consideration of the
views of the others did Salamatian begin to be-
lieve in the possibility of a secret October Sur-
prise deal.

Task Force staff spent approximately seven
hours interviewing Salamatian. 21" His analysis
went as follows.

From the initial attack on the U.S. embassy
until the appointment of Raja'i as Prime Minis-
ter, Khomeini found a variety of reasons for
the continued detention of the hostages. 211

Many of those reasons were transparent, ac-
cording to Salamatian. In Salamatian's view,
Khomeini's regarded the hostages as a means
by which he could consolidate power in the
hands of the mullahs, at the expense of the se-
cularists. Salamatian said that Khomeini first
announced that anyone who favored a release
of the hostages had to be an agent of the
United States. 21 2 Khomeini then proclaimed

that the hostages could not be released until
after the Iranian constitution was adopted . 213

The constitution was eventually adopted and
it made the prime minister the most important
position in the government. Khomeini then de-
clared that the hostages could not be freed
until a prime minister was selected by the
president. Bani-Sadr was elected president in
January, 1980. Bani-Sadr nominated seven
people for the position of Prime Minister and
all of them were rejected by Khomeini. Kho-
meini next declared that the fate of the hos-
tages should be left up to Parliament. Parlia-
ment began to discuss the hostages in June of
1980.214 Parliament was divided, however, be-
tween the Rafsanjani/Beheshti clerical faction
and the Bani-Sadr/Barzagan secularist faction.
The hostage debate went nowhere because
Khomeini was more concerned with orchestrat-
ing the selection of Raja'i as prime minister
than he was in releasing the hostages. Raja'i
was aligned with Khomeini. With the ascension
of Raja'i to prime minister, Khomeini would
control all of the important levers of power in
the Iranian government,

Raja'i was named Prime Minister on Septem-
ber 5, 1980. From that point forward, Salama-
tian said, Khomeini had no need for the hos-
tages. As a result, Tabatabai was sent to Ger-
many to negotiate their release. Even though
Khomeini had decided to rid himself of the
hostages, it took until January 1981 to com-



plete the negotiations. Salamatian believes the
delay was due either to the fact that the Iranian
government was incompetent, or that they had
an ulterior motive for stretching out the negoti-
ations until after the American election. Sala-
matian concluded the latter was the case, citing
the debates of the Majles to support his posi-

215tion.
Specifically, Salamatian referred to the de-

bates of the 55th Session of Parliament (Octo-
ber 2, 1980), the 61st Session (October 22,
1980), the 62nd Session (October 26, 1980) the
63rd Session (November 2, 1980) and the
100th Session (January 21, 1981). He claimed
that his views were supported by the parlia-
mentary rhetoric which sugggested an inten-
tional effort on the part of Khomeini's allies to
delay a resolution of the crisis.216

Each of the Majlis debates cited by Salama-
tian were translated and analyzed by the Task
Force. The debate was long-winded, redundant
and pedantic, but there is absolutely no men-
tion of any secret deal to manipulate the timing
of the release of the hostages. To the contrary,
many of the speeches, especially those made
during the 63rd Session on November 2, 1980,
express the view that the outcome of the Amer-
ican elections should not play a role in deter-
minating when and under what conditions the
hostages should eventually be released. 217 Fur-
thermore, throughout the Majlis debate of No-
vember 2, 1980, many speakers point out that,
as far as Iran is concerned, there is no differ-
ence between Reagan and Carter. No mention
is made of any arms deal in the debates. In
fact, the vitriolic rhetoric directed at Israel and
American supporters undermines the notion
that there could have been the kind of secret
collaboration between the clerics and the Israe-
lis alleged by the those claiming to have partici-
pated in the October Paris meetings.

Hence, while Salamatian's reasoning appears
superficially plausible and he appears to be a
credible individual, the documents he provided
do not support his analysis. 218 Salamatian, like
Bani-Sadr and several others, sought to explain
the stops and starts of the hostage negotiations
process by reference to a single conspiracy
theory. Such an analysis, while expedient, is not
grounded in fact.

j. Investigative Reporters

The Task Force interviewed two investigative
reporters with ties to intelligence matters. One
is Claude Angeli, chief editor for Canard En-
chaine', a French newspaper, and the other
David A. Andelman, a former television corre-
spondent and now a writer.

Angeli investigated the October Surprise al-
legations to determine the extent of the French
invovlement. Angeli spoke to sources in French
intelligence (SDECE) and who claimed that de
Marenches had provided "cover" for a meeting
between American Republicans and Iranians in
France between October 18-19, 1980. Specifi-
cally Angeli's sources stated that SDECE pro-
vided security for a meeting so that its sub-
stance and existence would remain secret.
None of his sources, however, claimed to have
had any involvement in this alleged operation.

Angeli's sources also claimed that de Mar-
enches utilized a select group of loyal intelli-
gence operatives, hnd-selected because de
Marenches could couwt on their strict confiden-
tiality. Angeli further states that his sources
claimed that no files existed within SDECE on
this meeting, despite a search by Angeli's
sources. As a consequence, while Angeli con-
sidered his sources to be reliable, he was not
satisfied that the allegation had been proven.
As a result, he never published the results of
his investigation.

The second reporter, David A. Andelman,
had a confidential relationship with the former
chief of French intelligence, Alexandre de Mar-
enches, with whom he had worked for several
years as the co-author of his biography, which
was published in 1992.219 Andelman told the
Task Force 22

1 that during the course of ninety
hours of interviews with de Marenches between
late 1988 and late 1991, de Marenches told him
about the reported stories concerning meetings
in Paris in 1980.221 According to Andelman, de
Marenches acknowledged setting up a meeting
in Paris between Casey and some Iranians in
late October of 1980.222 Andelman could offer
no additional details. Additionally, Andelman
was not able to recall in the course of their ex-
change, the state of his (Andelman's) own
knowledge of "these stories" at the time he
questioned de Marenches, or the state of de
Marenches' knowledge as to these allega-
tions. 223 Moreover, Andelman stated that de



Marenches had only cryptically commented on
these discussions, off the record, and had not
given him any details as to the participants in
the meeting, where the meeting occurred, or its
stated purpose. 224 Andelman testified he did
not pursue that information further because de
Marenches did not want it included in the
book.

225

Andelman further noted that de Marenches
was a man of considerable ego. Andelman
could not therefore rule out the possibility that
de Marenches had told him that he was aware
of and involved in the Casey meetings because
he, de Marenches, could not risk telling his bi-
ographer he had no knowledge of these allega-
tions at a point when they were as yet unpro-
ven. 226 Andelman speculated that if something
of that magnitude involving William J. Casey
had in fact happened during de Marenches'
tenure, without his knowledge, it would have
been very embarrassing to him. 227 Indeed, An-
delman acknowledged, that for de Marenches
to have denied any involvement in, or knowl-
edge of, such a meeting would have cast grave
doubts about the true nature of his relationship
with Casey should it ever be proven to have
happened.

22

In light of the above, the Task Force's assess-
ment of Andelman's testimony was that while
he was credible with respect to his recollection
that de Marenches told him that he had ar-
ranged some form of a meeting between Casey
and some Iranians, this purported statement
was of little probative value given its cryptic
nature. While the Task Force conducted a brief
interview noted below with de Marenches prior
to Andelman's testimony, it was unable to
reach de Marenches to confront him with An-
delman's testimony. Accordingly, the Task
Force concludes that this uncorroborated and
unverified statement is insufficiently probative
to overcome the great weight of evidence indi-
cating that no such meeting occurred.

k. De Marenches and De Marolles

Alexander de Marenches was the director
general of SDECE from 1969 through 1981.
Alain Gagneron de Marolles was the director of
operations at SDECE until 1980. It has been al-
leged that de Marenches and/or de Marolles
knew about, approved and provided cover for
the Paris meetings between Reagan campaign
officials and Iranian officials.

Task Force counsel separately interviewed de

Marenches and de Marolles separately in Paris,

prior to David Andelman's testimony. De Mar-

enches specifically denied any knowledge of or

participation in October meetings concerning
the American hostages. He stated that during

the summer and fall of 1980 he did not meet
with Bill Casey anywhere in Europe. He further
stated that neither he nor any present or
former members of SDECE ever, with his
knowledge or consent, provide cover for any
hostage-related meeting at any hotel or other
location in Paris. 229 Finally, he stated that
during the intervening years he personally had
not been told by any individual that such a
meeting took place. 230

De Marenches was also asked about his trip
to see President-elect Reagan in California in
December 1980. He was asked whether his invi-
tation was related to alleged assistance in ar-
ranging the Paris meeting. He denied this and
explained that he was invited to see President-
elect Reagan through "mutual friends", not by
Bill Casey. 231

Alain de Marolles also categorically denied
involvement in or knowledge of any secret
meetings in Paris or elsewhere. He stated that
he had left SDECE prior to October, 1980 and
was not in a position to participate in or pro-
vide cover for any such meetings. de Marolles
also denied any involvement or approval of
arms deals 232 as part of a quid pro quo for the
hostages. 233 He indicated that he knew none of
the individuals involved in the later arms ship-
ments. He claimed to have first heard about the
October Surprise hypothesis when contacted by
a reporter in 1990 or 1991.

The Task Force found it difficult to evaluate
the information obtained from these individ-
uals. Although both de Marenches and de Mar-
olles had denied knowledge of any such meet-
ings, neither Andelman nor Angeli appeared to
have a hidden motive or agenda when describ-
ing for the Task Force their knowledge of the
Paris allegations. While the Task Force found
both reporters to be credible, neither reporter
had ever found any evidence to corroborate
these stories. The Task Force was also unable
to corroborate these stories. The Task Force
was unable to obtain the identity of, let alone
interview, the intelligence sources cited by
Angeli. The Task Force was also unable to con-



front de Marenches with the specific statements
reported by Andelman. As a result, it is difficult
for the Task Force to give any probative value
to unsubstantiated hearsay allegations regard-
ing a matter as serious as the one being al-
leged. In balance, such evidence, standing
alone, is wholly insufficient to establish the fact
of the October Paris meetings, especially as
compared to the overwhelming credible evi-
dence which tends to refute this allegation.

4. Documentary Evidence

The Task Force tried to locate corroborative
evidence of the alleged Paris meetings through
a variety of sources. The Task Force's investi-
gation of the hotels in which the Paris meetings
are alleged to have occurred produced no cor-
roborative evidence.

a. The Hotel Ritz Paris

The Task Force staff met and interviewed
staff of the Ritz Hotel Paris, which Ari Ben-
Menashe said was the site of the "big confer-
ence". With the cooperation of the hotel staff,
the Task Force staff made a survey of the
premises which confirmed that the hotel does
not have the conference facilities described by
Ben-Menashe. 234 Large ballroom facilities on
the first floor of the hotel are used only for
public events. There are no conference facili-
ties on this floor. The hotel suites are large
enough to accommodate a meeting, but they
do not fit Ben-Menashe's description of the
room in which the meeting is alleged to have
been held. The hotel has neither an elevator
which can be locked off with a key nor a con-
cierge elevator casting doubt on Ben-Menashe's
description of how George Bush and William
Casey arrived at the meeting.235

At the request of the Task Force staff, Ritz
staff examined their computerized and manual
records of customer attendance for the relevant
time period. None of the individuals whose
names were searched, all of whom were alleged
to have attended the meeting,23 6 were guests at
the hotel during the month of October 1980.

b. The Hotel Raphael

The Task Force tried to conduct a similar in-
vestigation at the Hotel Raphael, alleged by
others 237 to be the site of Paris meetings. By
letter dated May 21, 1992, Alain Astier, general

manager advised that the hotel would not be
able to answer Task Force inquiries because of
French privacy laws.138

c. Paris Hilton

The Paris Hilton advised the Task Force that
it did not maintain records dating back to
1980.

d. Hotel Waldorf-Florida

The Hotel Waldorf-Florida refused to coop-
erate formally with the Task Force. On a visit
to the hotel, however, the day manager advised
a Task Force investigator that the Hotel main-
tained no records dating back to 1980.

5. Evidence Which Tends to
Refute the Allegations-The
Whereabouts of Principle Parties

Allegations of Paris meetings between repre-
sentatives of the 1980 Reagan campaign and
Iranian government officials to finalize a hos-
tage deal are largely premised upon the stories
told by individuals said to have personal knowl-
edge of the alleged events or hearsay knowl-
edge of accounts given by others. All of these
accounts place the meetings in Paris during the
period of October 15-20, 1980. Using docu-
ments and testimony, the Task Force was able,
with a substantial degree of certainty, to recon-
struct the whereabouts of the alleged key par-
ticipants in the Paris meetings during the rele-
vant time period. This reconstruction shows
that it would have been impossible for William
Casey, George Bush, and Cyrus Hashemi to
have attended the alleged meetings.

a. The Whereabouts of William Casey

Documents and testimony obtained by the
Task Force indicate that William Casey could
not have been in Paris during the time period
of October 15-20, 1980 when he is alleged to
have participated in October Surprise meet-
ings. 239

Documents indicate that Casey was in the
Washington, D.C. area on October 15. The As-
sociated Press reported that, on October 15,
Casey commented publicly that Reagan had
agreed to a three-man debate.240 In addition,
the campaign headquarters visitor logs indicate
that Casey's brother and sister-in-law visited



him at the headquarters in Arlington, Virginia
at 7:30 p.m.2 41 Lawrence Casey, William
Casey's nephew, confirmed that his parents
were visiting Washington, D.C. during part of
that week and verified George and Rita Casey's
signatures on the log. 2 42 Casey's credit card re-
ceipts indicate that he had drinks and dinner at
the Jockey Club in downtown Washington that
evening. 243

Documentary evidence also indicates that on
October 16, Casey was at the Arlington, Virgin-
ia headquarters during the day and traveled to
New York in the evening. A campaign memo-
randum from Casey regarding a Carter propos-
al on windfall tax credits is dated October
16.244 In addition, on the morning of October
16, Casey sent two Western Union telegrams,
including one to the Carter campaign, regard-
ing a proposed three-way debate between the
presidential candidates. 24 According to the
campaign visitor logs, Casey also received three
visitors that day. 246

Evidence also indicates that Casey attended
the Al Smith dinner in New York on the
evening of October 16. The Al Smith dinner is
a major traditional political dinner which both
President Carter and Governor Reagan attend-
ed in 1980. Two witnesses stated that Casey
was present and that they had drinks with him
at the Waldorf Astoria Hotel after the
dinner.247 Casey's personal calendar indicates
that Casey planned to attend the dinner.2 48 A
letter from Casey dated October 16 to the Al
Smith Foundation states, "I appreciate your ar-
ranging five seats for me at the dinner tonight
and I enclose a contribution to the Alfred E.
Smith Foundation. "249 In addition, records
from the Alfred E. Smith Foundation show
Casey seated on the dais. 250

According to newspaper accounts, on Friday,
October 17, Casey attended an early morning
meeting with Governor Reagan and senior ad-
visors at the Waldorf Hotel where the Al Smith
dinner had been held the night before to dis-
cuss the proposed presidential debate. 251 A
credit card receipt signed by William Casey in-
dicates that he had dinner in Arlington, Virgin-
ia at the Lido di Venezia restaurant that
evening. 252

On October 18, 1980, the Reagan campaign
headquarters visitors log indicates that Casey
received a visitor at campaign headquarters at
9:50 a.m.2 53 Another entry indicates that

Casey's brother, George, and his wife, Rita, vis-
ited Casey at 11:50 a.m. 254 Larry Casey verified
his parents' signatures on the campaign visitor
logs and, although he could not specifically
recall the date, believed they visited the head-
quarters on Saturday, October 18.255 A final
entry in the log indicates Casey himself entered
the campaign headquarters at 11:30 p.m. and
visited the "Ops" center for approximately
twenty minutes. 256

The Task Force received testimony that
Casey was in the Washington, D.C. area on
Sunday, October 19, 1980. Casey's nephew,
Larry Casey told the Task Force about several
meetings his uncle had with his parents who
were visiting the Washington area from New
York for the weekend to celebrate their 32nd
wedding anniversary. He recalled that his
father spoke with William Casey by telephone
on the morning of Sunday, October 19, the last
day of his parents' visit. Larry Casey remem-
bered this call because his father and uncle en-
gaged in what Larry felt was a heated conversa-
tion regarding a business deal. William Casey's
personal records found by the Task Force at
his New York home indicate that he did have
business dealings with his brother, George.
Larry Casey recalls that he also spoke with Wil-
liam Casey during that telephone call and
based on the clarity of the connection believed
it to be a local call.257 In addition, Larry Casey
recalled that his father and uncle discussed the
possibility of meeting for brunch or lunch
before his father left to drive back to New
York.258 The discussion of a midday meal sug-
gests that William Casey was in the local area
on Sunday.

The Task Force believes that Casey traveled
from the Washington, D.C. area to Cincinnati,
Ohio on the morning of Monday, October 20,
1980. Casey's calendar indicates an unidenti-
fied 8:00 a.m. appointment at the Metropolitan
Club in Washington. 2 9 Because the Metropoli-
tan Club routinely destroys outdated records,
the Task Force was unable to verify this meet-
ing. 260

Casey's calendar also indicates an engage-
ment at 10:00 a.m. in Cincinnati, Ohio on Oc-
tober 20, 1980.261 The Task Force concluded
that Casey traveled to Cincinnati to attend
Governor Reagan's address to a conference of
Catholic School Superintendents.262 Casey's



driver testified that he recalled driving Casey
only once to the tarmac at Dulles airport for
Casey to join the campaign plane for a trip to
Cincinnati.263 The PBS television show, Front-
line, included a photograph of Casey with
Reagan in Cincinnati.264 In addition, a memo-
randum that Casey wrote to Mike Deaver on
October 21, states, "I talked to Howard Baker
on the plane yesterday . . ." indicating that
Casey did travel on the campaign plane with
Reagan on the previous day, October 20.265

Casey's calendars also show several other
meetings scheduled for that afternoon which
the Task Force was unable to confirm. Howev-
er, an American Express credit card receipt
signed by William Casey and dated October 20,
shows that Casey made a purchase at the King
Dynasty/Sorabol Restaurant in Arlington, Vir-
ginia in the amount of $13.05, indicating that
he had returned to the Washington area later
that day. This is a restaurant located close to
the Reagan-Bush campaign headquarters and
frequented by the campaign staff.266

The Task Force could not determine the
whereabouts of Casey for October 21, 1980.
The page for October 21, 1980, is missing
from the Casey desk calendar and could not be
located by the Task Force. Casey's other calen-
dar contained no entries for October 21.

The Task Force has determined that Casey
was in the Washington area on October 22,
1980. The Reagan campaign headquarters visi-
tor log shows that Casey received visitors at
2:30 p.m. and 3:35 p.m. 2 67 Casey's calendar
also indicates a 7:30 p.m. meeting with Whitey
Rogers, although no location was noted.
Casey's "Monthly Minder" calendar contained
no entries for October 22.

The Task Force believes that it is highly im-
probable that Casey could have been back in
the Washington area by 2:30 p.m. on October
22 if he traveled to Paris for the multiple meet-
ings alleged following his trip to Cincinnati.
Moreover, the primary allegations of the Paris
meetings do not include meetings after Octo-
ber 20, 1980.268

b. The whereabouts of Cyrus Hashemi

Electronic intercepts demonstrate conclusive-
ly that the allegations that Cyrus Hashemi at-
tended meetings between Iranians and Reagan
election campaign officials including William
Casey in Paris, France, between October 18-20,

1980 are false. Based upon intercepted tele-
phone calls in which Hashemi participated, the
FBI surveillance shows that Hashemi did not
leave the United States between October 14,
1980 and October 28, 1980. (See chart no. 2).

For example, an analysis of the intercepted
telephone conversations during this relevant
mid-October, 1980 time period show that
Cyrus, while in the United States, was regularly
discussing his attempts to inject himself into
the hostage issue, keeping in touch with Admi-
ral Madani, assisting in the financing of John
Shaheen's refinery, trying to locate assets of
the Shah, attempting to obtain military equip-
ment and conducting personal business. For
example, on October 18, 1980 at 4:44 p.m.,
Cyrus speaks with Stanley Pottinger about
whether Cyrus ought to attempt to meet with
Iranian Prime Minister Rajai in New York
during the latter's United Nations visit. On Oc-
tober 19, at 4:31 p.m., Cyrus speaks with his
brother, Reza, about the public status of the
hostage issue. On October 20, shortly after
noon, Cyrus tells his wife he is not sure wheth-
er or not he will be home for dinner. Shortly,
before 7:00 p.m., Cyrus is speaking with a re-
porter regarding certain outstanding lawsuits.
Similarly, earlier in the day, Cyrus speaks with
an associate about trying to obtain arms for the
Iranian Air Force and Navy. The telephone
calls also are significant during this period in
that Cyrus is not discussing on any conversa-
tion efforts to delay the hostage release as a
result of any deal or understanding with
Reagan-Bush campaign officials.

c. The Whereabouts of Donald Gregg

At his deposition, Ambassador Gregg strong-
ly denied that he was in Paris during October,
1980. Both his recollection and contemporane-
ously made diary entries provided by him to
the Task Force indicated that he was at Reho-
both Beach, Delaware on the weekend of Octo-
ber 17, 1980.269 The diary entries reflected Am-
bassador Gregg's tennis and swimming activi-
ties with his family on that weekend. 270 Ambas-
sador Gregg explained that he remembered the
weekend well because his daughter, Lucy, had
been married two weekends before on October
4 and, after a brief honeymoon, her husband
had to return to his foreign service posting
overseas. Ambassador Gregg also identified



photographs, dated as developed in October
1980, which he specifically recalled being taken
during that weekend. Ambassador Gregg noted
that in one of the pictures a wedding band was
visible on his daughter's finger indicating that
the photograph had to have been taken after
October 4, 1980.

During the trial of Richard Brenneke, Am-
bassador Gregg was also asked about a dispute
regarding the weather that weekend. He indi-
cated that the weather was . . . . "mostly
cloudy. It didn't rain, but it was not bright sun-
shine, but it was-there wasn't a lot of wind,
and there was-it was warm enough so that I
went in or I think we all went swimming." 271

He also indicated that the ocean water in Octo-
ber was actually quite warm, often warmer than
the air temperature, and that the swimming was
often comfortable.

The Task Force also deposed Margaret
Gregg, Ambassador Gregg's wife. Mrs. Gregg
also specifically recalled the beach weekend as
being October 17-19, 1980. Her calendar for
the year 1980 also showed a beach weekend on
those dates. 272 She identified the photographs
of her daughter, her husband and herself and
generally corroborated Ambassador Gregg's
testimony. 273

Finally, the Task Force deposed Lucy Gregg
Buckley who corroborated the recollections of
her mother and father, specifically noting that
this was the only weekend that fall she recalled
going to the beach. 274 The Task Force found
the testimony of Ambassador Gregg and his
family to be credible, consistent and well cor-
roborated by the documents they produced.

d. The Whereabouts of Robert Gates

During Robert Gates' 1991 confirmation
hearings to be Director of Central Intelligence,
Ar Ben-Menashe alleged to the Senate Select
Committee on Intelligence that Robert Gates
conspired with the Reagan-Bush campaign to
delay release of the American hostages and was
present at various meetings including those in
Paris. Gates, under oath, denied the allega-
tions. 275 The Committee later reported that in-
vestigations by the FBI and the CIA inspector
general, including analyses of Gates' calendars
and travel records, provided no credible evi-
dence to confirm Ben-Menashe's allegations. 276

The Task Force is aware of no evidence to the
contrary.

e. The Whereabouts of George Bush

Beginning on July 17, 1980, when George

Bush was nominated to be vice-president at the
Republican National Convention in Detroit, he
received around-the-clock protection by the
United States Secret Service. 27 7 Perhaps the
most provocative part of the October Surprise
hypothesis is the allegation that then Vice Pres-
idential candidate George Bush attended a por-
tion of the October 1980 Paris meetings. The
Task Force investigated Bush's whereabouts
during the period of the alleged meetings.

The Task Force conducted interviews and
depositions with, and in some instances ob-
tained sworn affidavits from U.S. Secret Service
agents assigned to George and Barbara Bush's
campaign security residence detail. 278 Informa-
tion was obtained from the detail leader,
deputy detail leader, shift leaders, and at least
one line agent assigned to each shift. Few of
these agents had any current recollections of
specific events during the October 18-22,
1980, all of the agents clearly recalled that
Bush did not engage in any foreign travel
during this period. 279

United States Senate Report at 104-105.

After substantial negotiation the Task Force
was given access to original Secret Service shift
reports in unredacted form. Counsel reviewed
the original shift reports for October 19, 1980.
Those shift reports appeared to be intact and
without any visible alteration. These reports
confirm Bush's continuous presence in the
United States during the relevant time period.

Robert W. Keefe, Jr., chief of the Manage-
ment Organization Division of the U.S. Secret
Service, testified that he was custodian for
records of the shift reports of the Bush protec-
tive details and found not only no unusual al-
terations or unusual entries on the documents,
but also no indication of travel to France
during the period of July 17, 1980 through No-
vember 4, 1980.280

Given the passage of 12 years and the hectic
pace maintained by Secret Service agents on
campaign, the Task Force did not find it sur-
prising that virtually none of the Secret Service
agents assigned to the Bush protective detail
specifically recalled the events of October
18-22. One agent, Special Agent Tanis claimed
to recall specifically that Bush went with his



wife to Chevy Chase Country Club for about an
hour and a half on Sunday, October 19, 1980
to have lunch with Associate Supreme Court
Justice Potter Stewart and his wife. 28 ' The Task
Force also obtained access to a Secret Service
site survey prepared in anticipation of Bush's
October 19, 1980, luncheon. 2s2 This document
supports the shift reports regarding Bush's
whereabouts on October 19, 1980. However,
while Tanis' recollection of George Bush's
whereabouts is supported by the shift reports,
he was in error regarding Barbara Bush having
been present at the luncheon. 28 3

Other agents interviewed or deposed recalled
the intensity of 21-day campaign protective de-
tails. Each conceded that one event often
merged into another. Each agreed, however,
that anything out of the ordinary, in addition to
being reflected in the shift reports, would have
clearly stuck out in their minds. A foreign trip
in the middle of one of the protective details
would have been such an event. While the
agents generally indicated that they did not
recall the events of a specific day, each believed
that he would have clearly remembered any
foreign travel by candidate Bush occurred
during his shift rotation, particularly travel to
Paris, France. This is so both because of the in-
credible logistical burden it would have en-
tailed for protection details to have travelled
with him abroad and because any absence of
the protected candidate would have been im-
mediately noticed. No such trip was recalled by
any of the agents. In the opinion of the Task
Force, these records and testimony conclusively
prove candidate George Bush's whereabouts in
October, 1980. The Task Force has determined
that Bush did not travel to Paris during the
period of time in question as has been alleged
by many October Surprise witnesses.

B. Ronald Reagan Statement

On June 15, 1991, former President Reagan
was asked by reporters during a golf game
about the October Surprise allegations and the
suggestion that his 1980 campaign staff had
acted to delay the release of the hostages:

PRES. REAGAN: I did some things
actually the other way, to try and be of
help in getting those hostages-I felt
very sorry for them-and getting them
out of there. And this whole thing,

that I was worried about that as a cam-
paign thing, is absolute fiction. I did
some things to try the other way.

NARRATOR: When pressed to ex-
plain what he had done, Reagan sug-
gested that there might have been
some contacts.

PRES. REAGAN: Every effort on my
part was directed toward bringing
them home.

REPORTER: Does that mean con-
tacts with the Iranian government?

PRES. REAGAN: Not by me, no.

REPORTER: By your campaign per-
haps?

PRES. REAGAN: Well, I can't get
into details. Some of those things are
still classified. 284

For a number of months, the Task Force
sought to interview former President Reagan
about those statements and his knowledge of
the allegations. On July 21, 1992 285 , the Task
Force submitted certain relevant questions to
former President Ronald Reagan through his
counsel, Theodore B. Olsen. On October 23,
1992, Mr. Olsen responded to the Task Force
by providing those answers in written form. 286

Through counsel, President Reagan decided to
be interviewed. Following discussions between
counsel for President Reagan and the Task
Force, Mr. Olsen submitted President Reagan's
responses to the Task Force's questions in
sworn affidavit form.28 7 The questions asked by
the Task Force and the answers given under
oath by President Reagan, are as follows:

Question 1: What was former Presi-
dent Reagan referring to during the
interview [reported on Frontline on
April 7, 1992] when he said he "did
some things actually the other
way . . ." and "every effort on my
part was directed towards bringing
[the hostages] home."? What specifi-
cally did he do and what efforts were
made by him or any other campaign
officials to affect the release of the
hostages?

Answer 1: I believe that I and
Reagan/Bush campaign officials made



it clear by our conduct and statements
during the campaign that we were sup-
portive of the Carter administration ef-
forts to secure the release of American
hostages held in Iran. For example, a
statement was issued on September
13, 1980 supporting the terms for the
release of the hostages then being re-
ported by the press, stating that the
hostages should "be released immedi-
ately upon conclusion of an agree-
ment" promising not to"make [hos-
tages] negotiations a partisan issue in
the campaign;" pledging if elected, to
"observe the terms of an agreement,"
and stating categorically that "there
should be no delay in freeing the hos-
tages with any thought by Iran that it
might get better terms after the elec-
tion in November."

I am not presently aware of any
statement made during my candidacy
by me, or by any campaign official, in
public or private, to suggest any inter-
est in becoming involved in negotia-
tions respecting the release of the hos-
tages during President Carter's tenure
as President.

To the best of my knowledge, the
campaign at all times made it clear
that the holding of American hostages
by Iran was intolerable and unaccept-
able and the hostages should be re-
leased.

To the best of my knowledge, at all
times I and the campaign acted con-
sistent with the time-honored principle
that Americans speak only through
their President in matters of foreign
relations and national security. I be-
lieved that as long as President Carter
was President, he was the only voice
for American foreign policy.

Question 2: Was former President
Reagan aware of any contacts with any
representative of the Iranian govern-
ment by anyone connected directly or
indirectly with the Republican cam-
paign or the Republican party from
November 4, 1979 through January

21, 1981 with respect to affecting the
status of the hostages?

Answer 2: I have no recollection of
any such contacts.

Question 3: What was former Presi-
dent Reagan referring to when he in-
dicated that some of the details were
still "classified"? Is he aware of any
documents or records of any sort,
whether classified or not, regarding
the matters under review by the Task
Force? Does he recall any briefings he
was given on the subject prior to his
inauguration?

Answer 3: I cannot recall what I may
have had in mind when I made this
statement. However, the subject of the
hostages and the Carter Administra-
tion efforts to secure the release of the
hostages and the Carter Administra-
tion efforts to secure the release of the
hostages was known to be sensitive,
delicate and presumably subject to
high levels of national security protec-
tion. I have always tried to be ex-
tremely careful not to make public
statements on matters covered by sen-
sitive national security classifications
and to avoid discussing subjects that
even inadvertently might result in dis-
closing classified material. I may
simply have felt that this whole sub-
ject-negotiations concerning the hos-
tages-was too sensitive to discuss fur-
ther.

I am not aware of any documents or
records pertinent to the Task Force's
investigation. Some time ago I in-
structed the custodians of the Reagan
Administration presidential records to
search for any such records or docu-
ments and to make public any that
were found. Apparently none were lo-
cated that suggested in any fashion
that campaign officials acted improper-
ly relative to the hostages. I under-
stand that the Task Force has been
given broad access to those campaign
records and has been given copies of
documents it requested. I am not
aware of any such documents that sug-



gested any improper conduct relative
to the hostages by anyone in the cam-
paign.

I do not have any recollection of any
pre-inauguration briefings that would
shed any further light on the subject
of the Task Force investigation.

While it would have been preferrable if the
Task Force had been able to interview Presi-
dent Reagan directly in an attempt to stimulate
his recollections, we are satisfied that his sworn
statement represents his best present recollec-
tion of activities undertaken by his 1980 cam-
paign regarding the hostages.

C. Conclusion

The allegation that Reagan Presidential cam-
paign personnel attempted to or did delay the
release of the hostages has been at the heart of
the October Surprise story. The alleged agree-
ment to delay the release was supposed to have
been consummated in Paris in October 1980.
The Task Force focused substantial effort on
this area and finds both the components and
sum of the allegation to be lacking credible evi-
dence. In almost all instances, the evidence
clearly establishes the presence of major al-
leged participants in Paris meetings to be
someplace else, doing something else. Further,
evidence which by all logic would support the
existence of such meetings, such as the Ha-
shemi FISA or Rogovin diaries, proves the con-
trary. The credibility of those making the alle-
gations has in most every instance been shown
to border on non-existent, while those who
deny the allegations often had documentary
corroboration. In sum, the Task Force found
that there is simply no credible evidence of any
attempt or proposal to attempt to delay the re-
lease of the Americans held hostage in Iran by
the 1980 Reagan Presidential campaign.
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217. For example, on November 2, 1980 Mohammed Khza'i

stated:
Today our society is faced with a number of questions: Why

the Majles delayed and carelessly deferred the matter to reach
two days left to Mr. Carter's election. Now, the opposition ele-
ments and even foreign radios to which I have paid a close atten-
tion in the past few days and in particular Voice of America, a
name which should not be mentioned in this holy place, was
quoting one of the former personalities of Iran that Iran prefers
Carter to Reagan. In response to all of the world mass media
organs which are reporting the course of the debates of this
House verbatim to the world, and to all the domestic groups and
parties which are blasting this House which is a body created by
the Islamic Revolution of Iran that the delay in investigating the
hostage issue was only due to the common practice of the House
affairs and nothing else. It was only because the House was fol-
lowing its regular course of procedure. I declare this unequivo-
cally to the entire world which I know I am reflecting your inter-
pretation by others, that so far as Iran and the representatives of
the Iranian people are concerned there is no difference between
Carter and Reagan.

The Nov. 2, 1980, debate is replete with similar statements.
218. For example, Salamatian showed Task Force counsel a

transcript of the 55th Session of Parliament (Majles) dated Octo-
ber 21, 1980. According to Salamatian, this document references
the continuation of a discussion about the seven-man commis-
sion. Barghini, Deputy of the Majority in Parliament states "
we start to talk about the release of the hostages, this is contrary
to people who say we should start to talk. This is not true. Kho-

meini has ordered us to start to discuss it before the Iraq war.

Salamatian explained that there had been a previous discussion
within Parliament to select a seven-man commission to negotiate
the release terms for the hostages. He pointed out that it is nec-
essary to negotiate with the United States to release the hostages.
However, Rafsanjani said that no one can talk to anyone in the
United States. Salamatian asked, why nominate a commission if
they have no authority to negotiate with the United States? With-
out any proof, Salamatian opined that some people in Parliament
did not want to resolve the hostage crisis for their own purpose
without Khomeini's knowledge. Salamatian believes that the pur-
pose of setting up the commission was to delay the release of the
hostages pursuant to the side deal with the Republicans. The
document simply does not support this analysis on its own.

Salamatian also pointed out that some members of the com-
mission are now in prominent positions within the Iranian gov-
ernment. Ali Khomeini is the Spiritual leader. Mohammed Yazdi
is the head of the Department of Justice, Paravarsh is the Vice
President of the Parliament and Naterghneri Noori is President
of the Parliament. This, too, is after-the-fact evidence of the deal,
i.e. payoff.

Salamatian continued to explain that two weeks later the com-
mission reported that the hostages should be released and set the
same conditions previously set by Khomeini. After the report of
the commission there was still more delay until November 10,
1980 when the Parliament agreed with the commission to release
the hostages. It is the opinion of Salamatian that all of these
delays could not be a coincidence. He believes, therefore, that a
deal was made with the Republicans.

Similarly, Salamatian reviewed with Task Force counsel the
minutes of the 63rd Session of Parliament dated November 2,
1980. Salamatian advised that during this session of Parliament
the hostage situation is discussed seriously. He states that the
deputies are very conscious about the date and have decided to
favor Reagan. He pointed out portions of the text in which some
speakers do say that they favor Reagan. From this he concluded
that a deal was made. What is unreasonable about this conclusion
is that the other speakers indicated a preference for Carter. For
example, Mr. Montazeri stated:

"I have said this and I have written this almost eleven months
ago that there are two ruling groups in the U.S.: one is the Re-
publican Party, and the zionists and the other is Carter, Vance
and others. This has been a topic of discussion since four and a
half years ago. They have created an atmosphere under which
one cannot say what he understands and wants to say. This is not
right. Therefore, there are different conditions dominating the
U.S. society all of which are imperialistic in nature but in two dif-
ferent parties; both are fascists and bad, but we have more fascist
and worse. I believe the zionists, Republicans, Reagan, Brze-
zinski, Rockefeller and Kissinger are worse and more fascist."

As indicated above, Task Force counsel reads these passages as
evidence of the differences of opinion that existed within the
Majles as to how and when to resolve the hostage crisis and not,
as Salamatian believes, evidence of a previously completed secret
deal to delay the hostage release date.
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IX. Investigation of any Activity by the
1980 Reagan Presidential Campaign to

Acquire or Disseminate any Information
Relating to the Actions Being Taken or

Considered by the United States
Government To Obtain the Release of the

Hostages

H. Res. 258 Section 1(c): Any activi-
ty by the 1980 Reagan Presidential
Campaign to acquire or disseminate
any information relating to the actions
being taken or considered by the
United States Government in an effort
to obtain the release of the Americans
being held as hostages in Iran.

The third component of the Task Force's
mandate requires investigation of "[a]ny activi-
ty by the 1980 Reagan Presidential Campaign
to acquire or disseminate any information relat-
ing to actions being taken or considered by the
United States Government in an effort to
obtain the release of the Americans being held
as hostages in Iran." In an effort to fulfill this
mandate, the Task Force interviewed and/or
deposed several members of the 1980 Reagan
campaign, and conducted an extensive review
of several thousand Reagan campaign docu-
ments located at the Reagan Presidential Li-
brary in Simi Valley, California. The Task
Force also reviewed information available from
several public sources, including the Albosta
Subcommittee report and affidavits and various
public news sources.'

While the Task Force found that there is evi-
dence that the Reagan campaign acquired and
disseminated information relating to actions
being taken or considered by the United States
government in an effort to obtain the release of
the Americans being held as hostages, the Task
Force has found no evidence that the Reagan
campaign illegally either sought or disseminat-
ed classified information. Additionally, the Task
Force concluded that none of the information
received or disseminated by the Reagan cam-
paign was acquired or passed on for the overt
purpose of undermining the Carter administra-
tion's handling of the hostage crisis.

A. Background

The Republican Party nominated former
California Governor Ronald Reagan as its pres-
idential candidate on July 18, 1980. The
Reagan campaign was headed by William
Casey, the campaign director, who supervised
seven deputy campaign directors: Edwin Meese,
III, chief of staff; Peter Dailey, Deputy Director
for Media; Drew Lewis, Deputy Chairman, Re-
publican National Committee; Lyn Nofziger,
Deputy Director for Press; Verne Orr, Deputy



Director for Administration; William Timmons,
Deputy Director for Campaign Operations; and
Richard Wirthlin, Deputy Director for Strategy
and Planning. Several other campaign staff
members played important roles in the cam-
paign's foreign affairs strategy, including the
campaign's position on the hostage crisis.
These members include Richard Allen, the
chief foreign policy advisor, Charles Kupper-
man, a foreign affairs advisor who worked pri-
marily with Allen, and William Van Cleave, a
senior policy advisor who also worked with
Allen.

Among the areas of major emphasis in the
Reagan campaign were national security, na-
tional defense and the foreign policy leadership
role of the United States. The Reagan cam-
paign was aware of the effect that the hostage
crisis had on the perception of the Carter ad-
ministration, both diplomatically and militarily.
Along with defining a wide variety of domestic
and international issues, the Reagan campaign
also considered the possibility that the Carter
administration could use the power of its in-
cumbency late in the election race to reflect fa-
vorably on the Carter administration and sway
the election.

Richard Allen, chief foreign policy adviser to
the Reagan campaign, stated that the late-de-
veloping issue could have involved anything
within the reach of the present administration,
from an announcement on the MX missile
system or a breakthrough in stealth technology
to a "meteorite striking the White House" or
the release of the American hostages being
held in Iran.2 The possibility that Carter might
attempt to use his executive powers to affect
domestic or international events right before
the election and thus manipulate popular opin-
ion became known in the Reagan campaign as
the "October Surprise."

The concept of concern over a possible elec-
tion-eve policy advancement was not unique to
the 1980 Presidential election. 3 In recent Amer-
ican elections, presidential campaigns have held
watch over a wide range of issues that had the
potential to cause a unpredicted swing in voter
attitudes in the late period of a campaign. This
concern has appeared in several elections, such
as John Kennedy's concern that Richard Nixon
would attempt to persuade Dwight Eisenhower
to take a military action against Cuba in Octo-
ber, 1960; or the political crisis of the Hungari-

an Revolution and the Suez Canal that erupted
in October, 1956, thus assisting Eisenhower to
a landslide victory; or the concern that Johnson
might reach a pre-election settlement at the
Vietnam War peace talks to help Hubert Hum-
phrey win the 1968 election. 4

The historical precedent from other elections
gave the Reagan campaign reason to believe
several political commentators who alleged that
President Carter had manipulated the hostage
crisis for political gain. These allegations first
arose in the 1980 Democratic Presidential pri-
maries, where several political commentators
wrote that Carter allegedly made statements of
positive developments in the hostage situation
timed to affect primary elections. 5 The most
frequently cited example was the Wisconsin
primary on April 1, 1980.6

On the morning of the Wisconsin primary,
Carter appeared on the morning news shows to
announce a "positive step" in the hostage
crisis.' Later that day, Carter defeated Kennedy
in the Wisconsin primary, but the situation of
the hostages remained unchanged."

The Republicans were aware of and shared
the commentators' perception of Carter's hos-
tage announcement before the Wisconsin pri-
mary.9 Indeed, they considered a variety of op-
tions to reduce the potential impact that similar
events in any of a number of areas could have
during the last month of the presidential cam-
paign, and thus reduce Carter's potential to
create an "October Surprise". 10

To guard against a possible October Sur-
prise, the Reagan campaign took a two-prong
approach. The first was to monitor public in-
formation channels in an effort to identify and
anticipate areas where Carter might make a po-
litical decision or action to affect the election."
The second involved an effort to inoculate the
public against the possibility of politically-moti-
vated decisions, including an effort to familiar-
ize the public with the idea that a last-minute
political maneuver could be expected. 12 As part
of this approach, the Reagan campaign also
conducted analysis of its possible responses to
various scenarios which might develop.

Nothing about these activities, by themselves,
is improper. As the Albosta Report noted,
"[a]ny presidential campaign organization, if it
intends to succeed, will gather information
about its political opponents and use that infor-



mation to further the goals of its candidate.
There is nothing improper in such activities, so
long as the information gathering techniques
used do not involve unethical or illegal con-
duct." "

The activities of the Reagan campaign, the
allegations regarding specific instances of im-
proper conduct, and the findings of the Task
Force are more fully set forth below.

B. Reagan Campaign
Activities To Acquire
Information About the
Hostage Crisis

As the Albosta Report recognized, a success-
ful presidential campaign will gather informa-
tion about its political opponents and use that
information to further the goals of its candi-
date. In addition, it is a political reality that
supporters may approach a campaign with un-
solicited advice, rumors and information in an
effort to assist the campaign.' 4

The Reagan campaign, in fact, actively moni-
tored public information concerning the hos-
tage crisis. In addition to this monitoring, sev-
eral senior members of the Reagan campaign
were prominent in the Washington foreign
policy community, and maintained those con-
tacts during the campaign. '5

Several members of the Reagan campaign
also had formal contact with members of the
Carter Administration and the United States
government. For example, Richard Allen had
contact with Brzezinski, Muskie, Warren Chris-
topher and Harold Saunders during the cam-
paign. '6 William Van Cleave stated that he had
official contact with David Aaron and an NSC
staff member, Jasper Welch, during the cam-
paign. 17 Charles Kupperman stated that "there
were people in the administration who fur-
nished their friends on the Hill with informa-
tion that probably got passed onto the cam-
paign as well." 's Van Cleave stated that people
at the Pentagon wished the Reagan campaign
well and were willing to provide assistance. 19

Allen, Van Cleave and Kupperman each stated,
however, that they had no knowledge of the
Reagan campaign being supplied classified ma-
terial or being furnished any information ille-
gally. 20 As Kupperman said, the Reagan cam-
paign received very good information from the

public domain, and "didn't have any 'deep
throats' feeding us information on what was
going on with the hostages in Iran." 21

The Reagan campaign also had informal con-
tacts with Iranians in the United States.22 Ikle
stated that he was approached by Iranians in
Washington who thought that they could be
"helpful", claiming that "we can do something,
find out what is happening, get the hostage out
after Reagan is elected, whatever." 21 Ikle said
that he paid little attention to these statements
because the claims "seemed to me most like
garbage" that the campaign "did not want to
touch." 24 Ikle stated that the campaign did not
have any formal meetings with Iranians, but
that "there may have been meetings in Dick
Allen's office with some American Iranians or
an Iranian walked in." 25

1. The Campaign Operations
Center

The efforts to monitor public information
commenced in early September at the Reagan-
Bush campaign headquarters in Arlington, Vir-
ginia. The campaign established an "operations
center" that monitored the three major televi-
sion networks twenty-four hours a day and re-
viewed several newspapers (such as the Wash-
ington Post and the New York Times) and wire
news services (such as Associated Press, United
Press International and Reuters).2 6 The oper-
ations center attempted to provide the cam-
paign with the same flow of information from
public sources that was available to the White
House. 27 The operations center prepared a
daily summary of the news, and a member of
the operations center staff gave a daily morning
briefing open to all members of the campaign
staff.2 8 The operations center staff also kept
track of the whereabouts of campaign officials
and maintained a log book of the operations
center activity.

Based on the statements of several Reagan
campaign members during the Albosta subcom-
mittee investigation that the campaign main-
tained an "intelligence operation" to gather in-
formation during the campaign, the allegation
has been made that the operations center im-
properly gathered non-public information from
inside the Carter administration.U2

The individuals staffing the operations
center, however, stated that they relied upon



material from public sources to conduct their
analysis, and did not actively seek information
from sources within the United States govern-
ment or Carter administration.°30 In the Albosta
Report, the four watch officers and the head of
the operations center denied seeing any classi-
fied information from the Carter administra-
tion. 3 ' These individuals also stated that they
neither participated in nor knew about any
covert "intelligence operation" for the Reagan
campaign.3 2 The Task Force received similar
testimony.

3 3

In sum, the Task Force has found no evi-
dence to suggest that the Reagan campaign en-
gaged in any illegal conduct through the oper-
ations center.

2. Robert Garrick's Monitoring
Activities

As the campaign entered the final month and
the Iranians waged a bitter war with Iraq, spec-
ulation ran high of a possible exchange of
United States spare parts for the hostages. As
early as September 24, two days after the first
major advance by Iraqi forces against Iran, re-
porters asked Carter about whether an ex-
change could be arranged of spare parts for the
hostages, to which he responded, "[w]e're con-
sulting through other means with Iran, as we
have been for many months, about a safe re-
lease of the hostages, but that particular point
would perhaps be better for me not to single
out among the others." 34

The speculation in the press continued
throughout the final month of the election that
a deal exchanging spare parts for hostages was
impending, and that the Carter administration
was seeking such an agreement before the No-
vember 4 election. 35

Robert Garrick, the campaign's director of
operations and research, testified to the Task
Force that he became aware through reports in
the Washington Post that large amounts of
military spare parts ordered and paid for by the
shah were sitting in "piles" at American air
force bases. 36 Garrick also testified that
"[s]omeplace along the line the concept was
developed that the Iranians may be dealing
with Carter's people to say, 'Give us this pile of
stuff and we'll give you the hostages.' " 3' Gar-
rick engaged a number of retired military re-
serve officers to observe on a periodic basis

several air bases for activity indicating move-

ment of the spare parts and possible prepara-
tion for a second rescue mission.

Garrick's version of this activity was corrobo-
rated by several other members of the Reagan
campaign.3 s The Reagan campaign received no
information concerning the movement of spare
parts as a result of this activity, nor did it re-
ceive any other classified information from Gar-
rick's observation.3 9 While Reagan campaign
officials would listen to information from Gar-
rick about this project, the project was not per-
ceived to be a serious effort. 40

In addition to the observation of air bases,
Garrick also prepared a memorandum to Ed
Meese, dated October 26, 1980, concerning a
list of "aircraft parts" that Iran had paid for. 41

The cover memo stated that "[t]his is from the
'aircraft parts' package. This is public record
and can be used as we see fit. Iran has paid for
all this stuff-they hold title." The attached
memorandum included a list of over $250 mil-
lion in material titled to Iran that could be
shipped by the Carter administration on short
notice. Garrick testified that he asked a cam-
paign staff member to prepare the list from the
Congressional public records on approved mili-
tary transfers to Iran. 42

Based upon these facts, the Task Force con-
cludes that the efforts by the Reagan campaign
to monitor the movement of spare parts or de-
termine the scope of the spare parts available
was not illegal.

Garrick's files also contained information
concerning other hostage-related activity. On
October 24, 1980, Edwin Meese sent a memo-
randum stating that Garrick "is assigned special
responsibility for coordinating Campaign Head-
quarters activities relating to our response to
the hostage situation." 43 The recipients of this
memo have recalled that the purpose of this
memo was to allow Garrick to devote his atten-
tion to monitoring the flood of public material
appearing on the hostage crisis in the last days
of the election. 44 Although unsure of the exact
nature of Garrick's assignment, Halper stated
that the memos about the special assignment
were intended to allow Garrick to pay closer at-
tention to the news services and newspapers
for any news of a development in the hostage
crisis. 45 Halper stated that he thought Garrick
probably was to be the contact person for any



new information on the hostage issue, and
probably was responsible to convey that infor-
mation to the appropriate staff members.4"

The day before, on October 23, 1980, Gar-
rick had prepared a memorandum to Ed Meese
reporting that Bill Casey had asked him to pre-
pare a list of the hostages. 47 The Reagan cam-
paign files also contain a memorandum to Gar-
rick from another campaign official, dated Oc-
tober 27, 1980, listing the names of certain
hostage family members and their political af-
filiations. 48 Another memorandum, dated Octo-
ber 27, 1980, reported on the efforts of a town
clerk in Massachusetts who was trying to ar-
range for voter materials and absentee ballots
to be sent to the hostages.49 One copy of this
document has a header indicating that the
memo was from Garrick, while another indi-
cates that it is from Ed Gray to Casey. 50 Neither
Garrick nor Meese could recall the reason that
these memos were prepared. 5 The information
concerning the hostages, however, was repeat-
edly listed in public source material available
during the fall of 1980.52

The Task Force has not been able to deter-
mine the exact nature of Garrick's special re-
sponsibility, but has found no evidence indicat-
ing that it involved any illegal activity.

C. Reagan Campaign
Activities To Disseminate
Information About the
Hostage Crisis

The Reagan campaign considered a variety
of strategies to deal with the potential October
Surprise. The primary strategy was to inoculate
the public against the impact of an October
Surprise. This strategy is discussed more fully
below.

1. The October Surprise: The
Reagan Inoculation Strategy

Several senior officials in the Reagan cam-
paign were well aware of the power held by an
incumbent president to impact a presidential
campaign with a well-timed announcement on
an issue of importance to the public. 53 These
individuals also held the view, whether correct
or not, that President Carter already had dem-
onstrated his willingness during the Wisconsin

primary to make such a political move. 54 The
Reagan campaign thus considered a variety of
approaches to deal with the potential of an Oc-
tober Surprise, and adopted a strategy of in-
oculation to familiarize the public with the idea
that a late-breaking politically-timed develop-
ment should be expected. 55

As Richard Allen stated, the goal of the strat-
egy was to anticipate the areas where Carter
might attempt to utilize the power of his in-
cumbency, and heighten suspicions of dramatic
moves in those areas. "If we could do all that
in advance it would automatically discount any-
thing that happened. We could say, 'See, right
here we predicted it.' " 56 Part of this strategy
included having Reagan campaign spokespeo-
ple "put the press on notice, primarily, that
Carter using the office of the presidency might
attempt to do something dramatic to boost
what we hoped would be his failing fortunes,
politically, in the fall." "

In fact, the Reagan campaign made little
secret about its planning to deal with a possible
October Surprise, and even made efforts to
persuade "the press that we were meeting
every day and closely conferring about the im-
plications of the hostage release or anything
else of that type." 5' The most prominent men-
tion came in an October 7, 1980 story in the
New York Times concerning the Reagan cam-
paign efforts to monitor the possibility that
Carter would try to win the election with an
October Surprise.59

2. The October Surprise Group
The October 7, 1980 New York Times piece

detailed the work of the "October Surprise
Group", which the article stated devoted much
of its time to "guessing of possible Carter
moves and the formation of counter-moves to
preserve Mr. Reagan's current lead in the
polls." 60 The October Surprise Group was a
group of individuals who provided foreign
policy and defense advice to the campaign.
Among the issues discussed by the group were
strategies and possible media responses to pos-
sible developments regarding the hostages that
required anticipation and planning.

The group included among its members
Richard V. Allen, Fred C. Ikle, Charles M. Kup-
perman, John R. Lehman, Jr., Thomas H.
Moore, Robert G. Neumann, Eugene V.



Rostow, Laurence Silberman, William R. Van
Cleave, Seymour Weiss. 6 1 Not all of these mem-
bers attended all meetings, and additional
people may have participated in other meet-
ings.

It has been alleged that Robert McFarlane,
then an aide to Senator John Tower, participat-
ed in at least one October Surprise Group
meeting, where he allegedly proposed deliver-
ing arms to Iran in exchange for release of the
hostages. 62 This claim is allegedly supported by
a public statement made by Ray Tanter, a cam-
paign advisor on Middle East issues.6 3 Partici-
pants in the October Surprise group did not
remember McFarlane participating in any meet-
ings or make such a proposal. 64 McFarlane also
stated that he did not attend any October Sur-
prise Group meetings or making such a pro-
posal. 65 Tanter stated that his public statement
was only a repetition of what had been alleged
in the media. 66 The Task Force has found no
evidence to support the allegation of McFar-
lane's participation in the October Surprise
Group or alleged suggestion of delivering arms
to Iran in exchange for release of the hostages.

The October Surprise Group members were
drawn from a group of approximately 60 advis-
ers for the Reagan campaign for research and
guidance on a foreign policy issues. A memo
listing smaller subgroups of these advisors
made reference to the Iran Working Group,
which was to review the "[p]roblem of U.S.
hostages; growing instability and the implica-
tions of general collapse into chaos; assessment
of Soviet options and objectives; examination
of U.S. policy options." 67 Unlike the other sub-
groups whose members were listed, the memo
stated that the "names of Advisors participating
will remain 'unlisted'." Ikle stated that this type
of information is "very teasing," but was likely
done to free the group from the distraction of
the many people approaching the campaign
with ideas about the hostage crisis who wanted
to share them with the campaign. 6 The Task
Force found no other evidence concerning the
Iran Working Group.

The Task Force has found no evidence to
suggest any illegal activity conducted by either
the October Surprise Group or the Iran Work-
ing Group.

3. Skyline Towers Group
Another group of Reagan campaign staff

members considering the October Surprise
issue was referred to as the "Skyline Towers
group," and consisted of several high-level
campaign officials who lived in the Skyline
Towers apartments building in Falls Church,
Virginia, near the campaign headquarters. The
group included at various times Richard Wirth-
lin, Ed Meese, William Casey, Peter Dailey and
Robert Garrick.69 The Skylines Tower group
met at 6:30 or 7:00 in the morning at Richard
Wirthlin's apartment at times during October,
1980, to discuss the campaign's plans and strat-
egy concerning actions by both candidates.7 0

The group also discussed strategy in the event
of a release of the hostages, and to discuss the
idea of getting out to the public the concept of
a possible October Surprise. 7' For example, the
group approved the making of television com-
mercials that would be aired in the event that
the hostages were released. 72

The Task Force has found no evidence to
suggest any illegal activity conducted by the
Skyline Towers group.

4. Other Media Strategy Activity
The inoculation and media strategy planning

by groups such as the October Surprise Group
and the Skyline Towers group were closely
linked to the Reagan campaign's monitoring of
the public perceptions of the hostage crisis.
Key strategist and pollster Richard Wirthlin
conducted polls to measure the strength of
Reagan and Carter support and also measure
the possible effect of a hostage release.

Wirthlin recalled that his polls in early Octo-
ber indicated that Carter had a slight lead on
Reagan, but even as early as October 2, 1980,
Wirthlin's polls indicated that people had
grown cynical about the political motives
behind any sudden hostage release and would
not give Carter credit for such action.73 By mid-
October, Wirthlin's information showed
Reagan in the lead, and demonstrated the pub-
lic's "mid-October cynicism" on the hostage
issue. 74 As Wirthlin stated, "[t]he closer to the
election date, the less power leveraging the
hostages could provide to Carter in attempting
to win reelection." 75



Others members of the Reagan campaign,
however, believed that the election could still
be swayed by an October Surprise, and contin-
ued planning for a possible release of the hos-
tages. 6 On October 19, Stef Halper wrote a
memo to Meese discussing the hostage situa-
tion, and advised the campaign to continue to
emphasize a possible release so as to generate
expectations that this will occur and heighten
the credibility problem for Carter. 77 In late Oc-
tober, Robert Gray prepared a memorandum
for Meese that stated, "[a]s we reach for con-
tingency plans re hostages we should keep in
mind our ability to sow a story or start news
trends by non-attributable comments to news-
men. If we leak to news sources our knowledge
of the Carter-planned events, spelling out what
Carter will do to make a media event of the re-
lease-phased return . . . we can get the press
[to] say that Carter is politicizing the issue." 78

Gray testified that the Reagan campaign would
not provide information to the media aside
from the general concept that they should be
alerted that a release would be politically moti-
vated.79

On October 29, Richard Williamson wrote a
memorandum to Paul Laxalt (Reagan campaign
committee chairman), Bill Casey and Ed Meese
entitled "The FINAL Days-October Surprise
shifts to November Desperation Ploy." 80 This
memo states that if the Reagan polls are cor-
rect (indicating Reagan with a substantial lead
in the electoral college vote), then "we can
expect Carter to make a dramatic drastic move
on Saturday or Sunday." The memo recom-
mended that the Reagan campaign take steps
to ensure that no major mistakes were made by
the Reagan campaign and that the campaign
prepare the media for the possibility of a last-
minute announcement by Carter.S"

William Casey, on October 27, 1980, sent a
similar message. In a memo addressed to all
Reagan-Bush staff, he advised that
precautionsos must be taken to make sure
nothing is attributed to our campaign organiza-
tion that could in any way be said to jeopardize
the possibility of securing the release of the
hostages. That means that nobody, except
those who are specifically authorized, express
opinions to the media from now until election
day." 82 Anxiety about a possible October Sur-
prise continued among the campaign workers,
including Casey, up until election day.83

On the same day, Casey attended, along with
Meese and Allen, an official briefing at the
State Department presented by Assistant Secre-
tary of State Harold Saunders.8 4 Saunders
briefed the members of the Reagan campaign
on the status of negotiations with the Iranians
(including the Iranian interest in military spare
parts) and on the Iranian efforts to maintain
arms supply.8 5 As Allen stated, "They were the
guys who started talking about spare parts; it
wasn't us." 86 Saunders stated that the Reagan
representatives wanted a measure "of the state
of administration thinking about the timing of
the release and this potential possibility for ne-
gotiations." 87

On November 2, 1980, two days before the
American presidential elections, the Iranian
Majlis reached a decision concerning the condi-
tions for release of the hostages. Carter, who
had been campaigning in Chicago, was in-
formed of the Majlis decision in the predawn
hours of November 2.88 He returned to the
White House for meetings with his advisers,
and at 6:22 p.m., appeared on television to an-
nounce that the Majlis conditions "appear to
offer a positive basis" for a settlement of the
crisis. 89

The Reagan campaign took steps to assess
the effect that this development might have on
the election. Casey forwarded a memorandum
to Reagan on November 2, the day of the
Majlis decision, indicating that he expected
Carter "to project a show of strength and pro-
tect the dignity and honor of the United States
by rejecting these demands as outrageous." 90
He further stated that he believed Carter would
be "perceived as having engaged in a desperate
last attempt to manipulate the hostages again
for political benefit." He therefore suggested
that the Reagan campaign "should say very
little and leave it that way." 91

Casey, however, left little to chance, and un-
dertook the costly effort of commissioning a
national poll survey between 8 a.m. and 11
a.m. on November 2, 1980, to assess the
impact of the Majlis decision. 92 The poll indi-
cated that if Carter had been able to bring the
hostages back on Monday, it would have had
"either no effect or would likely have back-
lashed on Carter and helped [Reagan]." 93 The
campaign nevertheless reserved half-hour
blocks of time for Monday night on the three



major television networks to respond to the
hostages' possible return, and reserved a studio
in San Diego for Reagan to address the country
live Monday night if the hostages came home. 94

D. Specific Allegations of
Access to Non-Public
Material

The Task Force also investigated specific al-
legations that the Reagan campaign sought and
obtained unauthorized access to specific United
States government information and non-public
documents concerning the hostage situation.

1. Information Concerning the
Shah's Assets

An undated, typed memo in Robert Garrick's
files at the Reagan Presidential Library stated
that "president will agree to assint [sic] the
proceedure [sic] to get the Shaa [sic] weath
[sic] back to Iran. Iranian govement [sic] is pay-
ing $800,000 to aberranth [sic] via U.S. Govern-
ment to locate abersee [sic] to get the shahs
[sic] funds. . . . Secret meetings i [sic] Paris,
Geneva." 95 This document was attached to an-
other undated, handwritten document listing
the name and address of a law firm that repre-
sented Iranian interests in the U.S. at the time
of the hostage crisis, 96 and another undated,
handwritten document mentioning "Issues &
Answers" and Ghotbzadeh.9 7 The memoran-
dum appears to have been prepared by Gar-
rick. 98

Garrick did not recall these documents, nor
did he recall any discussions with anybody con-
cerning the shah's assets or any secret meetings
in Paris or Geneva. 99 Meese stated that he had
no recollection of any information on alleged
secret meetings, but stated that he thought the
mention of "Issues & Answers" refers to "a
special performance of 'Issues & Answers',
which was a Sunday talk show at the time; and
it was the special 'Issues & Answers' program
with that ex-Iranian foreign minister." 100
Thomas Shack, who was a named partner at
the time in the law firm of Abourezk, Shack &
Mendenhall, said his law firm had been hired
by Iran to locate assets of the shah, but that the
firm was not paid $800,000.'0' Shack also
stated that he did not recall having knowledge
of secret meetings between Ghotbzadeh and

Hamilton Jordan in Paris or Geneva. 102 In addi-
tion, Shack had no knowledge of any contact
between his firm and anyone associated with
the Reagan campaign. 103

The Task Force has been unable to ascertain
the source of the information contained in
these memoranda, but has found no evidence
to conclude that it was obtained illegally.

2. Information Concerning the
Iran-Iraq War

On September 24, 1980, Stef Halper pre-
pared a memorandum for George Bush con-
cerning the war that had commenced on Sep-
tember 22 between Iran and Iraq.0'0 Halper
had a conversation with Dr. Al Cottrell, the di-
rector of Middle East Studies at Center for
Strategic and International Studies ("CSIS"),
and General Brent Scowcroft (retired), a
former national security assistant to President
Ford who was not in service for the Carter ad-
ministration, concerning the situation in
Iran. 0 5 Halper stated that Cottrell and Scow-
croft were the "two people I thought were the
most knowledgeable about that region." 106

The memo stated that the Iranians have few
spare parts, but that "[s]pare parts could make
little or no difference in force capacity at this
time." The memo also stated the type of intelli-
gence available in the region ("mostly satellite,
some recon, few ground sources"), and stated,
"Hostages. Delay. Teheran [sic] one problem
town. Khomeini [sic] & Bani-Sadr directly in-
volved in war. Settlement soon viewed as un-
likely. No clear authority in Teheran." 107 The
information conveyed to Halper by these non-
government advisors was also being reported
in the press during this time period. 08

The Task Force has found no contrary evi-
dence concerning the source of the information
conveyed to Halper, nor has the Task Force
found any evidence that Halper's information
was illegally obtained from the United States
government.

3. Information on the Second
Rescue Mission

In late August, 1980, journalist Jack Ander-
son prepared a series of five articles about an
alleged military force being massed by the
United States against Iran, with the alleged



goal of rescuing the American hostages. The
Washington Post, which ordinarily ran Ander-
son's column, "declined to run the articles, on
grounds it could not independently confirm the
allegations. But the charges were syndicated,
causing wide-spread unease over the
nation." 109 Rumors of a possible second rescue
mission continued throughout the remainder of
the campaign, even though the Carter adminis-
tration denied any plans for a second rescue
mission. '10

The Reagan campaign monitored the issue of
a second rescue effort. Allen stated in his depo-
sition before the Senate committee that he re-
ceived information in August 1980 that the
Carter administration was contemplating a
second hostage rescue mission. x"' He said that
he immediately informed Brzezinski that he had
learned of the planning of this mission, and
agreed that he would not disclose this informa-
tion publicly." 2 Brzezinski stated that he did
not recall meeting with Allen, but that "it could
have happened very briefly." "'

Allen also testified before the Albosta Sub-
committee that an October 10, 1980 entry in
his personal log indicated that during a meet-
ing of advisors "Seymour Weiss provided me
with information concerning planning for a
second hostage rescue attempt. The question
of such an occurrence was discussed regularly
at the time by members of the campaign orga-
nization, but I do not know the source of this
particular information. To the best of my
knowledge the Reagan-Bush campaign, or indi-
viduals associated with it, took no action in re-
sponse to the information or opinion reflected
in that note." I" Fred Ikle stated that he re-
membered rumors of a second rescue attempt,
but he did not believe the rumors to be plausi-
ble. 1 15 He did not recall the source of the
rumors that he had heard, and stated that the
only action that would have been taken would
be for someone to have prepared a brief state-
ment in the event that a rescue mission did
happen. 116

The Task Force has found no contrary infor-
mation concerning the source of the informa-
tion conveyed to Allen, nor has the Task Force
found any evidence that Anderson's column
was linked to the information Allen received.

4. Information on Partial Release
of Hostages

A notation in Allen records indicates that he
received information on October 10, 1980,
from Fred Ikle concerning a possible partial re-
lease of hostages for spare parts. 117 It has been
alleged that such a release had been proposed
to the Carter administration by the Iranians at
the time, and that the information on the par-
tial release was sensitive.

In early September 1980, the Iranians had
demonstrated an interest in negotiating the re-
lease of the hostages."I This interest lead to a
series of meetings in mid-September, 1980 be-
tween American negotiators and Iranian repre-
sentatives. During these meetings, the Iranian
and American negotiators discussed a possible
release of frozen assets, including spare parts,
in exchange for the release of the hostages.
After these initial discussions, American nego-
tiators considered the possibility of an ex-
change of military equipment for the hostages.
From the time of the commencement of discus-
sions concerning a possible transfer of military
material, rumors circulated in both the domes-
tic and international press concerning the pos-
sibility of such an exchange." 9 During the
period from the outbreak of the Iran-Iraq war
to mid-October, these rumors circulated on a
near-daily basis in several major papers. 120

In addition, State Department documents in-
dicate that discussion of a possible release of
groups of hostages in stages had been commu-
nicated by the Iranian negotiator to the Ger-
mans for transmission to the United States by
October 12.121 Press reports indicated that
rumors of a partial release had been circulating
during the fall of 1980.122

In his deposition, Ikle stated that he did not
recall conveying a message concerning a re-
lease of the hostages in exchange for arms to
Allen, but stated that it is likely that he did pass
such information. 123 He stated that he generally
made daily reviews of domestic and foreign
newspapers and other sources to keep abreast
of developments in the hostage situation. 124

Ikle also stated that he did not receive informa-
tion during the course of the campaign con-
cerning the hostage situation from sources
within the Carter administration. 125 Allen stated
before the Senate subcommittee that he made



his note during an October Surprise Group
meeting and was quoting a rumor that Ikle had
heard relating to a possible parts-for-hostages
exchange. 126

The Task Force has found no contrary evi-
dence concerning the source of the information
conveyed by Ikle to Allen, nor has the Task
Force found any evidence that Ikle's informa-
tion was illegally obtained from the United
States government.

5. Information on the Location of
the Hostages

Allen's telephone log for October 13, 1980,
includes a notation that reads as follows: "1151
Angelo Codevilla-938-9702. DIA-Hostages-
all back in compound, last week. Admin embar-
goed intelligence. Confirmed." 127 Angelo Code-
villa was a former intelligence officer who in
1980 was a staff member on the Senate Select
Committee on Intelligence who had daily con-
tacts with intelligence agencies. Codevilla was
also in contact during the campaign with Allen
and Van Cleave. 128

Codevilla recalls hearing that the hostages
had been brought into one location about the
first week of October, but could not remember
how he discovered this information. 129 While
Codevilla admitted that he had contacts in the
Defense Intelligence Agency (which may be the
reference to "DIA" in the Allen notation), he
would neither confirm nor deny that this was
the source of his information on the location of
the hostages, nor would he reveal his source
even if he could recall. 130 Codevilla told the Al-
bosta Subcommittee, however, that he general-
ly was not aware that there were any persons
within the intelligence agencies who provided
information to the Reagan-Bush campaign
without proper authorization. 131

Codevilla stated that he recalled telling Allen
that the hostages were back in one location,
and said that the fact that the hostages were
gathered together might have indicated that the
Carter administration was in fact making ar-
rangements with Iran for a last-minute release
of the hostages. 132

Aside from Allen's note, the Task Force has
found no evidence concerning the source of
the information conveyed to Allen by Code-
villa.

6. WLS Report

In mid-October, 1980, media reports specu-
lated openly about the possibility that the
Carter administration would strike a deal with
the Iranians for an exchange of arms-for-hos-
tages.133 On October 15, 1980, a reporter for
television station WLS in Chicago, relying on
"exclusive information," reported that a "deal
was in the works" for the release of the Ameri-
can hostages in exchange for spare military
parts; that the hostages were assembled in the
embassy; and that the deal included a step-by-
step release of the hostages. After a State De-
partment denial of this information, the WLS
reporter stated that "we stand by our report."

The suggestion has been made that a
member of the Reagan campaign staff may
have been the "informed source" for the WLS
reporter. 134 This suggestion was first based on
the alleged statement of an unnamed individual
who approached the Albosta Subcommittee
with allegations that the source of the WLS
story "was a highly placed member of the U.S.
intelligence community" linked to the Reagan
campaign. 13 The individual, who spoke on the
condition that "his information not be made
known to the minority [Republican] members
or staff," stated that the alleged source provid-
ed the information to delay a pre-election re-
lease of the U.S. hostages in Iran, to the bene-
fit of the Reagan-Bush campaign." 136

This allegation is also based on a similarity
between information in the WLS report and in-
formation known to the Reagan campaign. 3 7

An undated memo written by Anthony Dolan
to Meese stated that Dolan had been told by a
source close to the Senate Intelligence Com-
mittee of the possible release of the hostages,
as well as the alleged agreement to exchange
spare parts for the hostages. ' 38 The memo also
stated that this information was significant be-
cause it came in "before the Chicago report
about spare parts." Dolan did not recall the
source of the information in the memo, and
stated that the WLS report was significant be-
cause it lent some credibility to report he had
heard earlier. He also stated that he had never
heard anyone suggest that the Reagan cam-
paign should leak any such information to any
reporter, and that he had not done so in this
case. 139



The Task Force has made an effort to obtain
information from the WLS reporter and the
unnamed individual who reported to the Albos-
ta subcommittee, but these efforts did not lead
to evidence connecting the source for the WLS
information to the Reagan campaign.

The Task Force has found no evidence to
support the allegation that the Reagan cam-
paign disseminated information to WLS.

7. ABC XYZ Memo
Richard Allen prepared a memorandum

dated October 15, 1980 to Reagan, Casey,
Meese and Wirthlin that discussed a telephone
call that Allen had had with an "unimpeachable
source" who had received information relating
to the hostages' release directly from an un-
named source entitled "ABC XYZ." 140 Three
years later, Allen told the Albosta Subcommit-
tee that ABC XYZ referred to then-Secretary of
State Edmund Muskie, and that the "unim-
peachable source" was John Wallach, a report-
er for the Hearst newspapers. 141

The 1980 memo stated that Allen received a
phone call at 10:40 a.m. from the unimpeach-
able source, who stated that ABC XYZ said that
"the last week of October is the likely time for
the hostages to be released" and that this could
come "at any moment, as a bolt out of the
blue." The source also generally discussed the
political climate in Iran and the possible release
of spare parts to the Iranians.

Allen's phone log for October 15 that indi-
cated that Wallach had, in fact, called him at
10:35 with information similar to that outlined
in Allen's memorandum of the same date.14 2

The phone log entry also contained a reference
to Muskie. 143 Allen confirmed in his sworn tes-
timony to the Task Force that Wallach was the
source for this information and that Wallach
had been provided the information by
Muskie. 144

During the Albosta investigation, Wallach
told the FBI that he covered the hostage situa-
tion during 1980 and spoke with State Depart-
ment personnel during that time about a possi-
ble exchange of arms for the hostages. 145 While
he said that he had called Allen to obtain the
campaign's opinion, Wallach also told the FBI
that Muskie was not his source of information
from the State Department, and that he did not
tell Allen that Muskie was his source. 146 The Al-
bosta Subcommittee also found that "Wallach

wrote news stories providing much of the same
information found in Allen's memorandum" on
the next day. 147 This information was generally
available from other public sources, as well. 14

Meese had a "general" recollection of receiv-
ing the ABC XYZ memo, although he did not
recall discussing it with anybody. 149 Wirthlin
did not recall seeing the memo, but said that
he "probably" did but that it did not "make a
terribly strong impression." 150 He said that
there was no specific action taken as a result of
the memo other than to go according to the
Reagan campaign's plan. 151

The Task Force has found no evidence which
establishes that the Reagan campaign illegally
obtained the information in the ABC XYZ
memorandum from the United States govern-
ment.

8. Herbert Cohen Contacts
On October 23, 1980, William Casey met

with Herbert Cohen, a negotiation expert who,
until April, 1980, had provided papers and
advice to the Carter administration concerning
the hostage crisis, and had meetings with
Carter administration officials. 152 Prescott Bush,
George Bush's brother, met Cohen in July,
1980, and wrote to James Baker on September
13 asking if Baker wanted to meet with Cohen.
In this letter, Prescott Bush stated that "[The
Carter administration has] several contingency
plans which call for different types of action . .
. . Herb has a couple of reliable sources on the
National Security Council, about whom the Ad-
ministration does not know, who can keep him
posted on the developments." 153 Cohen denied
that he told Prescott Bush that he had any
secret sources on the NSC.154

Casey flew to New York to meet Cohen on
October 23, and Cohen stated that Casey
seemed concerned that the Carter Administra-
tion would attempt a last-minute act to release
the hostages, such as an arms-for-hostages
deal. 155 Cohen stated that he told Casey he did
not believe that a hostage deal could be
reached before the election. 156 Cohen says that
Casey requested Cohen to prepared several re-
ports concerning the hostage crisis and foreign
policy mistakes of the Carter administration. 157

Later in the month, when Cohen was in
Washington, the two met again three days
before the election. They had a discussion "pri-



marily about politics, campaign, New York City,
and very little of substance about the hostage
situation." 158

The Task Force reviewed Cohen's report to
Casey, as well as copies of the reports Cohen
made to the Carter Administration which were
found in Casey's personal papers, and has con-
cluded that these reports contain general nego-
tiating theories and did not contain specific or
classified information.

9. Evans and Novak Column
In late October 1980, Evans and Novak re-

ported that White House counsel, Lloyd Cutler,
had negotiated an agreement with the Iranians
which would lead to the release of the hos-
tages. 159 According to a 1983 interview con-
ducted by the FBI during the investigation of
the theft of a Carter debate book, the press
secretary to President Carter, Jody Powell, said
the report allegedly contained inaccurate as
well as sensitive information which had been
closely held by the NSC and the White
House.160 Powell told the FBI that he called
Roland Evans to ask why "no effort was made
to confirm the story with the Carter Adminis-
tration before publication. Evans replied be-
cause the story came from an impeccable
source within the Reagan campaign." 1

Evans stated that his stories during the 1980
campaign period were written by pooling infor-
mation collected over a period of time from a
large number of people from in the govern-
ment and out of the government, as well as the
Reagan and Carter campaigns. 16 2 He therefore
could not identify a source for his information,
and stated that he would not reveal a source
even if he could remember.' 3 Evans also stated
that he did not question Jody Powell's recollec-
tion of what Evans allegedly said.' 4 Evans also
noted that he withdrew the story after ques-
tions were raised about the accuracy of some
elements of the story.16 5

The Task Force has been unable to learn the
identity of the source.
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X. Alleged Quid Pro Quo Deliveries of
Arms

H. Res. 258, Section 1(d): Any Sale
or other Transmittal of arms, spare
parts, or other assistance in 1980 or
thereafter, by any persons or nation,
intended to delay the release of the
Americans held as Hostages by Iran,
and any approval, acquiescence or
knowledge of such sales or transmit-
tals by the 1980 Reagan Presidential
Campaign or persons representing or
associated with that campaign.

A. Allegations

It has been alleged that meetings held in
Paris in October, 1980 confirmed an agreement
to delay the release of the hostages in ex-
change for the delivery of arms. This agree-
ment has been called the quid pro quo of the Oc-
tober Surprise allegations. Three variations of
the alleged agreement have been offered: (1)
before the Republicans assumed power in Janu-
ary, 1981, arms would be sent from Israel, or
under Israeli auspices, to Iran through private
arms brokers; (2) after the inauguration, Israel
would be permitted to begin direct arms ship-
ments to Iran of either United States origin or
licensed equipment or Israeli-manufactured or
repaired equipment, or both. To the extent
that United States origin or licensed arms were
shipped, the United States would replenish Is-
raeli stockpiles; and (3) after the inauguration,
the United States would either ship arms to
Iran openly, under the Foreign Military Sales
program, or covertly.

The Task Force investigated each of these al-
legations as well as an array of variations on
them. This investigation included interviews
with United States and foreign arms dealers;
Iranian and Israeli government officials; Carter

and Reagan Administration officials charged
with overseeing arms dealings among and be-
tween the United States, Israel, and Iran; and
several investigative reporters specializing in
arms trafficking in this region. Task Force in-
vestigators also reviewed thousands of docu-
ments from the Departments of State and De-
fense, as well as relevant United States intelli-
gence agencies to determine whether evidence
could support the quid pro quo allegations. This
section of the report describes the findings of
the Task Force's investigation into the arms al-
legations.

B. Israel-Iran Relationship

1. Overview

The relationship between Iran and Israel
from 1948 through 1979 was characterized by a
number of mutual interests. Following the sign-
ing of the 1949 Arab-Israeli armistice, the one
year-old state of Israel found itself under siege,
its Arab neighbors vowing to destroy it. Mili-
tarily, diplomatically and economically isolated
in the Arab world, Israel tried to nurture as
many relationships as possible with the outer
tier of non-Arab Middle East countries-princi-
pally Iran, Turkey, and Ethiopia-which did
not see Israel as a threat and shared its pro-
Western foreign policy. At the same time,
Israel also sought to protect the well being of
persecuted Jews living in the Arab world, many
of whom were being held against their will and
used as leverage against Israel. Israel's policy
of cultivating relationships with countries on
the perimeter of the Middle East came to be
known as the "doctrine of periphery." ' No-
where was Israel more successful in promoting
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doctrine than in its policy towards Iran from
1950 through 1979.

In 1950 Israel's embryonic relationship with
Iran provided a small escape from the political
and military claustrophobia in which the Jewish
State found itself in the Middle East. For Iran's
part, a relationship with Israel helped the Shah
establish his own independence in the Middle
East, partly by deterring possible hostile acts by
Arab states such as Egypt. As the Soviet Union
began arming enemies of both Iran and Israel,
Tehran and Jerusalem's interests converged
around the United States' goal of containing
the growth of Soviet influence. According to Is-
raeli historian and writer Shmuel Segev, "For
more than 25 years, the United States, Israel
and Iran worked together in a strategic unoffi-
cial alliance aimed at halting the Soviet Union's
expansion in the Middle East and weakening its
friends in the Arab world". 2

Although Iran had voted with the Arab bloc
against the creation of Israel in 1948, the Shah
soon realized that an alliance with Israel could
help him balance the power of Egypt and other
Arab countries vying for leadership of the Arab
world. In 1950 Iran granted defacto recognition
to Israel, establishing a consulate in Jerusalem
and helped Iranian Jews emigrate to Israel.
Israel gave the Shah money and access to Israe-
li exports.

Until the late 1950's, however, Iran main-
tained only a low-key relationship with Israel,
refusing requests to upgrade economic or dip-
lomatic status. Yet, spurred on by the increas-
ingly aggressive acts of Egyptian President
Gamal Abdel Nasser, who nationalized the Suez
Canal in 1956, the 1958 coup in Baghdad, the
Egypt-Syria union, and the 1958 Egyptian-fo-
mented civil insurrection in Lebanon, the Shah
sought closer commercial and diplomatic rela-
tions with Israel. The Shah began supplying
Israel with increasing amounts of oil and Israel
initiated military intelligence exchanges and
training programs for Iranian army and security
officers.3

By the late 1960's, information indicates that
top Israeli leaders had established close per-
sonal connections and relationships with key
Iranian officials. Visits to each country by top
officials of the other became frequent. Israel's
military relationship with Iran began to grow.
In addition to training military officers, Israel

provided Iran light ammunition, spare parts for
airplanes, and communications equipment.

The quadrupling of oil prices prompted Iran
to embark on a massive military procurement
program, purchasing tens of billions of dollars
of equipment from the United States. 4 But the
Shah also wanted to diversify his military sup-
plies and lessen his dependence on the United
States. In 1976 and 1977, the Shah authorized
Iranian officials to begin negotiations with
Israel on a technical assistance program to
assist Iran in developing a ground-to-air missile
and long range artillery shell. The program
never got off the ground, however, mainly due
to Israeli fears of instability in Iran. Israeli offi-
cials, such as Uri Lubrani (Israel's unofficial
Ambassador to Iran), warned American officials
in the mid-1970's that internal dissent would
topple the Shah and that the United States
needed to talk to Khomeini, then living in exile
in Paris. American officials did not believe that
the Shah was in any serious political trouble.

2. The Fall of the Shah
At the time of the Shah's fall, the Iranian

government had approximately $12 billion
worth of military supplies on order from the
United States, much of which had not been
paid for. 5 The Iranian government was also ap-
proximately $600 million behind in payments
to the United States Foreign Military Sales
(FMS) Program.6 In January 1979, Eric Von
Marbod, a Deputy Assistant Secretary of De-
fense, travelled to Iran to execute an agree-
ment providing for arms sale payments to the
United States Government and private Ameri-
can contractors, and sharply curtailing addi-
tional purchases by Iran. While ensuring pay-
ment for outstanding obligations, this agree-
ment marked the exit by the United States from
arms dealing with Iran. 7

While United States arms sales were ending
the Israelis tried to establish a military relation-
ship with the new Iranian regime.8 Israel hoped
to retain an Iranian counterweight to their
Arab neighbors and to continue to protect Jews
still residing in Tehran. 9 The turmoil in Iran
meant that no single political group had
enough power to dictate policy. As a result,
SAVAK and much of the Iranian military com-
mand remained in place long after the fall of



the Shah. 10 In late 1979, Israel began to probe
reestablishing arms links with Iran."

Thus, of primary importance to the Israelis
was the continuation of the arms sales connec-
tion which had served Israel so well under the
Shah. Since Israel and Iran had the same
United States based military systems, the Israe-
lis saw a role for themselves as a supplier of
weapons and spare parts for Iran. 12

3. Israel, Iran, and the Carter
Administration

Between January 1979 and November 4,
1979, the possibility of United States arms sales
to Iran was still an open question. With the sei-
zure of the American hostages on November 4,
1979, United States arms sales policy toward
Iran changed dramatically. On November 8,
1979, the United States halted all shipments of
military spare parts previously on order by
Iran. 13 This was followed on November 14,
1979 by President Carter's order freezing Irani-
an assets in United States banks and their for-
eign branches. 14 On December 22, 1979, the
Department of State notified all manufacturers
and exporters of defense articles and services
that all shipments to Iran of United States mu-
nitions list and related technology articles man-
ufactured abroad were being suspended.15
These orders prohibited all sales of United
States origin items and items manufactured
under United States license by the United
States, Israel, or any other country. This prohi-
bition remained in effect throughout the hos-
tage crisis.

4. The Initial Israeli Request to
Sell Arms, April 1980

The government of Israel, while respecting
the terms of the embargo, believed that
progress could be made in the hostage negotia-
tions by taking advantage of Iran's need for
arms.

During a visit to Washington, D.C. on April
13, 1980, a high level Israeli official informed
President Carter that Israel had contacts in Iran
that could be useful in the hostage negotiations
and that those contacts could be developed fur-
ther if Israel was permitted to sell the Iranians
certain kinds of military equipment. 16 President
Carter rejected the Israeli's offer and asked his
assurance that Israel would observe the arms

embargo.17 Israel agreed.' 8  According to
United States Ambassador to Israel, Samuel
Lewis, the Israelis believed that the proposal
made sense. President Carter was told that if
Israel felt it necessary to alter its policy on sell-
ing arms to Iran, the government of Israel
would advise the United States before changing
its policy.19

5. The Iran-Iraq War
According to the October Surprise allega-

tions, the outbreak of war between Iran and
Iraq in September 1980, caused the Iranians to
intensify their search for American arms. It has
also been alleged that Israel's desire to sell
arms to Iran likely intensified during this
period. The GOI Report directly supports the
latter premise:

On 22 September 1980, when Iran
was still engaged with problems with
the revolution at home, Iraq invaded
Iran. Iran found itself forced to repel
the attackers while it was in isolation
due to the embargo placed on arms
deliveries to it.

The embargo was imposed in reac-
tion to the taking of the United States
hostages in Tehran. As a result, Iran
found it difficult to obtain arms in reg-
ular channels and was forced to look
for indirect channels.

Upon outbreak of the war, Israel and
Iran shared a common enemy-Iraq-
whose advance on the battlefield
raised Israeli concern. This argument,
together with those stated above, led
to the fostering of Israeli policy to find
ways to develop ties with Iran, one of
which was to aid the Iranian army in
its distress, by the dispatch of military
equipment (basic and not sophisticat-
ed) which Iran required urgently for
its war with Iraq. In such a manner, a
channel would be opened for discus-
sions with Iran which would also serve
[other] political purposes [e.g. release
of the American hostages].2 °

In an interview on September 28, 1980, Is-
raeli Deputy Defense Minister Mordechai Zipori
stated that Israel stood ready to supply Iran



with substantial aid to carry on its war with
Iraq, but only if there is a "serious turning
point" in Iran's presently hostile policy toward
the Jewish state. 2' Minister Zipori stated that
Israel was "in a position to supply Iran with ar-
tillery shells, sea-to-sea missiles and other
arms," and, he explained, that this aid could be
very important to Iran because Iranian ships
were equipped with Gabriel sea-to-sea missiles
made by Israel, and Iran's artillery used shells
partly of Israeli manufacture. Minister Zipori
maintained, however, that there had been no
official contacts with Iran regarding potential
assistance .

2 2

By late September 1980, Ambassador Lewis,
reported in a cable to the State Department
that there was significant disagreement within
Israel on its involvement in the Iran-Iraq war.23

While a high level Israeli official preached neu-
trality, others within the Defense Ministry coun-
selled in favor of providing military supplies.
According to Lewis, Israel, which expected an
Iraqi victory, questioned the neutrality policy of
the United States and thought that only the
Soviet Union would profit by unrest in the
Middle East. Ambassador Lewis concluded that
there was no guarantee that, as the war pro-
gressed, Israel would not take steps to limit any
long term damage resulting from an Iraqi vic-
tory. 24

6. Israel's Second Request to Sell
Arms, October 22, 1980

The Israelis informed the U.S. Embassy on
October 22, 1980 that Israel had established
contact with Iranians who were interested in
purchasing arms from Israel.25 The GOI Report
indicates that:

In October 1980, soon after the war
started, there were signals-from both
Iran and from Israel, which indicated
the readiness of both sides to conduct
arms deals. In Israeli embassies abroad
(Paris, London, Turkey), enquiries
were received from various mediators
concerning the purchase of arms in
Israel and their sale to Iran.

With the encouragement of the Is-
raeli government, an Israeli business-
man who lived for many years in Iran
renewed relations with Iranian military
officials including the Deputy Minister

of war for procurement, General Fari-
bar, and also Colonel Rastin, Head of
the Logistics Branch. General Faribar
put him in contact with the official Ira-
nian procurement representative in
Europe-Colonel Sabahat. Together
they conducted negotiations on the
purchase of military equipment from
Israel. 26

The Israelis also told Ambassador Lewis that
a deal for 200 new tires for F-4 phantom air-
craft had already been negotiated and that a
plane was to pick up the tires the next day. 27

The Israelis stated that they thought it would
be important for Israel, both for its own inter-
ests as well as those of the United States, to es-
tablish relations and contacts with Iran. It was
also suggested that these contacts could pro-
mote a more expeditious end to the hostage
crisis.2 8 Consistent with the promise to Presi-
dent Carter in April 1980, the Israeli govern-
ment sought the approval of the United States
for the transaction and noted that "I have no
doubt that you will approve." 29 In his cable to
the State Department, Ambassador Lewis,
based on additional intelligence information,
noted that the proposed Israeli shipment was
to include 275 tires would take place on Octo-
ber 22, 1980 and would be transported by a
private French carrier. Ambassador Lewis asked
for instructions.

30

On October 22, 1980, the State Department
instructed the Embassy in Tel Aviv to convey
the following message to the Israelis:

You should make the following
points through whatever channel you
judge appropriate to Prime Minister
Begin . . . We recognize the long-
term significance for Israel's position
in the Middle East of the opportunity
to begin to restore an Israeli relation-
ship with Iran, especially at a time
when Iran is engaging Iraqi forces . . .
The United States and all of its allies
in Western Europe have rigorously
prohibited the export of commercial
and military goods to Iran while Amer-
ican hostages are held there. The
United States in recent days has itself
received a number of approaches from
Iranian intermediaries for the supply



of military equipment, some of them
related to the release of the hostages.
The position of the United States has
consistently been when the hostages
are released the United States could
consider unblocking certain military
orders stopped in transit . . . until the
hostages are released to do so would
be inconsistent with the position the
world community as a whole has taken
in support of international law and
principles violated by Iran in the hold-
ing of the hostages . . . it would be
difficult for the United States to un-
derstand if Israel were to break with
the United States on this highly impor-
tant issue without our having time to
assess its impact. 31

On the following day, Lewis met with a high
level Israeli official and conveyed President
Carter's wishes that all proposed shipments to
Iran be postponed until the hostages were re-
leased. According to Lewis, the official reiterat-
ed his earlier view that such shipments could
open a channel that could facilitate the settle-
ment of the hostage crisis and that the United
States was making a tactical error by not pursu-
ing this avenue .3

2 This official also stated that if
Israel were permitted to consummate several
deals under strict cover, it could take advantage
of the resulting goodwill by suggesting that
Iran address the hostage issue. At the same
time that this meeting was taking place, Israel
had already authorized on a one time basis the
shipment of the 250 F-4 renewed tires to
Iran. 33 In light of the position of the United
States, Israel pledged once again to hold off on
any arms shipments. 34

7. Israel's Third Request to Sell
Arms

On October 27, 1980, Ambassador Lewis
met with Israeli Government officials to discuss
arms shipments to Iran. The GOI first noted
that on the heels of the October 22 shipment
of F-4 tires, the Iranians requested that a
second plane load be sent but the Israelis re-
fused to send another shipment because of Is-
rael's commitment to the U.S. Government on
October 23, 1980. 35

In reporting this meeting to Washington,
Lewis wrote that the Israelis had said that the

Iranians had made another important approach
to purchase arms. The Iranians wanted artillery
pieces and ammunition, "and we [Israel] have
exactly what they want," said the Israeli official.
"Even if they were to get Soviet equipment,
they are not ready to use it, but because of our
past relationship with them and the kinds of
arms that they are used to employing it is pre-
cisely what we have that they want." 36

According to Lewis, the Israelis also noted
that:

The Iranians approached us, we re-
sponded in the manner in which we
have informed you. They now have
followed-up in a very positive manner.
Clearly, we are in a position-if we
should meet their requests-to ask
them soon to respond by releasing
your hostages. This is truly a unique
opportunity for you and for us. 37

Lewis, who was personally convinced of the
sincerity of the Israeli position,38 wrote in this
same cable that Israel believed it had to seize
this opportunity because it was

in their national interests and that in
so doing they have every reason to be-
lieve that they will have performed a
major service to us as well. The prom-
ise of a renewed relationship with
Iran, which Israel for years has regard-
ed as a fundamental element of their
security strategy, has led them to justi-
fy this move as a potential service to
us and, I believe, to actually have
become convinced by their own ration-
alization.39

In an October 28, 1980 cable responding to
Lewis, Deputy Secretary of State Warren Chris-
topher wrote concerning the latest Israeli ap-
proach to provide military supplies to Iran:

. . . please tell him that we are at a
particularly delicate point in Iran's de-
cision-making process on the release
of the hostages and continue to need
time to assess the implications of such
a move on their release. We hope that
the Israelis will not do anything in the
next few days. Once our hostages are
released, of course, the decision will
be Israel's. Meanwhile, we appreciate



Israeli concern for the safety of our
people. You might add as explanation
our experience that those who are en-
gaged in the search for arms are not
necessarily fully supported by those at
the center of the power structure in
Tehran. We have found that it cannot
be assumed that those purchasing
arms can deliver in terms of enhancing
a political relationship . 4

0

In his deposition, former Deputy Secretary
State Warren Christopher explained why
sent this cable:

Q. And you sent a cable on October
28 of 1980 saying that you were-I'm
paraphrasing-at a sensitive moment
in the negotiation stages and that you
needed additional time to study the Is-
raeli proposal to send arms, but that
once the hostages were released any
decision to sell arms to Iran was up to
Israel. Do you recall that?

A: I recall the general subject and
we were awaiting the action of the
Majlis, and we didn't want to do any-
thing that would interfere with their
'taking the action that we were expect-
ing. By that time we had become more
or less resigned to having to wait for
the Majlis to act on either the second
or fourth of November.

So this telegram was a diplomatic
way of saying to the Israelis, you
know, please don't do anything now.
After this is all over you can go ahead
and reestablish your relationship with
Iran.

One of the things that is not particu-
larly well known-at least it surprised
me when I first found out about it-Is
that Iran and Israel have had quite a
long history of [a] relationship of mili-
tary supplies [sic], and Israel was very
anxious to resume that relationship.
But that telegram-I didn't remember
the date, but that is the kind of thing I
would be saying during that period.

First, we didn't like to have you sell-
ing arms, but, for heaven's sake, don't
do it now, because we're at a very crit-
ical stage and we don't want to do

anything to throw off the action the

Majlis might take.41

The Israelis had the impression that the
United States was taking the "next few days" to
analyze their latest proposal. Consistent with
this understanding, Ambassador Lewis was in-
formed on November 6, 1980 that the Iranians
"were pressing daily and very hard" for further
shipments of F-4 Phantom tires and for artil-
lery ammunition manufactured by Israel for use
with Russian artillery owned by the Iranians. 42

The GOI reminded Lewis that the United
States had asked for a "few days" to consider
all aspects of the situation, but that he had
heard nothing more from the United States. 43

According to Ambassador Lewis' cable, Israel
again restated the arguments in favor of the
arms connection, including the possibility that
Israel would be able to use its leverage to help
obtain the release of the hostages. 44 Lewis
again asked the Israelis to hold off. The Israelis
agreed, and said Israel would make no further
shipments. Ambassador Lewis ended his cable
with the following comment:

If we are to hold the Israelis off
much longer, we must be in a position
to share with them a good deal more
of our tactical pre-occupations in-
volved in the hostage negotiations.
Otherwise, the temptation and pres-
sures will soon prove too great . . . to
restrain his military colleagues. 45

The GOI Report provides a similar account
of these discussions:

Notwithstanding the decision to con-
sent to the request of the Carter Ad-
ministration, and freeze the aid to
Iran, enquiries continued to arrive
from various sources concerning the
purchase of arms on the behalf of
Iran. The overall scope of the pro-
posed deals was approximately $200
million and therefore, Prime Minister
Begin decided to raise this subject
once again during his visit to the
United States in November, 1980. The
subject of the arms deliveries to Iran
was in fact discussed between Prime
Minister Begin, President Carter and
Secretary of State Muskie. Mr. Begin
stressed his opinion that the arms de-



liveries might also be of assistance in
the release of the hostages.

Both sides agreed that as long as
United States negotiations were taking
place for the release of the hostages,
no aid would be sent to Iran. Howev-
er, both expressed their opinion that
following the release of the hostages,
there would be no reason to prevent
arms deliveries from Israel to Iran.

During a meeting held upon the
return of the Prime Minister from the
United States (on 21 November 1980),
Begin emphatically ordered that in
light of United States policy, arms and
equipment would not be supplied di-
rectly or indirectly to Iran until the re-
lease of the hostages.

A notification to this effect was
passed on to all Israeli agencies in
Israel and abroad stressing that the
order should be strictly enforced. Still,
the Israeli missions abroad reported
that enquiries continued to arrive from
Iran for arms assistance. These enquir-

46,ies received a negative response.

Throughout the fall and winter of 1980, the Is-
raelis continued to press for some flexibility in
the American position. In conversations with
United States Embassy officials, Israeli Defense
Ministry officials repeatedly inquired about
changes in United States policy on Israeli arms
transfers to Iran.47

On December 12, 1980, Ambassador Lewis
was informed that Israel was receiving a "stead-
ily mounting pile" of requests for sales of am-
munition and spare parts to Iran. 4

1 In a cable
to the State Department, Lewis described the
key points of this discussion with the Israelis:

* * * acknowledged readily that he
had promised President Carter he
would do nothing to respond to these
requests so long as our hostages were
still captive. But he wanted me to be
aware of the pressures he was under
from his own defense establishment to
respond, "even if selling one item," in
order to have an Israeli foot in the
door for long-term Israeli political and
diplomatic interests. Nonetheless, he
reiterated his determination to do

nothing until our hostages were freed
in light of the President's request to
him. He said, however, that he sup-
posed we were aware there were vari-
ous arms dealers in Europe who were
in fact supplying spare parts and am-
munition to Iran, whether with or
without the approval of the various
European governments (I understood
his reference to be particularly to the
French). I said that there could well be
some such leakage through the arms
dealer network, but that governments
per se were standing firm with us. 4

1

When the Carter Administration left office,
United States policy had not changed. But the
Israelis were also left with the impression that
United States policy would become more flexi-
ble once the hostages were released.

8. Israel, Iran and the Reagan
Administration

When President Reagan took office, United
States policy toward Israel began to change. In
the 1970's, Israel wanted to become a strategic
military ally of the United States, but the Carter
administration thought that such a relationship
could jeopardize Middle East peace prospects.
The Reagan administration saw the Israelis as
potentially valuable strategic allies in the
Middle East.5 ° The Israelis believed that the
leadership of President Reagan and the release
of the hostages would free them to deal with
the Iranians. However, this was not to be the
case.

9. Israel Renews Request to Sell
Arms, January 1981

On January 27, 1981, one week after the re-
lease of the hostages, the Israelis began to re-
visit the issue of arms sales to Iran in a conver-
sation with Lewis. 5 ' In a January 28, 1981 cable
to the State Department, Ambassador Lewis ad-
vised the new administration that it should
expect a new Israeli approach on Iran arms
sales. 52 In a February 4, 1981 cable, Secretary
of State Alexander Haig told Lewis to inform
Prime Minister Begin that United States policy
had not changed. The United States still did
not support the sale of arms to Iran. The key
passages of the cable include the following:



Items which have already been pur-
chased by Iran and are part of Iran's
assets will be sold elsewhere and the
proceeds made available to Iran. We
do not foresee United States military
equipment being shipped to Iran, and
we are not prepared to approve or ac-
quiesce in the transfer to Iran of any
United States-origin equipment or
military equipment subject to United
States controls by any other country.
Such transfer without USG approval
would be a grave infraction of United
States-Israeli agreements.

We appreciate Israel's refraining
from shipping military equipment to
Iran while our personnel were held
hostage. Our position on the dangers
of widening the [Iran-Iraq] war is un-
changed. We continue to be opposed
to and do not condone military help to
either party from any quarter. We
have made our position clear, in public
and in private, to all our friends, and
regret that France has begun shipping
F-i's to Iraq. We strongly urge that
Israel and all other nations continue to
refrain from sending any military items
to Iran.

You should indicate . . . that we will
continue to keep under review the var-
ious factors involved in the Iran-Iraq
war, including the military balance be-
tween the two parties, its overall effect
on the regional balance, domestic po-
litical changes in either country, and
our stakes in the area. In view of the
volatility of the situation in the region,
the stakes involved, and Israel's con-
cerns, we will want to stay in close
touch. Should new considerations arise
affecting our position on the supply of
arms to Iran we will consult with Israel
promptly. In the meantime, however,
we strongly urge Israel to refrain from
supplying military equipment of any
kind. "

On February 4, 1981, following receipt
this cable, Lewis informed the Israelis of
State Department's position. According
Lewis, the Israeli's were not pleased:

He listened carefully to my presenta-
tion which obviously was not what he
was hoping to hear. He then reviewed
the history of our discussions during
the Carter Administration concluding
with his conversation with President
Carter in Washington in November,
during which he had assured Carter
that Israel would refuse any Iranian re-
quests so long as the United States
hostages remained captive. He said,
however, that it was his clear under-
standing that once the hostages were
released Israel would be free to
pursue its own interests in re-estab-
lishing some kind of relationship with
Iran via the arms sales route. He
wanted Secretary Haig to understand
that he had firmly resisted all pres-
sures from his military to do anything
vis-a-vis Iran until the hostages were
freed, and that he had kept his word. 54

The Israeli government's account of this
meeting states:

On 4 February 1981, Prime Minister
Begin met with United States Ambas-
sador Lewis. Begin reported that in
the meeting, Lewis stated, on behalf of
the United States Secretary of State
Haig, that arms with United States
components should not be supplied
and that the sale of Israeli arms should
also be restricted "in order not to
extend the war". Begin replied that
future arms deliveries to Iran would
not include United States arms or
arms with United States components,
and that only Israeli equipment would
be supplied. Israel would also inform
the United States in advance of the in-
tention to send equipment to Iran. 55

Ambassador Lewis also reported his conver-
sations with an Israeli General, who stated that
the Iranian requests were not just unofficial,
but also "official." Lewis commented in a cable
that,

Israel had been aware as early as last
autumn that weapons were reaching
Iran from both French and British
sources via various arms dealers, and
that Israel had ample experience with



dealing through clandestine third-
party relationships on arms sales to
have been able to do the same thing.
The Israeli Government views . . . it
vitally important to begin reestablish-
ing some link with the Iranian military,
looking to the post-Khomeini era.56

Later in February, Prime Minister Begin sent
Foreign Minister Yitzhak Shamir to Washing-
ton, D.C. to meet with Secretary Haig because
he was unhappy with the United States' posi-
tion set forth in the February 4 cable. Accord-
ing to Haig, Shamir was told that while the
United States could not prohibit sales by Israel
to Iran of non-FMS items, the United States
opposed any of arms deals with Iran and pro-
hibited any sales of United States-origin arms.5 7

Foreign Minister Shamir apparently heard
Haig's message differently. He informed Prime
Minister Begin that the United States objected
to the sale of United States origin equipment,
but did not object to Israel shipping its own
parts.58 The GOI Report of this meeting states
the following:

In a meeting held on 25 February
1981 between the Israeli Deputy De-
fense Minister, Mr. Mordechai Zipori,
and Mr. William Brown, the Minister
of the United States Embassy, the
Deputy Minister repeated that Prime
Minister Begin had assured Ambassa-
dor Lewis that if a deal would be con-
ducted between Israel and Iran, the
United States would be informed of it.
In the meantime, he stated, no such
deal took place since the deliveries
were discontinued until the release of
the hostages. Deputy Minister Zipori
informed Mr. Brown that now, in talks
between Foreign Minister Shamir, who
was on a visit to the United States, and
Secretary of State Haig, it appeared
that United States opposition to deliv-
eries had been rescinded. He also re-
lated that the sale of 106 mm recoil-
less rifles and Israeli manufactured
shells is about to be concluded.

Mr. Brown noted that he had not yet
received any information regarding the
talks of Foreign Minister Shamir in the
United States

At the end of the meeting, Deputy
Defense Minister Zipori summarized
his understanding regarding the deliv-
eries to Iran: The arms deliveries
would not include United States com-
ponents, and Israel would give the
United States prior knowledge of each
delivery.

In a report on the above meeting
between Secretary of State Haig and
Foreign Minister Shamir, it was stated
that Secretary of State Haig had not
responded negatively to Israeli con-
tacts with the Iranians and to the pos-
sibility of the supply of military equip-
ment to Iran. However, he expressed
his concern that the entry of United
States arms to Iran would result in a
similar Soviet attempt. The Foreign
Minister made it clear that supplies
will not include United States equip-
ment. 

59

Since the Israelis believed that Haig "had not
responded negatively" to the shipping of Israeli
arms to Iran, they used this perceived opening
to begin shipping to Iran light arms and ammu-
nition not subject to United States control.

Shortly thereafter, Deputy Defense Minister
Zipori informed the United States Embassy
about a pending shipment of Israeli-made arms
through a third country to Iran.6 ' Ambassador
Lewis immediately sent a cable to Washington
reporting this news. In a response, Secretary
Haig stated that United States policy prohibited
the sale of United States-origin arms and op-
posed any sales of Israeli-made arms.6 ' The
GOI Report indicated that:

On 20 March 1981, a shipment of
60 106 mm recoilless rifles was sent in
an aircraft from Israel to Portugal and
then to Iran. Among the mediators of
the deal was Ahmed Heidari.

On 13 April 1981, another delivery
took place which included [40 106
mm] recoilless rifles.62

Secretary Haig visited Israel in April to dis-
cuss a range of Middle East issues. In a meet-
ing at the King David Hotel, the Minister of
Agriculture, Ariel Sharon, raised the subject of
selling arms to Iran. Once again, Secretary



Haig explained that United States policy pro-
hibited FMS sales to Iran and opposed the sale
of Israeli arms.6 3

Thus, for the first six months of the Reagan
administration, United States policy regarding
arms transfers to Iran remained essentially un-
changed from that of the Carter administration.
Indeed, a review of all intelligence data detail-
ing arms shipments to Iran for this period of
time reflects this fact as well. Given these facts
and after he had reviewed the record of the
dialogue between the Reagan State Department
and the Government of Israel, Ambassador
Lewis was asked his opinion regarding the pos-
sibility of a clandestine October Surprise relat-
ed quid pro quo arms relationship among the
United States, Israel, and Iran. Lewis did not
believe that such an agreement could have
been reached given the nature of the dialogue
between the two governments:

But, I do think that what happened
in January or February does [prove
that there was no Republican-Israeli
summit]. That's my point. Because
right after the election, right after the
hostages were released on inaugura-
tion day, and of course we don't have
the cables here to refresh my memory
about this, but in someway shape or
form, I got a message from the Israe-
li's that now that the hostages were re-
leased and assumed that the Reagan
administration would no longer have
any objection to arms sales. And I
said-I don't know what I said, frank-
ly, I said I'll check, probably. Mind
you, I wasn't . . . I didn't really know
the Reagan administration. I never
met Al Haig or Reagan at this point, I
had just been recently told that they
were going to ask me to stay on but I
didn't have the good sense on what
was the policy. . . . I reported and I
got an instruction back and it was that
and I went in and then answered the
question on February 4 and this is the
cable that reports my meeting. And it's
clear from what I reported, I don't
repeat all the instructions. But, surely,
State 28467 is an important cable from
your point of view because that is the
official guidance to me as to what I'm
to tell the Israelis about the subject for

the first time in the administration.
And clearly it was no, we don't want
you . . . you may not ship any United
States origin items. Moreover, we still
don't think it's a good idea for you to
ship any items whether they're your
manufacturer or anybody else's. We
believe it's in our best interests and Is-
rael's and the region's if neither side
gets any arms and Israel wasn't happy
about that reply. In fact, he was really
quite surprised. He really was sur-
prised. And then he goes on and goes
back over the whole history of the dis-
cussions with Carter and what he as-
sured Carter. He wanted Secretary
Haig to understand he had firmly re-
sisted all pressures from his military to
do anything until the hostages were
freed. And he kept his word and now
there are new offers, new opportuni-
ties. And he goes through his usual ar-
guments but I went over the message
with him again and the instructions
clearly, which he said he understood
[to be that], under no circumstances,
would Israel provide any military items
of United States origin or United
States origin components. But, [the
high Israeli official] said well, alright,
but I don't know if I want to agree
that we can't sell anything of our man-
ufacturer. I was under the instruction
telling him that we didn't think you
should sell anything. We can't stop
you but that's against our policy. You
should know that.6 4

Ambassador Nicholas Veliotes, a United
States Foreign Service officer from 1955 until
his retirement in April, 1986, worked in the
Middle East and on Middle Eastern affairs
during the last half of his career. In 1981 he
was appointed assistant secretary of State for
Near Eastern and South Asian Affairs. He
served in that post until November, 1983, when
he was named ambassador to Egypt. Because of
his direct involvement in U.S.-Israeli issues,
Ambassador Veliotes was asked for his views
on the October Surprise allegations. He stated
that he did not believe an October Surprise
deal had been consummated. In reaching his
conclusion, Veliotes, as did Lewis, focused on



the Reagan administration's early policies
toward Iran:

[I]f the [Reagan] administration
wanted to reward the Iranians in con-
text of the October Surprise thesis,
there were easier ways to do it.

You could have, I suppose, come up
with some reason for having to send
them, at least some of the arms they
had already paid for. They were stack-
ing up in New York and starting to de-
teriorate.

I mean after all, they had paid for
them. These were international com-
mitments. I mean you could have
come up with something like that. The
easiest thing to have done would have
been to have overruled me and al-
lowed the Iranians to get the $500
million that we had in our bank ac-
count as a result of an accounting
error on behalf of those who were ad-
ministering [the] Algiers' agreement
before the hostages were actually re-
leased.

My view on that was in essence,
tough. Yes, probably their money, but
we have got them, and if they want it,
they better do something nice to get
it. And all the White House had to do
was to say, "No, that is not right. We
have an agreement," or Al Haig could
have said,"Oh, we can't do that. We
have got an agreement."

They [the Reagan Administration]
were in no mood to do any favors for
the Iranians at all. 65

10. United States Considers the
Transfer of Arms to Iran

In the summer of 1981, the Iran-Iraq war
was not progressing well for Iran.6" A Senior
Interdepartmental Group (SIG) was established
to review the United States arms policy toward
Iran. Some State Department officials argued in
favor of initiating arms sales to Iran to offset
arms being sold to Iraq. Some in the State De-
partment also believed that encouraging the
transfer of non-United States arms to Iran by
non-Communist nations would limit Soviet op-
portunities for involvement in Iran.67 This posi-

tion was opposed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
but the SIG decided to recommend that open
discussions with Israel be widened on the arms
issue. At the same time Israel was again ship-
ping arms to Iran. The GOI Report states that
four arms shipments were sent to Iran in July.
One involved the direct delivery of a field
kitchen. The other three were arms shipments
arranged by a Portuguese arms dealer, George
Paniol.

The aircraft which performed the
three deliveries was a "Britiannia" air-
craft owned by an Argentinean compa-
ny called T.A.R.

The aircraft was leased by a "West
Africa Airline Ltd. Company" listed in
Ghana and Switzerland. The Director
General of the company was one An-
dreas Gennie.

On 19 July 1981, the aircraft left
Iran and on its way strayed into Soviet
airspace and crashed. It was probably
shot down by Soviet fighters. The air-
craft crash resulted in a series of re-
ports in the media regarding the arms
deliveries from Israel to Iran and a
wave of rumors on the subject.

Following the aircraft crash, it was
decided to abandon deliveries via air
and transfer to deliveries via sea. The
first shipment by sea to Iran took
place on 19 September 1981 and in-
cluded recoilless rifles and rounds. On
2 October 1981, another shipment was
sent which included recoilless rifles
and rounds.68

Meanwhile, throughout 1981, the Israelis
continued in their relations with the United
States to express interest in providing arms to
Iran to maintain equilibrium in the Iran-Iraq
conflict. Israeli officials informally told United
States officials in October that Israel wished to
provide United States-origin arms to Iran. Ac-
cording to Israeli officials, such transfers would
improve Israel's access to and influence with
"moderate elements" within the Iranian mili-
tary. 69 They also argued that the stature of
these moderate Iranians would be enhanced if
they obtained badly-needed military hard-
ware.7 0 The United States Embassy in Tel Aviv



told the Israelis the issue should be raised for-
mally with the State Department. The GOI
Report states that:

In a meeting between Prime Minister
Begin and Secretary of State Haig in
Cairo on 10 October 1981, Begin re-
quested United States assent for Israel
to supply Iran with items necessary for
the operation of their aircraft. Secre-
tary of State Haig said that he asked to
examine the subject from a legal view-
point, in a positive manner. However
he requested clarifications if Israel was
to be a channel for United States com-
ponents to be transferred via Israel or
if it referred to the transfer of United
States components from Israel which
would be replaced by the United
States. 71

In a November 4 meeting with Ambassador
Lewis, the Israelis stated that they had shipped
to Iran approximately $60 million worth of Is-
raeli-manufactured arms, consisting mainly of
ammunition not subject to United States con-
trol. 72 Ambassador Lewis was assured that
Israel was not dealing with Ayatollah Khomeini
or Iranian clerics, but rather with responsible
members of the military. The Israelis again
sought United States approval for shipments to
Iran, citing two objectives for a new arms rela-
tionship: (1) to remain in contact with the Ira-
nian military, the only barrier against a commu-
nist takeover in Iran; and (2) to cooperate on
intelligence matters with the Iranians and to
share the results with the United States.73

Secretary of State Haig sent a cable to Lewis
on November 17, 1981 setting forth the condi-
tions under which the United States would au-
thorize the transfer of any United States-origin
or United States-controlled arms to Iran:

You are authorized to (convey) . . .
that we are prepared to approve his
request to transfer to Iran certain
spare parts for United States-origin
military equipment, subject to the fol-
lowing limitations: (1) the equipment
transferred may come only from exist-
ing Israeli stocks which were pur-
chased directly from United States
manufacturers and exported through
commercial channels or new purchases
on a commercial basis. (FMS pur-

chases and items exported through
DOD channels would be excluded.) "

Haig also stated that the value of any ship-
ments should be less than $25 million and that
the United States should be provided with a list
of the proposed items for sale.7 5 In a December
1 meeting with Israeli Minister of Defense Ariel
Sharon, Secretary Haig formally conveyed the
position of the United States. In- this meeting
Sharon asked whether Israel could ship F-4
spares, as well as other United States-origin
items to Iran, and whether the United States
would replace those items in the Israeli inven-
tory. 76 Secretary Haig agreed in principle to a
one time transfer, but stated that certain re-
quirements had to be met: the United States
must receive a list of the items involved; only
F-4 spares could be shipped (modifying his
earlier position); the shipment had to have a
total value of less than $25 million; and the
United States needed to receive some intelli-
gence in return.7 7 The Israelis were also told
that only items acquired through commercial
purchases from the United States could be
shipped and that Israel, not the United States,
would pay for replacement of the items. 78

The GOI report reflects Israel's understand-
ing of the December 1, 1981 agreement. The
report notes the following:

On 5 December 1981, the Defense
Minister Mr. A. Sharon reports of his
discussions with the United States (not
specified with whom) regarding the
continued supply of United States
spare parts which should not total
more than $25 million in accordance
with United States Congress legisla-
tion).

In an oral message to the Defense
Minister from William Brown, the
United States permitted the sale of the
equipment to Iran, including the
United States produced items, subject
to the following conditions:

The United States requested to re-
ceive prior to each shipment, a list of
the United States equipment due to be
sent to Iran, including the purchase
price in the United States and also the
cost of the Israeli produced arms.



An additional condition was that the
United States arms would not belong
to the F.M.S. framework. On the other
hand it would be allowed to sell with-
out restriction, United States weapons
purchased on a trading basis in free
dollars. If artillery was to be included
in the $25 million shipment, it could
not total more than $7 million. 79

According to Ambassador Lewis, the United
States government had learned that the Soviet
Union was selling [specified military equip-
ment] to Iraq.8" During the fall of 1981, the
United States was trying to obtain a certain
piece of Soviet military equipment. There was a
possibility that the United States could obtain
this equipment from Iraq in exchange for 175
mm artillery. 8' United States and Israeli offi-
cials discussed whether the United States would
approve Israeli sales to Iran and Israel would
"agree" to the American transaction with
Iraq. 82 The GOI Report states that:

In a cable from Israel's ambassador
to the United States, Mr. E. Evron, to
Prime Minister Begin on 15 October
1981, it was reported that Secretary of
State Haig informed him of an Iraqi
proposal to provide the United States
with [specified military equipment],
and in exchange it requested 24 175
mm guns. Haig wanted to link the de-
cision to sell United States arms to
Iraq with the approval for Israeli arms
sales to Iran. He requested Israel not
to oppose the supply of arms to Iraq,
in exchange, the United States would
agree to the sale of United States
equipment to Iran.

In a cable dated 18 October 1981
from Ambassador Evron to Prime Min-
ister Begin, it was stated that Secretary
of State Haig was finding it difficult to
obtain approval for the sale of F-4
spare parts but assured that they
would not be sold if approval was not
granted.

At the same time, the Prime Minister
stressed that Israel could not agree to
the sale of artillery batteries to the
Iraqi army.
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In a cable from 26 October 1981
from Ambassador Evron to Prime Min-
ister Begin, Evron stated that Defense
Secretary Weinberger outrightly op-
posed the supply of F-4 spare parts to
Iran and that Secretary of State Haig
was still trying to receive approval for
this. He added that the supply of arms
to Iraq had already been decided upon
by the President. The United States
also asked for details on who where
[sic] Israel's contacts in Iran. In his
reply (29 October 1981), Mr. Begin
clarified that the Israeli contacts were
with military officials and not with
Khomeini and his men. 83

By mid-December 1981, however, the United
States intelligence community had decided that
any transaction with Iraq was not in the best in-
terests of the United States, and the issue was
dropped from consideration. 84 In addition,
components of the United States government
had also raised questions about the Israelis'
ability to provide useful unfiltered intelligence
about events in Iran. 85 As a result, during their
next meeting, in mid-January 1982, United
States officials expressed to Israeli officials res-
ervations about any arms deals between Israel
and Iran.

In a meeting in Jerusalem on January 14,
1982, Sharon asked Secretary Haig to approve
a shipment not only of F-4 spares, but also of
heavy artillery pieces and ammunition. Secre-
tary Haig reiterated the United States position
that only F-4 spares could be transferred pro-
vided they came from commercial sources. No
approval was given for any other items. 8 6 As re-
quired under the terms agreed in the Decem-
ber 1, 1981 meeting, Israel provided a list of
items to be shipped to Iran. The list was unac-
ceptable to the United States because it con-
tained ground equipment and spares for all air-
craft (including F-14's and F-5's) in the Iranian
inventory. Minister Sharon was told that the
United States would not approve any transfers
until a suitable list was provided. 87

Over the next several months the Israelis
sent numerous lists, repeatedly including FMS
items and material other than F-4 spares. 88 In
numerous cables to Tel-Aviv, Secretary Haig
told the Israeli government that the lists in-
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cluded unauthorized items and would not be
approved. 89

In his deposition, Department of State Iran
Task Force Member David Satterfield described
the sequence of events as follows:

We had left it with the December 1st
Haig approach to Sharon. In January
of 1982, the . . . deal fell through
[with Iraq]; I think January 8th or 9th
was the date that that collapsed. Janu-
ary 14th, Sharon gave Haig the list
which we had requested, of items
which Israel proposed to transfer to
Iran. Unfortunately, the list consisted
of spares for F-14's, F-5's and ground
troop equipment in addition to the
F-4 spares. Haig told Sharon the list
was not acceptable, that it fell well
outside the parameters made explicit
in the December 1 demarche.

January 27 a new list was provided,
also unacceptable, very unclear from
the list exactly who had originated the
equipment, how it had been acquired;
that is, by FMS as opposed to com-
mercial sale, if it was United States
origin at all. It contained items which
we believed fell outside the parameters
of the account.

Over the course of January, Febru-
ary, beginning of March '82, there
were a succession of exchanges back
and forth on the question of lists. At
no point was a list ever submitted
which fell within the parameters of the
December 1st demarche. There was
increasing frustration on the United
States side in the lack of understand-
ing demonstrated by the Israelis in
complying with our requirements.
There was growing concern with
whether or not we were going to be
presented with a fait accompli based on
one of these lists; that the Israelis
would claim that because they had
showed us a list that we had approved,
notwithstanding the explicit instruc-
tions repeated at numerous intervals
over the December to March period.
There was growing concern raised as
grave reservations and serious doubts

as to whether or not this was all worth
a candle.

With the collapse of the Iraqi sale in

January, one of the concrete quids for
going ahead with this, which may have
persuaded some reluctant parties to
grudgingly accede to pursuing the
possibility of a transfer went away. By
March the arguments had shifted com-
prehensively against proceeding with
any authorization. The Israelis had
shown they were either unwilling or
unable to come up with a list that fell
within our boundaries. The lists were
very ambitious in terms of scope of
material, were very ill defined in terms
of what this equipment was by origin
or by nature of acquisition.a"

In addition to the problem with the Israeli
arms lists, press reports that the Israelis were
selling arms to Iran had raised serious doubts
in the United States government about he
wisdom of proceeding with the Israeli initia-
tive. 9 1 There were also concerns that Israeli ties
to the Iranian military had not turned out to be
as productive as expected. This conclusion was
supported by the fact that Israel acknowledged
that it was dealing with Iranian middlemen,
rather than with key Iranian officials. Finally,
public comments on British television by David
Kimche on Israel-Iran arms links had increased
congressional and press scrutiny of possible
United States involvement in transfers of arms
to Iran. 
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In a March 10, 1982 memorandum, Haig in-
formed the Israelis that, while not retreating
from prior commitments, it was unlikely that
the United States would approve any F-4 parts
transfer in excess of $500,000.93 Ambassador
Lewis was instructed on March 30, 1982 to
"share United States misgivings" about the
program, and express "serious doubts" wheth-
er the project could yield the benefits necessary
to justify going forward. 94

In light of growing concerns about Iranian
victories in the war, Lewis was given another
instruction on May 1 to inform the Israelis that
the United States would not approve any trans-
fers of United States-controlled items, includ-
ing F-4 spares, to Iran. 95 In a May 6, 1982
meeting, the Israeli's stated they understood



the United States' position and that, while they
needed to discuss the issue with the Defense
Ministry, they did not think any arms had been
shipped to Iran without United States approv-
al. 
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The Israelis informed Lewis on May 7 that
from "March 1981 through March 1982," any
items shipped to Iran by Israel "were sent with
United States approval." 17 From May 7, 1982
forward, Israel "would send only limited items
and there will be absolutely no United States-
furnished components involved." 98 On May 27,
Defense Minister Sharon stated publicly that
the United States had been informed in detail
and in advance of all military shipments to
Iran, had not objected to these shipments, and
had received lists of everything transferred. 99

The Israelis told Lewis on May 31 that Sharon
was referring to items "not subject to United
States controls," and that if any United States-
origin material had been transferred, it was
without United States approval. 100 In communi-
cations with the State Department, Lewis noted
that it was possible the Israelis may have taken
the United States' approval in principle for
such sales as a "green light," our explicit re-
quirement for prior approval notwithstand-
ing. 101

The GOI Report describes these events as
follows:

In May 1982, Defense Minister Ariel
Sharon visited the United States.
During his visit, he made an effort to
persuade the Americans of the impor-
tance to continue shipments to Iran.
During his talks, deliveries containing
United States components were also
discussed.

As is known, during his visit to the
United States, Mr. Sharon gave an
interview to the "Washington Post" in
which he revealed that Israel had as-
sisted Iran in military equipment deliv-
eries. He stated that the arms ship-
ments from Israel to Iran were con-
ducted via a third country, with the ap-
proval of the United States who were
informed of all of the deliveries. He
also said that the United States had al-
lowed shipments which included tyres
[sic] and spare parts for the F-4 fight-
er bombers.

In the same effort, a senior official
from the United States State Depart-
ment was interviewed. He stated that
the United States authorities had virtu-
ally approved the shipment of con-
trolled United States military items to
Iran. He added that the United States
expressed its desire that Israel should
refrain from sending arms to one of
the sides of the dispute, and that Israel
had reported on sales totalling $21
million. 102

Israel subsequently gave the United States
two lists of equipment which it claimed had
either been sent, or was supposed to be sent to
Iran. According to David Satterfield, it was im-
possible to determine how many of the items
listed (which totaled $53.1 million) were cov-
ered by United States export controls, although
Israel indicated that the list of arms already
sent to Iran contained "many" United States-
origin items.103 In response to press inquiries at
the time, the United States government stated
that Israel had requested United States approv-
al for sales of United States-controlled items to
Iran, but that no approval had been given.

From 1980 through the beginning of 1983,
Israeli sales of military and military-related
equipment to Iran totaled just over $180 mil-
lion. Many of these shipments were known to
but not approved by the United States govern-
ment. United States government intelligence
reports suggest that Iran's worldwide arms pur-
chases during this period totaled almost four
billion dollars-mostly from communist-bloc
countries. 104 The Task Force could find no doc-
umentation authorizing the sale of United
States made arms to Iran via Israel. Rather, the
Task Force determined that any arms shipped
to Iran via Israel was done unilaterally by Israel
or as a result of miscommunications between
the United States Department of State and the
Government of Israel. 105

In his deposition, David Satterfield was asked
about the claim by some proponents of the Oc-
tober Surprise theory that there was another
channel, apart from government-to-government
links, through which an arms quid pro quo arms
could have been carried out:

Q. Do you therefore discount the
possibility that there could have been



an alternative channel of communica-
tion to the Israelis, rumors that have
circulated that perhaps a McFarlane or
White House channel-do you dis-
count that?

A. I would have to repeat, nothing I
have seen throughout that period of
time would lead me to even suppose,
to suspect that such a channel existed.
If your follow up is why would that be,
it is because either the documents that
I reviewed, many of which were ex-
tremely sensitive and extremely closely
held, were written in ignorance of this
purported channel, genuine ignorance
or were incredibly carefully drafted to
exclude any possibility of reference to
it. 1
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Satterfield said he did not believe the cables
were carefully drafted to avoid detection. He
stated that in the Iran-Contra case, the cables
reflected the fact that questions were being
raised about arms being sent off-channel. In
this case, he testified that there was no such
cable traffic.

Finally, Ambassador Veliotes, who was aware
at the time of arms sales to Iran through Israel,
was asked to comment on the possibility of a
back-channel link between these transactions
and the hostages.

A. I just think that the amounts are
so small, compared to the need. I just
can't see how it could be seen as a
payoff of any kind. The Israelis had
their own good reasons for wishing to
establish and maintain contact with
these military procurement people,
and that is-whom they saw either as a
successor to the Khomeini regime, or
points of significant influence in the
Islamic Parliament. And we have dis-
cussed these reasons. It just-it just
doesn't make sense to me.

Q. The reason I raise it is, in an in-
vestigation of a conspiracy, one always
wants to make sure that they have cov-
ered all of the aspects.

A. No. I understand that, but when
you think of the amounts of money in-
volved, you know, we-I am in the
book world. My educational publishers

come up with new reading programs
for first grade to six grade and they
present them to states hoping the
states will approve them for sale.

One of my publishers spent $60 mil-
lion for a new reading program for el-
ementary schools. You know, $23 mil-
lion or something trickling over into a
country that had an army of what, a
million men on the border?

That is not very much. It just seems
too piddly that it could be seen as a
payoff. I would have to discount it if
on no other grounds, just on those
grounds. 107

Ambassador Veliotes concluded that the Oc-
tober Surprise allegations were the product of
an effort to take a series of facts and link them
together in a plausible way. When the facts
were examined closely, he testified, they did
not support the October Surprise thesis.

After an analysis of all of the American and
Israeli documentation, the Task Force has
found no evidence to support the proposition
that arms were sent to Iran to complete a bar-
gain to delay the release of the hostages. The
Task Force believes that if such an back-chan-
nel arms delivery system existed, United States
embassies or intelligence stations in the region
would have raised questions in their cables.
Cable traffic reviewed by the Task Force con-
tained no reports of arms flows to Iran other
than those described in this report. Given the
publicity surrounding these deliveries and their
relatively small value 108 and battlefield impact,
the Task Force concludes that these arms ship-
ments cannot fairly be construed to constitute
an October Surprise quid pro quo.

C. Department of Defense

To determine whether arms were shipped to
Tehran from other sources pursuant to an Oc-
tober Surprise quid pro quo, the Task Force re-
viewed documents within the custody or con-
trol of the Department of Defense (DOD).
Forty-seven organizations within the Depart-
ment of Defense conducted a worldwide search
for records relating to the Task Force docu-
ment production request. Documents retrieved
were topically indexed for review. Approxi-



mately 17,000 documents were indexed and re-
viewed.

The document review process allowed the
Task Force to piece together a comprehensive
picture of Iran's foreign arms procurement
since 1980. The Task Force determined that
Iran's arms procurement efforts were conduct-
ed through a maze of quasi-governmental and
governmental trading companies. Western arms
embargoes, domestic economic difficulties, and
Iran's need for military hardware and related
equipment from western suppliers forced
Tehran to rely heavily on illegal, privately bro-
kered arms transactions in what is generally
known as the "gray market." Documents re-
viewed by the Task Force established that Iran
sought arms in many countries of the world.

Documents developed by overseas DOD offi-
cials refer frequently to Iranian efforts to ac-
quire arms through all sources available to
them once the arms embargo had been im-
posed. The Task Force reviewed all of these re-
ports and identified twenty-nine countries from
which Iran was able to acquire arms, either di-
rectly or indirectly through third-party
sources. 109

The Task Force reviewed a number of re-
ports that suggested Israeli participation in or
knowledge of arms shipments to Iran. The
Task Force also reviewed records of alleged
actual arms deliveries to Iran, as well as
records of private arms negotiations between
Israeli businessmen and Iranian military per-
sonnel. 1 0 The documents reviewed by the Task
Force show that the reports of alleged and/or
actual arms sales from Israel to Iran remained
small but steady during the 1980-1981 period,
peaked during the 1982-1983 period, and then
steadily declined from 1984 to 1986. The docu-
ments also suggest that arms sales through
third parties followed a similar pattern."' De-
partment of Defense never placed any dollar
amounts on these shipments.

Documents reviewed by the Task Force also
suggest that there was an ongoing dialogue
within Department of Defense regarding
United States arms policy toward Iran. For ex-
ample, in several memos senior Department of
Defense officials expressed displeasure with the
Joint Chiefs of Staff's opposition to a proposed
National Security Decision Directive (NSDD)
that would permit transfers of non-United
States arms to Iran by European allies and

other countries. These officials argued that,
while no United States-origin arms should be
provided to Iran, third-party country transfers
should not be discouraged. Notwithstanding
this debate, United States policy continued to
forbid the transfer of United States arms to
Iran and continued to discourage third-country
transfers of non-United States arms. Indeed, in
memos dating from January 1981, a Depart-
ment of Defense interagency task force report-
ed to the Secretary of Defense its unanimous
view that United States policy should continue
to prohibit arms deliveries to Iran, including
equipment already paid for by the Iranians.

The Task Force's review of Department of
Defense documents underscored the strong
anti-Khomeini sentiments within the Reagan
administration. The Defense Department's goal
was to "dry up" all military supplies to Iran. 112

The Task Force interviewed officials in the
Defense Security Assistance Agency (DSAA).
DSAA coordinates the purchase of arms and
other technology by foreign governments.
DSAA does not actually ship items purchased,
but monitors the activities of American arms
dealers and the payments of foreign govern-
ments.

Interviews with DSAA officials, including Di-
rector of Operations, H. Diehl McKalip, as well
as Task Force document reviews, indicate that
there were no FMS sales to Iran once the em-
bargo was imposed by President Carter. Fur-
thermore, prior to the embargo DSAA had re-
stricted arms shipments to Iran because it had
not paid billions of dollars in outstanding bills.
DSAA officials said they would have objected
vigorously to any arms sales to Iran because of
its unpaid FMS debts.

The Task Force also examined whether Israel
had filed FMS requests in excess of its needs,
which might indicate arms transfers to Iran.
DSAA officials stated that they monitor Israel's
requests because DOD does not want foreign
countries to profit financially by buying parts in
the United States, reassembling them overseas,
and reselling the finished item. DSAA officials
stated that, while they saw intelligence reports
indicating Israeli arms sales to Iran, there was
no evidence that Israel was buying FMS arms in
excess of its needs.

Finally, none of the Department of Defense
records reviewed by the Task Force revealed



any evidence to support the allegations under
investigation. There is no doubt that DOD was
aware of reports of arms sales to Iran, particu-
larly by Israel. None of these reports suggest,
however, that any of these transactions were
part of a quid pro quo between the Reagan ad-
ministration and Iran.

D. October 22-23, 1980 Arms
Deal

1. Overview
As stated earlier, central to the October Sur-

prise allegations is the question of whether
known arms sales to Iran could be said to have
been arranged as a quid pro quo for an agree-
ment to delay the release of the hostages. One
documented transaction, involving the delivery
of arms from Nimes, France to Tehran on Oc-
tober 22, 1980, has figured prominently in the
October Surprise allegations.

2. Background
In the summer of 1980, Iran was trying to ac-

quire arms from European arms dealers in an
effort to fill gaps in its arsenal. Iran's eagerness
for arms was increased by the growing tensions
between Iran and Iraq and the Iraqi invasion in
September, 1980. As early as the spring of
1980, Iran had begun to develop lists of items
for which there was a specifically identified
need.

To obtain arms, the Iranian Defense Ministry
retained the services of a number of individ-
uals, including Ahmed Heidari, who was given
responsibility for overseeing arms procurement
efforts. Heidari worked in concert with Karim
Minatchi and an Iranian company, Interparts,
to set up to acquire the necessary military
equipment.

Heidari tried to acquire arms through all
channels available to him. One such channel
was the French cargo transport company, SETI
International, headed by Yves DeLoreilhe.
SETI, in turn, contracted Charter Masters
Company, S.A., another French company spe-
cializing in the delivery of difficult air cargo
orders. Jacques Montanes was the president of
Charter Masters. Although SETI and Charter
Masters were experienced in the transportation
of military equipment, neither had much expe-

rience in the acquisition of such equipment.

Two other men, Roger Faulques and Pierre

Gaudinat, were contacted for their arms acqui-
sition expertise. In the summer of 1980, prob-
ably in August, a meeting was held in Paris to
discuss the possibility of acquiring and deliver-
ing military equipment to Tehran. Present at
this meeting was Minatchi, Heidari, Montanes,
DeLoreilhe, Faulques, and Gaudinat. An agree-
ment was reached in principle, and the parties
set in action a plan for the delivery of the de-
sired equipment to Tehran.

Task Force counsel interviewed most of the
participants in this venture in order to deter-
mine whether this or any related deals were re-
lated in any fashion to an October Surprise quid
pro quo. The account of each individual is ana-
lyzed below.

3. Participants

a. Roger Faulques

Roger Faulques 113 is a professional soldier.
He served with the French Foreign Legion
from 1943 to 1961. He fought as a mercenary
in the Congo from 1961 to 1962, in Yemen
from 1963 to 1967, and in Biafra in 1967 and
1968. Faulques stopped fighting in 1968 and
began working on civilian construction jobs for
French companies in Iraq, Libya, and Saudi
Arabia. He is now retired. 114

With respect to the arms deal described
above, Faulques said that he was invited to par-
ticipate in the Paris meeting at the behest of
Pierre Gaudinat. Gaudinat advised Faulques
that some Iranians were interested in acquiring
spare parts for Boeing 747 Jumbo Jets, military
aircraft, and tanks. Faulques attended the meet-
ing in the summer of 1980, prior to the Iraqi
invasion of Iran. The meeting lasted approxi-
mately four hours. While he could not recall
the names of the Iranians who participated, he
said that one of them described himself as
being empowered by Khomeini to reach agree-
ments necessary to acquire the needed weap-
ons. 115

The Iranians explained that their military was
having difficulty maintaining their aircraft be-
cause key personnel responsible for mainte-
nance had fled after the departure of the Shah,
taking computerized spare parts inventories
with them. Civilian and military aircraft had



been sitting for months without required rou-
tine maintenance. In addition to parts, the Ira-
nians were looking for technical crews to over-
haul engines that had been idle for months.
Faulques was asked if he could locate a com-
puter specialist to resolve their technical prob-
lems and acquire the necessary parts. The Ira-
nians produced a ten-page computer printout
listing the equipment needed. Faulques advised
the Iranians that he could not assist them and
departed. He had no further dealings with the
Iranians or anyone else connected with the
deal. 116

In his book, October Surprise, Gary Sick writes:

Heidari and Faulques reached an
agreement in principle, subject to fi-
nancial and technical arrangements,
but Faulques insisted that he would do
nothing without at least tacit approval
by French intelligence.

To that end, a representative of
Faulques met with Alain Gagneron De
Marolles at the latter's home near Bor-
deaux in early September. De Marolles
was the director of operations in the
Service Documentation Exterieur et de
Contre-Espionage (SDECE), the
French Secret Service, and a principal
deputy to Count Alexander de Mar-
enches, the SDECE's head. '17

Faulques specifically denied any such involve-
ment with Heidari. He swore that he never
contacted personally nor sent a representative
to meet with De Marolles. He stated that he
has never met De Marolles, 118 and had never
sent a "representative" to do so. 119 Faulques
said that he had never traveled to Iran, and
produced his passport as evidence. He added
that, with the exception of one Paris meeting,
he had no involvement with the shipment of
military spare parts or equipment to Iran. Fur-
thermore, he stated that he knew nothing to in-
dicate any relationship between this meeting
and an alleged October Surprise quid pro quo. 120

b. Pierre Gaudinat

Pierre Gaudinat 121 worked for Air France for
20 years. He served as airport station manager
in Istanbul, Warsaw, and Tel Aviv. He retired
from Air France in 1977. 122 In late 1977 and
early 1978 he founded a delivery company
named International Contact Service (ICS). ICS

delivered mechanical parts and shipping docu-
ments to inaccessible locations in a shorter
period of time than normal postal service. Gau-
dinat met Jacques Montanes in 1979. 123 Mon-
tanes also specialized in air transport. In early
1980 Montanes proposed to Gaudinat that they
do business together. Montanes told Gaudinat
through a contact, Yves DeLoreilhe, that he
had the possibility of servicing a delivery con-
tract between France and Iran. Montanes be-
lieved that the contract could be very lucrative.
Gaudinat decided that he would meet with
Montanes and his Iranian contacts. Gaudinat
invited Faulques to participate in a meeting
scheduled for the spring or summer of 1980 in
Paris. Faulques flew from Spain to join the
meeting. 124

In addition to Gaudinat, the meeting includ-
ed Minatchi, Heidari, DeLoreilhe, 125 Faulques,
and Montanes. 126 Heidari showed the group a
multiple-page listing of spare parts sought by
Iran. Heidari also mentioned that he wanted
three people to come to Iran to review its com-
puter inventory system. 127 Gaudinat said that
the list was unusable because the spare parts
contained no reference number. 128 According
to Gaudinat, it was not clear at this juncture
whether the proposed transaction violated the
arms embargo. It was agreed that Gaudinat
would use his contacts 129 to determine the view
of the French Defense Ministry on the pro-
posed deal. Gaudinat called a contact within
the Defense Ministry and asked, "Could you
come out, I'd like to have a drink with you and
I am concerned by a problem, maybe you could
help me out." 130 An unidentified official told
Gaudinat that the Ministry would "give me a
call." 131 During a second meeting, a Defense
Ministry official told Gaudinat, "If you go to
Iran to organize the recruiting of three special-
ists to put order in the stock of armament we
have nothing against it. It's better for us to see
French officers in Iran because we are confi-
dent that everybody is disorganized since Kho-
meini came to power. So just as well. So green
light. But no paper. If you asked, they know
nothing. They never saw me and they never
told me anything." 132 Gaudinat stated that he
tried to talk to DeMarolles about this matter,
but that the latter had already been dismissed
from the intelligence service. 133



With an unofficial green light from the De-
fense Ministry to send technicians to Iran, Gau-
dinat, Montanes, and DeLoreilhe left for
Tehran to study the computer inventory
system. They were met by Heidari and Minachi
and taken to meet an Iranian colonel, intro-
duced as a "Minister of Defense". 3 4 The dis-
cussion turned immediately to the need for
Scorpio tank engines, ammunition, and other
armaments. This worried Gaudinat, because
neither DeLoreilhe nor Montanes had any ex-
perience in acquiring this type of equipment.
Gaudinat suggested that he thought the pur-
pose of the trip as represented by Heidari to
the Iranians was different from how it had been
represented to him. When Gaudinat indicated
his lack of interest, he was allowed to return to
France.1 5 Once in France he met with a retired
French military officer who was also involved in
the project. Gaudinat told this officer that the
project was doomed to failure and that he had
washed his hands of the deal.136 To the best of
Gaudinat's knowledge, the officer continued on
with the project.

Gaudinat said that Montanes and DeLoreilhe
remained in Tehran for a long time-until the
engines could be delivered. In effect, when the
Iranians learned that the desired equipment
could not be acquired, they revoked the pass-
ports of Montanes and DeLoreilhe. 13' An ad hoc
tire deal was arranged by SETI in order to
"buy time" while the engine deal could be put
together.

A few weeks after his return from Tehran, on
approximately September 14, 1980, Gaudinat
was contacted by Montanes' assistant, Jean
Bourquin. Bourquin told him that he had been
asked to transport 5,000 kilos of retreaded
Phantom Jet tires from Tel Aviv to Tehran. He
asked Gaudinat if he would take this flight.
Gaudinat agreed. He recalled that he flew on a
Caravelle plane to Tel Aviv. When the plane
arrived in Tel Aviv, it was taken to a secluded
part of the airfield and surrounded by Israeli
troops. The cargo compartment was loaded
with retreaded Phantom F-4 tires. Gaudinat
spent the night in the cockpit. The next morn-
ing the plane was flown by the SETI pilot non-
stop to Nimes, France. After 2-3 hours on the
ground, the cargo was loaded on a DC-8
LuxAir plane and flown to Iran.13

Gaudinat told Task Force counsel that after
the tire deal was completed, SETI representa-

tives were called to the French Ministry of De-
fense and were told to stop dealing with Iran
because "our American friends were fed
up." 139 When asked what he understood this to
mean, Gaudinat said he believed that the
United States had monitored the shipment and
sent word back through the French Defense
Ministry that it wanted this sort of activity shut
down. As it turned out, this was the last deal
with which he was involved.140

Gaudinat offered that he had no specific in-
formation on whether there was a relationship
between the October tire deal or any of the
SETI deals and the American hostages. Howev-
er, he indicated that no Americans were even
present at any meeting at which any of the
arms deals were discussed. 141

c. Jacques Montanes

Jacques Montanes 142 is the president and
General Manager of Aero Cargo International,
a Paris-based firm. During the 1970s and the
early 1980s, he was president of the French
cargo company, Charter Masters. Charter Mas-
ters specialized in difficult international cargo
deliveries. Montanes had extensive prior expe-
rience in Iran, which prompted SETI Interna-
tional to seek to collaborate with Charter Mas-
ters. Montanes described the relationship
among DeLoreilhe, Gaudinat, Faulques, Hei-
dari, Minachi, and himself to Task Force inves-
tigators. 143

Yves DeLoreilhe contacted Montanes because
of prior cooperation between SETI and Char-
ter Masters on a delivery of cargo to Africa and
because Montanes had previously made trips to
post-revolutionary Iran to remove equipment
and tooling related to Airbuses leased by Iran
under the Shah. In June 1980, SETI initially
proposed that Charter Masters organize the
transportation 144 to Iran of equipment based in
Lisbon. Charter Masters was asked to arrange
seventy flights between Portugal and Iran in-
volving Boeing 707 freighters. These seventy
flights were never made because Iran could not
provide a $200 million letter of credit.

Following this failure, SETI and the Inter-
parts representatives, Minachi and Heidari, met
in Paris between July and August, 1980 to ar-
range a new arms link between Europe and
Iran. They agreed in an August meeting that a
team of experts should be dispatched to



Tehran to assess Iran's military and technical
needs. On September 14, 1980 Montanes, Gau-
dinat, and DeLoreilhe travelled to Tehran to
make a technical assessment. Meetings were
held between civilian and defense ministry per-
sonnel and the European technicians. A com-
prehensive list of needed military equipment
emerged from these meetings. In light of the
Iraqi invasion, the parties agreed to expedite
the delivery of the most urgently needed equip-
ment: the Scorpio and Chieftain engines. The
army approved the contract and a contract was
made with the SICAM company in Monaco for
50 J-60 Scorpio engines and 18 MKBA Chief-
tain engines. SICAM indicated that it would
take approximately three weeks for delivery.

Invoices were prepared by Heidari and pre-
sented to the army for approval. Funds were
delivered to SETI's correspondent banks in
Switzerland, based on an invoice prepared by
Heidari. 145 Ali Reza Nobari of Bank Markazi
was concerned about the absence of any collat-
eral or other financial guarantees by SETI to
ensure delivery of the purchased equipment. As
a consequence, Nobari had Montanes' and De-
Loreilhe's passports revoked pending delivery
of the goods.

When the funds arrived in Switzerland on
October 11, 1980, thirty percent was removed
to pay the middlemen for the Scorpio engines.
The remainder was to be paid upon delivery.
The Chieftain engines were not delivered
within the time period required in the contract.
As a result, Heidari arranged for the replace-
ment of the 18 Chieftain engines by other
equipment of interest to the Iranian Defense
Ministry. This included: F-4 tires; spare parts
for M60/M48 tank engines; and field batteries
for transmissions. In the meantime, SICAM
purchased additional spare parts for M60/M48
engines from Alberto Ghiraldi in Milan, Italy.
SETI, on the other hand, worked with Israeli
diplomatic representatives in Paris. Israel, SETI
was told, was interested in filling the void. The
complete inventory of parts needed by Iran was
sent to an "Israeli diplomat." 146 In a meeting
with an Israeli representative, Heidari ex-
pressed his willingness to allow Israel to com-
plete the contract if Israel would show good
faith by delivering some equipment to Tehran.
Israel agreed to send F-4 tires and Tampela
mortars. A transfer of $250,000 was made on
October 21 to the Israeli purchasing mission. A

second $80,000 payment was made several days
later. 147

On October 23 a Caravelle owned by Aero-
tour, a French company, was chartered to pick
up the equipment in Israel. Gaudinat was on
this flight. The plane flew from Paris to Israel,
where, in contravention of the terms of the
deal as understood by Montanes, only 250 F-4
retread tires were delivered. No mortars were
ever produced. Once loaded with the retread
tires, the plane flew to Nimes, France, where
the cargo was loaded on a DC-8 along with
other military equipment previously contracted
for by SETI and Interparts. 148 With Jacques
Masson, the director of SICAM, on board, the
plane then departed for Iran, where it was un-
loaded in Montanes' presence. While this trans-
action did not fulfill the terms of the SETI-In-
terparts contract, 149 it ended the involvement of
Israeli representatives in the deal. Over the
next eight months all of the engines 150 origi-
nally contracted for were eventually delivered
with the assistance of a second arms dealer,
Horst Von Hajik, thus ending SETI's and Char-
ter Masters' dealings with Iran and the delivery
of military equipment. 151

Montanes was repeatedly questioned about
any part this particular transaction may have
played in a hostage-delay quid pro quo. Mon-
tanes testified that, to his knowledge, this arms
deal had no connection with the October Sur-
prise allegations:

Q . . . My question to you was
throughout this entire transaction,
both in Iran or France or anywhere
else, did anyone discuss with you that
the transaction, that you were involved
in October and ending in May, Octo-
ber 1980 and ending in May 1981 had
anything to do with the hostage situa-
tion?

A: None at all.' 52

Montanes went on to add that while he un-
derstood the argument that the delivery of
arms in mid-October would serve as a taste of
things to come if the Iranians were willing to
delay the release of the hostages beyond No-



vember, 1980, he saw "nothing to really sub-
stantiate it." 153

On a related note, Montanes, who had be-
friended Ghotbzadeh during his [Montanes']
period of captivity in Iran, was asked whether
Ghotbzadeh ever advised him that a relation-
ship existed between his arms deal and an al-
leged deal to delay the release of the hostages,
Montanes testified as follows:

Q. But, just to bring this portion of
the questioning to an end, did Ghotb-
zadeh ever tie your transaction to
some deal between the Iranians and
the Republican party.

A: Not that I know.

Q. But Ghotbzadeh never linked
your deal with the Republican contact
that he believed were taking place?

A: Never. 154

According to Montanes, his October 1980
arms deal was a business arrangement between
SETI and Iran. The purpose was to make
money. It never had any connection to the
American hostages to his knowledge. With re-
spect to related or subsequent arms deliveries,
Montanes stated that he was still being held in
Tehran after January, 1981, and spent a good
deal of his time waiting at the airport for the
delivery of the engines that would consummate
his deal. His testimony on this point was that
throughout the entire period of time he spent
in Tehran between January and June 1981, at
no time did he see any American made or ret-
rofitted equipment entering Marabbad Airport.

Q. And so between January and
June, did you see any ...

A: I didn't see any stuff [American
made or retrofitted arms] enter
Tehran Marabbad Airport.

Q That's what I am saying, actually,
the stuff that you personally could
have witnessed, your testimony is that
you saw, your statement is that you
saw no such stuff?

A: No such stuff, at Tehran Marab-
bad Airport. 1

55

d. Ahmed Heidari

Ahmed Heidari 156 has made a comfortable
living from Iranian deals over the past decade.
According to Heidari, his arms dealings can be
broken down into distinct stages. The first
stage involves dealings with SETI.

Heidari explained that he began arms dealing
in earnest after Iraq invaded Iran in Septem-
ber, 1980. Immediately after the initial attack,
Heidari was appointed an official representative
of the Iranian Ministry of Defense. In this ca-
pacity he was responsible for most of Iran's
arms procurement efforts, especially in Europe.
Heidari worked for Colonel Fakuri, who was
the minister of Defense.

In an effort to secure arms, Heidari contact-
ed a Mr. Masson, the owner of an arms pro-
curement enterprise in France called
CICOM. 5 7 Because any arms deals between
France and Iran would violate the arms embar-
go, Heidari said he asked Alexander de Mar-
enches for permission to make secret arms
deals. 15 Heidari testified that de Marenches
told him France would not do business with
Iran, at least officially. Heidari was told to con-
tact DeLoreilhe, who might still maintain an in-
terest in clandestine arms deals.159 Heidari con-
tacted DeLoreilhe, and later met with DeLor-
eilhe, Montanes and others to tie down the
specifics of the proposed deal. Montanes was in
charge of air logistics-i.e., identifying the nec-
essary aircraft to transport the equipment. De-
Loreilhe was responsible for locating and ac-
quiring the contracted material.

Heidari said that he attempted to complete
two deals with SETI and DeLoreilhe. To ar-
range the first deal, Montanes and DeLoreilhe
travelled to Iran in September, 1980, according
to Heidari. This deal involved the purchase of
Scorpio tank engines by Iran. Although a con-
tract was signed and funds were made available
to pay for the goods, SETI could not locate the
desired engines. DeLoreilhe and Montanes
"were asked" to remain in Iran "to devote ad-
ditional time to the matter." 160 As it turned
out, said Heidari, SETI was never able to
locate a seller. Heidari instead had to make al-
ternative arrangements with Ian Smalley to ship
the equipment from England through Luxem-
bourg to Tehran under cover of a truck engine
invoice. Heidari was able to use his own con-



tacts to secure the necessary end-user certifi-
cates. 161

The second deal, as Heidari explained it, 162

involved the purchase of batteries, tires, and
miscellaneous spare parts. This deal was nego-
tiated three weeks after DeLoreilhe and Mon-
tanes arrived in Tehran. According to Heidari,
when it became apparent that SETI could not
deliver on the first deal, they had to do some-
thing as a way to buy time because Iran had al-
ready sent money to cover the cost of the en-
gines.' 6 3 Using invoices from individuals who
remained in Paris, SETI made arrangements
for this "second deal". This deal involved a
contact named "Alain" at the "Israeli Mission
in Paris." With his assistance, the retread F-4
tires were included in the second deal. Heidari
emphasized that the transaction involving SETI
had nothing to do with the hostages. They
were simply commercial transactions through
which he hoped to earn commissions and
obtain the needed weaponry for Iran. He noted
that he did not meet DeMarolles and that, to
his knowledge, any contacts with French intelli-
gence were only undertaken to avoid legal en-
tanglements with French authorities.16 4

The second stage of Heidari's arms procure-
ment activities occurred between late 1980 and
1983. During this stage, reported Heidari, Iran
was attempting to purchase arms from France,
Spain, Portugal, and Israel. Heidari indicated
that he personally knew of Iranian arms pur-
chases of excess American military parts from
Israel and Spain. The purchase from Israel, ac-
cording to Heidari, had a total value of $30-
$40 million. Among the items received from
the Israelis were recoilless rifles, ammunition,
and howitzers. Heidari noted that American-
made equipment formed only a portion of the
shipments arranged by Israel. Heidari said that,
to his knowledge, none of the arms purchased
from Israel were obtained with the agreement
of the American government. 165

Heidari was pointedly questioned about
Iran's involvement with the acquisition of arms
from Israel. Heidari stated that his sole contact
with Israel was the individual named "Alain"
stationed in Paris. Alain, Heidari said, may have
been a representative of Soffer, the Israeli Am-
bassador to France, but he had no proof for
this. Heidari indicated that he would leave a
message for Alain at a specific phone number
in France and would later receive a call back.

The arms deals were arranged in this way. Hei-
dari said that he was not part of any arms deals
that could be said to have been part of an Oc-
tober Surprise quid pro quo. 166

Heidari was not involved in any deals with
Andreas Jenni, the Swiss arms dealer. However,
Heidari was a small investor in a Jenni arrange-
ment in which an Argentine plane was shot
down by the Soviets. Angelo Caldas organized
the deal and Heidari invested $200,000. This
flight was one of a series of five or six flights.
Brazil purchased American goods and sold
them to Iran. Transport was through Israel and
Cyprus. Heidari was familiar with Horst Von
Hajik. He described him as a "crazy middle-
man" who stole $100,000 from Yves DeLor-
eilhe. DeLoreilhe introduced Heidari to Von
Hajik. Heidari attempted, without success, to
purchase tank engines through Von Hajik. 6'

Aside from this, Heidari lacked detailed in-
formation concerning third-party arms dealers
doing business with Iran. He left Task Force
counsel with the impression that many individ-
ual arms dealers were brandishing their wares
in the marketplace because any successful Iran
deal could be quite lucrative at a time when an
arms embargo was in place. He offered no evi-
dence suggesting that any of these deals were
linked in any way to the release of the hos-
tages.

The October 23 tire delivery from Israel to
Iran occurred in close proximity to the alleged
Paris meeting dates. For that reason alone it
seems to have found its way into the October
Surprise literature. Upon close inspection, how-
ever, several conclusions can be reached. First,
this delivery of re-treaded tires was a small, ad
hoc part of a larger endeavor involving French
businessmen, Iranian arms brokers, and the
governments of Israel and Iran. No American
involvement can be fairly said to exist. Second,
this deal was undertaken to make money for
the private party participants, provide needed
weapons for Iran, and to serve the strategic
needs of Israel during a most tumultuous time
in Iranian-Israeli relations. No linkage between
this deal and the release of the American hos-
tages could be found because none exists.
Third, there appears to have been attempts by
the participants in this deal to notify French in-
telligence/military services before the fact of
the deliveries in an effort to safeguard their



personal well-being (i.e., avoid arrest or forfeit-
ure of their property) and to obtain a tacit "ap-
proval" for the delivery. There is no evidence
that Alexander de Marenches, or people work-
ing for or with him, were in fact notified of or
actually approved the deal. The contacts with
the intelligence/military services are at best
ambiguous. 168 It would be disingenuous to use
this attempt to reach representatives of French
intelligence, particularly Count de Marenches,
as a basis for concluding that Bill Casey was
the hand behind this operation. Indeed, the
Task Force concludes that the juxtaposition of
this deal against the description of Bill Casey's
friendship with Count de Marenches in Gary
Sick's October Surprise 169 leaves the impression
that this tire delivery was the first in a series of
arms deals that formed the basis for the Octo-
ber Surprise quid pro quo allegations. In fact, the
Task Force found no evidence whatever linking
the two and, further, found credible documen-
tary 170 and testimonial 171 evidence that this
deal was not connected to the fate of the Amer-
ican hostages in any fashion.

In sum, therefore, it is the conclusion of the
Task Force that there is no evidence that the
October 23, 1980 arms delivery described
above was related in any manner to the Octo-
ber Surprise quid pro quo allegations.

E. Miscellaneous Arms Deals

It has been reported that shortly after
Reagan was sworn in as President, the United
States sanctioned the shipment of arms to Iran
through a variety of channels 172. While the
Task Force was unable to follow-up on all of
the arms transactions involving third-party indi-
viduals and Iran, it made inquiry into several it
deemed representative in an effort to deter-
mine whether any fit into the quid pro quo sce-
nario. Each is dealt with below.

1. Allegation by William
Herrmann

As described more fully in Section VI, Wil-
liam Herrmann was an arms dealer throughout
the 1980s. Because of his arms dealings, Herr-
mann testified, he was in a position to know
about arms transactions involving Iran in 1980.
He gave sworn testimony to the Task Force on
this knowledge.

Herrmann testified that he became aware of
NATO arms shipments to Iran in March or
April of 1981. 17s At that time, Herrmann said,

arms were shipped to Iran primarily from Bel-
gium, through Spain and Portugal, and some-
times through Israel and Italy. 174 Herrmann in-
dicated that, while many individuals were in-
volved in these shipments, he knew of only one
by name, Armand Donay. 175 Herrmann testi-
fied that he was introduced to an unknown
American Army colonel assigned to NATO in a
meeting in Donay's office in Liege, Belgium in
March or April of 1981. 176 Herrmann said that
the colonel was in uniform, but was not wear-
ing his name tag, and that he never learned the
officer's name. Herrmann testified that the
American colonel provided Donay with a ship-
ping list of arms sought by Iran. 177 Herrmann
believed that the Iranians had approached
Donay because he was in a position to help the
Iranians acquire surplus NATO arms. Accord-
ing to Herrmann, NATO was involved in ship-
ping spare parts and tank engines to Iran.
When asked for specific information on these
matters, Herrmann testified as follows:

A: I will define that a little bit. At
the time, the German government was
phasing out their M-48 tanks due to
the fact that they were producing their
own, and they had a tremendous
amount of spare parts for the M-48
tank that they were putting in the
open market, or more or less the open
market.

Q. And are they authorized under
NATO rules and regulations to do
that, to your knowledge?

A: Only with the permission of tfhe
United States government. If they
were American-manufactured, with the
permission of the United States gov-
ernment, And that is where the colo-
nel came in; [that he would authorize
the sales of this kind of material]. 178

Herrmann admitted, however, that Donay
had no authority to sell M-48 spares from
German stockpiles. He said that only the
German Ministry of Defense could have author-
ized such a sale, and only then with formal per-
mission from the United States. Herrmann tes-
tified that, notwithstanding this, he is con-



vinced that Donay had the implicit agreement
of the German government to ship excess ma-
terial, to Iran, despite the arms embargo then
in effect. Herrmann's testimony follows:

Q. So any sales of arms to Iran at
this point, I presume, is technically in
violation of the embargo?

A: Technically, yes, yes.

Q. And so an American colonel, who
was supposedly authorizing the sale of
these M-48 tank engines, or anything
else, would be acting in contravention
of the United States-led embargo;
right?

A: Yes; correct.

Q. And Germany would be acting in
contravention of the terms of the em-
bargo?

A: Exactly. Anyone acquiring this
type of equipment at the time that
Iran and Iraq were at war knows that
this type of merchandise only goes to
Iran due to the fact they had American
equipment.

Q. Now, is what you are saying that
notwithstanding the fact of the embar-
go, that this stuff that Donay was of-
fering to obtain was agreed to by Ger-
many and this United States colonel
on behalf of the United States. 179

A: Yes.

Herrmann testified that his source of knowl-
edge on this point was Manuchehr Ghorbani-
far 10 but could offer no proof of Ghorbanifar's
statement or of the arms deliveries in itself.
Thus, when asked to elaborate on his claim
that NATO arms were being shipped to Iran
with the approval of the United States, Herr-
mann could only surmise that someone (un-
known and unnamed) in the Pentagon sanc-
tioned these transactions. He stated:

A: My feeling was that whatever he
[the American Colonel] was doing was
sanctioned by someone.

But I am asking if you have spe-
cific knowledge, either from him or
someone else in the United States gov-

ernment, that this officer received that
approval from some superior.

A: No, I have no personal knowl-
edge whatsoever on this. 181

Absent any other corroborating evidence and
given that Herrmann's testimony can at best be
characterized as rank speculation, the Task
Force found it totally unconvincing.

Finally, Herrmann was asked whether he had
any information linking these alleged arms
shipments to an October Surprise quid pro quo.
Herrmann testified that it was his belief that a
hostage deal had been struck prior to the 1980
election. He added that this was not only his
personal belief, but the belief of "other people
that know of transactions of this nature." 182

The Task Force asked Herrmann for specific
information that would support this belief:

Q. . . . I presume from what you
have told me that you are saying that
this came from this October meeting.
Am I wrong to presume that, or are
you assuming-

A: No, this is correct.

Q. Are you assuming it from any
other possible meetings or any other
possible contact in any other way?

A: No. If you ask yourself the ques-
tion why would the hostages be re-
leased on January the 20th, after
Reagan was inaugurated, having
knowledge of merchandise being
shipped from NATO warehouses
shortly thereafter, the assumption is
that something was worked out prior
to the election.

Q. So I want to understand your
reasoning. I am not quarreling with
you, but just trying to understand
what your reasoning is. Your reason-
ing goes along the following lines:

First, it is that the American approv-
als for the sale of arms in violation of
the embargo was done because there
was an agreement made prior to that
time relating to the hostages in ex-
change for shipments of arms, a quid



pro quo, if you will, between the release
date of the hostages in January in
favor of arms to be shipped to Iran
thereafter?

A: Correct. 183

Again, given the speculative and uncorrobor-
ated nature of Herrmann's statements, the
Task Force concludes that his testimony is not
credible evidence of an October Surprise arms-
related quid pro quo.

2. Allegation by William
Northrop

Northrop is a businessman, born in the
United States, who holds Israeli citizenship. He
was indicted in 1986 in the Southern District of
New York for Arms Export Control Act
(AECA) violations. 184 The fifty-one count in-
dictment alleged that thirteen persons and six
entities engaged in a series of five conspiracies
to violate the AECA.

William Northrop was charged in two of the
five conspiracies (counts one and two). Count
one charged that Mr. Northrop was a member
of the "B.I.T. Company Arms Deal" in which it
is alleged that he, along with Guriel Eisenberg
and Rafael Israel Eisenberg, among others, at-
tempted to act as dealers, for the sales of two
missiles, aircraft, helicopter engines and other
articles to Iran. The second count, described as
"the Dergo Establishment Arms Deal," charged
that Mr. Northrop and Abraham Bar'Aam acted
as dealers for the illegal sale of defense articles
to Iran. The case was dismissed after the rev-
elations regarding the Iran-Contra affair came
to light.

In November, 1988, he signed a sworn affi-
davit in the case of Gary Howard and Ronald
Tucker v. United States. 185 The purpose of the af-
fidavit was to assist the plaintiffs in their at-
tempt to prove that the United States sanc-
tioned arms sales to Iran in the early 1980's. In
the affidavit, Northrop asserted that hundreds
of millions of dollars of military equipment
were shipped from Israel to Iran. This equip-
ment, so he attested, was then replenished by
the United States. Largely, as a consequences
of this declaration, Northrop has been cited as
a source for the proposition that the arms ship-
ments about which his affidavit addressed as
well as others were part of the October Sur-
prise quid pro quo.

The Task Force looked into Northrop's alle-

gations. At the outset it sought to ascertain his

bona tides. While difficult, several points struck

the Task Force as indicative of the problem it

would have in relying on Northrop. First, Nor-

throp had close ties to Richard Brenneke. At

Brenneke's perjury trial he was called as a wit-
ness on Brenneke's behalf. During his direct

examination, 186 he testified that he had known

Brenneke for about twenty years and that he

was with Brenneke in the late summer of 1980
in Lehore, Pakistan. 187 Unfortunately, Bren-
neke's credit card receipts for that time period
conclusively establish that Brenneke never trav-
elled to Pakistan in the summer of 1980.
Second, Brenneke's handwritten notes from his
personal calendar 188 reflect a call from a Rich-
ard Ryan indicating that a man named Will
Northrop who was working as an investigator
for an Oklahoma City law office wanted to
speak with Brenneke. The clear indication from
this message is that this was the first time Nor-
throp was introduced to Brenneke. Finally,
Northrop has described himself as an Israeli in-
telligence operative. The government of Israel
specifically denied any such association. 189

Thus, before the substance of his affidavit was
addressed, the Task Force had very good
reason to doubt the reliability of the October
Surprise stories related to Northrop.

Regarding the specifics of the affidavit, one
need not read very far in order to assess the ac-
curacy of its contents. In the first substantive
paragraph (paragraph #2) Northrop asserts
that the October 23, 1980 tire deal that is dis-
cussed at length in this chapter was approved
of by the United States following a meeting be-
tween President Carter and Prime Minister
Begin. As has been previously established by
the Task Force, this assertion is patently false.
In the third substantive paragraph (paragraph
#4) of the affidavit, Northrop asserts that Sec-
retary Haig, after meeting with Foreign Minis-
ter Shamir in February, 1981, specifically au-
thorized Israel to ship American-made weapons
to Iran. A review of the cable traffic between
the State Department and Israel (discussed pre-
viously), as well as the contemporaneous notes
and memoranda of the participants (also dis-
cussed previously), establish that no green light
was ever given for the shipment of American-
made weapons between Israel and Iran. In the



next substantive paragraph (paragraph #5)
Northrop asserts that Israel shipped $7 million
worth of American-made C-130 aircraft and
communications parts to Iran 190 in March 1991
and that the United States in the person of its
Israeli Ambassador, Samuel Lewis, advised
Israel that the equipment shipped could be re-
plenished from American stockpiles. As dis-
cussed elsewhere in this chapter, this assertion
is likewise false. The United States never au-
thorized the selling of American-made equip-
ment between Israel and Iran and at no time
did the United States replenish Israeli stock-
piles for equipment allegedly sold to Iran.

Accordingly, the Task Force concludes that
Northrop's assertions are untrue and that any
reliance upon him for the proposition that
arms sales between Israel and Iran after Janu-
ary 1981 were part of an October Surprise quid
pro quo is misplaced.

3. Allegation by Arif Durrani

Arif Durrani is a Pakistani arms dealer. In
Gary Sick's October Surprise, Durrani related in-
formation concerning shipments of NATO ma-
terials to Iran. According to Mr. Sick, Durrani

claimed that documents existed in
Belgium that indicated a substantial
flow of arms from NATO stocks to
Iran. According to Durrani, the United
States later replenished these stocks.
Durrani said that he visited NATO
warehouses in Portugal, where he in-
spected military equipment and parts
and then reported his findings to rep-
resentatives of the Iranian Revolution-
ary Guards, who were waiting for him
outside the NATO base. If they liked
what they heard, a transaction would
be set in motion.

Durrani recalled that orders began
to show up at his company and else-
where for certain aircraft parts unique
to the Iranian F-4s that had been pur-
chased by the Shah. These tell-tale
parts were initially ordered by Israel,
but later orders were received from
Turkey as well. Durrani also recalled
that on one occasion thirteen Cobra
helicopters were sold to Iran from a
U.S. base in Germany and were
shipped to Iran via Zaire for cover.

Other sources also claimed that Zaire
was used as a transit point to launder
arms shipments that went directly
from U.S. sources to Iran without
passing through Israel. 191

Preliminarily, the Task Force notes that, as
discussed in Section VII of this report, Durrani
has changed his story in several material re-
spects in detailing his information of alleged
Madrid meetings. In asking Durrani in his dep-
osition for additional information concerning
sales of NATO stock arms to Iran, Durrani re-
lated that he had visited NATO bases in Portu-
gal and Luxembourg in 1985 and 1986. While
he does not even recall where the NATO base
was in Luxembourg, 192 he likewise cannot
recall the Portuguese military officials who es-
corted him from Lisbon to the NATO facility
and with whom he did business. 193 There were
never any Americans present. 194 To the extent
that he led any writers to believe that the
United States government replenished reduced
NATO stock shipped to Iran, Durrani alleged
that it was American companies, not the gov-
ernment, that replenished the stocks. 195 Finally,
while Durrani claims to have seen records of
sales of NATO arms to Iran from 1982-83, 196

he offered absolutely no evidence to corrobo-
rate his allegations. Given Durrani's suspect
credibility, the Task Force can give no weight
to his unsupported, uncorroborated testimony.
Accordingly, the Task Force finds Durrani's
testimony not to be credible.

F. Conclusion

What can fairly be said by studying these
miscellaneous arms deals and the many others
that surely were consummated (if one accepts
the United States intelligence community as-
sessment that Iran was purchasing arms in the
years 1980-1982 in amounts totalling nearly $2
billion annually,19?) is that during the period
beginning in September, 1980 198 and continu-
ing for the next several years, Iran was very ac-
tively engaged in a worldwide effort to secure
the arms it needed to sustain its revolution and
the war with Iraq. This worldwide weapons
search brought to the forefront a diverse array
of independent arms brokers eager to cash in
on this lucrative market as well as many coun-
tries similarly anxious to fill the void created by



the United States lead weapons embargo. It is
not surprising, therefore, that some of these
arms shipments would be argued as constitut-
ing the October Surprise quidpro quo. However,
when the Task Force sought evidence substan-
tiating these claims, none could be found. The
Task Force rejects the argument that the ab-
sence of evidence is proof that the alleged
event occurred. There is no proof that the rele-
vant evidence was destroyed.

It is therefore the conclusion of the Task
Force that no credible evidence exists that arms
were delivered in any manner as to constitute a
quid pro quo for the delayed release of the
American hostages.
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XI. Actions Taken To Keep Alleged
Actions From Being Revealed To The

American People

H. Res. 258 Section 1(e): Any ac-
tions taken to keep communications or
actions described above, if any such
communications or actions took place,
from being revealed to the Govern-
ment of the United States or the
American people.

The only October Surprise related allega-
tions that could be covered by this section of
the mandate are those concerning several gov-
ernmental actions by the Reagan administration
regarding Cyrus Hashemi. It has been alleged
that these actions were taken either to compen-
sate Hashemi for his role in assisting the
Reagan campaign in delaying the release of the
hostages or as part of a "cover up" designed to
prevent him from revealing the role of key
Reagan officials in such a delay. These allega-
tions concern the termination of the FBI elec-
tronic surveillance of Hashemi and the report-
ed "tip off" that he was about to be indicted
for arms trafficking which led him to stay
abroad to avoid arrest by U.S. officials. It has
also been alleged that Hashemi's death was
caused by a wide variety of people or groups
including agents of the United States govern-
ment. The Task Force has investigated these
incidents and finds no credible evidence to
support those claims.

A. Termination of the FISA
Surveillance

It has been suggested that electronic surveil-
lance of Cyrus Hashemi by the FBI was prema-
turely terminated by the Reagan administration
to prevent Hashemi's assistance to the Reagan

campaign in delaying the release of the hos-
tages from becoming known by "killing the
case" against him.' The Task Force has re-
viewed FBI, CIA, and Department of State files
regarding the termination of the surveillance
and determined that discontinuation of the sur-
veillance was sought prior to the Reagan Ad-
ministration taking office and for reasons unre-
lated to any assistance in delaying the release
of the hostages.

The surveillance of Cyrus Hashemi was au-
thorized under the Foreign Intelligence Surveil-
lance Act (FISA) for purposes of investigating
Cyrus Hashemi's role in Iranian intelligence ac-
tivities and the assassination of Ali Akbar Taba-
tabai, a former Iranian diplomat. 2 In November
1980, the New York office of the FBI recom-
mended to the FBI Director that the electronic
surveillance of Cyrus Hashemi be discontinued
because it had not yielded any evidence of Ha-
shemi's involvement in the assassination.3 In
addition, the New York office was concerned
that the surveillance was draining resources
and manpower.4

Although the FISA had not revealed any evi-
dence related to the assassination, it had re-
vealed that Hashemi was engaged in other for-
eign intelligence activities, particularly military
spare parts procurement on behalf of Iran.5 In
addition, the government had developed an in-
terest in assessing Hashemi's motives and
truthfulness in his actions as an intermediary
with the Khomeini government to facilitate the
release of the hostages. 6 On the basis of this in-
formation, the FBI sought and received a 90-
day extension of the authority for the FISA sur-
veillance on November 23, 1980.'



On January 22, 1981, two days after the hos-
tages were released, the FBI New York office
again requested authority from the FBI Direc-
tor to discontinue the surveillance because it
believed that, in light of the release of the hos-
tages, no further investigative purpose would
be served by continuing the surveillance.' FBI
headquarters surveyed the relevant executive
branch agencies to seek their concurrence on
this decision and found no objection. 9 The Di-
rector responded to the New York office with
the direction that the FISA surveillance should
be discontinued.' 0 The surveillance was discon-
tinued on February 12, 1981, 11 days prior to
expiration of its scheduled expiration on Feb-
ruary 23, 1981.

The documentation reveals that the surveil-
lance was terminated because the hostages had
been returned and would likely have been ter-
minated earlier had it not been for Hashemi's
role as an intermediary between the United
States and Khomeini governments. In addition,
it is clear that the termination was initiated
before the Reagan Administration had any
meaningful bureaucratic control over investiga-
tive decisions within the FBI, Department of
State or CIA. In particular, the Task Force be-
lieves it is significant that termination process
was initiated only two days after President
Reagan was sworn in as President and 5 days
before William Casey became Director of Cen-
tral Intelligence. More importantly, there is no
evidence to indicate that the termination of the
FISA was in any way related to Casey or any al-
leged activities of the Reagan campaign to
delay the release of the hostages. Rather, the
decision was based on legal and law enforce-
ment considerations having nothing to do with
Reagan administration efforts to "kill the case"
against Hashemi.

B. The Alleged "Tip Off"
which Enabled Cyrus
Hashemi to Evade Process in
a Foreign Country

During the course of the FBI surveillance,
the FBI learned that Hashemi and his associ-
ates were conducting arms sales to Iran in vio-
lation of the arms embargo. The FBI notified

the United States Customs Service, which has
law enforcement jurisdiction over illegal arms
sales, that it had developed evidence of crimi-
nal conduct by Cyrus Hashemi, Jamshid Ha-
shemi, Reza Hashemi and others." Because of
Hashemi's assistance to the State Department
in attempting to facilitate the release of the
hostages, it was agreed that no active investiga-
tion would be initiated until after the hostages
were released. 12

Following an investigation by the FBI and
the United States Customs Service, a sealed in-
dictment alleging that the Hashemis and their
associates engaged in illegal arms sales to Iran
was returned against Cyrus Hashemi and his
arrest scheduled for May 16, 1984, on which
date he was scheduled to arrive back in the
United States from London. Hashemi, however,
did not return to the United States as sched-
uled. 13

Hashemi and his counsel were aware that a
grand jury investigation was being conducted
and his counsel had requested an opportunity
to present their version of events to the De-
partment of Justice. " The Criminal Division of
the Department of Justice would not discuss
the case with Hashemi's counsel at that time,
but promised that they would give them an op-
portunity to be heard before any indictments
were returned. 15,16 Apparently, when his attor-
neys received an invitation to meet ,with De-
partment of Justice officials several months
later, Hashemi interpreted it as a sign that the
indictment was imminent and chose to stay
abroad.'" CIA ,ffi-ials testified to the Task
Force that they had no knowledge of anyone in
the CIA "tipping off" Hashemi.18

Cyrus Hashemi's wife also testified to the
Task Force that, after she learned that her
brother-in-law Reza Hashemi had been arrest-
ed, she warned her husband by telephone not.
to return to the United States.19, 20

The Task Force has found no evidence to in-
dicate that Cyrus Hashemi received notice of
an anticipated indictment other than from his
attorney or that the notice provided to his at-
torney was unusual.



C. Efforts to Dismiss the
Case Against Hashemi

1. Gray Mail Efforts by Hashemi's
Counsel

Once they learned that Cyrus Hashemi was
under investigation, he and his counsel at-
tempted to convince the government to drop
the case against him in order to prevent him
from revealing classified information presum-
ably related to his activities CIA activities in
1979 and 1980 to support Iranian presidential
candidate Madani. 21,22

On January 26, 1982, CIA officials, upon
consultation with Director Casey, concluded
that the agency would not object to the pros-
ecution of Hashemi even at the risk of exposing
the agency role in supporting Madani. 2' Shortly
thereafter, however, the State Department indi-
cated that it would object to the prosecution
because of the risk that the Madani operation
and Cyrus Hashemi's role as an unofficial chan-
nel during the 1980 hostage crisis would be
disclosed.24 On January 28, 1982, officials of
the Department of Justice, Department of State
and the CIA met to discuss their various posi-
tions regarding the prosecution of Hashemi. 25

At that meeting, the CIA reiterated its position
but stated that it would not oppose the State
Department's decision to oppose the prosecu-
tion. 26

Throughout this period and for the next two
years, the Department of Justice actively debat-
ed the legal intricacies of using evidence gath-
ered in a Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act
intercept for a criminal prosecution. Since this
was one of the first times this legal issue arose,
there was no precedent to guide them. Mean-
while the United States Attorneys Office for the
Southern District of New York continued to
prepare its case without interruption.

In February 1984, one of Cyrus Hashemi's
attorneys, Elliott Richardson, requested a meet-
ing with CIA officials in efforts to persuade
them to intercede to prevent the prosecution of
Hashemi.27.28 At the meeting, Richardson out-
lined Hashemi's activities to assist in the elec-
tion efforts of Madani. -9 Richardson also stated
that the State Department had been aware of
Hashemi's "technical" violations of the arms
embargo but had informed Hashemi that any

Department of Justice investigation had been
discontinued. 30 Richardson claimed that be-
cause Hashemi was very wealthy and only made
a small profit on the arms transactions, the ob-
vious conclusion was that he had engaged in
the arms transactions to maintain his pattern of
good relations with the Iranians in order to fa-
cilitate his CIA activities. 3 ' Richardson stated
that Hashemi would be forced to reveal the full
extent of that CIA relationship in order to
present a complete defense.3 2

At the meeting, Richardson implied that Ha-
shemi had a limited previous relationship with
William Casey which involved the purchase of a
building in 1979, but did not mention or allude
that Cyrus Hashemi had a relationship with
Casey related to the 1980 hostage situation. 33

Lee Strickland, a CIA official who attended the
meeting recalls that it was made clear to Mr.
Richardson at the conclusion of the meeting
that the agency would not interfere with the
prosecution. 34

Following the meeting, the CIA officials met
and decided that the agency would not inter-
fere in the prosecution of Hashemi.35 Casey
was aware of and agreed with the decision that
the CIA would not assist Hashemi. 36 CIA offi-
cials informed the Department of Justice that
they would take no action to interfere with the
ongoing prosecution.37

At no time during the course of his efforts to
graymail the government did Hashemi or his
counsel mention that he could reveal that he
had participated in a secret deal with William
Casey to delay the release of the hostages.3 8

The Task Force has found the testimony of the
CIA and DOJ personnel to be credible and
fully consistent with contemporaneous docu-
mentary evidence that the CIA and William
Casey, in particular, did not intercede to assist
Hashemi and, in fact, declined to do so when
given an opportunity by the Department of Jus-
tice.

2. Efforts to Dismiss the Case
Against Hashemi in Exchange for
Future Assistance to the CIA

In October 1983, John Shaheen approached
Director Casey and suggested that the CIA uti-
lize the services of Cyrus Hashemi to provide
future assistance to the CIA.39 Shaheen claimed



that he was unaware that Hashemi was under
investigation by federal law enforcement agen-
cies at the time . 4

' The CIA notified the FBI of
Shaheen's inquiries and, in March 1984, the
FBI interviewed Shaheen and asked him,
among other things, about his contacts with
Hashemi and Casey. 41 Shaheen continued to
make contact with the CIA to encourage them
to utilize Hashemi but was eventually informed
that Hashemi was "off limits." 42

On March 2, 1984, Elliott Richardson called
the CIA Chief of the Near East Division and re-
lated that he had spoken with William Casey to
inquire whether the agency would be interested
in utilizing Cyrus Hashemi in the future. 4

3 The
Near East Chief stated that he would not turn
away any information which would be of use to
the United States. 44 However, the CIA official
stated that there would not be any "quid pro
quo" for any future assistance but they would
let the "matter run its course." 45

On June 14, 1984, Casey met with his gener-
al counsel Stanley Sporkin and other CIA offi-
cials to discuss a telephone call that Casey had
received from Shaheen in which Shaheen told
Casey that Hashemi had called from London to
say that he had information on Iran to pass on
to the CIA. 46 At this meeting it was decided by
Director Casey that the agency would not re-
ceive information from or be in contact with
Hashemi because of the fact that he remained
outside the United States to evade the indict-
ment pending against him. 47 In the presence of
General Counsel Sporkin and the other senior
officials, Director Casey called Shaheen and in-
formed him that the agency wanted nothing to
do with the Hashemis. 48 A few minutes later,
Shaheen called Casey back to apparently assure
Casey that he, Shaheen, had not mentioned the
Director's name to Hashemi. Casey, in the
presence of General Counsel Sporkin, told Sha-
heen that he did not care if Shaheen had men-
tioned Casey's name, but that he did not want
the agency involved in the Hashemi brothers'
problems with the Department of Justice and
did not want to discuss the matter further. 49

Although he had previously been told that
Hashemi was "off limits" and would not be
used by the CIA to provide assistance, CIA
documents indicated that John Shaheen again
called the CIA Deputy Near East Division Chief
on July 13, 1985.50 On that occasion, Shaheen
apparently proposed that Hashemi could assist

the CIA in efforts to facilitate the release of the
American hostages then being held in Leba-
non.5 At that point, Hashemi had apparently
provided the CIA helpful information regard-
ing kidnapped CIA officer William Buckley and
certain other American hostages in Lebanon. 52

Documents recording the July 1985 contact
by Shaheen indicate that Hashemi, in connec-
tion with the State Department, had agreed to
set up a meeting between West German and
Iranian officials in connection with the Leba-
nese hostages but did not want to do so with-
out assurances that his criminal case would be
dismissed. 53 The CIA took the position that no
discussion of intervention in Hashemi's legal
problems would take place until after the meet-
ing took place in West Germany. 54 This posi-
tion was repeated to Hashemi's counsel, Elliot
Richardson, on the following day. 55 Subse-
quently, Richardson telephoned Casey directly
for greater assurances. Casey declined to speak
with Richardson directly and instructed the call
be returned by the Deputy Chief of the Near
East Division who informed Richardson that
the CIA's position had not changed.56 Hashemi
apparently agreed to set up the meeting with-
out receiving prior assurances of CIA interven-
tion on his behalf.57

3. Hashemi's Assistance to the
Customs Service

In late 1985, the Customs Service sought to
use Cyrus Hashemi, who was still living outside
the United States, as an undercover operative.58
The Customs Service used Hashemi to pursue
arms dealers who were violating United States
law both here and overseas. In April 1986, the
United States Attorney's Office for the South-
ern District of New York and the Customs
Service announced the indictment of 17 arms
traffickers who were referred to as the "Mer-
chants of Death." 59

The previous month, on March 26, 1986,
Hashemi had returned to the United States and
entered a "Not Guilty" plea in the pending
case against him and was released on bond.
Cyrus Hashemi died before he could be
brought to trial.

Because the Customs Service refused to pro-
vide the Task Force access to its files on the
Hashemi assistance in the "Merchants of
Death" case, it is somewhat unclear to what



extent they assisted him with his pending case
or what the course of the prosecution might
have been had Cyrus Hashemi lived. However,
it is, nevertheless, clear that while Hashemi did
assist the Customs Service in an undercover ca-
pacity, there is no evidence that he obtained
any special treatment in the handling of his
case.

D. Death of Cyrus Hashemi

One of the recurring areas of speculation in
the "October Surprise" story concerns the
death of Cyrus Hashemi in July 1986. Hashemi
died in London after a very brief hospitaliza-
tion from acute myeloblastic leukemia. Because
of his role as an informant in a 1985-1986
United States Customs arms "sting" operation
and because of the assertions of his involve-
ment in the "October Surprise" allegations,
many questions were raised about his death.
Houshang Lavi actually claimed that Hashemi
had been assassinated by United States govern-
ment agencies 6 0 -a charge that was thoroughly
investigated by the United States Customs
Service. Ari Ben-Menashe joined the claim by
alleging that Special Agent Joseph King of the
United States Customs Service was the last man
to leave Hashemi's London apartment. 61

In early 1987, Houshang Lavi began telling
various news organizations that he believed
Cyrus Hashemi's death was the result of foul
play and that Special Agent Joseph King of the
United States Customs Service had made state-
ments to Lavi indicating that United States
Customs agents were either involved in, or
knowledgeable about, the circumstances of Ha-
shemi's death. Lavi initially claimed that he had
these conversations with Special Agent King on
tape, but was unable to produce the tapes, later
saying that he had, in fact, not recorded the
conversations.

On March 30, 1987 Lavi was interviewed
under oath by Senior Special Agents of the
United States Customs Service Office of Inter-
nal Affairs at his home in Plainview, New York.
Lavi explained to the agents about his back-
ground with the United States Customs Service
generally and his association with Special Agent
King specifically. He said that he had provided
Agent King with information concerning arms
shipments in return for cash payments. 62 Lavi
also told the agents that he was "expecting to

receive $25,000" from King as a result of as-
sistance he had provided, but had not received
it. 63

Lavi told the agents that he first met Cyrus
Hashemi about a year or two earlier when
Agent King called Lavi in Las Vegas and "told
me that he needed me to come to New York.
That's the time that I met Dr. Hashemi." 64 He
went on to state that he did not have any pri-
vate conversation with Hashemi and was not
aware of the relationship Hashemi had with
Agent King. 65

Lavi told the Internal Affairs Agents that he
was not alleging in any way that Agent King
was responsible for the death of Hashemi, only
that King had told him that.6 6 Lavi went on to
explain to the Internal Affairs Agents his per-
sonal opinion of Agent King as a "sleak" "am-
bitious" agent who "uses you." 67

One of the Internal Affairs agents contacted
Lavi again on June 26, 1987. He generally reit-
erated his allegations and indicated that he
would provide some proof the following week.
That proof was never forthcoming. He also
again reiterated his view that the United States
Customs Service owed him $25,000 in connec-
tion with his assistance to them. 6

1

Special Agent King was interviewed by senior
Special Agents of the Office of Internal Affairs
on July 9, 1987. He indicated under oath that
he had known Lavi for a number of years.
Agent King indicated that he utilized Lavi for a
"walk-on" role in an undercover capacity and
that he introduced Lavi to Cyrus Hashemi, who
was also cooperating in the investigation, in
early 1986. King indicated that because of Ha-
shemi's role as a critical witness in the case of
United States v. Samuel Evans, 69 he (King) was
concerned about the circumstances of Hashe-
mi's death. He indicated that after Hashemi
died Lavi called Agent King expressing concern
for his own safety and speculating that, if the
death was not natural, suspects ranged from Is-
raeli Intelligence, Iranian Intelligence, United
States Intelligence, Adnan Khashoggi and Sam
Evans. King told Lavi that if he was concerned
about his safety, King would arrange for pro-
tection. Lavi declined the offer.

King concluded his interview by saying that

he had no participation in or knowledge of the

death of Cyrus Hashemi.



On December 18, 1987, the United States
Customs Service concluded its investigation by
noting:

This investigation has disclosed no
information which tends to substanti-
ate the allegation by Houshang Lavi
that Special Agent Joseph King or any
other Customs official was responsible
for, or knowledgeable of any of the
circumstances surrounding the death
of Cyrus Hashemi.

70

On June 5, 1992, the Task Force interviewed
Dr. I.E. West at the United Medical and Dental
Schools of Guy's and St. Thomas' Hospitals
(University of London, Division of Forensic
Medicine, Guy's Hospital, London.) Dr. West is
one of the most experienced and respected fo-
rensic pathologists in the United Kingdom.

Dr. West stated that he was asked to perform
the autopsy because of the particular circum-
stances surrounding Mr. Hashemi. Dr. West re-
called being told that Hashemi was a major wit-
ness for the prosecution in an arms smuggling
case, that he felt particularly tired and weak
after a tennis game, was admitted to Cromwell
Hospital, and died within a week of acute mye-
loblastic leukemia.

Dr. West was particularly looking for any evi-
dence of a suspicious nature surrounding the
death. The autopsy was observed by two offi-
cials of New Scotland Yard and a representative
of the office of the United States Customs
Service attache in London.

Dr. West indicated that he found no evidence
whatsoever that Hashemi's death was from
other than natural causes. He indicated that he
was aware of no circumstances under which
acute myeloblastic leukemia could be induced
under the conditions present. He was also
aware of no suggestion in any of the medical
literature, nor from any conversations with col-
leagues, that such a condition could be induced
as was present in Mr. Hashemi.

While he indicated that it was "incredulous"
that an individual would not realize that he is
ill, he indicated that it would manifest itself
with a "malaise," that the individual would
become more tired more quickly.71

He explained the apparent speed with which
Cyrus Hashemi died by noting that spontane-
ous bleeding into the body is a characteristic of
myeloblastic leukemia. It often becomes visible

as bruises under the skin. In Hashemi's case,

he bled into his brain stem. It may have been

the first significant bleeding that took place and
was perhaps the worst place in the body to
have that kind of bleeding occur. Dr. West indi-
cated there were no drugs he was aware of that
could induce this type of leukemia. In any case,
for drugs to act with any measure of speed, ra-
diation would likely be needed as an accelera-
tor. He noted that there was no evidence of ra-
diation.

Dr. West was also specifically asked about re-
ports that Hashemi had puncture marks on
each of his elbows. He was referred to the sec-
tion of his autopsy which noted "injection sites
on both elbows with surrounding bruising." Dr.
West indicated that such injection sites were
common on patients that had died following
treatment in the hospital. He explained that the
injection sites were on the inside of the elbow,
not the back of the elbow and pointed to the
crease on the front of the arms between the
forearm and the upper arm. This was the site
from which blood samples would be drawn or
intravenous tubes inserted. Dr. West indicated
that there had evidently been a misunderstand-
ing by some that referred to injection marks on
the back of the elbow, which was not the case.

In sum, Dr. West indicated that if this were a
successful method of assassination, one would
likely see evidence of it. While a second case
similar to Hashemi's would be "fascinating," a
single case does not lead to the conclusion that
Hashemi's death was anything other than a nat-
ural death. The Task Force has found no evi-
dence to contradict Dr. West's conclusion re-
garding Hashemi's death.

E. Failure to Report the
L'Enfant Plaza Meeting

As previously noted the majority believes
that the Republicans should have reported to
the Carter administration their contact with the
individual they met with at the L'Enfant Plaza
Hotel in September, 1980 while the minority
believes that under the particular circumstances
of the meeting, no such notice was necessary. A
full discussion of that issue appears in section
VII, (F) and need not be repeated here.
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XII. Joint Recommendations

The Task Force is concerned that certain wit-
nesses may have committed perjury during
sworn testimony taken by Task Force staff. Per-
jured testimony poses a significant challenge to
the integrity of Congressional investigative au-
thority. Congress faces tremendous difficulty
carrying out its legislative mandate if individ-
uals or organizations provide false testimony or
seek to obstruct its operation. The Members of
the Task Force were unanimous in their view
that probity in the Congressional inquiry proc-
ess requires the same probity of by witnesses.
Consequently, under separate correspondence,

the Chairman and Ranking Minority Member of
the Task Force will transmit this report to the
U.S. Department of Justice together with a joint
recommendation that they consider a prosecu-
tion of those individuals for perjury. Because
the Task Force recognizes that the Department
of Justice must evaluate referrals such as this
against standards of evidentiary admissibility
and the prosecution's traditional burden of
proof before deciding whether to proceed, we
do not believe it would be appropriate to iden-
tify publicly those individuals we believe per-
jured themselves before the Task Force.





XIII. Task Force Budget, Rules and
Procedures

A. Budget

House Resolution 258 authorized the ex-
penditure of funds to conduct the inquiry. The
actual Task Force budget was approved with
the passage of House Resolution 585 by the
House on October 2, 1992. Majority and Mi-
nority counsel conducted the investigation in
the most economical manner possible, while at
the same time maintaining the high standards
of thoroughness required by the members of
the Task Force. The Congress budgeted 1.35
million dollars for the cost of the investigation.

B. Staff

The first order of business was the hiring of
Majority and Minority counsel and their respec-
tive staffs. E. Lawrence Barcella, Jr., was hired
as Chief Counsel and Richard J. Leon was
hired as Chief Minority Counsel.

Chief Counsel, E. Lawrence
Barcella, Jr.

E. Lawrence Barcella, Jr. is presently a part-
ner in the Washington office of Katten,
Muchin, Zavis and Dombroff. His services were
retained by the Task Force because of his expe-
rience both as a federal prosecutor and a white-
collar criminal defense counsel. Barcella served
with the United States Attorneys Office in
Washington, D.C. from 1970 to 1986, investi-
gating and prosecuting scores of complex and
sensitive cases. Many of these cases involved
international arms trafficking, terrorism and
fraud, all of which required substantial investi-
gative as well as trial prowess. Since leaving the
United States Attorneys Office, Barcella has
represented a variety of national and interna-

tional clients in complex criminal matters and
internal investigations.

Chief Minority Counsel, Richard
J. Leon

Richard J. Leon is a partner in the Washing-
ton office of the law firm Baker & Hostetler,
where he specializes in white-collar criminal de-
fense and environmental litigation. Prior to en-
tering private practice, Leon served in a variety
of positions at the United States Department of
Justice, including Deputy Assistant Attorney
General for environmental enforcement, and as
a senior prosecutor in the Tax Division's Crimi-
nal Section, where he investigated and pros-
ecuted a series of cases of regional and national
significance. In addition, Leon served in 1987
as the Deputy Chief Minority Counsel to the
United States House Select Iran-Contra Com-
mittee.

Messrs. Barcella and Leon were responsible
for selecting a legal staff to support them in
conducting the investigation and the writing of
the report.

1. Majority Staff

Deputy Chief Majority Counsel, Michael
F. Zeldin

Before joining the Task Force, Michael
Zeldin served as special counsel for money
laundering in the Criminal Division of the
United States Department of Justice. In this ca-
pacity. Zeldin was responsible for coordinating
multi-district litigation and international money
laundering matters. Prior to assuming this post,
Zeldin was the director of the Asset Forfeiture
Office and deputy chief of the Narcotic and
Dangerous Drug Section in the Criminal Divi-



sion of the United States Department of Jus-
tice.

Associate Majority Counsel, Sotiris A.
"Ted" Planzos

Sotiris Planzos joined the Task Force after
serving as a senior counsel in the Division of
Enforcement of the Securities and Exchange
Commission in Washington, D.C. Prior to his
tenure at the S.E.C., Planzos served for six
years as an assistant district attorney in Bronx
County, New York, where he conducted investi-
gations and prosecutions involving narcotics
trafficking and white collar criminal matters.
Planzos worked for the Task Force from March
21, 1992 to September 19, 1992.

Senior Associate Majority Counsel,
Nancy Luque

Nancy Luque is an attorney in the Washing-
ton office of Katten, Muchin, Zavis and Dom-
broff. She specializes in white collar criminal
matters. Between 1979 and 1982, Luque served
as a trial attorney in the United States Depart-
ment of Justice, and from 1982 through 1989
she was an assistant United States attorney for
the District of Columbia.

Associate Majority Counsel, Anne E.
Pings

Anne Pings is an associate with the law firm
of Katten, Muchin, Zavis and Dombroff, where
she specializes in white collar criminal defense.

Associate Majority Counsel, Mark L.
Shaffer

Mark L. Shaffer is a partner at the law firm of
Freer & Alagia, specializing in national security,
ethics, white collar crime, government con-
tracts, and employment-related litigation. He
presently serves on the Ethics Rules Committee
of the District of Columbia Bar. During 1978
and 1979, he served as a trial attorney and
senior trial attorney in the Employment Litiga-
tion Section of the Civil Rights Division of the
United States Department of Justice. Between
1973 and 1978, he served as a trial attorney
and senior trial attorney for the Contra Costa
County Public Defender's Office in California.

2. Minority Staff

Minority Staff Director and Special

Counsel, John P. Mackey

John P. Mackey served in the Department of
Justice as a Deputy Assistant Attorney General

and Associate Deputy Attorney General before

joining the Task Force on May 1, 1992. Mackey
had previously been engaged in private practice
in New York and Washington, D.C. His govern-
ment service also includes duty as a special

agent of the FBI from 1968 to 1972.

Deputy Chief Minority Counsel,
Gregory W. Kehoe

Gregory W. Kehoe was the first assistant
United States attorney for the Middle District
of Florida from February 1989 through June
18, 1992 when he joined the Task Force. From
March 1983 through February 1989, Kehoe was
an assistant United States attorney for the
Southern District of Florida, serving as the
chief of the office's Northern Division from
1986 until his departure in 1989.

Senior Associate Minority Counsel,
David H. Laufman

David H. Laufman is Deputy Minority Coun-
sel to the Committee on Foreign Affairs of the
United States House of Representatives, where
he has specialized in legislative and investiga-
tory oversight as well as Middle East affairs.
Mr. Laufman's services were made available to
the Task Force through the good offices of the
Hon. William S. Broomfield, Ranking Member
of the Committee on Foreign Affairs. Prior to
joining the Committee on Foreign Affairs, Mr.
Laufman was an associate at the Washington,
D.C. law firm of Collier, Shannon, Rill & Scott,
specializing in litigation. During the period of
1980-1984, he was an intelligence analyst at
the Central intelligence Agency.

Associate Minority Counsel, Gregory A.
Paw

Gregory Paw is an associate in the Washing-
ton office of Baker & Hostetler, where he spe-
cializes in complex civil litigation and white
collar criminal defense. Prior to joining Baker
& Hostetler in 1989, Mr. Paw served as a law
clerk to the Honorable Walter E. Hoffman,



United States District Judge for the Eastern
District of Virginia.

3. Investigative Agents
In addition to the legal staff, the Task Force

employed the services of six agents detailed
from three federal government investigative
agencies.

The Federal Bureau of Investigation detailed
four agents to the Task Force.

Vann F. Fleming, Special Agent,
Federal Bureau of Investigation

Vann Fleming has been a special agent since
1970, serving with the Bureau in San Francisco,
Seattle, and New York, and Washington. Mr.
Fleming worked on the Task Force from April
to August, 1992.

Larry J. Mitchell, Special Agent, Federal
Bureau of Investigation

Special Agent Larry Mitchell joined the FBI
in 1982. He has been assigned to Atlanta,
Houston, and Washington.

Elizabeth J. Hemenway, Special Agent,
Federal Bureau of Investigation

Special Agent Hemenway is currently a relief
supervisor assigned to Squad I-1, New York
City, New York. She has been a special agent
since 1984, serving in Milwaukee and New
York.

Harry A. Penich, Special Agent, Federal
Bureau of Investigation

Special Agent Penich is currently the princi-
pal relief supervisor on a New York FBI squad.
Prior to the Bureau, Penich spent six years as
an assistant district attorney in western Penn-
sylvania.

Douglas R. Edmonson, Special Agent,
Federal Bureau of Investigation

Special Agent Edmonson joined the FBI in
April, 1987. He has served since that time in
Washington, D.C. Special Agent Edmonson was
assigned to the Task Force on August 10,
1992.

The Treasury Department's Bureau of Alco-
hol, Tobacco, and Firearms and the United
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States Customs Service each detailed one
agent.

Richard A. Pedersen, Senior Special
Agent, Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms, United States Department of
the Treasury

Special Agent Pedersen has been with ATF
for 23 years concentrating on major interna-
tional arms trafficking investigations. Before
joining the Task Force, Pedersen was assigned
to the Office of Internal Affairs.

Thomas D. Baumgardner, Supervisory
Special Agent, United States Customs
Service

Baumgardner has been a special agent with
Customs for 20 years. For the past 10 years, he
has investigated illegal exports and diversions
both of munitions and high technology.

The United States Customs Service assigned
another agent, Joseph F. King, for 30 days be-
cause of his specific case-related knowledge.

4. Task Force Staff

Michael W. Cook served as chief clerk and
administrator of the Task Force. Paul M. Joyal
served as security specialist. Richard C. Lewis
served as press secretary to the majority and
Lisa Rich and Valri Couser served as staff as-
sistants to the majority. Julia Gains served as
the minority staff assistant. Charles Ratcliff,
computer specialist, was detailed from House
Information Systems to help computerize Task
Force records.

The Task Force also retained the services of
a former detective chief inspector of Scotland
Yard to assist with European inquiries.

Finally, each Member of Congress serving on
the Task Force assigned a staff member to sup-
port the work of the permanent Task Force
staff.

C. Rules

The Task Force passed an extremely restric-
tive set of rules at the outset of the investiga-
tion, which were designed to insure to the max-
imum extent possible the confidentiality of the
investigation. Those rules are attached in the
appendix at page 1037-66.
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D. Security Measures

The protection of classified material was a
high priority for the Task Force. In order to ac-
complish this goal, Task Force security special-
ist Paul M. Joyal, established procedures for se-
curing working areas and documents.

All classified documents or internal products
marked "Task Force Confidential" were en-
tered into a registration system which ensured
that any retrieval, copying, or destruction of a
document was recorded. Documents were
placed in folders with identification numbers
issued in chronological order. These were all
stored within approved containers for classified
storage. Individual documents, cables, and re-
ports which were delivered to the Task Force
in groups were date stamped for accountability
and tracking. Other records were optically cap-
tured through computer imaging systems and
software. Once scanning of documents was
completed, they were further processed with

Optical Character Recognition (OCR) software,
allowing the Task Force to import the docu-
ment into a database program for rapid re-
search and analysis. This system gave the Task
Force the ability to retrieve text rapidly
through key word and proximity reference
searching. From the time when the Task Force
received its first batch of classified material,
United States Capitol police controlled access
to the office during non-working hours.

E. Office Space and
Equipment

The Task Force was housed in the Ford
House Office Building (House Annex II). In
late August, the Task Force acquired a security
vault to house classified documents, a secure
conference room to conduct witness interviews
and depositions, and several attorney offices.

Retiring Representative Dymally has declined
to sign the report.
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Additional Minority Views

While an investigation of this kind does not
normally uncover flaws in the way Congress
conducts its business, the Minority Members of
the Task Force believe strongly that in this case
it did. Specifically, upon reviewing the events
that led to the formation of the Task Force, the
Minority Members are particularly concerned
about: (1) the precedent of the General Ac-
counting Office ("GAO") conducting, in es-
sence, a secret investigation at the direction of
the Majority into the political activities of Re-
publican campaign officials without informing
the House Minority Leadership of the investi-
gation and without keeping it updated on its
progress; and (2) the precedent of a senior
House Foreign Affairs Committee staffer send-
ing a letter to a Federal Judge under his own
name seeking the reduction of a sentence of a
convicted felon without first coordinating with
the Congressional leadership, both Majority
and Minority, and the Ranking Republican of
the House Foreign Affairs Committee. Based
on the reasons set forth below, the Minority
Members make the following recommendations
to obviate these problems in the future:

Recommendation One:

Investigations by GAO's Office of
Special Investigations Should,
and Must, be Bipartisan in Nature

The Minority Members firmly believe that
the work of the GAO's Office of Special Inves-
tigations should, and must, be bipartisan in
nature if it is to be viewed as anything more
than a publicly funded private investigating
agency for the Majority party in the House of
Representatives. To that end, once the GAO
has been requested to pursue an investigation,
that request should be brought immediately to
the attention of the appropriate counsel of the
opposite party. Thereafter, the investigators as-

signed, at a minimum, should keep the oppos-
ing counsel regularly informed of the develop-
ments of the investigation, and copy counsel
with all relevant memoranda and correspond-
ence.

The corrosive effect of not following proce-
dures of this kind is directly evident in this
case. From the outset, when the Subcommittee
of the House Government Operations Commit-
tee requested the Office of Special Investiga-
tion in July 1990 to undertake an investigation
of the activities of 1980 Reagan/Bush campaign
officials, the Majority additionally requested
that the Subcommittee not be identified as
having requested the inquiry.' Thereafter, de-
spite numerous meetings with Majority Staff,
investigative journalists, and witnesses, the
GAO failed to notify the House Minority of the
existence of the investigation. 2

Moreover, not only did the GAO conduct an
inquiry concealed from the Minority, but it de-
cided during a conversation with Majority staff
to terminate the inquiry in February 1991, and
issue no written report as to its findings.3

Three months later, the Minority Members of
the House finally learned of the investigation
and, at their request were briefed for the first
time on May 20, 1991.

Without recounting the vitriolic debate that
ensued in the House in reaction to this se-
quence of events supposedly initiated to "lift
the cloud over the Administration", it is abun-
dantly clear that the reputation for impartiality
of the GAO, in general, and its Office of Spe-
cial Investigations, in particular, has suffered
greatly. The Minority Members sincerely hope
that in the future such private investigations
into the political conduct of members of the
opposing party will be neither initiated, nor tol-
erated, by the GAO and the Majority leader-
ship of the House. To that end, appropriate



steps should be taken internally to insure that
such an investigation cannot recur.

Recommendation Two:

Any Communication with the
Federal Judiciary, by or on Behalf
of the House of Representatives
or one of its Committees,
Regarding the Sentencing of a
Convicted Person Must be
Coordinated with and Through
the Counsels to the Speaker and
the Minority Leader, as well as
the Counsels to the Chairman
and Ranking Minority Member of
the Appropriate Committee

In the instant case, the Chief Counsel to the
House Foreign Affairs Committee sent a letter
on January 10, 1992, under his own name, to a
Federal Judge in the Eastern District of New
York seeking to reduce the sentence of a con-
victed felon for his supposed "substantial as-
sistance" in an "on-going [Congressional] in-
vestigation" and his anticipated "substantial as-
sistance in the future" ' Putting aside the fact
that the nature and character of the felon's as-
sistance at that point had not been brought to
the attention of, let alone evaluated, by the Mi-
nority Members and Staff of the House Foreign
Affairs Committee, the "on-going" investiga-
tion to which the Chief Counsel was referring
had already been assigned by the Speaker to a
special Task Force of House Members, which,
although not yet created by Resolution, was not
even consulted about the letter. In addition, as
was pointed out at the sentencing by the pros-
ecutor from the Department of Justice, the
nature and the contents of Stoffberg's sup-
posed cooperation was also being kept from
the Department, at the Chief Counsel's direc-

tion, such that it was unable to evaluate the

credibility of the "assistance" he was provid-
ing. 5

The Minority Members firmly believe that
the sentencing of convicted felons is one of the
most sensitive and delicate responsibilities en-
trusted to the Federal Judiciary and the Depart-
ment of Justice. Before the Congress of the
United States takes the highly unusual step of
inserting itself into the sentencing process, we
believe that due consideration must be given by
the leadership of this institution, on both sides
of the aisle, as to when, and whether, to seek to
influence that process based upon the sup-
posed interests of the House of Representa-
tives. Moreover, the Minority Members believe
that absent extraordinary circumstances, the
House's effort should be coordinated with the
Department of Justice and that the Department
of Justice's input should be sought regarding
any past and perspective cooperation.

In this situation, a United States District
Judge in fact reduced the sentence of a felon
who he believed to be a "dangerous man" 6 by
four and a half months explicitly because of his
belief that comityiy between the independent
branches of government suggests the desirabil-
ity of assisting Congress in its important work
where there is not strong conflict with a court's
other sentencing responsibilities." 7 Thus, he
did so based on a representation of a past and
future cooperation, which ultimately did not
prove to be true." Prudence dictates that before
another Federal Judge is similarly imposed
upon, that this House insures itself that any
such communication, in fact, reflects the collec-
tive -judgment of its entire leadership as to the
appropriateness of the request.

Submitted By:
HENRYJ. HYDE.
JIM LEACH.
OLYMPIA SNOWE.

DOUG BEREUTER.

PORTER J. Goss.
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ATTACHM74ENT 1

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD - HOUSE February 5, 199
A- recorded vote was ordered.
The vote was taken by electronic

device, and there were-ayes 250, noes
161, not voting 23, as follows:

(Roll No. 71

Abercrombie
Ackerman
Alexander
Anderson
Andrews (ME)
Andrews (NJ)
Andrews (TX)
Annimo

Aein
Atkins
AuColn
Bacchus
Barnard
Betlemon
Berman
BeYWl
Bflbray
Blackwel
Bonior
Bomaki
Boucher
Boxer
Brewster
Brooks
BrowderBrown
Bruce
Bryant
Bustamante
Byron
Campbell (CO)
Cardin
Carper
Chapman
Clement
Collins (IL)
Collins (M)
Condit
Conyers
Cooper
Costello
CoX (I)
Coyne
Cramer
Darden
de Ia GAIzA
Deyazio
Delauro
Dellums
Derrick
Dicks
Dingell
Dixon
Donnelly
Dooley
Drgan (ND)

Dwyer
Early
Eckert
Edwards (TX)
Engel
English
Erdreich
Espy
Evans

szio
Feighan
Flake
Poletta
Ford (TN)
Frank (MA)
Froat
Geldenson
Gephardt
Geren
Gibbons
Glickman
ComaLies
Gordon

Allard
Allen
Ascher
Armay
Baker

AYES-250
Guarini
Hall (OH)
Hai (TX)
Hamilton
Harm
Hatcher
Hayes (IL)
Haysm (LA)
Hefhs
Hertel
Hseland
Hochhrueckner
Horn
Hoyer
Hubbard
Huckaby
Hushes
Jacobs
Jefferson
Jenkins
Johnson (SD)
Johnston
Jones (GA)
Jones (NC)
Jont
KanJorski
Kaptur
Kennedy
Kennelly
Kildee
Kleczka
Kopetask
-ommayer
l~pels
LancaterI, Rocco

Lehman (CA)
Lehman (FL)
Levin (MI)
Lewis (OA)
U~pirodi
lUoyd
Long
Lowey (NT)
Luken
Manton
Martines
Matsi
MavroulesMssoll
McCloskey
McCurdy
McDermott
McHugh
MeMillen (MD)
McNulty
Mfume
Miller (CA)
Mink
Moakley
Mollohan
Montgomery
Moody
Moran
Murphy
Murtha
Nagle
Natcher
Neal (MA)
Neal (NC)
Nowk

Oberstar
Obey
Oun
Over
Orti
Orton
Owes (NY)
Owens (UT)
Paello
Panetts
Parker

NOESO--161

Barrett
Baton

Bernet

Pastor
Patterson
Payne (NJ)
Payne (VA)
Peass
Peled
PennyPeims
Peterson (1L)
Peterson (MN)
Ficeta
Pickle
Poshard
PriceRshali
Renal
RayReed
Richardson
Roe
Roemer
Rose
Rostenkowski
Rowland
RoybalRusso
Sabo
Sanders
Ssngmeoster
Sarpsalius
Savage
Sawyer
Scheuer
Schroeder
Schumer
Serrano
Sharp
Sikoraki
Saissky
Skaes
Skelton
Slattery
Slaughter
Smith (FL)
Smith (IA)
Solars
Spratt
Staggers
Stallings
Stark
Stenholm
Stokes
Studds
Swett
Swift
Synar
Tallon
Tanner
Tauzin
Taylor (MS)
Thornton
Torres
TorriceUl
Towns
Traticant
Trailer
Unsoeld
Valentine,
Vento
VIacesky
Vollmer
Washington
Wasman
Weiss
Wheat
Williams
Wilson
Wile
Wolpe
Wyden
Yames
Yatron

Bentley
Bereuter
Biltralus
Mill
Boeblert

Boehner Hereo Ramed
Broomfield Bo aavmd
Bnnin Honowa Rwf
Burton Hopkins Rhodes
Callahan Horton Ridge
Camp Houghton Rign
Campbell (CA) Hunter Rinaldo
Chandler Hyde Ritter
Clinger n o Roberts
Coble Ireland Rogers
Coleman (MO) James Robr ehe
Combat Johnson (CT) RoLhinmn
Coughlin Kedh Rth
Cox (CA) Kmugk
Crane Kolbe Santomum
Cunningham ZVI Saxton
Davs Lgmarsino Schafer
DeLAY Leath ach i
Dickiaso Lent Schuass
Doolittle Lewis (CA) Bensenbrene
Dornan (CA) Lewls (PL) Shaw
Drde Uvingto. Shan
Duncen Lowery (CA) Shmter
Edwards (OK) Machtley Ske
Emerson Maries Smith (NJ)
Ewing Martin Smith (OR)
Fawrell McCandles Smith (TX)
Fields McCollum Snows
Fish MeCrery Solomon
Franks (CT) McDade Spence
Gallegly McEwen Stearns
Gallo McGrath Stump
Geka McMlln (NC) Sundquist
Ollchrest Meyers Taylor (NC)
Gillmor Michel Thomas (WY)
Gilman Miller (OH) Upton
Gingrich Miller (WA) Vander Jagt
Goodlng Molinar Vucanovich
Goo Moorhead Walker
Gradison Morella Walsh
Grandy Myers Weber
Orem Nichols Weldon
Gunderson Numle Wolf
liammerachmldt Oxley Wylie
Hancock Packard Young (AK)
Hansen Plnion Young (FL)
Hastert Petri Zeilff
Hefley Porter Zimmer
Henry Quillen

NOT VOTING-23
Cart Hutto Morrison
Clay Johnson (TX) Mrasek
Coleman (TX) Kolter Pursell
Dannemeyer Lantos Thomas (CA)
DymaIly Levine (CA) Thoma (GA)
Edwards (CA) Llghttoot Waters
Ford (MI) Markey Whitten
Gaydos Mlneta

03 1541
The Clerk announced the following

pair,
On this vote:
Mr. DYMALLY for. with Mr. THOMAS of

California against.
So the motion to table was agreed

to.
The result of the vote was an-

nounced as above recorded.
A motion to reconsider was laid on

the table.

PRIVILEGES OF THE HOUSE-
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING
HOUSE BIPARTISAN LEGAL AD-
VISORY GROUP TO CONDUCT
INQUIRY INTO FACTS AND
CIRCUMSTANCES SURROUND-
ING SENTENCING OF DIRK
STOF"ERO
Mr. McEWEN. Mr. Speaker, I rise to

a question of the privileges of the
House, and I offer a privileged resolu-
tion (L Re. 342) and ask for its im-
mediate consideration.

The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr.
MumrTA). The Clerk will report the
resolution.

H 206
The Clerk read the resolution, as fol-

lows:
H. Ru. 342

Whereas on January 10. 1992, the chief
counsel of the House Committee on Foreign
Affairs wrote to the US. District Court for
the Eastern District of New York requesting
leniency in the sentencing of Mr. Dirk
Stoffberg. a convicted arms dealer, on
grounds that he had provided the commit-
tee with evidence regarding the so-called"October Surprise:"

Whereas the chief counsel's letter was
sent on committee letterhead purporting to
be on behalf of the "House Committee on
Foreign Affairs... in an ongoing invertiga-
tion;"

Whereas the U.S. District Court conse-
quently granted the request for a reduced
sentence on grounds that. "Comity between
independent branches of government sug-
gests the desirability of assistig Congress
in its important work where there is no
strong conflict with a court's other sentenc-
ing responsibilities"

Whereas the Federal District Judge fur-
ther indicated in his sentencing "Memoran-
dum and Order" that. "were it not for the
Intervention of Congress," the defendant
would have been sentenced to a longer term
of Imprisonment "because he threatened vi-
olence during the course of his criminal ac-
tivity:"

Whereas neither the House, the Commit-
tee on Foreign Affairs nor any subcommit-
tee thereof has ever authorized an investiga-
tion into the "October Surprise" allegations

Whereas the House Bipartisan Legal Advi-
sory Group has not authorized any inter-
vention in the sentencing proceeding on
behalf of the House or any of its commit-
tee

Whereas at the time the chief counsel's
letter was submitted to the U.S. District
Court a resolution authorizing a special task
force investigation into the "October Sur-
prise" allestions was still pending in the
House and had not yet been acted upon;

Whereas the misrepresentations of the po-
sition of the House and it committees in a
Judicial proceeding by an employee affects
the rights of the House collectively, its dig-
nity, and the integrity of Its proceedings.
and thereby raised a question of the privi-
leges of the House under Rule X Now.
therefore, be it

Resolved. That the House Bipartisan
Legl Advisory Group (consisting of the
Speaker. the majority and minority leaders.
and the majority and minority whips) is
hereby authorized and directed to inquire
fully into the facts and circumstances sur-
rounding the intervention by the chief
counsel of the House Committee on Foreign
Affairs in the sentencing of Mr. Dirk Stoff-
berg by the US. District Court for the East-
ern District of New York and to submit to
the House at the earliest practicable date.
but not later than 45 legislative days after
the adoption of this resolution, its findings
thereon together with any actions taken or
recommendations made in response to such
incident or to prevent the recurrence of
such unauthorized intervention in Judicial
proceedings by House Members officers, or
employees.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The
resolution constitutes a question of
the privileges of the House.

The gentleman from Ohio [Mr.
McEwzm] Is recognized for 1 hour.

Mr. McEWEN. Mr. Speaker. I yield
myself such time as I may consume.

Mr. Speaker, under House Rule IX.
a question of privilege is anything "af-
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fecting the rights of the House collec-
ively. its safety. dignity, and the in-

tegrity of Its proceedings."
In section 86U of the House Rules

and Manual for the 102d Congress.
which contains a summary of the
precedents relating to questions of
privilege, there are two prticular in-
stances which are similar to the ques-
tion of privilege which I have raised
today.

In the first instance, a resolution
was offered on February 13, 1980.
questioning the property of a response
by an officer of the House to court
subpoenas for papers of the House
without notice to the House. and re-
quirih a committee to investigate.

In the second instance cited in the
precedents, a resolution was offered
on March 22, 1990. alleging improper
representation by counsel of the legal
position of Members in a brief fied in
the court and directing the withdrawal
of the brief.

In both instances, the Speaker held
that the misrepresentation of the posi-
tion of the House. or Judicial interven-
tion without proper authorization, af-
fected the rights and integrity of the
House and therefore raised a legitt-
mate question of House privileges.

Today we have before us yet another
instance of a judicial intervention by
an employee of the House claiming to
represent the position of the House
through one of its committees when in
fact neither the House nor the com-
mittee involved had authorized the in-
vestigation nor the judicial interven-
Lion by the employee.

On January 19. 1992, the chief coun-
se of the House Committee on For-
eign Affairs wrote to a Federal district
judge in New York requesting a re-
duced sentence for a convicted arms
dealer on grounds that he had cooper-
atied in an on-going Investigation by
the committee into the so-called Octo-
ber Surprise.

Based on this representation, the
Judge reduced the sentence from 13
months to the 8% months already
served based on "the desirability of as-
slsting Congress." The Judge went on
to make clear that the arms dealer
would have received a longer term of
imprisonment, and I quote, '"ere it
not for the intervention of Congress."

The only problem with all of this
Mr. Speaker, other than the unprece-
dented Intervention by an self-ap-
pointed agent of Congrm in a judicial
sentencing preceding. Is that the so-
called on-going investigation by the
Committee on Foreign Affair. into the
October Surprise matter had not been
Authortsed by the Congress ar the
committee so represented.

Neither, for that matter, had the
committee authorized its chief counsel
to ask the court to reduce the sentence
of the convicted arms dealer. The fact
Is. the committee was not even made
aware of any evidence obtained from
the arms dealer or that the chief coun-
sel was bargaining for a reduced sen-
tene n return for such information.
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This kind of unauthormed activity by
a committee employee is one of the
mast outrageous things I have ever
witnessed since coming to this Con-
gress 11 years ago. And other Mem-
bers who have been around here much
longer than I have voiced similar sen-
timents.

Mr. Speaker, nothing affects the
rights, privileges, dignity and integrity
of the proceedings of the House more
than the misrepresentation of the po-
sition of the peoples House. especially
when that misrepresentation takes
place before a Federal district court.

But what is especially galling in this
particular case is claiming to represent
the interests of the House on a matter
on which the House has not yet
spoken, and that authority is used to
spring a convicted felon from jail.

At a time when the Congress is al-
ready reeling from low public approval
ratings, what could hurt more than
the appearance that we are springing
crooks for rumors? This isn't an arms
for hostages scandal; It's an arms deal-
ers for hogwash scandal. And this
action has put the House of Representa-
tives right in the middle of the slop.

Mr. Speaker. let us just presume for
a moment that this convicted felon
just might have some information of
interest and value to this House. Even
if that were the case, that is no justifi-
cation for one to unilaterally cut a
deal on behalf of the House to free a
crook from prison sooner than he oth-
erwise would have served.

If the felon has such information,
there are ways for the House to legiti-
mately obtain it without resorting to
such shady deals. We have committees
with subpoena authority. And more
importantly, Democrats are seeking to
railroad creation of a special task force
to investigate this very matter and
give it subpoena authority.

If this convicted arms dealer refuses
to cooperate with a duly constituted
entity of this House acting under
proper authority and procedures, we
would have every right to find him in
contempt and enforce that in the
courts. Instead of a shorter prison sen-
tence, he would be facing a longer one.

If anything, such unilateral action
has made it more difficult for a proper
body of this House to obtain sworn
testimony. The integrity of our pro-
ceedings and our ability to discover
the truth have been Interfered with
and threatened by such loose cannons
on our deck, acting on their own.

Mr. Speaker. the resolution I have
offered today as a question of the
privIleges of the Houme. after reciting
the fats of the situation In the pre-
amble, directs the Bipartisan Legal
Advisory Group of the House to in-
quire into the facts and circumstances
surrounding this Judicial intervention
and report back to the House Its find-
ings and recommendations.

OpecIflealy, it calls on the legal ad-
visory group to report back to us at
the earlist practicable date on any mo-
tions taken or recommendations it has
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to address the immediate situation as
well as any recommended policies for
the future conduct of House Members.
officers or employees jnvolving Judi-
cial proceedings.

The bottom line is that we cannot
allow people claiming to represent the
House or its committees to take unau-
thorized actions that misrepresent the
position of this House.

This is especially true when those
actions are potentially embarrassing
and can bring this body further
shame, dishonor and disrepute in the
eyes of the citizenry.

And nothing could be more embar-
rassing than negotiating shady deals
with the dregs of the earth to spring
them from prison.

Those who lie down with dogs get up
with fleas; and in the process, they
cover us with sleaze. We don't need
that in this House. Let's do the right
thing and adopt this resolution so that
corrective action can be taken immedi-
ately and we can hopefully avoid such
embarrtasments in the future.

03 1550
Mr. Speaker, I reserve the balance of

my time. and, out of respect and
comity to the socialist Democrat side
of the aisle. I yield 10 minutes to the
gentleman from Indiana EMr. HAxxL-
TON].

Mr. HAMILTON. Mr. Speaker. I
wonder if the gentleman from Ohio
[Mr. McEwEN] would yield to some of
the other Members on his side.

Mr. McEWEN. I would be pleased to
do that.

Mr. Speaker. I yield 5 minutes to the
ranking member of the Committee on
Rules, the gentleman from New York
[Mr. SOLOMON].

Mr. SOLOMON. Mr. Speaker. I
thank the gentleman from Ohio (Mr.
M ]cEwKN for yielding this time to me.
Let me commend the gentleman from
Ohio. one of the most astute Members
of this House when It comes to the
very complicated rules of the House,
on offering this privileged resolution
regarding an unauthorized and
misrepresentative court intervention
by a House employee.

Mr. Speaker, it seems to me that the
gentleman from Ohio [Mr. McEwEN]
has put his finger on two very impor-
tant institutional issues in this resolU-
tion, one relating to unauthorized in-
vestigations, and the other relating to
mtlng the positm of the
Home an a judicial proceeding.

Mr. FASCELL. Mr. pesker., will the
gentleman yield?

Mr. SOL.OMON. I yi4 to the gen-
tleman from Florida [Mr. FascL.I.
my very good friend.

Mr. FASCELL Mr. Speaker. the
geneeman from New York [Mr. 8oW|-
moxi and the gentleman who preceded
him have used some very strong Ian-
tige on allegations which lay the

predicate for mAkin this resolution a
prvaem I Just wanted to point out
that an the record those fas we not
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Proven, they are -mere allegatons pose of the resolution. That is the pur- Mr. Speaker, my colleagues know
being made, and they are totally un- pose for which we have come. and that what rule X is, and clause 2(m) of rule
substantiated. is the stateme which causes the con- XI empowers committees and subcom-

Now let me ask a question, if the cern. mittees to authorize subpoenas in the
gentleman will be kind enough, and I The r in its entirety is as fl- conduct of Investigations by a majori-
will not try to use up his time. I will lows- 4 ty vote, a majority being present at
just get to the point very quickly. CoMsarn on poamo uAuAs. \the time. The rule goes on to author-

The Committee on Foreign Affairs is Waahinoto, DC, January 10, 199. 'e committees, but not subcommlt-
duly constituted in this House to Hon. JAcr B. WzmTznw. tes. to delegate subpoena authority to
out its functions: is It not? U.S. District Court Judm U.& District the chairman, and in clause 2(k) of

Mr. SOLOMON. Mr. Speaker, 1 me Court Eaer District New or rule XI we have a whole set of investi-
Just say to the gentleman from Florida Brookla NY.
[Mr. FASCELL] that I intend to cite the DL| JuDag WInmrne .Mr. Dirk prance gative hearing procedures which were

rules of the House. and, when I use Stoffberg has to date provided the House of established back in 1955 as the code of
terms like "underauthorzed" or "mis- Representatves Committee on Foreign Af- fair procedures which we have fol-

fairs with substantial assistance in an on- lowed consistently for almost 40 years.
representative court intervention." I going investigation. It is expected that this As Committee on Rules chairman at
truly believe they are. I do not cut substantial assistance will continue into the the time, Howard Smith. explained.
any aspersions on the gentleman. I be- future. the purpose of that provision was to
leve these actions are in violation of In addition. Mr. Stoffberg has offered to abolish the custom of one-man sub-
the rules of the House, and I intend to have his testimony preserved by deposition.
prove it here in a few minutes. He has also agreed to testify at any open or committees. We today are trying to do

Mr. FASCELL. I appreciate that. I closed Congressional hearing if and when away with those one-man subcommit-

just wanted to be clear at this point requested to do so. Our investigation per- tees out of fairness.
that, first, the Committee on Foreign tains to the question whether the 52 Ameri- For that reason, Mr. Speaker, no-

cans taken captive in Iran were held past where do House rules permit a corn-Affairs is duly constituted: second, I the election of 1980 in violation of any U.S. mittee to delegate to a chairman thewas duly elected chairman of that laws. This issue is commonly referred to as authority to initiate and conduct an
committee: third, that I directed and the "October Surprise." investigation. It is not allowed under
authorized my general counsel to do Although Mr. Stoffberg's cooperation may the rules of this House. Under the
what he did under my direction, not lead to any criminal action, the inform -

Mr. SOLOMON. I do not know tion which he has voluntarily provided to us rules it is the committee that must de-
about the last one. but I can certainly has already been helpful and, to some termine whether an investigation is
attest to the first two because I served extent, has been corroborated by other evi- necessary or is appropriate in the ex-
with the gentleman for 6 years. I cer- dence. I would, therefore. request that Mr. ercise of that responsibility.
tainly know he is a very good chair- Stoffberg's cooperation be taken into con- So, Mr. Speaker, it does not matter
man of the Committee on Foreign Af sideration by you in the determination of in the present case whether the chair-his sentence.fairs. Iw , 1  - ^|o,, -- ,. man pf the Committee on Foreign Af-

fairs. ~~~~~~~I would be pleased to discuss the matter of mn teCmiteo oeg l
Mr. FASCELL I thank the gentle- Mr. Stoffberg's cooperation with you or 1 or one of its subcommittee chair-

man. I just wanted to get it straight your law clerk at any time before Mr. Stoff- en claimed to have approved the
that it is one thing to allege misrepre- bergs sentencing. chief counsel's letter. Neither person
sentation and lack of authority. t Sincerely yours, is competent under House rules to
is a factual matter. I Just wanted to h R. SPENCER OLivER, have the authority to authorize the in-
here as chairman to take the responsi- Chief Cou eL vestigation which the letter purports
bilty to say to the House, to my dis- Mr. SOLOMON. Mr. Speaker, re- is now going on. Nor, for that matter.
tinguished colleagues who are support- claiming my time, let me read the can the full committee, or any sub-
ing this resolution, "You don't need an judge's answer to that letter. It says, committee chairman, act on behalf of
inquiry. I authorized what was done. quote, "I treat It as the equivalent of a the committee, or the House. in inter-
It was my staff member who did it request for a downward departure. vening in a judicial proceeding.
under my direction. The guidelines do not provide for re- House rules are quite explicit: The

Mr. SOLOMON. Mr. Speaker. if that quest by Congress or by the court." House must approve, for instance, the
is the case, I would say the gentleman My problem with this concerns the enforcement of subpoenas or con-
probably erred, but certainly he would fact that we have to operate under the tempt citations in the courts. And with
not have if he knew better. rules of the House. After all, that is respect to the granting of immunity to

Mr. FASCEI. One more thing, what we swear we will do. a witness before a House committee or
Mr. SOLOMON. I yield to the gen- Last year I was asked by our Repub- subcommittee in exchange for testimo-

tleman from Florida. lican leader to research and report on ny, which is similar to what is happen-
Mr. FASCELL. Mr. Speaker, if the a very similar instance in which a ing in this instance, a two-thirds corn-

gentleman will read the letter in the House committee chairman requested mittee vote is required to request that
RECOaD so I do not have to read it. it information in what he claimed was a kind of a court order.
does not request the judge to reduce committee investigation, even though Mr. Speaker, that gentleman from
the sentence. it had not been formally authorized by Indiana [Mr. HAMILTON]. my good

Now the gentleman who spoke the committee involved. In effect it friend who I served with for years on
before said this was a direct request to was a unilateral inquiry by the chair- the Committee on Foreign Affairs, in
reduce the sentence. man of one of our committees. The a letter to the gentleman from Illinois

Mr. SOLOMON. Mr. Speaker, I conclusion of that research into House [Mr. HYDE] attempts to justify this
thank my very good friend, the gentle- rules and precedents was that a com- court intervention by the committee
man from Florida [Mr. FASCELL], the mittee's investigation must be author- chief counsel on the grounds that such
chairman of the Committee on For- ized by a committee. letters are routinely provided by con-
eign Affairs who I have the greatest Mr. Speaker, that was not done in gressional committee counsels and
respect for, and his staff as well. this instance; the chairman is here, others.

Mr. McEWEN. Mr. Speaker, let me and he will say so. 0 1600
point out here that by request of the Committee investigative authority is
chairman of the committee I would derived from House rule XI, clause Mr. Speaker, I think it is one thing
like to have inserted into the RECORD l(b), which reads as follows: for Members to write as individuals
at this point a letter in which it says. Each committee is authorized at any time vouching for the character of a person
"I would, therefore, request that Mr. to conduct such investigations and studies involved in a sentencing procedure. I
Stoffberg's cooperation be taken into as it may consider necessary or appropriate have done that myself and I will con-
consideration by you in the determina- in the exercise of Its responsibilities under tinue to do that. But it is quite an-
tion of his sentence," which is the pur- rule X- - -. other matter for a chairman or coun-
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sel to write on behalf of a committee
investigation which has never been au-
thorized by the commit tte. This one
never has been authorized by the com-
mittee. That is a very important dif-
ference, and it does raise some very se-
rious questions about the rules of this
House.

In conclusion, Mr. Speaker. the ques-
tion of privilege raised by the gentle-
man from Ohio (Mr. McEwms] goes to
the very heart of this institution's
rights, its dignity, and its integrity.
The perception that this House is
somehow springing violent criminals
from Jail in exchange for testimony of
dubious value will not sit well with the
American people and do great harm to
this body's reputation. God knows, we
have done enough harm to it in recent
months.

This resolution simply calls on the
Speaker's bipartisan legal advisory
group to look into the matter and get
back to us with its findings and recom-
mendations so that we might avoid
any repetition of such unauthorized,
and I will repeat myself, misrepresen-
tative court interventions in the
future.

Now, I would say to the gentleman
from Florida [Mr. FAscELI, that ex-
plains our position.

Mr. FASCELL. Mr. Speaker, I hear
the gentleman's position.

The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr.
MURTHA). Does the gentleman from
Indiana (Mr. HAMILTON] wish to seek
time?

Mr. HAMILTON. Mr. Speaker, may
I inquire how much time the gentle-
man has remaining?

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Thirty-
six and one-half minutes.

Mr. HAMILTON. Mr. Speaker, my
understanding was that the debate
here was for 40 minutes and that they
were to have 30 minutes and we were
to have 10 minutes. Do I misunder-
stand?

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under
the rule the gentleman was recognized
for 1 hour, but he may want to yield
back some time.

Mr. HAMILTON. Mr. Speaker, may
I inquire of the gentleman, was there
not an understanding?

Mr. McEWEN. Mr. Speaker, I will be
pleased to do whatever is most accom-
modating to the gentleman. How
much time does he desire?

Mr. HAMILTON. I appreciate the
gentleman's willingness to accommo-
date. It was my understanding that he
was going to take 30 minutes, and
since he controls the time, he was
going to yield 10 minutes. That is ac-
ceptable to us. I think I can say what I
want to say in 10 minutes.

Mr. McEWEN. Then the gentleman
has no other speakers, and I should go
ahead and consume the rest of my
time?

Mr. HAMILTON. We have no
others.
f Mr. McEWEN. I will do my utmost
to hold those within 30 mnutew.
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Mr. HAMILTON. If the gentleman

would yield, I would prefer that my
time be toward the end. I realize the
gentleman has the right to close.

Mr. McEWEN. I will go ahead and
consume my time, if I may.

Mr. Speaker, I yield 5 minutes to the
gentleman from Louisiana (Mr. Lav-
INGSTON].

(Mr. LIVINGSTON -asked and was
given permission to revise and extend
his remarks.)

Mr. LIVINGSTON. Mr. Speaker, I
appreciate the gentleman yielding. I
think that by now the gentleman on
the other side must understand that
this incident is very troubling to a
number of us. I applaud the gentle-
man's resolution. I support it. I believe
that if this resolution is struck down it
sets a very, very dangerous precedent
for all of us in this body in the future.

I will go further than other speakers
and say that throughout my career in
the U.S. Congress, as a former pros-
ecutor before I came here. I have tried
to keep my hands off the judicial proc-
ess. I have tried not to interfere in the
sentencing procedures after a person
was convicted of a crime, because I did
not believe that the legislative branch
should intermingle with the judicial
branch, and I did not believe that the
administration of justice was properly
served if Members of Congress inter-
ceded on behalf of people charged
with having broken the law. I think
that is probably a pretty good rule.

I think Members of Congress should
not be contacting a judge at sentenc-
Ing time. Not only does it tend to
interfere with the administration of
justice as public officials impose their
own viewpoints on otherwise impartial
judges, but it protects the Member of
Congress. It protects the public offi-
cial.

If one does not call up a judge or if
one does not send a letter in support
of a convict, one cannot find out that
he has done something improper. One
cannot read about It in the newspaper.
One cannot be charged with unethical
conduct, if in fact the person that is
free commits some horrible offense.

Mr. FASCELL Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield one second?

Mr. LIVINGSTON. I -would be
happy to yield to the gentleman.

Mr. FASCELL Is it not true that
the letter is spread on the Rcoan?

Mr. LIVINGSTON. The letter is on
the Rzcoiw.

Mr. FASCEILL. Is it not true that
the judge is the person who makes the
decision?

Mr. LIVINGSTON. It is true, sir.
The gentleman is correct. In fact. the
sentencing guidelines provide that law -
enforcement officials or family can
write the Judge a letter at any time.
The guidelines, though, do not say
that a Member of Congress or a
member of the staff of the Congress
can write letters. In fact, if you read
the entire guidelines, they imply that
we should not be writing. -
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I am concerned that once we start,

once any Member of Congress. once
any staff member of any committee
starts writing letters to judges saying,
"Let this guy out early." and "Let that
guy out early." and the judges start
saying, "Well, if the Congress controls
my salary, maybe I had better pay at-
tention to them," then I think we are
in big trouble, and the judicial process,
the criminal process of this country is
in danger when officials can tamper
with the judicial system, and in this
case that is exactly what happened. I
know that he never intended this to
happen. But his is a situation in which
a staffer, without benefit of-

Mr. FASCELL Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?

Mr. LIVINGSTON. Mr. Speaker, I
will not yield to the gentleman.

Mr. FASCELL Mr. Speaker, I must
ask that the words be taken down. I
have let this thing go far enough on
these wild allegations. Let us get into a
debate on the subject matter.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is the
gentleman asking that the words be
taken down?

Mr. FASCELI. Yes, I am, Mr. Speak-
er.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The
Clerk will report the words.

Does the gentleman wish to with-
draw the words?

Mr. LIVINGSTON. Mr. Speaker, if I
cannot debate this issue on the floor,
perhaps I should withdraw it, because
I do not want to spend the Members'
time on this issue. I do not know what
it is I am alleged to have said.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Does
the gentleman ask unanimous consent
to withdraw his words?

Mr. LIVINGSTON. Which words,
Mr. Speaker?

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The
gentleman will suspend until the clerk
reports the words.

The Clerk will report the words.
Mr. FASCELL. Mr. Speaker. I can

refresh his memory. His words were:
tampering with the judicial system.

Mr. LIVINGSTON. Mr. Speaker, I
insist that the words be left on the
record because that is exactly what
happened in this instance.

0 1610
The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr.

MURTHA). The Members will suspend.
The Clerk will report the woeda.•

The Clerk read as follow=. ,,
The criminal Justice of this coamry is in

danger when elected offlclal .tamper
with the Judicial system. And In this case,
that is exactly what happened.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The
Chair will rule that since the gentle-
man from Louisiana is generically
speaking and not specifically alleging
improper conduct by any individual
Member, the words are in order, in the
context of this resolution.

Mr. LIVINGSTON. Mr. Speaker,
since this Is coming out of mg., tme, I
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Mr. FASCZ. lh Speaker. reserw-

-w the right to object, that is not
hat I am objecting to. As a matter of
rniple I do nat want anybody iter-
.2ring in the courts either. But to say
aus case represents a tampering with
ae judicial system, I find highly of-
ensive and highly irregular. When
au do something on the record that is
ermissible to be done. you are not
ampenng. You may disagree with it,
it it is not tampering.
Mr. LIVINGSTON. Mr. Speaker, I
as about to explain why I believe
-iat it is. I would like to get into the
acts on. thi case.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is

here objection to the request of the
entleman from Louisiana LMr. LIv-
soSrowl?
There was no objection.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. With-
ut objection, the word "elected" will

)e removed from the RMCORD.
pARLLt3MTA|r InQUIRY

Mr. DERRICK. Mr. Speaker. I have
t parliamentary Inquiry.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The
gentleman will state it.

Mr. DERRICK. Mr. Speaker. the
:entleman from Louisiana [Mr. Lrv-
NGSTON] said later, after the motion

;-as made. that he specifically meant
n this case. I would like to take his
words down on that and see if he was
ot specifically referring to the gentle-

man.
Mr. LIVINGSTON. Mr. Speaker. if

.he gentleman from South Carolina
:Mr. DERRICK] is asking for a parlia-
-nentary inquiry, I do not yield for
.hose purposes right now. I would like
:o proceed.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Debate
has intervened. In the regular order,
.he gentleman from Louisiana [Mr.
LvNisrTo= may proceed.

Mr. LIVINGSTON. Mr. Speaker.
what we have here is a situation where
an elected staffer, either with au-
thority of Members of Congress or
not, writes a US. district Judge and
tells him that a gun runner has coop-
erated in the past and is likely to coop-
erate in the future, and that that set
of facts or sequence of circumstances
should be conddered in the final sen-
tencir.

Mr. Speaker. as I understand it, Mr.
Stoffberg. the gut rmr. wa already
under the Federal sentencing guide-
lines subject to get between 8 and 14
months in prison for his conviction.

The c staffer did not have a
vote In the subcommittee. he, did Fit
hs a re Fru the fult inmmitte
he did no&base Lv froam the RoO.
he did n have a vute from the
Senate, he did not here a vote fr
the Predent of the Uned Sttes.

All he did mm with the mado of
authority vested in him by so V2-
named d undlseseA. Member of
Conereas. write, & Federa ludsge and
say consider what this convicted, Mum
has doMan lt M m out eart If gem
CSML

The kudg then took. this letter of
autlbrity from a staffer of the U.S.
Congress and said, "Well. it the Can-
gresa ia interested in this man. I wWl
not sentence him according to the
guidelines between 8 and 14 months. I
will now, since he has already served
Just over 8 months, sentence him
under a lower guideline," which pro-
vided for mitigation of sentences, and
he let him out right away.

Now, the man was released. Here
was a fellow convicted of violating the
U. law, possession of guns, and he
was released.

I do not worry about this guy. I am
sure he is back in South Africa now,
because he was a South African. He is
probably long gone.

But what does this say for the
future?. If thiscase is allowed to stand,
who is going to let out the next mur-
derer, who is going to let out the next
rapist, because they nighth' give valu-
able information to the United States
Congress?

Why doesn't the U.S. Congress stand
accountable for the lawlessness and
for the problems that face this coun-
try, when we violate our own laws?

Mr. WEISS. Mr. Speaker. will the
gentleman yield?

Mr.- LIVINGSTON. I yield to the
gentleman from New York.

Mr. WEISS. Mr. Speaker. I thank
the gentleman for yielding.

Mr. Speaker, first I am sure that the
gentleman must have heard the distin-
guished chairman of the Committee
on Foreign Affairs say here on the
record that he, in fact. authorized the
staff member to do what he did.

Second. I wonder if the gentleman is
aware of the fact that the assistant
U.S. attorney at the sentencing proce-
dure told the judge that he had no ob-
Jection to the defendant being given
time served, so that that letter had no
relevance as far as the U.S. attorney
was concerned?

Mr. LIVINGSTON. Mr. Speaker. re-
claiming my time. I will tell the gentle-
man from New York [Mr. Wuissl the
assistant U.S. attorney did object, con-
trary to the assertions in the letter of
the gentleman from Indiana [Mr.
HILTON]'a.

Mr. Speaker, we have a letter which
I would like to introduce in the
Raosom at this time from Mr. Lee
Rawls, another aisstant U.S. attorney
general, which says in effect. "Any
chmumtertmation of the Department's
position as having misted Mr. Oliver

in thUs matter, or g no objection.
is dishumenu"

The SFFAKU prm tempore. Is
there obectias Io the request of the
gentleman grom Louimiana (Mr. LrV-
nmmlP

There a no objectUm
The text of the letter referred to is

astamus:
VAL Voswoneo oreWAM
17J* J| Jlce

Mfembeir of Cbomwma WDieshtug Dr.
Draa COoMMaa Rrnz This letter re-s to your request ta we'iform you

of the- discussion between the Department
of Jutiee and a representative ot the Rome
Comuite an Fregn Affain. R SpenCer
Oliver. cmune- Mr. Oliver's January It.
1992, letter to Judge Jack R. Weinstein of
the United States District Court for the
Eastern District of New York In the matte
of the sentencing of 91 CR 524 (JRW) in
Unte Stftes . DrC RoffiterV'.

I have been formed that there were con-
versatomns between an Astant United
States Attorney AUSA) In the Office f the
United States Attorney for the Elastern Dis-
trict of New York and Mr. Oliver on the 9th
and 10th of Januay 1992. concerning Mr.
Oliver's intention to send a letter to Judge
Weinstein. The AUSA contacted Mr. Oliver
after the defense attorney informed Judge
Welnstein on several occasions by letter and
in court that the defense counsel anticiPa-
ed that Counel for the House Forelgn Af-
fairs Committee would provide the Judge
with a letter concerming Mr. Stoffberg's Co-
operation. The AUSA was concerned that.
the letter from the Committee Counsel not
be misinterpreted as a letter falling under
Sec. 5KI.1 of the Sentencing Guidelines
which provides that upon motion by the
prosecutor "'. . - statin that the defend-
ant has provided substantial assistance in
investigation or prosecution of another
person who has committed an offense ..."
the court can downwardly depart from the
otherwise applicable guideline range and
thus reduce a defendant's sentence.

Initially, the AUSA was concerned that
the Committee was interjecting itself into
an unconnected federal criminal case with-
out any investigation of Mr. Stoffberrs
background or the crime for which he had
been convicted in the Eastern District of
New York. In addition, the AUSA was con-
cerned that Mr. Stoffberl had merely been
interviewed on one occasion and that only a
cursory effort had been made to corroborate
the information which had apparently been
provided Mr. Oliver. Finally, the AUSA WQ
concerned that if the letter tracked the lan-
guage of the Sec. 5KI.I without the juris-
dictional requirement for such a letter
having been met, it would place the United
States Attorney's Office in the position of
having to object to it.

In the initial contact with Mr. Oliver. Mr.
Oliver sugested that the United States At-
torney's Oi ead attempted to frustrate
the Committee's efforts by having Mr.
Stoffberg's place of Incareatio changed
to one inconvenient to him. Mr. Oliver was
assured that the U.S. Attorney's Office had
played no role in that matter- The AUSA
then turned to the prospective letter from
Mr. Oliver to the Judge and cautioned that
it was Inappropriate for a letter from Con-
gress to track the language of Sec. 5KI.1.

On January 10 .192. Mr. Oliver - again
contacted by the AUSA and after discusing
the matter, Mr- Olie ar to preside a
draft of his letter to Judge Weintela. which
was then faxed to the Uhited States Attor-
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ney's office. Mr. Oliver then made one
minor modification in the letter requested
by the AUSA. indicating that the informa-
tion provided had been corroborated to
some extent. Otherwise, however, the letter
as sent to the Court remained unchanged
and included language tracking See. SKI.1-
which the AUSA objected to, but which Mr.
Oliver indicated was in the Committee's
view not only appropriate but had been ap-
proved by high-ranking members of Con-
gress.

At the January 14th sentencing hearing.
the United States Attorney's Office argued
that as a matter of law Mr. Oliver's letter
did not qualify as a motion pursuant to Sec.
5KI.1 and should be considered by the
Court only in fixing an appropriate sen-
tence within the guideline range of 8-14
months. The Court. however, ruled that
while only the prosecution can move under
Sec. 5K1.1. Mr. Oliver's letter was in effect a
Congressional request for clemency under
Guideline Sec. 5K2.0. Judge Weinstein. over
the government's objection, made a down-
ward departure in the guideline range to 2-8
months and ordered Stoffberg's release
since he had already served 8% months.

This matter was appropriately handled by
the Office of the United States Attorney for
Eastern District of New York. Any charac-
terization of the Department's position as
having assisted Mr. Oliver in this matter, or
raising no objection, is disingenuous. While
any citizen has the right to communicate
with a Federal Judge, the AUSA correctly
asserted that only the Executive Branch law
enforcement community is covered by the
provisions of Sec. 5K1.1 of the Sentencing
Guidelines.

I trust that this letter is responsive to
your request.

Sincerely.
W. Lxx RAWLS,

Asistant Attorney General.

Mr. WEISS. Mr. Speaker, they did
not object to the time served provi-
sion.

Mr. McEWEN. Mr. Speaker, may I
ask how much time I have remaining?

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The
gentleman from Ohio [Mr. McEwE)]
has consumed 20 minutes.

Mr. HAMILTON. Mr. Speaker, how
much time does the gentleman have
remaining?

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The
gentleman from Ohio [Mr. McEwmel
has 10 minutes remaining, according
to the prior agreement that was made.

Mr. HAMILTON. Mr. Speaker, may
I say to the gentleman from Ohio [Mr.
McEwzwj our understanding is the
gentleman is going to take 30 minutes.
and we will take 10 minutes. Is that
the understanding of the gentleman?

Mr. McEWEN. Mr. Speaker, I intend
to reserve at least 5 minutes for my
own time to close debate.

Mr. HAMILTON. Mr. Speaker, may
I ask the gentleman if I may take my
time immediately preceding his 5 min-
utes?

Mr. McEWEN. Mr. Speaker, that
will be fine. I will rely upon the Speak-
er to inform me when I have 5 minutes
remaining.

PAaLXZIEMTARY rNQUERT
Mr. GEJDENSON. Mr. Speaker, I

have a parliamentary inquiry.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Does

the gentleman from Ohio [Mr.
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McEwENl yield for a parliamentary in-
quiry?

Mr. McEWEN. Mr. Speaker. I think
it is up to the Chair.

Mr. GEJDENSON. Mr. Speaker, I
always hear statements on the other
side about fairness and evenhanded-
ness. If I may clarify my understand-
ing of the time the gentleman had for
his motion, how did the gentleman
divide the time?

Mr. McEWEN. Mr. Speaker, I divid-
ed the time, which is completely
within my authority as a privileged
motion, to the maximum requested by
the Democrats. I would be pleased to
establish that as precedent for the rest
of this Congress.

Mr. GEJDENSON. Mr. Speaker,
would the gentleman like to give us
more time?

Mr. McEWEN. Mr. Speaker, if the
gentleman desires more, I will be will-
ing to amend the request because we
have nothing to hide and nothing to
fear from free and open debate.

Mr. Speaker, I yield 3 minutes to the
gentleman from California (Mr. Cox).

Mr. COX of California. Mr. Speaker.
I thank the gentleman from Ohio [Mr.
McEwN] for yielding and commend
him on his courage in bringing this to
the floor. This is serious business.

Later during the course of business
in this House we will debate and vote
upon the question whether to author-
ize an investigation into the so-called
October Surprise and whether to au-
thorize the expenditure of taxpayer
funds for that purpose.

Mr. Speaker, that has not happened
yet. Yet we learn that majority staff
on the Committee on Foreign Affairs
has already commenced this investiga-
tion, and we are not certain based on
representations from the majority side
whether this has been done with the
authorization of majority Members of
Congress or not. But we know for a
fact that no investigation has yet been
authorized, that debate has not taken
place in committee or on the floor of
this House, and, as a consequence, this
is a renegade investigation.

The majority staff has pretended to
the status of the Congress itself. The
chief counsel of the Committee on
Foreign Affairs has fooled the US.
district court into thinking he, a
Democratic committee staffer, repre-
sented the committee itself. Let me
quote from his letter. It is on letter-
head that states at the top "102d Con-
grew, Congress of the United States,
Committee on Foreign Affairs, House
of Representatives, Washington, DC."

Dear Judge Weinstein Mr. Dirk
Francois Stoffberg"--the convicted
gun runner-"has to date provided the
House of Representatives Committee
on Foreign Affairs"-and that is. of
course, not the case, they provided it
to the staffer-"wth substantial as-
sistance in an ongoing investigation."

"Our investigation pertains to the
question whether the 52 Americans
taken captive in Iran were held past
the election of 1980 in violation of any

U.S. laws. This issue is comnor
f erred to as the 'October Surpris

This is, of course, the investi*
that we will soon debate. whetl
authorize it.

"I would, therefore, request thz
Stoffberg's cooperation be taker
consideration by you in the deter
tion of his sentence.

"1 would be pleased to discusE
matter of Mr. Stoffberg's cooper:
with you." which, of course, occu

Now, there is some question a
whether this was a request for t
duction in sentence. The judge, in
first page of his order, says, and I
quoting Judge Weinstein now, "

case poses the question, can a req
for clemency by Congress support
downward departure, in other wor
reduction, in the sentence."

0 1620
The judge in his opinion expres

treated this intervention by a congr
sional staffer as an official request
clemency by the Congress.

The Legal Times says that this is
solutely unprecedented, their wo
"unprecedented." So who is this co
victed criminal that has been sprun
Who is this felon, this integration
gun runner?

He conspired to bring over a thoi
sand weapons into Chile in violation c
United States laws and, according t
articles in the press, he may be part o
a crack hit squad involved in internal
tional assassination.

He fought extradition. Our agents
United States Government agents
trapped him in Germany. He fought
the extradition back to New York at
great taxpayer expense. We brought
this man to court. His lawyer advised
him to plead guilty because the evi-
dence against him was so overwhelm-
ing. And as a result of this interven-
tion, he served no further time in jail.

By the way, he refused to cooperate
with the Department of Justice and
U.S. prosecutors to help them obtain
convictions against the other conspira-
tors.

Partisan ends ought not justify this
kind of behavior. The partisan end
here, of course, is character assassina-
tion against President Reagan.

In order to achieve that objective.
majority staff has pretended to, the
status of investigators of the Depart-
ment of Justice, the article 3 branch
itself and the Congress itself. Partisan
politics should not operate for the
purpose of turning violent internation-
al criminals loose.

The majority has lost control of its
staff. This institution is out of control.
It has been kiting checks through the
bank, dealing cocaine through the
post office, and now springing danger-
ous3 international criminals.- This has
got to stop.

Mr. McEWEN. Mr. Speaker, I yield 3
minutes to the distIngusd- gen --
man from Ulinole [Mi. HYmDi.
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(M. HYD a~ug2m

ossin to rev and e tent his re-
Arks)
Mr. EYDE. Mr. Speaker. I think Mr.
liver is off the hook. He was acting
* the agent of the gentleman from
.orida, [Mr. FAsczu.3 What he did
as authied by tm chairman of the

mnlttee on Foreign Affairs. So he
certainly not culpable of anything.
But I would ask. the gentleman fromr
.orida LMr. PascuL] whether he be-
ver in comity, whether he believes
the rules of the House, whether he

inks it is appropriate or proper for
ie person unilaterally to authorize

intervention in a criminal, case for
e purpose of reducing the sentenee

a convicted felon because he is
ing to cooperate or has cooperated
th whom, not the Congress, not the
mmittee, but with the gentleman
:m Florida [Mr. FAscELL], through
s agent.
Now. in the Iran-Contra hearings,
e gentleman will remember, when
- granted immunity we voted on it.
,at was a question, should we do
Ls. should we not? When one inter-
nes in an ongoing criminal case, does
e not think propriety, comity and
sence of hypocrisy would dictate
at one contact the gentleman from
.chigan [Mr. BsooMycm.nl? I do not
re about myself, but to unilaterally
yourself determine that you are the

,ngress and you have the authority
send your counsel in and intervene
an ongoing criminal case without

y notice to us makes a mockery of
partisanship.

.t is an abuse of the rules, and it is
. gentleman who says it was done
der his authority. Why did you not
n the letter? Can you not elevate an
ervention into a criminal sentence
the dignity of the Member's signa-

-e? Did the staff have the authority
do that?
,vidently yout have given it to them,
-haps nunc pro tune, perhaps not. I
not know.
-he letter does not say. But all I
:w is Mr. Oliver is a powerful man. I
nder what kind of immunity he
nted to this person. We will learn
3ut that later.
i!r. FASCELL. Mr. Speaker. will the
itleman yield?
4r. HYDE. I yield to the gentleman
m Florida, because the gentleman

s some statements to make, I am

&r. FASELL. Mr. Speaker, I am
d the gentleman finally picked on
neone his size.
4r. HYDE. The gentleman is verti-
ly challenged, and I am gravitation-
Y challenged.
&r. FASCELJ Mr. Speaker, if the
itleman will contme to yield, is the
mmittee on Foreign Affairs duly
mstituted? We have majority staff. I
ve never been through this.
4r. HYDE. And there are Republ.
IS on that cottee, too. I know
- gentleman forget that.

M PASCL. I umdsln thaL
You want me to run your staff now?
Are yot suing to give me that author-
ity?

Mr. MM& I Just want to know
wha Is going oIL

Mr. FPASCZLL All you have to do is
ask.l

Mr. EYI1. Cmser this an ongoing
inmur for the rest of this term, as to
what is going on.

MUr. FASCE. It Is abot time we
!me- hathat kind of bipartisan offer.

1 mat wanted to point. out that aa. a
preltminar nmutter their testimony is
there- The task force, when it is con-
sttted w -*i w!ter or not It
is worth a deposition.

Mr. HYDE. We would have liked the
opportunity to decide whether or not
It was worth a reduction in his sen-
tence.

Mr. HAMILTON. Mr. Speaker. I
yield myself such time as I may con-
some_

Mr. Speaker, we really had some ex-
traordlnary language here this after-
noon. What I would like to do Is to
begin with as straight a statement of
the facra as £ understand them and as
I am able to make without a lot of pej-
orative language.

Mr. Speaker, during the past week, a
letter written by Foreign Affairs Com-
mittee Chie Counsel Spencer Oliver
to U.S. District Court Judge Jack B.
Weinstein has generated controversy
and several expresions of concern by
Members of the minority.

Congressman Hym conveyed to me
his own concerns about Mr. Oliver's
letter in a letter dated January 27. I
responded on January 31. With his
consent, I would ask that our corre-
spondence be entered into the RzcoaD
at this point.

I would like to try to explain how
the letter written by Mr. Oliver came
to be, and to address some of the con-
cerns raised by Mr. Hrvz and several
of our colleagues.

Members of the Foreign Affairs
Committee have been operating under
uncertain and ambiguous circum-
stances since the Speaker announced a
formal Investigation of the October
Surprise allegations last August, and it
was agreed that a special committee
task force to investigate these allega-
tions would be formed. During the
past 6 months, no one really has had
the power to act for the task force.
Yet Information concerning these ale-
gations has continued to emerge and
issues clearly within the Jurisdiction of
the Committee on Foreign Affairs
have arism During much of this
period, we have also been out of ses-
sion.

In the months since the Speaker's
announceet, many private citizens
have approached congressional offices
with information they claimed sup-
ported or refuted key October Sur-
prise allegti=. A large amount of
thin unsolicited material has come to
Members and staff of the Committee
on Poein Affairs which has been

public Identifled as the home of the-
prop House t force.

Committee member and staffers
have not conducted depositions or
taken any actions that should only be
taken by a fully empowered task force
People approaching the committee
hav usually been told that the infor-
mation they provided would be turned
over to the House task force, when
and it it. is, empowered.

Spencer Olives is counsel to the
Committee on Foreign Afa md haa
served a contact pesnm for informa-
tion relating to these allegations. In
this capacity, Mr Oliver has been ap-
proached by people outside the Gov-
ernment with information concerning
these allegations. Mr. Oliver haw
spoken to me periodimjly about infor-
mation he judged important or time-
sensitive.

Late last November, Mr. Oliver was
contacted by the attorney represent-
ing Mr. Dirk Stoffberg. a South Afri-
can in detention before trial for illegal
arms sales. The attorney told Mr.
Oliver that Mr. Staffberg had infor-
mation relating to the October Sur-
prise allegations and wanted to pass
this Information on to Congress.

In mid-December. Mr. Stoffberg's at-
torney informed Mr. Oliver that Mr.
Stoffberg had pled guilty and might
be released soon. It was possible,
therefore, that Mr. Stoffberg might be
out of jail, and perhaps out of the
country-and therefore less accessible
to congressional nvestigators-before
Congress reconvened and a House task
force could be formally empowered.

In view of this time constraint
Chairman FASCLL and I agreed that
Mr. Oliver should talk with Mr. Stoff-
berg before his release. On the basis of
such a meeting, the House task force,
should it be empowered, could decide
whether a formal deposition from Mr.
Stoffberg would be necessary.

Mr. Oliver met with Mr. Stoffberg
on two occasions. The first meeting
took place on December 26, 199L Mr.
Stoffberg told Mr. Oliver that he met
William Casey in London in the
summer of 1980, and that Mr. Casey
had discussed the hostages and had
sought Mr. Stoffberg's assistance in
arranging an arms deal with Iran.
About 10 days later, Mr. Stoffberg's
attorney sent to Mr. Oliver documents
which, I am told, appear to corrobo-
rate some of Mr. Stoffberg's state-
ments about his whereabouts in 1980.

On January 10. 1992, Mr. Oliver
briefed me on the information Mr.
Stoffberg had provided. Mr. Oliver
also told me that Mr. Stoffberg's at-
torney had requested that a letter ex-
plaining Mr. Stoffberg's cooperation
with the committee be sent to U.S.
District Court Judge Jack Weinstein.
who would be sentencing Mr. Stoff-
berg. Mr. Oliver discussed the appro-
priateness of these letters with experi-
enced outside course, including Larry
Barcella, the attorney I intend to ap-
point chief counsel for the task force.
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if it Is empowered. Chairman FAscELL
agreed that a letter describing Mr.
Stoffberg' cooperation could be sent,
and I concurred.

Mr. Oliver sent a letter to Judge
Weinstein on January 10. When he
sentenced Mr. Stoffberg several days
later, Judge Weinstein cited Mr. Stoff-
berg's cooperation with the Foreign
Affairs Committee as a factor contrib-
uting to his decision to impose a sen-
tence of time served, which was a few
months shorter than the maximum
permitted for Mr. Stoffberg's offense.

Mr. Oliver met a second time with
Mr. Stoffberg on January 20. He was
joined in that meeting by Congress-
man TE Wzrss. a member of the For-
eign Affairs Committee who has been
asked to serve on the proposed task
force. Mr. Oliver had been told by Mr.
Stoffberg's attorney that Mr. Stoff-
berg was likely to be released from
custody January 21, and would prob-
ably leave the United States shortly
thereafter. Congressman WEiss and
Mr. Oliver tape recorded this meeting.
A transcript of this second and last
meeting with Mr. Stoffberg is now
being prepared.

So far as I am aware, these are the
facts relating to Mr. Oliver's letter. I
would now briefly like to address some
of the concerns and objections raised
by Mr. HTDz and other members of
the minority.

First, House rules have not been vio-
lated in this matter. Whether or not a
task force is formally empowered
today, under rules X and XI of the
House of Representatives, the Foreign
Affairs Committee has Jurisdiction
over numerous aspects of the October
Surprise allegations. The meetings
with Mr. Stoffberg and the letter to
the sentencing Judge were consistent
with the Rules of the House.

Second. so far as I am aware, no Jus-
tice Department official has to date
expressed to me. or to the committee,
any objection to Mr. Oliver's letter.
The U.. attorney's office in New
York, which prosecuted Mr. Stoffberg,
did not object to the letter. In fact, I
have been informed, members of the
US. attorney's office in New York
made several editorial suggestions
after seeing a draft of the letter and
said during Mr. Stoffbarg's sentencing
hearing, that they did not view Mr.
Oliver's letter is a request for lenien-
cy. I am aware of no objections to the
letter by Justice Department officials
here in Washington.

Furthermore, I mm told by theme
who have Tad the sentencing proceed-
Ings that the U.S. Attorney's office
neither asked Judge Weinstein to give
Mr. StoUberg a longer sentence nor
objectedito he length of the sentence
the Judge handed down. The U.S. at.
torney Office did not appeal the sen-
tence.

Third, it is important to recognize
both the time pressures associated
with the Stoffberg matter and the in.
stitutional limbo in whick the Freig
Affairs Committee has been operating
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during the past 6 months. There was
no guarantee that the information Mr.
Stoffberg claimed to possess would be
available by the time the House task
force could be empowered. because Mr.
Stoffberg's departure from the coun-
try appeared Imminent. It was Chair-
man FAscLL 's and my Judgment that
an effort should be made to collect
whatever information Mr. Stoffberg
had, while he was still accessible.
Nobody had the power of subpoena or
the authority to depose Mr. Stoffberg.
I myself have not seen any of Mr.
Stoffberg's statements or documents.
These statements and documents can
only be evaluated by the task force,
empowered to issue subpoenas and
place witnesses under oath, and with
the participation of both the majority
and the minority.

Fourth, letters of the kind written
by Mr. Oliver are, I am told, routinely
provided in such cases. Government
attorneys have frequently written to
judges prior to sentencing. I am ad-
vised by the office of the House gener-
al counsel that congressional commit-
tee counsels have also written letters
of this kind previously.

Fifth. I would like to assure mem-
bers of the minority that neither of
Mr. Oliver's two meetings with Mr.
Stoffberg can be construed as deposi-
tions. They were informal discussions.
The resolution before us today would
empower the House task force to take
depositions. Minority members or
staffers of the task force must clearly
have the opportunity to participate in
any depositions sought by the maJori-
ty-and vice versa. In the absence of a
resolution adopted by the House, For-
eign Affairs Committee staff have no
power to depose anyone.

Sixth, there has been no effort to
conceal Mr. Stoffbergs statements
from members of the minority. Mr.
Oliver will turn over to all members of
the task force all relevant documents
on this matter. including the tran-
script of the second meeting with Mr.
Stoffberg, the documents provided by
Mr. Stoffberg'g attorney, and the tran-
script of Mr. Stoffberg's sentencing
hearing. I myself have not seen anyof
these materials. I look forward to re-
viewing them.

Seventh, my first knowledge of the
minoritys concerns on this matter
came not from direct contact.. but
from the Press. No member of the mi-
nitty personally contacted me. Chair-
man FasE. or Spencer Oliver to do-
tamilne whether Mr. OlIver's letter
was authorized. After I received Mr.
Himiea letter, I discussed this matter
with him.

I hope these comments will help
clear up any misunderstanding about
this matter.

Mr. Speaker, we may soon be given a
serious task. We need to put the dis-
cussions and debates of recent months
behind us and begin to -evaluate. am
truth of Uame allegaima. It b in no-
body's -itemst--not the former hen
tages, not those Mccusd of mindeft

and not those of us who have
asked to investigate this mtte
see a formal inquiry of these A
tions delayed any further. It ren
my intention to see this task a
pushed in as competent, coopers
and expeditious a manner as poI
I am prepared to work with Mr. I
and other members of the task f
in that spirit and I have told then
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Mr. McEWEN. Mr. Speaker. will

gentleman yield?
Mr. HAMILTON. I am happy

yield to the gentleman from Ohio.
Mr. McEWEN. Mr. Speaker. I wo

say on behalf of the minority t
knew absolutely nothing about th
statements until they read them
the paper. I think it is unfair for I
gentleman to imply that they :
available to minority when the minc
ty has never been told they even exi
ed until they were leaked to the pre.

Mr. HAMILTON. I myself have n
seen any of these documents, and Ii.
the gentleman. I look forward to t
viewing them. They will be availab
to the minority as soon as they ai
available to the majority. I have n(
seen them myself. The transcripts
think are in preparation now. I hai
not reviewed this material. So far as
know, no members of the task forc
have reviewed it, and the gentlemu
will have access to It as soon as th,
chairman of the task force has aces
to it, assuming that the task force is ir
fact empowered.

Mr. McEWEN. Mr. Speaker, I yielc
30 seconds to the gentleman from
Pennsylvania [Mr. WArIm].

Mr. WAIOM. Mr. Speaker. I thank
the gentleman for yielding me this
time.

Mr. Speaker, I was just out and
talked to representatives of the Jus-
tice Department who are Just outside
the door, who ten me it Is patently
false to represent that the Attorney
General and Justice Department were
not willing to see this letter go for-
ward. The Justice Department op.
posed the letter. They said that they
worked with Mr. Oliver asking.him not
to write such a letter. And In addition,
they have a letter to Mr. AM, which
has already been put In the RssM
that said tat any =Ueation other-
wis is disingenom.

Mr. McEWSUL& r Speaker. I yield
myself the remaining amount of time,
and wish to bring us back to the reso-
lution before us.

All I am asking is for the bipartisn
legal advisory group, which Is made up
of three Democrats and three Republi-
cans, to review this type of acivity so
that in the future there could be some
guidelines whereby People claiming to
represent the Congrem of the United
States could meet -iestric -

The statement-of teudge was this,
that were it not for a. dermeto reach
county between h .immmt
branches of Governmenktrmzbite
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the desirability of assisting Congress
in its important work where there is
no strong conflict of interest with the
court's sentencing responsibilities,
that were it not for the intervention of
Congress. this defendant would have
been sentenced to a longer term of Im-
prisonment because he threatened vio-
lence during the course of his criminal
activity.

Mr. Speaker, that is the cause before
us. and I wish to indict no one. I wish
to make sure that this sort of activity
does not sweep over us again.

Repeatedly we have been told, and
from now on until 9 o'clock tonight we
will be told 10.000 times in this well
that this investigation has never been
authorized. We need a select task force
to begin an October Surprise investi-
gation because there never has been
one. That is what they will say over
the next 3 to 4 hours, and yet what we
have heard for the last 40 minutes is
that indeed there was one.

Mr. Speaker. I will insert in the
RECORD at this point a statement by
Mr. WILLIAM BROOllmFLD, who said:

. . . Let me say that to my knowledge the
Foreign Affairs Committee has never com-
missioned a formal investigation of this
matter. From time to time, however, the mi-
nority has become aware, usually from the
press, that the majority Members and staff
have been undertaking various investigatory
activities.

The letter referred to follows:
CommrrEs ox FOREGN ArAins,

Washington. DC, February 4. 1992.
Hon. Boa McEwzN.
U.S. House of Representatives.
Washington, DC.

DEAR Bos: I have received your letter of
January 31 to Chairman Dante Fascell of
the Foreign Affairs Committee in which you
request access to all Committee files per-
taming to an investigation of the so-called
-October Surprise" matter, and in particu-
lar the Committee's involvement with an in-
dividual named Dirk Stoffberg. This request
was made pursuant to Rule XI.2(3)(2) of the
House of Representatives. which entitles
any member of the House to have access to
all committee records and files.

First of all, let me say that to my knowl-
edge the Foreign Affairs Committee has
never commissioned a formal investigation
of this matter. From time to time, however.
the Minority has become aware, usually
from the press, that Majority members and
staff have been undertaking various investi-
gatory activities.

I understand that the Committee is pre-
paring to respond to your request by provid-
ing you access to certain files in possession
of the Committee and its subcommittees.
The Minority will participate fully in any
arrangements made by the Majority for this
purpose.

In addition, the Minority is prepared to
provide you complete access, at your con-
venience, to any related records in our pos-
session. Expecting that the October Sur-
prise would continue to be of Congressional
interest, the Minority staff has informally
compiled some files on this matter. In con-
formance with Rule XI, I am prepared to
offer you complete access to these files.
which contain both Publicly available infor-
mation and material prepared by the staff,
without any exception whatsoever.

Thank you for your interest in this
matter. I agree that access to all the infor-

mation available to Congress, including the
complete files of the Foreign Affairs Com-
mittee, is extremely important to all the
members of the House as they decide
whether to authorize this politically sensi-
tive investigation.

Sincerely,
WILLIAM S. BROOMFIELD.

Ranking Republican Member.
Mr. Speaker. I include that along

with the letter on the Foreign Affairs
Committee stationery in which they
said there was an ongoing investiga-
tion.

One final point. In the statement by
the defense attorney, the defense at-
torney said in the sentencing hearing
that the reason that this gunrunner
has not cooperated with the Justice
Department was because "congression-
al investigators don't want this infor-
mation out. It's their investigation.
and that's it."

So, therefore, we have people who
have not brought any knowledge to
the Republicans under any circum-
stances conducting their own investi-
gation, making their own representa-
tions, designed to have it leaked to no
one, least of all Members of Congress
on this side of the aisle or to the Jus-
tice Department.
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Mr. Speaker, I am only asking this:

Let the Democrats that control the bi-
partisan advisory group set some
guidelines for this activity.

Mr. Speaker, I move the previous
question on the resolution.

MOTION OFFERED BY MR. GEPHARDT

Mr. GEPHARDT. Mr. Speaker, I
move to lay the resolution on the
table.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. (Mr.
MURTHA). This is a preferential
motion.

The Clerk will report the motion.
The Clerk read as follows:
Mr. GEPHARDT moves to lay the resolution

on the table.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The

question is on the motion offered by
the gentleman from Missouri (Mr.
GEPHARDT]

The question was taken, and on a di-
vision (demanded by Mr. WALKER)
there were-yeas 13, nays 8.

Mr. WALKER. Mr. Speaker, I object
to the vote on the ground that a
quorum is not present and make the
point of order that a quorum is not
present.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Evi-
dently a quorum is not present.

The Sergeant at Arms will notify
absent Members.

The vote was taken by electronic
device, and there were-yeas 249, nays
160, not voting 25, as follows:

[Roll No. 8]
YEAS-249

Abercrombie Anthony Bellenson
Ackerman Applegate Bennett
Alexander Aspin Berman
Anderson Atkins Bevill
Andrews (ME) AuCoin Bilbray
Andrews (TX) Bacchus Blackwell
Annunzo Barnard Bonlor

Borski
Boucher
Boxer
Brewster
Brooks
Browder
Brown
Bruce
Bryant
Bustanumte
Byron
Campbell (CO)
Cardin
Carper
Carr
Chapman
Clement
Collins (IL)
Collins (MI)
Condit
Conyers
Cooper
Costello
Cox (IL)
Coyne
Cramer
Darden
de Ia Gaza
DeLauro
Dellums
Derrick
Dicks
Dingell
Dixon
Donnelly
Dooley
Dorgan (ND)
Downey
Durbin
Dwyer
Early
Edwards (TX)
Engel
English
Erdreich
Espy
Evans
Fascell
Fazlo
Feighan
Flake
Foglietta
Ford (M)
Ford (TN)
Frank (MA)
Frost
GeJdenson
Gephardt
Geren
Gibbons
Gllckman
Gonzalez
Gordon
Guarlni
Hall (OH)
Hall (TX)
Hamilton
Harris
Hatcher
Hayes (IL)
Hefner
Hertel
Hoagland
Hochbrueckner
Horn
Hoyer

Allard
Allen
Archer
Armey
Baker
Ballenger
Barrett
Barton
Bateman
Bereuter
BiliraLis
Bliley
Boehlert
Boehner
Broomfleld
Bunning
Burton
Callahan
Camp
Campbell (CA)
Chandler
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Hubbard
Huckaby
Hughes
Jacobs
Jefferson
Jenkins
Johnson (SD)
Johnston
Jones (GA)
Jones (NC)
Jonts
KanJorskl
Kaptur
Kennedy
Kennelly
KUdoe
Kleceka
Kopeaski
Kostmayer
Lalice
Lancster
LaRoeoo
Laughlin
Lehman (CA)
Lehman (FL)
Levin (MI)
Lewis (GA)
Lipinski
Lloyd
Long
Lowey (NY)
Luken
Manton
Martinez
Matsul
Mavroules
Mazzoll
McCloskey
McDermott
McHugh
McMillen (MD)
McNulty
Mfume
Miller (CA)
Mineta
Mink
MoakIey
Mollohan
Montgomery
Moody
Moran
Murphy
Murtha
Nagle
Natcher
Neal (MA)
Neal (NC)
Nowak
Oakar
ObersLar
Obey
Olin
Over
Ortiz
Orton
Owens (NY)
Owens (UT)
Pallone
Panetta
Parker
Pastor
Patterson
Payne (NJ)
Payne (VA)
Pease
Pelosi

NAYS-160

Clinger
Coble
Coleman (MO)
Combest
Coughlin
Cox (CA)
Crane
Cunningham
Davis
DeLay
Dickinson
Doolittle
Dornan (CA)
Dreier
Duncan
Edwards (OK)
Emerson
Ewing
Ftwell
Fields
Fish

Penny
Perkins
Peterson (PL)
Peterson (MN)
Pickett
Pickle
Poshard
Price
Rahl
Rangel
Ray
Reed
Richardson
Roe
Roemer
Rose
Retenkowski
Rowland
Roybal
Rusm
Sabo
Sanders
Sangmeister
Sarpallus
Savage
Sawyer
Scheuer
Schroeder
Schumer
Serrano
Sharp
Sikorski
SLsisky
Skaggs
Skelton
Slattery
Slaughter
Smith (FL)
Smith (IA)
Solar
Spratt
Staggers
Stallings
Stenholm
Stokes
Studds
Swett
Swift
Synar
Tallon
Tanner
Tauzin
Taylor (MS)
Thornton
Torres
Torricelli
Towns
Traficant
Trailer
Unsoeld
Valentine
Vento
Visclosky
Volkmer
Washingta n
Waters
Waxman
Weiss
Wheat
Williams
Wilson
Wise
Wolpe
Wyden
Yates
Yatron

Franks (CT)
Gallegly
Gallo
Gekas
Gllchrest
Gilmor
Gilman
Gingrich
Goodling

Gradison
Grandy
Green
Ounderson
Hlnamerschmidt
Hancock
Hansen
Hastert
Hefley
Henry
Berger
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Thomas F.X. Dunn
7 Dey Street
Suite 1400
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WEINSTEIN, J.:

Defendant pled guilty to violation of munitions export laws.

His sentencing guideline range is 8-14 months. Because he

threatened violence during the course of his criminal activity,

defendant would have been sentenced to 13 months, near the top of

the guideline range, were it not for the intervention of

Congress. He has already been in custody for 8h months. The

case poses the question: can a request for clemency by Congress

support a downward departure in the guideline offense level? As

indicated below, the answer is yes.

The Chief Counsel of the Committee on Foreign Affairs of the

House of Representatives requests that the court consider

1



defendant's cooperation with the Committee. The letter reads:

One Hundred Second Congress
Congress of the United States
Committee on Foreign Affairs
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

January 10, 1992

Dear Judge Weinstein:

Mr. Dirk Francois Stoffberg has to date provided the
House of Representatives Committee on Foreign Affairs with
substantial assistance in an on-going investigation. It is
expected that this assistance will continue into the future.

In addition, Mr. Stoffberg has offered to have his
testimony preserved by deposition. He has also agreed to
testify at any open or closed Congressional hearing if and
when requested to do so. Our investigation pertains to the
question whether the 52 Americans taken captive in Iran were
held past the election of 1980 in violation of any U.S.
laws. This issue is commonly referred to as the "October
Surprise."

Although Mr. Stoffberg's cooperation may not lead to
any criminal action, the information which he has
voluntarily provided to us has already been helpful and, to
some extent, has been corroborated by other evidence. I
would, therefore, request that Mr. Stoffberg's cooperation
be taken into consideration by you in the determination of
his sentence.

I would be pleased to discuss the matter of Mr.
Stoffberg's cooperation with you or your law clerk at any
time before Mr. Stoffberg's sentencing.

Sincerely yours,

/s/

R. SPENCER OLIVER
Chief Counsel

It is the government's view that the court can impose a

sentence of time served, within the guidelines, without

considering whether a downward departure is permitted on request

of a representative of Congress. Such an approach is generally

2



appropriate. It is not, however, desirable to avoid the downward

departure issue in this case; the matter may arise again and

again without an opportunity for Congress to test the courts'

authority to depart downward as a reward for a cooperating

witness. Cf. Nebraska Press Ass'n v. Stuart, 427 U.S. 539, 546-

48 (1976) (consideration not barred where the issue is likely to

arise again and yet escape review).

The proper relationship among the three branches of

government, legislative, executive, and judicial, in the field of

sentencing continues to be perplexing and important. See, e ,

Mistretta v. United States, 488 U.S. 361 (1989) (composition of

United States Sentencing Commission does not violate the

separation of powers). One aspect of that relationship is now

presented.

There are a variety of sequences possible in applying

departure rules. Pne is to determine what the sentence would be

without a departure, U.S. SentencinQ Comm'n Guidelines Manual, at

1 (Nov. 1991), then to consider whether a departure is desirable,

then to decide the amount of the departure (in terms of time or

offense level), and, finally, to apply the departure to arrive at

the actual sentence. See id.; cf. United States v. Kim, 896 F.2d

678, 685 (2d Cir. 1990) (upward departure); United States v. Coe,

891 F.2d 405, 412-13 & n.9 (2d Cir. 1989) (same). This explicit,

step-by-step method is desirable in the instant case since the

court is being asked by Congress to signal to the present

defendant and to future defendants a capacity to treat a

3



Congressional request as an application for an appropriate

downward departure.

Section 5K1.l of the guidelines does not permit a downward

departure because, as the government properly argues, in the

language of the section, the defendant has not "provided

substantial assistance (to prosecutors] in the investigation or

prosecution of another person who has committed an

offense . . . ." Moreover, in the absence of a request from the

United States Attorney, a downward departure under section 5K1.1

is generally not available. See, e.g., United States v. Aqu,

F.2d __, __, 1991 WL 237844 (2d Cir. 1991); United States v.

Khan, 920 F.2d 1100, 1106 (2d Cir. 1990), cert. denied, i11 S.

Ct. 1606 (1991).

By contrast, section 5K2.0 of the guidelines permits

departure on the court's own motion or on request from the

defendant or any other person or body. As the Sentencing

Commission points out in its policy statement on section 5K2.0,

"[some circumstances (which] may warrant departure from the

guidelines . . . cannot, by their very nature, be comprehensively

listed and analyzed in advance." Guidelines Manual, Policy

Statement to § 5K2.0, at 320.

The Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit has suggested

that cooperation with a body other than the United States

Attorney's Office might fall within section 5K2.0. In United

States v. Aqu, _ F.2d __, 1991 WL 237844 (2d Cir. 1991), for

example, Judge Newman pointed out that the requirement of a

4



prosecutor's motion for a section 5K1.1 departure was "settled"

in this circuit, but he cited with approval United States V.

Khn, 920 F.2d 1100, 1106-07 (2d Cir. 1990). See Ag, 1991 WL

237844, at _. Man in dicta indicated that information offered

"regarding actions (defendant] took, which could not be used by

the government to prosecute other individuals" could be used for

a downward departure. 920 F.2d at 1107 (defendant may have saved

the life of a confidential DEA informant). AM noted that "the

cooperation covered by section 5K1.1 is cooperation with the

prosecution, leaving cooperation with the courts available as a

ground for departure in the absence of a government motion,

presumably under section 5K2.0." Agu, 1991 WL 237844, at _

(citing United States v. Garcia, 926 F.2d 125 (2d Cir. 1991)).

In Garcia the Second Circuit approved a downward departure based

on the defendant's "activities facilitating the proper

administration of justice" in the courts. Id. at 128; cf. United

States v. Sanchez, 927 F.2d 1092, 1094 (9th Cir. 1991) (based on

defendant's assistance in a civil forfeiture proceeding, the

district court properly denied downward departure under section

5K1.1 and exercised discretion not to depart under section

5K2.0).

If cooperation with the courts is covered by section 5K2.0,

so, too, is cooperation with Congress. Cf. United States v.

Harrell, 936 F.2d 568 (4th Cir. 1991) (unpublished opinion

available on WESTLAW) (Murnaghan, J., dissenting) ("I would

remand to the district judge to permit him to reconsider (the

5



effect of] Harrell's cooperation with congressional authorities

[investigating fraud at HUD.]"). The courts have sentencing

authority to reward cooperation of a defendant with an agency

other than the prosecution when the United States Attorney has

not requested a downward departure.

The Chief Counsel's letter of January 10, 1992 is, in

effect, a request for a downward departure. Comity between

independent branches of government suggests the desirability of

assisting Congress in its important work where there is no strong

conflict with a court's other sentencing responsibilities.

Balancing Congressional needs and the judicial sentencing

responsibilities in this case requires a downward departure in

the exercise of the court's discretion.

In view of the importance of defendant's cooperation with

Congress, a downward departure of three offense levels is

appropriate. Absent such a departure, his offense level would be

11, with a guideline range of 8-14 months in prison. With the

downward adjustment, his offense level is 8, providing a range of

2 to 8 months. Since he has served 8 months, he is ordered

released forthwith. The sentence is stayed for 7 days to permit

the United States Attorney to appeal and to seek a further stay

from the Court of Appeals.

k B. Weinstein
ted States District Judge

Dated: Brooklyn, New York

January 16, 1992
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WEINSTEIN, J.:

Defendant pled guilty to violation of munitions export laws.

His sentencing guideline range is 8-14 months. Because he

threatened violence during the course of his criminal activity,

defendant would have been sentenced to 13 months, near the top of

the guideline range, were it not for the intervention of

Congress. He has already been in custody for 8h months. The

case poses the question: can a request for clemency by Congress

support a downward departure in the guideline offense level? As
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indicated below, the answer is yes.

The Chief Counsel of the Committee on Foreign Affairs of the

House of Representatives requests that the court consider

defendant's cooperation with the Committee. The letter reads:

One Hundred Second Congress
Congress of the United States
Committee on Foreign Affairs

House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

January 10, 1992

Dear Judge Weinstein:

Mr. Dirk Francois Stoffberg has to date provided the
House of Representatives Committee on Foreign Affairs with
substantial assistance in an on-going investigation. It is
expected that this assistance will continue into the future.

In addition, Mr. Stoffberg has offered to have his
testimony preserved by deposition. He has also agreed to
testify at any open or closed Congressional hearing if and
when requested to do so. Our investigation pertains to the
question whether the 52 Americans taken captive in Iran were
held past the election of 1980 in violation of any U.S.
laws. This issue is commonly referred to as the "October
Surprise."

Although Mr. Stoffberg's cooperation may not lead to
any criminal action, the information which he has
voluntarily provided to us has already been helpful and, to
some extent, has been corroborated by other evidence. I
would, therefore, request that Mr. Stoffberg's cooperation
be taken into consideration by you in the determination of
his sentence.

I would be pleased to discuss the matter of Mr.
Stoffberg's cooperation with you or your law clerk at any
time before Mr. Stoffberg's sentencing.

Sincerely yours,

/s/

R. SPENCER OLIVER
Chief Counsel

It is the government's view that the court can impose a

2



sentence of time served, within the guidelines, without

considering whether a downward departure is permitted on request

of a representative of Congress. Such an approach is generally

appropriate. It is not, however, desirable to avoid the downward

departure issue in this case; the matter may arise again and

again without an opportunity for Congress to test the courts'

authority to depart downward as a reward for a cooperating

witness. g Nebraska Press Ass'n v. Stuart, 427 U.S. 539, 546-

48 (1976) (consideration not barred where the issue is likely to

arise again and yet escape review); Evan Tsen Lee,

Deconstitutionalizing Justiciability: The Example of Mootness,

105 Harv. L. Rev. 603, 634-35 (1991) (shift from constitutional

to prudential standards on mootness, standing, and ripeness);

644-45, 648 (not an advisory opinion to decide a case on the

merits over objection of mootness, ripeness, lack of standing, or

that the opinion is not necessary for the disposition).

The proper relationship among the three branches of

government, legislative, executive, and judicial, in the field of

sentencing continues to be perplexing and important. se, e q.,

Mistretta v. United States, 488 U.S. 361 (1989) (composition of

United States Sentencing Commission does not violate the

separation of powers). One aspect of that relationship is now

presented.

There are a variety of sequences possible in applying

departure rules. One is to determine what the sentence would be

without a departure, U.S. sentencing Comm'n Guidlines Manual, at

3



1 (Nov. 1991), then to consider whether a departure is desirable,

then to decide the amount of the departure (in terms of time or

offense level), and, finally, to apply the departure to arrive at

the actual sentence. 2 jj,; gf. United States Y, Kim, 896 F.2d

678, 685 (2d Cir. 1990) (upward departure); United States v. Coe,

891 F.2d 405, 412-13 & n.9 (2d Cir. 1989) (same). This explicit,

step-by-step method is desirable in the instant case since the

court is being asked by Congress to signal to the present

defendant and to future defendants a capacity to treat a

Congressional request as an application for an appropriate

downward departure.

Section 5K1.1 of the guidelines does not permit a downward

departure because, as the government properly argues, in the

language of the section, the defendant has not "provided

substantial assistance (to prosecutors] in the investigation or

prosecution of another person who has committed an

offense . . . ." Moreover, in the absence of a request from the

United States Attorney, a downward departure under section 5K1.1

is generally not available. See, e.g., United States-y. Aq, -

F.2d __, _, 1991 WL 237844 (2d Cir. 1991); United States v.

Lhan, 920 F.2d 1100, 1106 (2d Cir. 1990), cert, denied, 111 S.

Ct. 1606 (1991).

By contrast, section 5K2.0 of the guidelines permits

departure on the court's own motion or on request from the

defendant or any other person or body. As the Sentencing

Commission points out in its policy statement on section 5K2.0,

4



"(some c]ircumstances [which] may warrant departure from the

guidelines . . . cannot, by their very nature, be comprehensively

listed and analyzed in advance." Guidelines Manual, Policy

Statement to § 5K2.0, at 320.

The Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit has suggested

that cooperation with a body other than the United States

Attorney's Office might fall within section 5K2.0. In Unit

States Y. Agu, _ F.2d __, 1991 WL 237844 (2d Cir. 1991), for

example, Judge Newman pointed out that the requirement of a

prosecutor's motion for a section 5K1.1 departure was "settled"

in this circuit, but he cited with approval United States v.

Khan, 920 F.2d 1100, 1106-07 (2d Cir. 1990). SAQ AgU, 1991 WL

237844, at __, an in dicta indicated that information offered

"regarding actions [defendant) took, which could not be used by

the government to prosecute other individuals" could be used for

a downward departure. 920 F.2d at 1107 (defendant may have saved

the life of a confidential DEA informant). Agu noted that "the

cooperation covered by section 5K1.1 is cooperation with the

prosecution, leaving cooperation with the courts available as a

ground for departure in the absence of a government motion,

presumably under section 5K2.0." AU, 1991 WL 237844, at

(citing United States y. Garcia, 926 F.2d 125 (2d Cir. 1991)).

In Garcia the Second Circuit approved a downward departure based

on the defendant's "activities facilitating the proper

administration of justice" in the courts. 1 at 128; c Unite

States v. Sanchez, 927 F.2d 1092, 1094 (9th Cir. 1991) (based on

5



defendant's assistance in a civil forfeiture proceeding, the

district court properly denied downward departure under section

5Kl.l and exercised discretion not to depart under section

5K2.o).

If cooperation with the courts is covered by section 5K2.0,

so, too, is cooperation with Congress. _ United States-Y.

Harll, 936 F.2d 568 (4th Cir. 1991) (unpublished opinion

available on WESTLAW) (Murnaghan, J., dissenting) ("I would

remand to the district judge to permit him to reconsider (the

effect of] Harrell's cooperation with congressional authorities

[investigating fraud at HUD.]"). The courts have sentencing

authority to reward cooperation of a defendant with an agency

other than the prosecution when the United States Attorney has

not requested a downward departure.

The Chief Counsel's letter of January 10, 1992 is, in

effect, a request for a downward departure. Comity between

independent branches of government suggests the desirability of

assisting Congress in its important work where there is no strong

conflict with a court's other sentencing responsibilities.

Balancing Congressional needs and the judicial sentencing

responsibilities in this case requires a downward departure in

the exercise of the court's discretion.

In view of the importance of defendant's cooperation with

Congress, a downward departure of three offense levels is

appropriate. Absent such a departure, his offense level would be

11, with a guideline range of 8-14 months in prison. With the



downward adjustment, his offense level is 8, providing a range of

2 to s months. Since he has served 84 months, he is ordered

released forthwith. The sentence is stayed for 7 days to permit

the United States Attorney to appeal and to seek a further stay

from the Court of Appeals.

SO ORDERED.

JakB. Weinstein

UnitedStates District Judge

Dated: Brooklyn, New York
January 21, 1992
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February 5, 1992 CO
Mr. DERRICK. Mr. Speaker. has

the minority used all their time?
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The

time of the gentleman from Ohio (Mr.
McEwKN] has expired.

Mr. DERRICK. Mr. Speaker, I yield
16 minutes to the distinguished gentle-
man from Indiana [Mr. HA- TON].

Mr. HAMILTON. Mr. Speaker, I
thank the gentleman for yielding.

Mr. Speaker, of course I rise in sup-
port of the resolution. I think I under-
stand some of the deep feelings that
have been expressed here this after-
noon and this evening. I would like to
try to put into some context my feel-
ings about this investigation.

Mr. Speaker, obviously the thresh-
old question is why we have an investi-
gation? There are three reasons.

The first of those reasons are the
circumstances of the time. The second
is the seriousness of the allegations.
The third is the evidence.

Let us start with the first one, that
is, the circumstances of 1980 and 1981.
Surely anybody would have to say
that these circumstances were unusual
and extraordinary. American hostages
were released within minutes after
Ronald Reagan was sworn in as Presi-
dent of the United States. Significant
quantities of arms are alleged to have
begun to flow very shortly thereafter.

When asked about the report of
these arms transfers, former Reagan
administration officials say they
cannot recall any such transfers, and
they have offered conflicting accounts
of their origin and purpose. These cir-
cumstances are just extraordinary.
That is reason No. 1.

Reason No. 2, I think, does not need
elaboration. These allegations are ex-
tremely serious. Successful or not, any
effort by representatives of the
Reagan campaign to influence the out-
come of the 1980 election, to delay the
release of the hostages, all of us would
surely agree if those allegations are
true, then they represent a grave and
dangerous abuse of constitutional
process and a profound injustice.

Sure. we have other issues that are
important on the agenda today. But
protecting the constitutional processes
of the United States has to be ranked
as a major priority.

Now, these allegations are sufficient-
ly alarming that former President
Carter has called for an investigation.
President Bush has said that he would
like to see this matter put to rest.
President Reagan has said that we
should do all we can to clear the air.
Fourteen of the former hostages, and
I would urge Members to read their
letter, have urged a formal congres-
sional inquiry.

Let me say that I genuinely hope
that these allegations can be disproven
conclusively. I have yet to see any con-
clusive evidence of wrongdoing. But
neither have I seen all of the evidence
or heard from all who claim to have
witnessed or participated In these
events.
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If these allegations can be proven
false, they will be put to rest, and the
stains on the reputations of many
public servants who have been impli-
cated will be removed.

If the allegations are proven true.
corrective steps will need to be taken.
If the allegations are true, we would
do a disservice to the country if we
failed to pursue an inquiry.

If the allegations are false, we would
do a disservice to those who have been
accused of misconduct if we fail to go
forward.

Mr. Speaker. I do not see how one
can get to the bottom of these matters
unless one has a formal investigation
by an official party with subpoena
power, able to take statements under
oath and to obtain secure access to in-
formation.

Mr. Speaker, how does one get to the
bottom of this unless one has that
kind of official power? Even these in-
vestigatory tools may not get us to the
truth. But without them. the chances
of learning the truth and ending the
controversy are slim.

Mr. Speaker, the other point is the
evidence. I have heard many state-
ments deriding the evidence, and I
have to acknowledge that one has to
approach this evidence with a lot of
skepticism.

C 2040
Let me briefly, very briefly, try to

summarize some of that evidence.
It is widely agreed that the Reagan

campaign officials were deeply con-
cerned about the possible political
impact of a release of the American
hostages. Mr. Allen, Mr. Deaver have
both said that.

Jamshid Hashemi gave a detailed ac-
count of a series of meetings he claims
took place in Madrid in 1980, between
Iranian Government representatives
and Reagan campaign director Wil-
liam Casey. Five other sources inde-
pendently claim knowledge of meet-
ings involving Casey and Iranians in
Madrid in July, and corroborate much
of what Hashemi's characterization of
the content of those meetings was.

Several sources report a series of
meetings among William Casey, Irani-
an officials, and Israeli officials that
took place in Paris over a weekend in
October 1980.

I will name names: Hushang Lavi, an
Iranian arms dealer Oswald Lewinter,
a man who claims to have worked for
United States intelligence officers; two
men with access to French intelU-
gence; a French lawyer Artf Durrani.
a Pakistani arms dealer William Herr-
mar= an American CIA contractor an
Arab diplomat, and there are other in-
dications of evidence.

Let me repeat again, this is some of
the evidence suggesting that a deal
was arranged. That evidence surely
should be treated with skepticism, and
the credibility of several key sources is
questionable. And those sources need
to be regarded with caution.
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Similarly, several individuals who

have disputed some of these allega-
tions also appear to have been mistak-
en or incorrect in their recollections.

Now, the magazine reports that have
been referred to so often have chal-
lenged the October Surprise allega-
tions and evidence. In my view, the
fact that these magazines reached
plausible but entirely different conclu-
sions, for example, from Mr. Sick's
book only underscores the need for a
formal investigation. And may I point
out to my colleagues that none of
those journalists had the subpoena
power, none of them so far as I know
was able even to interview Mr. Ha-
shemi. They simply were not able to
contact a lot of the sources, not be-
cause they did not try but because
they did not have the investigatory
power.

I think we know enough about these
charges to identify the lines of in-
quiry, and I understand that some of
my colleagues are saying tonight that
it is a waste of time pursuing this in-
quiry when there are so many urgent
issues before us. And I agree, of
course, that the Congress must make
the important issues of the day its top
priority.

But I also think we have the ability
in this institution and the responsibil-
ity to focus on several important
issues at one time.

Let me say a word about the investi-
gation as I see it developing. The task
force will make every effort to coordi-
nate with the Senate. As best I can
judge, the investigation will proceed in
two stages. First, we will examine the
paper trail associated with these alle-
gations. This will involve locating and
reviewing a substantial existing body
of evidence relating to these allega-
tions. During this stage the task force
will take a lot of depositions.

Once that stage of inquiry is com-
pleted, the task force will then decide
whether or not public hearings are
warranted. The inquiry will be struc-
tured so that it can be altered or
stopped at any point, if the facts
demand.

The task force's primary objective
will be to determine what, if anything,
happened in 1980.

I understand my friends on the mi-
nority side have some real concerns.
One of those concerns, as they have
expressed repeatedly, is the scope of
the investigation. Let me make several
comments with respect to that.

First, this inquiry is prompted by
significant evidence, certainly not con-
clusive. concerning allegation of mis-
conduct by the Reagan campaign team
in 1980. The resolution authorizes an
investigation of those allegations. I
heard claims about Carter administra-
tion policy during the hostage crisis,
but I have not heard allegations of
misconduct or illegality of the Carter
administration.

The point I want to make is that the
allegations of wrongdoing relate to the
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Reagan campaign team. The allega-
tions do not relate, so far as I know, to
the illegality or the misconduct of the
Carter administration.

The second point, may I say to my
friends on the other side of the aisle,
is this, that Members of Congress
cannot be denied and should not be
denied the opportunity to raise issues
they believe relevant to a matter
before them. The policies in place
when the alleged events of 1980 are
said to have occurred are relevant to
this inquiry.

Members of the task force would
certainly be able to raise any questions
or issues whose relevance to the task
force mandate can reasonably be dem-
onstrated.

Now, about the duration of the in-
vestigation. My friends on the minori-
ty side want to limit the investigation
to a set time, six months. May I say to
my colleagues that I really do have a
lot of sympathy with that demand,
but certainly they can understand
that when we are investigating, we do
not know how that investigation will
go. We are going to have to begin by
seeking security clearances for some of
our people. That is a process that took
months during the Iran-Contra inves-
tigation. We do not control that. The
executive branch controls it, and if
they wanted to delay for 3 or 4
months, and I am not making the ac-
cusation that they do, but if they
wanted to, it could hold us up.

Second. evidence concerning these
allegations is likely to be scattered
around the world, and it is going to
take time to locate them. And next, we
are going to have to deal with a
number of foreign governments. And
when we deal with foreign govern-
ments, we have to deal with the proto-
col of those governments and go
through their channels. And we
cannot force that process or speed
that process.

I do hope my friends understand
that the time limit is finite because it
relates to the 102d Congress, but I do
believe that imposing a time limit
would really be quite unwise. We plan
to go where the facts lead us. We do
not know the facts. We do not know
how much time will be needed to get
there. And it is to no one's advantage
to trade speed for thoroughness.

Let me conclude with a few personal
observations. I want to do the very
best I can to make this investigation
thorough, professional and fair. I
intend to conduct this investigation in
as bipartisan a manner as possible. I
have worked frequently with the gen-
tleman from Illinois (Mr. HYDu], your
task force leader. He is an able and
honorable man in this institution, and
he and I will work hard together, I am
confident, to carry this investigation
out properly.

I will not try to blindside Members
or to deny them an opportunity for
fair and reasonable access to the docu-
ments and to the witnesses.

I frankly do not understand the in-
tensity of some of the opposition to
this task force. If Members are confi-
dent that the alleged events of 1980
did not occur, what then do they have
to fear from a formal inquiry? Do they
not see the advantages of our country
putting to rest these concerns and sus-
picions? Would we not all be better off
if a serious and thorough effort is
made to find out what did and what
did not happen in 1980? Why let these
allegations continue to undermine
public trust in our government and
the reputations of so many individ-
uals?

My own view is it would be better for
us to try to find out what we can with
this special investigation and with the
tools that are available to us.
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I understand that some say that a

House investigation is bound to be par-
tisan and unfair. I cannot see how any
political party or any elected official.
least of all those of us on the task
force, could benefit from an investiga-
tion that is perceived to be partisan or
sloppy or less than thorough. I know
that a perfect investigation is not pos-
sible, but a flawed investigation would
damage the reputations of those who
conducted it and reflect unfavorably
on this House.

Finally, let me say that I will do my
best to see that this inquiry is carried
out with a small staff and a modest
budget. We will hire outside legal
counsel and investigators as needed.
but we will rely as much as possible on
current congressional staff and other
staff that can be seconded. We recog-
nize the need to keep the cost of the
inquiry as low as possible while pro-
ceeding expeditiously.

Mr. Speaker, I urge the adoption of
this resolution.

Mr. Speaker, I include for the
Rzcoit the memorandum of general
counsel Steven R. Ross and deputy
general counsel Charles Tlefer on the
subject of the authority for a chair-
man to initiate a committee inquiry.

The document referred to follows:
MZXowIDUK

From: Steven R. Rosw, General Counsel to
the Clerk, and Charles Tiefer, Deputy
General Counsel to the Clerk.

Subject: Authority for Chairman to Initiate
Committee Inquiries

We have been asked whether a House
Committee Chairman has authority to initi-
ate a committee investigation involving cer-
tain steps, such as writing letters, without a
committee vote. As described below, the
courts have found such a procedure entirely
appropriate Many investigative actions, like
scheduling hearings, sending letters relating
to an investigation, or asking staff to look
into a matter, are among the actions by
which a chairman appropriately provides
for information to come to a committee.
These are legally quite distinct from using
the subpoena power for compulsory provi-
sion of information, and it Is only the sub-
poena Power which requires the more
formal committee authorization steps ad-
dressed in House Rule XI(2) (m).

February 5, 199
VzOcusson

The House of Representatives's rules,
precedents, and practices address in many
respect one of its most important Proce-
dures, the conduct of committee investiga-
tions. House Rule 3a.l(b) provides:

"Each committee is authorized at any
time to conduct such investigations and
studies as it may consider necessary or aP-
propriate" ..

The rule only tells committees they are
"authorized at any time to conduct such in-
vestigations," not how they are to do so. It
is just as consistent with this rule for the in-
stigation of the investigation, and some of
the various steps, to occur on a chairman's
Instructions as by committee vote. More-
over, it is well known that chairman of com-
mittees or subcommittees have a number of
responsibllities with respect to investiga-
tions. including scheduling hearings and an-
nouncing their subjects, and assigning staff
to prepare prior to the hearings. See. e.g.,
House Rule XI(2) (cXl) and (kXl). Both the
Rules and Jefferson's Manual also prescribe
the aspects of investigations that typically
require collective participation of committee
members, such as a votes to issue subpoe-
nas. requirements regarding quorums and
closed sessions, and reports of the commit-
tees. See. e.g., House Rule X1(2)(g)(2).
(h)(2). and (m)(1) I

Many House Committee investigations
begin by committee inquiry letters asking
for information, and assigning staff to inves-
tigate. and this procedure has recently been
described and discussed with approval by
the United States Court of Appeals for the
Fourth Circuit. In United States v. Mitchell
877 F.2d 294 (4th Cir. 1989). the Court
upheld a conviction for obstructing an in-
vestigation by the House Committee on
Small Business. The Court said of the ob-
struction statute that "Etlo give 1 1505 the
protective force it was intended, corrupt en-
deavors to influence congressional investiga-
tions must be proscribed even when they
occur prior to formal committee authoriza-
tion." Id. at 301 (italic added). The Court
explained the factual background:

"Applying these principles to the case at
hand. all of the circumstances surrounding
this investigation point to the conclusion
that appellants' corrupt endeavor was di-
rected towards a legitimate House investiga-
tion. The investigation was instigated by the
chair of a House committee that unques-
tionably has jurisdiction over the subject
matter of the inquiry. The letter from Con-
gressman Mitchell to the SBA expressly
said that "it]his Committee is presently
conducting an investigation" and referred to
the Small Business Act for its authority to
do so. Furthermore, the investigation was
handled by the chief investigator of the
Small Business Committee on a continuing
basis for several months. * * * [Thits was a
congressional investigation. Accordingly. we

'See House Manual 1 407 (Jefferson's Manual
Section on bills addressing the requirement of a
meeung for the committee to report) ("A
committee.., can only act together. and not by
separate consultation and consent-nothing being
the report of the committee but what has been
agreed to in committee actually assembled". Jet-
ferson's Manual Is clearly speaking at this point
about committee reporting of bills, as this is the
section on bills The section regarding investiga-
tiona. section XI, "Examinations of Wlitnese,"
House Manual 1$ 342-43, dlscuss procedure for
hearings (how questions are put. that "testimony
given in answer * - - before a committee [) must"
be "written down." and similar matter.) but does
not discuss steps preliminary to hearings sb.h as
the chairman's role In scheduling them and decid-
in their subject, writing letters, or using non-
Member assistanc
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,hold that the investigation instigated bV
Congressman Mitchell was an investigation
by the Smal Business Committee of the
House that was protected by J 1505." Id. at
301.

When the Fourth Circuit said explicitly
and repeatedly, as the heart of its holding
in the case, that an investigation initiated
by the Chairman "was a congressional in-
vestigation" and "was an investigation by
the Small Business Committee," it plainly
considered, and rejected. the argument that
something more than the Chairman's initi-
ation was required. Moreover, the Fourth
Circuit counted two actions as the classic
signs of a chairman-initilated, proper investi-
gation: writing of a letter, and handling by
the Committee's staff and (the "chief inves-
tigator of the Small Business Committee").

The same sustaining of Chairman-initiat-
ed investigations occurred in the series of
Iran-contra cases in the United States Dis-
trict Court for the District of Columbia. In
these well-known prosecutions, the back-
ground of House investigations was that in
1985 and 1986. the chairmen of the House
Permanent Select Committee on Intelli-
gence and the House Subcommittee on
Western Hemisphere Affairs sent inquiry
letters to the National Security Council
seeking documents and other information
regarding the allegations in press stories
about NSC activities. Those letters were
sent without prior committee or subcommit-
tee votes, and the inquiries occurred with-
out the more formal procedures of subpoe-
nas to witnesses, or witnesses under oaths.
Despite the absence of such prior votes or
other formal procedure, members of the
NSC staff were indicted for obstructing the
inquiries, destroying records. and providing
false answers.

The Court rejected the defendants' chal-
lenges to the indictment, holding that the
defendants' acts constituted the felony of-
fenses of obstruction of Congress and of
making false statements, even though the
inquiry letters and responses occurred in
the absence of votes, subpoenas and oaths.
See United States v. North, 708 F. Supp. 372
(D.D.C. 1988); United States v. North, 708 F.
Supp. 380 (D.D.C. 1988). (The indictments
have come into question because the NSC
staff were later immunized in the 1987 Iran-
contra hearings, but the 1987-immunity
legal questions are separate from the 1985-
86 House investigations.) 2

For the obstruction counts against each
defendant, it sufficed that letters "sent by
The Honorable Michael Barnes, Chairman
of the Subcommittee on Western Hemi-
sphere Affairs of the House Foreign Affairs
Committee (HRAC), and the Honorable Lee
Hamilton. Chairman of the House Perma-
nent Select Committee on Intelligence
(HPSCII, [which] referred explicitly to the
Boland Amendment" had institutedt] in-
quiries directed towards North's conduct re-
garding advice and fund-raising support to
the Nicaraguan rebel leaders. I * * Both let-
ters were on official stationery and each
letter was signed by the Congressman in his
official capacity as Chairman." 708 F. Supp.
at 381-82. "In response to separate letters
from the chairmen. North allegedly drafted
obstructive responses," and "[Clhairmen of
two of these committees wrote on behalf of

- The subsequent histories of the case include
trials, and appeals, and reversals on other grounds.
United Stetes v. Not, 910 P.2d 843 (D.C. Cir.
1990). cert. dented, III S. Ct. 2235 (1991). Indict-
ment dismissed on remand on September 16 1991:
United States v. John X. Poindete, No. 90-3125
(D.C. Cir. decided Nov. 15. 1991.) The appeals fo-
cused on the issue of immunity, and on some of the
Jury instructions, not the pretrial rules discussed
herein regarding the sufficiency of the indictments.
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their committees to the President * 
° - de-

fendant Poindexter responded in separate
letters to all three committees." 708 F.
Supp. at 374 nn. 3 & 4.

The Court rejected objections by the de-
fendants that such procedures would not
suffice for perjury prosecutions, particular.
ly due to the absence of the oath.
-[North's] arguments are addressed to the
wrong forum. 0 * " [since] the (false state-
ments] statute does not allow North's Inter-
pretations. Congress may set the policy it
expects from those who deal with it. Con-
gress felt that less exacting standards than
are included in the perjury statute were ap-
propriate for ensuring the integrity of gov-
ernmental functions. United States v. GilUt-
land, 312 U.S. 86, 95 (1941); United States v.
Rodgers, 466 U.S. 475. 482-83 (1984)." 708 F.
Supp. at 384. Accordingly. the Court held
that the indictment properly stated the of-
fenses of obstruction, and providing false
statements, regarding the responses that oc-
curred to the House Committee and Sub-
committee Chairmen's letters of inquiry.

Of course, the various House committees
and subcommittees have their own rules
and procedures. Different inquiries by dif-
ferent committees may follow their own in-
dividual paths. Committees may decide
among themselves, by precedent or newly
devised procedures, how to conduct any par-
ticular inquiry. A committee can even adopt
rules requiring committee votes before initi-
ation of major inquiries, as the House Un-
American Activities Committee did. and if
such a rule is adopted. "it must be strictly
observed." Gojack v. United States, 384 U.S.
702. 708 (1966). However, HUAC had special
reasons, stemming from the controversial
nature of its investigations, for adopting
such a rule, and the vast majority of com-
mittees have not had any reason to adopt
such a rule. For committees without such a
rule, the ordinary procedures by which
chairmen commence inquiries-through in-
quiry letters, scheduling hearings, or staff
studies--are proper without committee
votes in advance. The different procedural
questions which arise when a committee in-
vokes its power to issue compulsory process
pursuant to the subpoena power of House
Rule XI(2)(m) only arise when, and if, the
committee elects to invoke Its subpoena
power.

While it may be true under clause 1(b) of
Rule XI that a committee or subcommittee
acting as a collegial body should at some
point meet if that question is raised to de-
termine whether to conduct an investiga-
tion. it is also true under clause 2(bX)D of
Rule X that each standing committee has
the oversight responsibility to "review and
study, on a continuing basis, the applica-
tion. administration, execution and effec-
tiveness of those laws •* * within the juris-
diction of that comittee * I *." In further-
ance of this responsibility, it has been tradi-
tionally proper for the chairmen of commit-
tees or subcommittees to initiate prelimi-
nary "reviews or studies" I.e. inquiries which
In a general sense may be termed prelimi-
nary investigations, In preparation for possi-
ble investigations to be undertaken by the
committee and subject to ultimate direction
and control of the committee. In fact most
Members know that committee investiga.
tions are normally undertaken without the
need for a formal committee vote where the
need for the "investigation" is understood.
or by the issuance of subpoenas where
formal committee action is deemed neces-
sary.

It is essential, for example, that a chair-
man's preliminary inquiry be able to mini-
mise the possibility of the destruction of
documents pending their formal incorpora.
tion as committee files. There exists an in-
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herent authority for a chairman to take pre-
liminary steps to request and preserve testi-
mony and documents.

The courts have even agreed that congres-
sional investigations need not have been for-
mally authorized pursuant to the letter of a
committee's rules in order to be due and
proper exercise of the power of inquiry
under the obstruction of witnesses statute
(18 US.C. 1505). where it is apparent from
all surrounding circumstances that the in-
quiry is a legitimate exercise of the investi-
gative authority within the committee's
purview (U.S. v. Mitchell 877 F.2d 294 (4th
Cir. 1989).

Mr. DERRICK. Mr. Speaker. I
submit the following exhibits for the
REcoRD.

DlTrom the New York Times. Apr. 15, 1991]
THE Et.cTosN STORY Or THE DECADE

(By Gary Sick)
Suspicions about a deal between the

Reagan campaign and Iran over the hos-
tages have circulated since the day of Presi-
dent Reagan's inaugural, when Iran agreed
to release the 52 American hostages exactly
five minutes after Mr. Reagan took the oath
of office. Later, as it became known that
arms started to flow to Iran via Israel only a
few days after the inauguration, suspicions
deepened that a secret arms-for-hostages
deal had been concluded.

Five years later, when the Iran-contra
affair revealed what seemed to be a similar
swap of hostages for arms delivered through
Israel. questions were revived about the
1980 election. In a nice. ironic twist, the
phrase "October surprise," which Vice Pres-
idential candidate George Bush had coined
to warn of possible political manipulation of
the hostages by Jimmy Carter, began to be
applied to the suspected secret activities of
the 1980 Reagan-Bush campaign.

I was a member of the Carter Administra-
tion and on the staff of the National Securi-
ty Council from August 1976 to April 1981.
with responsibility for monitoring Iran
policy. I first heard these rumors in 1981
and I dismissed them as fanciful. I again
heard them during the 1988 election cam-
paign, and I again refused to believe them. I
had worked in and around the Middle East
long enough to be skeptical of the conspira-
cy theories that abound in the region.

Then two years ago, I began collecting
documentation for a book on the Reagan
Administration's policies toward Iran. That
effort grew into a massive computerized
data base, the equivalent of many thou-
sands of pages. As I sifted through this mass
of material. I began to recognize a curious
pattern in the events surrounding the 1980
election. Increasingly. I began to focus on
that period, and interviewed a wide range of
sources. I benefited greatly from the help of
many interested, talented Investigative jour-
nalists.

In the course of hundreds of interviews, in
the UZ. Europe and the Middle East. I
have been told repeatedly that individuals
associated with the Reagan-Bush campaign
of 1980 met secretly with Iranian officials to
delay the release of the American hostages
until after the Presidential election. For
this favor. Iran was rewarded with a sub-
stantial supply of arms from IsreL

Some of the sources interviewed by me or
my colleagues are or were government offi-
cials who claimed to have knowledge of
these events by virtue of their official duties
or their access to intelligence reports. Most
insisted on anonymity.. Other sources are low-level intelligence
operatives and arms dealers who are no boy
scouts. A number of them have been arrest-
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July 13, 1992

TO: Investigative Staff

FROM: E. Lawrence Barcella, Jr. - Chief Counse]i6*
Richard J. Leon - Chief Minority Counsel

RE: Investigative Piocedures

The following sets forth the informal understanding between
the Majority and the Minority of the Task Force of certain terms
and procedures relating to the use of law enforcement investigators
("agents") detailed to the October Surprise Task Force by Executive
Branch agencies.

(1) Professional law enforcement investigators assigned by
Executive Branch law enforcement agencies (i.e. F.B.I., A.T.F. and
Customs) shall be a joint resource to both the Majority and
Minority of the Task Force.

(2) All assignments to the investigators of the Chief Counsel,
and or the Chief Minority Counsel, shall, for administrative
purposes be made either by or through the Chief Counsel. The Chief
Counsel shall provide timely notice to the Chief Minority Counsel
of all assignments to the investigators.

(3) Unless directed otherwise by the Chief Counsel, or the
Chief Minority Counsel, Task Force Agents may conduct interviews
personally or by telephone. Such interviews shall not be under
oath unless directed by the Chief Counsel, upon consultation with
the Chief Minority.Counsel.

(4) With regard to personal interviews, Task Force agents
shall provide the Chief Counsel, except in extraordinary
circumstances, who shall in turn notify the Chief Minority Counsel,
sufficient advance notice of the pending appointment so that they
can reasonably determine whether to assign an attorney to attend
the interview.
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Investigative Procedures Memorandum
Page 2

July 13, 1992

Furthermore, with regard to all personal interviews, Task
Force agents shall:

(a) inquire whether the witness is represented by cursl,
and if so, inform the Chief Counsel and Chief Minority
Counsel accordingly, prior to scheduling the interview;

(b) take notes during all interviews and keep the
originals of the same as a record of the Task Force;

(c) reduce to writing, in memorandum form, the substance
of all personal interviews within five working days,
unless circumstances prevent that schedule and the Chief
Counsel approves the delay;

(d) provide both the Chief Counsel and the Chief Minority
Counsel a copy of the interview memorandum; and

(e) insure that any documents, records, exhibits or other
evidence obtained from the interviewed witness are turned
over immediately to the Task Force security officer
pursuant to the procedures relating to the same.
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March 2, 1984

The HonorablePDon Albosta
Chairman
Subcommittee on Human Resources
Committee on Post Office and
Civil Service

U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Chairman Albosta:

Further with respect to your letter of February 15,
1984, enclosed is an affidavit I have executed in response
to your letter. While I have not had access to the information
your Subcommittee has obtained during the course of its
inquiry, in the spirit of continued cooperation I have
responded to the matters based upon my knowledge, recollection
or belief.

/ J/
/

i am J. Csey

WJC:sl

Encloiure
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A CHRONOLOGY ON IRAN
NOVEMBER 8 - DECEMBER 21, 1979

1979

Nov 8 The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Islamic Republic of Iran

announces that the American Charge d'Affaires, L. Bruce Laingen,

and two of his colleagues, are safe in the Ministry under the
protection of the Government. Iranian authorities offer assurances
as to their security.

The Iranian students occupying the American Embassy at Tehran
show reporters spy paraphernalia they allege they found in the
compound. In a statement, the students claim that "all this
demonstrates the existence of a full-scale intelligence operation
to cover all the events taking place in Iran." Photographs
of some of the hostages are shown to the reporters. Two of
the hostages are observed being led blindfolded in the compound's
park.

The Ayatollah Khomeini is reported by the Iran Times to have
stated: "This great Satan--America is clamoring and gathering
around it other Satans because its hand has been cut off from our
resources. It is afraid this amputation may become permanent.
Therefore, it is plotting. As for that center (the U.S. Embassy)
occupied by our young men, I have been informed that it has been a
lair of espionage and plotting."

The Iranian students reject any Palestinian effort to mediate the
dispute, claiming "that any kind of discusssion in this respect is
impossible until the Shah's extradition." The Palestinians deny
any such intent.

In regard to the Palestinian role, State Department Spokesman
Hodding Carter states: "We are not really sure what the PLO has in
mind. But if they are moving to help release the Americans now at
the Embassy, It would be a highly responsible action in a situation
in which they may have some influence. We would welcome such
assistance."

Nov 9 President Carter Issues a statement indicating that he has been
following the developments in Iran with great concern. He
emphasizes his solicitude for the safety and security of the
hostages. He reveals that he has been In contact with a number of
delegations and with the Iranian Charge d'Affaires, whom he is to
meet again later that day.

Following a meeting of the United Nations Security Council, called
at the behest of the United States, the Council issues an appeal
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urging the immediate release of the hostages and stressing the
"inviolability of diplomatic personnel and establishments".
The Council does not call for specific measures and indicates
it does not seek to interfere in internal affairs.

Tehran's spiritual leader, Ayatollah Hossein Ali Montazeri, attacks

the United States for admitting the Shah. "We are not at war with
te American people," he asserts, "but our dispute is with the
American government which is giving shelter to the assassin of
50,000 Iranians." He is quoted in the Washington Post as stating
"If we cut off oil supplies, the U.S. and Europe will be
paralyzed."

The students warn other governments "that accepting the
bloodthirsty Shah is tantamount to confrontation with the world of
Islam."

A Papal message to Khomeini asking him to assure the safety of the
hostages is delivered to the Iranian Foreign Minister by Bishop
Annibale Bugnini. The Ambassadors of the European Community join

in a demarche to the foreign ministry seeking access to the
hostages and to the American charge. Laingen reportedly discusses

the hostage-taking for the first time with a member of the ruling

Revolutionary Council, Abol Hassan Bani-Sadr-

The United States announces the suspension of deliveries of some

$300 million in military equipment and spare parts to Iran.

Some 900 Iranians demonstrate in Washington, D.C. in support of the

seizure of the U.S. Embassy.

Nov 10 Attorney General Benjamin Civiletti is instructed by President

Carter to initiate deportation proceedings against Iranian students

who are found to be in the United States illegally.

The International Longshoreman's Association reveals its sentiments

by instituting a work stoppage against Iranian ships at U.S.

ports until the release of the hostages.

The students holding the hostages release a petition purportedly

signed by 33 of their captives calling on the United States to

return the Shah to Iran. Letters from three of the hostages

expressing similar sentiments are also made public. According to

the New York Times, there is no way to determine the authenticity

and/or voluntary nature of these statements.

Bani-Sadr is apointed Foreign Minister. In a broadcast speech,

which he terms a message to the American people, Bani-Sadr

describes the Embassy as "a spy nest" that virtually ran Iran in

the past.

At the invitation of the Iranian students, diplomats from France,

Sweden, Syria, and Algeria visit the hostages. Afterwards the

Swedish envoy states: "We did not have any serious complaints from

the hostages about their state of health, which seemed to be good."
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After meeting with Bishop Bugnini at Qom, Ayatollah Khomeini

rebuffs the Pope on state-run television. The New York Times

quotes him as saying: "How come the Pope thinks of the hostages

now? For the 37 years of the Shah's regime the Vatican was aware

of all the oppression of Iran and never once rose against the Shah.

Why is it so suddenly concerned?"

United Nations Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim tells the Iranian

charge at the U.N. that he is ready to help "in any appropriate
way" to bring about the end of the detainment of hostages.

The PLO promises to exert its "utmost efforts" to obtain the
release of the American hostages.

Nov 11 Bani-Sadr distinguishes between embassies that are inviolable and

the U.S. Embassy, which he describes as "the center of control over

a country ...our politics, economy, army and culture were directly
in its hand." The Foreign Minister is further quoted by the Tehran
Domestic Service as stating: "We would not be satisfied...even if
the Shah dies in the United States if he is expelled, we would
still set up this Court, because it is the Americans who want to
judge for their misdeeds, their crimes in Iran."

Bani-Sadr discusses the crisis with 10 European Ambassadors.

Bishop Bugnini vists the hostages.

Nov 12 The PLO admits the failure of its mediation effort.

President Carter orders an immediate suspension of oil imports from
Iran, declaring that the United States will not yield to the
"unacceptable demands" of the students holding the hostages. In
retaliation, the Iranian Revolutionary Council cuts off oil exports
to the United States.

Nov 13 Attorney General Civiletti announces that all Iranian students in
the United States will have to report to the Immigration and
Naturalization Service (INS) within 30 days to show they are
enrolled as full-time students, in compliance with the terms of
their visas. Failure to report or providing false information to
INS will subject a student to deportation proceedings.

The House of Representatives votes 379 to 0 to discontinue foreign
aid to Iran, although the foreign aid bill contains no funds
for that country.

Iranian prerequisites for the release of the hostages are set forth
in a letter from Foreign Minister Bani-Sadr to the United Nations
Secretary-General: "...Our proposal is simple and very practical.
The American Government should, at least, accept the investigation
of the guilt of the former shah of Iran and Its consequences. The
American Government should return to the Iranian Government the
wealth and property which the shah, his family and the leaders of
the former regime have transferrred to the United States. Are
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these two proposals not just, and are they not in the interest of
the spiritual elevation of the American nation and all humanity?"

Regarding the Iranian call for a meeting of the Security Council,
the New York Times reports the Department of State as replying that
"first priority has to be given to the hostage release." Jody
Powell, Press Secretary to the President, is reported to have said
that "Nobody should forget that the issue involved here is the
holding of diplomatic personnel in the American Embassy in a
fashion contrary to international law and the accepted procedures
of international relations".

Sadegh Ghotbzadeh, the supervisor of the Voice and Profile of the
Islamic Republic of Iran, informs reporters of Iran's three basic
conditions for the return of the Shah. One of these is that an
internatonal team of Iran's choosing should interrogate him and
compile a dossier so that he can be tried by a competent Iranian
court. When he is asked about the Shah's fate if he is handed
over, Ghotbzadeh replies that he will be tried and killed. No
negotiation with the United States or any mediator is possible, he
emphasizes, and there will be no end to the Embassy seizure until
the Shah is in Iran's hands.

A student leader at the Embassy warns that the hostages will be
killed if the United States "sends in its combat troops."

Nov 14 President Carter issues an Executive Order pursuant to the
International Emergency Economic Powers Act blocking "all official
Iranian assets in the United States, including deposits in the
United States banks and their foreign branches and subsidiaries."
He does this after Iran announces its intention to withdraw its
funds from the United States. Treasury Secretary William Miller
states that "This is not related to the hostages because the
response at the moment is in terms of protecting these assets from
being moved beyond our jurisdiction so that American claims could
not be provided for-" Bani-Sadr places the value of the blocked
reserves at approximately $12 billion, and indicates that Iran's
intended target was the banking interests instrumental in gaining
the Shah's entrance into the United States.

The President of the United Nations Security Council informs Iran
of the unanimous will of the Council that, so long as the hostages

are held, its complaints against the United States cannot be heard.

Iran reportedly closes its air space and territorial waters to U.S.

aircraft and shipping.

Former Attorney General Ramsey Clark is recalled by President
Carter after failing to gain entrance to Iran in his mission to

negotiate the release of the hostages.

Nov 15 Iran announces the formation of a new cabinet.

In his first public statement since the taking of the Embassy,

President Carter denounces the holding of the American hostages as
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an "act of terrorism totally outside the bounds of international
law," and warns Iran that it will be held accountable for the
hostages' safety and well-being. Though having good reason
to be angry, he calls upon the American people to show "restraint"
and "firmness."

Bani-Sadr asserts that in retaliation for the freeze of its assets
by the United States, Iran is no longer accepting dollars in
payment for its oil. "if all the other oil countries follow us,"
he is quoted as saying in the Washington Post,_ "the dollar is
finished." "I was against taking hostages from the start," he is
reported as saying, but "now we are confronted with a faith
accomplis. To free them would be a sign of weakness."

The students issue a statement warning that they, and they alone,
will make decisions regarding the release of the hostages.

Bani-Sadr is reported by the New York Times as having said that
black and women hostages are to be released because "Islam has a
high regard for women and because blacks are part of an impoverished
downtrodden society."

Iran notifies several American oil companies that regardless of the
destination no petroleum will be sold to them.

Nov 16 Syria calls upon the Arab nations to throw their support to Iran in
its confrontation with the United. States.

In a statement, the students occupying the Embassy warn that if the
Shah leaves the United States for another country "the hostages
will find themselves in more difficult conditions."

Iran's Petroleum Minister denies that Iran will no longer accept
dollars in payment for its oil.

Nov 17 Ayatollah Khomeini issues a decree instructing the students "to
hand over the blacks and the women, if it is proven that they did
not spy, to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs so that they may be
immediately expelled from Iran."

A statement released by the White House urges "that the authorities
in Iran now move to secure the safe release of all those still
being held."

Three hostages are immediately freed and four women and six blacks
are designated to be released. Two women and one black still are
to be detained.

Khomeini urges the Kurds to join in the Iranian revolution in
opposition to the "plunders led by America."

Bani-Sadr announces a ban against transactions with companies
having commercial and industrial dealings with Israel.
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The Iranian Charge in Mexico expresses the hope that Mexico
will close its doors to the deposed Shah.

Nov 18 The students make an appeal to the American people to force
President Carter to return the Shah. They express confidence that
if the Americans knew the truth about the Shah and the "crimes"
committed within the Embassy, they would favor returning the Shah.

Ayatollah Khomeini grants interviews to representatives of the
three U.S. television networks. He refuses to release the hostages
whom he describes as "spies." Until the Shah is returned, he
rules out any negotiations. He states, however, that the hostages
will not be killed.

Kuwait is reported in the New York Times as viewing the U.S.
freeze of Iranian assets as an "extremely dangerous precedent," one
that raises "a grave concern about the future of international
financial relations."

Nov 19 In a statement issued by the White House and the Department of
State, the United States demands that all of the remaining hostages
be released. Any effort to try the hostages as spies, the
statement asserts, would be a flagrant violation of human rights,
religious precepts, and international law. The statement reflects
the anger of the President, reports the New York Times, over
Khomeini's threat to put some of the hostages on trial for spying.

Ten more hostages are released by the students.

Nov 20 The Ayatollah Khomeini proclaims November 21 as a day of marching
throughout Iran to demonstrate the will of the people to "crush
colonialism and exploitation, especially by the United States,
the number one enemy of the Iranian nation." Speaking to the
Iranian people, Khomeini says that "At times, Carter intimidates us
with military threats, and at times with economic threats but he
himself knows that he is beating an empty drum. Carter does not
have the guts to engage in a military operation." A guilty person,
he emphasizes, must be returned to the scene of his crimes for
trial. He goes on to say: "We shall close down the embassy. This
center of espionage will no longer continue here in the name of the
embassy, unless all this spying business stops and they decide to
have an embassy, not a place of espionage. If they return him,
this is possible. If they close this place of espionage and if
they return him it is possible that we might have relations which
will be useful to us. So long as that person is there, we shall
not sever our relations, because we must keep these people here.
These people who are now with us are spies, not diplomats."

Khomeini repudiates the written pledge of Bani-Sadr to attend a
forthcoming U.N. Security Council meeting. He describes such a
session as having a predetermined course dictated by the United
States. "Our nation does not agree with the made-to-order Security
Council meeting," he tells the Iranian people in a broadcast

speech.
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The New York Times reports that President Carter is sending a second

naval task force into the Indian Ocean south of Iran. Following a

meeting between President Carter and his top advisers, the White

House issues a statement indicating a preference for a a peaceful

settlement of the dispute, but noting the other options available

under the U.N. Charter.

An attack upon the Grand Mosque of Mecca takes place.

Nov 21 The Iranian students warn the American Government that:

"1. If it is felt that the U.S. threats are
becoming a reality, all the hostages will be
killed at once.

2. In the event of the slightest military offensive
by America, all Americans residing in Iran will be
endangered and the embassy, which has been
a place of espionage, will blow up."

They issue a 17 point resolution indicating the Embassy is "a base
of espionage and conspiracy" against Iran and not a "base of
diplomatic activity." They go on to say that:

"The American hostages must be tried in Iran, and
after exposure of their treacheries committed on
orders from the American government, they must be
punished, unless the American government hands over
the deposed Shah to the Iranian nation, in which
case they will be commuted by one degree (as heard),
their trial will be foregone and they will be ex-
pelled from Iran."

Jody Powell, the President's Press Secretary, issues a statement
detailing the harsh treatment of the American hostages. He states
that the United States holds Iran "strictly accountable" for the
safety of the hostages.

Iran assures the international financial community that it intends
to meet its obligations. The declaration is in response to a
decision by a U.S.-led banking syndicate to hold Irrn in default of
a $500 million loan. Iran describes the default technical
because of the freezing of its assets.

Following inaccurate radio reports implicating the United States in
the seizure the day before of the Grand Mosque of Mecca, Pakistani
mobs attack and partially burn the American Embassy in Islamabad
and also attack the American Consulate in Karachi, the American
Library in Lahore, and the American Cultural Center In Rawalpindi.
The United States Is angered by Iranian radio reports crediting the
false rumors of U.S. involvement in the Mecca affair. Huge
anti-American demonstrations mark the first day of Muharram, the
Shi'ite Muslim month of mourning.
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Nov 22 Speaking to Pakistani military officers returning from Mecca,
Khomeini expresses his joy that Pakistan has risen against the
foreign tyranny of the United States. He makes a strong plea for
Muslim unity in the face of the "satanic plots and tricks" of the
United States. He speaks of the need to return a criminal for trial
to the place of his wrongdoing.

Bani-Sadr, in an interview with heads of news centers, dismisses
the Vienna Convention as not having been accepted by the Iranian
people but only by the Pahlavi regime.

Ghotbzadeh reportedly states that the trial of the hostages will
start "soon" if the United States continues to "play for time" in
refusing to extradite the Shah.

The countries of the 21-member Council of Europe appeal to Iran to
release the hostages. They condemn the seizure as a "flagrant
violation of international law."

Nov 23 The Assembly of experts, elected the previous August to review and
revise the draft republican constitution, presents the finished
document to Ayatollah Khomeini. The Revolutionary Council
institutes cabinet changes.

Nov 24 One day after meeting with Foreign Minister Bani-Sadr,
Representative George Hansen (R-Idaho) visits "fewer than 20"
hostages at the Embassy. He reports they are "in relatively
comfortable circumstances." He is the first American allowed into
the Embassy compound since the November 4 seizure.

Both the Ayatollah and the students accuse the United States of
being involved in the attack on the mosque in Mecca. Once again
Khomeini issues a call for Muslim unity.

Nov 25 U.N. Secretary-General Waldheim calls for an urgent Security
Council meeting on the Iranian situation. He says he considers the
matter the most serious threat to peace since the Cuban Missile
crisis. The United States supports his appeal.

In an interview with Paris AFP, Bani-Sadr says the United States
is about to mount an economic blockade of Iran. "The moment has
arrived," he states, for countries of Europe and the Third World
"to be saved from domination by the dollar."

Nov 26 In an Interview with a correspondent for Le Monde, Khomeini says
President Carter is Iran's enemy, not the American people. He
denies having approved the Intent of the students to kill the
hostages should the-United States take military action. He claims
merely that he would not be able to control them under those
circumstances.

Department of State spokesman Hodding Carter emphasizes the great
unity of the American people in the face of the provocation by
Iran.
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The United States begins a voluntary evacuation of nonessential
diplomats, dependents and businessmen from about 10 Islamic
countries where they face a potential threat.

The Security Council unanimously agrees to hold a formal debate on
the seizure of the Embassy and Its occupants.

Nov 27 The students announce that the Embassy compound has been mined.

The Secretary General of the Tudeh (Comnunist) Party expresses
his support of the Embassy takeover in a press interview.

Khomeini rejects the proposed Security Council meeting.

President Carter describes the treatment of the hostages as "a
disgrace to every person who believes in civilization or decency."
He asserts that the "slate cannot be wiped clean" even if Iran
frees the hostages.

Nov 28 Iran wins a three-day postponement of the Security Council debate,
which Bani-Sadr is expected to attend. Le ,onde reports that
Khomeini, foreseeing a defeat for Iran, opposes Bani-Sadr's
participation in the debate. The Foreign Minister allegedly fails
in his effort to persuade the Ayatollah otherwise. Thereafter he
is removed by Khomeini and the Revolutionary Council from his
position as Foreign Minister, although he retains his Economic and
Financial Affairs portfolio. Ghotbzadeh becomes the third Iranian
foreign minister in three weeks.

In a nationally televised news conference, President Carter accuses
the government of Iran of an unprecedented violation of
international law and standards of civilized behavior and declares
that the United States "will not rest or bend in our efforts" until
all American hostages in Tehran are freed. Because he favors "a
peaceful solution" over "the other remedies available--for the
United States and the world," the President expresses the hope that
a Security Council debate will lead to such a result. The
President declares he has "no regrets and no apologies" for his
decision to admit the Shah.

The United States takes its case against Iran to the International
Court of Justice at The Hague. Iran is charged with violating the
1961 and 1963 Vienna Convention on diplomatic and consular
relations, a 1973 Convention protecting diplomats, the 1955 U.S.-
Iran friendship treaty, and the United Nations Charter.

The Washington Post reports that leaders of Saudi Arabia, Kuwait,
and the United Arab Emirates have told Treasury Secretary Miller
that they want the hostages to be released unharmed, but they
oppose any military Intervention to free them.

Nov 29 The Students assert that if the Shah is sent to another country
"the trial of the hostages will be inevitable."
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In connection with the "crimes" of the Shah, Khomeini calls
for a trial of President Carter and those of his predecessors
having involvement in the matter.

The Government of Mexico announces that the Shah's visa will not be
renewed.

Nov 30 Ghotbzadeh announces at a press conference that Iran will not
participate in the Security Council debate and that it opposes such
a session. He says no date has been set for a spy trial of thehostages. As for Laingen, Victor Thomseth, and Col. Leland
Holland, he states they are not being held as hostages and are
technically free to leave. He offers to "try to facilitate
things," if -requested. Iran is not prepared to back down, he
emphasizes, and he calls on the United States to do so. Tensions
increase as several hundreds of thousands of Iranians in Tehran
prepare to mark Ashura, the holiest day in the Shi'ite Islam
mourning month of Muharram.

The last non-American hostages are released.

Dec 1 The Iranians holding the hostages distribute purported State
Department cables to the press, which prove, they claim, that
William Daugherty and Malcolm Kalp are CIA officers serving under
diplomatic cover. The militants say that they now consider
Laingen, Thomseth, and Holland to be spies. A student spokeman
asserts "They, too, will be tried, like the rest." Ghotbzadeh
denies he ever said that Laingen and his companions were free to
leave.

The Security Council debate on Iran begins.

Dec 2 Voting on the new Islamic constitution begins.

President Carter affords the Shah temporary sanctuary at Lackland
Air Force Base Hospital in San Antonio, Texas. In response to the
question of whether he will offer the Shah permanent exile, the
President replies: "I can't answer that now." Reuters reports
threats from the students to start the trials immediately if the
Shah leaves the United States for another country.

Ghotbzadeh, when asked by Paris radio reporters for his position on
the matter of the hostages, replies: "Listen, the essential problem
which we have been faced with since this crisis is that everybody
is talking about the problem of the hostages and never about the
cause of this affair--the shah and his arrival in the United
States." He goes on to say that the U.S. diplomats at the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs are "free to wait there." But their safety
is assured only so long as they do not depart the Ministry.

The second session of the U.N. Security Council emergency debate on
Iran begins Secretary-General Waldheim indicates that he has
assurance from Ghotbzadeh that Iran will send a representative to
the United Nations. But the Iranian Foreign Minister is quoted in
press reports shortly therefter as saying: "I am just sending a man
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to manage Iran's U.N. mission. The person will not negotiate and
will not be part of the Security Council meeting."

An estimated 2,000 Libyans chanting support for Iran break into the
U.S. Embassy in Tripoli, causing the occupants to flee and doing
damage within. The United States protests the inadequate and
unresponsive nature of the Libyan Government's reaction.

Dec 3 The students holding the Embassy make the following
announcement: "With the new evidence and documents which have
been discovered, the charge d'affaires of American espionage
and two of his companions who are staying at the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs are among the chief spies of the embassy and,
therefore, they are regarded as hostages of the Iranian nation
and should be under complete surveillance so that the Iranian
nation can decide on them at the opportune time."

Ghotbzadeh is relieved of his other position as head of Iran's
radio and television network.

Department of State Spokesman Hodding Carter states in regard to
the Shah: "We are not going to put a man in a rowboat and send him
out beyond the Continental Shelf if he has no place to go."

Dec 4 The Security Council calls on Iran to "release immediately" the
American hostages and to use the United Nations as a forum for
resolving its dispute with the United States. The resolution
urges a peaceful solution to the problem and authorizes the
Secretary-General to use his good offices to achieve that end. The
resolution commands the unanimous support of the Council members.
Donald McHenry, the U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations,
expresses his hope that Iran will respond positively. He is
reported in the Washington Post as reaffirming the U.S.
willingness to listen to Iran's grievances.

Iran's Revolutionary Council claims an overwhelming victory for the
new constitution, but there is growing evidence that large segments
of the population absented themselves from the polls.

Dec 5 The militants holding the hostages dismiss the Security Council
resolution as "worthless." The New York Times reports that the
President has authorized planning for economic sanctions against
Iran if diplomatic moves fail.

Dec 6 Ayatollah Khomeini broadcasts an emergency appeal for national
unity following clashes between his supporters and those of
Ayatollah Kazem Shariat-Madari in Tabriz, the provincial capital of
Azerbaijan.

According to the Washington Post, Ghotbzadeh announces that he and
Khomeini view the Security Council resolution as a "step forward."
But their satisfaction is limited "because they (the Council)
have not condemned the Shah."
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Dec 7 A nephew of the Shah, Mustapha Chefik, is shot to death in Paris.
Reuters reports that the head of Iran's revolutionary tribunal,
Ayatollah Sadegh Khakhali, takes responsibility for the assassination.

President Carter states: "if the hostages are tried we would take
steps to interrupt commerce with Iran; this would be action that
might restrain, or begin to cause problems for Iran, but wouldn't
lead to bloodshed". President Carter further states: I am not
going to take any military action that would cause bloodshed or
arouse the unstable captors of our hostages to attack them or
punish them"°.  The President gives assurance to the relatives of
some of the hostages that he would not "initiate any sort of
military action that would endanger the people you care for".

The New York Times reports that Ghotbzadeh has raised the
possiblity that plans for a spy trial might be announced in a few
days. He also supposedly held out the prospect of freedom for those
hostages "not directly and consciously involved in espionage" at
some future unspecified date. Militants at the Embassy repudiate
these remarks, claiming that only "the Moslem people and Imam
Khomeini" possess the authority to make such decisions.

Dec 8 According to the New York Times, Ghotbzadeh gives notice in Tehran
of Iran's intent to convene an international panel to "review the
dossier of crimes by the U.S. Government in Iran" since the 1953
coup that restored the Shah to power. The Foreign Minister states
the members would be independent and free personalities from around
the world and from Iran.

Speaking to relatives of the hostages, the Under Secretary for
Political Affairs, David D. Newsom, indicates the United States is
willing to air grievances, but not to return the Shah. Much
depends, he states, on whether Iran subjects the hostages to trial.
Should that happen, he reveals, the United States will act to halt
commerce with Iran.

Dec 9 Violence flares again in Tabriz as supporters of Khomeini and
Shariat-Madari do battle for control of the radio-television
station.

On the NBC interview program "Meet the Press," Ghotbzadeh describes
the intended international panel as a grand jury to sit In judgment
of U.S. policy In Iran. It is doubtful, he states, that any
hostages would be set free prior to the investigation. While it is
likely that most of the hostages will be brought before the panel,
the chief focus is U.S. "wrongdoing" in Iran. When asked if Iran
respects international law, he refers to alleged U.S. violations of
human and International law.

On the CBS interview program "Face the Nations," Zbigniew
Brzezinski, the Assistant to the President for National Security
Affairs, emphasizes that there are "legitimate forms of seeking
redress." He states that if the hostages are further abused "we
could hardly afford to sit by as spectators."
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Secretary of State Cyrus Vance leaves for Europe to brief leaders
there on U.S. plans to apply greater economic pressure on Iran

if the hostages are placed on trial.

Dec 10 Attorney General Civiletti asks the International Court of Justice
to take "the quickest possible action" to insure the release of the
hostages. The United States argues that the Vienna Convention
gives the Court jurisdiction in disputes of this kind when the
parties cannot resolve matters between themselves. No Iranian
representative appears, but Ghotbzadeh sends a telegram denying the
jurisdiction of the Court. He describes the hostage problem as
secondary compared to the 25 years of continual U.S. interference in

the internal affairs of Iran. The Court, he asserts, can not
address this matter "divorced from its proper context"-

One of the hostages, Marine Corporal William Gallegos is
interviewed by NBC-TV.

The New York Times reports that Jody Powell warns Iran that the
United States would regard the placing of the hostages before an
Iranian-appointed international tribunal with the same gravity as
it would view a spy trial. Shariat-Madari is reported in the New
York Times to have resisted pressure from Khomeini to dissolve the
Muslim People's Party in Azerbaijan.

Dec 11 Shariat-Madari criticizes the Islamic consitution approved in last
week's referendum, in which he did not vote.

At a news conference, Ghotbzadeh announces that he will name the
members of the international panel in about ten days.

U.S. District Judge Joyce Green rules unconstitutional the Attorney
General's November 13 order that all Iranians with student visas
report for immigration interviews by December 14 or face possible
deportation. The Government files notice of its intention to
appeal the decision to the U.S. Court of Appeals.

The New York Times reports that the United States is sounding out
its major European allies concerning the imposition of
international economic sanctions upon Iran.

Dec 12 The United States orders the expulsion of most Iranian diplomats in
the United States in retaliation for the continued detention of the
hostages. Department of State Spokesman Tom Reston describes the
order as one of a series of "measured steps" intended to influence
Iran.

Dec 13 Khomeini is quoted as follows in the New York Times: "It is
necessary to form an international investigation team with the
consultation of the Revolutionary Council, so that the U.S.
Government's aggressor policies in Iran, especially during the rule
of the deposed traitor-Shah, be investigated and put before world
public opinion, so that the international organizations which
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are under U.S. control and have denounced Iran be better
informed about the U.S. Government crimes against our nations"

The NATO foreign ministers issue a statement saying that while
they have "no desire to intervene in Iran's internal affairs."
the taking of hostages is "totally unacceptable and must be
firmly opposed by the international community as a whole." Japanese
Prime Minister Ohira is reported in the New York Times as responding
to strong U.S. criticism by asking oil companies not to exceed
the level of imports that prevailed prior to the seizure of
the American hostages. Negotiations between a Government delegation
and rebellious Kurds end abruptly.

Dec 14- Iranians accuse the United States of instigating the alleged Iraqi
invasion.

The Federal Appeals Court permits the continued checking of Iranian
visas while the matter is under appeal.

Dec 15 The Shah leaves the United States for Panama. A spokesman for the
students holding the hostages states this assures a spy trial.

The International Court of Justice issues a unanimous opinion
ordering the release of the hostages. The Court instructs Iran to
return the Embassy to U.S. control and urges both sides to avoid
actions that might aggravate tensions.

Dec 16 Ghotbzadeh, appearing on ABC's "Issues and Answers," says the
hostages will be visited by a delegation of Christian clergy prior
to Christmas. He insists on the return of the Shah's wealth to
Iran.

Secretary of Defense Harold Brown, appearing of CBS's "Face the
Nation," says the United States will pursue non-military moves in
seeking the release of the hostages.

Dec 17 A Congressional Research Service Report states that Iran has
reduced its imports to the point where it is able to secure from
other sources the essential items it previously purchased from the
United States. Iran therefore is less vulnerable, the report
concludes, to a U.S. trade embargo.

In an interview with Muslim journalists, Khomeini states the

students occupying the Embassy express the will of the Iranian
people and are not setting a separate foreign policy. He rejects

the recent calls from the Security Council and the International
Court of Justice for release of the hostages. The Revolutionary
Council issues a statement holding the United States responsible

for the Shah's crimes and accusing Panama of being an accomplice

for affording him refuge. Ghotbzadeh announces that the
international board of inquiry will be convened in early January.

Former Irish Foreign Minister Sean MacBride and the head of the
Paris Bar Association, Louis-Edmond Pettiti, are identified as
being under consideration for the panel.
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Dec 18 The Dean of the Divinity College of Tehran University and a member

of the Revolutionary Council close to Khomeini, Dr. Mohammed
Mofateh, is killed by unknown assailants. The Council blames the
CIA and SAVAK for the assassination.

Jody Powell, the President's Press Secretary, states that Iran
might be subject to punitive measures including military movements
if the hostages are subjected to "public exploitation" before an
international tribunal. The warning, says the Washington Post is

similar to the U.S. statement of November 20 in response to
Iranian threats to initiate spy trials.

Ghotbzadeh is reported by the Washinaton Post as having said that
an official U.S. investigation of the alleged crimes of the Shah
would be a "very positive step" and could end the crisis. The
Foreign Minister seems to be trying to signal Washington on ways to
end the impasse, the Post reports.

Dec 19 The New York Times reports that Ambassador McHenry has conveyed a
request from U.N. Secretary-General Waldheim to President Carter
asking for a delay in U.S. moves to seek economic sanctions against
Iran. According to the Times, the Administration agreed so as to
permit Waldheim to pursue his "intensive discussions" with the
Iranians. However, the United States was reportedly informing its
allies of the measures they would be expected to take.

According to the Washington Post, State Department Spokesman
Hodding Carter rejected Iranian suggestions that the situation of
the hostages might be improved if the United States agreed to
conduct an official investigation of the Shah's activities.

The Iranian Ambassador to the Scandinavian nations, Abbas Amir-
Entazam is arrested because documents found in the American Emoassy
at Tehran purportedly show he cooperated with U.S. diplomats in
seeking to improve ties between Iran and the United States.

Dec 21 President Carter announces that the United States will ask the U.N.
Security Council next week to impose economic sanctions upon Iran
under Title VII of the U.N. Charter. He asserts that "concrete
action" by the international community is required if there is to
be a peaceful resolution of the crisis. He emphasizes that "The
world community must support the legal machinery it has
established". The President asks Iran to end the crisis by
immediately freeing the hostages.

The Export-Import Bank declares Iran in default of more than $245
million in loans.

The students bow to an appeal from Khomeini and agree to allow
clergymen to hold Christmas services for the hostages. The
State Department welcomes the development.

Disturbances occur in Zahedan, the provincial capital of
Baluchistan.
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The Kurds reject government proposals for increased regional
autonomy.
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December 7, 1979

Honorable Warren M. Christopher
Deputy Secretary of State
Department of State
Room 7220
2201 C Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20520

Dear Mr. Deputy Secretary:

An I understand it, Henry Precht has informed you-- about Dr. Cyrus Hashemi and his willingness to be of
assistance in the U. S. hostage matter.

The enclosed memorandum from him sets forth
points which he believes are of concern to his government

, and which might, from Iran's viewpoint, form the basis forsettlement discussions. Other than the immediate returnof Akerican hostages, he has not attempted to state the
United States agenda for such a meeting.

If after reading his memorandum, you believe thathis efforts can be helpful, he will come to Washington
imediately in order to discuss with you or your designee
precisely how he proposes to arrange a negotiation meeting.

At the same time, Dr. Hashemi believes that themany private channels presently being used are somewhat
confusing to Iranian deliberations and perhaps are counter-
productive to U. S. efforts as well. He therefore wishesyou to know that if you have better lines of communication
than the ones he offers, or if you believe his proposed
efforts are not produc. ive at this time, he will remain
dormant in the matter. In short, he is not seeking to be

_,- 62
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an officious intermeddler or a "loose cannon on dock." This

is particularly so in light of certain risks he takes to
implement his proposal.

Although Dr. Hashemi is in daily contact with
several persons at high levels of the Iranian government,
please note his disclaimer here to the effect that the
enclosed memorandum does not represent official views of
the Iranian government.

Call me at any time if I can arrange communications
with Dr. Hashemi or be of other assistance (office, 828-1900,
home, 229-1324).

'. Stanley

Enclosure
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TEXT OF MEMORANDUM FROM DR. CYRUS HASHEMI TO J. STANLEY POTTINGER,
DECEMBER 7, 1979:

This is to outline a possible agenda for bilateral
discussions toward a resolution of the current Iranian-American
impasse over U. S. hostages and the Shah. It is my hope that
this memorandum might serve as a vehicle for further communica-
tions between the United States and Iran.

Matters to be discussed from Iran's point of view:

1) Accounting. The United States would assist in
an accounting of alwialth within the custody or control of
the Shah for purposes of determining what may belong to the
National Treasury of Iran. The United States would not be
responsible for actually conducting such an accounting--nor
would Iran wish the United States to undertake this responsibility--
but would cooperate with and assist an independent outside
mutually agreeable responsible party. U. S. assistance would
consist of such matters as helping to obtain access to informa-
tion contained in U. S. records, including records maintained
under the Bank Secrecy Act, reflecting transfers of money
from Iranian to U. S. banks on behalf of the Shah's account.
The U. S. would also use its best efforts to gain the coopera-
tion of other countries having jurisdiction over disputed
assets to assist in the accounting and to take such steps as
are indicated to repatriate national treasure. A more
detailed definition of the accounting mission, who would
perform it, and the specific nature of U. S. assistance would
await further discussion.

2) Removal of the Shah. The United States would
rapidly find a third-country host for the Shah and facilitate
his departure to such a state at the earliest practicable
time.

3) Statement of Sympathy. The United States, by
an appropriately high level off icial, would make a statement
to the effect that it understands and sympathizes with the
concerns voiced by the Iranian people over their treatment
by the Shah. (This immediately preceding sentence is meant
only to describe the subject generally, not itself define
such a statement's fo'rm or content.) It is understood that
such a statement would not be expected to constitute a
mea culpa by the President, but would be more in the vein
of Abassador McHenry's statement of sympathy made to the
U. N. Security Council. The statement would refer to the
financial problems in Iran posed by the Shah's taking of

Ap704
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assets and incorporate whatever steps are agreed to urlder"
the "accounting" provisions (paragraph 1 above).

4) United Nations Commission. The United States
would seek through the auspices of the United Nations to
establish a forum or commission to hear a host country's
allegations against expatriate national leaders and to
establish the process by which these allegations are given
fair hearing. While such an effort would apply to Iran's
present charges against the Shah, the rules and forum
established by this effort would be of general applicability,
not aimed solely at the current Iranian situation. An
alternative approach which focuses specifically upon Iran--
and which might also form the basis for a U. N. Commission--
is set forth on Exhibit A.

5) Lifting Freeze and Bank Cooperation. The
United States would lift the freeze of Iranian assets and
help insure that American banks return to normal commercial
relations with Iranian business interests.

6) Spare Parts. The United States would resume
furnishing military spare parts pursuant to pre-existing
agreements and programs. The post settlement, self-defense
of Iran is highly dependent upon such a program.

Matters to be discussed from the United States'
point of view:

1) Return of the Hostages. The safe and immediate
return of the hostages would be the primary agenda item of
the U. S. What other matters may be raised by the United
States are'not known to me, so are not presented here. For
example, the United States may insist before any meeting take
place that mutually agreeable representatives visit the
hostages in order to insure that their health and safety
are satisfactory. In this regard, you have agreed, if
asked, to consider serving as a member of a monitoring team.
(I believe your civil rights background and acceptability
to both sides make this appropriate.)

This memorandum does not deal with the critical
issue of the timing of steps to be taken in relation to each
other, particularly the relationship between the release of
the hostages and the implementation of other agreed steps.
It does not deal with the possibility of severance of
diplomatic relations and declaring hostages personae non grata,
nor does it deal with the extent to which agreed-upon steps
would be undertaken unilaterally, bilaterally, or through
the United Nations.

App. 0093
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You are authorized to submit this draft memorandum
to appropriate U. S. officials for their consideration. If
there is an indication that these points, and such others
as may be suggested, are within the realm of discussion, I
will recommend and help create a meeting between U. S. and
Iranian officials. From the Iranian side, this would include
the approval of Qom. If this goes forward, I believe London
or the United Nations to be the best location, but am equally
willing to arrange such a meeting in Tehran.

Please advise.

Z 7 6
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EXHIBIT A

The following is an outline of the idea we discussed
for an international, quasi-judicial tribunal to hear and
act upon Iran's allegations against the Shah:

1. Iran and the United States would negotiate and
jointly agree on the charter of an Tnternational Investigative
Commission ("the Commission"). The charter would be submitted
to the Security Council of the United Nations for a resolution
of approval. One-third of the members of the Commission
would be appointed by the United Statesl one-third by Iran;
and one-third by the United Nations. The members of the
Commission would be international jurists or statesmen from
countries other than Iran or the United States who are
generally recognized in the international community-as
persons of the highest integrity, objectivity, and experience
and ability in the fields of international affairs and law.

2. The Commission would appoint such independant
counsel as it deems appropriate for the purpose of assisting
in all phases of the Commission's work. The United States,
Iran, the Shah, and any other major interested parties would
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each appoint their own counsel as well to represent their
interests in the Commission's proceedings.

3. The Commission would appoint independant
auditors and investigators to assist in its investigation
and review of the facts in question.

4. Counsel for Iran would submit a statement of
the allegations against the Shah, together with supporting
briefs.

5. The Commission would "review the allegations
and evidence and launch a careful investigation of the
possibilities performed with an eye eager to discern them
rather than shut against them." (See page 153 of the enclosed
book.) The Commission would be empowered (by its charter

-- and, if necessary, by appropriate legislation in the United
States or elsewhere) to initiate and conduct a full scale
investigation both within and outside the United States.

6. In addition, the parties would engage in
discovery of facts by obtaining and submitting to the
Commission documentary evidence, by taking depositions of
witnesses, by interrogatories, and by other appropriate
means. The Commission could, by legislation in the United
States and possibly elsewhere, be given subpoena power.

7. The Commission would hold open hearings to
review the evidence, hear witnesses, hear arguments on legal
questions, and otherwise conduct its proceedings. The
Commission would provide due process to all parties concerned.

N

8. The Commission would provide opportunities for
the parties to submit briefs on the issues of fact and law
and may request its own counsel to render advisory legal
opinions on questions appropriate for this procedure.

9. Upon completion of its review of the allegations,
facts and law, the Commission would publically issue a report
setting forth its determination and findings on each of the
allegations and issues, and recommending the actions, if
any, which should be taken by the parties in view of the
Commission's findings and determinations.

10. Thereafter, by agreement of the United States
and Iran, the Commission would be empowered to pursue such
remedies as it deems appropriate in the courts of the United
States, in courts of other countries of appropriate jurisdiction,
and in the international courts.
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD

(IRAN WORKING GROUP)

December 27, 1979

TIME:

PARTICIPANTS:

SUBJECT: Law Suit Against Cyrus Hashemi

Mr. George Lorinczi of the law firm Strook, Strook & Lavan
told me that his firm was representing the Bank du Liban which was
sueing Hashemi for over $1 million. It seems that Hashemi was
accused of participating in a complex fraud involving some
securities. Hashemi made a plea with the judge for a postponement
for the trial set in December, claiming that he was a member of the
Revolutionary Council authorized to negotiate on behalf of Iran
for release of the hostages. He produced a confidential letter
from the Iranian Embassy or consulate. Mr. Lorinczi did not see
the letter and he said that the judge expressed some doubt about
its authenticity. Nevertheless, the judge said, he would do
nothing that would put the hostages in a bad way and allowed Mr.
Hashemi a two-month postponement of the hearing.

I asked Mr. Lorinczi if Hashemi were on trial himself or
whether the Iranian government was accused in the suit. He said
that Hashemi was personally accused.

Drafted:NEP
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

URGENT INFORMATION

March 31, 1980

MEMORANDUM FOR:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

DAVID AARON

LEN LEFKOW

Embargoed Statement by Khomeini

AFP's White House Correspondent informs us that they have been
given a four-page statement by Khomeini for release at midnight
our time in which Khomeini totally rejects any transfer of the
hostages to government control.

In effect, the statement says the President's "apologies" will
not change anything and that the hostage question will be put
to the Iranian parliament. Khomeini is quoted as saying he
rejects absolutely the President's so-called "honorable" solution.

E.latrestlo Cow Me"
for PresVetlon Pup....
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OPERATIO!NS CENTER

IRAN WORKING CROUP

Sitrep No. 433

(3) Situation* in Iran as of 0500 EDT, September 13, 1980-o (2)
-S Khomeini Sets Conditions for Release of the Hostages

i0 Ayatollah Khomeini, in a message issued to mark the annual
Moslem pilgrimage to Mecca, and broadcast by state radio, set
unexpectedly moderate terms for the release of the hostages. if
the United States were to: (a) return to Iran the property of the
late Shah; (b cancel all of its financial claims against Iran;
(c) promise r t to intervene politically or militarily in Iran;
and, (d) unbj.ck the frozen Iranian assets, the hostages could be
released. Significantly, the statement made no mention of trials,
nor did it include a requirement for an apology from the United States.

Bu-., inomeini said he had "asked the Majlis to go through this
case and act in any way that they consider will be in the interest
of the nation." Radical elements in the Majlis and the radical
students holding the hostages have indicated that further conditions

(5) might be added to those enumerated by the Ayatollah.

Resolution by UN Subcommission

The United Nations Subcommission on the Prevention of Discrimina-
OR tion and the Protection of Minorities has called on Iran to release

the hostages on grounds of mercy and compassion. Iran's obligations
under international law, the principles of Islam and basic humanitar-
ian principles were cited as grounds for release. The subcommission
is composed of experts serving in their individual capacities, not
as representatives of their governments. It meets three or four

.5 weeks of each year to review allegations of human rights violations
2 *received by the Secretary General of the United Nations.S(2)

Border Fighting'BED/

Fighting continued along the Iran/Iraq border, with clashes
: both in the Mehran area and further south.. Iranian state radio
'R FOR claimed that Iranian forces had set fire to the Iraqi border to:n
1OLAD of Zorbatiyeh. The vicinity of Khorramshahr was the scene of a

heavy artillery exchange which left one Iranian soldier dead and
-I five.others wounded.
?ICE/SSC

I.C.

.S

-/GC FOR
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message received in Bonn from Ambassador Ritzel, October 10, 1980

quoted

le- The traveller has asked me if the US could provide a list of

the.orders for goods, and their value, which the Government of Iran

has placed in the United States but which have not yet been delivered.

to Iran. close quote.
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10.17

Chris In response to several of your questions to Gary Sick,
he has supplied the following information:

-- The F-4 spare parts are at five different locations in the US.
Most of them are at Ogden, Utah, near Hill AFB.

-- Using a meximum lift, and with 48 hours advance notice,
the bulk of the spares could be shipped within one week.

-- USAF would charge $6 million to airlift the spares to Germany,
$11 million to Karachi.

-- There is very little in the spares package in the way of radar
spare parts. If we wanted to be forthcoming on spares for radars,
it would involve new sales, not pipeline material.
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UNCLASSI FIE I
TEE FARLIAr.FTP.PY COMMISSIC.F STUDYING. TEE HOSTAGE QUESTION
TODAY RECCM''.EL ).EA7 PRESS RETCETS ITERPRET AS A BASIC-
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IN A HIATID DEPAT A"CNG IEPUTIFS. THE RECESS WAS NECES-
SITA':.Zr AFTiE ISIAYIC JUDGE AYATOLLAH KHALFHALI WAS ACCUSED
OF SAiI::3 THAT ThA: FAVORED. TI.ADING THE HOSTAGES FOR U.SILIABY SPAR F.S. EPI'EALI ISFErf-'D ,IMSELF, SAYING

TiA7 IHIS WAS THi R.ST TIE T0 'xII-NG CONCESSIONS FFOM
tAS'11370. WTi :. :LICTIO. O)'LY TiO LAYS AW4L.
-.i rA.JLIS App.cli: W C;ITIOTS WITHOUT AMENrENT ON A
SAk:-P rO:i *i1i - NO 1O.MAI CCUIT TPKE .
.. NOVEMBER 4 t:;O"S2iATIO:. PLANf.I AT EMBASSY COMPOUND
ThE IRANIAtN PUBLIC WILL }FE AiL. TO GC SIZE TEE EIMTASSY
COMFOU!.L Ot: NOVN'?t. .  TO ATTEND A CEREMONYY" TO IE HELD
AT T!i Ni OF ,A r'AJOH IA. -', E DEMOKSTRATION TO MARK
THE FIRST YZA. OF CAPTIVITY O l THE HOSTAGES AND ALSO THE
EXIl1.3 CF T-t )Yp.TO.LLA: ;7C-'ltl IN THE MII-SiY.TIES.

EM'iIYIOPY A, 'T, .A SPCWtES!!AN FOR THE MILITANT STU-
TENTS T|OLL AFP ON kOVIM*-i. 1. HE ADDED: THE HOSTAGES
ARE 1 CT Cf. - z -- P i. C OF. At, .: 7
MINIMIZE CO,SIrsi :E. . ,MtSEIE
UNCLASS IFIll
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/_9 /.57/UNCLASSirIED
OPEPATIOUS CENTER

IRAN I1ORKING GROUP

SITREP NO. 492

(3) Situation in Iran as of 0500 EST, November 11, 1980o (2)
S Christopher Mission To Algeria

:0 Deputy Secretary Warren Christopher arrived in Algiers
November 10 carrying with him the U.S. response to Iran's
terms for freeing the U.S. hostages. It is expected that
the response will be given to Algerian Foreign Minister
Mohamed Banyahia for transmittal to Iranian officials in
Tehran. No U.S.-Iranian negotiations are expected.

Bani-Sadr on the Hostages and The War with Iraq

Iranian President Bani-Sadr was quoted by Tehran radio
November 10 as saying an early solution to the hostage
question would help Iran in its seven-week-old war with
Iraq. Bani-Sadr explained this was because Iran could
make use of its assets frozen in the U.S. as well as

(5) American military u-pplies thp,. .a . s p-id for but
whose delivery has been blocked by Wasnington until
the hostages are released. But the President, who was
speaking at a news conference in Dezful, scene of periodic

ZP Iraqi attacks, conceded that the hostage issue could takL
?OR a long time to resolve. He said: "If the (hostages)
LLDX) matter drags on, it (the release of Iranian assets and
(LDX) military equipment) will not have much effect."
(LDX)
(LDX) On the possibility of a negotiated settle.. t of the war
(LD;:) with Iraq, Bani-Sadr stated: "The very acceptance of
.S (LDX) negotiations under duress and mi.'itary aggression is, in

my view, an anti-revolutionary act and a complete nega-
) (2) tion of our revolution." He added that the Unit-ed States,

which Iran has accused repeatedly of backing Iraq, had
'BED/ played a "very active role" in the war and that the
"AGIIE Americans were the main beneficiaries of the conflict.

:R FOR Rafsanjani Reiterates Hostages May Be Tried
GOLAD

Speaking at his weekly press conference on November 10,
Parliament President Rafsanjani again threatened that

ICE/SSC the 52 hostages will be put on trial if the U.S. does not
give Iran what lie believes rightfully belongs to it. "We

I.C. will keep the hostages for as long as our rights are not
accepted and if it becomes evident that the United States
does not want to give us what is rightfully ours, they (the
hostages) will be tried," he said. Asked about the go*err.ent's

/GC position on a U.S. response to the Majlis' hostage release
conditions, Rafzanjani replied: "It is now the turn of ;.merica.
They should not expect any move from us."

App. 0326
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SIn a brief interview with Tehran radio, Rafsanjani stated

that he was unaware of any U.S. response to Iranian
release demands, and added: "We do not want a reply,
either. We have declared our conditions. Now they
(the U.S.) should take action and meet our conditions
as we have demanded so that they can have the hostages."
There was no reference to hostage trials in his radio
interview.

Ghotbzadeh Reportedly Released

Reuter reports former Foreign Minister Sadeq Ghotbzadeh
was released from Tehran's Evin Prison on November 10 on
the personal orders of revolutionary leader Ayatollah
Khomeini. The reported release came shortly after Ahmad
Khomeini, clergyman son of the Ayatollah, met with Ghotb-
zadeh at Evin. According to reports, no charges were
brought again the former Minister.

Ghotbzadeh, a fierce opponent of Iran's dominant Islamic
Republican Partv (IRP) was detaincd on 1;ovember 7 after
h: rublicall; criticized the role of the cro-IR? Islamic
fundamentalists in Iran's "Voice and Vision of the Islamic
Republic" radio and television service. His arrest touched
off a wave of prctestz, including two days of demonstra-
ticn in the hcly 'city cC Qo=, normally regarded as a
strcnchold of the IRP. Iranian newspaper reports said
300,060 "bazaaris"--merchants ana workers in Tahran's
bazaar district--had signed a petition demanding that
Ghotbzadeh be freed. They were joined by Ayatollah
:o:rteza Passandidch, brother of Ayatollah Khomeini, in
a statement addressed to Parliament, in which the IRP
has the largest block of seats.

M.ajlis To Ccnsider Bill To End Arourents Over Cabinet
AT7-Cintments

As wrangling continues over the long-delayed appointment
cf a Foreign :.inister, Parliament President Rafsanjanil
announced on :1o.vember 10 that the Majlis is set to con-
sider a bill aimed at forestalling future disagreements between
President Bani-Sadr and Prime Minister Rajai on the choice cf
cabinet ministers. (There are no details available on the
bill's content). Prime Minister Rajai has said that he
proposed six candidates for the Foreign Ministry port-
folio last week but that President Bani-Sadr vetoed each
of them. "We are waiting for him to accept one of the six,"
Rafsanjani told reporters.

The Rajai Government has had no Foreign Minister since
coming to power more than two months ago, Bani-Sadr having
used his presidential powers to run down all the Prime
Minister's candidates. Vacancies also exist in the top
positions at the Economics and Finance, Commerce and
Education Ministries.

Ap043
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Tehran Airport Re-Opened

Iran Air resumed scheduled domestic flights from Tehran's
Mehrabad International Airport on November 10 for the
first time since the start of the war with Iraq. Mehra-
bad, attacked by Iraqi jets on September 22, has been
closed since then except for a few special chartered
flights. Airport officials told Reuter that so far
only two domestic flights daily have been scheduled, both
to cities in the eastern half of the country far from
the war zone. They said no date has been set for resuming
international flights.

LULASSIFID App. 0328
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AMERICAN HOSTAGES BY IRAN IN 1980
j"OCTOBER SURPRISE TASK FORCE'"

t~ousr of Rqrsmtomrs
iIashiflgton, DIE 2011

November 17, 1992

Mr. Martin Kilian
Der spiegel
Room 1202
National Press Building
Washington, D.C. 20045

Dear Mr. Kilian:

This is to request your assistance in connection with the
congressional investigation that we have been conducting over the
past eight months.

As you know, on February 5, 1992, the U.S. House of
Representatives passed House Resolution 258, creating a Task Force
to Investigate Certain Allegations Concerning the Holding of
American Hostages by Iran in 1980 ("October Surprise Task Force").
Since then, the Task Force has interviewed scores of witnesses and
reviewed thousands of documents in an effort to reach conclusions
regarding the allegations under investigation and the credibility
of those who have made them.

It is a matter of public record that you have spoken with

several individuals who claim to have knowledge of the matters
under investigation. To assist us in evaluating the credibility of
these individuals, it would be extremely helpful if you would meet
with the staff of the Task Force at a mutually convenient time and
place, and discuss the contents of your interview(s) with these
individuals. For obvious reasons, we would prefer the interview
with you to be on the record, as our interviews with witnesses who
claim to have knowledge about the matters under investigation have
been done in that manner.

Please understand that this request is strictly to help us to

assess the credibility of the individuals referenced above, and not
for any other purpose.

App. 0329



Please contact Chief Counsel Lawrence Barcella or Chief
Minority Counsel Richard Leon as soon as possible regarding your
willingness to meet with the Task Force staff. You may reach them
at the Task Force office at (202) 226-2000.

Sincerely,

Lee H. Hamilton
Chairman

Henry J. Hyde
Ranking Member-,

cc: E. Lawrence Barcella, Jr.
Richard J. Leon

App. 0330
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("OCTOBER SURPRISE TASK FORCE"

iaouse of 'Rprsrntatmrs
:Washington. VC 2o01

November 17, 1992

Mr. Robert Parry
"Frontline"
C/O WGBH-TV
125 Western Ave.
Boston, MA, 02134

Dear Mr. Parry:

This is to request your assistance in connection with the
congressional investigation that we have been conducting over the
past eight months.

As you know, on February 5, 1992, the U.S. House of
Representatives passed House Resolution 258, creating a Task Force
to Investigate Certain Allegations Concerning the Holding of
American Hostages by Iran in 1980 ("October Surprise Task Force").
Since then, the Task Force has interviewed scores of witnesses and
reviewed thousands of documents in an effort to reach conclusions
regarding the allegations under investigation and the credibility
of those who have made them.

It is a matter of public record that you have spoken with
several individuals who claim to have knowledge of the matters
under investigation. To assist us in evaluating the credibility of
these individuals, it would be extremely helpful if you would meet
with the staff of the Task Force at a mutually convenient time and
place, and discuss the contents of your interview(s) with these
individuals. For obvious reasons, we would prefer the interview
with you to be on the record, as our interviews with witnesses who
claim to have knowledge about the matters under investigation have
been done in that manner.

Please understand that this request is strictly to help us to
assess the credibility of the individuals referenced above, and not
for any other purpose.
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Please contact Chief Counsel Lawrence Barcella or Chief
Minority Counsel Richard Leon as soon as possible regarding your
willingness to meet with the Task Force staff. You may reach them
at the Task Force office at (202) 226-2000.

Sincerely,

Lee H. Hamilton
Chairman

H~nry,J Hydt
Ranking Member

cc: E. Lawrence Barcella, Jr.
Richard J. Leon

App. 0332
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Congarsr of the United $tatas
TASK FORCE TO INVESTIGATE CERTAIN

ALLEGATIONS CONCERNING THE HOLDING OF
AMERICAN HOSTAGES BY IRAN IN 1980

("OCTOBER SURPRISE TASK FORCE"1
tiouse of Rq s at t

November 17, 1992

Mr. Robert Ross
"Frontline"
C/O WGBH-TV
125 Western Ave.
Boston, MA 02134

Dear Mr. Ross:

This is to request your assistance in connection
congressional investigation that we have been conducting
past eight months.

with the
over the

As you know, on February 5, 1992, the U.S. House of
Representatives passed House Resolution 258, creating a Task Force
to Investigate Certain Allegations Concerning the Holding of
American Hostages by Iran in 1980 ("October Surprise Task Force").
Since then, the Task Force has interviewed scores of witnesses and
reviewed thousands of documents in an effort to reach conclusions
regarding the allegations under investigation and the credibility
of those who have made them.

It is a matter of public record that you have spoken with
several individuals who claim to have knowledge of the matters
under investigation. To assist us in evaluating the credibility of
these individuals, it would be extremely helpful if you would meet
with the staff of the Task Force at a mutually convenient time and
place, and discuss the contents of your interview(s) with these
individuals. For obvious reasons, we would prefer the interview
with you to be on the record, as our interviews with witnesses who
claim to have knowledge about the matters under investigation have
been done in that manner.

Please understand that this request is strictly to help us to
assess the credibility of the individuals referenced above, and not
for any other purpose.
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Please contact Chief Counsel Lawrence Barcella or Chief
Minority Counsel Richard Leon as soon as possible regarding your
willingness to meet with the Task Force staff. You may reach them
at the Task Force office at (202) 226-2000.

A Sincerely,

L'&iH. Hamilton
Chairman

H nri'J. HydeI
Ranking Member

cc: E. Lawrence Barcella, Jr.
Richard J. Leon

App. 0334
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tLoust of ngtstntatus
:W.ashington, D 20111

November 17, 1992

Ms. Tara Sonenshine
ABC-TV "Nightline"
1717 DeSales St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dear Ms. Sonenshine:

This is to request your assistance in connection with the
congressional investigation that we have been conducting over the
past eight months.

As you know, on February 5, 1992, the U.S. House of
Representatives passed House Resolution 258, creating a Task Force
to Investigate Certain Allegations Concerning the Holding of
American Hostages by Iran in 1980 ("October Surprise Task Force").
Since then, the Task Force has interviewed scores of witnesses and
reviewed thousands of documents in an effort to reach conclusions
regarding the allegations under investigation and the credibility
of those who have made them.

As a result of a broadcast on June 20, 1991, by ABC News
"Nightline," and the publication of an article under your name in
the Financial Times on June 21, 1991, it is a matter of public
record that you have spoken with Mr. Jamshid Hashemi regarding
these allegations. To assist us in evaluating Mr. Hashemi's
credibility, it would be extremely helpful if you would meet with
the staff of the Task Force at a mutually convenient time and
place, and discuss the contents of your interview(s) with Mr.
Hashemi. For obvious reasons, we would prefer the interview with
you to be on the record, as our interview with Mr. Hashemi was done
in that manner.

Please understand that this request is strictly to help us to

assess Mr. Hashemi's credibility, and not for any other purpose.
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Please contact Chief Counsel Lawrence Barcella or chief
Minority counsel Richard Leon as soon as possible regarding your
willingness to meet with the Task Force staff. You may reach them
at the Task Force office at (202) 226-2000.

Sincerely,

nHamilt
Chairman

/ /

Henrin. Hyde
Ranking member

cc: E. Lawrence Barcella, Jr.
Richard J. Leon
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An open letter to the United States Congress
from former American Hostages in Iron

13 June 1991

Dear Members.

The Iran Hostage crisis of 1979-1981 was a very trying time for our nation. The people and
government of the United States were shocked and angered as the Iranian
,evolutionary forces attempted to use the U.S. Embassy hostages as political pawns.
Eff orts to gain freedom for those wno were held proved frustrating and difficult. After 444
dcys of captivity, the hostages were returned, but the impact continues to affect us.

For The aest ten years there have been rumors, reports and allegations of foul play in the
i980 presidential election. The Thought tat ,ny American, whether a private citizen or
government orficici, may have oaricipated in delaying release of the hostages for
political gain !s stressing. Until -ecently, these allegations have been dismissed as
unsubstcntiated. But substantial enough information has been presented by respected
and persistent investigators to warrant a thorough examination of this matter.

It is not appropriate to say there is insufficient proof -- until there has been an official
investigation. The question of whether there is evidence of any wrongdoing must be
answered by an unbiased, bipartisan congressional investigation with full subpoena
power. Unless this happens, speculation and unanswered questions will erode public
confidence in our electoral system.

Respectful

Charles W. Scott

Barry Rosen

Moorhead Kennedy

Jerry Plotkin( / (~-

David M. Roeder

RobertC. Ode

Don J. HmanH h

Donald R. H-ohman
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AN OPEN LErrER. TO CONGRESSMEN THOMAS FOLEY AND ROBERT MICHEL
AND SENATORS GEORGE MnCHELL AND ROBERT DOLE
FROM FORMER AMERICAN HOSTAGES IN RAN

29 January 1992

Dear Sirs,

As the Iast American hostages return from the Middle East, questions regrettably still linger
concerning allegations of foul play in the 1980 presidential election. These questions can only
be settled ally by the United States Congress.

We therefore support the efforts of Congress to conduct a "thorough and fair inquiry into
allegaions that our release may have been delayed by political par-isas.

Threats of flbuster, attempts to vilify those who have done preliminary research, and reluctance
to grant funds and power to the committees conducting these investigtions appear as
transparent attempts to turn from the necessary task of Ending the truth, whatever that may be.

it is unacceptable to delay the investigation any longer because of political squabbling or
premature judgements about the veracity of the allegations.

Although we sincerely hope the allegations can be proved false, the decision to move ahead can
not be based on what we antidpate the outcome to be. We urge you - the leaders of Congress -
to move this investigation forward and insure that digniry, rather than fear, will guide this
process to a just conclusion.

Respectfully,

~~xA LwY~Z~Z ~
Bruce Laingen Moorehead Kennedy Chwefle W. Scott

William E. Belkc

( . 004
Robert C. Ode

Donald R. Hohman

4-.-

Philip R. Ward Jerry Plotkin kkhard Queen

Ap. 0338
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strictions placed therein or'in violation of the rules regulating
the Issuance of passports. Any willful violetlon of these laws
end regulations will subject the offender to prosecution under
Title 18, United States Code. Section 1544.,

IF ISSUED OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES THE FOLLOWING
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IT IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE PASSPORT BEARER TO

OBTAIN THE NECESSARY VISAS.
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VSA
Embajada 4e Guatemala

en los ,slados :Unidos de Am6rIca

Vsa para enlrarj a Guatemala y
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el dia tEC 2 81982
Washing£on, O. C.i JAN 1 2 1982
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AM.0-WU CAN C20MEN

FOR IDENTIF|A'ON
MARTIN M.

riORQWITZ_ CSR.

TME BIroTMM CE 7ffE SBO N) E WAR

28-31 JULY 1980

Mondav, 28 July

Session I : 9.30 - 11.00

11.00 - 11.30 Break for coffee.

Coming Session
Professor Maurice Matloff (Center of Military

History USA)
Professor Micbael Boward (All Souls College, COfort

Session I1i 11.30 - 1.00 China

Professor Robert DLallek.- (University of California,
Los Angeles)

Mr Louis Allen (University of Durham)

1.00 - 2.30 Lunch in the Imperial War }taseum.

Session 111 2.30 - 4.00 Russia

Professor John Lewis Gaddis (Uriversity of Ohio)
Professor Donald Cameron Watt (London School of

Economics)

4.00 - 4.30 Tea.

6.15 Reception by the .Trustees of tbe lrr.erial. Far haseumr and the British
National Comittee

TuesdaY 29 July

Session IV : 9.30 - 21.00 Secret Operations

Mr William J Casey Special Operr.tions with particular reference to France.

Sir William Deakin Special Operations and Italian Resistance.

11.00 - 11.30 Break for coffee

Session V : 11.30 - 1.00 Roosevelt and Churchill

1.00 - 2.3D

Session VI

Lunch in

2.30-

62-366 - 93 - 14

Professor Warren Kimball (1butgers University)

Mr Martin Gilbert (Merton College, Oxford)

the Imperial War ILseum-

4.00 The Italian Cwnpaign

Professor Martin Blumenson
Mr Nigel Nicolson App. 0358
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Wednesday 3) July

Session VII : 9.30 - 11.00

11.00 - 11.3D Break for coffee

Session VIII : 11.30 - 1.00

Ultra

Professor Harold C Deutsch (Army War College,M
Mr Ralph Bennett (Magdalene College, Cwnbride)

Relations with the French

Professor Arthur Funk (University of Florida)
Mr Philip Bell (University of Liverpool)

1.00 - 2.30 Luncb in the Imperial War Museum.

Session IX :, 2.30 - 4.00 Science

Professor Daniel Kevles(California Inst rf 7hI&
Professor Margaret Cowing (Linacre College, Qdc

4.00 - 4.30 Tea

Thursday 31 July

Session X : 9.30 - 11.00 Oral History

Professor Samuel Proctor (University of Florida!
Mr David Lance (Imperial War Museum)

11.00 - 11.30 Break for coffee

Session X:1 : 11.30 - 12.15 Closing Session

Luncheon Reception by the Council of the British Acadeny

App. 0359



To: Mr. E.Lawrancr Barcella
Chief Couusel
House Task Force on "October Surprise".

From: NMortza Abdollahi

on Behalf of President Bani Sadr

Fdx # 202-226-9"1-4

Date cf transmittal: Dec. 17, 1992

Dear Mr. Barcella!

President !ani Sadr has written these few page in respose to
,,our Senate counterpart's reeelitly released report regarding
Passandideh's m-etinK with Potinger in Madrid. There are more to
conic in the next few days. If you have any qc-Ction rewarding this
piece or the upcoming ones, please call me at 408-446-0189
(daytime) or 408-737-1464 (evening).

# of pages including this cover! 12

If there is any problem in recieving these pages please immediately
call at 408-255-5705

VL~ >'N~ jA- C L&_ jj
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!he Sanat e Foreign -RIM.amiCnI Sulicornmatte C000Zo~ an
Cctoner surprise', scates tnhac Stariag Pat-_Lrger,

D~rus Ha51hemi. ana iiahnocd 1oini met %L-Ith R~za c-asanidfl.
Khomeini's napnew, in rar~ cn J-IU -' 380, and ?octt.nger,

.nougti d Fepubiicar' Ceentea Carter iAdminli5tratiofl, ana
not the Reagon campaign, in this meeting.

Now that it is riafflrmeC hi meeting did take place.
it wJouit be very easy -o -r-ove that in tzhi5 meerting
Pssanoiaeln had aczualy met with Reagcn5 represetative,

even Z:hDugI' Pottinger Mau have O~e auchar-iZed bw the state
D~epartcment, because

t~Ca:'ter Amns:co

1- This wold oa the oni, :!cntaC': 3atween thE twO
gavernmentcs that 'vas ctca.,Jy . nconnec--ed and un7re-ed to
antithing thIat hanuenea e~ih!7 beFore. :::7 a.-FteL -thia meeting,
ant It nac~ ±atz no affect at aii.

2- Tl-ene had oeen conzacrts tweert the-, zt.: governments
t h-cuqn German ana Swiss -mbassaczrs as 4je±; as t-wo 'ench
lawues, ar-6c there w~as no need or necess.ity FCC any new
zn~annais, 1cr-eover- 7.n'i5. is tne oniy cont-act decween the two]
government, a5 it is claimed to be, -chat roh'Dt, From either
side haa ever said a warad 'jnciiI 1First C15closeQ iz.

And Passandideh neither was athcrJ-sed by me ncr he had
sai a licr-o about Carter propos-al. In r.act tie Ln~rrmed M, e
about Reagon Camoign's pr-oposai., because:

3if he hao met witP Zarer repe-senca,: ve, zhen th!
~odnave been no need ::o hide his name as we.L as tne

content oF the proposal made through him, simoly aue cc tiiC
Eact t-haz all prior cantacts were kcnoun and 1wr-oze about
every, cone of them in mu cally cciumns; CCciujmn-., sxec-t th'is
parzicuiar one. For instance In September 16, 1-0-O Coiumn I

,uccc a," -- Swiss A;mbassator came and gave me a rote From
ocmericar Aaminstr-atior. T instructed tne translation cf that
rote to be sent both- to "Imam" anid Mais or in
9,3,10.8 Coiumn ... erner A~mbassadior came to see mne with
tc-e r-mer'ican ir'oposai about 'tae.

:.ne onlu instance when maic"ier me no:, anu ot.'er 1ranian
oficltainaci ever ±ed or writsfla a'gut, _Wa5 zne cm-nrenz of
,'I-eC':qaIOF tne passandianr ieetina Ln -iaorin. Whj hip

qn& a~ore !_aS an 9xec:iin-,_eczause he 'oICI me tnr ne met
R eacon 7-enrsrzatives and CM Q 005' we V quas
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~3: Reza Paadider

.:- Idi not Anow Pasanainen per-scia.Liy; Through one ce
miy aavisors '.-, asked For ameetinig for a -/e~y irporrtent"
suo.'ect. Hie came zo my of!FCe cn JL16 7 t5-0. L-"f he wa5
aLt-_ 0_Zed 'ou -me orc bU Khomeini, 1woulu s-ave -!am~ed I'iim as

weii s zi5 ccntent cf 'nis popczai in -re L.OiL;rn. But he
instsze tlhaL iF 1 C15close that 2ne was rthe 'n1:rreiacg, cif
Reagan camo-s PoOosai- aLDOLt. -ISge~ f3 ER w C I(U 1 :1 C e
dan-er. fhat _,_ wuhi 1 hiar never disc-,osec -'is name in Columns
or In my bcot', r-, !Turi To spzaKj. in 6act: Ljr__ Garlj Sicx's
boo,<. October- surprise. uELE :ub-ilsired Inl ia~, ICid n~or knoU
that FKottin-jer met Pssandiien. a zrimt;-e surrJCCZe as
7Pre5Entari-_1 OF th 'e S ~ ta: -a rtsrt

Tj rQ-'e i~xc d ay 5 Cc4urn m.~oo ent~z7 .11, name ar'f
Ltaii':et abnuct ne p.-oosal he r7aa Lrzughr_ hi2rr'

amolwousiy; UCZwVer sucn amoit :-ju z:'az dat T: e s:ame ::re
.uU0Li h aVff LM~1t lo thcse5- who were krnotkleg about
2jczit~cal aeta;.1:5 as Wei± as t'cse Wro~Ol iie myurtnS
tOpeche5 Li inte:-vLews -:or -tne previous eight months, :n at I
am eer-rlng .O e;agon ant his Presidertlai csmopal-

1 wr-ote ;.n -7i . 1.980 Czlumn;
then cne oE tu-r zour~trymer, w~ho is I mains nephewj came

to see me and shared some infor-mati4on hne hnad bcugnL From h15
t rip abrcac *~hme aria we talked aiout them. t hen weB talkea
about row w-- shcuid act in thr-ee Fore,_gn --ir-ecticrs- one Was
thw t_- se ut an Intar-rationai t-i-bunal =0 t=y L.S. Po-'iCy in
.van r-o achieve the f:. iothree na4,cr gcais-

Ln sucr a 4- aq ctat thle'.j L~ouil MC ...Onger -,a acie tEz 1:oiraze
:nei~r existing _'stiztu-,icn ::;,- gover-nmert anc recognize chat
tnis Irstizution is Fu: oil corrLpt2.or ana ceszru_;ti1vress and

~- assa~icicen t-oic me rat. itf to not atcon t,-7-s
;.ro posai, c-neg 1;.'oud Mas~e thO 5dmle Crar- Zto n - L -ViS; he

:u:~rsaia tttnar zney rave enor-mous5 J1Ft'.Lffr1Ca -!-rne :!A
and tnefy are of' Tue opinion that Wou uil-, rot :;Mme to terms
w~zn them. LaetiU ne to--- me m% ref sai zr6 :neir 'rfer wcuica
raczu'L -in; rw ellrnjiat inn. That: Is -tiny 'na wr_-tenn ir Coliumn
tnhar, .':otau the same government anc r_." same Propa~anca
masrs 5aj znat 1z -'s imposeibia :c reacr~ an agreement W-itn
rlhe iPresicoant of I can, .. ".

6ut F'resi.2en Car-ter and~ :.7:s pecie rave never said :ni5
ancurt me. wI-tg e t-oth signed trie Scsnar-.-o, to restive
Irle Ics-tage Pr-oniemi; Seccna.L,,, tot-nm -_. ana r,15 pdopLSj

Pae of -l
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th -er as as .ater. nave sa:Ld rmat-eciy T~naz as ill
Favor of releasing :ie nos5agei afnd we cozh T7IC. Voreover.
statements tF z:o Reagon campaign cerFrers at :e time cuiLJ
be iooxec up co fine out if any one of cnem nazi scared
anQyn1.ng to znat -egara. f -one can ba Couno, cnen i mus
have neard =his trom Passandideh, suoisequer = nis meeting
in r-:a rid.

3- Passanoiden attenoe tane 'aad m e..'g wiJ| CC
wi:hOuL Y-homeirI's Knouleate; I am re tlar ;e .4ouid riot
nave area mo do Lt witnout KiiTmeini'5 kn..... -a.t 17
did teii me thar ne haa alreacg LnFormed Khomer! anout th
meeting ant the Zropossi. I_ Konelni dil Tct r 'oW about the

meeting, then Pasanc±ni _joua nct nave m=cn"aot)& ZC me
n tne CEumn zat mam s Wei3...

3al 54cK urit=S in hs OooK, "Occo er 5urp1E' .n5L

Mreing; :hen concluae L_ hat re tust Iae attanaec r~ e
mleC.f JJLtn Knomelri S KncrudeOqe anc aopcova' , ann ,irhou_
tne Krou-eoge ano anp-uva, of rne ?r sin. !:hen one
SZL-; a5. . Knomelni ha 5ent .asSanC1er .. crV me- Z.t
.ui4:n Carter Admni;-r-at .- , wtny Oi .mein; iaZcer eencl

5aoegn faoaranai to negotiate ltf Gt1C -- TF 'T

zhrugh 3ermar government.

The cruth Is zat passanoi&en :as autnorlseo by Khomeini
co negotiate with Reagon group: ant it must naVe ceer upon
homreiri'S instruction 7nar Passenoideh came r: 5ee me to

bomn enrcl- me -. the deai, and ao unreaten ne I did no:
acca' _. r_"C i. han -cz strzing-g O jec--ec, !-e -.:eSi with

Reasn orozup wod hiave ten maoe as soon as po!ibla ana
zera ,ouict "Lave hee nc neat Cc! Iabataba11 5 5 1
SDecLa..l| with tne start of the war wltn [r-a, Ie final=
agreed to resolve .t n Carer AdmIniSTrat1Cr. "r so
:onugnt.

_I ° lea:ecL aou trls secce: -.aez-ng, rieit-er
nere tere anq secrets not 7 ha. ver threatenec tc telil

the oubii= about cne :ruzn. Ana t.ere was -, s ng-e issue,
aomesii or f'o:eIgn that i onc za: ai aoct in :, Coiumn.
5ince tr'e loszage problem starzec, rne on secret 7:|na
KboreMIr'l on'ecteC to -e reved!ea, Was :his secreE .eenlng
,uicl Reagon Crcuc.

t- ir-s: time i thre~e-oa to to~i :-e r±iiz :ne
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AFter Passar-dicief meig, ana acue to t~le effo:7 of
tzli -Leat~ers of h1RF, is-1amic Repu-Oilc ? r:yto racie re

gzvernor -- Centrai BanK, Ali Reza tNibari, on z.7 cne nard,
and imposing on mre Lkheir hand picked mran asprt-i. re fister,
on :heS other rant, 1decidec to exaoe Ztha Secret Deal wimh
--emuoi-icans in a nuii Speecn. 1 w4Lozt 171 trn ujun

,If these effor-rts coninue, I Ajcuia have no choice !iut.
CO tell t,'1 PuUi.'c Wilat rnU5t ne said a--tas i'1 72em c cail me
what to o

unclil Spring of 19B! 1 rhcuqrt ciaT: .~nen.was rot
per smnllg involvan in the Secret 7.aa. Th7at wias whyn I did
inrorm him o~anu piece of new icratcr "t Cai.
When he 7oL.ra out that- 7 am about Z=exoose th:- Deai, e
asa me. :.i-o64- mSaen, Ahmac rhcmearll, :tIid on Cr
a Wunj'je. T Wrote ~iJuly, 13, J08O Eo0Lu.-l.. i 1jaS UCing
to descr-its 7:'8 Ccs Zfor pene BLt .u- ,5r r :ne
meeting, i~.Ahrnad Khomeini talked uic h ie and we ieclced
that these ZrabLerns may be rso.LV/et 17 ome tnrWays--

But khmeini tid rot keep h-is promise and FcfOUVau
latrt he 5ent 'his sar-in-1auj, E-mr-aghl, Lo see Me. 7Wrote
in the Coiurin,(Juig, 19EBOj'.. ruilj e/.olained these
lssues to him, wnich I hope to be able to write or t:alk about
to be recordCed in the history,. .

Khomeini kept On Promi55ing to do sonethlrg about It an
cl,e one hand, and at the same time Kept on breaking chose
ororm1sses. Di' Aug. ,O L960. : caikea -: .ore again, and

wrora in the Column, d,... direrenc ssu- eS 1Jr2 CISC-J55ed
IdnLO, Cpj r20t te re-Vea.jed at :r.4 ciqe . e meCay
atzcencen a -meeting op- the ReVo1-ucio.nar,V Eouncl- gan
mientioned thie hostage problem, zn'e neezi for spare zart-cs ant
tne imminent- possibility cF an iraqi assaulz. rapfeaoi
insisted that a rapid so.Luc:jon cc ho c~age 1-)UQ=eM WJOULt
r'esu.c. in --he iiFting cf th blc --i-ane anc o-a QUI2Lr ~~.5 inl
out- p&eparatlOn 6or Cne ijar, wn-icr-- szaaa !ua5 c.sa ac nanco.
Senesnti then inzarr-ulred. IF w~e solveS zns nost age arcuiem.
go" must net criticize us. .wr-ite it cown- prcmisa trn -t you
Wj14. not CriZcaciZe U5."

Onl Semcember 6. ie8Q, I i nvi zen the peooae of 'enran to
gather -L tne riarrcyrs Souare so crat I can :a-,. criem --,-e
truth. Khoeini insisted chat I m~is nnt dc so dt zhim caime.

wcote. . my piar was rc ',at ail tre curtai-I5 Fal.
ihuc' nec acceocled not Zo say angztlln 7 Out ical~en

Yagutely aria Peole una-erstcod me chat *caIiea the le-acer5 of
:RP as agents5 of a coup a etat. That evening, Fei&esni and
Ra£.7san lani C-espordea, pubilc-'Y, to My m.iO~eain

Page nr CE
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..'O tau:: .-ater -n, . o-eclde. :o expose everyWhil

aboiurel~ Afte~ r zjhi4 -Meting, Krlomeini autho2rized
'-Eagn Tanatoabi. zo cn-ac-, zne Cartac- o~amircrazon
th~r--L~ GSer-nar Foireign Mnister,

Aftr Reagzn. came cc ociwer, swtrCi :VO insis-cifg an
SXPQ-i~g tle Sec~a' E~eal 7w Lrst~tancu on '-oic~nu a reievised
aebar-e ;hRL ~aL 'a~aLi, ana 8eeil-. -Khom-ez.-.

urn~~ In a -zt"U Cn 7en wr S8, oce

.' I You 7:3i. rne -,at s nah6i Wh- I~t 1.5PtS of 'h~ir
~~cving:He r'o5tage cr':-Ss ~hS~.

CLga&aaQtsa-,gwr Lmucariceanc vtigar tha-can

of Scca7 7he un'itec Stt.srilI ShoULCal tI
)u~i~..y.e:x:oa-.n re ei -cde Frm --he toLai

'SUCt-eT-.O1 "-1 Ch- Un~ted StaaSS?
.h-en, wrien g.ee rtemetn aE7- aijowea r-C LIM Vieses

cerrm5. :i-cu~z anig adhience to cajigous pr'L.c-pais ana in

auci: aoou : tnq c:-n cie =tne maztec irumr zne vergj i-icatia
Uo C.1-1 e~lla.I .

ihu!5 cJ-.e Secrez 2eali thar hacl ceei' 1,Ls-:±fg o~n
e>rc~~'3F.r-e my i L80 eetlInq tuiir Pa sa-'oueo was nro

uzner z-ar this Secret 0;aa, jitr Reagor ;-V=Ln.
-aze-. an 'Aarli -E, i~.n anor-ner 7:cv nim

wrote. . Cece is another report reg2at.ni '.trei
conr ac-.. wlth Reaqon ~mia-~in Pr-is. ,anu in the
same iazere I insiste., 7hat I cannot keeu :3 l an ILonger.

ca-sr K~5 homneini rac,:o arazlrg , an ;arbaa~e -me,
as well at5 ctner-s, 6rom giving any pub'i Icsneeafl2s.

rcm zhen on .n-- nst,5Qe that " shul ace-:ne Oeai
a5 a 6c:regarie c±io'-3~i and cooperate wir-l- -rriem' .&n olur
last rTeer-ing on Jure S. 1961, Ahmadl Khomeini, in cne presence
oe h-;s Fatne., lnsisrant.Lu zried to ccnvince me,
I cid not accaut. Ric)7' away t~hey 6'inai~izec -ne a~ri-g coup
C'etaz- 7rcm among~rc al.. MI- dissczlaaes Wno W hete arrsed,
the C7116 :wo WnD w~ere~ execLtea were rlarvgrs i-cs~ell N~lvvao

Saevianoc Rasnid Saaroi--teeazi. wrno naa -.een gatflec.ng
InEcrM. acn -lor an.z, tine Secrar Geau.

-Thse to lerzers. a5 we1.i as a mi aJi, CCIU(T'fS, 'Llrdr
to .asAs Lo-c -n . Zzcer C'crs cto!-Sa cr
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Given tf'iese Facrs, is it concievabieL cha3t Khcmsini would hIav8
acted the way he a~ol, iE his nephegw, Pasnie.h~not
been his emmissary? Or iF' Paseandideh had Laiked to a Carter
-rearesentative, rather than a Reagan etni$Sat'? Wharz couid
have been th~e "Secret"- that 1 had sa InSistant16 keut On
threatening to expose and Khomeini kept an Peventing me of
cm-ing so?

fBeheshti. RaferaniflKhaneii ani Raja!!:

1- Contact with Reoublicans must have incentest long
before Fassandicien creeting in iladrid; F-irstli-, tnere must
have been' orior contacts between t~lem to lead tc Fassancijoeh
ar-tending the Miadr-id meeting; Secandiy,,, an laron. 15, 198C.

-was given an audic tape of a meeting 5ensshti r-eia wtif hlis
c lose associates, where he hnad sac ..the ,ios-.ages musc be

And in~ reality hostages wer-e actumIl4i -Jsen :, a Tanner
tnaz Carter was defeatedi in the November, 41.90 a eCLIOTIo aria
Bani Sadr was removed Prom Presidency tby a coup i'etaL .;n
June 1961.

Some mat4 saw. quite credulousL4,_ that 4-t is zossible
Khomeini ana leaders of 1RP, without anwL Secret DelWt
Reacngr-oup, had achieved tine same obieces aw .. dla~il

the release of hostages ut it would have teen irntossibie
for them to wse ncstages as a tr-umacard aqains r-osh Carter
anti Bari. Sadr without -che "Secret D hy Igri answer,

After 8ahe~hti's audlo tape was reveaiad, Fir5LIV he
attempted, in my absence, to gem the approval --- the
Reviolutionlary Counil an a plan which couizb nct be ca'Liec
anything Uut a coup tietat.

c3 ot r~uh after, , jes given ano-.ner aucio -atie, ZC a
private meeting, where another memoer Of the pc.,icicai. oureau
oL- I.t- Massan iyat, ~aifred alOOLIt; R oianI that uWOUIC
eiiinare 8ani Sadr bu June 1350. 7 a'b' 4 sneo Cnis Cate
in our Newwspaper, as weil, it was cne same as the Plan
8Cfesfl'zJ I-aa proposed in ansence -z tne PFevrii-tionary Council
where Ct-e COUntry wouid go uncer an emer-gency conait-ion and
'Mouid riC ru,-t: by a -jornt committee of t he representatives of
Revoluziconaru Councii, Revo.Luuiotlarg S6ards, ana the
Revo-liticanrg Courts. I Wrote aboUt thiS plan L!, Ing 12tter5

bohto Khomeini ana to ali.But:

Page 6 oF 1
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3- The 'irsc time 7 ever r-aiked aout this 'Flan"
PUb.liCly, LUas 4n the ColUmn on 7Uiy '7._Obcae

Passandluen nacl toia me ac~out the p-rcposai, by Reagan group,
t o delay the release of hostages, and chau rtnew woula
sa.iminate me if I diec not accept tneir oier, ana cheW wouid
MaK8 the deal witfl my rivals in the IRP.

The same nau, 'Jener-al 3agher-i, Commancer oe the Air-
Farce, in~ormed me tchat he n-ad recievec- int.7ormar-iOn thlat a
5esert agreement was made between Reagon camp ana the leader
Cie the IRF.

That is wihy I cont-Inuously :alsec about, tne "Creeping
Coup" Ln the Columns,

It- The samne cay, i wrote abouc :;-e 6 Lrst phase oe mhe
Flan In -1,emn i their aztempr zo :-emove ,)Ii Reza Nobari,
Governor a6 Centr-al SanK, who was an associate oE mine, as

w.Lell as imposing their ouifl man as , jri-me min_ ster.
Fresiaert Roseve--t s3aid thnat in Calizt-cs, 7ctling

happens og acciaents-. 1F it had noz been 17ar Khomeini 's
ne[2j giigm -a ra~i Raocmas weil as
tnreatenin~ me to Itce wuld '.ave bee troncivabe

~~or--~~~'e too r o I& about al :hese . u5 y
discussinathem in t-hat, daqS Column,.

in m6 letter of Juj~ 21,1360,- c th e menbers of
Re'volutionary Council, i ampha~ize1 that,, . . IRP wants to
have a Cabirec that is totally acainsat t-he Ft-esident... In
tne same letter. I explained the -eiaricr between aremats
toC remove 11icari, ana -uLsing zne nasrszges as a, 1:tmp card."

\j 'ex7: 13ay, ntzdetne oE :]-eI ; air-5
and ' ousavi h-rdeoiii, came to se-2 ie ano ou.r 'c_1SCussion
around. the 'Secret ]eai" lastea unfJ.i~ 3:LiE in rte morning,

Juiy 8,1B80, Column. " . ..1 gave nim a comp ete sesciDF-ion 3F
j.5. 13oucyL --n Tcar, accmponia&c with clear examri-es.

5- Juiu 13, 1550 Column, . .. Foreign llinieter- came t.o
see me tonig'mz anc. gave me lnror mazcn about an e>:tensive
plan of the MA IN coup d'etat...

7- On Juig 17, 1980, Esracni. Khomeil-u's so---im-iaw,
came, and cnr-cug h~m 1inFormed Khcmelni about -he neuwly
otcaire. irrmaticn.

6- On J iS 1, R8. evolzilcar ?C-oseCU:D en87&i
sucaoeonaec '\olar_ , and I;-.r-i was nct For my quicK and subtle

:oy zF !:t J- isester isq given to -1as.; Forca

.ae7
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reaction, Ncbari would have iusen imprisoned and th-e ;Fst
phase of~ tie -Plan- wouid have been parzt4aliy completed.

9- an July dO, 1980, two member-s of' the iajlis, Mir.
Anvari and Dr. !Thamtan, came tco see me. A~nvari had resigned
because of the terrorising atmosphere in the N11jis. ! talked
to mhem about the "Secret deal" and wrote in tne column, '.

1. told him we have act soon and Fast, be-Fare ... this
devilish Plan is implemented...,

10- On JulW 22, 1-360, 1.wr-t, ".. Foreign Mlinister
came anda brought new repor-ts anour an extensive conspiracy
against the Repuz-Iin. which concuxes wizi nr-evicusiy gathered

I- snouid ac- znat. o3r-cr zo Fassanclidehi meeting, I
hiad reached an agreement with the ieacers of LFP on tbe
choice of prime ministe. Was 1,t mrely an accident thlat they
negated on their agreement upon th-e return of Fassanbiaeh
From N1acr_4d. If Fassandiden had not :"eturned wi-th a rpoa
from Reagon camp, a pr-ime minister who was congruent wimh the
Pe5ident, along wit", a Centrei BanK gvernec whlo is his
appointee, would have been the best combination for resolving
the hostage problem wizn Cartr Administration. AcCCording~ to
our C~onstitution ap- foreigni agreement must be signed b4-the
President or his authorizec regresentative. Buc since they
had made the "Secret Deal", they needed a pr-4me minister and
a Central Bank governor who would act without the President's
knowledge.

On ju1U 27, 1260, .acttended in the ilajiLs, and informed
the members that .1 hao reached an agreement wi n zhe IRF
leaders an zhe choice of prime minister, whic- was5 Later
negated ny $them. It is interesting that tney Cid not even
accept any member of their own partzg chat I suggested but
was not in totai opposition to me,

12- On August _ 7, 138C, 1 aced, wiuth ,lhmaa Khomeini,
a Revoiucionary Council meeting. in that meeting, Benaenzi
as~ed me t-- write a note that " .. ifF we 5a-,ve tne nostage
pr-oblem, gou must nor criticise us... ". I toi him, in- turn,
to write a letter thatc theg resolve it in accordance with the
terms de-lin'eated in the "S3cenario" already agreec uro~n byj
President Carter aria myseiC.

Since that -5cenario-" no new event naa taKen Place,
except one; Passanodiden's meeting in ilaac~c. rfl t:-uq~st _17
meeting of tine Revclutinary Counci., We tU!Kao about. :hre
Secret- Ceai' arc Ghotbzaden caid rnern. ' jc ..entz wrong anck

maid tne Z"ea-l" nut trere is rtie Co r-eturn ana Cor-ect .iz:."
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'te aiso -:oia them that, . . -.q nforma.:.on wie Ina'e is mnuchl
More eXtdr~lbVE that goU Can imaginee.,

iFf Fassanaideh Mauc rcuj. n a proposal 6rom C:arta7
miflstat~nwhy did Sehe~nt: reed me --o uwrl-e s.*ucn a

letter? If n-e Was t;aikirg about a deal wlt1- ater,
ccnstitutilnally I was tn~e on!LY one tuitfn~ autzO2.0AtU to
sign the agreemenrT.1 othe ,jaro-c. Beneshti had no authority
to negotiate Tin resolve t:he stagee prz;ziem anc e couid not
negtiate with ca:rer Aanunictrati'On. Then uwi-ac re~oiutlofl OF
hostage problem. and what -orntacts, i-,e was t:aii±ng ajour.?

16 tneW ;iad not. made a 'Secret Uea-i' 'i-;-i an _ no~ficiaL
grop n zte J-.,, then what. was tne --easof E-or so~eone. uwith

no forma-laitc-iy like Beheshti., -= aSK MR to _Jrite Suchl a
letter?

!--- The zame dag, Ghimbzadeh wro2_ a i-zte t-Ia 1 i~s,
concluding, 'We have irlfo.r-ation chat rn HmreiCan RepublIcan
Party, In crder to- win Z'He upcoming elcriOn, is tr 0-g vr
naro to Ce~aQ tna resolution cF hostage prciem ufltll.- arter
the L;,5. pr-esiderntiai electicn...

TbereCfore it must be clear now that ali inFormazion
(hotbzadaeh had been giving me, since my meeting ~t
Passandicieh, w~ere2 about the efforts OF- . .. American
Republican ?ar'zu to aeiay tile resolution oF hostage problem
untrI- after cne (US. ores Idantla! election.

P~t- 'Dn Beu 15.-80, a j.ecter by Mmmers Of tj.5.
Congra~s, acdre~sec to !j~, us~s reac or the Ica~r ot
ialils. rpc reaCrq tris .trter, Rarsanjanl, zees~rc the
laalis. i',Lstrecd e-iht crimes o:f rtie unitedi S_ azes' _ n Iran.
Cr-imes number one and two were, respectiveiy. , f reezing or

rainassets-, anid blockingg the sni ' ment Ote militarg
equicmenL anc space parts, already palc ror..

however, on october E3, 1380, onlu one moflt, arter
,,qs lnvaeion, and wnen tise war was 1nteT1516gn- anaC We

were oadiw in need OF arms ana sparse p arts. RaFsanjani
declared, in an Lnervi.ew given to Le iloride, rthat .we mayl
not want~ the Amer".Car arm5..

If there w~as no -"Ueali wit-h Republicans wnicn assured
them of transfer of arms, wcuic I'_ have oeen possible Tnat
Raesanjani, who inad cailed -b.LCCing the ShIpMeent of MiiitarW
eS(uiirment.. one of the L-igh-t rraior u.S. crimes, to anounce
that ". - we m~ not wanr the American arms "? Ando a-Ct me same
time 5ecr-etlW rciev-.ng American arms through _s-:ae22?
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IE- From cctooer 10, till NovembDer 2, 1980. cne day
before uS. election, due to ±tntone.L oelaing cact-c5
4n Ma. nothing was ofFic.ally tone :o resolve :he hostage
problem. Gn Ccober 31, 1980, Beheshri came to see me
in the war Fr-or. Behzad Nabavi, inisznr of Staza at the
time who signed the so called 'Alerian Declaration- later
on, states, in an article in "Foreign Felation -uarterlW"

3voi. 3, Fail 1990), what Behesnti )ad told Bani Saar in that
meeting; '.,. Imam hna5 been ir this procEss of resolving the
hostage problem and he approves 4t.. .. But there was no
official negotiation at the tirme and everything was halted.
What 'resciution" was he taiiking about. otner than the one
tha: hnad already been secreti mace wicn Repub±-tCans?

T dtci not dicioe wnat Benssnti >|a said simi6 because
Khomeini was so sensitive towarc- i. 2urrnsrmore I had not
get zeiisve that Khomeini was Persorisg Involveb.

i- Cre weex after my meerin g j;it ?assandiEn, 3n Julw
11, 1990, in a letter t-t Khomeini. seo him, K,., is
cehre stiil any doubt .in your mind) tnaz tne ccntenc of that
other tape is reai ant they are using hne hostages For cheir
personal vendetta and consolidation of |cwer?"

On July E5, 1380, I Wrote to apjis, '... the one person
wno must undo the conspiracies in this period af crisis...
must not be sub jected to the atzacks of those wno wish to
repeat the 153 coup d'etat at any price.... and the Speaker
of the Maji.is, personally, worsens the situation as well..".

[1ie i| GODL t1 ze £e~.ulc of a secrett dea'" between

the Palhlavi Ccurt, US. ReoubiiLcan ;Cministcauion, and the
British Ccnservative government; This was the First time,
pucii.cg, T had accus~o Rafsanjani and his ccconsPiVators i"

the :RF Jar setting the stage for a CCUo d@er 5 lmiiat to
the 1953 coup - i.e. through a 'Secret Deal' XiTh J.S.
RapuDliza Part.

To tate. none off these people, Khomeil, Mis son,
Ras5anjani, and others , ever denied making the 'Secret
Deal". Ln Fact on Nov. 3,1980. the dag of U.S. election,
Rafsan ani b'd openly, stated on tne ffoor oo ra.1is, that
We wiil be toid, in the fuu-re, tnat we were zne cause or

Reagon's victory."

On tne same day I .4cote.

Page 10 o1 i
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1: . remember taht B months ago 1 told them that
I cannot accept the responsibilitY of changing the

psycnioogy of American people to violence and inter-
ventionism.. . ."

"...and I think that Reagan will win the election, not

as Republican vs. a Oemoccat, but as the symbol of the

change in American people's psUchologY. A eew days ago

I told my associates that the decision about hostages

HAS BEEN MAOE TO BE RESOLVED at a time and in a manner

that woui not help Carter rather in 6act work against

him. I think my conclusion, based an my long experience

about the psychoogy of' western socities, due to mu

living there and my studied in that Eleid has been

proven correct.'

:he next day, i wrote to Khomeini, .. tod you, on
sevecai occasions. that Reagon's victory .n tne election i5
cantamont to the change in the psychology of American people,
ana that it is very dangerous For the man kina. Now it is
c04ear that his election has exactly the same meaning."

Note that I used the same phrase here, "change in the

psychoicgg of American people", as I had used In the Column
on the day I met Passandideh, Ln July, when he told me about
the proposal by Republicans.

Now one should asK oneselE whether all the events and

Facts I have lLsted atove could have taken place. if the
Americans who met Passandideh in Mladrid, while under the
CC'VER of represert4ng the 5tate Oepartment. hao not accuaiiW
sent Cre Reouniican orooca.a to Khomeini?

Whilst 1 talKed and wrote 5o extensive±y, based on what
Fassandihn had toid me. wouldnt it nave 5wFiced Khomeini
.it1 i A6Qer5 7-0 tfloig toii me tnhat tney nad negotiated

'uIth Carter repeenatives. instead cf ail they nave done,
iE Passanoidah nac actually met with representatives of
Sar-ter Admiistration?

an uld cne closes his e as and disregard ail these han
ana Qn~iSP-uj9b ) Facts. W|1tn |ooQ |nC0MiQus. to .cover up this

juqZojanq to exonerate Reagon and Busr?
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rt-P L±-f . OST"GiE;5 . mUMiiNO7 E~~~~ANI Sr',ijR
wOULD H-vE BEEN !1i-LSIB5IBL7 ,lTHCUi

5'CRE i Ur_.- ' -Ti REA ,HN

"I R@_ud- i_Q.Z z4enare Q-UI'UMM i I" Led'5 KeOrCt on Octc+ber

"-UuJJE-i t Rui WLR-dL L) .mert oE AMerican
ctmn to irnn via iroac.

The Report zon-irms thei 1hoC*t after R0C09r came to
Power, American dumb were shipped to I'at. 1, lhis respeCt
Zrere arE 50mU |muL-LaiiL EactS ir the R-:au'z7t c t:'8ta C need to b
sm nhs i zed:

I- Haig 5ay5 LhMu Ctez obtained R,.,gon'z approval,
wiLtc.jur hi ,.'iuwitd!ly , (ilien 5a_5 th-at !fai g  Obtained

- dVT tHi 6WU\/dij tir-ougt ack d:rc;

E- t,--izartion Cot- F 'i =Pere PartC5 wcrIc iz=uod after
LtL..t-| Vlng :1 1 i.ucriri tdat SUVitL5 WeCe :0 gi'.1o i 2 ranks
O.o lraq ;

3- U.5, -I-cicu regr-coirg trerscer oE CLtro t: lcaLS w8
|-.ongcd ii- O~| 10591,

'- DUe tO U.S, arms embML'Yu Of &ran, Khumcini had to
turn r-o 1reei For aprcr p3aro.-

L11 Lriit -=:Liuli uf L'!ii Reioort, lik the part reyiard ng
Fit ' ,meeting in llac-id, IL Ll0j not the event by
itiah Lh L L . d±,L L].a GdU9f-= D'- the event. "n Eacc io

ha_ L5 in ofntr dijulUl iLl7 other- one5. The Reoort is
tOailiy incoherent, did Lhut- uilmuiO05 :he tru c. [,

lirnD-lci u U6 u!iiyliy~~1 event. indepentlj, -:hey zero put
Uuth|teI'TrL ..-UY,..IL , lity xouio have explainoc the entirO
trurAh compicto ..

However;
a) 5undti- lTiveLiuiLiui, lJnvetiuation), Knaws that

Khuii,,iui wuuli iave not turned to I5rae1 euto atl--ally. Thus
L]lj qdliLL ijiat Iran w5 Sodes0erat in need Of |OrC
WJdLLt JL fOtced KlIomini to =urn to :5erei.

) (ib pdL' uf I!iL|i 5' "eripherai Str-ategLj O4
bui ding ailia17ce5 with ntr-.t bU T iuntrie5 or-de-,rig I5rael 5
enernei;

Pl To "otorect z. r'emdiriirg member n Iranian Jewish

conimuit~o'

PJe i nF i2
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Extended Page
i ) T0 Mul I LklifI uL 11'a m .L zr~y ba. etwern iran ann

iraq whicn was deing uetercorated -W Soviet delivery of T-?2
tanKS tn Traq.

Let me addre-s t.nesm =i-Lmnecus Czoimo inI the Report

a) Khomeini turning to ir-SB:

i) The wat L -ILh Iraq 5marted hir September £960. if
obtailnlri -o$Jd-C U'-LLS, ,id5 5o imporctant COnt Cor-ucn Khomoini

Lu Luf"n to 15rael. why )h-d )h at,or -eeasod the hostages
ea'i ier to get ' -an'5 m1i LLLU equipment arid scarce Darts fron
the U.5. thaL eiret airsacly paid Cu-? If Khomeini ha lie5ctsed
thMe nOStages, t17e trIrbca-go .uir- have ! b-Leenl ifi'tedk and there

Wou.n have beer, r'u V1ee5 to turn to israel' !

a) the ITTurL-maLi,:-, L=YCLj.,.-. Soviam intention to dclivor

T-72 tanks to iraq it -uLaU-- rai5e. It neither conjures with
Lhei development of- t.e war, . t7 UUM-",joveroer I U1960 i.i I t-wuo
moRnrth5 befut'e Li ucau l~re, tranian ar-rmed, forces havc
alWaY5 had Lhe uppl. du,,G u\,'5L thE :Zfaqi rocco,). rios with
buvIVL FuulCu at the tL. I -ite time, the Soviet5 were
prupusiny co us 'an agremeinu uri ruhe 5curity of the Persian
Ju|", bovieL moassaoor cFtscialIiy Informed u5 Lirat they ha6
told the irau±-J uIhU wuuLU ,tC Zelive- c-y drems to icaq

decau|ti uf thelc aggsc55on aTu i3. turn t7hey ir-. prepared
to uivC uo aorrorsivo ar5.
bDt.JLPfmIUe fE, 1550 ColumT .. soviet AmbasseQor came..,o
did have arl eerCisv disCUs55io. lie gaVe ne t!ne ccanocript5
oE 5addam Hu-bet7in deputy's meetiriy wiuir Soviet OaCicial5 In
liUbU[UW. III Liti5 :ein1;7g 5ovi.r. atfiuiio tui =d.he Iraq o of
their di5sptJ-Uvd Of tite aggres5ionT , Urid LsKOC them to end
cheir offce,-sive war. in 11i metIng, a5 We±. a5 in the
otenr5 chat ourmued, Saviet Amba5ador- WmPIrablzed that Soviet
Uriiui will tUL Jeiiver ally arms to iraQ.
October 10, 1580 Column; .,. riyoian tmbaiador., told me
L}IlL. -&V5L |rILa|,auur -, Aj giers has told Miger-lan govonmeari

LrrEL Lray jil1 _ 
not give an arms to 1raci..

t u]ber" di. 1S00 Column; , . ,:zuvieu mnDassdar .- informed ira
tnac Tarlq mziz we !,I rJ.-ubuu L10 65K0C the Soviet5 for armn,
ano his request 'ia5 r JeuLEci. he y j ovye r-- nbassador %aid
thal. L was the Ameican5, arid ruL Lhle 5oviet5, t.hat
t)crnuaied fraq to attaduk uou.

Ilo3reover', at the Line, hirv was ra-t inl the rositLoln to
risk the F-- fightt- ayirsL iaqi .anKs. we did poses ancL
tank lelicuLijUr5; arid IF we needed any 5care partS, tho nced
for helicopter 5parC p-"t'uA, a5 Well as anTiL t-flK MisslIeS,
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were much greater and v:taL utul the --pare Parts 70r F-arsas

That IS un1 I hacl reoeaceulA atiKted thle Italian" emoassador For
these heliccauLur eiea'te l ut. 6110 -, hu keoD on tcilng me,

Relase tile fostage.5 -nr we *CilI give You 'the 5par-u
art5.i immictliaeLy . rI muuLcanc% Ofr a1. hoWever. ,.,jaS

cne fact trat, 1LU4 had cii itiven1tor Of tank5 many timCo as
iarge as oeus. 7n a tee to Khomeinij, uri Novemoecr 9 . 0,

t 5nated the number oE ou- Lafr.s inl the KhuzesuaTi C:'ont aS



H Xte±ndted Pilge
- atea Lne number or Our- LUdIA L11 L. h NJl ~e=uatiMl LILA-=

iarge- Z15 Z~o thL~ tr s o ZhMa 5hrteG9 of saarc part!
as well as carnaqo5, r-heir, nrMMOe5 hiddL~ ~it:Ln-ed e-Ven Further.
WnereFlore, 1E zhrej- watj jju --71-nt;LMnn Of KeCPjngj te
iicaru 3ali -M cans should have shiojoed heiuut

anld tanKs Sciar-e__arts,_a Z15 Wfl as anti an m~e5. rather
than- F-q onc naCC)rts.

LU51liji Jjjja L5E.1, one wet:.-, 'LaOre the rocping COUD
OdEtt 'Coup', IL-dil 11iLL pcoloaroo tlr-ce Iri1i.tary piano"%. ZCo

1;8 Eeeutea immLejdLtey, In~ case- .9acdar Hu55ein did not agree
withi Lhe proposals of the Put-=iyti ;ninistat-s off four members

of heI NUTT-f-M ±ijned Co0nferl7(aTUU. .mjlo-l ;3*00 ZII iran was on
thE Dofens15vU, dTICd thus Was in :iu ri: i- c[ F-~± m rjre locrto t-o
raIB1tain, t7-0 rn~iILkL-y !,a1iance' dairl--L i-le tanks, -

3; BLT Lii Knorel andJ Lrie 3LuULtl1 Ci'o Len5c --oun~il, (SDC i,
!-'d diUCePteC trns lprorJ5aj LiQ LmA foJu1 'don- 'igne1 For-e i gn

_!. ".1JL~kiiV !IOS~e tf nMEt .. JL kt:L Zo it EIS W8J. heIfl

,Loreign M111i±17tPwS Wer-5 tuE Lretur to Tluirai' on Julle H. -:96-1

no1'Jver-, trany uWarE toicl oT-1r LU om evi-i before I wa5 deloosec
as ztrie L01rmallciet In LrTJ1-l:P of ~ -urntic rorc~ t5 P . Q_

-LR3ICLS Or - tne L5idMic Rr6uoiu Party, ~ Ke ht h
.- . Whaz oc zn LUouQ uaz (UO ni to 00 execut,9c by

i :Tritjflfll tl-e -,dyt rto come. pnfu c1_ti-e four foreign
ministers -ia coiie to 'Jenran, dh'=z~LhaCduled. and announced

tile enc of --Me war, trhe2,-P wuu-jid tMa've been neithrz) anu4
-00SS1-iiiitUj forte !-.u, nor anu need ffui Khomeini to turn
,C bsradi.

".osequentig, on dune Lt.iS51, 11 wr-ote an upwi L-tter,
L'nicr was i-ead on thle iuutv ur i;ajlis,boy mrrhacid
ullaZanfarpour-. maemnner off fldj~ib because -Jr was conuored cn
-ad.LO, 'IV, and a-IllulIwsporint5), wiuv I told tho Iranian

oeo~e.nave toliU you, 1ralnial pe~ople. tLhat thney arc
execut-ing a "Creeping Coup arEtat', anid I have dwtcribed its5
ciLterent zinases. 5U Fi4L t.hey have piuceecked tho way I havc
explained, ana now theW cli tryillg to Mompiete the lavt
phase, to uep~ose me from Lfl TDr85idenuTLy aild to take fry .IiEc.
If they arE SUCCESEUi irl tt-- .7orcs. trle FtO±lwiflg

raeveiopmenZ5 5r--di- Ldr 1ace;. . .. Cke 1MIDUSCa w.* LIF
S-.QjI I r i -i rr, ri F- tr mi r r e- eoLtion o E both
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impiumre:LdLiOn of J.S. uuiicLa in t-o ,idie East uill be
DrecareCt. rnG as u have ujitnes5d ±n .01 case oF hs0tagoo,
:ney 4Uculd Lzu A zomelled 1u-Lu bvlitttohcheru

condition5 Of sUrrenclerIT) Live! -. 'Y: snouid be- inf-crmed
tnMat the four c:-BUigl mini5ter5 . .. brought a prcponai that
IraC: rorCeS WL1 PuLilbaUk iiLu .he Iraqi Lerlitory. . . and a
ncn-mliltarizeU zone wii do Created on UuL' aio!5 ''OF the
corder)l, ano all tifut-.,ices shall be rSot.ved through
di1-omatlc c1annes. . . F utftignj ministers were Co L'etUrn
to Tehran) on June 5: 1OwevWi- Lhy changed their 9=heduic

cueR to the SI1L~dLiUT1i uurl LCuntry. qy ao rc Ln Lhe
ucs; miiita osi L cn we have evr oqn _since the start of

wnar was off te Opinion that, IF L11ky tet --; ftlone, tuitn a
numbEr of Specr.acu.ar vi ;Lar'ies in tne front. In adoMLiun7 tn
wi~nning nE! Wat-, Ue woUlo >IdVtI U~ibLU~tCO te0 U. =lans -

t-e region. . Tiuc is - 5tate uf uuF ,r, ili|a Situation,
I I . we srail se row thVs 51tuaiui W-1_ cnanga .. ,SLtsC rd
droCtheVS. . !f. beEOre i S Co iLe. uOU donoL reist this
desnaoIsm a"M __ct ,.id uC be,"re it .' e
consouioatec_ i.tsel this dictatoueip will be comuleteiy
connected with ~creLgn domniri_ ut,. and wventuail6 what 1

ay.f_.rec:czed L.aLoove/, and even worse_ will 21egp to wgo. '

Thut-ffUL,. hut Unly we wa- at our zitrongost position,
since the 5tart of the LUL-, we were aL Li'S brink of peace.
Theu staged tne Coun' in urder to conLiinue thle war. khomeini
was cecieved to believe that the U.s., dritish, and Israeli
gover-nmbtits wanted the drawd CL Iraq. as no did.

Before june 15i. At-fat reasoneE with Knomreini that it
15 a deception ano their redi ubjective is to prolong thc
war. rathi.r tnan an Iranian VicLUy. .nment did not listen.

b' Israeii motive:

±) in theU tiLrS nire months uF the war, whiio I uas chc
Presioent, and EhoLbu~aeh wa5 the Furuii rinicer, there was
no E star to te r-niity Jiewih community" in icon. in
tdCt Most the arm douiurs we dealt wiLIT wure Jews. And it is
a lie toU UINUL11 WetL Itlot5di mmotiveO waS to ... .orotct..
,.wih community in Iran'.

E) t| fJL" re1L MpIWcLd. . rcregy', Urn fact 0F tho matr
is nat it had Deen ImolemeriLet! UfuLe the Revolution, whilc
rne 5na wa5 iii puwer, and it was abunconed with the victory
or Lne Revolution. InI fri;UL Byi!i, th Prime (,iinist-r ob
israel, leuL [IIJCdLCYJ 5tatd that , . , , israml z.j r-eo major
ioser of Tarian revuuLlur;i... aid, ... we must c-ttCO this
revotutien by in~tUJTriL, db, wtell as excr-rriti, wars. Poloaino-
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thie '!.g.Thzrag warIs L-rae a o2nc-aAo e S9lO
t,e'c itn e can For . war -ln t cama to ar en.
un several DccaSiun, -2 Chu ,Olumns, discussed Begin~s
uO.l5tlO, d-G argueC tnar, acuui-ingiy, brirlging tho war tO
an en1, a5 expeclitlou5ig wE p55ibie. iS Or groarest
nuvantage to our Country,

Recenrz., ;ir[s, -BLUJIOL a: , inim-e of dCFonse has
teStliriB. a ioer oat. tfhat. |.pau-aiPCdr-'., lE2ngin22g
the Iran-Irao "ar I,.as to Cne atv.inta W? 2Lvitair an well a
tfe stand we faciiir atd the me45foCr iU2'sC__jgJ nationn.

Was dpoSIlng tie It-wiian r-Ersi'Ult, who wa5 against tLhp
cont.inuation of the war, one or t-hese means? Aril ow atout
giving to botn sides ct rne cnllct 5ufiuient amount of
arms toU La.)sure d Vj,LLL *Q 1tnr

dign: after the keagarn vicuorL il Lthe elcolion, all of 8
5udoen, the Faction wno mace rne Dea±' wiLth Reagan camp.
started to aovcate for a Lonu war. That 15 why f-om that daw
on, i bad continuously argued. the Cciumn, agailnmt
prcoonging tre war ano comparec tre positiu.,,i oF those who
auvocaten it with tnose c& israel and the u.S. and I warned
against trem. Dn November 7,I580, Coiumn, I accused Reagan's
faction to wause the war, anu emonasizec tiHL uontinuing tflc
Jiar is Lu Lie aovantoge or the U.S.

i1 those oays, neitner L.liw Bcitash Dofense tiin.ster ra
testified, nor wLe transcrion ot L.S. Hmmnssaaoors voting
wit 5aaaam nhcssii ?u ienM nudjished or-i I I

Thererot-e. :ne fatiL. rn-at ru'iz4 Rsagc-n, Tatcher. ann
depin, art coricoroed on, 1 .e. ruIungatlon or the war, is a
much stronger explanation of wnat has ctualy happened,
rather than newlg C-hLeo, 5OULiC. and unraiateo
explanations anti event Ut t otgtIer in rhu Report to cover
up thm trLirn:

cJ ChangOe ot u.5. u.i_,i towr-Us ran in Jul_..1:

The Raort totally dist-egaros the fact tihmt just prior
to the change in U.S. policy In July 1561, theret: was a -Coup
d'Etat' in iran wnich resulted in the ral of a PresidtuiL who
was running the war unt:lA June 10, 1151B. a it just an
MCIUiDEN: that tl15 change in poilcw, arl(i Lhe Clow of arms to
Ivan. took piace right after ris ral f!rcm tresideriu-y i'ost
oefinitelU not: decause ne was vehemeIlLig agaInst prcologin
the war, and oe of the reasons Cor the "Coup" wu to be abie

2 age u cf iF
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decidled .~l1 July 13~81 , .ali 8CtIVILiCZ [Or C-Cociv.~Ing the
prob.emi -ad restarted in tniti month.) utinq -the I-omtasgen .
agaiSt Carter' Lul~d be in an uricumpromicsii contradiction
1.iit;l another part. ce the Reporz; i..e. t, numini .ou.Ld not have
autnorized his nepnew to nFegot1SZ0 WiL11 tLne rapre-ae-tativas
ce Larter mdmrli~tration; ilive~ora, , fe izdrlid meeting wa5
acrvualli -withl i.ne emi5581-1U! OU' the Reagan CamD.

t If hIi needi Cor MiiLi Ld Y equi10MeTsl_! Mano ZPMe Qar-S

wer 5 SerIOUs Zhat EorceU KhoMeirij Lu accept the denrggr cr
turning to lsrael, ( I shail exoiain whiy L1hi5 MonmLituted trie
greatest canaer to n Im tihy Lid he nor teke :the camier
Patti anTd insisted on getting wnat .iran ned already pa± For
trorn the Carter idmirjsrrati1OTVr Wny 'Tafatabail didl Ict press
t:nB Matter' as WarrenI LnrlStOpher saia., Kuage '_:O OF the
Re ' ort), or Mfly Cid 'tnle 17a"BIie1 ltaL zn- armn issue dri~t
out off the talkCs', as RuLer ;Jwer said,,.pag2 30 u-_ t-e
Report )?

LLoyo Cutler, former, Whitu House --uutisel, theorised
that a Qeal withv the Lart.er Atminisrratiur1_Lefore then
WOUla h8aVe eX0o5eC them to UUmt.L1C attaCK5 LrOml Lhu Car-

-right mul-afls and V-urn (-ULuiha5een Dani-Sadr ... who
strenuously opposed the .;eai the CUL-Ler O-dmiii5tr'atiol
corncluteC ..n JanuarW 1551, ualling it execciveig Favorahis to
the ].5.",

H~a tne investiqdLiUT1 Js).eCj mre in wr-iting.,oince they
ciaim Vhey nan limited Ct'aveling uut-iuLization), I would have
coicd t-hemnZ a Ibd 013possoRC rt-3 ctj:Lj ILuitrh tr'c LUere[
minii strat ion .Lecau~mo*

i) _,'eu~ nad rot cgULLell t-h, release of miltarg
equipment5 ano spare mar.-Ls, or for L!1aL IT~atner ianTI arms cr

ISUL'U pars i
1.1) I ieu dia nIOL tVdVe aii Iu' H~te: reicaseci; and .

fact thaw !lave inflicteU a great _o55 Lu our Countrg; and I
regained the agreement. as warren Cnri-,Luuier' ctoes.,.p, 3 7 of:
Lhe Report,, a mmiur concession bg Iran"; and

i.iJi Signing the "Algav.an Declarat~iun' was ill violatiOn
cXC the COn~timtution.

Anld ba5ed un these three pCint5 I Filed a law si
against Rajaii. the Prime Iliniiter, as WW11 B5 Behizad Nabavi.
11inisr-er of btate, who signed Lne 'Decaration'. Ti1=teEore it
is a ile to "theorise- that thty dild not ask the Carter
Administration for ar-6 aiid tpace partS beCeuse choV were
concerned aofout, ddn1-5adr'5 opposition. j!' fact ir the
t~ad anu ccrioen about OUJiUL io ~o nli !Ihu
had Lo insist on theam n ndCors _qQi rat

havte!!MSdL=C the releaue-cf'L
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-iuLil in Iettr-5 tm Knlmrxli. B5 wu.L. o Lin the Columnl,
I vocd mu =bjettiofl5 repeatedly.

On OilLLiter lo. itiio' tiiw tjne cay the negotiation with
Carter Ab~mirli5ttn3Liun colia05BU ur~III-' ZI-10 Cer-:iOn daw. by
4CCIDENT again, Khomeini., 'In Ciear vioi~ltlon of' lu UfllltitL-
zion. appo-Iitea tile Spesp.eu uilt L.)ild15 and two members or

l aJlis. toC ithe 50C. 5g ACEIZ-ENE again, in ttha First
meeting Of tile 51C, one of L.1fleni ttiuggested that trne Chairman
of tre 5CC ne selected fz-onl Llin. nmbje: OCi the £iDC again- in
ciear violation off the Constizuticn ULdl- appo.1nt!5C."e
,,1r.stdenr of tile h~uubl-,t ci Chai-rman. when r'e made thc
sugge5tiuni, 1ask~ed him if tMy dLe Ma~lng thle Pteperation
fczr a ijeal wJir Carter s t-iv--il III ZI-115 Mee10t .Ing Reftianjani,
Knameeii,and ?ajull oromissedl tc; i-u-e tile hostage problem
!n a manner ct,- dii UL)!a-LcCes Oe rE-MC'ieo tCr MUC at'mcC
ELIEUCe to be abie ::3 MerL L-)iuL nee05 rain forei,,n saurcen.

In nar- ~±.J~oumI -emi~iuec tn em r."aC on the first

cr second meeting oF r_!te SDI: L!Ity .a r .IZt-Oiis5ed to Provido
uut.Sice sources Eor our' _T.ji:iV-Li neeC5. AL3 tsir -nuvc ir no.

ot: Lj.b. Lortgrpss to the memaer5 Lar U18e iia..LiS, PRfar)jali

ca", ea ,ina ziCCcking at riliLeLy dI_4LirMenC. arnd tric --pare
part.. one of the eignt rnaijur i-.5. Cr-irnee against Iran.

Later, on OCrober de. avid EB, L580. Raf-=qjani, and Rajaii,
Changed tneir Positiovi miuddeniw., UTILI finrouncod that Iran

does riot neeO "merican ars This change Pi Lheir positionl
was not rceCau5U Of ijani-Siaur- S OPP351Itui to th-e so caliied
'Aigeriar Decirazion; nom oni6 drii 5adr was vehmen1tly For

receiving tie arms, a5 we~ll as enditl'i Lile War, bDut therC twoe
not even any agreement Withn the Cartwu t-Wminietration yec.

moreover, L.he twio factiUTlb Jidt 5ur-Caced after tho
LOup', Ear rigil: muilah5 ar)U Llie 'moderatems", bei',mngod to

tne same factioni, contr-ary to (LutIWL-' a rroneous '"theory".
6eriesnzi, iFaEtri dnl, and orthWe-=, 'had repearted1W said, both-
in the 118Jl2.5, a5 well as in tire mudia, that we arre all
together in teline In~am, dani Sadc is on thie opposite
5idw and agairn: "the! lifle at" Imam"

Piwld iL it* UieaC. tnat if Nhorrein3. woo in Favor aF
using the h-uurtages ... against Carter- in JuIL 1900;

4 L) he could 'lor. have 5en1Lt i.!± neonew to negotiae with
Carter fdminirtratior;

1-i) he tid not ask for miiiLtiV6 equinmeflt and moarc parts
fffEom Larter mdmr~i5LvULion aeCaUUse Uf t*ore aoSitiCin of Bani
5Tndir and. cthivs.

in Li].'6 Lat*Z. .jhdt .uas il.z -eamonc3~ Eor tur-ni.'g to lisraei

for ar-r'i. Piqueaa Off abK TIU L11= Certer i4Mmni,_qratjon'?
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July 1980
Casey and Hashemi Summary

TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY

1
W. Casey New York

Metro
W. Casey London

2
W. Casey London
CYRUS HASHEMI

IN LONDON
AND MADRID

3
W. Casey London
CYRUS HASHEMI

IN LONDON

FRIflAY

W. Casey Paris
W. Casey London
CYRUS HASHEMI

IN LONDON
(LIKELY)

5qATT IRFnAY

5
W. Casey Paris
W. Casey New York

Metro
W. Casey Wash. D.

C. Metro
CYRUS HASHEMI

TO NEW YORK
FROM
LONDON

6 7 8 9 10 11 12
W. Casey New W. Casey Wash. D. W. Casey Wash. D. W. Casey Los W. Casey Los W. Casey Detroit

York Metro C. Metro C. Metro Angeles Metro Angeles Metro Metro
W. Casey Detroit
W. Casey Los

Angeles Metro

13 14 15 16 17 18 19
W. Casey Wash. D. W. Casey Detroit W. Casey Detroit GOP CONVENT-

C. Metro Metro Metro ION,
GOP CONVENT- GOP CONVENT- GOP CONVENT- DETROIT,

ION, ION, ION, MICHIGAN
DETROIT, DETROIT, DETROIT,
MICHIGAN MICHIGAN MICHIGAN

20 21 22 23 24 25 26
W. Casey New York W. Casey Wash. D. W. Casey Wash. D. W. Casey Wash. D. W. Casey Wash. D. W. Casey Los W. Casey Los

Metro C. Metro C. Metro C. Metro C. Metro Angeles Metro Angeles Metro
W. Casey Los CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI

Angeles Metro IN NEW YORK IN CONN.

27
W. Casey San

Francisco Metro

W. Casey Los
Angeles Metro

CYRUS HASHEMI
IN CONN.

28
W. Casey London

Metro
CYRUS HASHEMI

IN NEW YORK/
CONN.

29
W. Casey London

Metro
W. Casey New York

Metro
W. Casey Wash. D.

C. Metro
CYRUS HASHEMI

IN NEW YORK

30
W. Casey Wash. D.

C. Metro
CYRUS HASHEMI

IN NEW YORK

31
W. Casey Wash. D.

C. Metro
CYRUS HASHEMI

IN WILTON

App. 0380
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August 1980
Casey and Hashemi Summary

TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

1
W. Casey Los

Angeim Metro

SATURDAY

2
W. Casey New York

Metro

3 4 5 6 7 8 9
W. Casey Wash. D. W. Casey Wash. D. W. Casey Wash. D. W. Casey Wash. D. W. Casey New York

C. Metro C. Metro C. Metro C. Metro City Metro
W. Casey New York W. Casey New York CYRUS HASHEMI

City Metro City Metro IN NY/CONN.

10 11 12 13 14 15 16
CYRUS HASHEMI W. Casey Chicago W. Casey Wash. D. W. Casey Wash. D. W. Casey Wash. D.

NEW YORK TO Metro C. Metro C. Metro C. Metro
LONDON W. Casey Wash. D. CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI

C. Metro IN LONDON IN LONDON IN NEW YORK
CYRUS HASHEMI

IN LONDON

17 18 19 20 21 22 23
W. Casey Wash. D. W. Casey Wash. D. W. Casey Columbus W. Casey Wash. D. W.Casey Wash. D.

C. Metro C. Metro W. Casey Wash. D. C. Metro C. Metro
C. Metro

24 25 26 27 28 29 30
W. Casey Los W. Casey Wash. D. W. Casey Wash. D. W. Casey Wash. D. W. Casey Wash. D. W. Casey Wash. D. W. Casey Wash. D.

Angeles Metro C. Metro C. Metro C. Metro C. Metro C. Metro C. Metro
W. Casey Los W. Casey New York W. Casey New York W. Casey Chicago W. Casey New York

Angeles Metro City Metro City Metro Metro Metro

31
W. Casey New York

City Metro

App. 0381
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September 1980
Casey and Hashemi Summary

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY

2
CYRUS HASHEMI

IN NEW YORK
W. Casey Wash. D.

C. Metro

3
CYRUS HASHEMI

IN NEW YORK
W. Casey Wash. D.

C. Metro

4
CYRUS HASHEMI

IN NEW YORK
W. Casey Wash. D.

C. Metro

FRIDAY

5
CYRUS HASHEMI

IN NEW YORK
W. Casey Wash. D.

C. Metro

SA'TJRDAY

6
W. Casey Wash. D.

C. Metro

7 8 9 10 11 12 13
CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI W. Casey Wash. D.

IN LONDON IN LONDON IN LONDON IN LONDON BELIEVED TO C. Metro
W. Casey Wash. D. W. Casey Wash. D. W. Casey Wash. D. W. Casey Wash. D. BE IN LONDON

C. Metro C. Metro C. Metro C. Metro W. Casey Wash. D.
C. Metro

14 15 16 17 18 19 20
W. Casey Wash. D. CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI W. Casey Wash. D.

C. Metro IN LONDON IN LONDON IN LONDON IN LONDON IN LONDON C. Metro
W. Casey Garden W. Casey Wash. D. W. Casey New York W. Casey Wash. D. W. Casey Wash. D. W. Casey Wash. D. W. Casey New York

City C. Metro City Metro C Metro C. Metro C. Metro Metro
W. Casey New York

City Metro

21 22 23 24 25 26 27
CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI

ARRIVES IN IN NEW YORK IN NEW YORK IN NEW YORK IN NEW YORK IN NEW YORK BELIEVED TO
NEWYORK W. Casey Wash. D. W. Casey Wash. D. W. Casey Wash. D. W. Casey Wash. D. IN AM BE
FROM LONDON C. Metro C. Metro C. Metro C. Metro LEAVES FOR IN LONDON
W. Casey Wash. D. W. Casey New York LONDON W. Casey Short

C. Metro City Metro W. Casey Wash. D. HIIls, NJ.
C. Metro

28
CYRUS HASHEMI

BELIEVED TO
BE

IN LONDON

29
CYRUS HASHEMI

IN LONDON
W. Casey Wash. D.

C. Metro

30
CYRUS HASHEMI

BELIEVED TO
BE

IN LONDON
W. Casey Wash. D.

C. Metro
W. Casey New York

City Metro
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October 1980
Casey and Hashemi Summary

TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY

1
CYRUS HASHEMI

IN LONDON
W. Casey New York

City Metro

2
CYRUS HASHEMI

IN LONDON
W. Casey Wash. D.

C. Metro

FRIDAY

3
CYRUS HASHEMI

IN LONDON
W. Casey Wash. D.

C. Metro

SATURDAY

4
CYRUS HASHEMI

IN LONDON
W. Casey Wash. D.

C. Metro

5 6 7 8 9 10 11
W. Casey Wash. D. CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI

C. Metro IN LONDON IN LONDON IN LONDON IN LONDON IN LONDON IN LONDON
W. Casey Wash. D. W. Casey Wash. D. W. Casey Wash. D. W. Casey Wash. D. W. Casey Los W. Casey Wash. D.

C. Metro C. Metro C. Metro C. Metro Angeles Metro C. Metro
W. Casey Los W. Casey Los

Angeles Metro Angeles Metro

12 13 14 15 16 17 18
CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI

BELIEVED TO ARRIVES IN IN NEW YORK IN NEW YORK IN NEW YORK IN NEW YORK
BE IN LONDON NEW YORK OR OR OR OR

W. Casey Wash. D. FROM LONDON CONNECTICUT CONNECTICUT CONNECTICUT CONNECTICUT
C. Metro IN AM W. Casey Wash. D. W. Casey Wash. D. W. Casey Wash. D. W. Casey Wash. D.

W. Casey New York W. Casey Wash. D. C. Metro C. Metro C. Metro C. Metro
City Metro C. Metro W. Casey New York W. Casey New York

City Metro City Metro

19 20 21 22 23 24 25
CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI

IN NEW YORK IN NEW YORK IN NEW YORK IN NEW YORK IN NEW YORK IN NEW YORK IN NEW YORK
OR OR OR OR OR OR OR
CONNECTICUT CONNECTICUT CONNECTICUT CONNECTICUT CONNECTICUT CONNECTICUT CONNECTICUT

W. Casey Wash. D. W. Casey Wash. D. W. Casey Wash. D. W. Casey Wash. D. W. Casey Wash. D. W. Casey Wash. D.
C. Metro C. Metro C. Metro C. Metro C. Metro C. Metro

W. Casey W. Casey New York
Cincinnati, Oh City Metro

26
CYRUS HASHEMI

IN NEW YORK
OR
CONNECTICUT

W. Casey Wash. D.
C. Metro

11/
CYRUS HASHEMI

IN NEW YORK
OR
CONNECTICUT

W. Casey Wash. D.
C. Metro

28
FOR LONDON
CYRUS HASHEMI

LEAVES NEW
YORK

W. Casey Wash. D.
C. Metro

W. Casey Cleveland,
Oh

29
CYRUS HASHEMI

IN LONDON
W. Casey Wash. D.

C. Metro
W. Casey Cleveland,

Oh

30
CYRUS HASHEMI

IN LONDON
W. Casey Wash. D.

C. Metro

31
CYRUS HASHEMI

IN LONDON
W. Casey Wash. D.

C. Metro
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November 1980
Casey and Hashemi Summary

TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

1
CYRUS HASHEMI

BELIEVED TO
BE IN LONDON

2 3 4 5 6 7 8
CYRUS HASHEMI RH CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI

IN LONDON CYRUS HASHEMI BELIEVED TO BELIEVED TO IN LONDON IN
IN LONDON BE IN LONDON BE IN LONDON CONNECTICUT

9 10 11 12 13 14 15
CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI

IN NEW YORK IN NEW YORK IN NEW YORK IN NEW YORK IN NEW YORK IN NEW YORK IN
OR OR OR OR OR OR CONNECTICUT
CONNECTICUT CONNECTICUT CONNECTICUT CONNECTICUT CONNECTICUT CONNECTICUT CYRUS HASHEMI

IN NEW YORK
OR
CONNECTICUT

16 17 18 19 20 21 22
CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI

IN NEW YORK IN NEW YORK IN NEW YORK IN NEW YORK IN NEW YORK IN
OR CYRUS HASHEMI OR CYRUS HASHEMI OR CONNECTICUT
CONNECTICUT IN NEW YORK CONNECTICUT IN NEW YORK CONNECTICUT CYRUS HASHEMI

CYRUS HASHEMI OR CYRUS HASHEMI OR CYRUS HASHEMI IN NEW YORK
IN CONNECTICUT IN NEW YORK CONNECTICUT IN NEW YORK OR
CONNECTICUT CONNECTICUT

23 24 25 26 27 28 29
CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI

BELIEVED TO IN LONDON IN LONDON IN LONDON IN LONDON
LEAVE NEW
YORK

FOR LONDON IN
AM
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December 1980
Casey and Hashemi Summary

MONDAY

1
CYRUS HASHEMI

IN LONDON

TUESDAY WEDNESDAY

2
CYRUS HASHEMI

IN LONDON

3
CYRUS HASHEMI

BELIEVED TO
BE IN LONDON

THURSDAY

4
CYRUS HASHEMI

IN LONDON

FRIDAY

5
CYRUS HASHEMI

IN LONDON

7 8 9 10 11 12 13
CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI

IN LONDON IN IN NEW YORK IN NEW YORK IN NEW YORK
WASHINGTON,
D.C.

14 15 16 17 18 19 20
CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI

IN NEW YORK IN NEW YORK IN NEW YORK LEAVES NEW IN LONDON
TO YORKFOR

WASHINGTON, LONDON
D.C. IN
EVENING

21 22 23 24 25 26 27
CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI

IN LONDON IN LONDON IN LONDON IN LONDON IN LONDON, IN NEW YORK
CYRUS HASHEMI 0837 EST

IN NEW YORK

29
CYRUS HASHEMI

IN NEW YORK

3U
CYRUS HASHEMI

LEAVES FOR
LONDON

31
CYRUS HASHEMI

IN LONDON
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SATURDAY

MODA TUSA ENSA I



1
New York City/

London, England:

Allen & Jolis
depositions; Allen
& Wic
documents.

2
London, England:

Allen & Jolis
depositions; Allen
& WJC
documents.

3
London, England:

Allen & Jolis
depositions; Allen
& WJC
documents.

July 1980
Casey Summary

TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY

4
London, England/

Paris, France:

Allen & Jolia
depositions; Allen
& WJC
documents.

SATURDAY

5
Paris, France/New

York City/Wash.,
D.C.:

Allen & Jolis
depositions; WJC
documents;

Dental records;
AMEX receipt.

6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Long Island, New Arlington, Va: Washington, D.C./ Los Angeles, Ca: Los Angeles, Ca: Detroit, Mi:

York. Detroit, Mi/Los
WJC documents. Angeles, Ca: WJC documents. WJC documents. AMEX receipt.

Inw~ice from The

Creek Country Invoice from
Club; Metropolitan

WJC secretary's Club; WJC
documents, documents.

13 14 15 16 17 18 19
Washington, D.C./ Detroit, Mi: Detroit, Mi: Detroit, Mi:

Detroit, Mi:
WJC documents; Newsweek Article REPUBLICAN

AMEX receipt; Associated Press REPUBLICAN CONVENTION
Associated Press report. CONVENTION
report, REPUBLICAN

REPUBLICAN CONVENTION
CONVENTION

20 21 22 23 24 25 26
Long Island, New Arlington, Va: Arlington, Va/ Arlington, Va/Wash. Washington, D.C.: Los Angeles, Ca/ Bohemian Grove,

York; Washington, D.C. , D.C.: Bohemian Grow, Ca:
AMEX receipt. /Los Angeles, Ca: News reports of Ca:

Invice from The AMEX receipt. accepting $29.4 Trent deposition;
Creek Country AMEX receipt; million check Trent deposition; Smith interview.
Club. WJC documents, from U.S. Treasury, Smith interview;

WJC documents. Bohemian Grove
invoice.

27
Bohemian Grove,

Ca/San Francisco,
Ca:

Trent deposition.

28
London, England:

Murray, Jones,
Chadwick, Funk
& Dalleck
Interviews

29
London, England/

New York City/
Wash., D.C.:

Murray & Chadwick
Interviews

30
Arlington, Va:

WJC documents;
New York Times
article.

31
Arlington, Va:

WJC documents.

App. 0386

SUNDAY MONDAY FRIDAY



August 1980
Casey Summary

TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

1
Los Angeles, Ca:

Allen deposition;
WJC documents.

SATURDAY

2
Long Island, New

York:

Allen deposition &
documents.

3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Arlington, Va: New York City/ Arlington, Va: Arlington, Va/New New York City/

Arlington, Va: York City. Long Island, New
Allen deposition & AMEX receipt; York:

documents. Dental records; WJC & J. Baker AMEX receipt;
WJC documents. documents. WJC & J. Baker Dental records;

documents. AMEX receipt;
WJC documents.

10 11 12 13 14 15 16
St. Charles, It St. Charles, I: St. Charles WWash: Arlington, Va: Arlington, Va/ Arlington, Va:

Washington, D.C.

Fahrenkopf/Biebel Fahrenkopf/Biebel T. Casey depo; WJC documents. AMEX receipt;
interviews. interviews; WJC Fahrenkopf/ DEMOCRATIC - AMEX recpt; WJC WJC & J. Baker

documents. Biebel Intervwis CONVENTION, does; Tom Casey documents.
DEMOCRATIC - DEMOCRATIC - NEW YORK depo.

CONVENTION, CONVENTION, CITY DEMOCRATIC -
NEW YORK NEW YORK CONVENTION,
CITY CITY NEW YORK

CITY

17 18 19 20 21 22 23
Arlington, Va: Arlington, Va: Columbus, Oh/ Arlington, Va: Arlington, Va/Wash.

Arlington, Va: , D.C.:

WJC documents AMEX receipt; gWJC & J. Baker

WJC & . Baker WJC & J. Baker documents. AMEX receipt;
documents, documents. WJC documents.

24 25 26 27 28 29 30
Los Angeles, Ca: Ls Angeles, Ca/ Arlington, Va/ New York City/ Arlington, Va/ Arlington, Va/ Arlington, Vs/ong

Arlington, Va/ Washington, D.C. Wash., D.C.: Washington, D.C. Washington, D.C. Island, New York:

AMEX receipt. Wash., D.C.: /New York CityS /Chicago, IH: /Middleburg, Va:
EAL Shuttle Inwie froma The

New York Tuna Allen deposition & receipt; WJC & J. AMEX receipt; Assoeiated Press Creek Country
article; WJC & J. documents; WJC Baker documents. WJC & J. Baker report; WJC Club;
Baker documents. documents; documents, documents. WJC documents

Kramer Books Tom Casey
invoice; EAL deposition.

Shuttle receipt.31
Long Iland, New

York:

Allen deposition &
documentation.

App. 0387

SUNDAY MONDAY



September 1980
Casey Summary

TUESDAY WEDNESDAY

2
Arlington, Va:

Reagan/Bush
Campaign
documents.

Allen deposition &
documents; WJC
& 1. Baker docs.

3
Arlington, Va:

Allen deposition &
documents; WJC
documents;

AMEX receipt; J.
Baker documents.

THURSDAY

4
Arlington, Va:

WJC documents;
Washington Post
Articles;

J. Baker documents.

FRIDAY

5
Arlington, Va/

Middleburg, Va:

WJC & J. Baker
documents.

SATURDAY

6
Arlington, Va/

Washington, D.C.

WJC documents.

7 8 9 10 11 12 13
Arlington, Va: Arlington, Va/ Arlington, Va/Wash. Arlington, Va/Great Arlington, Va/ Arlington, Va/

Washington, D.C. , D.C.: Falls, Va: Crystal City, Va/ Middleburg, Va/
AMEX receipt; /Richmond, Va: Wash., D.C.: Wash., D.C.:

Reagan/Bush Invoice from AMEX receipt;
Campaign WJC & J. Baker Metropolitan WJC documents; Reagan/Bush Reagan/Bush
documents; documents. Club; WJC Reagan/Bush Campaign Campaign

WJC & J. Baker documents; Campaign documents; WJC documents; WJC
documents. Reagan/Bush documents, documents, documents.

Campaign J. Baker documents. J. Baker documents.
documents; J.
Baker documents

14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Arlington Va/ Arlington, Va/ New York City: Arlington, Va/Falls Arlington, Va/ Arlington, Va/ Arlington, Va/

Garden City, N.J. Washington, D.C. Church, Va/ Middleburg, Va: Middleburg, Va: Middleburg, Va/
/New York City: Associated Press Wash., D.C.: Long Island, NY:

report; WJC AMEX receipt; New York Times
Reagan/Bush AMEX receipt; documents. AMEX receipt; Reagan/Bush report; Reagan/ Invoice from The

Campaign WJC documents; Reagan/Bush Campaign Bush Campaign Creek Country
documents; WJC Reagan/Bush Campaign documents, documents; WJC & Club; WJC &
documents. Campaign documents; WJC & J. Baker J. Baker J. Baker documents.

documents. WJC documents, documents, documents.

21 22 23 24 25 26 27
Baltimore, Md: Arlington, Va: Arlington, Va: Mineola, New York/ Arlington, Va: Arlington, Va/Wash. Short HIlls, NJ.:

Arlington, Va: , D.C.:
Christian Science Christian Science AMEX receipt; Reagan/Bush WJC documents.

Monitor Report Monitor report; Reagan/Bush Long Island Campaign Reagan/Bush
(Anderson WJC documents; Campaign Lighting documents; WJC Campaign
debate). Reagan/Bush documents; Company docs: & J. Baker documents; WJC

J. Baker documents. Campaign WJC & J. Baker WJC & J. Baker documents, documents;
documents; J. documents, docs.; Reagan/Bush Kramer Books
Baker documents Campaign invoice.

documents.

29
Arlington, Va/Wash.

, D.C.:

Reagan/Bush
Campaign
documents; WJC
& J. Baker

documents; Invoice
from the
Metropolitan
Club.

30
Arlington, Va/New

York City:

Reagan/Bush
Campaign
documents; WJC,
J. Baker &

Rogers & Wells
docs.; Associated
Press report.

App. 0388

SUNDAY MONDAY
SATURDAYI



October 1980
Casey Summary

TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY

1
New York City.

Dental records;
WJC documents;
PR Newsire
report

2
Arlington, Va:

Reagan/Bush
Campaign, WJC
& J. Bake
documents.

FRIDAY

3
Arlington, Va:

Rea&mh
Cmpain, WJc
& J. Baker
documents.

SATURDAY

Arlington, Va:

Reagan/ubh
campaign, WJc
& J. Baker
documents.

5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Arlington, Va/Wash. Arlington, Va: Arlington, Va: Arlington, Va/Wash. Arlington, Va/o Los Angeles, Ca: Los Angeles, Ca/

, D.C.: , D.C.: Angeles, Ca: Arlington, Va:
AMEX receipt; Reagan/Bush FBI documents;

AMEX receipt; Reagan/Bush Campaign AMEX receipt; AMEX receipt; Reagan/Bush AMEX receipt;
Reagan/Bush Campaign documents; WJC Reagan/Bush Reagan/Bush Campaign Reagan/Bush
Campaign documents; documents. Campaign Campaign documents; Campaign
documents. WJC documents, documents; documents; WJC documents. documents;

WJC documents. WJC documents. WJC documents.

12 13 14 15 16 17 18
Arlington, Va/New Arlington, Va: Arlington, Va: Arlington, Va/New New York City/ Arlington, Va:

York City. York City. Arlington, Va:
Reagan/Bush AMEX receipts; Lawrence Casey

Associated Press Campaign Reagan/Bush Reagan/Bush AMEX receipt; deposition;
report; Reagan/ documents; WJC Campaign Campaign New York Tnes Reagan/Bush
Bush Campaign & J. Baker documents; documents; WJC report; Reagan/ Campaign

documents; WJC documents. WJC documents; documents; Bush documents; J. Baker
documents. Associated Press Al Smith Dinner Campaign documents.

report. documents, documents; WJC
documents.

19 20 21 22 23 24 25
Arlington, Va: Arlington, Va/ Arlington, Va: Arlington, Va/ Arlington, Va/New Arlington, Va/

Washington, D.C. Alexandria, Va: York City. Washington, D.C.
Lawrence Casey /Cincinnati, Oh: Reagan/Bush /Middleburg, Va:

deposition. Campaign Reagan/Bush AMEX receipts;
AMEX receipt; documents; WJC Campaign WJC & J. Baker AMEX receipt;

Frontline report; & J. Baker documents; WJC documents. Reagan/Bush
WJC documents. documents. & J. Baker Campaign

documents. documents;
WJC & J. Baker

documents.

26
Arlington, Va:

Reagan/Bush
Campaign
documents; J.
Baker documents

2/
Arlington, Va:

Reagan/Bush
Campaign
documents; WJC
& J. Baker

documents.

Arlington, Va/
Cleveland, Oh:

Reagan/Bush
Campaign
documents; UPI
report;

Presidential debate

29
Cleveland, Ohl

Arlington, Va:

WJC documents;
United Press
International
report;

William VanCleave
documents.

30
Arlington, Va:

AMEX receipt;
Reagan/Bush
Campaign
documents;

WJC documents.

31
Arlington, Va:

AMEX receipt;
Reagan/Bush
Campaign
documents;

WJC documents.

_____J II _____JApp. 0389
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July 1980
Unclassified ashemi Summary

TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY

1
NO ALLEGED

MEETINGS ON
THIS DATE

2
CYRUS HASHEMI

LONDON TO
MADRID AND
BACK

(MEETING WITH
PASSINDIDEH)

3
CYRUS HASHEMI

IN LONDON

FRIDAY

4
CYRUS HASHEMI

IN LONDON
(LIKELY)

SATURDAY

5
CYRUS HASHEMI

RETURNED
TO NEW YORK

FROM
LONDON

6 7 8 9 10 11 12
NO ALLEGED NO ALLEGED NO ALLEGED NO ALLEGED NO ALLEGED NO ALLEGED NO ALLEGED

MEETINGS ON MEETINGS ON MEETINGS ON MEETINGS ON MEETINGS ON MEETINGS ON MEETINGS ON
THIS DATE THIS DATE THIS DATE THIS DATE THIS DATE THIS DATE THIS DATE

13 14 15 16 17 1819
NO ALLEGED NO ALLEGED NO ALLEGED NO ALLEGED NO ALLEGED NO ALLEGED NO ALLEGED

MEETING ON MEETING ON MEETING ON MEETING ON MEETING ON MEETING ON MEETING ON
THIS DATE THIS DATE THIS DATE THIS DATE THIS DATE THIS DATE THIS DATE

20 21 22 23 24 25 26
NO ALLEGED NO ALLEGED NO ALLEGED NO ALLEGED NO ALLEGED CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI

MEETING ON MEETING ON MEETING ON MEETING ON MEETING ON IN NEW YORK IN CONN.
THIS DATE THIS DATE THIS DATE THIS DATE THIS DATE

27
CYRUS HASHEMI

IN CONN.

28
CYRUS HASHEM

IN NEW YORK/
CONN.

29
CYRUS HASHEMI

IN NEW YORK

30
CYRUS HASHEMI

IN NEW YORK

_____________ - _____________ 1. _____________ 5

31
CYRUS HASHEMI

IN WILTON

App. 0390

SUNDAY MONDAY

62-IAA - - - ir

I



September 1980
Unclassified Hashemi Summary

11 IRSDAY WEDNESDAY ThURSDAY

2
CYRUS HASHEMI

IN NEW YORK

3
CYRUS HASHEMI

IN NEW YORK

4
CYRUS HASHEMI

IN NEW YORK

FRIDAY

5
CYRUS HASHEMI

IN NEW YORK

7 8 9 10 11 12 13
CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI

IN LONDON IN LONDON IN LONDON IN LONDON BELIEVED TO
BE IN LONDON

14 15 16 17 18 19 20
CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI

IN LONDON IN LONDON IN LONDON IN LONDON IN LONDON

21 22 23 24 25 26 27
CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI

ARRIVES IN IN NEW YORK IN NEW YORK IN NEW YORK IN NEW YORK IN NEW YORK BELIEVED TO
NEW YORK IN AM BE

FROM LEAVES FOR IN LONDON
LONDON LONDON

28
CYRUS HASHEMI

BELIEVED TO
BE

IN LONDON

L!)
CYRUS HASHEMI

IN LONDON

:U
CYRUS HASHEMI

BELIEVED TO
BE

IN LONDON

App. 0391

SUNDAY MANflAY SATURDAY
MODA TUSA WENSA T1USA



October 1980
Unclassified Hashemi Summary

TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY

1
CYRUS HASHEMI

IN LONDON

2
CYRUS HASHEMI

IN LONDON

FRIDAY

3
CYRUS HASHEMI

IN LONDON

SATURDAY

4
CYRUS HASHEMI

IN LONDON

5 6 7 8 9 10 11
CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI

IN LONDON IN LONDON IN LONDON IN LONDON IN LONDON IN LONDON

12 13 14 15 16 17 18
CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI

BELIEVED TO ARRIVES IN IN NEW YORK IN NEW YORK IN NEW YORK IN NEW YORK
BE IN LONDON NEW YORK OR OR OR OR

FROM CONNECTICUT CONNECTICUT CONNECTICUT CONNECTICUT
LONDON IN
AM

19 20 21 22 23 24 25
CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI

IN NEW YORK IN NEW YORK IN NEW YORK IN NEW YORK IN NEW YORK IN NEW YORK IN NEW YORK
OR OR OR OR OR OR OR
CONNECTICUT CONNECTICUT CONNECTICUT CONNECTICUT CONNECTICUT CONNECTICUT CONNECTICUT

26
CYRUS HASHEMI

IN NEW YORK
OR
CONNECTICUT

27
CYRUS HASHEMI

IN NEW YORK
OR
CONNECTICUT

28
CYRUS HASHEMI

LEAVES NEW
YORK

FOR LONDON

29
CYRUS HASHEMI

IN LONDON

30
CYRUS HASHEMI

IN LONDON

L L I

31
CYRUS HASHEMI

IN LONDON

App. 0392

SUNDAY MONDAY



November 1980
Unclassified Hashemi Summary

TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

1
CYRUS HASHEMI

BELIEVED TO
BE IN LONDON

2 3 4 5 6 7 8
CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI

IN LONDON IN LONDON BELIEVED TO BELIEVED TO IN LONDON IN
BE IN LONDON BE IN LONDON CONNECTICUT

9 10 11 12 13 14 15
CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI

IN NEW YORK IN NEW YORK IN NEW YORK IN NEW YORK IN NEW YORK IN NEW YORK IN NEW YORK
OR OR OR OR OR OR OR
CONNECTICUT CONNECTICUT CONNECTICUT CONNECTICUT CONNRCTIC- CONNECTICUT CONNECTICUT

UT

16 17 18 19 20 21 22
CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI

IN NEW YORK [N NEW YORK IN NEW YORK IN NEW YORK IN NEW YORK IN NEW YORK
OR OR OR OR OR OR
CONNECTICUT CONNECTICUT CONNECTICUT CONNECTICUT CONNECTICUT CONNECTICUT

23 24 25 26 27 28 29
CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI

BELIEVED TO IN LONDON IN LONDON IN LONDON IN LONDON
LEAVE NEW
YORK

FOR LONDON IN
AM

App. 0393

SUNDAY MONDAY



December 1980
Unclassified Hashemi Summary

MONDAY

I
CYRUS HASHEMI

IN LONDON

TUESDAY WEDNESDAY

CYRUS HASHEMI
IN LONDON

3
CYRUS HASHEMI

BELIEVED TO
BE IN LONDON

THURSDAY

4
CYRUS HASHEMI

IN LONDON

FRIDAY

5
CYRUS HASHEMI

IN LONDON

7 8 9 10 11 12 13
CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI

IN LONDON IN IN NEW YORK IN NEW YORK IN NEW YORK
WASHINGTON,
D.C.

14 15 16 17 18 19 20
CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI WASHINGTON, CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI

IN NEW YORK IN NEW YORK D.C. IN LEAVES NEW IN LONDON
EVENING YORK FOR

CYRUS HASHEMI LONDON
IN NEW YORK
TO

21 22 23 24 25 26 27
CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI

IN LONDON IN LONDON IN LONDON IN LONDON, IN NEW YORK
0837 EST

29
CYRUS HASHEMI

IN NEW YORK

30
CYRUS HASHEMI

LEAVES FOR
LONDON

31
CYRUS HASHEMI

IN LONDON

App. 0394

SUNDAY SATURDAY
SATURDAYI I



DOCUMENT LOCATED IN CLASSIFIED APPENDIX

App. 0395 App. 0399



DOCUMENT LOCATED IN CLASSIFIED APPENDIX

App. 0400



August 1980
Unclassified Hashemi Summary

TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

1
NO ALLEGED

MEETING ON
THIS DATE

SATURDAY

2
NO ALLEGED

MEETING ON
THIS DATE

3 4 5 6 7 8 9
NO ALLEGED NO ALLEGED NO ALLEGED NO ALLEGED NO ALLEGED CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI

MEETING ON MEETING ON MEETING ON MEETING ON MEETING ON IN NEW YORK/ WHEREABOU-
TIlS DATE THIS DATE THIS DATE THIS DATE THIS DATE CONN. T'S UNKNOWN

10 11 12 13 14 15 16
CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI CYRUS HASHEMI

IN CONN. FROM NEW IN LONDON IN LONDON IN LONDON IN NEW YORK WHEREABOU-
YORK TO 'S NOT KNOWN
LONDON

17 18 19 20 21 22 23
CYRUS HASHEMI NO ALLEGED NO ALLEGED NO ALLEGED NO ALLEGED NO ALLEGED NO ALLEGED

WHEREABOU- MEETING ON MEETING ON MEETING ON MEETING ON MEETING ON MEETING ON
"IS NOT THIS DATE THIS DATE THIS DATE THIS DATE THIS DATE THIS DATE
KNOWN

24 25 26 27 28 29 30
NO ALLEGED NO ALLEGED NO ALLEGED NO ALLEGED NO ALLEGED NO ALLEGED NO ALLEGED

MEETING ON MEETING ON MEETING ON MEETING ON MEETING ON MEETING ON MEETING ON
THIS DATE THIS DATE THIS DATE THIS DATE THIS DATE THIS DATE THIS DATE

31
NO ALLEGED

MEETING ON
THIS DATE

APP o'C

SUNDAY MONDAY



CURTIS. MALLET-PREVOST. COLT & MOSLE

AT'TORNEYS ANO COUNSELLORS AT LAW

.01 PARK AVENUE

NEW YORK. N.Y. 10178-0061
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Z 12-696-6046

November 2. .902

PERSONXL ~ND CONFIDENTIAL

E. Lawrence Barceiia. E_,u.
Chief Counsei
Octooer Surprise Task Force
L.S. House of Representatives
Ford House Office Building
Washington. D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Barcella:

At your request. Stan Pottinger reviewed his records to look for

evidence of Cyrus Hashemi's location during the period July 20. 1980 through

early September 1980. His notes and diaries reflect the following:

July 24. 1980:

August 7. 1980:

August 11, 1980:

September 1. 1980:

Meeting with Hashemi in New
York.

Meeting with Hashemi at his
house in Connecticut.

Meeting with Hasheni in New
York.

Telephone call with Hashemi,
who apparently was in New York,
referring to having spoken with
his "cousin" while he (Hashemi)
was in London the previous week.

If we discover any further information, we will keep you advised.

Sincerely yours.

T. B carry M |~ am7

Z--

App. 0401

ELEPHONE: 212-696-6000
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Stanley Poringer
181 Twin Lakes Road

South Salem, NY 10590

Copy
December 29, 1992

E. Lawrence Barcella, Esq.
Chief Counsel
October Surprise Task Force
Third & D Streets, SW
Ford House Office Bldg.
Room 175 D
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Larry:

In response to your request that I review files and documents concerning
Hashemi's whereabouts during July and August, 1980, enclosed is a summary of
my review of the information I have, a]ong with some xerox copies of relevant
bills, memos, and the like. In other words, the things you, David, and I
discussed this morning and afternoon.

David requested an affidavit covering the material, and that is enclosed
too.

I still have been unable to reach Barry Kingham to discus' this matter
with him (he is out of town), but in light of the urgency of getting this to you
in light of your time constrains, I am sending this along anyway.

Sincerely yours,

?~y stinger

cc: David Laufman
T. Barry Kingham

App. 0402



copy
AFFIDAVIT

I, J. Stanley Pottinger, having been duly sworn, depose and say as
follows;

1. In response to a request by Mr. Larry Barcella for a review of files,
records, memoranda, and documents which may reflect the location and
activities of Mr. Cyrus Hashemi during the months of July and August, 1980, I
have undertaken such a review.

2. A summary of that review was prepared by me and is attached hereto
and made a part hereof. It is, to the best of my knowledge, information and
belief, true and correct.

3. The diaries, telephone bills, time sheets, uric, itineraries, travel
vouchers, files and other memorandums, letters, telexes and documents
reviewed have at all relevant times been in the custody or control of myself, my
counsel, tle employees of my former law firm, Troy, Malin & Pottinger,
Washington, D.C., or the employees of the successor to that firm, Troy &
Gould of Los Angeles, California. To the best of my knowledge, information
and belief, the records have not been altered, defaced or changed in any
material respect.

4. Except as set forth in the referenced documents and attached
summary, I have not found other indications of the whereabouts, travel or
location of Cyrus Hashemi during the requested period.

I certify under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Sottiger

Subscribed and sworn to before me on this 29th day of December, 1992

App. 0403



CH location/ I

Notes complied by JSP on December 24-29, ]992 re: location
and activities of Cyrus Hashemi ("CH") for the periods
July, August and September 1-15, 1980.

Sources:
DI
TS
TEL
Nt.
IT

JSP's desk diary
Office time sheets
Telephone records
Notes from State Department communications
Travel Itineraries and/or travel vouchers

Miscellaneous note., correspondence, memos

App. 0404



CH location/ 2

[Prior to July 1, 1980: Trip to London with CHI

Wednesday. June 25. 1980

IT JSP Shuttle to NY 9:00 a.m.

BA 170 Ivs 12:15 p.m.

Arr. London: 9:00 p.m. Dorchester Hotel

Thursday. June 26. 19B0

IT Conf. CH ISO (half hour)

Telcon Saunders, conf. CH re Madrid (one hour)

Friday. June 27. 1980

IT A & c w/ CH re: ISO Two hours

Nts 2:00: Tecon Saunders re: Madrid, litigation

3:00: CH re ISO, Madrid

8:00 Dinner, CH & Co.

App. 0405



CH location/ 3

Tuesday. July 1. 1980

3100 Shareholders meeting, York CHouse (CH likely in
attendance)

Wednesday. July 2. 1980

Nts 8;00 Telcon, CH re: Madrid

9:00 Lv. London for Heathrow, w/ CH

10:05 To Madrid, BA 452 w/ CH

Plaza Hotel, Rm 702

Teloon, J. Cook. Note that says, "Jack to Gall
Hanover car re ret. flight BAA 455 tonight. Please advise
Jalila for CH of arrival time."

7:15 Return to London from Madrid w/ CH

Telcons, Saunders, RP/Dr. M

2:30 a.m. last telcon re! Madrid [See next entry,
Thursday, July 3, 1980]

Thursday,. July 1. 1990

Nts 2:3u a.m. last telcon re: Madrid

8:00 Telcon, CH re: RP/Dr. M situation. "Madrid 34-

9:00 Telcon, "RP/Dr. M, Madrid Plaza, 247-1200 (702)"

8:00 Dinner, John Gilbert, mP

Friday. Xuly 4. 1980

Return to NYC. To Feigen-Fasteaus w/ GNS

Saturday. July 5. 1980

Telcon from qH re: RP reading about meeting,
"spooked," leaves Madrid.

App. 0406



CH location/ 4

Sunday. July 6. 1980

Monday. July 7. 1980

JSP raturne from NYC to Washington. Shuttle.

Tuesaddy. July 8, 1980

Wedns|ay. July 9. 1980

Thursday. July 10. 1980

IT To NYC Shuttle TWE business.

DI Diary says, "12:30 Dr. Hashemi's office."

IT Notes on Voucher say, "Lunch, Mr. Sawhney" [No
indication which day--probably Thursday, 7/10, or possibly
Friday, 7/11. No indication of meeting with CH]

Nts On a napkin, in JSP' handwriting, is a note that
reads, "July 10 NYC w/ Dr. M". I do not recall the events
this refers to. It suggests that Dr. Moini may have
returned from Madrid to New York on this day, or was
seeking to do so (see below), or perhaps that I may have
met with Dr. Koini in New York. If so, I am reasonably
certain tnat I would have met with Cyrus Hashemi as well,
because I do not recall ever having met Moini except in
Hashemi's presence.

Friday. July .- 1980

In NYC. TWE business. [No indication of CH]

Saturday. July 12. 1980

DI JSP "In office" in DC.

App. 0407



CH location/ 5

sunday. July 13. 1980

DI "Stewart Mott, 1-6 p.m. Anderson Campaign
Mtg 122 Maryland Ave. NE" Below that, "In office."

Monav. July 14, 1980

DI "5;00 p.m. Jamsheed Hashei"

Nts S called re: news from RP. JSP: "None."

"Jamshed and Mr. Fatemi came by unannounced--5:00.
Just to ask for moral support of moderates. (Fatemi met me
Ohio re; ERA and speech of some kind a few years ago.)"

Tuesday, July 15. 1980

Nts LtLLwr to S re; Martin Danziger, I1, allowing Dr.
Moini into US.

Undated, JSP handwritten notes on date of birth, etc.
for Dr. Moini

EJSP to NYC, evening, on way to Rutland, Vt.]

WedDsday. July 16. 1980

Nts JSP dictated note to S re: don't put self out for
Moini. [Apparently dictated from Rutland, Vt.]

(JSP to Rutland, Vt. re: hearing. Lv. 8:45 a.m.]

TEL 2:16 p.m. Fm Rutland to 9 Wast, NYC 751-3161 7 min.

TEL 3:50 p.m. Fm 1932 to 9 West, 751-3161 1 min.
[Beat guess; JSP asked office to relay meuage to CH while
JSP is in Rutland, or asked office to conference him in on
line.]

TEL 4:36 p.m. Fm 1932 to 9 West, 751-3161
[Best guess: Same as above.]

6 min.
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CH location/ 6

Thursacay. July 17. 1980

IT Rutland to JFK to LAX per itinerary. [Best guesw
relayed messages to CH through DC office. Note: four calls
within one minute from DC office: trying, failing to
conference in? Finally gets through for 5 minutes?]

TEL 12:32 p.m. Fm 1900 to 9 West, 751-3161 1 min.

TEL 12:33 p.m. FM 1900 to 9 West, 751-3161 1 min.

TEL 12:33 p.m. Fla 1932 to 9 West, 751-3161 1 min.

TEL 12:33 P.m. Fm 1900 to 9 West, 751-3161 - Min.

Friday. July 18. 1980

[JSP lvy JFK 9:00 a.m., arr. LAX 11:28 a.m.]

Saturday July 19. 1980

[JSP in LA]

Sunday. July 20. 1980

[JSP in LA]

TEL 10;20 a.m. CC to Wilton, Ct. /b2--z622 1 man.
["CC" = Credit Card]

Monday. Ju1y 21. 1980

DI [JSP "returned today" to office]

App. 0409



CH location/ 7

Tuesday. Jly 22. 1980

TEL 1:55 p.m. Fm 1900 to 9 West, 751-3161 1 min.

TEL 2:58 p.m. Fm 1919 to 9 West, 751-3161 5 min.

TEL 3:06 p.m. Fm 1919 to 9 West, 751-3161 1 min.

TEL 5:11 p.m. Fm 1900 to 9 West, 751-3161 2 min.

TEL 5:23 p.m. Fm 1900 to 9 West, 751-3161 1 min.

TEL 10:59 p.m. Fm home (Bethesda) to Wilton, Ct 1 min.

Wednesday, July 23. 1980

TEL 10:33 a.m. CC fm home to 9 West, 751-3161 2 min.

TEL 10:50 a.m. CC fm home to 9 WeSL, 751-3161 4 min.

Thursday . July 24. 1980

[JSP to Burlington, Vt. Hearing]

Note: Barry Kingham's letter to Larry Barcella of
November 2t 1992, atatas that my notao and diaries reflect
a meeting with Hashemi in New York on July 24, 1980. Upon
further examination of the diary and notes, it appears that
thiz meeting occuzed on Friday, November 25, 3AUU. My
contemporaneous notes say "Friday, July 24. New York with
ch." Day or date was in error because July 24 was
Thursday, not Friday. My diary states that I was at a
hearing in Vermont on Thursday, July 24, aind in New York on
Friday, July 25.

Friday. July 25. 1980

[JSP to NYC]

Saturday. July 26, 1980

[JSP in Washington]
[Katie home from camp]

TEL 7:18 p.m. Fm home to Wilton, Ct. 762-2622 6 min.
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CH location/ 8

Sunday. July 27. 1980

TEL 8:05 p.m. Fm 1900 to Wilton, Ct. 762-2622

Monday. July 28. 1980

1 min.

Nts Questions from CH to S re issues to be resolved in
hostage negotiations.

TEL 9:58 a.m. Fm 1900 to 9 West, NYC 751-3161 3 min

TEL 2:42 p.m. Fm 1932 to 9 West, NYC 212-751-3161 3 ml

TEL 3:26 p.m. Fm 1919 to 9 West, NYC 212-751-3161 2 Mi

TEL 5:34 p.m. Fm 1900 to 9 Went, NYC 212-751-3161 1 mi

TEL 6:07 p.m. Fm 1919 to 9 West, NYC 212-751-3161 1 M

IT Shuttle to NYC, late meeting TWE at 3:00 p.m.
[postpnd?]

TEL 10:32 p.m. CC Fm NYC to Wilton, Ct. 762-2622 6 m:

Ln.

Ln.

in.

Ln.

in.

App. 0411



CH location/ 9

Tuesday. July 29. 1980

fJSP in NYC, then return to Washington]

[Preparing for exec. director interviews in
callin-I CH in office in NyC]

TEL 12:43 p.m. Fm 1900 to 9 West, NYC 751-3161

TEL 1:35 p.m. Fm 1919 to 9 West, NYC 751-3161

TEL 2:09 p.m. Fm 1932 to 9 West, NYC 751-3161

TEL 2:12 p.m. Fm 1932 to 9 West, NYC 751-3161

TEL 3:02 p.m. Fm 1932 to 9 West, NYC 751-3161

TEL 4:15 p.m. Fm 1900 to 9 West, NYC 751-3161

TEL 5:51 p.a. Fm 1900 to 9 West, NYC /51-3161

TEL 5:53 p.m. Fu 1900 to 9 West, NYC 751-3161

London,

min.

min.

min.

o min.

3 min.

4 nin.

8 min.

1 min.
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CH location/ 10

wednesday. July 30. 1980

TEL 10:58 a.m. Fm home to 9 West, NYC 751-3161 7 min.

JSP travel from IAD, 12:30 p.m. Concorde, to Heathrow,
arr. 10:00 p.m. Dorchester Hotel.

ThurndaX. 6uly 31. 2800

JSP London.

IT "Call CH at home. Conf . with Hart to 4:00"

IT 6:00 p.m. telcon w/ S.

TEL Fm UK 499-6555 to Wilton, Ct 2622 26 min.
[Note; I cannot find the original telephone bill line

item on this. I was entering these calls onto the computer
late at night, so perhaps this is a misread entry of
something elso? On the other hand, it's specific, and it
seems to match the itinerary notation that I talked with CH
at home. Will look again.]

Friday. Auaust1. 1980

J3P London

TS Telcon with CH re: NIOC/ISOI exec. dir. recruitment.

TEL Fm UK 629-8888 to 9 West 3161

IT Telcon w/ S re: report figures to T.
Telcon with CE re: NIOC/ISO

IT 6:00 p.m. flight, Heathrow to Geneva.

6:15 p.m. Din. with ELR

*ALuday. uuMut 2. 190

3 min.

[Geneva, ELRJ

TEL 7 p.m. Fm Switzerland to Wilton, Ct 15 min .

App. 0413



CH location/ 11

Sunday, Auaust j. 1980

IT (Geneva, ELR. The great Alps bikel

Return to London in p.m.

Monday. Aucust J-1980

IT London. Interviews, etc.

TS All day interviews
Conf. with Hart re NIOC negotiations

TEL Fm UK 629-8882 to 9 West 3161 5 min.

Tuesday. Auust 5, 1980

IT "Call [names] re: CII interviews on Wednedauy p.m."
[CH to come to London following day?]

TS "status of ui Lexpected] arrival in London." [From
several indications, CH was to arrive at about this time
but did not. I recall that at sometime Homa Hashemi was in
an auto accident, perhaps CH too. See August 15 letter,
JSP to Mr. Stanley, referring to "accident" which delayed
CH trip to Landon.]

TEL Fm UX 629-8882 to Wilton, Ct. 2622 27 min.

Wednesday. Auaust 6. 1980

IT "1:00 p.m. Call CH"

"17:30 p.m. Calls -- CH, TKP [my law firm]"

Tr Tel. conf. with CH to report on NIOC, Hart.

Dinner, WRH [Upon return to hotel, calls from CH.
See first item, 1;15 z.m. call, Thursday, August 7, 1980)

TEL Fm UK 499-6621 to Wilton, Ct. 2622 12 min.

TEL Fm UK 499-6621 to Wilton, Ct. 2622 40 min.

App. 0414
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CH location! 12

Thurada,. AUaUst 7. 1980

IT 1:15 a.a. Call fa CH re: Wash Post article on FG|R

1:45 a.m. JSP call to Nunes, Schwartz, Wash Post

3:00 a.m. Call to CH (Half hour)

10:00 a.m. 3*SP To Heathrow

10:45 a.m. Call to Nunes (8:00 a.m. Washington time.)

11:15 a.m. Concorde to JFK

Conference, CH, Cook at CH home, all day re: Wash Post

DI "In NY/Ct nr- Hashemi's home."

Telex, JSP to Graham Stewart, Commodity Appts: "Dr.
Cyrus Hashomi will be in London next week £u interview."

TS Telcon with Hart re: "Expected visit from CH to
London."

Friday, August 8. 1980

JSP Shuttle from LGA to DC.

TEL 8:15 a.m. CC fm LGA to Wilton, Ct. 762-2622 5 min.

TEL 10:52 a.m. F 1919 to 9 West, 751-3161 3 min.

TEL 11:10 a.m. Fm 1932 to 9 West, 751-3161 3 min.

TEL 3:57 p.m. Fm 1919 to 9 West, 751-3161 5 min.

DI Lv. for Fire Island, GMS, Pogrebins, via NYC, 6 p.m.
shuttle

Saturday, Auu& 9, 1980

DI Fire Island

App. 0415



CH location/ 13

sunday, August 10. 1980

TEL 10:21 a.m. Fm Bayshore NY to Wilton, Ct. 2 min.

TEL 10:51 a.m. Fm Fire Is. [Pog] to Wilton, Ct. 2 rain.

Monday, Augiust 11, 1980

DI NYC aom. with Dr. Hashemi

TS "Consultation with CH, JFK/British Airways lounge.'$ (I
believe he is now leaving on his belated trip to London.]

Telex from JSP to CH at Dorchester Hotel, London.

Tuesday. Auaust 12, 1980

TS "Advice and consulation, CH, London"

weanesdav. August 13. 1980

Telex, JSP to Nic Byrom, London, RDr. Cyrus Hashemi
is now at Dorchester."

Thursday, August 14. 1980

TO Cont. call, clH

TEL 3:00 p.m. 1917 to UK 629-8888

TEL 3:25 p.m. 1917 to UK 629-8888

4 min.

21 min.

App. 0416



CH 1ocvior/ 14

Frlday. Auaust 15, 1980

Letter, JSP to Roderick Stanley, applicant. "I had
expected to talk with you before leaving [London], but the
Chairman of the Board had an accident and was unable to do
so." [Auto accident involving Homa Hashami? Is that why
CH is at home in early Aug? Chk. with Homa Hashemi?]

TEL 12:21 p.m. Fm hone to 9 West 751-3161 1 min.

File FIR 8.2 3 page to file: "I talked to Cyrus Hashemi
in London."

TS [None]

Saturday. Auaurt 16. 19R0

Sunday. August 17. 2980

Monday. -Auqust 1 1. -980

TS "Hashemi, London. . .

Telex, JSP to CH, Dorchester Hotel re: NIOC

Tuesday, Aucust 19- 1980

Telex, JSP to CH, Dorchester Hotel re: addendum to

NIOC telex of August 18, 1980

TS Conf, CH et al.

'T'T, 12:22 a.m. Fm home to UK 629-8888 25 min.

Wednesday. Auust 20, 198

App. 0417
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CH location/ 15

ThursdaY, Auurmst aI. 1980

TS Conferences, CH, Garbus, Peter Constable, State Dept.

Memo to file: JSP talked to CH in London at 10:30

a.m.

Telex to CH at Dorchester re: Constable easing entry.

DI "Mtg here, CH, JSP, Cook, Garbus, Tigar"--but it has
been crossed out with pencil, as if cancelled or postponed.
see August 23.

TEL Fm home to UK 629-8888 20 min.

Friday. August 22. 19RQ

TS [None]

TEL 1:03 p.m. fm 1917 to UK 629-8888 9 min.

TEL 8:31 p.m. fm 1917 to UK 629-888 9 min.

Satnrdav. August 23, 1980

TS "Conferance, Maers Hashemi, Cook Garbus, Dennis,
Pottinger re: EIR." [Meeting at DC office]

Sunday. Auuust 24. 1980

Ts -cont., CH, WLD, JSP re; EIR'

TEL 10:23 a.m. Fm home to Wilton, Ct 4 min.

Monday. Auguat 25. 1980

TS A & C, CH

paesdav, AUgSt 26, 1980

TS Conf, CH [tel or person?]

Memo to file: ref to Shaiieen [i.e. Michael, DOJ]

App. 0418



CH location/ 16

Kadnexdav. AuSust 27. ,180

TS Conf call, CH

Thursday. Aucust 28, 9IM

TS No ref. to CH

TEL 9:39 a..m. Fm Beth. to UK 222-1125 2 min.

Friday. Auaust 29. 1980

TS No ref to CH

Saturday. Auoust 30- 1980

Sunday. Auaust 31, 1990

Monday. SeDtembar1. 19s0

Nts Typed notes re: telcon with S. At and: "Relayed
same (above) to ch. 11:30 p.m. tonight."

Mmo to filet "I rocoived a telephone call from Cyrus
Hashemi who was on his way to the airport in Los Angeles."

TEL 11:36 p.m. rm Beth. to Wilton, Ct 15 min.

Tuesday September2, 1980

TS Conf, Mike ShahAnn

A & C, CH

TEL 532 p.m. fm Glen Dr Md to 9 West 3151

TEL 2:02 p.m. fm WLD 1917 to 9 West, 3151
I min.

App. 0419



CH location/ 17

WednesdaY, 3eptember 3. 1980

TS A & C, CH

Thursday, September 4. 1980

TS JSP in office of CH

Memo from JSP to WLD: "It is 10:15 a~m. in Cyrus
Hashemi's office and I am with Jack Cook and Cyrus."

Friday. September 5, 1980

Letter from Mike Shaheen to JSP.

TS Conf, Dr. H Etel or person?]

TEL 3:49 p.m. Fm N Caanan to 9 West 3161 4 mia.

saturday. September 6, 198_

TS No ref to CH

SundaV. SAPtemnber 7. 1.9R0

TS No ref to CH

Monday.-- SepteMer 8. 1980

TS No ref to CH

Tuesday. September 9. 1980

TS No ref to CH

Wednesday. September i0. 1980

TS No ret to CH

App. 0420



CH location/ 18

uusdgay.,Dtnber 11. 1980

Telex, JSP to CH at Dorchester Hotel

Fridav- Set--mbar 12. 1LQ

Saturday, September 13. 1980

Sunday. September 14. 1980

Monday. September 15.. 130

ApP. 0421



CH location/ 19

WedneSday. May 7. 1980

Table Telcon fm Jamsheed:

"Son of Ayat. Montazari. Bold. "Ringo" Ayatollah."

"Brother of Ayat. Carubi wld come."

3:15 p.m. telcon from cH re: Bs

wednesday. May 14, 19SO

Tabi Telcon from S. 'Interested in rep of B; Karoobi
himself (not brother); Mantazari (not son). Europe next
week," etc.

Telcon CH. "He will be in Wash. tomorrow for meeting."

App. 0422



MEMORANDUM

Tn: Dave Laufman
From: Stan Pottinger
Date: December 30, 1992

Re: Errata

On pago 7 of iuy Summary Memorandum of Hashcmi's Whereabout3
sent by Fed Ex to you yesterday, December 29, 1992, there is a typed error
under the heading Thursday. July 24. 1980, fifth line down under the word
"Note," which reads "this meeting occurred on Friday, November 25, 1980."

That line should read "Friday, July 25, 1980."

cc: Barry Kingham

App. 0423



BOH, MIAN CLUB

SAN FRANCISCO

September 30, 1992

Mr. Douglas Edmonnon
Foreign Affairs Task Force
House Annex II, Room H 2175C
Washington DC 20515

RE: Subpoena Dated September 21, 1992

Dear Doug:

I am in receipt of the subject subpoena and
attachment and a letter dated September 21, 1992
from Mr. E. Lawrence Barcella, Jr., Chief Counsel.
This is to advise you that a thorough search for
any and all documents and records pertaining to the
attendance of William J. Casey at the Bohemian
Grove in 1980 has been made as follows:

I personally met with Mr. Donald E. Devers, Club
Secretary at his office. We concluded that all
records that would be held under his custody for
any and all guest activities at the Bohemian Grove
for the year 1980 have been destroyed. The only
document that still remains is a guest card file
that Mr. Devers has been maintaining since at least
1972, copy enclosed. I am also enclosing a letter
from Mr. Devers to me on this subject.

I met with Mr. Andrew Jameson, Bohemian Club
Historiographer and Archivist. In checking all of
his files, nothing has materialized.

I spoke with Mr. Steve DePetro, Bohemian Club
General Manager and requested that he meet with the
Club's Comptroller to make a similar search. All
records for the 1980 Grove have been destroyed with
one single exception: Mr. Nitsburg, Club
Comptroller, checked some old cartons that he found
in the lower levels of the city facility. He
located one invoice for Mr. Casey for the year
1980, copy enclosed.

624 TAYLOR STREET, SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA 94102-107S * 415| s852440
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BOHEMIAN CLUB

SAN FRANCISCO

Mr. Douglas Edmonson
September 30, 1992
Page 2

1 spoke by telephone to Mr. Robert E. McCarthy,
current captain of Parsonage Camp. He advises that
he has been aware of the request for documents and
records pertaining to the attendance of Mr. Casey
at the 1980 Grove Encampment, including any visit
to Parsonage Camp. He stated that he has done a
thorough review and search without any success.

To date, my search has been somewhat fruitless
other than the enclosed. I am prepared to assist
you in any way I can if you feel that there's some
other avenue that I can pursue in your behalf. I'm
taking the liberty of faxing this material to you
and will forward hard copies by mail.

Sincerey yours,

rt S akian
Vice-President

R slas

624 TAYLOR STREET. SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94102-1075 s (4151 885-7440
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BOIIEMIAM CLUB
.24 A AY .a S T I dtE T

SAMN PAWCISCO, CALIW. 0$03

September 24, 1992

Mr. Robert Setrakian
1905 Baker Street
San Francisco. CA 94115

Dear Mr. Setrakian:

This is in response to your request for all Information from
our files concerning the visit to the Bohemian Grove Encampment
during the year 1980 of William J. Casey.

This is to warrant that the only information that we have been
able to locate is a 3X5 card, enclosed.

Please let me know if I can be of any other assistance to you.

Sincerely yours

Donald E. Devers
Club Secretary

App. 0426
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RO4EMIAN CLUB

SAN FRANCISCO

FXFICUTI'F "FICE5

September 28, 1992

Mr. Robert Setrakian
1905 Baker Street
San Francisco CA 94115-2012

Mr. Setrakian:

In regard to your question to me concerning William Casey and his attendance
at the 1980 Encampment, the Club has no records that can verify his visit
during that period.. However, attached is a copy of a statement sent to Mr.
Casey in August 1980.

This is the only information 1 was able to find.
please let me know.

If you have any questions,

Sincerely,

Stephen DePetro
General Manager

SD:nl

enclosure

824 TAYLOR STREET. SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFO.NIA 94102-1075 a (4151 88-2440
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0 624 TAYLOR STREET
SAN FRANCISCO CA* 94102

TsWILLIAM4 CASEY
X MR* DARRELL Me.
HOOVER INST
STANFORD

Remit To; 80NE14TAN CLUBa
PQ BOX 6Z285
SAN FRANCISCO

TRENT

CA 94305

CA. 94162
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1,09 1 f I
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Ctosing Date
AUG 3 1980

"imum Paymen~t
Out

700b2-0

7 12001070062(7UCs 24006bb2 4
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Retain Tis Porion For Your Records
Send Bi 'Ing Inquirie,.To ".t

- 24T AYLORS TRESt

08/01/80 :PLAY, BOO
08/03/0 BOARODCP

DO NOT RETURN CH
SHOULD BE SENT 4,-
TAYLOR ST, SO"F,-I.

.- :, -

-* *- :-i ,',i(. . V ....

4 lL

Z7 V,

Closing Dote Post Due 31-60 I61-90 91-120 I121+ ,%
_ 3_ 8 0 Balances I

"'/ Wtlliom Casey

70062

BOHEMIAN GROVE ENCAMPMENT BOARD CHARGES

July 18, 1980 through August 3, 1980

Charges are calculated according to ARRIVAL and
DEPARTURE registrations.

Board (Breakfast $10.00; Dinner $17.00)

Total, Including 6% Sales Tax $ f .,/ -_j

P4;

DEPOSITION'hMIST,

App. 0430



This Pwehon F.,.7 Yov c -, Accounft No. Oilln IL 'st To: Z| M. T.'IEMIAN CLUB 0 ZO02.6,. MR DARRELLM. TRENT _ .

L,_AYkOR STREET - I 7 2 HOOVER rNSTITUTIoffd
.*1St0' r.. . .4I-.n L,"itinRfee c

'22/O CAMP PRO RATA/DIEK
0Z4/80 GROVE SERVICE BAR
'24/80 'GROVE BAR -T
f 2080 GROVE BAR .
fz4/80 GROVE BAR
F5/8r, GROVE BAR
f2g/80' GROVE BAR V
/,5/80 TRAP & SKEET
f26/80 .GROVE BAR
/31/80 'MI SC-GROVE
/01/80 GROVE SERVICE BAR
/01/80 GROVE BAR
/01/80 'GROVE BAR
/01/80 PLAY BOOK
/03/80 MONTHLY DUES
/03/80 CAMP ASSESSMENT
/03/80 M.S.E.
/03/80 BOARD CHARGES

430

105,
95
96:

233,
226-

2310

211

' 2694
5 2299

101.40.- 13.190
3 -|85 }-

1.40'
.60 'r-

1.,40-
.50)"

10.00 L--
13.90'-
2.50 '-

.10

9. 00

-~ 143.10 sp

0 NOT RETURN CHITS WITH YOUR-REMITTANCE '-INQUIRIES
HOULD BE SENT UNDER SEPARATE COVER LETTER TO 624
AYLOP,0STS.Fo CA 94102

.... Doo, I |o-, D- 3 1-60 1 61-=90 1 | 'V -ft 121-+

QUL 2 2 ,.

Mr. Darrell Trent 20261

4 30

BOHEMIAN CLUB

PARSONAGE

uI..4I) I

BOHEMIAN GROVE
Service Bar

Witter No. N INo.. 7273

TOTAL

Name " ,",,,' ,,

Account Number 5/| _2 7.

7-

JA 24 -U 3 .85

JA24 p - 3.85

2,05

105

/

JJ.. 24 A u5.5 U

A124 A d 5 .5 U

DEPTIO1t
XHIB1

095

095

JUL24 A U 1.4U

JUL 24 A -J 1 .4 U

/- /
-I -' . . 4

JUL25 A -Ub.6U |

JL25 A -1)1.60

096

096

233
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THURSDAY 17 JULY

80 19&h day -d8- das iodow 90 i9" d - 67 das fciiow
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SATURDAY 19 JULY
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UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA
Gainesville, Florida 32611

.evowtment of HitroY
4 131 GPA
-eL 904-392.0271

January 11, 1979

Mr. William J. Casey

Rogers and Wells
200 Park Avenue

New York, N. Y. 10017

Dear Bill:

Genevieve and I just returned from England where we
spent the last three months. i was teacning in the Florida State

London Study Center and also doing some research in the PRO.
(I went through the ULTRA records that related to the landings in

southern France.) Are you perhaps in Florida at this time? Please

iet us know if you are in the vicinity of Gainesville.

When : .,as in London I spent some time with William

Deakin, chairman of the British World War II Committee. We have

for a long time been interested in a meeting which would bring

together Americans and Englishmen to discuss controversial aspects

of the war. The attached memo sets forth some of our ideas.

wonder you would be interested in this from one or both of c'io

points of view. Firsz, as a participant. :t strikes -e that if

y7ou were to give a paper on SO from the American side, and someone

like M.F.3. Foot from tne British side, on SOE, this ould ma~ e a

very good session. Second, -s a project worthy ot support ty tne

Casey Foundation. You will recall that I did not feeL justif-ed in

accepting support to send me personally to the ?ol.sn meetng. On

the other hand, a roram sponsored by our own cofr,,te for an and

which i consider o -.- -.:ortr .n.., is another matc|

A : o making progress wit:. the booi

sabbatical. and i'm trying to finish up this pro-ec:
.or which i have been gathering materia-s for a lon:

ztying to relate the regular campaigns with Jedburgn'
.d other missions, and with the French Resistance.

.-nger chairman of the department, I have hopes I v.-

to make some progress.

"7 France

..-m no

a Ci4

Very sincer y,

Arthur L. Funk
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5 March 1979

Sir William Deakin
Chairman, British Section, Committee
on the History of the Second World War

Le Castellet
75 Var, France

Dear Sir William:

Pursuant to our discussions in London
last December, I have been conmunicating with various
members of the American Committee to explore the
possibility of an Anglo-American conference to take
place in late July, 1980. At the present time I can
tell you that I have tentative acceptance on the part
of the following, with topics as indicated. There
can be revisions regarding the topics if we can
establish the basics. I believe we can take care of
the funding to get the American participants to
England if you can provide the arrangements once there.

Policies coward China

Use of ULTRA and other
Intelligence

Relations with Russia

Secret Operations

Eisenhower /Montgomery

Plans for Germany

Relations with France

Joint and Combined
Chiefs of Staff

Grand Strategy

Robert Dallek, UCL

Do rmwd S. Detwie, S.
@" Neweleger Ed.s
DsMrt... of H;m.Bstathr Slinow Cr

Carbondale. miao, t

FA& Hiaam. A.A.,
wlmnt of Rio..

Km. State Unrn.
Mshtn , KOsi t

DE*mwan of Hilso
UaverIty of Caia-

at Lan Anglee
Lae Angeles. cMort

J.am J. Dougherty
Na.U.,, End~o

for the Hu.rmt.i.
W4Aingmt,, 0. C. a

Bibliography

Janet Z;.ltrRofe rsne Del| rtzzw

VCLA Lbrery
La Angeles. Calor

Americn Csmntl ius
adZiazed wra.

Amenc. Hisonca As
400 A Street. S. E.
Was.A.ngo, D C. 2

Ca Lnirnatio.al
d'Hiato. d. a =.-
... rre. A 0ai
&L -us 6. Zlinarngrad
,20 Faw. Foa

Stephen E. Ambrose, Univ. of New Orlear

John Gaddis, Ohio University

William J. Casey (with SO of OSS durinE
the war)

Martin Bluenson

Donald Detwiler, Southern Illinois UniN

Arthur L. Funk

Forrest Pogue

Maurice Matloff

Other possible topics: Codebreaking -nd Counter-Intelligence;
Development of the Atomic bomb; air p. jer; sea power.

I would very much appreciate your reaction to these develop-
ments. We spoke about a four-day conference far enough in advance
of Bucharest to provide time for .ourism and yet to reach Romania
by August 10. Would during the week of July 28 be good? Would
a weekend be better? say, the first four days-in August?

CC: Mr. J. J. Chadwick
~e yrs,
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AMERICAN COMMITTEE ON THE HISTORY
OF THE SECOND WORLD WAR +

L. Fuo1. Chairman
e t History

~. nivcel ofFlorida
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ntDirector.
cL F. Delzll

nderbilt Univermty

t-tHughe
ruiew of California

a Son Diego

C. Poge
s D. Eisenhower Institute

asirn 1979

E. Arnbroe
ty of New Orleans

Jaum L. Collins, Jr.
of Military History

F. Kimball
SUniversity. Newark

0.Paxton
University

F. Peterson
Institu,|tion

E. Salisbury
New York Time,

Taylor
York City

F. Weigley
gpile University

miwing 1980

Webnio.£. C.

C. Deutas
War College

L Felk
of Air Force History

Mato
of Military History

K May
University

Toland
- . Connecticut

L Weinberg
Usveaty of North Carolina

Wohlwstter
a Hounatn Los Angel"

1. Zieznk.rniersty of Georgia

*ne| ezptsung J981
rk C. AllardNel H.istory Division

Ki M. Bl,.
Yale Univesit

B. Burdick
&a Josi Slate Univennty

A. Divine
ty of Tams at Ausin

C.FA. F. Hurley
Air Force Aeadenmy

New York University
Peter PaRt
L anfeed University

,obert Wolf.
National Archives
_*_Ziegler
Univrty of CaiiforRa

at Las Aigst-

July 3, 1980

Dear Mr. Chadwicl

John Gaddis informs me he uld like
to stay at Millbank from Sunday July 9 through
Saturday Auzust 2. checking out on Aug. 3.

like to
able to
me know

Mr. Casey intends to attend and would

stay at Millbank. However. he may not be

get to London before the 2 th. He will let

sa soon as he can.

Attached letter is self-explanatory.

I hope to hear from you soon whether
indeed the participants can check in at the Royal

Hospital early, in accordance with wire I sent you.
Our people would also like directions on how to get
there, whom to contact, and price of acconmodations.

Donald S. Detwiler.
and Newsletter E,
Depazrant of Hi
Southern Iinois'
Carbondale. Mlino

Robin Highain, Arc
Depsrment of Hi
Kansas Stats Uni"
MsnhaUMts Kans

Book Review Coord

Robert Dallek
Department of Hi
University of Cali

at Los Angeles
Los Angeles. CalL

Jams. J. Dougherty
National Endowm

for the Humans
Washington. D. C

Bibliography

Janet Ziegler
Reference Departr
UCLA Library
Loa Angeles, Call.

American Commute.
aflated with:

Arfmerican Historical
400 A Street, S. E
Weshiogtoo, D. C

Comiti Internationa.
d'Histure do to E
Guerre Mondiale
32. rue do Lninrg.
75008 Paris. Fran,

App. 0458

Sincerely,

Arthur L. Funk

Al
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22nd October 1992

Douglas Edmondson Esq..
Special Agent.
October Surprise Task Force.
Ford House Office Building.
Room 175C.
Third & D St. SW.
WASHINGTON DC 20515

Dear Mr. Edmondson.

.urther to our telephone conversation oi Tuesday, i have extracted copies ot the
3ritish Airways ,chedule for (_ oncorde. San Francisco and Madrid. Please find a
opy attached.

I am still investigating whether we still hold reservations records going back to 1980.
In the meantime, can you please write to me specifying more exactly the information
you are looking for. Can you also include in your letter the name and telephone
number of a guarantor who is able to verify to British Airways the authenticity of the
October Surprise Project, and your own role therein, and we will see what we can do
to assist. subject of course to legal advice.

Yours sincerely.

/

/
Ray Grainger
GM CAPACITY MANAGEMENT

App. 0464
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MR W J CASEY
ROGERS & WELLS
TWO HUNDRED PARK AVENUE

PAGE NEW YORK N.Y. 10017
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

COMBINED
INVOICE/STATEMENT

VAT Registration No. 238 6044 59
TYPE OF SUPPLY CREDIT SALE

DATE BATCH NO. REF DESCRIPTION OTY DEBIT CREDIT BAL,

29.07.80 7999 *000000 BALANCE BROUGHT FORWARD 87.40
01.08.8) 5824 *999999 CASH RECEIVED 10.7(
28.07.8) 4146 G035980 SPECIAL OPERATIONS EUROPE 8.5("
28.07.8 4146 G035980 TOP SECRET 4.95
28.07.8 4146 GC35980 WHO DARES WINS 8.9!
28.07.81 4146 G035980 MASTER OF DECEPTION 9.95

I II I Ap r-aiD TuaI I€ Tt -,, 217 1 i
CASH RECEIVED AND CREDITS PASSED AFTER THE END OF MONTH WILL BE SHOWN ON NEXT STATEMENT

RECEIPTS WILL ONLY BE ISSUED ON REQUEST
THIS ACCOUNT IS MADE UP TO DATE SHOWN ABOVE (UNDER TELEPHONE NUMBER) ,AMOUN

,derOffice: 187 PICCADILLY, LONDON WIV 9DA. TELEPHONE 01-4399921 (10 Lines) Ansaphone Service available outside olfice hours.
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ATTACIDIENT 1

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DEP

Memorandum

TO:

FROM:

'ARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
TED STATES CUSTOMS SERVICE

DATE: December 10, 1992

FILE: ADP-1-IM:E JRM

Jim King, OE

Director, Office of Enforcement Systems

SUBJECT: Search Results

As you requested, my office performed a search of the
airport query archive files from 1980 using the following search
parameters that you provided.

William Casey
William Casey
Bill Casey
Bill Casey
John Shaheen
John Shaheen
Ahmed Omshei

3/13/13
any date of birth
3/13/13
any date of birth
10/24/15
any date of birth
any date of birth

The attached printout, with annotations, shows the results.
In summary, we had:

Ahmed Omshei - no matches

John Shaheen
4 exact matches (DOB 10/24/15)
1 possible match (DOB 00/00/15)
3 unlikely matches (various DOB)

* Bill Casey - 1 unlikely match (DOB 00/00/28)

* William Casey - no exact matches
- 1 possible match (DOB 00/00/13)
- 4 possible matches (DOB 00/00/00)
- 49 unlikely matches (various DOB)

Please let me know if you need any further information.

Rod Mac&onald

Attachment

App. 0485
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Emba.ssi of the United States of America

- Seoul, Korea

J;ne 26, 1992

Senator Terry Sanford,
Chairman
Subcommittee on Near Eastern and South

Asian Affairs

Senator James M. Jeffords

Ranking Minority Member

Dear Senators Sanford and Jeffords:

I very much appreciate the opportunity you have given me to
respond in writing to your concerns regarding the so-called
*October Surprise." The plain fact is that I had no involvement
in or knowledge of any effort to delay or manipulate the release
of the American hostages held in Iran with relation to the 1980
presidential election. All my knowledge of the alleged affair
has come from Gary Sick's book, press reports and my own
preparation as a witness for the Office of the United States
Attorney in the perjury trial of Richard Brenneke in 1990. I
thus am delighted to have the opportunity to set the record
straight. For your convenience I have repeated your nine
questions below with my answers following in sequence.

1. QUESTION: During the period of November 4, 1979 to January
20, 1981 (inclusive) did you have any contact (including, but not
limited to, written correspondence, personal conversations, and
telephonic communications) with any individual(s), official or
otherwise, associated with the Republican Party or the
Reagan-Bush presidential campaign, relating to the holding of the
American hostages in Iran? If yes, please describe such contacts
and provide any documents in your possession referring or
relating to such contacts or your knowledge of them.

ANSWER: During the period covered by this question, I had no
contact, written correspondence, personal conversation or
telephonic communication with any individual or individuals
associated with the Reagan-Bush presidential campaign or the
Republican Party relating to the holding of the hostages, or for
that matter, relative to any other subject. My first contacts

App. 0489
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with the Reagan-Bush staff members took place after the election
of November 1980. These contacts were devoted entirely to
whether or not i would be retained by the incoming Reagan-Bush
administration as a member of the National Security Council
staff. in this connection, I met Richard V. Allen for the first
time during the month of December 1980. 1 might also add that i
met William Casey for the first time after he became Director of
the Central Intelligence Agency in 1981.

2. QUESTION: During the period of November 4, 1979 to January
20, 1981 (inclusive), did you have any contact (including, but
not limited to, written correspondence, personal conversations,
and telephonic communications) with any individual(s), official
or otherwise, associated with the Republican Party or the
Reagan-Bush presidential campaign, relating to the transfer or
transshipment of American-made military equipment or spare parts
to iran directly from the United States or from Israel or any *
other third party countries or intermediaries? if yes, please
describe such contacts and provide any documents in your
possession referring or relating to such contacts or your
knowledge of them.

ANSWER: During the period covered by this question, I had no
contact, written correspondence, personal conversation or
telephonic communication with any individual or individuals
associated with the Reagan-Bush presidential campaign or the
Republican Party relating to the transfer or transshipment of
American-made military equipment to Iran directly or via third
countries, including Israel, or for the matter relating to any
other subject. my duties on President Carter's National Security
Council staff were focused on intelligence matters and East Asian
affairs so that these alleged activities would not, in any case,
have fallen into my normal areas of responsibility.

3. QUESTIOn: Do you have any knowledge of any transmission of
classified and/or secret information relating to the Iran hostage
crisis by any member of the Carter Administration to any
individual(s), official or otherwise, associated with the
Republican Party or the Reagan-Bush presidential campaign, during
the period November 4, 1979 to January 20, 1981 (inclusive)? If
yes, please describe such transmissions and provide any documents
in your possession referring or relating to such transmissions or
your knowledge of them.

ANSWER: I know of no transmission of documents and/or secret
information regarding the Iran hostage crisis by any member of
the Carter Administration to any member of the Reagan-Bush

App. 0490
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campaign or the Repuolican Party. 'gary SicK. was the National
Security Council staff member responsi-le for Iranian Affairs.
'ad infrequent contact with 'Ir. Sic and 'ad no indication
whatsoever of any such contact or activity on his part.

4. QUESTION: Have you ever met or spoken to Jamshid Hashemi?
if yes, please describe the nature of your contact with Jamshid
Hashemi and provide any documents in your possession referring or
relating to such contacts with him.

ANSWER: I know of no person called Jamsnid Hashemi. I have seen
his name in contemporary newspaper articles connected with the
'October Surprise' but unless he was introduced to me under an
alias, 1 can say that I have never 7et with him or spoken to him.

.UESTION: save you ever met or spoKen to Cyrus Hasnemi? 4
yes, please describe the nature of your contact with Cyrus
Hashemi and provide any documents in your possession referring or
relating to such contacts with him.

ANSWER: I know of no person called Cyrus Hashemi and to my
knowledge I have had no contact with him of any sort. I am aware
from Mr. Sick's book called October Surprise that the Hashemis
allege that I met with them in New York in the spring of 1980.
To the best of my knowledge, I have never met the Hashemis. This
allegation is not true. I have made no trips to New York or any
other place to discuss arms shipments to the Middle East with
anyone at any time.

6. QUESTION: Have you ever met or spoken to Reinar Jacobi? If
yes, please describe the nature of your contact with Reinar
Jacooi and provide any documents in your possession referring or
relating to such contacts with him.

ANSWER: I know of no person called Reinar Jacobi, and unless he
was introduced to me under an alias, I can say I have never met
with him or spoken to him.

7. QUESTION: Did you travel outside the United States during
the period March 1, 1980 to January 21, 1981 (inclusive)? If
yes, please identify the countries and cities visited, the
duration and purpose of each trip, and provide any documents in
your possession referring or relating to such travel.

ANSWER: I took four trips outside the United States during the
period covered by this question. These trips are noted in
personal calendar diaries kept by me and my wife. These are the
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only documentary sources currently available to me regarding such
travel. My foreign trips were as follows:

-- From 8-11 July '980, 7 flew with President Carter to Tokyo to
attend the state funeral of Prime Minister Ohira of Japan.

-- From 26-30 August 1980, I was travelling by private car with
my wife in Nova Scotia, Canada visiting the towns of Yarmouth,
Halifax, Baddeck and Louisburg.

-- From 20-24 November 1980, I was involved in travel to and
from a conference on East Asian developments held at Ditchley, a
small town near Oxford, in southern England. At the end of the
conference, : also visited friends in London.

-- From 9-15 December 1980, : flew with Secretary of Defense
Harold Brown on a trip to Tokyo and Seoul. The trip .as entirely
focused on bilateral relations between the U.S. and Japan and the
U.S. and Korea.

-- No other foreign travel was undertaken during the period
covered by this question. Specifically, I did not travel to
Spain in July of 1980 or to Paris in October of 1980 as some of
Mr. Sick's sources allege. Copies of my pocket diary for July
and October 1980 are attached, as are copies for the same months
in my wife's calendar diary. As can be seen from the diaries, I
was in the United States during the July and October periods. If
you need further substantiation of any travel during the period
in question, please advise me and I will supply this information.

8. QUESTION: Do you have any knowledge of any effort by private
United States citizens or government officials to delay or
manipulate the release of the United States hostages held in Iran
in relation to the United States presidential election of 1980?
If yes, please describe such knowledge and provide any documents
in your possession referring or relating to such knowledge.

ANSWER: Apart from allegations contained in Mr. Sick's book,
which I consider to be completely spurious, I have no knowledge of
any alleged effort by private United States citizens or U.S.
Government officials to delay or manipulate the release of the
American hostages held in Iran in 1980. I have no documents
related to such alleged activities in my possession. I might add
in this context that I was a close personal friend of one of the
hostages, Mr. Thomas Ahern, and allegations that I might have
been involved in delaying the release of the hostages, including
Mr. Ahern, are particularly repugnant to me personally.
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9. QUESTION: Do you have any knowledge of any sales (both
official and unofficial), transshipments, or other transfers of
any American-made military equipment or spare parts to Iran
directly from the United States or from :sraei or any other third
party countries or intermediaries during the period September 1,
1980 to Decemoer 21, 1981 (inclusive)? :f yes, please describe
sucn knowledge and provide any documents in 'Your possession
referring or relating to such knowledge.

ANSWER: I have no knowledge whatsoever of any sales,
transshipments or transfers of any American-made military
equipment to iran directly or via Israel or any other third party
countries during the period covered by this question.

This concludes my formal answers. an conclusion, may 1 reiterate
my pleasure at being able to set the record straight and to state
my hope that your investigation can come to a quick and
definitive conclusion. it is my belief :hat the entire "October
Surprise' story is false and based on testimony of witnesses of..
highly dubious credibility.

Yours very truly,

Donald P. e
Ambassador

RE.PUBLIC OF KOREA I
SrECiAL af Of 310L
EMD5ASSY 9V UTI I LL
L-,TrEW SlATEs OF AMERICA$

Soblarbed and swore to bef Me
CoAu od the United States of America at

Seonl Koea, duly commissioned and qualified

ths daf JUN 26 1992

7? H*Ion M. Collings
American Consu
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MEMORANDUM

To: Elliot Richardson

From: Stan Pottinger

The attached draft memorandum has been prepared
as a resource for your upcoming meetings with attorneys
and State Department officials.

This memorandum has been drafted from contempo-
raneous notes, recollections, and interviews with Cyrus
Hashemi. it needs editlnc, but 7 have run out of t-nme.

- thoucht znat you shculd have i- before tomorrow's meet-
Ln c. )

This draft real-' Is for your eves only- Should
c:,rcum stances later reculre others to see a chrnoloav of
-his kind, i would want Hal Saunders to have a chance to
review and edit.

There is on!y one other copy of this memoradum,
which is locked up subject to my custody and control. Con-
-:'dentiality is obviously critical; do you have any special
ideas on how we can keeo the memo and its contents secret?

At t a c nm ent
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This document is su' "ed as 7 I ,NFIflENTIALExemotion from disclosure to non-covernrinntal a;_:;es
ci tnis document and any copies of it is cLaireo u:,ccr
the FreeOom of Information Act. 1, is reoaestEC ,:atL
ooe any oisccsure is permitted of this coc=ent. , R V I
or any pan or copies of it. timely notice te given to Thi4 document is subject to the Attorney Client
the Person whose name aoears on the stamp a;fxed Privilege and may not be disclosed without
to the first cage of this document. - The Aut 3'iB of t i

Elliot L. Richarason, Esq.
Milbank, Tweed, Hadley and McCloy
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washinaton, D.C. 20006
Telephone: 202/466-4700

INTRODUCTION

The following chronology sets forth the actions of

Dr. Cyrus Hashemi and others secretlv to assist the United

States in the return of the American hostages from Iran; to

join with the United States government in a covert attempt

to influence the outcome of the election for the presidency

of :ran in January, 1980; and currently to advise Iranian

government officials on national security matters.

SUMMARY (To Be Provided)

NARRATIVE CHRONOLOGY

Personal Backaround

Dr. Hashemi is an Iranian citizen born in Iran on

December 27, 1938. He speaks fluent Farsi, French, and English.

After obtaining a degree in economics at Oxford, he returned

to Iran in 1960 to join a group known as the Oil Consortium.

After approximately one year, he joined the Ministry of Water

Power (later the Ministry of Energy) and remained with the

government until 1964, where his last position was Director
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Through the spring and early sunmer of 1980, Zr. Hashemi

continued to work on the first agenda and to provide the

State Department with information and analysis on events in

Tehran.

Passindideh Meetina

After several months of failed effort, Dr. Moini and

Dr. Hashemi were able to persuade Reza Passindideh to leave

Tehran for a meeting in Madrid. On Wednesday, July 2, 1980,

the parties met at the Plaza Hotel in Madrid. Dr. Moini

and :r. Hashem met with Passindideh for approximately a half

hour, after which MAr. Pottinger -oined the meeting.

Passindideh was nervous to the point of fright. He

spoke no English, so Dr. Moini interpreted for Mr. Pottinger.

Pot.inger inquired whether Bani-Sadr knew of and had authorized

the present meeting in Madrid. Passindideh said that this was

so, and that Passindideh was supposed to telephone Bani-Sadr

later to advise him of the results of the meeting.

Pottinger inquired whether Passindideh was prepared to

assist in setting up an authorized confidential meeting

between a representative of Bani-Sadr and a representative of

the State Department. Passindideh said that he would, but

requested a confidential letter from Secretary Muskie or

another high government official confirming a request for

such a meeting and setting forth, even in euphemistic fashion,

points to be discussed.

Pottinger drafted a letter from Secretary Muskie to

President Bani-Sadr which he and his Iranian colleagues believed
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would meet the Passindideh request and test both his credibility

and Bani-Sadr's willingness to meet. Pottinger suggested that

if the letter were agreeable to the Secretary of State, it

could be shown to Passindideh. He could authenticate the

letter and take notes on its content for reporting to Bani-

Sadr, but the letter itself would be "escrowed" =ending a

similar response from Bani-Sadr.

Pottinger also asked Pass indiden to answer

a limited number of questions as a sian of 'is knowiedae and

autnorty. These involved such matters as te condition of

the hostages, whether there was anyone with authcrity to

round u; and deliver the hostages if the =roPer order were

given, who would Likely be Bani-Sadr's representative in the

event of a prIvate meeting, and the like.

On Saturday, July 5, 1980, Saunders said that the

Department had reviewed Pottinger's draft letter and proposed

approach to Passindideh. He said that a fusome letter of

invitation from the Secretary was inapprcriate at that point.

The Department was led to believe that Bani-Sadr wished to

have such a meeting; in such a case a letter attempting to

persuade him of such a meeting was neither necessary nor

appropriate. They wished to pursue the Passindideh connection

nevertheless, and proposed that Pottinger convey to him in Madrid

the contents of a note from the State Department confirming their

desire to meet. (See Exhibit 6.) This was then done through
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Dr. Hashemi and Dr. Moini.

At the same time, Dr. Hashemi advised Pottinger that

Passindideh had become too nervous to remain in Madrid and

was leaving at once to return to Tehran. Passindideh

believed that he would be in grave jeopardy if anyone in

Tehran discovered that he had met secretly with a private

American citizen to discuss the opening of an official

line of communication between Bani-Sadr and the State

Department. The day before, President Carter had traveled

-o California to make a speech. Sources close to the President

commented durina the eri- that the government was hopeful of

establishing communication with Tehran throuch a dissident

ayatollah. This was tart of -he lead story in the New York

Times on Saturday, July fifth, and was reported on the wires

and in London. Passindideh took these reports as a reference

to his efforts and the views of his father. He believed it

was necessary to return to Tehran at once. He told Dr. Moini

-hat after a few days, .f there was more to discuss, they

could pursue the matter by telephone.

On July 9, 1980, Dr. Hashemi reported to Mr. Pottinger

that Dr. Moini had received a telephone call from Passindideh.

Passindideh claimed that he had met with Bani-Sadr, who

approved the meeting in principle. He said that Bani-Sadr

proposed to form a delegation or "commission" of Sanjabi,

Salamatien, and Passindideh, or some combination thereof.

Passindideh said that the Iranians wished ten to fourteen

days to prepare for such a meeting, and.that it could not

go forward unless Ayatollah Khomeini approved .t and there
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appeared to be some level cf su==or- from key members of

the Majlis. Dr. Hashemi did not know whether Sanjabi or

Salamatien were aware of the Madrid meeting or -the proposed

commission, but said that Passindideh's meeting with Bani-Sadr

had been minutedd," which indicated to Hashemi that the

proposal was taken seriously in Tehran.

Mr. Pottlnger relayed the foregoing to Mr. Saunders,

who responded with a request for a meeting in Germany in

mid-July. This was conveyed to Passindideh through Pottinger

and Hashemi. Passindideh relayed a message back that the

matter was under review, zut znere was no further word on

the proposal, and no meet-na occurred.

During the next ninety days Dr. Hashemi continued to

provide infcmation and analysis on a number of issues. He

discussed tne upcoming choices for a new Prime Minister; pro-

vided helpful information on the new Speaker of the Majlis,

Hashemi Rafsanjani (Dr. Hashemi's cousin); discussed ways for

attempting to open a channel of communication to Ayatollah

Beheshti; and incorporated into a financial report to Tehran

information provided by the State Department on frozen assets,

deposits, medical and grain shipments, the amount of claims

received by the Treasury Department against Iran, and the like.

On September 1, 1980, Mr. Saunders told Mr. Pottinger

that a letter signed by a Congressional Delegation had been

delivered to the Iranians through the the Swiss Charge.

Saunders said that he understood that a debate abl-,ut the
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hostages was occurring in the MaiIis and requested Hasnemi

to explore in Tehran whether the Congressional letter was

well received, whether a different document from the United

States would be better, whether other communications were

needed at that juncture, whether the agenda set forth in

the Congressional letter was realistic, and the like. In

due course Hashemi provided his views on these questions.

In September, Dr. Hashemi 1 as aiso requested to provide

a financial report on oil pricing and exchange rates. He

provided a copy cf his report to tne State Department on

September 17, _980. (See Exhibit 7.,

Asset Recoverv Prcect

On September 72, 1980, Pottincer met in the State

Department with Mr. Saunders and Roberts Owen, Legal Adviser,

concerning a plan for identifying and attempting to recover

certain assets which the Iranian government believed had

been unlawfully expropriated by the Shah. Saunders and Owen

advised Pottinger that a four-point plan for the hostage

release was shaping up and that one item on the agenda was

the request for the United States to take some form of action

on the Shah's assets. Saunders and Owen said that the State

Department and Treasury Department would attempt to collect infor-

mation through the Bank Secrecy Act or whatever other sources

of information they might have. They were skeptical that the

Shah would have left any significant assets in the United

States after his departure for Egypt, and they were skeptical
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December 19, 1392

MEMO FOR MR. BARCELA *AND MEMBERS CF THE 7ASK FORCE

FROM GARY SICK

in response co the specific questions raised dur-rng the
course of my appearance yesterday, I have consulted my notes.
The following points provide the most zommlete responses ro -each
of the relevant questions that have teen able to produce.

i. Re Harold Saunder's 7oe cf May 8, 1980, -iscribing a
telepnone conversation in which Stanley Pottinger relayed a mes-
sage from Cyrus Hashemi that various individuals might be able to
come out of Iran for discussions. I discovered that I do not have
the original document. : contacted Harold Saunders who agreed to
copy the relevant pages and fax tnem to the -Task Force on Monday,
Deceimer 21.

According -:: mv notes, te zaxt cf :te ent :. as fzllows:
"Pottinger: Madani met w/BS, zho, Behest-. They asked him to take
PM. He declined. 'et again yesterday alone w/Kno. impression that
Madani is cooking up s.t. ,Saud: money perhaps) -M is rabidlyanti-clerical, afraid of Saudis. -CH ;srssed about Jamshd

knowing of mtg w/Behesti. CH talked to a's representative in
Switzerland. Son of ontezari cld come out. Ayatollah Karruoi old
come out (mbr of par!, close to AhMed, 15 yrs student of Kho.
Kuwait, Sharja, Abu Dhabi, Bahrain) Would come and meet."
'underlined in original'

Based on my review of the notes, I now realize that I was in
error when I said that the message referred to Reza Pasandideh
and Mehdi Karrubi. Pasandiden is not mentioned. Instead, the note
appears to indicate that Behestils representative in Switzerland
proposed to Cyrus Hasnemi two possible intermediaries: (2) the
son of Ayatollah Montazeri rnot the son of Ayatollah Pasandideh];
and (2) Ayatollah [Mehdi] Rarrubi. Reza Pasandideh had been men-
tioned by Cyrus Hashemi as a possible channel from the earliest
contacts between- CyUs and U.S. govmwriut -representatives in
December 1979, but not in this exchange.

2. Re my contemporaneous note reporting a meeting on July
14, 1980, with a "Mr. Haahei." I have attempted to contact
David Laylin [or Leylin), who apparently set up that meeting. I
had not talked to him for many years, and the old telephone num-
ber I had is no longer in operation. I will attempt to locate
him, but I am uncertain if I will be su-essful. In the meantime,
I spoke to Jams-id Hashemi, who recalled that his meeting with me
in 1980 was in fact arranged by David Laylin. Consequently, I now
believe that the July 14, 1980 meeting probably involved Janshid,
not Cyrus, Hashemi.

3. Re the Mayflower Meeting. According to my notes, Jaushid
first raised the subject of the Mayflower Hotel meeting when I
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interviewed him in London in October L990. : went over the
details of the story with him on at least two other occasions in
1991.

Based on my re-reading of these notes, _ now realize that :
erred when I told the committee yesterday that it was my belief
that Jamshid had known Roy Furmark prior to the Mayflower hotel
meeting. My notes reveal that Jamshid told me on several occa-
sions that he had not met Roy Furmark prior to that meeting. I
also received information from other investigators that Furmark
denied ever meeting Jamshid until many years after 1980.

i also found several entries in my notes expressing some
doubt in my own mind that Jamshid was being entirely candid about
Furmark's presence. Jamsnid had indicated a reluctance to reveal
the full relationship between John Shaheen, Cyrus and Casey, and
I speculated at the time that the real emissary was Shaheen, not
Furmark. There is bad blcod between Janshid and Furmark. I have
no hard evidence, however, beyond my own contemporaneous suspi-
cions, :o clarify or contradict Jamshid's statements that Furmark
was the man who appeared dt the Mayflower "otel.

4. Did Jamshid specifically menticn Charles Cogan in rela-
tion to the Mayflower Hotel meeting? Yes. Jamshid told me that he
reported the contact with Casey to Cogan, who reportedly told him
to disregard the meeting and not to do it again. [It is possible
that he said "Chuck" instead of Cogan and that I simply under-
stood him to mean Coaan since we had discussed his rel-a-tnstimp
with Cogan on several occasions.] I later raised this allegation
with Cogan, but he declined to discuss it with me.

5. According to my notes, Jamshid first mentioned "Gregg"
to me during our talk in London in October 1990. That was the
first time that 1 heard his account of his meeting with "Gregg"
in his brother's office and at the Shazan Restaurant in New York
as well as his allegations of "Gregg's" presence in Madrid.

6. With regard to the comments by the Customs officer
reported on p. 189 of October Surprise, my notes reveal almost
nothing beyond what was published. The source volunteered his
belief that a message was probably delivered directly from the
Republicans to the Iranians warning that if the hostages were not
released, the Iranians would suffer severe retribution. He
offered no specific evidence to support his understanding of what
happened.

7. At the request of the Task Force, I have conducted a
review of my notes to determine what I learned from Jamshid
Hashemi about allegations of meetings in Paris. The following
chronological summary expands considerably what I told the Task
Force on this subject yesterday:

S-31-89 Martin Kilian tld -ne ahout his recent (5-25] meet-
ing with Jamshid in London, where Jamshid for the first time
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stated that ne and his brother had been working for both Casey
and the Carter administration. He mentioned that meetings had
been held in Madrid "in June or J.uly" 1980 in which Cyrus had
been "bought off" by the Reagan side through the intervention of
John Shaheen. He said Henry Kissinger net with Cyrus in London
at the end of Auaust 15&0. Thereafter, tfere were a series -of
meetings in Europe: one in Zurich and two in _Pris. le sa-id Casey
was present at all meetings, and he placed Sadeq Ghotbzadeh at an
unspecified Paris meeting. No dates ana no details were provided
for any of the meetings. [In a recent conversation, Jashid told
me he had absolutely no recollection of =eeting Martin Kilian.-,

In the first half of 19go, I had my first meetings with
Jamsnid. They were largely introductory and social. Janshid also
met with other journalists during this period, and I received
reports, which regard as proprietar-/.

10-13-90: When I net 7amsnid in Lzndon, -e referred tn
unspecified meetings -.n Paris. :ze said he nad not been present
1ut had heard something about them from Cyrus, who had partIci-
pated. He said these were follow-up meetings after Madrid. He
again identified Casey and Chotbzadeh as participants.

10-15-90: Continuing our conversations in London, 1 pressed
him harder about possible Paris meetings. He said he was confused
about exactly what happened. He was not there. He heard some of
it from his brother, Cyrus, who arranged the whole thing. He did
not believe George Bush was there.

5-4-91: I met Jamshid in Washington. There was almost no
discussion of Paris. He told me that he was confident (apparently
on the basis of his personal relations with the Karrubis) that
Mehdi Karrubi did not attend any Paris meetings.

6-7-91: 1 met Jamshid in Washington. Most of the discussion
was about Madrid. However, in the course cf the meeting he warned
me to "be very careful about what you say about Paris, especially
about George Bush being there. It was not what people say." I
asked him if he meant that the Paris meetings did not happen. He
evaded, but several times repeated the warning to be very care-
ful. He said he knew about some meetings of Ghotb'adeh in Paris
[I later speculated to myself that this might a reference to
Ghotbzadeh's meeting with Hamilton Jordan]. H .peated that he
was not personally present so he could not say eXactly what hap-
pened. When reminded that he had indicated several times that
there were Paris meetings, he said "yes, there were meetings but
since I was not there I cannot say what the contents of the
meetings were."

8-29-91: In another meeting he warned me tnat "Paris didn't
happen the way it has been reported," and told me to be careful
about those reports.
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1-10-92: He again repeated the same warning, saying that he
was not there and that his brother often did not confide in him.
He was close to the Karrubis and thought that if they had been
involved he would have known. There possibly could have been
other Iranians who came to such meetings.

In more recent conversations, Jamshid has indicated his con-
tinuing belief that there were some meetings in Paris, that he
has no direct knowledge cf exactly what happened or who partici-
pated, and that he was confident from his personal relations with
the Karrubis that they were not participants.

8. With regard to my Taestioning of Jacquas Montanes,
according to my notes the first question I askea him was whether
he had any knowledge ot a secret deal between the Republicans and
the Iranians, in which arms deliveries were used as a payoff. He
replied that while he was being neld under house arrest [mostly
at a series of Tehran hotels] in Iran ne heard the story of a
deal with the Republicans, zut ne had no hard facts. Montanes
told me that the Iranians, in his experience, are-accustomed to
working with multiple contacts and simultaneous negotiations, and
that the connections between these different approaches are
"always deniable." They always have a hostage of some kind for
leverage to get what they want, he said.

With respect to my interview with Ahmed Heidari, he was
given a list of written questions. The first questions were about
details of arms deals in which he was involved, then about his
knowledge of possible meetings between Republicans and Iranians
during the period of the hostage crisis. Question 16 was worded
as follows: "Were these meetings related to the arms shipment of
October 24? (IRANAIR flt 0 999. This acft carried the 250 F-4
tires, M-60 tank spares fm Italy, 1000 PRC 77 batteries fm TUDOR
in Spain, & a J60 motor for SCORPIO armored car.)" Heidari did
not answer the question; instead he launched into a long discus-
sion of the technical aspects of the delivery, stressing that
this was his deal and his alone. I asked again. He gave me a long
disquisition that convinced me that he had no direct knowledge of
how a hostage deal might have been arranged or what it entailed.
He then stated: "I know that Iran, and especially Behesti, and
later Rafsanjani, they were trying to make a deal with Reagan: to
push the election, to deliver the hostages. But they wanted the
money back. They needed the money to fight tte-war. That was the
deal. It was not a minor level. It was a very, very high level.
Between Americans, maybe George Bush...". I regarded this as
merely his opinion and chose not to mention it in October
Surprise.
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DOUGLAS L. WniL .is
ATTORNEY AT LAW

A PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION

ONE N. E. 2"" AVENUE. SUITE 204

MxAmI, FLoRIDA 33132

TELEPHONE (305) 530 - 8282
TELECOPIER (305) 539-8724

December 4, 1992

Hon. E. Lawrence Barcella, Jr., Esq.
Chief Counsel
Congress of the United States
"October Surprise Task Force"
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Re: Reiner Jacobi

Dear Larry:

I have your letter of November 30 which came into my office on December 3 while I was
out of the city.

It is essentially accurate, but needs just a little bit of modification: I told you that I had
conveyed your desires, through an intermediary, to Mr. Jacobi, and that the response to your
request for an "interview" was indeed negative.

We did not, however, explore extensively any concept of "cooperation" with "the United
States." Rather, you told me on a couple of occasions that if it were the case that Mr.
Jacobi voluntarily submitted to a debriefing, and if thereafter he found himself in a position
where he was exposed to the imposition of a sentence, you (or others working with you on
"the October Surprise Task Force") would make the extent of his discussions or
conversations, or any benefits to the Congress which might have flowed therefrom, known
to any such sentencing judge.

I'm not sure that I ever characterized his feelings or attitudes as susceptible of description
as "anger." Surely, I told you that after everything he had experienced, he was less than
enchanted with "the Government of the United States." Rather, I simply told you that it had
been conveyed to me that he simply wished nothing further to do with any branch of the
Government and, as you correctly stated, internal or political distinctions between the
Executive and Legislative Branches weren't too terribly significant to him.

I will once again relay your current expressions to him (again, through an intermediary),
simply because I think it to be my obligation to do so as his attorney--or one of them.
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Hon. E. Lawrence Barcella, Jr., Esq.
December 4, 1992

With best personal regards, and wishes for a pleasant holiday season, I remain

Very truly yours,

DOUGPAS L. WILLIAMS

DLW:jf

cc: Stafford, Frey, Cooper & Stewart
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The Honorable Jack 3. Weinstein
U.S. District Court Judge
U.S. District Court
Eastern District of New York
225 Cadman Plaza East
Brooklyn, NY 11201

Dear Judge Weinstein:

Mr. Dirk Francois Stoffberg has to date provided the House
of Representatives Committee on Foreign Affairs with substantial
assistance in an on-going investigation. It in expected that
this substantial assistance will continue into the future.

In addition, Mr. Stoffberg has offered to have his testimony
preserved by deposition. He has also agreed to testify at any
open or closed Congressional hearing If and when requested to do
so. Our investigation pertains to the question whether the 52
Americans taken captive in Iran were held past the election of
1980 in violation of any U.S. laws. This issue is commonly
referred to as the "October Surprise."

Although Mr. Stoffberg's cooperation may not lead to any
criminal action, the information which he has voluntarily
provided to us has already been helpful and, to some extent, has
been corroborated by other evidence. I would, therefore, request
that Mr. Stoffberg'e cooperation be taken into consideration by
you in the determination of his sentence.

I would be pleased to discuss the matter of Mr. Stoffberg'S
cooperation with you or your law clerk at any time before Mr.
Stoffberg'a sentencing.

Sincerely yours,

R. S E~R OLIVER
Chiic Counsel
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I THE CLERK: Criminal cause for sentencing, USA

2 versus Dirk Stoffberg.

3 (Pause in proceeding)

4 THE CLERK: Counsel, please note your

s appearances.

* MR. MARVIN: Seth Marvin for the Government.

7 THE COURT: Good morning, everyone.

* MR. MARVIN: Good morning, Your Honor.

9 MR. DUNN: Good morning, Your Honor. Thomas Dunn

i0 for Mr. Stoffberg.

11 MR. KRATT: Edward Kratt, K-R-A-T-T, of counsel.

12 Good morning, Your Honor.

13 THE COURT: Has the defendant read the

14 presentence report?

15 MR. DUNN: Yes, he has, Your Honor.

16 THE COURT: Do you understand it, too?

17 MR. DUNN: Yes, Your Honor.

is THE COURT: Is he prepared for sentence?

19 MR. DUNN: Yes, Your Honor.

2THE COURT: All right, I'll hear you.

21 MR. DUNN: Your Honor, as you know, I had served

an objection, I believe, back on January 3rd, to the

2 presentence report pertaining to the leadership issue.

24 Basically, there's three issues I'd like to address today.

2 One is the leadership issue. One is the German jail time
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1 issue. And the third issue is this letter that Mr. Spencer

2 Oliver has sent to both the Court and Mr. Marvin 
concerning

3 cooperation my client has given.

4 The presentence report sets forth that the

5 guidelines that they find is eight to 14 months. The plea

6 agreement has set the scope of anywhere from four to 14

7 months. It's my position, and I'd ask the Court to adopt,

8 is that the sentencing guidelines should be four to ten

9 months pertaining to my client because there should not be

10 an increase of two points on the role of offense 
level.

11 As set forth in my papers, it's my position that

12 my client was not the leader of this conspiracy.

13 Admittedly, he was involved in this conspiracy. Based on

14 information, it would seem to me that, as I said in --

is THE COURT: Do you want to listen to this?

16 UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Yes.

17 THE COURT: Come over here and listen.

18 MR. DUNN: Based on the information that I

19 obtained in investigation and just from reading various

2 papers on the case, it would seem, if anyone was a leader

in this case, it was Mr. Walker- It seems that Mr. Brokow

and Mr. Toper, Val Toper and Mr. Walker were involved in

this conspiracy for quite some time and that, at some point

'24 when they were discussing --

They were having difficulty getting a hold of

.
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i these particular guns that the undercover wanted. After

2 months, Mr. Walker reached out for my client who was in

3 Europe. And then my client agreed to provide the guns and,

4 apparently the paperwork which would set forth that the

5 guns would be going to Ecuador as opposed to Chile.

6 Based on that position, I believe that my client

7 should not be held to be the leader of this group. I also

a think that the section pertaining to this issue is somewhat

9 innocuous when it refers to really what a leader is. And

10 based on those arguments as set forth in my papers, I'd ask

11 that you'd not find my client to be leader and that the

12 guidelines that should apply, instead of eight to 14

13 months, be four to 1G months. I know the argument may be

14 academic because my client served almost nine months, but

15 that's my argument.

16 THE COURT: Do you want a hearing on this, an

17 evidentiary hearing?

18 MR. DUNN: No, Your Honor. I'll just rely on my

19 papers.

THE COURT: Based on the papers and the

2 information before me, I find that your client was a leader

2 in this operation. And, therefore, the guideline

23 computation was correct.

24 MR. DUNN: All right. The next issue I'd like to

2 address, Your Honor, is the jail time issue. I know that
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I Mr. Marvin and the Bureau of Prisons -- The Bureau of

2 Prisons has given Mr. Marvin permission to enter into a

3 stipulation, which he submitted to the Court, that my

4 client should be credited with the jail time.

$ And Mr. Marvin, in his papers, has said really

e that the issue is moot. I don't believe it is moot for the

I following reasons. Mr. Stoffberg, if you sentence him to

8 eight or nine months as you could within the guidelines,

* there still has to be a judgment and commitment order.

10 There still has to be bureaucratic processing.

11 Mr. Essig, the regional counsel for the Bureau of Prisons

12 down in Philadelphia, told me yesterday that, even if it

13 was expedited still could take seven to 10 days for the

14 order to get from here to MCC.

I Mr. Kratt, who has had experience in this area

16 with clients that have done incarceration in foreign

17 jurisdictions, has informed me that sometimes it may take

is as much as two to three weeks and even more, so it's quite

@ possible that my client could get sentenced to more time

than he would be under whatever you sentence him to.

I would submit, as I have set forth in my papers,

that, under 5(K)(2.0) of the sentencing guidelines and also

. under 18 USC 3553, Subsection B, that you could step

outside of the guidelines and sentence him to time served

in US custody.
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I We all know that it would be the same. He still

2 would do almost the equivalent of nine months. It still

3 would be within the eight to 14 guideline sentencing range,

4 but it would make sure that he would not be incarcerated

s for a longer period than he should be.

6 And my main concern is that Mr. Stoffberg be

7 released today. He spent almost six months in a German

8 prison. He spent some time in Passaic County in a jail

9 which wasn't, you know, the greatest in the world. And as

10 a result of some of those conditions, you ordered that he

11 be moved out of there early on. And, of course, he's ,spent

12 some time now in federal prisons, in MCC and in Otisville.

13 I believe, based on all those circumstances, that

14 this is not a moot issue, that you would have the

15 discretion, under the case law and under the guidelines and

16 under 3553, to move outside and sentence him to time served

iin US custody. I think the interests of justice would be

served. I think it would void any possibility of prejudice

or injustice to Mr. Stoffberg, staying in jail beyond the

P0 sentenced period. Thirdly, I'd like to address --

THE COURT: Well, let's address that. What's the

Government's position?

MR. MARVIN: In terms of the sentencing issue,

the credit issue?
THE COURT: Yes. Your letter indicates that you
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are willing to see him given credit for the time he served

in Germany.

MR. MARVIN: That's correct. We have

authorization. As the Court suggested on our last Court

appearance last week, we are prepared to stipulate. David

iEssig, E-S-S-I-G, who is the regional counsel for the

Bureau of Prisons, has informed me quite differently than

counsel just stated.

If Ms. Lowe prepares the judgment and

commitment, we can arrange for a certified copy to be sent

to the Metropolitan Correctional Center tomorrow morning.

I We've been in contact with the person there who will

compute jail credit.

We can arrange for whatever sentence the Court-

deems appropriate, whether it's time served or whether it's

a sentence within the guideline range, to be implemented as

soon as possible. We've cut through every single layer in

the bureaucracy, so we are prepared to stipulate.

We think all the issues are relatively moot that

counsel has raised because the guideline range here, as the

Court has found, is eight to 14 months. He served

somewhere in excess of eight months, somewhere less than

ne months. So, regardless of what term the Court

sentences Mr. Stoffberg to, he's going to get credit as of

tomorrow for the time that he served in Germany because he
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i was arrested in Germany solely pursuant to the arrest

a warrant issued by Magistrate Ross.

3 MR. DUNNt Your Honor, I appreciate Kr. Marvin's

4 intervention in discussions with Mr. Essig which commenced,

s I believe, last week. But although that may be what Mr.

s Essig said, Mr. Essig told me yesterday, about three, three

7 thirty in the afternoon, that that it could conceivably

* take as long as seven to ten days unless expedited and

9 pushed.

10 Now, hopefully, that's what will happen, what Mr.

11 Marvin says. But, again, I think, since everyone knows

12 he's done this jail time, I think it would be fair to

13 sentence him to time served in US custody, namely from

14 October 18th. to today. And the bottom line is that he

15 would have served close to the nine months.

is MR. KRATT: Your Honor, may I just speak to the

issue of the procedure? It's my understanding, from my

experience --

THE COURT: You are who?-,.
MR. KRATT: Edward Kratt, Your Honor. I'm of

2. counsel to Mr. Dunn in this matter. it's my understanding,

!7 Your Honor, that the central administrative system has to

be notified and that the judgment and commitment order have

i to be sent to them first and then, subsequently, that order

can be sent to the regional or the institutional
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1 administrative system.

2 If that bureaucracy can be cut through, then I

3 think that it would not be a problem, but in my experience

4 often these layers of bureaucracy are not able to be cut

5 through. They have to follow their normal course. And

o that's why I believe it's important for Your Honor to

7 consider a time served sentence so that Mr. Stoffberg

s doesn't spend an additional two to three weeks that it

* often takes for these orders and commitments to find their

10 way to the proper institution.

11 THE COURT: Pursuant to the stipulation, the

12 sentence of prison will be measured from the date he was

13 apprehended and placed in a German prison since that was

14 pursuant to a United States warrant.

15 MR. MARVIN: That's April 28th of 1991.

Is MR. DUNN: I think it's the 24th, Judge.

17 MR. MARVIN: Pardon me, April 24, 1991.

1 THE COURT: All right, next.

19 MR. DUNN: The final issue, Your Honor, is this

letter that Mr. Oliver has submitted to -- a separate

M letter to Mr. Marvin, which I presented a copy to you with

n my January 13th. papers, and also a letter addressed to

n you, pertaining to this issue.

H THE COURT: By Mr. Oliver, Chief Counsel?

MR. DUNN: Right, Chief Counsel to the Foreign
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Affairs Committee f or the House of Representatives. I'm

2 not requesting that you divert or move from the guidelines

pursuant to Section 5(K)(1.1). There has been no

cooperation agreement with the US Attorney's Office for the

Eastern District of New York. And even in arvin's

response to my initial letter of, I believe, January 3rd,

he acknowledges that.

* However, I submit that you could go out of the

* guidelines, pursuant to 5(K)(2.0) and pursuant to several

10 cases which I have set forth in my January 13th letter.

11 And the cases are US versus Khan, US versus Au, which was

12 a recent decision in November of '91, written by the

Honorable John 0. Newman, and also US versus Garcia.

UTHE COURT: I haven't received those cases. You

made the citations?

i MR. DUNN: I gave a copy to Your Honor of US

versus Agu and I do have copies of the other cases. They

may have been marked up a little bit. Your Honor, this is

US versus Garcia.

(Off the record discussion between the Clerk and

the Court)

(Pause in proceeding)

THE COURT: You're relying, are you, on United

States v. Acru, A-G-U, --

MR. DUNN: Yes, Your Honor.
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I THE COURT: -- from Judge Newman?

2 MR. DUNN: Yes, Your Honor.

3 THE COURT: It says, because the requirement of a

4 Government motion was settled in this Circuit, the case is

5 -- "

a MR. DUNN: Well, that's true, Judge, but he makes

7 a qualification.

g THE COURT: Where is the dictum you've --

9 MR. DUNN: I'll look for it in a moment, Your

10 Honor.

11 (Pause in proceeding)

12 MR. DUNN: At Page 6 of my letter and also at

13 Page --

14 THE COURT: He says, were the issue offered to

Is this circuit, --

1* MR. DUNN: No, well, Judge --

THE COURT: -- there would be several lines of

1 argument.

1* MR. DUNN: On Page 5 of that decision, down

0 towards the bottom, about five lines about that number 5,

it says:

62 "In Khan, we added an important qualification

that a Government motion was not required for a

USection 5(K)(2.0) departure based on assistance

2S of the prosecution, but significantly limited
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I this exception to assistance to the Government,

2 other than supplying of information relevant to

s the prosecution of other individuals, namely

4 assistance by the defendant that allegedly saved

5 the life of a Government agent."

* Finally, in US versus Garcia, we --

7 THE COURT: I know, but it still requires a

* Government motion.

* MR. DUNN: I don't think so, Judge, because --

10 THE COURT: Get me Khan, K-H-A-N.

11 MR. MARVIN: I have the case.

12 MR. DUNN: I have a copy.

13 THE COURT: Let me see Khan, K-H-A-N.

14 MR. DUNN: I think what these cases are saying is

15 that, if it's going to result in an indictment, if it's

16 resulting in a prosecution, if it's resulting in a criminal

17 matter -- At Khan at 1106 under Section 2, where it says,

Is departure under 5(K)(2)(0), it says, "We agree it would

have been theoretically possible for the District Court to

make a downward departure under 5(K)(2.0), notwithstanding

the Government's decision to move for a downward departure

under Section 5(K)(1.1), but the District -- a

2 THE COURT: What are you reading from?

24 MR. DUNN: I'm reading under section --

25 THE COURT: From what opinion?
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i MR. DUNN: Khan, US versus MM.

2 THE COURT: Where?

3 MR. DUNN: On Page 1106, under the Section 2, in

4 the second column, first paragraph.

$ THE COURT: Khan also asserted?

* MR. DUNN: Excuse me, Your Honor?

7 THE COURT: Where it says, Khan also asserted --

* MR. DUNN: Right.

9 (Pause in proceeding)

10 THE COURT: But he's saying they have no

ii authority to take --

12 MR. DUNN: In that particular case, Judge,

13 because of the facts, but they say you could do it,

14 depending on the facts.

15 THE COURT: Yes, but you have another decision

Is from Judge Newman who says you can't do it.

17 MR. DUNN: Well, I think Judge Newman, in this

is opinion, says you can, Your Honor, because he's saying

19 that, in this section, "In Khan, we added the important

2 qualification that a Government motion was not required for

21 a Section 5(K)(2.0) departure."

2And it also addresses,

"Finally, in US versus Garcia, we ruled that

24 cooperation covered by Section 5(K)(1.1) is

cooperation with the prosecution, leaving
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i cooperation with the Courts available as a ground

2 for departure in the absence of a Government

3 motion, presumably under Section 5(K)(2.0).*

4 And in that particular case, in US versus Garcia,

5 which I have here, an individual cooperated with the

6 Government. They didn't give a 5(K)(1) letter, but the

7 Judge felt that this was an early plea. There were a lot

8 of other defendants, where it was like a house of cards,

, they collapsed, saved the Government a lot of time and the

10 District Court a lot of time. And, therefore, the Judge

11 departed under 5(K)(2.0).

12 I submit that Garcia and this qualification in

13 Khan permit you, under 5(K)(2.0), to also depart because my

14 client has cooperated with Congress. And if you read the

15 letter of Mr. Oliver, he's setting forth that this may not

16 result in a criminal action.

17 If it was a prosecution, then it's something that

deals with the US Attorney's Of ice, but this is something

that goes further. This goes to assisting Congress in an

20 investigation, assisting, eventually, possibly, in the

21 American public, finding out what happened with whatever

these negotiations were with the US hostages back in '79

and '80 in Iran.

24 And my client has voluntary given that

25 cooperation. Mr. Marvin, in his response to this, sets
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-forth that the letter really is academic anyway, the

cooperation is academic. anyway, because my client has done

more than the minimum of the guidelines, so he seems to be

saying --

THE COURT: It's not moot. I'm considering the

14 month sentence or I can consider a sentence at the

bottom.

MR. DUNN: Then, Your Honor, I would think,

:.umber one, if -- I believe it's not moot. I believe that

you can go outside of the guidelines. But, at the same

time, Mr. Marvin says that, in his letter that you can take

it into consideration in sentencing Mr. Stoffberg.

If you re not going to find that you have the

discretion under 5(K)(2.0) to view this as a cooperation

iith a section of the Government and move downward, I would

at least ask you that you take it into account and sentence

:!r. Stoffberg to the period of time he has been in jail,

from April 24th to today.

THE COURT: What's the Government's view?

MR. MARVIN: First, just so the record is clear

on the first issue, which the Court has already ruled on,

I'd just like to mark, as three exhibits, transcripts

during which Mr. Stoffberg discussed his role in this.

In Government Exhibit 1, on November 30th of

1989, at 2:10 p.m., during a call to an undercover customs
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:ent, the defendant said, quote, he was the man who was

:tting the strings together in the deal. So we'd ask that

tis be marked as Government Exhibit I for purposes of the

-aring.

THE COURT: Mark it.

(Government Exhibit, 1, transcript, marked)

MR. MARVIN: Second, Government Exhibit 2 is a

-pe recorded call from November 29, 1989 in which the

pendant , again is speaking to an undercover secret

-.rvice agent in which he says, "I will take control of the

:tuation with you."

THE COURT: Mark it.

(Government Exhibit 2, transcript, marked)

MR. MARVIN: Third, Government Exhibit 3 is

other recorded call in which the defendant says, "I'm the

pplier." He also discusses, "I've arranged documentation

:r you to pick it up in Madrid. I've arranged for freight

warderss"

And then he discusses, later on in the call, the

.tails of the transaction, so we think that the Court was

re than justified in finding that the guideline range of

ght to 14 months was correct. Congress, like any other

rt or private citizen, has a right nd a letter to

:e Court, much like a family member would, a physician, a

cber of the clergy, explaining --
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THE COURT: You're not putting Congress in the

.e position as a family member in terms of its influence?

MR. MARVIN: No, what we're saying is any third

-ty has the right to send a letter to the Court setting

)rth what they think of a defendant setting forth facts

-d circumstances relevant to sentencing issues. Here, the

Ldeline range, as the Court has found, is eight to 14

*nths. We think the Court should impose a sentence within

.ht to 14 months. we have briefed, extensively, the

:ue of whether the letter which was submitted could serve

-a-

THE COURT: Did you get all of these. This, too?

MR. DUNN: Uh hum.

THE COURT: Will you mark this one?

THE CLERK: Uh hum.

(Government Exhibit, 3, transcript, marked)

MR. MARVIN: We briefed, extensively, whether the

-ter from Mr. Oliver, which we have included in our Court

-ers, can serve as the basis for a motion, a veiled

:ion under 5(K)(1.1), which is essentially what it is.

think the Second Circuit has spoken clearly.

We don't know the nature and extent of whatever
, -- -

.istance Mr. Stoffberg nas provided. He's refused to

-- us. as is his riaht. Mr. Oliver has informed us that

one occasion, December 26th of 1991, there was a taped
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interview with Mr. Stoffberg at the Netropolitan

a Correctional Center.

3 Subsequently, Mr. Stoffberg has submitted a

4 number of affidavits to the Congressional Committee and

S soe documents. Some of the information which r.

I Stoffberg has provided, as set forth in Mr. Olivers

7 letter, has been corroborated. Others have not.

I We think the Court can take the letter into'

* consideration in imposing a sentence within eight to 14

10 months. Certainly, under Section 5(K)(2.0) and all the

ii authorities cited therein, that letter would not qualify

ig the defendant as a matter of law to the extraordinary

13 remedy of a downward departure, which, in any event, is

14 moot. So, in summary; we think that the Court can take the

is letter for whatever it deems it worth and impose a sentence

is that it thinks is appropriate.

17 MR. DUNN: Your Honor, if I might just give you a

is little history of this attempted cooperation with Congress.

is I had written a letter in mid-November to Mr. Spencer

W Oliver pertaining to my client's willingness to

m cooperate.

22I had learned that there may be investigation

n into what was was known as the October surprise. I wrote

2 to Mr. Oliver in, I believe it was the second week in

a December, around December 9th. I was informed that Mr.
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1 Oliver and an individual named Mr. Reed Weingarten, a

2 former US Attorney down in DC who is now in private

3 practice, who has been appointed 
to head the Senate side of

4 this investigation as independent counsel, was going to

5 come up.

a I wrote a letter -- Mr. Oliver insisted that he

7 would prefer if the meeting take place in the Eastern

8 District of New York's offices because it would be more

9 comfortable for all parties. I suggested that this could

10 be easily done at MCC. And he said, no, we can do it at

11 the Eastern District.

12 1 wrote a letter, then, to Mr. Belkin, setting

13 forth that this meeting was going to take place and

14 apparently Mr. Oliver had conversations. And it was my

15 understanding that this meeting would take place on

December 17, 1991 in the Eastern District of New York.

17 I learned on the day of Sunday, December 15th

Is that it was Mr. Belkin's intention to first 
debrief Mr.

Stoffberg on this issue and other issues and that Congress

would have to wait a couple of days until Thursday. 
That

21 was a bad day for Mr. Weingarten since he 
was going to be

up on a separate issue in the Southern District of New

York, so I contacted, by letter, Mr. Belkin, stating 
that I

24 insisted that if there was going to be any cooperation,

first, Congress would have to be allowed to meet with my
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i client.

2 For whatever reason, and I don't know if it was a

3 Congressional bureaucratic mix up or whatever, that meeting

4 did not take place on December 17th. I was about to go on

s vacation and I asked Mr. Kratt to come into the case and he

I met with my client and Mr. Spencer Oliver on December 26th

7 at MCC.

8 They had a long conversation. My client

* subsequently has provided quite a bit of information. When

10 Mr. Marvin says that it's been corroborated to an "xtent

11 and other things haven't been corroborrated, he almost

12 leaves the impression that that part has neen checked out

13 and it's not necessarily true. I don't know exactly what

14 he means, but I think that can be interpreted tnau way.

15 The fact is that there has been corroborration,

is separate corroborration, -- my understanding, of at least

17 one witness pertaining to what my client has given. My

is client has given numerous documents, names and addresses

19 and phone numbers of people that can be contacted.

SIts my understanding that this will be all

2 checked out. My client is willing to give a deposition at

2 any time. He's going to testify at any hearings pertaining

2 to this October suprise issue. He's willing, if necessary,

24 to go in your chambers in camera in a sealed proceeding and

2 let you know what he's told Mr. Oliver.
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I But the reason, one of the main reasons why he

2 has not given this information to the Eastern District of

3 New York is because the Congressional investigators don't

4 want the information out. It's their investigation. And

S that's it.

I He has cooperated. I think this is a real, real

7 significant issue, this whole investigation. It's been in

g the press quite a bit and it goes to the reason that

9 5(K)(2.0) is significant and the reason depart downward, at

10 least give him a minimum sentence under guidelines, is

11 because this is an issue that is important to not only

12 Congress, but to eventually, possibly, the American public.

13 In that situation where this individual who had

14 cooperated with the US Attorney but didn't get the letter

is gave information that an agent of the Government might be

Is threatened, the Court stated it could have departed on that

issue.

is The reason that it didn't is because the attorney

for the defendant didn't being that issue up at sentencing

and it wasn't preserved on appeal. It's first brought up

on appeal and, therefore, it wasn't applicable, but the

Court in I think it was the US versus Khan issue, statedn

that the Court would have had the power to depart under

24 5(K)(2) based on that bit of cooperation.

25I think, based on these cases, that not only can
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i a defendant cooperate with the US Attorney's Office and get

2 a 5(K)(1.1) letter, but he can cooperate with the judicial

3 system as set forth in Garcia. And there's no reason why

4 he can't cooperate with the third branch of Government that

s makes the laws.

6 And based on the significance of this

I investigation, whether it goes anywhere or not, my client

8 has presented information voluntarily. And I'm asking that

9 the Court please consider it in its sentence.

10 THE COURT: My ruling on the issue of law made

ii informally now, but subject to a possible brief memorandum

12 of law is as follows. A Section 5(K)(l.1) departure does

13 require a motion by the Government. It is usually made

14 based on the cooperation of the witness or the defendant.

13 There may be instances where, in bad faith or

16 through misconduct of an Assistant United States

17 prosecutor, that recommendation is denied. The cases, I

is think, indicate that in such a situation, the Court may

19 depart without an explicit recommendation.

2In this case, there isn't the slightest instance

2 of bad faith or misconduct. It's clear that the Assistant

n United States Attorney, possibly and probably acting

2 pursuant to the directions of his superiors, since this is

24 an important problem involving the relationship with the

2 three branches of Government, namely, the Courts, Congress
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i and the Executive, has made an explicit decision internally

2 not to request the departure.

3 The reason, generally, that the United States

4 prosecutor does not wish departures made except on its own

s recommendation, among others, is that, by controlling

6 strictly the departures, the Government prosecutor has an

7 enormous leverage over defendants.

8 Not only can the Government decide the charge

g and, thus, in effect, decide the sentence, but, by holding

10 within its own hands the ability to permit the Court to go

11 below the guidelines, in effect, it can compel in many

12 instances a defendant to cooperate and to do what the

13 Government requests.

14 Not only can a recommendation refer to a

is departure below the guidelines, but it also can refer to a

16 departure below minimum sentences. The power of the

17 prosecutor, under the guideline sentencing, is enormous.

18 Fortunately, in this district, we have an excellent United

19 States Attorney and Assistants, so there has been no

0 overreaching and abuse of that enormous power that's been

21 placed in the hands of the prosecutor and taken from the

2 judges by recent so called reforms.

23 Now this leads to the question of whether there

24 remains any other power to depart for cooperation. The

2 holdings of the Second Circuit indicate that a Government
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I request is required. However, there are some dicta from

2 some of the judges in the Court of Appeals suggesting that

3 there are reasons why this general rule should not apply

4 when there's cooperation with other branches of the

5 Government. As far as I know, the Second Circuit has not

I considered cooperation with Congress. Is:that right?

? MR. DUNN: I couldn't find anything on it, Your

I Honor.

9 THE COURT: That's right, isn't it?

10 MR. MARVIN: We haven't found anything found any

11 cases on that issue, Judge.

12 THE COURT: But it has suggested that a

13 cooperation with the Court, as an independent branch, that

14 might suffice. We can hypothesize a number of examples.

is One, it may be that the Government is denying a

recommendation of a downward departure because the

defendant does not wish to cooperate, but at the trial the

Court may call the defendant and give him an opportunity orIs

her an opportunity to testify and cooperate with the Court.

And that cooperation may be extremely helpful in

the administration of justice, although distasteful to the

Government. That, I think, is one of the factors that the

Court of Appeals had in mind in its dicta. Under such

24 circumstances, it seems to me that cooperation, as the

Court of Appeals suggests, should be taken into account.
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I Now we come to the problem of Congress. It is

2 true that Congress is primarily a law making, and not an

3 investigatory body. However, we all know that its

4 investigations are critical in law making, as well as in

5 informing the public with respect to what is happening in

S our society and Government.

7 Not only that, but many of its investigations

a result ultimately not only in legislation, but in

9 prosecutions of one kind or another. Therefore,

10 cooperation with Congress should be treated as on an equal

ii level with cooperation with Courts. They're both

12 independent bodies under our Constitution.

13 I, therefore, hold that, as a matter of law, that

14 the Court may depart when a defendant cooperates with the

Is Government and that is brought to the attention of the

is Court and, in effect, Congress has requested a departure.

17 All right?

1s MR. MARVIN: Judge, just to clear two things up,

19 we can't request a departure here for two reasons. One, as

2 counsel has noted in his responding papers, there was no

21 cooperation agreement in this case. In fact, the defendant

2 explicitly and continually refused to enter into a

2 cooperation agreement with our office. Second, we don't

24 know what information was provided to Congress.

2THE COURT: I'm not faulting you in any way.
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I MR. MARVIN: I understand that.

2 THE COURT: I believe that your position is

3 procedurally correct.

4 MR. MARVIN: The other point I wanted to make was

5 that the letter from Mr. Oliver doesn't mention either

6 5(K)(1.1), 3553(E) of Title 18 or Section 5(K)(2.0). The

7 letter does not request a downward departure nor could it.

8 It simply requests that the Court take whatever

9 "cooperation" the defendant has provided in pronouncing

10 sentence.

11 THE COURT: I treat it as the equivalent of a

12 request for a downward departure. The guidelines do not

13 provide for requests by Congress or by the Court.

14 MR. MARVIN: The Court could treat it as a matter

15 of law. And Mr. Oliver has informed me and I'll inform the

16 Court, as an officer of the Court, that that is not a

downward departure motion because he knows that's something17

that Congress doesn't have the ability to make.16

19 THE COURT: I understand that.

MR. MARVIN: The Court can treat it any way that

21 it believes is appropriate.

THE COURT: I understand that. You're correct.

MR. DUNN: Your Honor --

24 THE COURT: Under the guidelines, neither

Congress nor the Court has the power.
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I MR. MARVIN: We would also, I guess, like to

2 stress, the Court indicated at the beginning that this was

3 an informal opinion or dicta, however the Court wishes to

4 paraphrase it or characterize it, we would just like to say

5 that, since the guideline range here is eight to 14 months

6 and since the defendant has served nine months, we don't

7 think this is an issue the Court needs to address in this

8 particular case.

9 THE COURT: I believe you're wrong about that,

10 but I have great respect for your knowledge of the law. My

11 understanding of what the Second Circuit wishes us to do is

12 to first fix the guidelines and fix the guideline sentence

13 and then decide whether there should be a departure

14 downward from what the guideline would require.

15 I would, first, have to fix the guideline

16 sentence. And I would fix it somewhere between eight and

17 14 months and, without this information from Congress,

18 probably at the high end, the 14 months because this

19 defendant, I believe, is dangerous and has been a leader in

a massive attempt to violate our laws on munitions.

21 MR. DUNN: Your Honor, if I may, even though

there was no cooperation agreement with the US Attorney's

23 Office, oftentimes when there is a cooperation agreement

with the US Attorney's Office what they do is they give a24

25 letter to the Court. My client has given information. And
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i Congress, through Mr. Spencer Oliver, has given a letter to

2 you and I submit that that can be viewed as a cooperation

3 agreement.

4 THE COURT: All right, that's the way I'm going

5 to view it.

6 MR. DUNN: And I also would submit, Judge, that

7 it says, substantial assistance that he gave. That's what

a they say.

9 THE COURT: Yes. All right. I'll hear you on

10 the sentence.

11 MR. DUNN: Judge, just one moment, Your Honor.

12 (Pause in proceeding)

13 MR. DUNN: Your Honor, since you set forth that

14 you do have the power, based on this letter to depart, I

15 would ask that you do depart, and sentence my client to

16 something lower than the eight to 14.

17 I know that that still means that my client would

18 do more than eight months in jail. And, therefore, I would

19 urge that you sentence him and release him today based on

20 the power to depart.

21 Number two, if you're not going to depart, then I

2 would ask that the fact that this letter is viewed as --

2 the fact that my client has cooperated substantially, given

24 substantial assistance to the Committee on Foreign Affairs

25 for the House of Representatives and the fact that Mr.
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I Marvin seems to view this as academic in reference to the

2 fact that he's done more than the minimum of eight months,

3 I would ask that you sentence him to from April 24th to

4. today and that he be released today.

5 But, again, I would ask that you depart down and

6 I'd be asking that that departure be actually a sentence of

7 US custody from October 18th to today, so that he could be

a released today and avoid any possible bureaucratic mix up

9 that would result.

10 THE COURT: Do you wish anything to what your

11 attorney has said, sir?

12 THE DEFENDANT: Your Honor, I plead guilty. I

13 accept the circumstances of being incarcerated in Germany

14 and in America. And I beg Your Honor to release me today.

15 MR. MARVIN: Judge, the only thing that we would

16 add, just so the record is clear, we think that in the

letter from Mr. Oliver when he refers to substantial

1s assistance, he's talking about that not in the terms

19 envisioned by the guidelines.

20 We think we could establish that at a FATICO

21 hearing. Because of the guideline range here, we view that

as academic, but we don't think that whatever assistance22

Mr. Stoffberg has provided would be substantial assistance23

within the contemplation of the sentencing guidelines.24

25 Otherwise, we'd ask the Court to sentence this
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.endant to within the guideline range of eight to 14

- -hs. And we'd respectfully ask the Court not to

3 'Iress, in this case, an issue which we don't believe

4 :ds to be addressed in the context of this case.

5 THE COURT: With this guideline sentence, the

6 rt would sentence the defendant to one year and one day

- rison. He's a dangerous man, as revealed by the Court,

was a leader of this massive attempt to circumvent our

o -.-tions regulations.

It would take into account the Government

1. ;-ressional information and reduce the sentence from 14

12 months, which is within the guidelines. His

-- eline sentence -- to twelve months and one day. His

. eline sentence, therefore, would have been 12 months

I, -d one day.

However, as already indicated, I treat the letter

- Congress as, in effect, an application for departure.

-herefore, depart downward to time served and stay that

-:ence for one week to permit the Government appeal to

Court of Appeals on this issue.

2' In addition, he is sentenced to three years

:rvised release, a fine of $20,000. He is to pay the

::t for his imprisonment from this day forward. He will

a $50 assessment.

2' I note that the reason the Court would go to the
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I top e guidelines, were it not for Congress'

2 inter- , is that there was a threat of physical

3 viole- , this defendant. He's to be kept under very

4 clos under the three year supervised release term.

5 If h" nto any trouble during that year, he will go

6 into •or three full years. Is that clear?

7 DUNN: Yes, Your Honor. I would just ask one

a thin- Honor. Since we don't know if Mr. Marvin --

) unle -nows now if he's going to appeal this issue,

3 mayb -IJd tell the Court if he knows, number one.

But, two, if they do intend to appeal and you've

stay 1 week, if Mr. Stoffberg could be released

penA4 decision. He could report every day to --

COURT: I'm not going to release him for the

same he wasn't released up to this moment. I

be!-- -11 abscond.

DUNN: Could I ask Mr. Marvin if at least he

kno' - would d expect to appeal this?

:ARVIN: I'm not prepared to discuss that at

thiE

DUNN: Judge, if there's a decision before

the .s-

COURT: Whatever you stipulate to with the

Gover fine. Is my decision clear now?

DUNN: It's my understanding, Judge, that
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1yc anced Mr. Stoffberg to time served, but you've

2 st -e week to them an opportunity to appeal, so,

3 th .hey have --

4 . COURT: Plus additional terms.

5 . KRATT: Your Honor, if the Government decides

6 t" ..zend to appeal, would Your Honor consider, at

7 t " application for his release pending appeal?

8 - COURT: I'm not going to give you any

9 h," answers. You can come to me at any time on

10 an, I'm available all the time. Does probation

11 ..,.at? Is that a satisfactory sentence under

12 P- iew?

13 : PROBATION OFFICER: Yes, sir.

14 Z COURT. Anything further?

MARVIN: No, the --

- COURT: Anything further?

.7 .AARVIN: No.

8

9

0 Maureen Horowitz-Coffin, do certify that the

f a true and accurate transcript of the
2

Pr in the matter of United States versus
3

St-
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Q14
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Result of exar.ination:

CCnclus ions

A positive determination could not be nade whether
the Q14 dccumenz was prepared on "September 10, 1980" based on
paper, typewrijcer, and ink analysis.
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Tvoewritina

The questioned typewriter impressions appearing on
Q14 most closely correspond to Laboratory standards for an IBM
Prestige Elite style of type. The typewriting was produced by
a single element machine having a lift-off correction
capability. The IBM typewriters capable of 'producing this
document were commercially available prior to the.,date on the
document.

The ribbon used to prepare the document is a carbon
ribbon which would contain the text of the document in readable
form.

Watermark

The watermark "Eagle-A Trojan Bond 25% cotton fiber"
appears on the Q14 paper. Paper bearing this watermark was
commercially available prior to the date on the Q14 document.

Stanles

Staplers having a one half inch span and producing
holes similar to those appearing in the upper left corner of
Q14 predate the Q14 document.

Ink

It could not be determined through ink analysis when
the Qll dccu|ment was prepared.

Dis-ositic-

Q14 has been phrczcraphed and is reurned herewith.

Page 2
20707003 D UD
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September 10, 1980

CONFIDENTIAL NEMORAN;W[Nl ;'()R TI i,

Today at ] -', 'ike BitlerF ,cnaLor Tower's office called me

to ask me if i could ucet -wich him to discuss a confidential matter.

Subsequently, at about 1I o'clock he and Bud McFarlane came to the office

and we drove back down t,- the Hill.

On the w,',:, :ev told me about their meeting with a
Mr. A. A. Mohammed. .. .aIavs ian who operates from Singapore and who came

to them via an old friend et Senator Tower's. Mr. Mohammed is apparently

influential and/or i.' i''" ne I .- e.iious movement.

-nis ..trnoicen - on areerent. I met with Messrs.
Mohammed, luti.-r irn '.r n,.. i-ok Tarry Silberman along to the
meeting.

As it turns '(t, "r. hammed claims to have a scheme which
has ostensibly received the approval of Ayatollah Khomeini to release
the hostages once the son oi the Shah's returned to Iran and installed
as a figurehead monarch. .i ''nd' indicated our scepticism about the
possibilltv of such an c-crcisc. usneelally since it also involves the
releasekthe hostages. '.*0 repetedly .Lressed that we could nothing to
interfere in this matLr, ,ind that '.,'C 1f.Laced a high value on the national
interest. '.7e indicated thait if he were to come to us after the election,
amo providing we were successful, we might be able to be of some assistance
to him in this effort. However, Cor now, the question of the release of
the hostages is wholly within the hands of President Carter and the Admin-
istration, as it properLv should be.

Mr. Mohammed indicated that he and other Moslems are terribly
disappointed bv the Crter Administration. and claimed that Carter had
"let us down time and time na in." le was very vehement in his denunciation
of the Carter Administration. However, we explained that while we share
our distaste for th, t',rter 'doinistr;:ti-n, the matter of the hostages is
one affectin', the n:. c.-I , .- in: therefore could not be made subject

to partisan device.|.

Both Larry and i indicated that we would be pleased to hear
whatever additional news Mr. Mohammed might be able to turn up, and I sug-

gested that that information be communicated via a secure channel. One of
the questions that we had abo,,t the scheme was more or less resolved: we
wanted to know whv this information had not been taken to the Administration,

and he indicated that he and his group have no faith in the Carter Adminis-
tration' sinceretv or integritv ..'e suggested this was a matter for their
judgment, but that i:i t-h. -" ": , thr' hostage matter we could not become
active in the slightest.
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7-1 (Rev. 2-21-91)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20535

Date: December 23, 1992
To: Inspector in Charge

Octoprise Task Force

FBIFileNo. 62A-HQ-1024847

LabNo. 21222015 D UD

Communication dated December 22, 1992

62A-HQ-1024847

Re: OCTOPRISE

Specimens received: December 22, 1992

Specimens:

The following are credit card receipts bearing the signature
"R J Brenneke" further described:

Blue carbon copy of American Express cardmember copy
invoice number 225471, in the amount $13.69

White carbon copy of Q18

Original Chevron copy number U 054904, in the amount
$5.25

Yellow carbon copy of Cardholder copy number 5487679

The following items bear the purported know#,
signature RICHARD J. BRENNEKE:

-Twenty-one American Express credit card receipts
-Two Mobil Oil credit card slips
-Eight cardholder receipts
-Twenty-two personal checks

Enclosures (6)

This Report Is Furnished For Official Use Only

Reference:

Your No.

Q18

Q19

Q20

Q21

K2

Page 1
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ALSO SUBMITTED:

Fingerprint card of RICHARD BRENNEKE

Results of examination:

It was determined that Richard J. Brenneke, K2,
prepared the questioned signature on Q20. The questioned
signatures on Q18, Q19, and Q21 were probably prepared by
Brenneke, K2.

Although the opinion regarding Q18, Q19, and Q21
is not a positive identification, there are sufficient
similarities to establish a strong likelihood that Brenneke
prepared these questioned signatures. The possibility of
another writer is considered unlikely.

Q18 through Q21 and K2 have been photographed and
are returned herewith.

Page 2
21222015 D WW App. 0671
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Telephone Conversation
Between

Richard Brenneke & Robert Benes

Thursday, October 13, 1988, time: 1:36
Robert Benes in Paris, Richard Brenneke in Western Oregon

RB: Oui.

RJB: Robert?

RB: Oui.

RJB: Robert, this is Dick Brenneke.

RB: How are you?

RJB: Good, how are you?

RB: Ah, no good. (laughing)

RJB: Oh, what's the matter?

RB: American television.

RJB: Ah, come on. Problems? No, no. I am calling again, I am
back in the United States and now I'm thinking about coming back to
Europe perhaps to see you.

RB: For which business?

RJB: Just to talk further with you about some business that we can
do. But, I wanted to ask how you were.

RB: Just a moment.

RJB: Are you well?

RB: Hello?

RJB: Yes, yes.

RB: Yes, yes. With pleasure I see you again but, but I don't know
for which business? Is it, this is funny, funny, funny, please,
simply because I have many, many telephone numbers on my list.
I am very busy.

RJB: Yeah, yeah. Your name, you, your name was in the paper
Sunday in the United States.

RB: They want my name because it is, je ne sais pas, ah, liar.
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RJB: Thank you, Robert.

RB: I will do good work.

RJB: Well, we'll see. I'll send this to you and then --

RB: And then when we are in Paris I very good, we'll see
if we have any business ...

RJB: Yes, yes, of course... Allright, well I will talk with you

again and let you,send you this material, this information.

RB: Okay.

RJB: Okay, take care of yourself.

RB: Okay.

RJB: Okay, bye-bye.

RB: Bye - bye.

End of conversation with Robert Benes at 2:00pm, Thursday.

Excerpts from collect call with Ben Bradley, Jr. following.
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RB: Okay. When I say this to the Americans, "Okay give me the
Supreme Court" (laughter)

RJB: Understand, I understand ...

RB: Yeah, it is joke, very simple (laughter)

RJB: Yeah, we don't know. But I just called to tell you because -
- I send you what is in the paper.

RB: Yes for me it is needed the printing, I don't understand...
Maybe it is part of the what, maybe it is part of the election no?

RJB: I don't know, People say you are very important, very -

RB: Thank you very much.

RJB: Yes, I tell you this -- Now, i know Col. Benes is very
important. Know,

RB: No, now I am just a fool --

RJB: Is that so, I don't believe that.

RB: Yes, I help rescue persons who sink in the court because I
am, I am the poolboy.

RJB: Uh huh. Uh huh. Yeah, yeah I understand.
Yeah I understand that. Well there is something to be important.

RB: Well, I am very glad, very glad to see Mr. Bush if nothing
else.

RJB: Yes,yes. Well, but not perhaps today, maybe you are busy.

RB: Ah, well it is something -- Now, I make the choisie, I kept
I I make the hotel and the, extra warm, and then cool. It is

very, very, very, very, very busy- But I am, the connection...

RJB: Yes, yes, Good, that is good.

RB: Well, of course, because ...

RJB: That is good business I think...

RB: No, no and interesting...

RJB: Huh, what, Oh, interesting,. Yes, very interesting.

RB: Okay --

RJB: Okay, I send this to you then we talk. Okay?

RB: Okay.
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RJB: That'is the reason for calling.

RB: Yes, yes.

RJB: And they call me, reporters call me. Reporters call you.
Again, again, again. And I tell them, you know, "Go away". I say
nothing.

RB: Yes because they ask me, "Do you know, Monsieur Richard..."
I don't know him, yeah, I don't know him...

RJB: Yeah, they ask for me, "Do you know Monsieur Benes?" --
Ah, there are lots of Mr. Beneses in Europe, I don't know which
one, ah, it is very difficult. So, but I --

RB: There are. There are very many Benes in the world, in
Czechoslovakia, in France, in Argentina, in USA, many Benes --

RJB: Yeah, yeah -- you have, your family is in Czechoslovakia.

RB: Oh, well, a few,

RJB: A few. Yeah, a few --

RB: A part of the world.

RJB: (laughter) I think so, I think so. And, but, I just, I'm
calling --

RB: I know, but what from me?

RJB: Again, I don't understand.

RB: That was with my telephone number. On Tuesday I go to Jasmine
on my telephone it is so simple. Because it is very, very stupid.
And I, then, the demands of --reverts to French--, it is very
sticky,

RJB: Yeah, yeah. Always. Well, I just want to see how are you
are and tell you what is happening. I write this down and send it
to you.

RB: Yes, yes. Write to me, ah, yes and put it on the papier --

RJB: Yes,I will put it on the papier and send it --

RB: It is difficult to understand --

RJB: It is easier to understand, I think.

RB: Because I don't (laughter)

RJB: Yeah, it is easier then to understand. And you are, you are,
for many people, a very important man.
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RJB: You read that.

RB: Your paper, we have nothing in french. I'm very good to read
one (garbled words).

RJB: Yes, I will send this so you can read it. And you can tell
me if this is correct. I don't know if it is correct or not but I
will send it to you to read it.

RB: Yes, but, you know, I am not admitting to it because you are
me. You do, too, I am not

RJB: Well, I know. I understand. People say that you were a
friend of Mr. Casey, you know about these things and so forth.
Now, I have no answer. I say nothing. I don't know. I say
nothing about this. But, I tell you, I put this in a letter for
you to explain what is being said because people talk also about me
and sometimes it's not good. Too much talking.

RB: Yeah, but I think what these people are talking about, well,
it's for what?

RJB: I don't know. 1 don't know the reason.

RB: What they want to prove, from Mr. Bush or not from Mr. Bush?

RJB: I do not ....

RB: What these (expectations)?

RJB: They want to prove that Mr. Bush was helping to free the
hostages in France. That he was meeting in France to help free the
American hostages. And I -- So, maybe he did but this they say
that the proof is, did Mr. Bush go to France to help free hostages?
That is the question. That is the question, that is the question
people ask. It is a serious question but that is why t| , talk
with you because of, also, Mr. Casey and maybe Mr. Bu d so
forth, maybe you talked with them, maybe not, do you i-nd?

RB: Yes, but I'm not in the position, it is imposs

RJB: Well, I say nothing, I say nothing ...

RB: But you have also been hinting...

RJB: I say nothing because --

RB: I don't know Mr. Bush, not yet, I hope maybe someday --

RJB: Well, perhaps, perhaps, yes both of us. But I don't know,
that is why they call.

RB: That, that blowing the bubble ?
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RB: Yes, but what for ....

RJB: Yeah, I understand.

RB: For what? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (missing phrase)

RJB: Yeah, well, I don't know. I just, I met, I talked, I tell
you this, I think this man you met in, Mr. Killian, in France that
we met, I think will talk to you and possibly will bring up money
for looking at papers, for talking about 1980 and Mr. Casey, and so
forth.

RB: Mr. Bush and Mr. Casey in 1980 in which
city because I knew DeGualle, is it possible?

RJB: I don't know, I don't know the answer. But, I think this
will happen and more, I think, possibly people in U.S. government,
in American government, will talk to you. They, government
officers also want to talk to you, I think.

RB: But I don't know for what? Because a talk with Mr. Bush and
they hunt with Bush. For what me, because I don't know Mr. Bush.

RJB: Oh no, they think you understand.

RB: No, because I don't understand because we don't, that's not
information but the, that can't be said, you see, in the newspapers
I am my name because they learned my name, we don't know for what,
for what the people ask, we don't know Mr. Bush, for what? I don't
understand.

RJB: Yeah, okay, I send you ........

RB: Because Mr. Bush is the (president), he's a (rubber) man, he's
a, because he's not quite mad.

RJB: No, no, no.

RB: I don't know, for what?

RJB: No, they say Mr. Bush, in 1980, was helping with the hostages
in Tehran in Iran at the U.S. Embassy. Mr. Bush was helping to get
them free, they say.

RB: This is an American problem, this is not my problem.

RJB: I understand, but that is what they say.

RB: I never go to Tehran, I don't know Iran. (garbled words).

RJB: I understand. I will send you the newspaper information from
the United States.

RB: Yes.
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That would be stupid, is but I do not, I don't know how to say in
English.

RJB: I'm sorry, my poor french, my french is so bad.

RB: And my English is so poor.

RJB: No, your English is okay.

RB: Oh, stop it, you cannot fool me.

RJB: No, but my french should be better and it is not. But, we
try-..but, I know that people say yes, yes, Robert, in 1980, he was
talking to Mr. Bush and Mr. Casey, and so forth and so forth ......
I don't know.

RB: I interrupt you. Yes, and they too agree.

RJB: This, keep in ...........

RB: And for what, I talk with Mr. Casey and Mr. Bush for what?

RJB: I don't know.

RB: Well, we'll have to .........
because I do not

RJB: Yeah.

RB: It is unnormal (?).

RJB: Yes, yes. It's difficult to understand because you and I, we
talk, and understand each other.

RB: Yes, I understand you and you understand me. I
don't ............

RJB: The other people I don't know. I don't know what they are
asking.

RB: But for what, you know? I know Bush, for what, you propose
what, you say I know Bush, for what?

RJB: They want to say, uh, okay, they say Mr. Bush in Paris in
1980. I say, well, I don't know. But they say Robert knows.
Robert knows Mr. Casey so, and maybe Robert saw Mr. Bush in 1980.
I don't know. For me, I say nothing, I don't know.

RB: Nothing, okay.

RJB: I don't know, what does Robert know? I don't know. No
answer. So, I just am calling, I know that people will offer money
to you, will give you money for talking about .........
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RJB: Okay. They, they talked, she has called me and I did not

know if she calls you.

RB: Yes, yes. Never call me.

RJB: Okay-

RB: Newspapers said me, Miss Barbara give your name.

RJB: There's a lady, she is in the United States in California.

RB: Yeah, in California. She worked before in the (Pentagon).

RJB: Yeah, I don't know whereal. She was in Washington, D.C. for
awhile and now is in California. I know who she is.

RB: Because I have a telephone number from Washington, Hotel
Washington.

RJB: Is that so?

RB: Is stupid. But from what why not talk directly with Mr. Bush?
You have to tell Mr. Bush that you know that this is possible...

RJB: Again, I'm sorry, I ...........

RB: I want to talk with Mr. Bush because he is a big, big man with
many considersation in Europe. But, I don't know who's head of the
controversy.

RJB: But, you did not talk to him. Did you?

RB: Never talked, never seen, never ....... on television and movie.

RJB: Yeah.

RB: All the poeple in the world.

RJB: Yeah, yeah. I understand, understand.

RB: It is really is very, very, very stupid and funny. Now, I
give a name, Mr. Dupont (ph) . I give you a telephone. You call
yourself, Mr. Dupont, in Marseilles or in France, is different,
monsieur.

RJB: Now, wait a minute, this man, you want me to call someone.

RB: I do not know in English, my wife is not here. The world is
(french word).

RJB: Yeah, okay. Is this to talk to someone?

RB: This morning, at 6:00, ring me back again. Hello? This is
Robert Benes. Hello? Other times I say, shit, it is not possible.
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RJB: Yeah, I understand. A journalist who talked to you. There
is, your name is coming up more and more. In fact, I tell you,
that some now are considering talking to you, paying you for the
interviews and for looking at your papers.

RB: ....... right to give me the papers with my endeavors. This is
funny-

RJB: Yeah. This is what, this I understand .....

RB: I have a memo in the Washington Post, Mademoiselle Barbara
Honnegger.

RJB: Oh?

RB: It is, mentions my name, yes.

RJB: Yeah, yeah.

RB: Did you notice anything ..... ?

RJB: Yeah, I saw-the ....... I have not seen the thing, the story,
but I understand that that happened, yeah, yeah.

RB: But, I never, I do not know Barbara, never seen Barbara.

RJB: Yeah, I .....

RB: This Barbara, she knows me or why?

RJB: Again, I don't understand.

RB: I've never seen this girl.

RJB: Yeah.

RB: But, her money, she said she was from newspaper. I remember
Barbara, she offered me money if I give name and telephone number,
and she sent me money, no. Is business for Barbara, aussi.

RJB: Yeah, yeah.

RB: Yeah, yeah, I went to see Barbara.

RJB: Barbara?

RB: Yes, because I interested, in France, to (french word) I
don't know in English. Is not true, heh? What she say, heh?
For what, for what, because we don't understand.

RJB: Have you talked to this lady Barbara, did she call you?

RB: Non. Is the newspapers that made Barbara give the name.
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;.:. '.ANACL,.iV4T ;NC. 31 71
ReMt Eva.e

388 ,Norm Stare Street

LAe Osveqe. Otetcn 970341

503. 635-362*

January. 1986

The Vice Pres t

.- Reau e sts-  made by. I.-l th."J'e L:.-_ | '---_

an writ.n- to ask your assi stncein wi-n c - guests made
by the cver.en- of ".rn -ecarin= Mid;- Eas- :eace and h
n.'.. -'-4 n oX relatin wi-. =he Uni:-- t-.es.

Mv arner and nave been c n-zc--d by c:-icials of the tranian
cve-- -. hey have askeA us -o assist the .  .- e. -_

reCue8sM to =e a=B n c_ ar- - l-e, res=cnslce cf4al5
of the cover en of t-he United ..tates. You are sucn a oerscn.
The, have tried z= do so the.-.selves, bu- w- no success .

To he!= you answer two obvious cuestions: _ have attached a
oz references who- you -av call to determ-ne who we are.

There are ve_- cocr reasons why the Iranians a=-rached., us and
I would be =leased to discuss t.ese with you.

!ran has offered to meet w4- -- resen-ative(s) of th-e United
States: discuss ncalization of: relations wit the U.S. and
met:hos of achievnc ceace in the Middle East. They are willing
to also orvide cnccinc intellicence in --a-'cn, es.ec-i. v wit.
retard, to terrcrist actv-.:::es. They. are also willin- to provide,
as a cest---re of their cccd , several current Russian weapons
svste.ms which are wanted h the Oenartoen-. of Defense.

Attached is an outline of the =rocedur h fo-llwed n ... z-
n r ..- rin to the attnicno: the .S. e

Because we learned o: considerabl-_e m' :and cica
in-el-icence as well as the offer cf wea-cns systems, - --

brcu-ch- his situaic.n to the at-entin of the ;eoarrenz of
Defense i-.edia-elv uron learmin= of it 4n .- 4--%ove.--cer 9 S5.
Because of t.- res cnses fr= 0 : waited until early an-ua=r
1986 and then broucht this to the atenin of the State e.art-
ment.

DOD has reviewed the intelligence inf=raticn - cave them and, _
believe, f-.n 4- t- be substantially accurate. This inf=atin
is ccnrained i.n he two attached memoranda and e- :a s iran's
offer and several coera-*inal attempts to deal with -ran by the
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C.?.. MANAGEMENT, INC. 3. 0 27
. S. .vern .- Cue t:he nature oz t"e rmatarial -

have resrictad te i.fcr .. == se who have -ad a cefi -4
need to kncw au, i. _ am - i s considered .u:- sense

00D ult'ately c=ncluded t-.at the_ coui .ot =-_ .Tey. t-_
me that the ;c -I-= of t-.e United -States with - "-sn has
..o c.anced and that no z---2r d csS-on o=fn ,n oz==-
4s possible at present.

We have had no ..,lv from the State Ce=_ar ... n as of this data.

Iran a=rcached us in 19i-8November_ l 8 and -h ..f-atin Was
im.edia-elv rel- yed to -- D. DO asked f=r, and we o_.-a .x=-
them, several extensicns of tL--e so thu: they ould ..--
cns. e- t"h-_ situation. However, considrabi. ti; has assed.
We have been t=ld by our -ran.an c=ntacts t-at if there 4s no
act-4-- o =_--..- ve-y soon they will have no chcica to necc::ata
wit- the Russians =or assistance.

At -_esent Russia has a deleca-in - .- _.-. which'a is a-a.-- - t=
necotiate an a-s and assistance .ac= with ..... Russia desires

e t -=- i- a-ed forces in exchange o=- Russian czn=rc'
of the !ranian na-v and c=ntrol of ce=ains n the Gulf. .-rn
does not wanto become another A shanistan nor does it wish to
become a Russian satellite. Unf - _.a-e y, they ray have no c -c -4c.

The Iranian officials have stated that the'; will have their
Ainassadcr unofficially if you wish, with a rescnsib .
representative of the United States. They will do this i--ediate2.y,
anmrwhera in -the world. They would =refer such a meeting to be held
i= secret.

At this mee-i--- they will provide the U.S. = reresentative with a
memoranda= si ned by -hei-r highest coveroen: officials out'li---

a several year course which they hce will serve as a .re-_ena
for taIks leading to peace and -he eventual -- | -- io, of U.S.-
Iran reialions. They will also prv.ide fo -== transfer
a NATO countrz for the U.S. of one T-0 tank.. They will also wish
to discuss .he .urohase of defensive wea= ons.

I am not certain. whether the decision v..en -e hy :CD is th_ f-in

U.S. decision on the sub'Ject of discussions w-h- .rzan.

I believe th-at this is an honest gesture on th = of ira.. T -A.

not see why talking with them in secrt would in. an' wa- da----

the United states. Ido not tn-hnx that the coal of our fo-rMicn
policy is to turn the Gulf int= a Russian sea and _.o- Russiz

to strenohen its influence in h-.e Middle East. However, unless you
can assist in cennq discussions it seems that t.s will ha=.en.

Anv assistance or advice you can cive me with regard t- this ---|le
Would be very greatly a =reciated. Since ti.-e is essential, I am
willing to come to Washinqcn, at my own expense, to discuss :his

entire situation with anyone you designate. Thank you in advance

for your assistance.
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Shntaggabor oabert (9 M lite
INTERNATIONAL CENTER FOR DEVELOPMENT POLICY

A

731 EIGHTH STREET S.E.
WASHINGTON. D C. 20003

Friday, June 10, 1988
Mr. Lindsay Mattison
International Center for
Development Policy
731 Eighth Street, S. E.
Washington, DC 20003

Dear Mr. Mattison,

In the next few months, the American public will bq hit with

a series of startling new revelations in the Courts and before

Congress. Soon there will be new information about Executive
Branch involvement in drug trafficking and illegal arms shipments
in support of the Contras.

Some of these charges will involve the staff of Vice President
George Bush.

Here at the International Center, we have located and brought

onto our investigative team the most important and explosive witness

in the Iran-Contra Scandal yet to come forward -- Richard Brenneke,
who for 13 years served as a contract agent for the Central Intel-
ligence Agency.

Mr. Brenneke was among the key agents hired to set up a secret

Contra supply network -- three years before Lt. Col. Oliver North
launched his now famous covert operation.

The information Mr. Brenneke is bringing to light is shocking
and of timely importance to the public.

The International Center staff now has access to letters which

Brenneke wrote to the CIA, the White House, and the State Depart-
ment protesting an arrangement he discovered between the Medellin
Cocaine Cartel in Colombia and the Reagan Administration.

Mr. Brenneke tells us that the only response he received from

these letters were orders to "shut up" and a threat by U.S. govern-
ment officials to prosecute him.

According to Brenneke, the U.S. government traded access for

druqs into the United States to the Cocaine Cartel in return for
their aid t the Contras. The Co-ntr-supply network'used the
Cartel's airplanes, pilots and ground facilities, as well as
profits from drug sales.

Mr. Brenneke also told International Center staff that Vice
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President Bush's National Security Advisor, Donald Greag, was a key
contact for the arms network and that Gregg brushed off concerns
Brenneke presented about receiving aid from the Cartel.

In just two weeks on the Center staff, Brenneke has been the

lead story on CBS Network News and ABC News and in NEWSWEEK
magazine.

With your help, we at the International Center, will make sure

that the full truth is brought to light.

For more than two years, I have been associated with the

International Center here in Washington, working with an investi-
gative team that has mounted an extensive independent probe into
illegal actions by the Reagan Administration.

It was the Center's investigative work that helped
uncover the secret operation being run out of the
White House by Lt. Col. Oliver North.

The Center's investigators traced the pattern of
illegal arms shipments, payments to offshore bank
accounts, and involvement of high Administration
officials.

We found witnesses who described how Lt. Col. North
made illegal cash payments to the Contras, arranged
secret arms shipments during the Congressional ban,
and guided the cover-up at the White House, the
Pentagon and the CIA.

Both the press and the Congress have come to depend on our

independent research team.

The NEW YORK TIMES now calls the Center "an influential and

well-informed source" on the scandals. Center staff and witnesses

appeared on ABC News, "20/20", CBS News, "West 57th Street" and "60

Minutes" during the initial investig-- ons.

The CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR summed up the role of the

International Center:

"The Center has played a major role in investigating

the extensive private network of Americans who have

advised and supplied Nicaragua's contra rebels. It

has been a key source of information for Congressional
committees looking into the issue."

The need for your support nowis urgent. The full extent of

White House involvement and that of the CIA has yet to be uncovered.

We at the Center are committed to doing everything we can to
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confront this travesty of justice and democracy -- and ensure that

the American people know the full truth. With your help, we can.

But there is a great deal of work to be done. Brenneke's

testimony must be confirmed with hard evidence. Documents have to

be recovered ... phone records must be identified ... links to the

White House, CIA, and other agencies must be investigated ... and

Mr. Brenneke's notes must be carefully reconstructed.

I know you can appreciate that the International Center must

take on this urgent task. No other group is better prepared to

provide public information central to the coming debates.

More than 500 influential private citizens have become
involved in the International Center's work during the past five

years. Included are former officials of the Departments of State

and Treasury, retired military officers, and leaders in academia,

business, and labor -- all working together as volunteers.

We helped bring the first reports of the Administration's
once "secret war" in Nicaragua to the attention of the
public.

We helped expose the grisly truth about El Salvador's death

squads in tens of millions of living rooms through a special
CBS News-Walter Cronkite interview.

We provided information which contributed substantially to

Capitol Hill support for the peace initiative undertaken by the
four nations involved in implementing the Central American Peace
Plan.

As a former U.S. Ambassador, I have seen firsthand how
dangerous -- and tragically shortsighted -- is the Administra-
tion's foreign policy. That is why I am absolutely committed to
the Center's groundbreaking investigative work.

This recent breakthrough is a result of our cooperation with
hearings held by the Senate Foreign Relations subcommittee headed
by Senator John Kerry- These hearings grew, in large part, out of
o-ur investiga-ton o-- the secret "private" aid network run out of
the White House by Lt. Col. North.

The Kerry hearings, held in February, uncovered the CIA and
North's ties to Panama's General Noriega -- and Noriega's ties to
Colombiandrug-lords.

The Kerry hearings will continue throughout June and July.
They will force the release of still more Iran-Contra documents and
will generate vital testimony -- not heard by other Congressional
committees.
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And the trial of Lt. Col. Oliver North, Admiral John Poin-
dexter, General Richard V. Secord, and Albert Hakim -- set to run
throughout the summer and fill -- will provide a critical forum to
uncover the truth.

Our experience with Senator Kerry's investigations in the
past -- as well as our knowledge of the issues and our standing
with the press -- are invaluable assets to meet the challenge we
now face.

We have a great deal of work ahead of us. I know you agree
with me that we cannot miss this chance to make certain Mr.
Brenneke's testimony is heard -- to inform the public fully about
the role.of federal officials and government agencies in the very
schemes they are sworn to prevent.

We simply must have your help now if we're to meet our goal.

The Center's overhead costs are covered principally by
foundation grants, but we must obtain additional funds to pay
the cost of this extraordinary investigation. In the next 60
days alone, our investigation will need $50,000.

Time is short if our investigation is to make a contribution
in 1988. We simply don't have enough time to raise these funds by
traditional means. I am hoping that 50 far-sighted and enlightened
Americans will each contribute $1,000 to help us meet these imme-
diate needs -- and that you'll be one of them.

Your tax-deductible gift of $1,000 will help underwrite the
expenses of our investigative team and of our work to make their
urgent findings known to Congress and the news media.

Please, then, take time today to write out a check to the
International Center.

There is much more to be discovered -- in Senator Kerry's
hearings and in the months of trial ahead. You can make sure,
with your $1,000 gift to the International Center, that our team
is at work here in Washington to uncover the full truth -- and
bring it to the light of day.

Sincerely,

Robert E. White
President
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August 1, 1988

Dear Mr. Brenneke:

Your failure to appear on Monday of this week - as you told

me you would -- is cause for my putting an end to our relationship.
This is not the first time your non-prformance has embarrassed me
or inconvienenced our staff and others.

The arrangement which we had was premised upon your best efforts
to work with the International Center staff to document the activities
-- gun-running, drug smuggling, illegal "Contra" aid, etc. -- which
you claimed to have engaged in on behalf of the Vice-President's staff
and others in the U.S. Government. To do this you would have to be
present here in Washington, produce promised documents, solicit
the assistance of past associated and assist us in fact-finding.

Instead, you have mostly -- during the period of empoloyment --
stayed in Portland, failed to produce even your own chronology of
past events, and pled a variety of excuses -- including ill health,
financial embroilment, and legal risk. Now, you again postpone
activities for which you led me to beleive you would be available
in Washington to perform. You ask me to consult with your lawyer
to work out a clearer arrangment.

You are not a movie star and I am not a company seeking to
make a movie which you can disrupt by sulking in your tent. Instead,
you have simply ended our relationship by non-performance.

I agreed to pay you $4000 per month for six months. You asked
that on top of this I pay your living expenses and travel costs while
here in Washington. We did not come to an agreement on this. Instead,
I bore the costs of your stays here and tried to say cut travel down,
until we agree. Yen pushed for more trips to Portland - and then
had many excuses for not returning. I went so far as to send b
Blake to Portland -- twice -- to help you gather documents, a etc.
Now, you say I must come to a new arrangement with you lawyer.

I do not and will not make any further arrangement with you.
You have refused to perform, and I A through trying to enforce
# our agreement. Your expenses as submitted (on top of the hotel
and other living costs which I have paid) are absurd, undocumented,
not agreed to, and won't be paid. I have informed our travel agent
to refuse all requests from you, instructed my staff to collect
your papers and return them, and explained to them that as of July
31, 1988 you are not associated with us.

I had high hopes for our association, and explored with you
ways to stablize your financial situation and professional career,
and looked forward to helping you find a permanent role in the arewia
of public policy research. I am sorry that these hopes were misplaced.

Yo truly,

d d aay~r~a~~t_,*w rIL C7_App. 0692
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6 September 1988
Washington D.C.

FOR: Lindsay Mattison

FROM: Dick Brenneke

1. Here is a proposal suggesting an approach which I believe
or-

will be~benefit the Center in information, direction and future

funding. In it I have set out the next steps I believe necessary. I

would like to discuss this proposal with you in detail after you have

had time to read it and think about it.

2. Z magazine, Peter Kadhammar, published a long story about me

and the Bofors sales in their September 1988 edition. The original is

attached. I also sent a copy to Mr. Timmerman, Bob Parry's associate

on Newsweek's European desk.

Kadhammar has generated considerable interest with this story and

I have had several calls from European journalists.

3. Jonathan Edwards has runs his documentary on Swedish

television this week. It has been previewed by a number of journalists

and he has several requests for it from television stations in other

European countries and the United States. Even before it has run, it

is causing a stir. He will send a tape for you later this week.

4. Jonathan Edwards called today from London. He is recovering

from a very serious accident but is now back at work. His company

would like to bring me to Europe at their expense about September 15th

to meet with numerous Swedish government officials. He is making the

appointments now. I explained that travel and meetings in Europe are

subject to your approval. The Swedish government has asked that we

keep any discussion of meetings confidential. I agreed to that.

5. Jonathan has lined up several meetings for me designed to
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assist them in tracking down information regarding Bofors' howitzer

sales. This could involve a veritable hegira as they would like me to

go to England, France, Germany, Sweden, Nigeria and the Middle East. I

don't know how they missed the Far East but I'm sure they'll add it.

6. As a result of the magazine and television coverage, Jonathan

is arranging for me to meet with several European journalists. Might

be a good thing to put the Center's name out in Europe.

7. I met with Jack Blum several times last week. I don't know

where he will go from here. He is waiting for documents from both the

F.B.I. and the Central Intelligence Agency. He is convinced that the

Agency has been lying to him and is trying to get past that. I intend

to stay in touch with him.

8. I told Jack Blum that Rich Muller had received a call from the

Customs' agent with whom I did some work several years ago. He would

like to meet with me in Houston to discuss the ground rules for talking

with Blum. I don't know what these will be as he refuses to discuss

the situation on the telephone. He wants to see me in person. I told

Jack about this and explained I would need to talk to you before I went

anywhere.

9. Der Spiegel came out this morning with a long article in

which I play a part. They are sending over a copy Tuesday. I will see

that the original is put on your desk. They seem quite pleased with

the results and plan to do a follow up. They would like to have me

introduce them to two people in Europe and several people in the Middle

East. They would also like to sit in on a meeting with Bani-Sadr and

me in Paris. If I go to Sweden, I can do this at the same time. I

told them I would get back to them later this week on their request.
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10. Attached are two summaries. The one titled "Iran: Early

Arms Sales" provides an analysis and summary of Barbara Honegger's

information and adds information I have. It suggests several very

fruitful areas of inquiry that should be followed up.

The summary on Frank Camper probably contains nothing new. I

discussed it with Jack Blum and he seems to be aware of what I have

there. I think the F.B.I. item should be followed up, though, as it

could yield interesting results.

11. I sent a copy of the report Blake did to Stuart Diamond at

the New York Times and talked to Diamond after he had read it. He was

very impressed and my follow up some of it himself. Unfortunately, he

is going back to Harvard for law school soon.

12. Bani-Sadr can be reached in Paris at his home telephone:

39540147.

13. I am leaving for Portland this Thursday and expect to return

to D.C. the following Thursday. You did say that I could take one trip

to Portland each month and I have been gone a little over three weeks

now.

Unless we agree on something else, I plan to come directly back to

Washington. I would like to see people in Seattle, Los Angeles and

Texas as soon as possible, though. All can be of assistance, as the

proposal explains.

In Seattle I have a friend looking into the backgrounds of some of

the people I have met in an attempt to locate two of them who live on

the West Coast. In Los Angeles, Public Radio and Television - Ian

Moss, would like to do another interview with me on Iran-contra. In

Austin, the ABC affiliate would like to interview me for a news
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broadcast and talk show in their on-going investigation of Iran-contra

and early 1980 arms sales.

The people I want to see in Austin are going to break considerable

hard evidence relating to early 1980 arms sales. The ones in Houston

could go a long way toward helping -Blum draw on additional information

Customs has regarding my activities.

DickA
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array y Rupp
ircraft Logs From

Date From

larry Rupp
Aircraft Logs From

16 June '780 tnrouen lIarch 1980

Aircraft
Ao/Tvpe

Time

16 June j980 tnroupn March 1980

To ircraft
;o/Tvye

_-Jun-, J e2.
5-jLun--U e2nu

.1-Jui-'O Tucson
TJ-Jun--0

30-0ct-O Burbank
23-Dec-a0
13-Jan-81 Burbank
14-Jan-81 Vegas
21-Jan-61 DC
22-Jan-81 Eq~x.
23-Jan-81 ifpd
23-Jan-81 lgat"'|

24-Jan-81 oery
28-Jan-81 heca
30-Jan-81 oerv
31-Jan-al oeid
02-Feb-81 riad
02-Feb-81 edds
05-Feb-81 eghw
05-Feb-81 NYC
19-Feb-81 Denver
19-Feb-81 Aspen

2|2U

-ocal

-ocai

egas
dc
cyqx
ifpbf
Igat
oery
heca
oerv
oeld-

o e rv
edds -

eghh 
nyc
denver
aspen
Vegas

20-Feb-81 Vegas/AspeDenver
02-Mar-81 Denver Dulles
04-Mar-81
_ 05-Mar-81
08-Mar-81
10-Mar-81
11-Mar-81
13-Mar-81

DCA
eggw
abudbi
oejd
oeri
heca

eggw
abudbi
oejd
oer|
heca
1 gkr

-iusi6
-even

* L_ I-,' ....

M ,-

no nos
no nos
CR-AAM/111-400
CR-AA.M/111-400
CR-AAM/ 111-400
no nos
no nos
no nos
no nos
HZ-MOI/111-200
no nos
HZ-MOI/111-200

3plus3O
5plus35
3 plus4-
4plis25

Iplus45
7plus5
3plusl5

3plusO
6plusl5
6plus30

2only

Page 1 RJB 10/23/88
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Harry Rupp
Aircraft Logs From

Date

13-Mar-81
16-Mar-81
17-Mar-81
26-Mar-81
26-Mar-81
27-Mar-81

From

1ggk
if bp
heca
oery
olbi
edds
further

16 June 1980 through March 1980

To

ifpb I
heca
oery
olbi
edds
eghh
entries

Aircraft
No/Type

Time

4 plusSO

2plus25
4plus45

Page 2 RJB 10/23/88
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Harry Rupp
Aircraft Logs From 16 June 1980 through 'arch 1980

Date

16-Jun-80
18-Jun-80
01-Jul-80
21-Jun-80
30-Oct-80
23-Dec-80
13-Jan-81
I 4-Jan-81
21-Jan-cl

'2-Jan-os 1
23-Jan-6113-Jan-e-!

/5-Jan-c1
30-j an-6 1
31 - Jan -6
u2-Feb-ol
02-Feb-81
05-Feb-Sl
05-Feb-8i
19-Feb-61
19-Feb-31
20-Feb-61
02- !iar-I1
o4-:..a r- 1

", -i~ar-!

C 5.-7.1a r -C.i

1 -..,ar-. 2.
13 -i.ia r -.t i

13 -. ia r- I
16 - ar-,i 
I7-ar-. 1
26-1 ia r-G 1

27-h ar-S !
no

From

eggw*
eghu
Tucson

Burbank

Lurbank
Ve-gas
DC
cyqx

lfpd

cer v
c~ e c a.ieca

o e ry
oejd
riad
edds
e a 11w

.;YC
en v e r

Aspen
Vegas/A
Denver

DCA
egg w

3 0111 D

o c r 4-ce c a.

:neca

n ec a

oery

olbi
edds
fur the r

To

eghu
eggw
local

local

Vegas
dc
c v q x
Ifpb

igat
.e r v

e r

o er Vo e r,.,

edds
eghh
nyc

( en v e r
aspen
V e gas

speDenver
Dulles

abud bi

0 C 1iCr1
ecc

;fpb

neca
oerv

olbi
edds
eghh
entries

Identifiers

Aircraft
No/Type
DA-MUC/ 111

/440

/440

';1125J/111

Time Remarks

1 plus 10
Seven

3plus3C

5D lu s3 3
3pius4U

40iis3:

no nos
no nos

CP,-AA/: 1i-400

CR-AA 111 -400
no nos
no nos
no nos

O nos

0 ,*1S
.. .. ..T - - | 'U

T. C

i:2 0 : ,' S | - '

1 plus45
7 plus53 plusl5

3plusO
3 p us 15

'r|ius38

4pilus53

2 pius23
4pius45

chochise al - 29 JL
test flite

q ualles/kurner
j salicroup/ironsic

salicrouD

laker1300?

Page I RJL 05/27/S9
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Date

EDDS
EGG I
EGGW
HECA
LFPB
LFPD
LGAT
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:ea until 
4

id-aft
e rn n
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,ng en route to Philadelphia

and Spends the 
night.

route to AkroD 
Ohlo

a city. L by 11Y Of St. LOUi.
,old. 1. for campign events

.souri in mid-afte~rn for a

Irter departs for &08 Angeles

portland, OR - campaign event

sttle. WA - campaign event

rter leaves Seattle and 
arrives

in plains# rA where 
he will vote.

avel back to Washingtonlt VC
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MEMANDUM TO: ED MUZSt
MfIIPN OMsnGRRIC

October 16. 1980

VRMI. Bill Casey

I have information on which I place eme credence
that Carter is likely. while visiting Texas neat seek, to
offer som relief to small royalty ownre under the windfall

profits tax. Small land ower* receiving royalty checks are
outraged at finding themelvee subject to windfall profits
tax. It would be s pity If Carter were permitted to escape
the onus of this after the Governor has been taking a lead
in oppoeinq the windfall profit tax. We must get se

Lettoent together to premt this by the end of the week.

Li: Dole issued the attached memo on this a while ago.

e Smone should cell Sill Gilfn,.A who can be

reached at the Bechtel office in Washington - 393°4747 --

or at hie hea 703/370-6722. Belief possibilities are being
worked on in the easury fo Carter end Gifford say be able
to provide em information on this. In dealing with him
do not ask about the source of his information or talk
about the reaasury, but say that George Shults has told me
that he has acm important information on this Issue. Also.
someone should talk to Congressmen ill Archer, who is the
key guy in Congress seeking to protect the interest* of
these small royalty holders.

2 l W. d. C.

62 2366 1312



MAILGRAM SERVICE CENTER
MIDDLETOWN, VA. 22645

4-0106829000 6/ ICS IPMMTZZ CSP FCHB
SUSPECTED DUPLICA _.E
1 7036853440 MGM TDMT ARLINGTON VA 10-16 1007A EST

00REAGAN-BUSH COMMITTEE M COSTELLO
901 SOUTH HIGHLAND ST
ARLINGTON VA 22204

THIS MAILDRAM IS A CONFIRMATION COPY OF TH . SLOWING MESSAGE:

7036853440 TDMT ARLINGTON VA 313 1O-16(1007A,EST
PMS ROBERT STRAUSS CAMPAIGN DIRECTOR, C0ARL.-RTER-MONDALE COMMITTDE
RPT DLY MGM, DLR
2000 L ST NORTHWEST
WASHINGTON DC

GOVERNOR REAGAN HAS AUTHORIZED ME TO SEND YOU THE FOLLOWING TELEGRAM
"GOVERNOR REAGAN SHARES YOUR DESIRE THAT THE DECISION WHICH WILL FACE
THE AMERICAN PEOPLE ON 11-4 BE BASED ON A CLEAR UNDERSTANDING OF THE
ISSUES AND THE DIFFERENCES OF CANDIDATES ON THOSE ISSUES. IT IS FOR
PRECISELY THESE REASONS GOVERNOR REAGAN HAS ENGAGED IN 6 PUBLIC
DEBATES DURING THE COURSE OF THIS CAMPAIGN. AGAIN, IT IS FOR THESE
REASONS GOVERNOR REAGAN WAS DISMAYED LAST SPRING WHEN PRESIDENT
CARTER PROMISED TO DEBATE TED KENNEDY, THEN BROKE THAT PROMISE. AGAIN

_ LAST SUMMER MR CARTDR PROMISED TO DEBATE JOHN ANDERSON, THEN BROKE
THAT PROMISE. IT IS EXACTLY FOR THESE REASONS GOVERNOR REAGAN
REGRETTED MR CARTDR'S REFUSAL TO PARTICIPATE IN THE DEBATE SPONSORED
BY THE LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS ON 9-21.

GOVERNOR REAGAN DOES INDEED BELIEVE CANDIDATES FOR THE NATION'S
HIGHEST OFFICE OWE THE VOTERS THE OPPORTUNITY TO COMPARE THEIR
POSITIONS IN PUBLIC DEBATE. WHEN, IN MR CARTER'S ABSENCE HE DEBATED
CONGRESSMAN JOHN ANDERSON, THEIR SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES ON SEVERAL
SUBJECTS CLEARLY EMERGED.

THE ULTIMATE IMPACT OF CONGRESSMAN ANDERSON'S CANDIDACY MAY BE OPEN
TO QUESTION. GOVERNOR REAGAN BELIEVES THERE CAN BE NO QUESTION,
HOWEVER, AS TO MR ANDERSON'S RIGHT TO CONTINUE HIS QUEST. THE
GOVERNOR BELIEVES THE CARTER CAMPAIGN'S CONTINUING EFFORTS TO SQUEEZE
OUT OF THE RACE A MAN WHO, ACCORDING TO THE POLLS, IS THE CANDIDATE
OF CHOICE BY MILLIONS OF AMERICANS ARE UNFAIR AND UNDEMOCRATIC. IN
SHORT, GOVERNOR REAGAN FINDS THEM AN ATTEMPT TO UNDERMINE T' VERY
FABRIC OF THE ELECTIVE PROCESS.

App. 0705
TO REPLY BY MAILGRAM. SEE REVERSE SiDE FOR WESTERN UNION'S TOLL FREE PHONE NUMBERS _

wLp s t "Eml LLin ilumnMailgram;



MILGRAM SERVICE- CENTER
MIDDLETOWN, VA. 2ZS45

Eu LA M'E* Er uno

1-015,339A2.90 10/16/80 ICS IPMWEWB WSH FCHC
03056 lGf REWASHINGTON DC 50 10-16 256P EDT

W WILLIAM J CASEY
901 SOUTH HIGHLAND ST
ARLINGTON VA 22204

YOUR TELEGRAIM OF CCT 16 TO ROSERT STRAUSS CAtePAIGN 2000 L S7 NW
''AS :EL7'ERED 23C OCT 1 1960
:YA;; YOU FOR USING EUR SERVICE

ESTER N UNI C N

1403 E-T

MG,"C C ,P .:G M

App. 0706
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MAILGRAM SERVICE CENTER
MIDDLETOWN, VA. 22645

westrn uion ail r

4-011077S290d 1/1/RI CS IPMMtTZZ CSP FCHC

1 7036ES34 40 
RLRL NG TON VA 10-16 101AE

REAGAN-BUSH COMMITTE N1 COSTELLO

901 SOUTH HIGHLAND STL

ARLINGTON VA 22204

THIS 'AILSRAr, IS A CONFIRrATION COPY OF TH-E FOLLOWING r.ESSAGE:

7036S53440 TDO1T ARL2NGTD1N JA 51iO~ '' CIAES

PrMS ',ILLiA| W 2ODINE 
JUNIOR PRESDENT 

AI.- COUNCIL OF

PHILADELHIA RPT DLY I]N, -.LR

13 AND MARKET STS

PHILADELPHIA PA 19107

CONFIRMING 0 T;LE? ONE CONVERSATION 
GOVERNOR REAGAN WILL BE PLEASED

T07-C-r.i' INVIIAT10N PON DEMME M171, PRESIDENT CARTER AND JOHN

ANDERSON IN PHILADELPHIA UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE WORLD AFFAIRS

COUNCIL. SPECIFIC DATE 
AND ARRANGEMENTS WOULD 

HAVE TO BE WORKED OUT

BETWEEN OUR REPRESENTATIVE AND REPRESENTATIVES 
OF PRESIDENT CARTER

AND CONGRESSMAN ANDERSON.

WILLIAM J CASEY
901 SOUTH HIGHLAND ST

ARLINGTON VA 22204

1014 ET

MG!MCOMP 'GM

App. 0707
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08-26-92 !S:9 -wEN T. SMITH rTORNEY AT LH
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faan Bush CounitLa
WQl nI SA h ~Itjrh w116 1.rev A. fIi VrritoIeA 222N . i 1 M, a980

October !6# 1990

monsignor John Ruvo
Alfred Z, ftith Foundation
1011 rirst Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10021

Dear Monsignor Ruvo:
C ow-

I appreciate your arra~;giriq zive aeats for
me at the dinner nightt and I encl:co a contribution
t the Alfred E. smith foundation.

'*Aljod

-am J. Casey
LiLgi D~-a~v

App. 0712
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The tetrapolitan ChIh
of the (fii of Pasiinstan

PDasbi-ston, P-. z1ooo86

July 28, 1992

Mr. E. Lawrence Barcella, Jr.
Chief Counsel
Task Force on Allegations Concerning

Holding of American Hostages by Iran
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Barcella,

This is in response to your letter of July 20, 1992, which was not received in our offices
until July 28, 1992, requesting any records the Metropolitan Club might have relating to Mr.
William Casey for the period November 4, 1979 to January 31, 1981.

We have conducted a thorough search of our records at the Metropolitan Club and
unfortunately have no records relating to Mr. Casey's account for that period of time.

In view of your time constraints, I will ask our General Manager, Mr. E. Guenter Skole,
to convey this information to you by telephone today.

Sincerely,
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MEMORANDUM TO: MIn DE.VE' October 21, 1980

R= : "'1|L. 'CASEY .1 9 : 30.

I talked to Howard Baker on the plane yesterday,
he advised strongly that a reference to the GS scandal
and specifically-,to.ay Salomon,"-,the_ adminstrator who
tried to clean it up and was -forced out -by Carter, '

would qet_.us"-ubstahtial additional- mileage I.n Tennessee-
SMlomon is highly respected. in Chatanooga-Knoxville ar
and meteferenc.to -bim vhileyou are "In" ackgwon City-
play well in the media while you are in Tennessee. He
is an Insertwhith would do the.tr7",nd It|-, I
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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY

'WASHINGTON

December 3, 1992

E. Lawrence Barcella, Jr.
Chief Counsel
October Surprise Task Force

House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Richard Leon
Chief Minority Counsel
October Surprise Task Force
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Larry and Dick:

Please find enclosed declarations for U.S. Secret Service agents

who served on the protective details for then-vice-presidential
candidate George Bush and for his wife, Barbara. As we agreed,

we are providing declarations for the detail leader, two shift

leaders and three special agents for the George Bush detail and

the declarations of the detail leader and a special agent of the
Barbara Bush detail.

These declarations are provided in response to your request and

on the condition that the names and number of the agents signing

them will not be released, as you have agreed. Further, release

is based on your representation that we will be able to review,

prior to release, the portion of your Task Force report

concerning the Secret Service declarations. If you have any

questions or need additional information, please call me.

Sincerely,

6 Robert M. McNamara, Jr.
Assistant General Counsel
(Enforcement)

Enclosures
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DECLARATION OF CHARLES KORFF

1. I am Special Agent Charles Korff of the United States Secret
Service.

2. On October 18-21, 1980, I was employed as a Shift Leader
with the Secret Service, assigned to the detail designated to
protect then Vice-Presidential candidate George Bush.

3. At no time did I, nor to my knowledge did any other members
of the protective detail, nor the protectee, then Vice-
Presidential candidate George Bush, travel outside of the United
States during the above time period.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is
true and correct.

Execucea on

S/L
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DECLARATION OF KEVIN FOLEY

1. I am Special Agent Kevin Foley of the United States Secret
Service.

2. On October 18-21, 1980, I was employed as a Special Agent
with the Secret Service, assigned to the detail designated to
protect then Vice-Presidential candidate George Bush.

3. At no time did I, nor to my knowledge did any other members
of the protective detail, nor the protectee, then Vice-
Presidential candidate George Bush, travel outside of the United
States during the above time period.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is
true and correct.

Executed on
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DECLARATION OF DENNIS CROPPER

1. I am Special Agent Dennis Cropper of the United States
Secret Service.

2. On October 18-21, 1980, I was employed as a Special Agent
with the Secret Service, assigned to the detail designated to
protect then Vice-Presidential candidate George Bush.

3. At no time did I, nor to my knowledge did any other members
of the protective detail, nor the protectee, then Vice-
Presidential candidate George Bush, travel outside of the United
States during the above time period.

i declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is
true and correct.

/
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DECLARATION OF WILLIAM HUDSON

1. I am Special Agent William Hudson of the United States
Secret Service.

2. On October 18-21, 1980, I was employed as a Detail Leader
with the Secret Service, assigned to the detail designated to
protect then Vice-Presidential candidate George Bush.

3. At no time did I, nor to my knowledge did any other members
of the protective detail, nor the protectee, then Vice-
Presidential candidate George Bush, travel outside of the United
States during the above time period.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is
true and correct.

Executed on
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DECLARATION OF GAIL LINKINS

1. I am Special Agent Gail Linkins of the United States Secret
Service.

2. on October 18-21, 1980, I was employed as a Special Agent
with the Secret Service, assigned to the detail designated to
protect then Vice-Presidential candidate George Bush.

3. At no time did I, nor to my knowledge did any other members
of the protective detail, nor the protectee, then Vice-
Presidential candidate George Bush, travel outside of the United
States during the above time period.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is
true and correct.

Executed 2' 1K ~ /0 /7'K~
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DECLARATION OF MICHAEL CLEARY

OFFi -:,-

1. I am Special Agent Michael Cleary of the United States
Secret Service.

2. On October 18-21, 1980, I was employed as a Shift Leader
with the Secret Service, assigned to the detail designated to
protect then Vice-Presidential candidate George Bush.

3. At no time did I, nor to my knowledge did any other members
of the protective detail, nor the protectee, then Vice-
Presidential candidate Ceorge Bush, travel outside of the United
States during the above :ime period.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is
true and correct.

_App. 0742



DECLARATION OF ROBERT SOWERS

1. I am Special Agent Robert Sowers of the United States
Secret Service.

2. On October 18-21, 1980, I was employed as a Detail Leader
with the Secret Service, assigned to the detail
designated to protect Barbara Bush, the wife of then
Vice-Presidential candidate George Bush.

3. At no time did I, nor to my knowledge did any other
members of the protective detail, nor the protectee,
Barbara Bush, wife of then Vice-Presidential candidate
George Bush, travel outside of the United States during
the above time period.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true
and correct.

/ //

EXECUTED ON-
,I I19/ctL~
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US S EC .- -

DECLARATION OF NEIL GDlWAN-. FEcTO

1. I am Special Agent Neil Goodman of the United States
Secret Service.

2. On October 18-21, 1980, I was employed as a Special Agent
with the Secret Service, assigned to the detail
designated to protect Barbara Bush, the wife of then
Vice-Presidential candidate George Bush.

3. At no time did I, nor to my knowledge did any other
members of the protective detail, nor the protectee,
Barbara Bush, wife of then Vice-Presidential candidate
George Bush, travel outside of the United States during
the above time period.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true
and correct.

EXECUTED ON

App. 0744
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ELA|WRENCE BACELLA JR.
L .,E. Co-L.L ALLEGATIONS CONCERNING THE HOLDING OF

AMERICAN HOSTAGES BY IRAN IN 1980
("OCTOBER SURPRISE TASK FORCE 1

Rouse of Rprratim
Wahinoton, E 2011

July 21, 1992

Mr. Theodore B. Olson, Esq.
Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher
1050 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Suite 900
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dear Ted:

Following up on the telephone conversation that Dick Leon
and I had with you on July 20, 1992, enclosed please find a copy
of the transcript from Frontline dated April 7, 1992. You will
notice on pages 2 and 12 a statement made by President Reagan to
a reporter regarding the hostages and efforts he may have
undertaken to obtain their release. As we discussed on the
telephone, while the Task Force fully and completely reserves its
options with respect to a thorough interview of former President
Reagan, we would appreciate an expedited inquiry into the meaning
of the segments contained in the Frontline interview.
Specifically, the Task Force would request answers to the
following questions:

(1) What was former President Reagan referring to during
the interview when he said he "did some things actually
the other way..." and "every effort on my part was
directed towards bringing them home." ? What
specifically did he do and what efforts were made by
him or any other campaign officials to affect the
release of the hostages?

(2) Was former President Reagan aware of any contacts with
any representatives of the Iranian government by anyone
connected directly or indirectly with the Republican
campaign or the Republican party from November 4, 1979
through January 21, 1981 with respect to affecting the
status of the hostages?

(3) What was former President Reagan referring to when he
indicated that some of the details were still
"classified"? Is he aware of any documents or records
of any sort, whether classified or not, regarding the
matters under review by the Task Force? Does he recall
any briefings he was given on this subject prior to his
inauguration?

App. 0745



Theodore B. Olsen, Esq.
Page 2

While we recognize that there are a variety of demands both
on your and former President Reagan's time, I trust that you
appreciate the very severe time constraints under which the Task
Force is operating. Consequently, I would appreciate your
presenting these questions to former President Reagan as
expeditiously as possible so that a reply can be made in the same
manner.

Again, let me emphasize that this procedure is not to be
considered a waiver of my pending request and need to interview
former President Reagan at a time and place of his convenience in
a more thorough manner. I would appreciate hearing from you as
soon as possible.

With Warm Regards,

E. Lawr nce Barcella, Jr.
Chief Counsel

cc: Richard J. Leon, Esq.

Encl.

App. 0746
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"RONTLINE Show 91016
Ur Date April 7, 1992

Investigating the October Surprise

kNNOUNCEIL Tonight on FRONTLINE: Did the 1980 Reagan campaign
onspire to delay the relea& of the American hoetags?

let CONGRESSMAN: Several of the Americans that were held in Iran

have requested that we investigate.
2nd CONGRESSMAN: This is such a sick story that it defies my com-
prehension.
3rd CONGRESSMAN: This is only an effort to smear George Bush and
Ronald Reagan and the 1980 election and that's why there doing what
they're doing.

LNNOUNCE.L In February, after a heated debate, Congress launched an
flcial investigation. That probe goes on behind closed doors today.
tonight, FRONTLINE examines the questions and the evidence,
Investigating the October Surprise."

EMCEF: Ladies and gentlemen, the President of the United States
and the 53 freed Americanal

IARRATORI Last April FRONTLINE eamined allegations that the 1980
election turned on a dirty trick, a conspiracy to delay the release of Ameri-
an hostages in Iran. The program caused a stir, in part because the char-
'as were endorsed by a widely respected e-government official, Gary Sick.

GARY SICK: I resisted believing these stories for more than eight years.
4ARRATOR: Sick was a former National Security Council expert who had
worked for Presidents Gerry Ford and Jimmy Carter. The day before the
roadcast Sick had written a lengthy op-ed article in the New York Times.
n that article Sick reported new allegations of secret meetings in 1980 in
A&duid between Iranian officials and Reagan-Bush campaign manager Wil-
iam Casey.

In its report, FRONTLINE independently explored the .llegations. While
vs found the evidence less than conclusive, newspapers across the country
wegan calling for a full investigation. White House reporters even asked
leorge Bush if he had met with Iranians.

REPORTER: [May 3, 1991) Were you ever in Paris in 1980. air?
President GEORGE BUSH: Was I ever in Paris in 1980? Definitive-
ly, definitely no.

IARRATOR: On Capitol Hill congressmen pondered whether an investiga-

ion was needed. Seventy-eight Democrats signed a petition. Eight former

,ostages also urged a closer look.
FORMER HOSTAGE: [June 13. 1991) My reaction is that we need
an investigation and I say that as a citizen.

IARRATOR Even Ronald Reagan helped fuel suspicions by implying his
campaign had established contact with Iran.

President RONALD REAGAN: [June 15, 1991) I did some things
actually the other way, to try and be of help in getting those hostages
- I felt very sorry for them - and getting them out of there.

4ARRATOR A few days after that golf course press conference ABC
lightline reported in more detail the claims of Jamshid Hashemi, an
ranian arms dealer. Hashemi claimed to have participated in Madrid meet-
ngs between William Casey and a close associate of Ayatollah Khomeini.

Senator ALBERT GORE (D-TN): (June 24. 1991) Some deals
should never be made. Mr. President. whether arms for hostages or
hostages for elections.

NARRATOR: Calls for an official probe intensified in Washington.
Rep. THOMAS 5. FOLEY (D-WA), Speaker. [August 5, 1991] The
weight of circumstantial information and persistent rumors over the
years that such contacts did take place have led us to conclude that
these matters should be brought to a conclusive end, once and for all.

NARRATOR: The so-called 'October Surprise' conspiracy had moved into
the political mainstream. As new allegations arose, former President
Reagan ordered a search of his campaign files. But how much scrutiny could
the allegations bear? On September 10th the Villade Voice established that
at least one of the supposed witnesses [Richard Brenreke) to alleged Paris
meetings had lied. And in November two national news magazines pub-
lished cover stories denouncing the alleged deal as myth, dismissing the
story's chief sources as frauds.

A week later Gary Sick published his book. He cited 14 sources alleging
knowledge of a hostage deal and he pointed to U.S.-approved post-
inauguration weapons shipments to Iran as the payoff. But Sick's research
came under immediate attack.

STEVEN EMERSON, "Now Republe: [Wighlline'l As an investi-
gative reporter, I went into this trying to find out whether certain
things happened and I-

NARRATOX New Republic reporter Steven Emwson made the rounds of
the talk shows denouncing Sick.

Mr. EMERSON: [November 12.1991)1 would say Gary Sick was used
by other people, that he has fallen victim to their naivete and their
willing intention to manipulate him.
Mr. SICK: ("Nightline') Steve Emerson has not talked to any of the
sources that I cite or the corroborative sources. This is as if Casey was
on the moon during those periods of time.
Mr. EMERSON: Gary-
Mr. SICK: He was the director of a campaign. Where was he during
those periods of time?
lot CONGRESSMAN: [C-Span] A student of abnormal psychology, I
think. would have a field day with this excursion into political
paranoia.

NARRATOR Three months later, after more bitter debate, the House of
Representatives voted on February 5th to launch an official investigation.

2nd CONGRESSMAN: (C-Span] You know and I know that journal-
istic inquiries are no substitute for a Congressional investigation.

NARRATOR: Over the last year, as the debate has blown hot and cold in
Washington, FRONTLINE has continued its investigation. In tonight's
broadcast we will concentrate on a few of the key questions Congress is now
confronting.

Where was campaign manager William Casey on days of alleged secret
meetings? What more can be learned about the supposed Iranian emisary?
What can newly-released FBI files tell us about the man who allegedly
brokered the deal? Why are some of the supposed witnesses lying? And
finally, can the available evidence be explained some other way?

Where Was William Casey?

WILLIAM CASEY: I feel very strongly that this country is in trouble,
that it needs to be turned around, and I have felt for over a year that
Governor Reagan is the only man in America who's ever turned a gov.
ernment around.

NARRATOR: The controversy naturally centers on Casey. He was an expe-
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rienced spy, skilled in deception. He would be Reagan's first choice to head

the CIA and was the architect of the Iran-contra operation. But plausibility

aside, what proof is there that Casey actually cut a deal? FRONTLINE

sought documentation of Casey's whereabouts for the months of July,

August, September and October of 1980. We went to Ralph Bledsoe, director

of the Ronald Reagan Library in California.
RALPH BLEDSOE: The overall theme of the museum is the presidency.

NARRATOIL Bledsoe was the man Ronald Reagan asked to search the

Reagan-Bush campaign files. FRONTLINE reporter Robert Parry talked to

him about what his 18-day investigation turned up.
Mr. BLEDSOE: The collection consists of about a million and a half records

or so. We probably looked at, oh. 100,000 to 150,000 of those records or per-

hape more.
ROBERT PARRY. Interviewer: Did you find any records pertaining to

Mr. Casey's whereabouts, his travel, airplaw tickets, hotel receipts, any-

thing of that sort?
Mr. BLEDSOE: No. It's hard to tell eactly where he was on certain days.

We did not find, am I recall, any kind of materials that dated- that were

dated during the period of time we were- we wer searching for that would

place him in any one particular place. That's why I'm saying the search

didn't really show much about his travels.
NARRATOiL So of the one and a half million documents related to the

19WO Reagan campaign, Bledsoe found no records detailing the whereabouts

of campaign director Casey.
Mr. PARRY: But just a summary- there were no expense records for Mr.

Casey?
Mr. BLEDSOE: We found none.
Mr. PARRY: There were no travel records for Mr. Casey?

Mr. BLEDSOE: We found no travel records, no.

Mr. PARRY: There was no calendar for Mr. Casey?

Mr. BLEDSOE: We found no calendar for him.

Mr. PARRY: And except for a handful of dates, you cannot establish his

whereabouts anywhere over that sveral-month period from the convention

to the general election?
Mr. BLEDSOE: That's correct-
NARRATOR: Though Bledsoe came up empty-handed, FRONTLINE's in-

vestigatore had better results. From interviews with dozens of campaign

staffers, campaign reporters and Casey's personal friends, as well as from

reviewing conte:nporaneous news reports, FRONTLINE has been able to

document Csey's whereabouts for about two thirds of the days between the

Republican convention in July and the election in early November. We con-

centrated on three sets of dates, given as the times of the alleged secret

meetings. The first vias in late July in Madrid.
Iranian arms dealer Jamnhid Hahemi claims that he and his brother

Cyrus helped arrange the ftrat arms-for-hoatage negotiation. Allegedly the

two principals were William Casey and Iranian cleric Mehdi Karrubi. The

meetings, says Jamshid, spanned two days. In fact, hotel records do exist

suggesting the Hashemin were in Madrid in late July. But what about

Casey? Is there a two-day gap in his schedule in late July? Newsweek and

'he New Republic say no. Here is what FRONTLINE's investigation found-

On Thursday, July 24th. Casey was in Washington. He was photo-

graphed on that day accepting a campaign check at the Federal Electun

omminsion.
REPORTER: Reagan wasn't there to get it. but his campaign chie.

Wil'iam Casey. represented him when the Federal Election Comnuo-
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@ion approved a check for the $29 million to finance Reagan's drive for
the White House.

NARRATOR: The next day, Friday. July 25th, Casey can't be located. But
according to a note on his secretary's calendar, Casey was in Washington
the following day, the 26th. If the note is correct, it rules out a two-day
meeting in Madrid for those dates.

But what about Sunday the 27th and Monday the 28th? Here Newsweek
and the New Republic cited what they consider conclusive proof that
campaign manager Casey could not have been in Madrid because he was
busy attending an academic conference in London. According to a British
government source, Casey paid for a room at the conference for both Sunday
and Monday nights. But did Casey attend the conference daytime sessions?
Here reporters have relied on the planning records of Jonathan Chadwick.
administrator of the Imperial War Museum.
JONATHAN CHADWICK: In doing my planning in advance of the confer-
ence, I also had to make sure that we did not invite more people to attend
than could fit into this room that we're sitting in now. To achieve these ob-
jects, I had to create these two charts. This is my accommodation plan. This
is the attendances and meals plan. Now, on my chart I see I have marked
that on 16th July, 1980, Arthur Funk, Professor Funk, who was the
chairman of the American delegation, telephoned me to say that Mr. Casey
would not be coming on 27th or 28th July after all, but that we could expect
him to arrive on the 29th. And I marked my chart to show that information.
NARRATOR: Chadwick would make an X to mark an anticipated absence
and a check '- or, as the British say, a "tick" - to show that a participant
was expected to attend. For July 28th, the first day of the conference, Chad-
wick pencilled X's in the boxes for Caey. But at some point Chadwick then
inked in checks over those X's. When FRONTLINE fist interviewed him.
Chadwick said the checks might have gone in when someone told him that
Casey had changed plans and would arrive for the opening session. Later he
became certain that Casey had in fact shown up unexpectedly.
Mr. CHADWICK: When Mr. Casey appeared on the morning of 28th July, I
was naturally taken by surprise because my last information was that he
wasn't going to be here till the next morning. Anyway. I was glad enough to
see him and just put ink ticks for him right through the day. Recollections
are inherently unreliable 11 years later, but my recollection is that on that
morning of 28th July Casty arrived with the other Americans in a sort of
bunch.
NARRATOR: Out of 25 participants interviewed by FRONTLINE, three
others remember Casey arriving on that Monday morning. Four Americans
plus the British host of the conference, Sir William Deacon, recall Casey ar-
riving about six hours later, on Monday afternoon. One of these Americans,
UCLA professor Robert Dallek, was keeping a special look-out for Casey.
ROBERT DALLEK: And I have a very strong memory of not seeing Mr.
Casey at the conference that morning because I was giving my talk at 11:30
in the morning and I looked for him in the room. I remember looking for
him in the room. I knew he was a prominent figure and I was interested to
know whether he was going to be there or not. And the room wasn't that
crowded. There may have been what, 40 or 50 people at most. I remember
meeting him late that afternoon because we walked around the Imperial
War Museum together and Arthur Funk was there and that's when that
famous photograph was taken of Arthur Funk and myself and Casey.
NARRATOI In fact Chadwick's own chart adds credence to Dallek's recol.
election. In Casey's box for the afternoon session, Chadwick has written
'Came at 4:00 PM." If indeed Casey first appears late Monday afternoon,
theoretically he would have had more than enough time to attend meetings



n Madrid on Sunday and Monday morning.
But what about Chadwick's check marks on Monday morning? Dallek re-

nembere a Monday morning announcement. Casey was on his way, but had

een delayed by business. Chadwick says he doesn't recall such an an-

ouncement, but if true it's possible. he says, that he would have checked

;easy in for the whole day.
In addition, there is possibly a wider gap in Casay's schedule in the days

before the conference. A calendar note made by Casey's eretary, Barbara

'iyward. places him in Washington on Saturday, but her calendar may be

mnreliablo. Earlier that same week it put Casey in a place he didn't go and

FRONTLINE could not confirm the key Saturday note. Hayward declined to

e interviewed.
Without confirmation of Hayward's calendar note, and given confusion

)ver the meaning of Chadwick's charts, Casey's whereabouts are therefore

m question for a three-and-a-half-day gap from Friday until 4:00 o'clock

Monday afternoon.
A second set of meetings In Madrid has also been alleged by Jamshid

HashemL ABC Nightln reported that hotel records do show that a known

alias of Janshid Hashemi, Ali Balnean. was registered at the Plaza from

August 8th through the 12th. But Casey'e schedule is even harder to pin

down in August. Busy organizing the campaign staff, Casey was out of pub-

lic view for days on end and his co-workers have only vague recollections of

when they were with him.
Admiral ROBERT GARRICK. U.S. Navy (Ret): Bill Casey to me was

sort of a mystery man. You know, he was here. he was there, he was

around.
NARRATOR. Retired admiral Robert Garrick was an aide at Reagan

campaign headquarters, where Casey had his office.

Adm. GARRICIL He had his own driver and his car would whip away and

the driver brought him to these meetings, when he showed up. The way he

deported himself. yon never knew exactly what he know. but you sometimes

felt he knew something and he'd tell you at the appropriate time.

NARRATOR One of the few precise memories of Casey for this period

comes from a campaign employee who recalls Casey in Washington on

August 12th, watching Senator Edward Kennedy's convention speech.

Son. EDWARD M. KENNEDY (D-MA): -nominee whose name is

Ronald Reagan has no right to quote Franklin Delano Roosevelt.

NARRATOIR Then, on August 14th. Casey shows up on an ABC News pro-

gram.
BARBARA WALTERS. ABC News: What did Governor Reagan

think of Senator Kennedy's speech?
Mr. CASLY: I haven't talked with Governor Reagan about Senator

Kennedy's speech.
NARRATOIR After months of investigation and interviews on and off the

record with 66 campaign co-workers, us well as with Casey's friends and rel-

atives, FRONTLINE found there was little hard information for other dates

during this period. While many remember Casey working long hours at the

Arlington headquarters, few could reconstruct any specific memory for any

one day. So for early to mid-August, the timeframe set by Jamnhid Hashemi

for the second Madrid meeting, FRONTLINE could not nail down Casey's

whereaboute.
The asme is true for the rest of August and early September, with a few

exceptions. But on September 10th, the campaign headquarters began re-

quiring that visitors be signed in. FRONTLINE obtained a copy of those

lop and they show Casey with visitors on many of the remaining days of

the campaign.

Presumably the logo might help refute long-standing accounts of a third
set of meetings in Paris. Here speculation centers on Sunday, October 19th.
On Saturday, October 18th, sign-in sheets at campaign headquarters show
Casey'a brother and sister-in-law stopping by at lunchtime. Then at 11:30
that night, Casey seems to have signed in for a 10-minute visit to the opera-
tions center where campaign news and developments in Iran were
monitored around the clock.

FRONTLINE next locates Casey 32 hours later, on Monday morning, Oc-
tober 20th, in Cincinnati with Ronald Reagan. He had flown there that
morning from Washington, D.C. We were unable to Iocate Casey on Sunday.
but neither did we find any evidence that he had traveled to Paris over the
weekend.

The absence of better travel records for Casey remains a mystery. But
one last note. In 1983 a House committee investigated Casey's role in
Debategate, the 1980 theft of Carter campaign materials. Casey told the in-
vestigators he kept records. They included, he said, a personal log in addi-
tion to a desk calendar and a secretarial log. When investigator. asked
Casey where his personal log could be found, he told them "he thought it
was in his file@." When he was told that the subcommittee investigators had
not found it. he said "he would search for it.' Today those records are still
missing. They appear not to be in the campaign archives and Caey's widow
says she hasn't seen them.

The Iranian Emissary?

In today's Teheran angry slogans remain on the walls of the former U.S.
embassy. The embassy is now home to a training center for Iran's Revolu-
tionary Guards and a book store selling captured secret American docu-
ments. Though Ayatollah Khomeini died two years ago and the new govern-
ment has toned down its anti-American rhetoric, Iran remains a country
deeply distrustful of the United States. Mehdi Kaz'rubi, now speaker of the
Iranian parliament, is one of the most outspoken critics of "the great
Satan." Allegedly Karrubi was the principal Iranian emissary who
negotiated with William Casey in Madrid and in Paris.
MEHDI KARRUBI: [subtitles] I was not involved, and I don't know any-
thing about it.
NARRATOR: This FRONTLINE interview was Kan'ubi's first on-camera
response to the West about Jamshid Hashemi's allegations.
Mr. KARRUBI: [subtitles] It's a total lie. The amusing part is that I have
never been to France or Spain.
NARRATOR FRONTLINE could not establish the truth of Karrubi's as-
sertion that he had never been to France or Spain.
SA'ID RAJAIE-KHORASANI: I think Mr. Karrubi did have trips to out-
side Iran in those days on many occasions.
NARRATOIR Sa'id Rajaie-Khorasani is another senior member of the
Iranian parliament. He was the Islamic Republic's ambassador to the
United Nations during the hostage crisis. In 1980 he represented Iran be-
fore many international audiences.
Mr. RAJAIE-KHORASANI: A middleman, particularly an Iranian mid-
dleman, who is a respectable clergyman in the Iranian society, who goes
and talks to American, let's say, representatives in Spain is not respected
very highly. And if someone like Mr. Karrubi has had any contact of this na-
ture, it is most reasonable to assume the he prefers to keep the news of that
contact secret and undisclosed.
Mr. KARRUBI: [subtitles] I have no knowledge of such a thing. I vehe-
mently deny it, and I am certain it isn't true. There is absolutely no proof in
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this, ,cept a completely fabricated rumor which appears to be linked to
American domestic politics. What differshce would it make to us Iranians
whether Carter or Reagan wan in power? Firstly. I have no knowledge of it,
and secondly. I deny everything.
Mr. RAJAE-KHORASANI: It's exactly like expecting Mr. Casey in those
days to come to the American people and tell them what you did in Madrid.
And. definitely Mr. Casey would not say anything and our Mr. Casey in not
going to say anything now.

The Broker?

NARRATOR If Casey cannot be pinned down and Karrbi denies every-
thing, what about the man who allegedly brokered the deal, Cyrus
Hashesnl, a New York-based banker and arms dealer? There's evidence he
was in Madrid in late July. What else do we know? In September, 1980, the
FBI installed bugs and wiretaps in Hashemi's New York offices. The FBI
suspected that Cyrus was an important financier for the Khomeini regime
and they suspected he was acting as a paymaster for Iranian agents in the
United States. [on screen, "Cyrus Hashemi wos the financial conduit
through which monies from Iron were funnled to Iranian dissidents in the
United States."] The wiretaps did confirm that Cyrus was extremely in-
fluential with senicr levels of the Iranian government. Indeed the Carter
White House thought enough of Cyrus's influence to use him as an inter-
mediary with Iran throughout the hostage crisis. But was Cyrus a double
agent, as his brother Jamshid asserts? Do the FBI wiretaps turn up any evi-
dence that Cyrus was back-channeling information to the Republicans-
most importantly, to Casey?

It was impossible for us to determine. The FBI summaries of the
wiretaps are heavily censored. Only an investigator with access to un-
cansored wiretap summaries can determine if the surveillance picked up
any evidence of links between Casey and Hashemi. But there is evidence of
indirect links. Casey and Hashemi had important business associates in
common. According to the wiretaps. Cyrus was profiting from multi-million-
dollar business deals with a close Casey friend, John Shaheen. Shaheen had
known Casey for 35 years. They met an spies in the O.S.S.. the CIA's fore-
runner.
SOPHIA CASEY, William Casey'e Widow- John and Bill Casey were
very good friends. Bill met him in the Second World War and they- we'd
have dinners together and talk about the war and so on. That's how- that's
how Bill knew John Shaheen.
NARRATOR: Another mutual business associate was Roy Furmark.
Mrs. CASEY: Furmark- I would say Furmark- every year the Shaheena
had a Christmas party and I went to about five of them and I always sa-
Furmark. He was a very good friend and a very good employee of John
Shaheen.
NARRATOR The wiretaps show that in September, 1980. a Shaheen com-
pany. Mid Ocean. deposited $2.5 million into a bank Cyrus Hashemi owner.
And in October, 1980, Cyrus Hashemi offered $45 million to bail Shaheen
out fd a failing oil refinery that Shaheen had built in Newfoundland.

At the same time, Casey was in close contact with Shaheen. Accordmg to
a Shaheen assistant, the two men talked by phone at least once a week &a,-
ing the 1980 campaign. Casey had even done legal work for Shaheen so the
oil refinery before he became campaign manager. There is no evidaw s
the censored wiretaps, however, that Casey was in direct contact wi
Cyrus Hashemi. But Cyrus's older brother Jamshid told FRONTLUNi ta4
Shaheen's assistant, Furmark, introduced the Hanhemis to Casey in Mardk
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1980. Furmark denies it. Furmark would acknowledge only that he met
Cyrus Hashemi in 1979 and had business dealings with him during 1980.
Shaheen died in 1985.

The censored FBI summaries shed no further light, but the summaries
do show that Cyrus Hashemi was double-dealing the Carter administration
in another way. Beginning in October of 1980 Hashai while supposedly
helping the White House on the hostage issue, began plotting illegal mili-
tary shipments to Iran. By December the FBI reported that the thrust of
Hashemi's activities had "shifted from the hostags and any hostage
negotiations to what amounts to the improper and illegal shipment of mili-
tary support equipment to Iran."

Other documents show that Hashemi arranged aircraft spare parts, rafts
and electrical wiring shipments. According to the last FBI wiretape, he was
even scouting the American market for air-to-air missiles. Armed with the
wiretap evidence, the FBI would push for and finally get an indictment of
Cyrus and Jamshid Hashemi nearly fer years later.

Some reporters have cited the indictment as reason to question Jam-
shid's October Surprise account. Why. they ask. wouldn't the Haaherie
have used their secret knowledge of a hostage deal to ward off any prosecu-
tion? But the FBI documents do show a pattern of favoritism towards the
Itashemis. In February, 1981. two weeks after the inauguration, the
wiretap was pulled from Cyrus's New York office, even though he was still
considered an agent of a foreign power. A year later, when the FBI pushed
for an indictment, the Reagan Justice Department put it off, arguing that
the charges were too petty.

Faced with Washington's objections, the arms-trafflcking allegations
lingered for another two years before the FBI finally got its wish for a grand
jury. Even then the Reagan Justice Department gave the Hashemis special
treatment. Just before the indictments could be handed up in mid-1984, an
assistant attorney general insisted on tipping off the Hashemia. The FBI
watched as Cyrus canceled a return flight from London to New York, where
he would have been arrested. Cyrus would ultimately escape arrest entirely,
agreeing to cooperate in a sting operation against Israeli and American
arms dealers rather than face trial.

In 1986, in the midst of that case, he died, the cause of death listed as
acut, leukemia. In early 1989 the Justice Department finally dismissed theremaining charges against Cyrus's brother, Jamahid. Jamahid had alluded
to reporters of an October Surprise plot as early as 1983, but it was only
after he was cleared of charges that he went public, saying he had actually
participated in meetings.

A Paris Meeting?

RICHARD BRENNEKE: To the best of my recollection, it was either
the 19th or the 20th. which would mean either a Sunday or a Monday. I
can't give you an exact date. I mean, that's the best I can do is say it was
the 19th or the 20th.

NARRATOR: While questions remain about Casey's schedule and Kar-
ni's and the Hahemis' involvement, som self-proclaimed witnesses to an
arts-fur-hostages deal have turned out not to be credible at all.

Mr. BRENNEKE: It was a case of. "OK, you're going to get your
weapons We're going to get our hostages."

NARRATOR: Last April when FRONTLINE first examined the 1980
haav mystery, we recounted the outcome of a federal trial in Portland,
Oev.bn In that 1990 trial, Richard Brenneke, an Oregon businessman with
G lwaty in money-laundering, was accused of perjury for asserting to a
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federal judge that Bill Casey. George Bush and CIA officer Donald Gregg
went to Paris around mid-October, 1980, to put the finishing touches on a
hostage deal.

Mr. BRENNEKE: I'd never met Mr. Caney. The only knowledge I had of
him was pictures in newspapers and identification that- and he was not
bashful. It was. "Hi. I'm Bill Casey."
M'. PARRY: So he introduced himself to you?
Mr. DRENNEKE: Yeah. I said. "Good morning. I'm Dick Brenneke."

NARRATOR. Brenneke was found innocent of perjury when federal prose-
eutors failed to prove a negative, that Casey, Bush and Gregg were not in
Paris.

Mr. BRENNEKE: [press conference] We told the truth. We told the
truth all along and, by God, it was believed.

NARRATOR- Following his acquittal. Brennmke enlisted the help of a re-
searcher, Peggy Robohm. in order to help him write his memoirs.
PEGGY ROBOHM: So I flew out to Oregon and packed up Dick's files with
him.
NARRATOR- But after Robohm began to search through Brenneke's 1980
financial records. she found evidence that Brenneke was in fact lying about
his own presence in Paris.
Ms. ROBOHM: I found credit card receipts that matched the dates when
he had said that he had been in Paris in 1980, specifically receipts for the
weekend of October 17th through 19th and receipts that went through the
21st. at the time when he said he had been in Paris at a meeting regarding
what's known as the October Surprise. lie had gone up to Seattle. Washing-
ton, for a Kendo tournament.
NARRATOR- On October 19th, for instance, when Brenneke claimed to be
on his way to Paris to meet Casey and Gren, his personal papers show him
checking out of a motel in Seattle, Washington. getting his car washed and
then having dinner at Mazzis, an Italian restaurant back in Portland. It
remains unclear why he lied.
Mar. PARRY: It dos sem &art of monumentally stupid to be preparing a
book to talk about your- a life that you did not lead. but to bring documen-
tation that would show you to be not telling the truth. Does it not?
Ms. ROBOHM: I would say careless.
NARRATORF Brenneke refused to be re-interviewed for this broadcast
Whether he lied for personal gain or for some other motive. it's a mystery
why he presented his Paris story under oath to a federal judge in an unre-
lated case four years ago.

AR! BEN-MENASHE: There were meetings that took place in France
NARRATOR. But besides Brenneks, a half dozen other individual. have
claimed knowledge of Paris meetings between Republicans and Iranisa,
Most admit that their information is second-hand and since some of them
travel in the same circles, they could have been feeding off each ocher's
scraps of information. It is also possible that some were picking up rumors
that had begun floating around Republican circles as far back as mid-
October. 1980. At that time John McLean. a Washington-based correspon-
dent for the Chcogo Tnbune. had gotten a tip George Bush was on his way
to Paris.
JOHN McLEAN: I was told by someone who was in a position, a secondary
position in Republican circles - I suppose that's a decent way to describe it

- where he would have access to information of this kind, that Bush was
planning to or was on his way to Paris to discuss the hostage situation.
NARRATOR- In checking out the rumor. McLean approached a Stow* Do-
partment official, David Henderson. Henderson's calendar shows he met
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with McLean on October 18th.
DAV[D HENDERSON: He blurted out excitedly that George Bush was
going to Paris or was on his way or was essentially there already - it
wasn't- it was clear to me that it was an imminent thing that was about to
happen right that weekend - to meet with the Iranians to talk about the
release of the American hostages.
Mr. McLEAN: What I know for sure is that it came up, that I checid it
out and that I got nowhere with it. that I didn't feel particularly astounded
by it. at the time, and wouldn't have been particularly astounded if it had
been true. To the best of my memory, it wasn't true. Or to the best of my
memory of how I checked things out, it was not true. But it was being dis-
cussed.
NARRATOR: After the Republican campaign denied the rumor, McLean
dropped the story, but rumors that George Bush attended a final meeting
with Iranians persisted. One individual who has fueled them is a former Is-
raeli intelligence official. Ari Ben-Menaghs.

Mr. PARRY: Now, as you know. th.- President Bush has vociferously
denied that he was in Paris that weekend.
Mr. BEN-MENASHE: Obviously he has a bad memory.

NARRATOR: Ben-Menashe is perhaps the most perplexing of those alleg-
ing an October Surprise deal. FRONTLINE has established Ben-Menashe
did work for a unit of Israeli military intelligence from 1977 to 1987.
Though Israeli government spokesmen insist he was only a translator.
senior Israeli and Iranian sources have told FRONTLINE that Ben-
Menashe served as an intelligence officer handling sensitive assignments
concerning Iran in 1980. When Ben-Menashe ran afoul of U.S. law in 1989
and was charged with conspiracy to sell three C-130 transport planes to
Iran, the Israeli government disowned him. Ben-Menashe won an acquittal.
but his credibility with reporters collapsed because some of his assertions
proved implausible, particularly his claim about George Bush.

Mr. PARRY: Are you saying that he is- that he's Lying about this?
Mr. BEN-MENASHE: He was in Paris that weekend.
Mr. PARRY: Is there any possibility that you saw someone who might
have looked a bit like the President, but was not the President?
Mr. BEN-MENASHE: At the time. it was- it's clear- it was clear that
It was him. I mean-

NARRATOR: Although Ben-Menashe insists Bush was in Paris, the vice
presidential candidate was in the public eye almost constantly in the weeks
before the election. His whereabouts should be no mystery.

In the FRONTLINE broadcast last April we showed heavily censored
records from Bush's Secret Service detail reflecting a Bush trip to a sub-
urban Washington country club that would have ruled out any trip to Paris.
Since then, after an appeal from FRONTLINE for more information, the
Secret Service revealed more of that record, including a passage showing
that Bush was at his Washington home. The Secret Service has declined to
make available any agent from the detail for an interview. Independently.
FRONTLINE located three of the agents. They all cited secrecy rules and
declined comment. But if the Secret Service record is correct, then a Bush
tzip to Paris in impossible.

Pres. BUSH. That for political gain, I would assign an American to
captivity one minute longer than necessary, I think is a vicious per-
sonal assault on my integrity and my character as president.

Another Theory?
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NARRATOIL If the Reagan campaign did not oanspire to delay a hostage

relea. is there another explanation that fits the body of circumstantial evi-

dence that exists? FRONTLINE's investigation has looked at just such a

possibility. that Republican contacts with the Iranians did exist, but were

intended not to delay a hostage release, but to win their release as early as

possible. Remember what President Ronald Reagan said on the Palm

Springs golf course last year?
Pree. REAGAN: I did some things actually the other way, to try and

be of help in getting those hostages - I felt very sorry for them - and

getting them out of there. And this whole thing, that I was worried

about that as a campaign thing. is abeeolute fiction. I did some things

to try the other way.
NARRATOR: When pressed to explain what he had done, Reagan sug-

gested there might have been some contacts.
Pres. REAGAN: Every effort on my pa was directed toward bring-

ing them home.
REPORTER: Does that mean contacts with the Iranian government?

Pres. REAGAN: Not by me, no.

REPORTER: By your campaign. perhaps?

Pree. REAGAN: Wll, I can't get into detals. Some of thos things

are still classified.
NARRATOR: Reagan didn't explain what he meant by "classified." If his

campaign conducted any foreign policy initiative, it would not have been

classified. He was still only a candidate.

But FRONTLINE did find that some Republican activists were exploring

ways to help end the hostage crisis as early as six months before the elec-

tion. Besides humanitarian concern for the hostages, there was worry that

the crisis was eroding Americas image in the world. But there was also fear

that if President Carter won the hostages freedom right before election day,

the so-caled October Surprise, it coud threaten Ronald Reagan's expected

Preels. BUSH: All I know is, there's a concern, not just with us. but I

think generally amongst the electorate, well, this Carter's a politically

tough fellow. Hell do anything to get reelected and let's be prepared

for some October Surprise. And I hope it doesn't happen if it's a con-

trived event that has short-run political benefit but long-run

detrimental benefit-_ detriment- be of Ion-rn detriment.

NARRATOR: A South African arms dealer. Dirt Stofabrg. cWam to have

been approached by Casey. who asked him to help arrange a swap of South

African weapons for the American hostages.

DIRK STOFFBERG: It was during the summer of 1980. 1 and some col-

leagues of mine were instrumental in assisting the release of three British

hostages. We used the ind of officer's, old saw, the Swedish embassy, and

had to deliver various arms to the Iranians. As a result of this. I was con-

tacted by the Brits. I went to London in the summer of 1980.1 was taken by

the Briih official to the Capital Hotel in Knightsbridge and I was con-

tacted by a man, a tall man. well-.built with blond hair, introduced as Reiner

Jacobi.

NARRATOR- Rainer Jacobi was an international intelligence freelancer

who made a living in the shadowy world of covert operations. Stoffberg said

Jaobi took him to meet "an important American."

Mr. STOFFBERG: Reiner came to pick me up the one evening, took me to

the Churchill's Hotel - it was about 8:30 - and introduced me there to a

man which he called "Mr. Casey," a tall man, balding, slightly stooped. He

was sitting at a table alone. I joined him. We had dinner. It lasted for about

three hours. I was asked if during the contacts I had, if we could assist on

the same way we got the British hostages released to get the hostages

released that were taken during the embassy siage I said. . Crt.JY. we'll

talk to the people concerned and give whatever cooperation we could."

Mr. PARRY: And Mr. Casey was looking for £ way to get the hostages out,

not keep them in?

Mr. 8TOFFBERG: Most definitely. He wanted them released and we had

to use whatever methods we could with the Iranians and the Iranians

wanted weapons.
NARRATOR: Stofiberg has sworn to this account in a an affidavit to Con-

gressional investigators and presented documents showing that he was in

London in mid-August, 1980. Tracked down in Hong Kong, the other sup-

posed witness. Reiner Jacobi han corroborated the essential points of

Stoffberg's story.
But there are reasons to doubt both mens stories. Stoffberg claims that it

was his work on the British hostages' release that got him referred to Casey

in rid-summer. 1980. But the three British hostages were not released un-

til February of 1981. At best. Stoffmerg's help to tho British was in a very

early stage when he supposedlY met with Casey. Jacobi is another witness

of dubious credibility. Indeed. Jacobi and Stolferg were both facing

criminal charges when they frt th y meet-

ing. Stoffberg's recent testimony to Congressinal investigators looking into

the October Surprise allegations did help him shave a few months off a

sentesite. I
LUes and Deception?

However the evidence is viewed, there seems to be no explanation for the

mass of circumstantial evidence that exists. No one hypothesis seems to fit

all the witnesses' accounts. Can the U.S. Congress or any investigator ever

discover the truth?

Consider one more piece of the October Surprise puzzle. Remember

Richard Brenneke? He was the man who said he was in Paris with Casey in

October of 1980, but who was later found to be lying. His story doesn't end

there. The allegation that Brenneke participated in Paris meetings was not

at first put forward by Brenneke himself. That allegation came from a mys-

terious source who surfaced in September, 1988, two months before that

year's presidential election. One night the source called a radio talk show in

Los Angeles.
"Mr. RAZIN": The name I'm going to use this evening is Mr. Razin.

lot HOST: Mr. Razin.

2nd HOST: Mr. Razin, tell us about the George Bush connection to

this alleged deal. Was he there?

"Mr. RAZIN": Sure as God made little green apples.

NARRATOR: Though Brenneke backed up Razin's account, reporters

quickly discovered errors in Razin's story.

MARTIN ICLIAN: Mr. Razin first called me in, I think it was, early Sep-

tember.

NARRATOR: Martin Kilian is a Washington correspondent for the German

magazine Der Spiegel.

Mr. KILIAN: And he was talking about three meetings in Paris. two on

Sunday, the 19th of October, one Monday, the 20th. And he rattled down a

list of names, among them Richard Allen and Mr. Gregg. Now, very quickly

it turned out that there were problems with Mr. Razin's story. I found out

that Mr. Allen, whom Mr. Razin had accused of having been part of this
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that weekend. October 19th. Sunday. that Mr. Allen was not in Paris. He

had been on ome talk show. Sunday talk show, live.
NARRATOR- The discrediting of Razin's story had a lasting impact. Octo-

bar Surprise theories lost credibility. But who was Raxin? Why was he

lying?. Kilian later learned that Razin's real name was Oswald LeWinter, a

former literature professor and author. In the We and ear 60's he had

wen a number of prestigious poetry awards., but in the 70'.e apparently

turned to politics. In 1976, FRONTLINE discovered, LeWinter went to

Washington, where he offered his services as a consultant specializing in

negative campaign research. FRONTLINE located LeWinter in Germany,

where he now lives.
Mr. PARRY: Is LeWinter your real name?

OSWALD LeWU4TER: I prefer not to answer that, OK?

Mr. PARRY: Well, we--
Mr. LeWINTAER: It's the name on my passport.

Mr. PARRY: It's the name on your passport?

NARRATOR- LaWinter admitted he was indeed Rain and that he had lied

in 1988, but his new story was even more bizarre. He claimed that he had

been hired by four American intelligence operatives to salt October Surprise

allegations with enough false information to discredit the whole story.

Mr, LoWINT.a: Well, I met with four people, basically, and was given to

understand that there were a number of others who were interested in

seeing this succeed- in other words, making sure that the media lost inter-

eat, that the story was discredited.
NARRATOR LeWinter refused to may who the four people were who sup-

posedjy hired him, nor would he provide any other supporting evidence, so

his now story, too, is suspect. Is this, then, a deception within a deception?

If nothing else, the story of Oswald LeWinter seems to epitomize the

strange nature of the riddle called the October Surprise.

In this report we touched on only a few of the questions surrounding the

alleged conspiracy. Despite months of investigation and interviews with

hundreds of people in Europe, the Middle East and the United States, we do

not have a satisfactory answer for what did or did not happen in 1980. The

complexity and ugliness of the October Surprise charges make it under-

standable why many politicians, journalists and citizens simply want to dig-

miss the possibility of a hostage deal altogether.
But a more exhaustive review of alleged pre.election contacts with

Iranians could shed light on two later historical developments. After Ronald

Reagan's inauguration, the U.S. government did secretly authorize Israel to

ship U.S. weapons to Iran. As FRONTLINE reported a year ago, and " the

New York Times also has found, that secret approval was never adequately

explained. Who gave the OK and why?
And when a new hostage crisis struck in 1984, many of the same band of

arms dealers, financiers and intelligence operatives were together again.

John Shaheen, Roy Furmark. William Casey and Cyrus Hashemi all joined

roroa@ in a scheme to win freedom for American hostages in Lebanon. Cyrus

Flashemi brought to the first negotiating session an Iranian named Hasan

Karrubi, Mehdi Karrubi's brother. That secret arms.for-hoetages scheme

could become known as the Iran-contra affair.
The Congressional committee investigating the October Surprise is due

release a preliminary report this summer, but even with the power to

)ompel tstimony and to subpoena documents, that investigation, born in

hitter partisan debate, faces a daunting task. The overriding truth about

L980 may be that the American people may never know what happened.

0NNOUNCERI Next time on FRONTLINE, the deepening divide between

he politicians and the people.
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let VOTER: I think politicians are like lovers. They chase you and when
they get what they want, then they forget about you.

ANNOUNCER: Correspondent William Greider examine the roots of

today's political discontent.

2nd VOTER: I'm tired of being victimized by the very people that we've

elected to represent us.

ANNOUNCER; "The Betrayal of Democracy, a FRONTLINE election spe.

cal.
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E. Lawrence Barcella, Jr., Esq.
Chief Counsel
U.S. House of Representatives
October Surprise Task Force
Ford House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Barcella:

This letter responds on
the questions that were set forth
1992.

behalf of President Reagan to
in your letter of July 21,

Question (1): "What was former President Reagan
referring to during the interview [reported on
Frontline on April 7, 1992] when he said he 'did
some things actually the other way . . .' and
'every effort on my part was directed towards
bringing [the hostages] home.'? What specifically
did he do and what efforts were made by him or any
other campaign officials to affect the release of
the hostages?"

Answer (1): President Reagan and Reagan/Bush
campaign officials made it clear by their conduct
and statements during the campaign that they were
supportive of the Carter Administration efforts to
secure the release of American hostages held in
Iran. For example, a statement by Ronald Reagan
was issued on September 13, 1980 supporting the
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E. Lawrence Barcella, Jr., Esq.
October 23, 1992
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terms for the release of the hostages then being
reported by the press; stating that the hostages
should "be released immediately upon conclusion of
an agreement;" promising not to "make [hostages]
negotiations a partisan issue in the campaign;"
pledging, if elected, to "observe the terms of an
agreement;" and stating categorically that "there
should be no delay in freeing the hostages with
any thought by Iran that it might get better terms
after the election in November."

President Reagan is aware of no statement made by
him during his candidacy, or by any campaign
official, in public or private, to suggest that
they would be interested in any way in becoming
involved in negotiations respecting the release of
the hostages during President Carter's tenure as
President.

The campaign at all times made it clear that the
holding of American hostages by Iran was
intolerable and unacceptable and the hostages
should be released.

At all times President Reagan and the campaign
acted consistent with the time-honored principle
that Americans speak only through their President
in matters of foreign relations and national
security. President Reagan believed that as long
as President Carter was President, he was the only
voice for American foreign policy.

Question (2): "Was former President Reagan aware
of any contacts with any representatives of the
Iranian government by anyone connected directly or
indirectly with the Republican campaign or the
Republican party from November 4, 1979 through
January 21, 1981 with respect to affecting the
status of the hostages?"

Answer (2): No.

Question (3): "What was former President Reagan
referring to when he indicated that some of the
details were still 'classified'? Is he aware of
any documents or records of any sort, whether
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classified or not, regarding the matters under
review by the Task Force? Does he recall any
briefings he was given on this subject prior to
his inauguration?"

Answer (3): President Reagan cannot recall what
he meant by referring to matters being classified.
However, the subject of the hostages and the
Carter Administration efforts to secure the
release of the hostages was known to be sensitive,
delicate and presumably, subject to high levels of
national security protection. President Reagan
has always been extremely careful never to make
public statements on matters covered by sensitive
national security classifications and to avoid
discussing subjects that even inadvertently might
result in disclosing classified material.

President Reagan is not aware of any documents or
records pertinent to the Task Force's
investigation. Some time ago he instructed the
custodians of the Reagan Administration
presidential records to search for any such
records or documents and to make public any that
were found. None were located that suggested in
any fashion that Reagan campaign officials acted
improperly relative to the hostages. Moreover,
your Task Force has been given broad access to
those campaign records and has been given copies
of documents it requested. President Reagan is
not aware of any such documents that supported any
inference of improper conduct relative to the
hostages by anyone in the campaign.

President Reagan does not have any recollection of
any pre-inauguration briefings that would shed any
further light on the subject of the Task Force
investigation.

President Reagan believes that there is no basis
whatsoever for the unwarranted and unsubstantiated charge that
anyone connected with him or his 1980 campaign for President did
anything to delay the release of the hostages. The charge
appears to be without any foundation in fact and is utterly
incompatible with President Reagan's character and conduct
throughout his life.
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For your further information, we are enclosing a copy
of President Reagan's answers to questions on this same subject
directed to him by the Special Counsel of the Senate Subcommittee
on Near Eastern and South Asian Affairs of the Committee on
Foreign Relations.

Very truly yours,

Theodore B. Olson

TBO/hlv

WL922860.037
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Reid H. Weingarten, Esq.
Special Counsel
Subcommittee on Near Eastern

and South Asian Affairs
Committee on Foreign Relations
U.S. Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510-6225

Dear Mr. Weingarten:

This letter responds on
the questions that were set forth
1992.

behalf of President Reagan to
in your letter of July 22,

Question 1: "During the period of November 4,
1979 to January 20, 1981 (inclusive) did you have
any contact (including, but not limited to,
written correspondence, personal conversations,
and telephonic communications) with any foreign
national(s), official or otherwise, relating to
the holding of the American hostages in Iran? If
yes, please describe such contacts and provide any
documents in your possession referring or relating
to such contacts or your knowledge of them."

Answer 1: No.

Question 2: "During the period of November 4,
1979 to January 20, 1981 (inclusive) did you have
any contact (including, but not limited to,
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written correspondence, personal conversations,
and telephonic communications) with any foreign
national(s), official or otherwise, relating to
the transfer or transshipment of American-made
military equipment or spare parts to Iran directly
from the United States or from Israel or any other
third party countries or intermediaries? If yes,
please describe such contacts and provide any
documents in your possession referring or relating
to such contacts or your knowledge of them."

Answer 2: No.

Question 3: "Do you have any knowledge of any
unauthorized transmission of classified and/or
secret information relating to the Iran hostage
crisis by any member of the Carter Administration
to any individual(s), official or otherwise,
associated with the Republican Party or the
Reagan-Bush presidential campaign, during the
period November 4, 1979 to January 20, 1981
(inclusive)? If yes, please describe such
transmissions and provide any documents in your
possession referring or relating to such
transmissions or your knowledge of them."

Answer 3: No.

Question 4: "Have you ever met or spoken to John
Shaheen? If yes, please describe the nature of
your contact with John Shaheen and provide any
documents in your possession referring or relating
to such contacts with him."

Answer 4: The President has no recollection of
ever having heard of or spoken with John Shaheen.

Question 5: "Have you ever met or spoken to Cyrus
Hashemi? If yes, please describe the nature of
your contact with Cyrus Hashemi and provide any
documents in your possession referring or relating
to such contacts with him."

Answer 5: The President has no recollection of
ever having heard of or spoken with Cyrus Hashemi
until references to him arose in the press
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regarding various matters - and the name neither
had nor has any significance to President Reagan.

Question 6: "Do you have any knowledge as to
whether William Casey traveled outside the United
States during the period March 1, 1980 to January
21, 1981 (inclusive)? If yes, please identify the
countries and cities visited, the duration and
purpose of each trip, and provide any documents in
your possession referring or relating to such
travel."

Answer 6: President Reagan is not aware of any
such travel.

Question 7: "Do you have any knowledge of any
effort by private United States citizens or
government officials to delay or manipulate the
timing of the release of the United States
hostages held in Iran in relation to the United
States presidential election of 1980? If yes,
please describe such knowledge and provide any
documents in your possession referring or relating
to such knowledge."

Answer 7: No.

Question 8: "During the period November 4, 1979
to January 20, 1981, did you make any efforts to
expedite or facilitate the release of the United
States hostages held in Iran? If yes, please
describe such efforts and provide any documents in
your possession referring or relating to such
efforts."

Answer 8: Every public or private statement made
by President Reagan during the campaign was
supportive and encouraging to Carter
Administration efforts to secure release of
hostages as rapidly as possible. President Reagan
even released a statement making it clear that the
hostage-holders should not "delay . . . freeing
the hostages with any thought . . . that [Iran]
might get better terms after the election in
November."
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Question 9: "Do you have any knowledge of any
efforts made by any individual(s), official or
otherwise, associated with the Republican Party or
the Reagan-Bush presidential campaign, to expedite
or facilitate the release of the Unites States
hostages held in Iran? If yes, please describe
such knowledge and provide any documents in your
possession referring or relating to such
knowledge."

Answer 9: Every public or private statement made
by President Reagan was supportive and encouraging
to Carter Administration efforts to secure release
of hostages as rapidly as possible.

Question 10: "Do you have any knowledge of any
sales (both official and unofficial),
transshipments, or other transfers of any
American-made military equipment or spare parts to
Iran directly from the United States or from
Israel or any other any third-party countries or
intermediaries during the period January 20, 1981
to December 31, 1981 (inclusive)? If yes, please
describe such knowledge and provide any documents
in your possession referring or relating to such
knowledge."

Answer 10: President Reagan has no present
recollection of any such events.

For your further information, we are enclosing a copy
of President Reagan's responses to questions submitted to him on
this subject by the House of Representatives "October Surprise"
Task Force.

Very truly yours,

Theodore B. Olson

TBO/hlv

WL922860.041
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E. Lawrence Barcella, Jr., Esq.
Chief Counsel
U.S. House of Representatives
October Surprise Task Force
Ford House Office Building
3rd and D Streets, S.W., Room 175C
Washington, D.C. 20515

Re: October Surprise

Dear mr. Barcella:

Pursuant to your
herewith his answers under
submitted.

TBO/hlI
Enclosure

cc: Richard J. Leon, Esq.

request, President Reagan submits
oath to the written questions that you

Very truly yours,

odo.4B lo
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Answers of Ronald Wilson Reagan to Questions Submitted

by E. Lawrence Barcella:

Question (1): "What was former President Reagan

referring to during the interview (reported on

Frontline on April 7, 1992] when he said he 'did

some things actually the other way . . .' and

'every effort on my part was directed towards

bringing (the hostages] home.'? What specifically

did he do and what efforts were made by him or any

other campaign officials to affect the release of

the hostages?"

Answer (1): I believe that I and Reagan/Bush

campaign officials made it clear by our conduct

and statements during the campaign that we were

supportive of the Carter Administration efforts to

secure the release of American hostages held in

Iran. For example, a statement was issued on

September 13, 1980 supporting the terms for the

release of the hostages then being reported by the

press, stating that the hostages should "be

released immediately upon conclusion of an

agreement," promising not to "make [hostages)

App. 0765
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negotiations a partisan issue in the campaign;"

pledging, if elected, to "observe the terms of an

agreement," and stating categorically that "there

should be no delay in freeing the hostages with

any thought by Iran that it might get better terms

after the election in November."

I am not presently aware of any statement made

during my candidacy by me, or by any campaign

official, in public or private, to suggest any

interest in becoming involved in negotiations

respecting the release of the hostages during

President Carter's tenure as President.

To the best of my knowledge, the campaign at all

times made it clear that the holding of American

hostages by Iran was intolerable and unacceptable

and the hostages should be released.

To the best of my knowledge, at all times I and

the campaign acted consistent with the time-

honored principle that Americans speak only

through their President in matters of foreign

relations and national security. I believed that

as long as President Carter was President, he was

the only voice for American foreign policy.

App. 0766
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Question (2): "Was former President Reagan aware

of any contacts with any representatives of the

Iranian government by anyone connected directly or

indirectly with the Republican campaign or the

Republican party from November 4, 1979 through

January 21, 1981 with respect to affecting the

status of the hostages?"

Answer (2): I have no recollection of any such

contacts.

Question (3): "What was former President Reagan

referring to when he indicated that some of the

details were still 'classified? Is he aware of

any documents or records of any sortp whether

classified or not, regarding the matters under

review by the Task Force? Does he recall any

briefings he was given on this subject prior to

his inauguration?"

Answer (3): I cannot recall what I may have had

in mind when I made this statement. However, the

subject of the hostages and the Carter

Administration efforts to secure the release of

the hostages was known to be sensitive, delicate

and presumably subject to high levels of national

security protection. I have always tried to be

App. 0767
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extremely careful not to make public statements on

matters covered by sensitive national security

classifications and to avoid discussing subjects

that even inadvertently might result in disclosing

classified material. I may simply have felt that

this whole subject -- negotiations concerning the

hostages -- was too sensitive to discuss further.

I am not aware of any documents or records

pertinent to the Task Force's investigation. Some

time ago I instructed the custodians of the Reagan

Administration presidential records to search for

any such records or documents and to make public

any that were found. Apparently none were located

that suggested in any fashion that campaign

officials acted improperly relative to the

hostages. I understand that the Task Force has

been given broad access to those campaign records

and has been given copies of documents it

requested. I am not aware of any such documents

that suggested any improper conduct relative to

the hostages by anyone in the campaign.

I do not have any recollection of any pre-

inauguration briefings that would shed any further

App. 0768
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light on the subject of the Task Force

investigation.

I believe that there is no basis whatsoever for the

unwarranted and unsubstantiated charge that anyone connected with

me or the 1980 campaign for President did anything to delay the

release of the hostages. As far as I know, the charge is without

any foundation in fact.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing

answers are true and correct to the best of my recollection,

understanding and belief.

Executed at Los Angeles, California, this /' day of

December, 1992.

Ronald Wilson Reag|
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OCTOBER SURPRISE TASK FORCE
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES - WASHINGTON

Michael ZELDIN

(202) 226 1995

Task force to investigate certain
allegations concerning the holding of
American Hostages by Iran in 1980

Dear Sir,

We thank you for your fax dated May 18th, 1992.

We regret not to be able to answer to your question,

We also inform you that, in our Country, an hotel room is
comparable to a private home.
Therefore, we are not allowed to give any details concerning
our guest.

Yours Sincerely,

NASTIER
enerdl Manager
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THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
WASHINGTON, DC 20540

TRANSLATION OF LETTERS

Congressional Member October Surprise Task Force

or Committee

Material Submitted Article

Language Persian

Date of Matenal June 22, 1992

Name and Address

of Sender

Translated by 17 Pri1h;-(i Afyrm L vision . . . ... .. .. [cept men
pl~~eDivision Depatmnl

Date ji 1!, 1 - l. C9

Ez Complete 0 Abstract-Please call the Congressional Research Service (707-5700). if a complete
translation is desired.

Inqilab-i Islami newspaper dated
Thursday 20th of Shahrivar 1359 (September 11, 1980)

Headline in the Inqilab-i Islami Newspaper:

Letter of Ghotbzadeh to the Majlis (Iranian Parliament) concerning the
hostages. Text of Mr. Sadegh Chotbzadeh the Foreign Minister concerning the
hostages submitted to the Islamic Republic Majlis on August 18, 1980

In the name of God, the Merciful, the Conpassionate.

"For those who carry the message of God, and fear Him alone and no one else,
God's judgement is sufficient" (the Holy Quran, Chapter on Ahzab (Parties),
Verse 39.

Ghotbzadeh's letter was presented to the honorable representative and
Consultative members of the Majlis via (my brother) Hujat al-Islam [authority on
Islam] Ali Akbar Rafsanjani, the respected Speaker of the Majlis.

Translator s Co.ments:
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Ghotbzadeh's letter read as follows:

Now that by the help of God and good luck, the great Iranian nation is

following the path of the guiltless Prophet, [Muhammad] and the leader of Muslim

Community (Ayatollah Khomeini] who adheres to the legacy of martyrdom which is

the fundamental tenet of the Islamic Republic enabling Iran to strengthen its

forces and to establish the objectives of the Revolution. Knowing this fact,

each faithful Muslim is duty-bound to strengthen the objectives of our revolution

and remove any inpedirent which may hinder the progress and growth of our cause
[Revolution]. I feel it is my religious obligation to do whatever is necessary

and say what I know about our cause. I shall follow this course regardless of
what people may say against me, even openly. In this critical time it is not
proper to be indifferent, remain silent and be negligent.

In the past few months we have been facing a great crisis due to the
hostage taking. We are aware of the fact that the consequences of the hostage
taking have greatly impacted on our foreign policy as well as on our domestic
policy in various ways.

The Muslim students attack on and occupation of tne U.S. "Den of Spies"
was both necessary and useful. Their action proved to be a reaction and a
popular resistance against the United States aggressive policy in our homeland.
The attack on and occupation of the "Den of Spies" were necessary because they
have promoted the public support for the Islamic Revolution. In fact the Muslim
students action crystallized our Revolution which stood firm against the
Imperialist. The action of the Muslim students showed to the entire world that
the Iranians were crying out loud against the tyranny of the criminal Americans
over the Iranian people. It also showed to the Muslims that Islam is a bulwark
and will fight relentlessly against Imperialism and that the Islamic Revolution
is based on faith and will not in any way compromise its idealogy. Yes, the
action of the Muslim students signified that the Iranians were suffering under
the force of atheism and in fact their action manifested to the'whole world that
the Iranians have declared their independence and freedom.

We have often declared our faith and irreversible position to all
nations. I, right from the very beginning of my responsibilities as a Foreign
Minister, carrying out our foreign policy, was faced with protests made by
foreign ambassadors and the international community which brought up the question
of international laws, rules, and customs as well as hunan rights. I explained
our nation's position and the reasons behind the action the attack on U.S.
Embassy. I explained that the action of the Muslim was not only a protest but
also a real indication that the Iranians were deprived of their human rights.
For example, I now quote parts of y discussions with the ambassadors and members
of the European Common Market at a meeting which was held on December 3, 1981.

We were closely watching the meeting of the high officials of the

countries who were member of the European Common Market held in Dublin. The
first declaration of the European Common Market Countries condemned the Muslim
students attack on tlhe "Den of Spies" and the taking of hostages. We were
hoping, for years, that the European Community would stand out as a useful
partner for the Third World Countries. We were hoping that the European
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Community, enjoying national independence, would come to our side and support our
aspirations. We were following their meeting with high expectations but we were
rather surprised to see the above-nentioned declaration was against us without
considering the reasons why the hostage event took place. We could not under-
stand the declaration of the European Common Market countries and their action.
The United States was actually ruling our country for twenty-five years and was
responsible for the death of thousands of our nationals and, for their torture in
the Shah's prisons. The U.S. had no regard to the rights and humanistic values
of our people.

The United States has violated the international laws. In our country
the U.S. diplomats were engaged in spy activities. Unfortunately none of the
above facts are in any way reflected in the said declaration. The Shah took
measures against thousands of Iranians. The U.S. claiming to support the human
rights is itself responsible for all those crimes by reinstating the Shah with
the assistance of its spies. Nevertheless, none of these crimes drew the
attention of the European Community. Only the hostage taking arose their atten-
tion and sympathy. We, of course, did not expect such disregard from the
European Conmunity.

The United States government ignored Iran's legitimate request for the
return of the deposed Shah. Instead the U.S. embarked on an economic embargo of
Iran and froze Iran's assets and deposits not only in the U.S. banks but also in
its overseas banks [European countries].

In the United States our citizens were jailed and their private
accounts were frozen in the banks. Our old women and sick persons died because
they were not able to get their deposits from the U.S. banks. Hospitals refused
to admit them for treatment. Our daughters were molested in the U.S. No one
ever mentioned these events. If nations must honor international laws all rules
must be respected not only part of them. The European member countries must take
note of all the facts if they wish to attain universal acceptance. We do not
accept to be dominated by others. I am not a professional diplomat and therefore
I state what is in my mind and heart, so that you as official representatives of
the European Community would pay attention to these facts. If sympathy has to be
extended to one country (U.S.) it must also be extended to other countries
impartially. If the United States honor and integrity are to be respected,
other nations as well as our nation wish to be respected. We like any other
nation have our public opinion. The United States has violated international
laws and rules by appointing spies instead of diplomats and therefore cannot ask
for diplomatic immunity. The European Community has protested our action but I
want to state that we will not allow the U.S. to do whatever it wants in the
family of nations. We shall not let the U.S. to act as a spoiled child.

The purpose of giving samples of my official statements is to show
that my letter is based on our decisive position vis-a-vis the world reactions
caused by the hostage taking and the subsequent crisis thereof.

We must understand that the United States has widely exploited the
hostage issue in order to improve its image internally. The U.S., a nation
deeply divided, turned against us and took measures to isolate Iran internation-
ally by making wide publicity. The Soviet Union has also played and is still
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playing its role to isolate Iran further. Of course, each of the two Superpowers
has its own independent aims and interests in isolating our nations. The Soviet

Union wants to see that Iran's relations severed completely with the West and

also create strained relations with its neighbors and thus force Iran to depend

on its northern neighbor (the Soviet Union). We are now facing Soviet procras-

tination tactics for the sale of materials agreed upon. But they are tardy and

have not given navigation permit to allow a ship carrying electrical transformers

through Volga River. This is evident by the letter dated August 7, 1980 in which

the Minister of Power states his usual refusal to help us in our industrial and

political difficulties. This is the present attitude of our northern big neigh-

bor. The United States government believes that international isolation of

Iran will eventually weaken the Islamic Republic in all aspects and thus replace

our regime with its own agents. The U.S. authorities are well aware of the

Soviet policy which does not refrain from establishing relations with
authoritarian regimes in Iran as it did with the disliked American-backed Pahlavi
rule and also in Argentina. It cannot be denied that with U.S. encouragement,
the Iraqi Ba'athist regime attacked us and thus U.S. wants to decimate all our

military equipments and spare parts and further by its economic embargo make our
factories and industries inactive. The facts show that we are all alone and are

fighting against the Imperialists and their stooges. Considering these facts, we
must be most careful to prevent any waste of our resources and reorganize our
internal forces to resist the Superpowers, the U.S. in particular. We must do
all we can to avoid any kind of pseudo revolutionary grandiloquent speeches which
can have adverse affect on our efforts in mobilizing our own forces as well as
our domestic resources. Unless we do our best, our country will be fragmented
and the Superpowers will take us under their domination. If that should happen,
it will be a calamity not only for us but for all the Muslims and the oppressed
peoples who pin their hope on the outcome of our Islamic Revolution.

Now taking all the above-mentioned points into consideration we must
approach the hostage crisis realistically. It is clearly evident that continuing
to hold the hostages under the present conditions, will not push us farther than
coming to an understanding with U.S. Imperialism, nor will it add anything more.
What should we really do? I, with others, are in accord that the hostages should
not be released unconditionally. This is really the general opinion which I
subscribe to. Yet there is another group who wish to try the hostages. We are
told that among the hostages there are spies numbering between 3 to 11 and the
rest are regular staff or ordinary U.S. citizens who were at the Enbassy to renew
their passports. What kind of trial should we have for these people? A short
trial? A trial with the participation of international observers? If we adopt a
short trial and condemn them as spies, we will not be believed. The public
opinion throughout the world will not accept our verdict and furthermore our own
people will doubt such finding thus we lose our credibility. On the other hand
if we adopt a trial based on international rules and regulations requiring
documents, witnesses, lawyers and international observers, we have to wait a long
time and face problems with big headaches. There is no doubt that our people
have suffered for a long time under the U.S. influence and imperialistic domina-
tion. Our people have experienced it [the domination] and are still witnessing
it even after the Revolution. But again if we decide to try the hostages
according to the international court rules in order to establish individual guilt
of the hostages, since the world public opinion has not experienced our suffer-
ing, our finding will not be acceptable. We do not have the necessary documents
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because most U.S. original documents were destroyed during the first hours of the
capture of the "Den of Spies" by the Muslim students. The documents which we
have been able to capture, are not sufficient enough to prove the criminal
activities of persons called as diplomats or staff of the diplomatic mission.
Nevertheless, we have documents to prove U.S. crimes in Iran. Should some of the
hostages be found guilty and later evidences show they were innocent, then we
have to answer why such hostages were held more than nine or ten months. Who
would be responsible to compensate them? As a general rule when a diplomat is
caught red handed with spying documents, such individual is called a non-grata
person and asked to leave the country. We do not have a case showing that a
staff of a diplomatic mission has been found guilty of the charge of spying.
This is the reason that our quarrel with the world will continue. Even if one
U.S. spy is proved to be guilty and sent to our prison, there will be no change
in the U.S. policy concerning our assets seized illegally. To the U.S. one
single or fifty-two hostages will make no difference. That is, if we jail one
single hostage on charges of spying or fifty-two, the United States' attitude
will remain the same with regard to our assets.

There is also an argument stating that we should try them and then
after their conviction, pardon them. This argument is faulty because people
throughout the world know that we, right from the beginning had the purpose to
convict the hostages and then pardon them. Such trial-scheme will not serve any
good purpose and is of no value. If we are not ready to release those hostages
who have not been found guilty, how then can we pardon those who have been
engaged in spying activities? I am totally opposed to this idea of trial,
conviction and pardon especially when pardon must be granted by the Imam
(Khomeini). It is inappropriate of the Imam to issue such pardon when a hostage
has been tried by the Iranian court and found guilty of spying charges. Yes,
trial of hostages will not serve any good purpose. Therefore, the hostages
should be held here and we should negotiate for their release. This plan should
be the basis of our negotiation for the release of the hostages. We had the same
kind of plan and condition when we demanded for the return of the deposed Shah.
That demand does not exist now.

Another point to consider is this fact. We know that the Republican
Party of the United States in order to win the presidential election is working
hard to delay the solution of the hostages crisis until after the U.S. election.
In the light of this fact, if the hostages issues is solved, during the coming
four years we will be considered to have acted according to the desire of the
U.S. Republican Party. Under these conditions nothing proves to be of interest
of us and in fact we may face a harsher and more dangerous group than the
present U.S. administration. We know that U.S. government is based on an
iperialistic system. Democrats or Republicans are the same and their
imperialistic system will not change. The only difference between the two party
is the degree of their colonialistic policies in relations with other nations.
We notice that the Republican Party's agreements are concluded more conveniently
when they encounter a stronger power. After the World War such was the practice
of the Superpowers-the Soviet Union.

It is of special interest to notice that some people suggest that the
hostage crisis be settled a few months later. This suggestion must be pleasing
to the ears of the Republican Party. But we must consider the economic
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consequences of the hostage crisis if we let it drag on. A report from our

Central Bank states that Iran's foreign reserves of 136 billion Tomans

[equivalent at the black market rate to U.S. $8.5 billion] have been subject of

two kinds of determinations, one by the order of President Carter and the other

by the U.S. Courts in order to meet the demands of the American claimants. We

have always tried to prevent such occurrence but the enemies of our Revolution
saw that we should face the economic impacts. The amount of interests of our

136 billion Tomans ($8.5 billion) at the rate of 8 percent is two million dollars

a day. So far we have lost 8 billion Tomans ($550 million). This amount is
equal to our annual budget for reconstruction programs. In addition to this huge

loss, we have paid extra for our imports which amounted to $2.5 billion. This
purchase which we made from the wicked Imperialist had great economic impact on

us all. We had to pay these additional prices to have them pass through other
countries and handled by other companies rather than come to us directly from
their original sources. Our whole industries have suffered enormously due to
shortage of raw materials and spare parts. That in turn affected our domestic
production. This situation made it difficult to provide job opportunities for
our people and consequently the unemployment rate became very high. Maturity of
major parts of our debts, which according to agreements previously made, should
have been paid on an installment basis in several years, now by court order the
debts must be made with accelerated payments. The hostages and their families
have filed suits in the U.S. courts and claim hundreds of million dollars. We
are faced with many problems and I want to reiterate that we should not release
the hostages, unconditionally. This is our principle. In short, we have come to
the conclusion that we should look for an opportunity for the release of the
hostages. We should look both for our interest and an appropriate opportunity
which will occur during the coming month. We should always rteer our objec-
tive and the work needed to achieve our major interests. We should know the fact
that the weaker we become due to depletion of our assets, the more stringent
terms will be imposed on us by the enemy.

We should not compromise our principles or take a weak position in
dealing with others. We should take the initiative and use the U.S. internal
conflicts in our interest. At this time when the domestic conflicts and con-
fusion are the order of the day in the United States and before the imperialist
gets antidote to irmiunize against the venomous sting of our Islamic Revolution,
we mist take the initiative by altering our tactics. We should not give the
enemy a chance to place us in a passive position which the principle of our
Revolution can not accept. We are facing a long battle with the enemy. We are
in a very sensitive and rather difficult course of negotiation with a party which
is skillful with tricks.

When we discuss as to how to exploit the U.S. i il conflicts we
mean that if the Republican Party wins they will not ha-, orry about elec-
tions for four years. Then the Rockefeller banks which [rozen our assets
will continue the existing policy and will never release our money and even
create problems for banks (should they release our assets). The -arty
[Republican] then will for a period of four years delay the xi Ing matter (U.S.
Iran crisis).

As to international reaction to the hostage taking and their confine-

ment in particular, there is no country in the world which agrees with us. The
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objection of countries have been raised both in private and in public. For
instance, the International Court of Justice at the Hague where the judges from
the Soviet Union, from the Soviet Satellite states as well as judges from Western
countries and the Third World, all unanimously voted in favor of releasing the
hostages. In the meantime there is almost no country in the world which has not
condemned the U.S. aggression. However, no country in the world has accepted
that hostage taking is a right response to the aggression of the Imperialist.
Our argument and insistence on imperialistic aggression which led us to hostage
taking, has been interpreted to mean that all the international laws must be
changed; and all our diplomatic representatives must return home together with
over one million Iranians throughout the world. Should that happen we will have
the worries of their families and other matters affecting them. If taking
hostages could stop the U.S. interference in the affairs of other countries,
then simply a country would take a number of the U.S. diplomatic representatives
as hostages and sign a non-intervention agreement. We should not insist on
something which its continualtion makes no sense but concentrate on efforts
which would protect and preserve our Revolution at the existing circumstances.

One other important factor which we must bear in mind is the fact that
people in the West are very much influenced by the wave of publicity made over
the hostage crisis. As a result, people voice their support for the policy of
their government. Earlier, people showed sympathy toward us and our revolution
and were asking their government to support our cause and the oppressed peoples
of the Third World. But now our actions have caused them to support their
government's policies.

Our Revolution has awakened the oppressed peoples of the world and has
been crowned and considered as a most glorified revolution in the world. We
should now be concerned that our action may not adversely affect the course of
our Islamic movement. We should not provide weapons of publicity to our enemies
to work against our Revolution and thus deceive the public opinion of the
oppressed peoples throughout the world.

Now we face a basic question, that is, what will the U.S. do with us
after the release of hostages? Will the U.S. leave us alone? No, the U.S. will
not leave us alone because this is the nature of Inperialism and the nature of
being a Superpower. No, neither the U.S. nor the Soviet Union or their
Satellites will leave us alone. This is a fact, and it is as clear as light of
day. Another question is why we must be concerned with the release of the
hostages. Releasing the hostages will deny Imperialism of any excuse for direct
interference in our affairs. When we are free of foreign interference the
countries which are ready to establish favorable relations with us can do so
without being under pressure. In turn this will help us to stand firm against
the U.S. pressure. If we can manage to establish good relations from a position
of strength with the Third World countries as well as the East and West European
countries which are the Satellites of the Superpowers, then we need not have any
relations with the Superpowers. Under such conditions, our position will be
enhanced and then we can maneuver against the U.S. and the Soviet policies.
Ending the crisis of the hostages will help us to embark on a new policy in the
interest of our Revolution and in the interest of the revolutionary peoples
throughout the world. This definite course is in compliance with our Revolution
and it is our obligation to follow it.



There is an argument that since we have not paid such huge salaries to
U.S. advisors since the start of our Revolution, and consequently have saved
considerable amounts by not spending on arrm (Military hardwares ordered by Shah
and later canceled by the Khomeini regime) as well as on buying luxury items,
our economic loses were not overwhelming. This argument is quite true and we
take a note of it. But it has no relation with the hostage taking issue. It
has nothing to do with avoiding spending huge amounts or being under U.S.
pressure and becoming practically as hostage to Americans with our hands tied,
and being exposed to indignities.

I should repeat it again that right from the beginning of the hostage
crisis we placed ourselves at a great disadvantageous position, and in fact
suffered in many ways. But we also gained certain advantages that is, we
solidified the foundation of the Islamic Republic and this has helped us to fight
against the U.S. policies and pressure. But after the run-off elections of our
House of Representatives, continuing to hold the hostages raises a big question.
In fact some people say it is better for our new leaders to avoid dealing with
the hostage issue and get on with other more pressing affairs than the hostage
issue. Objection to this argument is that it will be in line with the policy of
the Republican Party leaders and supporters of Rockefeller and Reagan. If we
leave this issue unsolved, our new government will be constantly under pressure
and may not be able to succeed in its affairs. In the light of this considera-
tion it is better to settle this crisis. It is not proper to elect a government
and then tie its hands and guarantee its failure at a critical time. For the
reasons mentioned, I strongly believe that the Islamic House of representatives
should take measures to solve the said issue [hostage issue]. This will help
safeguard the dignity of the Islamic House of Representatives [Majlis].

The Soviet Imperialists and their supporters in Iran may try to inter-
pret my letter as being an indication or evidence of a pro-U.S. position, if so
let them answer the following questions:

Why the Soviet Union's judge voted in favor of releasing the hostages?
and why the Soviet Union condemned hostage taking? Why hostage taking was not
supported by pro-Soviet supporters and this issue not reflected in their official
newspapers? And why the pro-Soviet supporters have not protested when the Soviet
Union officially condemned hostage taking in Iran?

These (pro-Soviet supporters) are protesting against the Islamic
officials keeping in mind their own special interests and are inspired by
International Communism. The publicity of the Communist inspired elements should
not force us to compromise the principles of our Islamic community nor even the
success or defeat of Islam in our time.

My dear brothers and sisters, allow me to state the last word. The
situation has reached to a critical point and it is my duty to convey to you my
-message. Our vigilant people are expressing hostility against the criminal
Imperialists led by the U.S. plunderers. They are shouting the slogan "Death to
America." Our people are eagerly seeking further knowledge and wishing to
destroy a power which is based on tyranny, corruption and aggression. They are
eager to put to end a power based on exploitation. To succeed in this mission,
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we have to proceed with full knowledge and clear facts. Our actions should be
carried out with wisdom. We should bear in mind that tlhe "Great Satan" is a
master of satanic tactics. Knowing this fact, your attention should not be
diverted from the full strength of our Revolution to political rhetorics and then
fall into the satanic trap. The bitter experiences of the past are still with us
like wounds. Such wounds cannot be removed by sweet talks and rhetorics alone.
If the "Great Satan" thinks that our lips alone are saying "Death to America" but
our eyes and hearts mean something else, then let them continue their rhetorics.
Such tactics were used in other parts of the world, haven't they? We mist be
most careful, think twice and use wisdom when we encounter the Imperialist. We
must know our strong and weak points and try to strengthen our weak points. It
is not to our advantage to know only one side of an event, and thus increase the
intensity of the issue we face. These are the points the Inperialist are
looking for and they have always took advantage of our internal differences and
benefitted from them. Imperialists in general and the U.S. in particular have
utilized the above-mentioned domestic differences to bring the county under their
domination. As the Holy Qur'an says:

"Against them make ready your strength to the utmost of your power, including
steeds of war, to strike into the (hearts of) the enemies of God and your
enemies, and others besides whom you may not know, but whom God doth know.
Whatever ye shall spend in the Cause of God, shall be repaid unto you, you shall
not be treated unjustly." The Holy Qur'an Chapter 8 Verse 60. Our duty then, is
to fight the enemies of God and people. We should mobilize and organize all our
resources for the above purpose rather than just depend on rhetorics which
destroy our forces and push us to further isolation. We must obtain strength by
liberating ourselves from dis-belief and infidelity. Our strength must be drawn
from God and by His help become self-sufficient. We must overcome lethargy and
work hard and produce more that is, faith and good work; always recognizing the
value of action. I must affirm that we do not sanction political gimmi&keries.
We believe in wisdom and sagacious judgment which are the hallmarks of a
believer. Our nation has experienced the status of a hostage and suffered for
years. We must not now conlpromise and sell the hostages for pseudo-revolu-
tionary rhetorics. We have paid a high price thus far. We must be most careful
and direct our efforts towards our interests and benefits. In this great
conflict we must rely on God who will extend His help to us eventually. However
under the present conditions and mis-interpretations of things as well as the
poor judgments practiced, calumnies will be raised against our character and
reputation. My brothers and sisters one may gain popularity in the absence of
God but such popularity is transitory. It does not mean that such persons were
faithful to God nor an indication that the possessors of popularity have sought
and obtained the approval of God. Faithful persons gaining popularity from God
do not expect to be popular in the eyes of men. I know the fact that by sending
this letter to the House of representatives I will receive unfavorable responses,
insults and accusations. I have had such denunciations thrown at me before, but
since I am a disciple of the Imam (Khomeini) I should tell the truth regardless
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of the consequences and I am prepared for martyrdom whether for political or
other reasons.

Sadegh Ghotbzadeh
Minister of Foreign Affairs of the
Islamic Republic of Iran

Dated 27/5/1359
(August 18, 1980)
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Ado3 ;199

A STRATEGIC APPROACH TO THE 1980 PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION

At the same time that the regular camnaian is put together
(Presidential campaign schedule.. .media buy... targetting states,
issues and groups...organization.. .attacks, etc.), consideration
is needed on how to dominate the ]arcer public_ eLtting, specially
the evening news programs and front paues, with significant
actual deve]cc-2_!ts which only the Presidiencv could bring about.

In effect, marshall events some frcm W:ashington,
some frc- abroad, some cut of the private U.S. sector -
that show action and contrast with the talk of the campaigns.
That is the great advantage which the Carter administration
has not also available to Reagan or Anderson. It is also
the only -.,ay to move beyond the complaints of much of the
.7Xmerican public about the frustrations of the last several
..'ears and zhe general dissatisfaction with politics and
cover-en t.

Dhat is -7c-6ed is to ' sed' a number of sit-:ations - domestic
ian_ rc ad - -o mayimize the possibility an a:-nouate portion of
07, ". iIll :- sar-alize .ith :aor, helpful, ctua I news developments

later this c-.n. Sceding -:ario-us si-:at-ns wuld require the
- ose atten-in of a few rey individual 'ho are -ot cnly substantive
h'atb -a|i to| " , .ttuned, with each to he resconible for .ersonaliw
nd %ery rriv-tely planning the contacts, -renises and follow-
_hronah for a-'.-eral crnuineiv i.oortt -sible -ajor developments.
Enough situati-s have to he sed4ed to -eto account the
2 -li s t i c - i o o d t ha t .: e l l s a a - -- . w i l l h e a r

.fruiit in he _rt time and difficult c-c ans ahead. Attached
is a list of s-_me of the possible situations - -erely a rough,initial ''vish list. '

The critical difference in the resources available to the
Carter cacmain as contrasted v:ith the other tv:o is the power
of t Presidencv to the e;.tcnt it can "-e active.- brought to
tear. That i even ore i:rportant this %-car tan in the past for
a number of r- asons:

a. '71-.e -ublic seems to be so turned off to the plitical
process and skeptical of the promises, s-oeechc's, c-mca,1ns and
political h:':.Frtole that _-hat is done becc-es .stly more

- ac-ful t n :.- t is said.

1D. 71-crcasing d _minon-e of -oli:ics 'y - e media.

c. in will reinforce the rz-.:-rfu! arg':7ent against Reacan
c-nd '.. that they 1 -ch e::perience-; -.d the dancers and

S hand for tw.e '.ot w not a'Lc.-: d conle of"'| = | . .. -.-:- n| - result .c'"' - f-l aT,
"

d. T'e . tr:er campaign c-.nnot credibly take the approach
of 9-76 as zt.o 'outsider' and -:.ill be measu-ed anainet the reality
of h.3ving the office. Ecuaily, the most effecti-.e way to neutralize
Ieagan atts and public dissatisfaction' is to -2..instrate in the
e -od _-ad !he >.dminisr aon has e,'ervthi:.- tether in

actual practice.i- -

App. 0794
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Kdo'; 1Tg Looking at the validity of the suaoested aooroach

in terms of ot).-r roent'ri-s2den-ti:al election, Ford failed
to make real use of the office in the aut.inn of I7C concentrated
heavily on the campaign side - and lost. Nixon fine-tuned the
economy in '72 with Arthur Burns, had Kissinger travelling abroad
on major matters brought to a crucial stage so as to dwarf domestic
matters - and won handsomely. LBJ w.as reluctant to use the
Presidency to help Humphrey until very late, too late, in '68 -
and contributed to Humphrey's narrow loss. LBJ masterfully
marshalled the office, Congress and everything for himself in
'G4, insisting he was too busy working to campaign (then also
transparently campaigning aggressively) and won big. 1960 had
two non-incumbents running, and Ike :argely husbanded his reputation
above the fray , though he had fully used the office and stepped
into the Suez crisis at the height of the '56 cimopaign, when he
won. The effectiveness of the campaign itself is critically
important, of course; but the historical record suggests the
relevance - and in fact, the primacy a number of times - of the
main re-election effort being through the Presidency
rather than the political campaign.

LITc-entina this aroroach could be in one-to-one discussions
or perhaps, to have si plifying, very .r-ivate coordination
as the follcwrq:

a. FniLc '-rainstorminc a.. in|olenenting group (in
connection %..azh a-1 t-h-s: Jior n.
17- tscn, ziserstact, 9hultz and G. .liam r.iller.

b. Dcjes:. Cher crouo: -crC.nn, ':atson, Zisenstadt
!arris, 2,rshall, cndris and.

c. r~ati,-a! S ._ and --2.t-r:aicnal coup: ::ondale,
uskie, Brown, 3rzezinski a an

(Underlined name night ta:-:e initiative ,.:ith group on
,:clanda, follc-," through and anythi.-. eIse.)

-imina: It is all-imcortant that if the suaccsted approach
is to be taken, i- be activated i7-.cdiately. For July and the
first half of Aucust have to be used to seed suci situations as
nay be able to respond in Septomber and October ..th favorable
major developments. There will, of course, likely be separate
major developments, even possibly a crisis abroad, for which the
handling by the --hite Wouse could be all-determining as to the
election. But targets of opportunizv :-ay or may not -aterialize.
That is needed is to assure sioni-ic-:;z, opactful, -.cslead
developMents Zich ill iranatize Can : fullyy :,nate the

campaign period and the election it_-r for the ?'es:dent.

App. 0795



.-- -|.j~TRAIVE, FIRST-DRAFT WISH LIST -

A. InterratInnal

Hostages in Iran freed - Not likely. But continue or
step up key private contacts in combination with low profile
U.S. handling of the problem. Whatever defensive or genuinely
felt need exists to discuss the problem publicly would seem to
have small benefit politically or otherwise compared to the
hostages being released in September or October which would be
a tremendously important event for impacting the national mood
and perception of the Administration. Even with Giscard d'Estang's
present maverick independence with relation to the U.S., perhaps
sc:-_one very close to the President - as Mr. Kirbo - might be able
to -ake a quiet trip to Paris, see d'Estang and get a special
French effort underway (with benefits for him as well as the
President) on this problem. Perhaps all that is being s.iid here
is :ne more Fajor bohind-the-scenes effcrt.. .or more use of
the personal kind of diplomacy which Franklin Roosevelt did
so -ell around the 1940 election and into W;orld War II, rather
than the regular channels.

Japan acre ,'oluntarilv to limit car imports at least for
-x cr nine months. resident is |jno;-y, in effect, seeding

this possibility on s trio there. If n-cessary, the limitation
coun f be urced in ret-rn for a coi.jnitment to strongly resist
7rc -ectinir over the course of the next Several 'ears. Similarly
on -at trip, _he meeting with the mainlan.d Chinese premier
sho~h be tie to dramatize the ties .ith The U.S. a.nd, implicitly,
poin- Jo P an's "earess, dancer and naivete with his Formosan
position. -he trip filly indicates The -i possibilities for
nand Pin poli-ical problems through 4he -- 2sidency itself.

CPEC Cct. 1 price rise be nut off -rcuch not only Saudi
|rnps vicoian can even :L-aol ccntac-s. :aybe Alceria

nu2 e helpful if the current impasse cvar El Paso cas imports
can 1 _or:ed out. Iraq nicht e respocnsie with help on stepping
up i-s alracv expanding interest in U.S. imports. The world oil
surpi-s shoud also facilitate this objectiv..

.=nible security step --cr Israel as, only illustrative,
a stm: to,.,ard U.S. :editerranean fleet facility at Haifa - and
if nazossary, something scnbolic later at- oLxandria. Or more
than -.|e four F-16 deliveries.

|7at s,_e Co U.S. -' rcs. -- 7indful cf Camo
Bavic -fusses, An al-o t Ca,-er -an ---zIar with the U.S. public.
Jewis 7- co-r-nity cannot really cbject; a considerable portion of
it is L--en privately adm.niring.

~or 5otmwith2:e'co fcr TiHspanics.

"-Mic rev n tao ith -_-!abwe as sallinrc .'tal ci |- p with black: co muni'ty.

--.'ien C-can fleet eake first shore contact, or at least
a vis:-l. Fly the colo rs. Show strength and moving ahead.

"T~or soviet trooo reduction in Afuhanstan - perhaps
pie-in-the-sky hope. But if the President -uld privately
signal through a key person - likely Kirbo again an all-out
commit-ent to get SALT through next year (the Pre~ident wants
that a-.%-,7ay) and an early meeting with the Soviet leader (he
must w-ant that for history before his health and \&t|,4
jockeying preclude it), perhaps something major could be
accomplished. The Soviets have a flexibilit-.' with their system.
Blockb:ster developments like this possibility are needed for
this a_:umn. No one should be thinking small at least at the
speoo, -a ive and cnnceptual level.

App. 0796



Adoo ;las
The international situations which might be seeded are

almost endless. But more than reliance on conventional
channels or only substantive people would be required.
Kirbo and one or two others known to be very close to the
President mlcht best be used in consultation with Muskie and
Brzezinski. Dut this will have to be undertaken vigorously
in July and August in order for any benefits to flow back
in September and October.

B. Economic

Stretch cut federal soendina to avoid biq deficit projection
announced just about at election time. Be sure federal agencies
do not rush 'o use their unexpended funds as the current fiscal
year goes into the last quarter.

Stimulate industrial production if at all possible right
away to ease recession, slow unemployment rise, etc. Nixon was
helped more hy Arthur Burns in 1972 than any other factor.
including Kisinger's high- -7AA'-) _ ") - 4

and %'cGovern's ineptness. Speeding up Defense Department
procurement s-ould help economically as well as show preparedness
strength and wouldd not have the rain financial consequences until
7,-xt year. -- t can the bureaucracy be cut through?

nner-c-_v black proects g-eatly stepped un. Social
p|ro- -:t crania -roetted for the key states in the c-moaign,
'^lth -rly er-ouncements - better in -,uust and early Septemberthan -ctcber, .:hen all domestic :-atters will be diarrunted as

coli-ical.

1 i:o,|crt fiCures dSwn for A_'cust and September if at all
rcss~le. -*-ng credit now, as Charles Duncan's July 6th
state-ent, is helpful at the moment; hut if ioorts climb
closer to the campaign period, all the bad announcements will
ccoe at a cri-ical political time.

Dollar -id comparatively firm in September and October
th'o2;h stepr-d up Treasury support.

.ousina Starts stimulated to show feed back In figures
released in ,_--,:ober.

Double dic-it inflation down to single dioit on some
imoortant index, for announcement in late September cr October.

Etc. s.7ain, all this is siroly illustrative of the lines
of t'!inking that should be explored now for subs-anrive and news
,:-.act over -he course of the coming 120 days.

THE -{AI- -OINT WITH ALL OF THIS IS THAT HIGH Y:O!I':S OF THE
ADMI:ISTATIO:: S WORK HAVE TO BE CONSCIOUSLY 7-.DETAXN BY A FEW
.Y FEDPLE ;;--: POLITICAL ACUTENESS. IT CANNOT -hE 7EU!|RIZED
OR LEFT TO JUST A LITTLE MORE EMPHASIS. THAT '-ILL ':CT IL7VE THE
NECESSARY EFFECT WITHIN THE TINE AND UNDER THE CIRCUMSTANCES AT
H-AND. MOST I:tPORTANT, THIS CILANNEL OF EFFORT CAN ACHIEVE FAR MORE
IN A STRATEGIC SENSE FOR THE CAMPAIGN THAN ALL THE "USUAL TACTICAL
EFFORTS BY -'-.E POLITICAL OPERATION ITSELF.
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To: Dick Wirthlin

From: Bob Gray

WHY NOT UNTIL NOW?

Even one casually aware of politics in Iran and the

craftiness of the Ayatollah should not be surprised if

the hostages are released in time to boost Jimmy Carter's bid

for re-election.

Kohomeni can cast the very first vote in the November 4

election by manipulating Carter yet again. He knows very well

that he can get away with humiliating, extorting and intimidating

Jinuny Carter more than any other president of the United States

in this century would have allowed. Now he knows he has leveraged

Carter into such a vulnerable position he can get a much sweeter

ransom--paid at the expense of America's critical Persian Gulf

strategic position. The voters have rejected Carter's record,

so he must have the Ayatollah's help.

Up to this point, Carter has been able to play the

hostages with nothing more than some Strauss/Jordan sleight-of-hand

maneuvers. In fact, the rise and fall of hope for the release

of the hostages exactly coincides with Carter's standings in the

polls and the landmark primaries throughout the campaign year.

He never had to actually produce the hostages before November 4;

he could rely upon presidential credibility to bluff his way.

IOWA--A must winn show of early strength was preceded

by one day with this hostage maneuver: "...my belief

is that many of the responsible officials in Iran

1199 now see that this major threat to Iran's security

and the peace of Iran is becoming paramount and that

there will be an additional effort on their art to

N$2P
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MAINE--Threatened by Ted Kennedy in the crucial New England

domino primaries, Carter issued this hopeful

statement on the hostages two days before: "I hope

that we will see some licht at the end of that tunnel

before too long." Four davs prior to the Maine caucuses

he had agreed to delay sanctions against Iran. He won

the caucuses on February 6 after a late rally of support.

NEW FHkMPSHIRE --New Hampshire, the bellweather primary, was

preceded by just two days by another statement

reminding voters the fate of the hostages was

in his hands: "I think progress is being made."

He was referring to the U.N. Commission's arrival

in Tehran.

WISCONSIN--Carter had been told that if Wisconsin fell to

Kennedy Pennsylvania was sure to follow (it did

anyway, narrowly). In a desperate attempt to recover,

the White House resorted to one of the most unorthodox

media manipulations of the Carter presidency. The

night before the primary, Carter personally called

every network anchorman to give them an advance

App. 0799 notice of a statement he would issue the very morning

of the primary: "This morning the President of

Iran has announced the hostages' control would be

19 T4/76380 transferred to the government of Iran, which we con-

sider to be a positive step." Of course, the
000859

event was unimportant: the hostages remained captive.

Throughout the primaries Carter used the hostage situation

to dodge a debate challenge with Ted Kennedy. He hid in the rose
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Carter's lowest standing in the polls--showing 
the

public felt his handling of the crisis was 
poor--lead to

his most brazen and ill-fated maneuver: the Desert Classic

rescue raid which was ineptly executed. Carter's standing in

the polls soared, despite the fiasco.

Carter retreated after the raid failed. He said

he could come out of the Rose Garden because the crisis was

manageable. He said it was time for "quiet diplomacy"--meaning

he was utterly helpless.

However, by September he was back in trouble again

in the polls. He attempted to recoup with his celebrated

but discredited "mean" attacks.

When those attacks proved counter-productive, he

went back to his one sure ace, the hostages. For weeks

the press and public have been teased mercilessly with news

breakthroughs and curious "leaks". The negotiations for the

release of the hostages was being done 'in public" not through

"quite diplomacy". The see-saw news has been coincidental

to Carter's gradual recovery in the polls.

Jimmy Carter's inept handling of the economy has

left him grasping at straws...ready to accept a deal he

essentially found unacceptable earlier. Why not until now...

until the threshold of the November 4 election? It is

Jimmy Carter's only chance of winning. App. 0800
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Reagan Bush Committee

memorandum

26 October 1980

TO: Ed Masse

FROM: Bob Garrick

This is from the "aircraft parts"

package.

This is public record and can be

used as we see fit. Iran has paid

for all this stuff - they hold title.

x xx

1915470360 '(-3

App. 0801
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Reagan Bush Committee
901 South Hiinland Street. Ar;-gton. V,r|irij 2204 1 '0316i5

-
1 400

MJN ITIONS POKFION OF THE
IRANIAN MILITARY EQUPMNT
HELD BY THE U.S. COVFNM.'IF

Note that some of the follcwing material is located in U.S. governmentt

storage while the rest of it is not. All of it, however, can be shipped

quickly.

AMR FORCE

CBU borb units: S26 Million
Electronic Counter-measure (EC%4) pods: S12.6 Million
Aircraft spares (F-4, C-130): $24 Million

ARMY

Munitions: $90 Million
- includes: 8500 rounds of Dragon anti-tank missiles

60,000 rounds of 90 rm. tank amrunition
86,000 rounds of 155 ram. projectiles
77,000 rounds of 105 rm. projectiles
28,000 land mines
10,000 rounds of 3.5" rockets

- also: 1 (partial) battery of IHAWK (Irproved HPWK) air defense system
3 air defense radar

NAVY

(A) The following material is titled to Iran and has not been delivered. Iran
has indicated in the past year that it did not desire to take possession of
the material and that it should be sold by the U.S. to _-ther purchasers.
The U.S., however, has not found other purchasers for che material listed be!-zw.

Presumably Iran could change its intention and request to take possession.
While recognizing Iran's ownership of the material, the U.S. could try to
initiate legal proceedings to slaw delievery if it so desired. On the
other hand, the U.S. could choose to foreco such leTal proceedings and
make delivery immediately.

To reiterate, however, there seers to be no doubt that Tran holds title
to the following material:

150 Phoenix missiles ( for the F-L4) App. 0802
108 Harpoon missiles
181 Mark-46 torpedoes
i F-14 aircraft 1 0470 361
I AH-1 cobra helicopter

(3) The following Navy iters are titl-d to Iran but ha,.e rcot been delivered.
Iran has never indicated that it -lid not "art to take -cssession, as it
dir in the case of the ther Navy material. isted above. 000866
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Reagan Bush Committee

" South Highland Street. Arington. \'rg ii a 22''04 740')

$110 milliz- fcr spare parts
- includes: - O0 Million for F-14 scares

S6 Million for AH-- Cobra helicopter shares
31.3 Million for li-53 rine-laying helicopter spares
30.3 Million for P-3 aircraft spares
-0.2 Million "or ship shares
51.7 million n for Harpon missile spares

app. o803
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Pteagn Bush Commituce

I 7.- K'3

24 Cctcber 1980

-A :'NriDrvN AIL

E.'OPANDUM FOR:

5ROM:

SUBJECT:

-ILL CASEY
DEPUTY DIREC7CIS
;!M BAYER
ZD GRAY
-!CHARD ALLEN
TCN- DOLAN
STEP t|ALPEP
.ITH WILLIAMSN

-D MEFSE

3oecial Assic-ent

Effective immediately Sob Garr:ck is ass.-.ed a special
responsibility for coordinatina Ca-aiacn -eadquarters
activities relating to our response to t.e hostage situ-
ation. He can be reached at extension -:: and will be
available at all times either thro-r:r his officee or through
"he Qoerations Center (extension 3-:).

Upon any change in situation, 2ob will 7::i:y all of the
above addressees so that we can keet key -embers of the
staff aavisea of the situation at all tires. Therefore.
it would be appreciated if you will seep -:e Operations
Center notified of your location at all .:res that you are
not in the Headquarters.

App. 0804



Reagan Bush Committee

24 October 1990

.EMORANDUM PFCP: POLI|AEVELOPMENT & RESEARCH DIVISION

FROM: ED MEESE

SUBJEC-: 7emoorarv Assignments

During the next several days, Bob Garrick will be
worxinc on a special project for me. Jim Brady is.
Therefore, assigned as acting Director of Policy
developmentt and Research and will carry out all of
the functions normally handled by Bob.

2ob Garrick can continue to be reached at extension
,701. Jim's phone number is extension 3718. This
arrangement will continue until further notice.

Please advise the members of your section concerning
these assignments.

cc: :arrell Trent
Martin Anderson
Ed Gray
Richard Allen
Ken Khachigian
Stef Halper
Tony Dolan
Bill Gavin
John McClaughery
Operations Center
Answer Desk

App. 0805
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Reagan Bush Committee
901 South Highland Street. Arlington. Virginia 22204 17031 685-3400

23 October 1980

TO: Ed Meese

FROM: Bob Garricv 7 ,

FYI -3ill Casey asked for a list of the hostages. This is
what I have been able to come up with at present. Hope to

have more details before the end of the day. Don't know

what Bill has in mind.

x xx

App. 0806
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Ahern, Thomas -eo, -.- - ..aI, -- .;
7elk, ".".lliam -E., s_ ,-b a, South Caro!'_na
BL cker, ?obert Oa:"ae Pock, Arkansas
Cooke, Donald, Eli.z: Cit, 4d.
Daugherty, Willian, Lzsa, Oklahcma
Enqei?'3nn, Robert, -z. :-|-ander, H.irst, Texas
qaliezcs, :ci1> , PmbL_, olor3do
ferman, Bruce, Kensin -.- ,

,illet-te, Dwa-e, _anc|= - =e ,  Pa

- ra-!es, .ohn, q_-:-, a
Hall, _oseh- ' *. , -end, -er- | . ,: ev , .- .... , :sro-n .

zoh-,an, -onald Rcber-: , :ara-en:., :aLif rnia
Holland, Leland, C_!. £-es 'cund, illinois
Howland, ichael,
Jones, Charles, Detro-:, >-ichizan
Kalo, 'alco m, 7 lsa, /klahc.-a
Kennedy, -corehead C., :r
Keough, William F. :r, 3oston, M!ass
Kvitlev, Steven Lil ia_, Little Rock, Arkansas
Koob, Kathryn, L. Jubilee, Iowa
Kupke, Frederick Lee, ':eers, Oklahoma
Laingen, Lowell Bruce, Odin, Minnesota
Lauterbach. Steven, Dayton, Ohio
Lee, Gary Earl, New York, New York
Lewis, Paul Edward, Homer, Illinois
Limbert, John William Jr
Lopez, James Michael, Phoneix, Arizona
McKeel, Johnny Jr. Balch Springs, Texas
Metrinko, Michael John, Olyphant, Pa.
Miele, Jerry L. :-t Pleasant, Pa
Moeller, Michael E. Caruthersville, Missouri
Moore, Bert C. Mt Vernon, Ohio
Moore-ield, Richard, San Diego, California
Needham, Paul M. Bellevue, Nebraska
Ode, Robert C., Plano, Illinois
Persinger, Gregory A., Seaford, Delaware
Plotkin, Jerry, Shermann Oaks, California
Ragen, Qrgis, Johnstown, Pa
Roder, David, White Fish Bay, Wisconsin
Rosen, Barry, Brooklyn, New York
Royer, William Blackburn, Jr. Houston, Texas
Schaeffer, Thomas E.
Scott, Charles W., Philadelphia, Pa.
Sharer, Donald A., Chicago, Illinois
Sick-.ann, Rodne' '/N., Krakow, Missouri
Subic, Joseph Jr. Penlford, Michigan
Swift, Elizabeth Ann
Tomseth, Victor L., Soringfield, Oreqon 169470640
Ward, Philip R.
+-Dwyer, Catherine (free lance journalist)

001272
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November 1, 1980
Ar. ington, Virginia

MEMORANDUM FOR: WILLIAM CASEY

FROM : ED GRAY

Tursuant to your request, attache: are v f indincs recardinaef'3ra of. are*- mydrc) finind recardin
he efforts of Jaz: Kendrick an6 John Greenhalgh to obtain
absentee ballots for the American hostages in Iran.

App. 0809
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Mon= --, October 27

Jac:. ----.endrick, to clerk, Brookline, Yass. , contacted
Illa=-- rf secretary, Fairfax Cc:nty Electoral Board,
Virz= _la.

Kend_' ck told Rappleyea (according to ::ppleyea) that he was
con-:ztinc local election officials in various states in an
effc_-__ to cet the officials to fly to -ran with absentee
ball--- ts so that the hostages could vote in the Nov. 4 election.
Kendr:--ck said he was trying to get pern=ssion from the State
Dea:m---ent but hadn't been able at that time to receive
Stat: 's concurrence. Rappolyea asked wh: would pay for the
tran=-:ortation to and from Iran. Kendrlck said that because
the -ederal covernment didn't want to c=: directly involved
in -_s, perhaps some (unnamed) businessmen could help pick
up ---e tab. Kendrick also said that the government wouldn't
cive .-.im any.- information about the hostages (names, addresses
in U. S. , etc.)

Fri :vii, October 31

At a-=roximatelv 2:30 P.M., Gary Green--Ilh, director the
FEC --iearinc House in Washington, called Joan Mahan, secretary
of -e Vircinia State Board of Election-S. Joan was on the
tele: none at :he time so her assistant -ook Greenhalch's
calL and cave his message to Joan. The message was that he
wan-:a-f the State Board of Elections to -elp facilitate achieving
an a--setee ballot for hostage Robert Ode who resided in Fair-
fax - zunty who had a P. O. Box in Falls Church.

Mahan said that Greenhalgh also had asked Rappleyea's office
for z:)sentee ballots for five other hos-aces who he understood
also lived in Fairfax County (Tho-mas L. Ahern-McLean area;
John ]raves-Reston area; Catherine L. K=cb, Gary Earl Lee
and _--nomas Schaeffer. A search of relevant records by Ra=-levea'
off::-_ could not turn up any informati:n on the five.)

Rap---eyea was unwilling to turn over tc :Kendrick or Greenhalch
an ao. :entee ballot for Ode without clearance from the State of
Virc:-nia. Mahan contacted the Virginia attorney general and
he c-:e permission to have the Ode absentee ballot civen to
Kend-n-ck.

Maha- informed Greenhalgh's secretary at 4 P.!. that she had
give.- permission for the absentee ballot to be released. Greenhalc
was _--aid to nave cone to the airport (w:th the ballot) wit'
Kend- ck who was catching a 7:20 P. M:. z-ane to Frankfurt, Germany
The -alot had been released to Greenhal-h h," Rapplevea's
off - -=on Mahan's authority.

(On :tober 30, Greenhalgh talked with 7appleyea. 'I -it

told :.im the Federal Government didn't '-ant any agency people
to c:- directly involved (people at the FEC) but he he, Green-
halc- was asslstinc Kendrick both in his Capacity as a svm- _tic
obser.:er and n .s official capacity as an e:.:Dediter of e

App. 0810



Kendrick effort. On this same date, Greenhalah, in his effort
to cet Rappleyea to release the Ode absentee ballot, and the
ballots of the other five hostaces referred to earlier, could
not provide information to the Fairfax County Electoral Board
other than the names and apparent locations of all six hostages
thoucht to be from the County in some instances, GreenIhai.n
also was able to provide Rapzlevea with the name of the spouse
of the hostaces. Greenhalch said that on Kendrick's arrival
in Frankfurt, he would drive to Weisoaden to await the return
of the hostages there. Greenhalcn asked Rappleyea or one c-
the other two members of the -airfax County Electoral Board tc
go to Germany- with Kendrick, but, after cneckino, Rappleyea
said no board member would be able to ao. The reason Greenhaich
made this request is because vircina state law requires t..at
all absentee ballots be back in the state by the end of voting
on tne dav of election. The board member could serve as a
witness of the receipt of the absentee ballot at Weisbaden and
return the ballot to Vircinia by the cutoff time November 4.
The on!y other alternative would be for Kendrick to brinc Ode
back to Fairfax Count%- o- election da" for the ballot to be
counted.)

Friday, October 31

I called Greenhalch in his home in Virainia at aporoximatelv
9:40 X i. 7 posed as one Dick Sullivan with the AP_ told
him the Washington bureau had cotten a report on the activities
of both he, Greenhalch and Kendrick, and i wanted him to tell
me about it. Greenhaich, without reluctance, said that Kendrick
was associated with a hostace family in Brookline, Mass., and
that he, : ndrick, had taken it uoon himself to contack local
officz-_ls in 21 or 22 states to trv to obtain absentee ballots
for hostages, but that Kendrick had run into difficulties.
Kendrick then called, or was told to call by someone, Greenhaic
at the FEC who might be able to help expedite solutions to these
problems. Greenhalah said ne, while not reluctant to assist in
this noble undertaking, did recognize that the impression micht
be left in the minds o: some that this would be seen as some sort
of federal involvement in the effort and that it, therefore,
micht be miscontrued. Nevertheless, Greenhalgh told me he decide:
to dc what he could to try to help Kendrick.

I asked Greenhalgh who picked up the cost of the ticket to German"
for Kendrick. Greenhalah said they split the cost out of their
own z--nds. Greenhalah said he had come to feel rather strongly
in su=oort of what Kendrick was trying to do and this was the
reason he picked up half the cost of the ticket out of his own
pocket.I( Pleas- do not attribute my ame or the Reaaan-Bush Cornitre=

t-o m surreDtatious cal 1 (oSInc as _JLck SuI_1va.r o: e .

1 -ne :nal thing, an ths "Dick Sullivan" call!, Greenhach told
me ne -ad picked up. ca7.paign material -rom the Anderson, Carter
and Reagan campaigns which Eendrick was carrvync with him to
Veiszazen to give to the hostage(s)

App. 0811
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TO: Marty Anderson, Ken lKiachiaian fz )Mike Deaver

FPQM: Bob Garrick

Monday, October 27

Jack Kendrick, town clerk, Brookline, Mass., contacted
Illard Rapp&yea, secretary, Fairfax County Electoral Board,
Virginia.

Kendrick told Rappleyea according to Rappleyea) that he was
contacting local election officials in various states in an
effort to get the officials to fly to Iran with absentee
ballots so that the hostages could vote in the Nov. 4 election.
Kendrick said he was trying to get permission from the State
Department but hadn't been able at that time to receive
State's concurrence. Racp.yea asked who would pay for the
transportation to and from Iran. Kendrick said that because
the federal government didn't want to get directly involved
in this, perhaps some ,unnamed) businessmen could help pick
up the tab. Kendrick also said that the government wouldn't
give him any information about the hostages (names, addresses
in the U. S., etc.)

Friday, October 31

At approximately 2:30 P.M., Gary Greenhalgh, director the
FEC Clearing House in W¢ashington, called Joan Mahan, secretary
of the Virginia State Board of Elections. Joan was on the
telephone at the time so her assistant took Greenhalgh's
call and gave his message to Joan. The message was that he
wanted the State Board of Elections to help facilitate achieving
an absentee ballot for hostage Robert Ode who resided in Fair-
fax County who had a P. 0. Box in Falls Church.

Mahan said that Greenhalgh also had asked Rappleyea's office
for absentee ballots for five other hostages who he understood
also lived in Fairfax County (Thomas L. Ahern-McLean area;
John Graves-Reston area; Catherine L. Koob, Gary Earl Lee
and Thomas Schaeffer. A search of relevant records by Rappleyea'
office could not turn up any information on the five.)

Rappleyea was unwilling to turn over to Kendrick or Greenhalgh
an absentee ballot for Ode without clearance from the State of
Virginia. Mahan contacted the Virginia attorney general and
he gave permission to have the Ode absentee ballot given to
Kendrick.

Mahan informed Greenhalgh's secretary at 4 P.M. that she had
given permission for the absentee ballot to be released. Greenha
was said to have gone to the airport (with the ballot) with
Kendrick who was catching a 7:20 P. M. plane to Frankfurt, German
The ballot had been released to Greenhalgh by Rappleyea's
office on Mahan's authority.

(On October 30, Greenhalgh talked with Rappleyea. Greenhalgh
told him the Federal Sovernment didn't want any agency people
to get directly involved (people at the FEC) but he he, Green-
halgh was assisting Kendrick both in his capacity as a s inpathic
observer and in his official capacity as an expediter of the

191470388 000033 App. 0812
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Kendrick effort. On this same date, Greenhalgh, in his effort
to get Rappleyea to release the Ode absentee ballot, and the
ballots of the other five hostages referred to earlier, could
not provide information to the Fairfax County Electoral Board
other than the names and apparent locations of all six hostages
thought to be from the County. In some instances, Greenhalgh
also was able to provide Rappleyea with the name of the spouse
of the hostages. Greenhalgh said that on Kendrick's arrival
in Frankfurt, he would drive to Weisbaden to await the return
of the hostages there. Greenhalgh asked Rappleyea or one of
the other two members of the Fairfax County Electoral Board to
go to Germany with Kendrick, but, after checking, Rappleyea
said no board member would be able to go. The reason Greenhalgh
made this request is because Virginia state law requires that
all absentee ballots be back in the state by the end of voting
on the day of election. The board member could serve as a
witness of the receipt of the absentee ballot at Weisbaden and
return the ballot to Virginia by the cutoff time November 4.
The only other alternative would be for Kendrick to bring Ode
back to Fairfax County by election day for the ballot to be
counted.)

Friday, October 31

I called Greenhalgh in his home in Virginia at approximately
9:40 P. M. I posed as one Dick Sullivan with the AP. I told
him the Washington bureau had gotten a report on the activities
of both he, Greenhalgh and Kendrick, and I wanted him to tell
me about it. Greenhalgh, without reluctance, said that Kendrick
was associated with a hostage family in Brookline, Mass., and
that he, Kendrick, had taken it upon himself to contack local
officials in 21 or 22 states to try to obtain absentee ballots
for hostages, but that Kendrick had run into difficulties.
Kendrick then called, or was told to call by someone, Greenhalgh
at the FEC who might be able to help expedite solutions to these
problems. Greenhalgh said he, while not reluctant to assist in
this noble undertaking, did recognize that the impression might
be left in the minds of some that this would be seen as some sort
of federal involvement in the effort and that it, therefore,
might be miscontrued. Nevertheless, Greenhalgh told me he decided
to do what he could to try to help Kendrick.

I asked Greenhalgh who picked up the cost of the ticket to German,
for Kendrick. Greenhalgh said they split the cost out of their
own funds. Greenhalgh said he had come to feel rather strongly
in support of what Kendrick was trying to do and this was the
reason he picked up half the cost of the ticket out of his own
pocket.

One final thing, in this "Dick Sullivan" call, Greenhalgh told
me he had picked up campaign material from the Anderson, Carter
and Reagan campaigns which Kendrick was carrying with him to
Weisbaden to cive to the hostage(s).
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THE OPPOSITION CAMPAIGN

SOME PROPOSALS

ANTHONY R. DOLAN
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I. THEIR OPPOSITION CAMPAIGN

A. Some Observations

1. Carter's Views On Negative Campaigns

2. Playing Fair

B. What's Ahead

1. Carter's irpendinc Attazk

2. Carter's Surr:-ates

3. Abusing inc,-bencv

4. Ab'usina The LegaC. Process

5. Manipulating The Media

6. Carter's Goal

7. Our Reacting

8. Will They Succeed?

1I. WHAT IS TO BE DONE?

A. Perception Of Carter

1. Well-meaninc Anateur?

2. Philistines?

3. Not Just Accusations

B. Phase I -- The Nasty Administration

1. Credibility

2. Cronyisr

3. Cosmetics

4. Personal Attacks

5. Abusing Incxumbency

6. Demeaning the Presidency

7. The Real Picture

C. Phase II -- The Issues -- Broken Promises

1. Carter Justice

App. 0815
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2. Brown And The National Defense

a. Unilateral Cutbacks

b. Military Readiness

c. Defense Budget Sleicht-of-Hand

3. Foreign Policy

a. Diplomatic Vaudeville

b. Afghanist And Other Soviet Gains

c. New Boy Netwzrk

4. Economy

5. Waste And Fraud

D. Phase III -- The Mistaken Presidency

E. Sur.ary of Phases I, :7, and I.

. MPLEXENT:NG OUR OPPOS:7:ON CPAGN -- SO'| PROPOSAL

A. Implementing Phase I -- The Nasty Administration

1. Fact Sheets And Print Ads

2. Columnists

3. Ford Speech -- Deneaning The Presidency

4. Our Surrogates

5. FEC Complaint Unit

6. Injuction

7. Key Endorsement

B. implementing Phase 1: -- The Issues And Broken Pronises

1. Ford Ads -- Economy And Defense

2. Justice Department Panel

3. Former Attorney Generals

4. Ambassador Bush Speech I

5. Ambassador Bush Speech II

6. Ambassador Bush Speech III App. 0816
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7. Waste and Fraud Extravaganza

8. Media Events

9. Special Groups

10. October Surprise

11. Wirthlin's Data

12. Press Party Yickoff

C. :i=erentinc Phase III -- The Mistaken Presidency

£. Three Final Notes

1. It's August

2. Ending Where We Began

The Pcsitive Campaign

App. 0817
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be mapped out now for our surrogates. Visits, for example,

to Langley Air Force Base where less than half of the fighters

are combat-ready, etc.

9. Special Groups. Every time a special group is

announced it should be done so with a stinging attack on the

Carter Administration's failures in that group's special area.

10. October Surprise. Should be a constant refrain

of our surrogates. They should point out that the hostages

may be released and the economy eased slightly by October,

but that this should have no bearing on the voter's ultimate

choice.

11. Wirthlin's Data. All surrogate attacks with

regard to issues should be closely coordinated with polling

data -- they show for example that attacks on needless wel-

fare spending, regulatory agencies, wasteful foreign aid,

etc., are particularly fruitful.

12. Press Party Kickoff. Phase II should be

kicked-off with a press party with a light-hearted tone (Lyn

Nofziger A vt "Quotes from Chairman Jimmy" that merely list

Carter's promises as well as replay Carter's TV ads from '76

-- believe me, these ads were recently played for a non-

partisan audience and resulted in whoops of laughter.

C. Imnlementing Phase III -- The Mistaken Presidency

1. Mournful Tone. Speeches by our candidates and

surrogates in which we regret that the promise of '76 was

never fulfilled. Now we have a second chance.
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OSG Phone Numbers

ALLEN, Richard V. WEISS, Seymour

(0) (202)
(H) (703)

IKLE, Fred C.

(0) (301)
(H) (301)

KUPPERMAN, Charles M.

(0) (202)
(H) (202)

(Telephone numbers redacted
for reasons of personal
privacy.)

LEHMAN, John F., Jr.

(0) (202)
(H) (703)

MOORER, Thomas H.

(0) (202)
(H) (703)

NEUMANN, Robert G.

(0) (202)
(H) (301)

ROSTOW, Eugene V.

(0) (203)
(H) (203)

SILBERMAN, Laurence

(415)
(415)

VAN CLEAVE, William R.

(0) (202)
(H) (202) App. 0819
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August 4, 1980

GANG CF TEN

FONTAINE, :r. Foger WHALEN, Mr. Richard J.

'-J)

- 'H)

FIPES, r. Richard E.

K D)
H)

(6IT]
(617|
(603)

FOWNY, -t. Gen. E'dwar -

SCHNEIIER, r. Willifam .

(0)

L!LBERMAN, Arnb. Laurence

7AN CLEAVE, -r. William 7.
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Working Groups* Richard V. Allen
Fred C. Ike
Laurence Silberman

Purpose and Strategy of U. S. Foreign Policy

Detailed examination of goals for U. S. foreign policy during the 1980s in the
context of the underlying philosophy of a Reagan foreign policy to preserve the
peace; objectives for -he near- and medium-terms; prevention or management of
crisis.

Kenneth Adelman
Laurence Silberman
Rita Hauser
Edward Luttvak
Robert Tucker
Richard Whalen
Charles J. V. Murphy

Fred Ikle
W. Glenn Campbell
Jeane Kirkpatrick
Charles Marshall
Charls Walker
Richard Pipes

NATO

Restoration of confidence in U. S. leadership of the Alliance; the U. S. role in
NATO and U. S. diplomacy toward NATO allies; approaches to make the alliance a more
effective instrument for the defense of the free world; harmonizing basic foreign
policy objectives of NATO members; the meaning of Ostpolitik for NATO; stabilizing
weaker members; examiniation of NATO's geographical limits; the policy implications
of growing European unity and the European community.

Robert Pfaltzgraff
Robert Strausz-Hupe
Edward Rozek
Jacquelyn Davis

Robert Osgood
Seymour Weiss
Robert Ellsworth
Whittle Johnson

U. S. International Economic Policy, Energy and Raw Materials

Economic policy as a vital component of U. S. policy and strategy; the national
security implications of access to energy and raw materials; the political impli-
cations of competition for resources and conflicting trade policies; allied co-
operation in maintaining freedom for international commerce.

Richard Whalen
Jeffrey Gayner
Frank Barnett
William Schneider
Willis Armstrong

W. Glenn Campbell
Constantine Menges
J. William Middendorf
Robert McLellan

Lev Dobriansky
Charls Walker
John Loeb
Y. L. Wu

* Assignments of Advisors to Working Groups is Tentative
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The Americas

U. S. policies toward Canada and Mexico and the implications of Governor

Reagan's proposal for a North American Accord; collective security and U. S.

policy toward Castro and Cuban support for Soviet objectives in the hemisphere;

prospects for further radicalization in Central America and the Caribbean, and

U. S. responses; measures to improve bilateral relations with hemisphere nations;

the strategic importance of the South American countries.

Roger Fontaine
Pedro Sanjuan
David Jordan

Constantine Menges
James Theberge
John Lodge

Middle East, Persian Gulf and South Asia

Policies toward Israel; relations with Egypt; Saudi Arabia and other Arab nations;
risks and opportunities in Persian Gulf region; the Palestinian issue; assistance
for Lebanon; policies toward radical states and methods of protecting U. S.
interests amidst increasing instability; implications of an oil embargo.

Robert Neumann
Curtin Winsor
Rita Hauser

o'icy Towards the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe

Raymond Tanter
Joe Churba
Amos Perlmutter

The framework of U. S. - Soviet relations for the 1980s, and short- and long-term
policy requirements; strategies to arrest Soviet expansionism while maintaining
the peace; the role of East-West trade, technology transfer and credits; Yugoslavia
after Tito; requirements of U. S. policy toward Eastern Europe; the U. S. response
to increasing dissidence in communist countries.

Uri Ra'anan
Richard Pipes
William Scott
William Stearman

Mose Harvey
Richard Staar
Harriet Scott

Japan, China and North-East Asia

Strengthening U. S. - Japan relations; U. S. policy toward Taiwan; relations with
the People's Republic of China; defense of Korea; defending Pacific sea lanes;
economic, energy and trade issues.

Chalmers Johnson
William Stearman
Y. L. Wu

Richard Walker
Jeffrey Gayner
Max Hugel
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The Current Crisis in Iran

Problem of U. S. hostages; growing instability and the implications of general
collapse into chaos; assessment of Soviet options and objectives; examination
of U. S. policy options.

(This is an Iran working group; names of Advisors.
participating will remain "unlisted.")

Other Regional Issues

Central and Southern Africa; North Africa; ASEAN and Southeast Asia; Soviet
influence in Asia, especially in Vietnam; the ANZUS alliance, relations with the
Phillipines, Indonesia, India and Pakistan.

Uri Ra'anan
Adda Bozeman
Alvin Cottrell

Peter Duignan
Robert Keating
Constantine Menges

Instruments of Foreign Policy I: Communications and Information

The global contest of words and ideas; combating totalitarian propaganda; the
U. S. image abroad; conveying America's convictions and ideals to the world.

Frank Shakespeare
Rita Hauser
Ernest Lefever
Eugene Kopp

Kenneth Adelman
Fred Ikle
Richard Whalen
Nathan Glazer

Instruments of Foreign Policy II: Foreign Aid and Military Assistance; International
Organizations; Refugees

Henry Nau
Charles Fairbanks
Ernest Lefever
Aaron Wildavsky

Lev Dobriansky
David Jordan
Raymond Tanter
Donald Herzberg
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Instruments of Foreign Policy III: Intelligence and

Walter Pforzheimer
Robert Pfaltzgraff, Jr.
Jeffrey Record
Carnes Lord

Intelligence Organizations

Robert Ellsworth
Daniel Graham
Vernon Walters

Reorganizing and Streamlining the National Security Machinery

An examination of structural changes in the existing mechanism for making foreign

and defense policy; the functions and organization of the National Security Council,

its Executive Director and staff; strengthening the economic and intelligence
components of the national security decisionmaking process; methods by which a new

President and his staff can integrate the work of the foreign policy, defense and

intelligence communities in the service of sound policymaking and the national
interest.

President Reagan and the 97th Congress: Foreign Policy, Defense and Intelligence

Priorities

Attitudes a new Administration should bring to office in order to rebuild a sound

bipartisan basis for the nation's foreign policy; initiatives it can take to lay
the groundwork for a joint effort with the 97th Congress; coordination with the

Congress while not relinquishing Constitutional and historical prerogatives of
the Chief Executive.
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Iran/Iraq Wa-r - Ilostages

"Now I would like to read you some statements others have made. Please tell me for each
one, whether you agree strongly.. .agree somewhat...disagree somewhat.. .or disagree strongly."

Agree Agree Disagree Disagree
Strongly Somewhat Somewhat Strongly

The war between Iran and Iraq would never
have happened if the United States were 25% 19% 28% 28%
stronger militarily in the Middle East.

,Lhe war between Iran and Iraq is primarily
the result of a long-standing feud between 56 33 7 4
the two countries.

Jimmy Carter has done all any president
could have done to free the hostages in Iran. 25 24 22 39

Jimmy Carter is largely responsible for
the hostage situation in Iran. 17 20 31 32

The United States should have given more
support to the Shah of Iran in order to 15 18 31 36
maintain him in power. 02

If the hostages are released in the near .
future, Jimmy Carter should get credit for 12 27 29 32
their release.

The war between Iran and Iraq would never
have happened if Jimmy Carter had a more 20 23 27 30 0
forceful and consistent Middle East policy.

Jimmy Carter is controlling the timing of
the hostage release for political purposes." R 1l 24 0

SOURCE: D/M/I, October 2, 1980 A 0
000855 App. 0825
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Reagan Bush Cornnttee
901 South Highland Street. Arlington. Virginia .2204 703) 6853400

CONFIDENTIAL

MEMORANDUM FOR: ED MEESE d
FROM: STEF HALPER

DATE: 10-19-80

SUBJECT: THE HOSTAGE QUESTION

As requested, several Qf us out our heads together on this. The
following reflects input from Kevin Hopkins, Frank Hodsoll, and
Bill Dirlam and from Dr. Ray Cline, general Brent Scowcroft and
John Lehman on the outside.

PRESENT SITUATION

News reports today and yesterday indicate: I) The Iranians
believe the U.S. has already apologized to Iran for its activities
there during the Shah's reign (a key precondition to resolution);
2) the removal of the U.S. AWAC's systems from Saudi Arabia would
be an important demonstration of goodwill; 3) that the Majlis
(parliament) would soon set out the conditions for release. There
was also a message of hope to the hostage families from Iran to
the effect that the ordeal wouldn't last much longer.

Under the category of significant, but unconfirmed reports, we
have the following:

1) The Treasury has been working out the procedures for freeing
Iran's assets.

2) A U.S. Air Force/Navy analysis has determined the types of
spare parts most likely needed by Iran. These materials are
standing-by at McGuire AFB in New Jersey.

3) A third party, a private corporation, has been dealing with
both the U.S. and the Iranians on the issue of spare parts.

4) Prime Minister Rajai's public comments in New York City were
a smokescreen. While we understand he spoke with Warren
hristopher, the Undersecretary of State, the actual
egotiation on conditions for release and U.S. concessions

was carried on between Christopher and 3 representatives of
Bani-Sadr who are with the Iranian Bank of Markazi. These 3
(Rashidzadeh, Ali Yasseri, Ali Manazirad) were attached to
the Iranian IMF mission which met in New York and Washington
about ten days ago.

001281
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IRANIAN OBJECTIVES

The Iranians know that the race is very close and that Carter will
be susceptible to pressure in the next two weeks, perhaps more so
than in the past month. -heir objectives are:

(RR and Carter -- Unfreeze Iranian assets now held in
has agreed to the U.S.
these) -- Cancel any and all claims against

Iran.
-- Promise by U.S. of non-intervention

in Iran's internal affairs.

Matter for courts -- Return Shah's assets.

Public demand -- Remove AWAC's from Saudi Arabia.

Private demand -- Resupply Iranian forces.

Private demand -- Economic assistance.

Private demand -- US/USSR guarantee of sovereignty of
Iranian territory.

Private demand -- Peace-keeping force to sustain
cease fire.

The first four objectives have been publicly aired. Both Reagan
and Carter have responded. The remaining five, we are told, have
been raised in discussions between the two sides.

The Iranians will attempt to get written commitments on as many of
these as possible before the election, seeking to bind whoever is
elected after November 4th. This view is buttressed by, among
other things, a statement by Rajai today that "The American
government also has special problems in respect to the elections,
indicating they are ready to cooperate and meet the conditions
that will be Set."

The negotiations will conclude when the Iranians feel they have
reached the point at which the cost of further delay is greater
than the benefits to be expected from additional concessions.
This will depend upon: 1) the events in the Iran-Iraq War, as
they relate to Iran's ability to continue fighting; 2) the
perceived firmness of Carter's negotiating posture; and 3) the
prospect of Reagan's election.

POLITICAL RESPONSE: PRE RELEASE

It is recommended that beginning now, up to the time the hostages
are released, Governor Reagan's posture be to emphasize the
following: 1) note that there are increasing signs that the
hostages' release may be imminent. Greet this news cautiously,

App. 0827 119470324 001282
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but favorably. Ronald Reagan should express his hopes and prayers
that the hostages will be coming home soon, even if it is the day
before the election. 2) Insist, though, that the U.S. not
complete any deals or trades until all our people are home, and
the conditions are made public. Add that we must be mindful of
the long-range consequences of any arrangement we make.

This pre-release posture serves to heighten the expectations of
the hostages' release. This has two effects: 1) if the hostages
are actually released, it 2oes not come as such a surprise. 1y
generating the expectation that this will occur, we could dull
somewhat the outpouring of enthusiasm to be expected from the
hostages' return. 2) If the hostages are not released before the
election, Carter faces a heightened credibility problem because of
the greater expectation of their release.

RELEASE SCENARIOS

There are 7 possible release scenarios considered her

1) No public agreement before election.

2) Iran pledges release before election; U.S. agrees to spare
parts exchange.

3) Iran pledges release after election; U.S. agrees to parts
exchange.

4) Iran agrees to partial release before election and rest
after; U.S. agrees to match release with parts.

5) U.S. and Iran announce total agreement. All hostages are
released (except the four who will stand trial) to Switzer-
land on October 28th and arrive in U.S.A. on November 2nd.

6) U.S. and Iran agree to gradual release matched by
concessions.

7) Total release of hostages, they arrive home first, and then
the trade is initiated.

POLITICAL RESPONSE: RELEASE SCENARIOS

1) No Public Agreement. This is essentially a continuation of
the pre-release phase. Throughout much of this time, RR
should continue the line suggested earlier. As election day
comes closer, RR could add a statement that he hopes Carter's
actions aren't another attempt to raise expectations beyond
what is justified. Within the last few days, surrogates
should start pointing out how the hostages have been over
there for almost a year, and that even if we get them home
soon, Carter's policy has still failed because of the
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indignity and suffering inflicted on the hostages and their
families. They should say Carter should not get credit for
remedying a situation that should been resolved long ago.

2) Iran pledaes release before election; U.S. agrees to marts
exchange. Ronald Reagan's tone should be supportive and
congratulatory, but cautious. Having expressed relief that
the hostages will come home at last, his note of caution
should contain the following elements: all the terms of the
agreement must be made public; warn that the piecemeal supply
of parts could commit us to one side--the result could be an
oil cut-off from the other side. The implications of the
wrong agreement could be more serious than the Vietnam War in
the mid and long term.

If. the hostages don't arrive on U.S. soil before the
election, we can label the deal a failure. If they do arrive
in time, we express relief but wonder if Carter gave away the
store.

3) Iran pledges release after the election; U.S. agrees to arts
exchange. First reaction is relief. If parts are provided
before the hostages arrive, we should wonder aloud what kind
of an agreement it is that the U.S. makes all the concessions
and still doesn't have its people home. Then we should
express the hope that Carter hasn't entered into an endless
process in which we keep supplying the Iranian war effort
(with all that implies) and yet don't get our people back.
Surrogates should begin demanding that Carter tell the
American people when our people are coming home and criticize
him for not getting our people home before we carried out our
part of the bargain. As the election draws near surrogates
and finally Reagan should label this a failure.

4) Iran agrees to partial release before election, the rest
later; U.S. agrees to match people for parts, group for
group. First reaction is relief. Reagan should join the
euphoria, particularly when the first group arrives. Sut, we
should express caution. As in preceeding scenarios: Reagan
should insist the deal made public; wtrn about being drawn
into a war that could end with an oil cut-off; wonder aloud
how long this could be drawn out; point out this is the first
time the U.S. has been blackmailed on such a grand scale--can
we expect more of this in the future? As we approach
election day, decry the humiliation of our position and a
graphic, poignant illustration of the failure of the Carter
presidency.
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5) U.S. and Iran announce total agreement. All hostages are
released (except 4, said to be CIA, who will stand trial) to
Switzerland. They arrive Geneva on October 28 and in U.S.A.
on November 2. First reaction relief and congratulations to
the hostages' families. At the same time, Reagan should
express deep sorrow that the administration made an
arrangement that left four loyal Americans in the hands of
terrorists--probably to face life imprisonment or death. As
the election approaches, we should decry the political
expediency, the slick nature of the deal. Call it a
humiliation before the eyes of the world brought on America
by a desperate politician.

We- might want to consider meeting with a few of the returned
hostages if it can Ie arranged.

6.) U.S. and Iran agree to release matched by parts. Process to
begin after election. Reagan should express relief and then
demand that details be made public. Express the hope that
this is not simply another example of the Wisconsin
syndrome--list Carter hypes before important primaries.

As November 4 nears, label it a failure. If he can't get
them out when it's so important to his election, what makes
anyone think he can do so later.

7) Total release of hostages. They arrive home first and then
trade/concession initiated. For the first few days, Reagan
should be thankful and express relief that hostages are home.
Gradually, he should shift away from the issue, concentrate
on economics, and emphasize comparisons there. Gradually,
surrogates should start raising questions about why Carter
waited so long to get the hostages back.

SUMMARY

There are, undoubtedly, scenarios that are not addressed here. Of
the ones we have covered, the following can be said:

1) In virtually all scenarios, we respond positively in the
first two to three days.

2) Any movement on this issue will pre-empt the debate
results--should the hostages come home on the 28th or later.
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3) because of Carter's established pattern of springing "good
news" on the eve of an election--the Wisconsin syndrome--we
should expect something like this to haDpen in the October 31
to November 3 period and warn people accordingly.

4) We must be prepared for Carter to use the line "I've got a
deal all set. If Reagan comes in, it's off."

App. 0831
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To: Ed Meece
From: r gSrA

1. As we reach for contingency plans re hostages we should keep

in mind our ability to sow a story or start news trends by non-attribu

comments to newsmen. If we leak to news sources our knowledge of the

Carter-planned events, spelling out what Carter will do to make a medi

event of the release-phased return to the states, a White House event,

ticker parade, possible use of Mondale, etc., we can get the press say

Carter is politicizing the issue, following his media plan, etc..

2. In contrast to our famous anonymous Reagan aide quoted in Lou

Cannon this morning, we should be saying the hostage resolution will

not be making any difference in the vote, does not change the overridi

issues of the campaign, etc..

3. After the Governor joins in the rejoicing "that our long wait for

resolution of this issue is finally over" we should be taking the

approach "we cannot allow this happy moment to divert us from our miss

to tell the American public about the Carter record, etc..*

4. After the hostage return the Governor should "recognize I now

have an even heavier responsibility to redouble my efforts to spotligh

the Carter record. If I do not the voters might--in a momentary happi

ness--make a decision they would regret for another four years"

App. 0832
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October 29, 1980

To: The Honorable Paul Laxalt
Bill Casey
Ed Meese f

From: Richard S. Williamson

Re: The FINAL Days--October Surprise shifts to
November Desperation Ploy

If our polls are wrong and the election looks close,

Jimmy Carter will not take any great risk in the closing days

of the campaign. He will do what he has been doing, but

harder. However, if our polls are correct and Ronald Reagan

has a significant lead in the electoral college vote, then we

can expect Carter to make a dramatic drastic move on Saturday

or Sunday-

The keys to a Carter victory are for him to bring the

Democratic voters back home again and get out the vote.

Return to His Roots

When cornered and in the clutch a fighter draws upon

his instincts as nurtured by his roots and past experience. As

a politician Jimmy Carter's record is clear. He is not

restrained by normal bounds of decency. He is in the "southern

tradition." And he has used the "Sunday" surprise to his advan-

tage in the past.

Southern" pals of the Carter bent are the sort that

App. 0833 0227
000227
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cut their own campaign HQ phone lines on Sunday and call in

the press to blame their opponents of dirty tricks.

In 1976 on the Thursday before election day, President

Ford had come from behind to draw even with Jimmy Carter in

the polls. Some public opinion polls even gave Gerald Ford a

1 point lead. Then on Sunday, Jimmy Carter played his surprise.

the segregation policy of Carter's Plains First Baptist

Church had been a minor theme during the campaign. On Sunday,

October 31, 1976, before national network television cameras

the Reverend Clennon King, a black, from the Divine Mission

Church in nearby Albany, Georgia demanded entrance into Mr. Carter's

Church. He was denied entry. Dramatically, Jimmy and Rosalyn

Carter emerged at the Church's door- He delivered a carefully

crafted statement saying that he recognized the rights of the

Church to set its membership--thereby not offending southern

whites--but that he thought blacks should be admitted to his

church. He went on to mention his efforts to desegregate that

church in the past. Then Mr. Carter said that since his minister

would not admit the black Rev. Clennon King to services that he

and his wife, as an act of conscience, had no choice but to walk

out.

Carter aides went further. They told the media that it

could not have been just coincidence that Rev. King had shown up

at the Plains, 3eorgia First Baptist Church on the Sunday before

election day. They charged that the Ford campaign had engaged

n ".ixnian ...Watergate" dirty politics, that the Ford cam:-:,--

L91470399
App. 0834 000223
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was behind the incident.

The ploy was a 10-strike for J Carter! The media

gave the incident enormous play. It dominated Sunday's network

television, radio and the Monday newspapers. It tarnished the

nice guy Jerry Ford image (raising Nixonian tactics and there-

fore subliminally Ford's controversial pardon of Nixon was an

added Carter spin). It showed Jimmy Carter the decent com-

passionate man of principle taking a "difficult stand";

reaffirming his commitment to racial equality. It stimulated the

black vote--increased the turn-out in that '76 decisive consti-

tuency- Further, his bold dramatic stand for racial equality

reassured traditional Democratic liberals of the Humphrey-Kennedy

wing that this southern born-again fiscal conservative was really

one of them. As he symbolically showed by beginning his '76

general election campaign at FDR's Warm Springs, Georgia retreat,

Jimmy Carter was a man in the tradition of the father of the

modern Democratic Party, Franklin Deleno Roosevelt.

This ploy returned the final decisive political

momentum to Jimmy Carter in 1976. He'll try something again.

Carter Options

1. The Hostages: Humpty Dumpty has fallen apart, and

it is doubtful that all the President's rmen and all the Presi-

dent's horses can put him back together again.

The American Hostages in Iran probably will not get out

before election. If they do get out, it will not be the result

1 4704.00
000229
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of Jimmy Carter. He is as much a victim of events as we are.

Further, the public cynicism on the issue has increased

dramatically. If the hostages are released, almost 50 of

Americans say the release would be "political".

Consequently, Mr. Carter cannot bank the hostage

situation. It probably will not happen. If it does, politi-

cally the release will cut both ways.

2. Poland: The trade union agreement with the communist

government has hemorrhaged. Polish functionaries were called to

Moscow for consultations. Probably nothing will happen; but a

dramatic event in fact is not necessary. As we have said for

months, a Carter "October Surprise" does not need a real crisis

to work. Carter just needs a slight strain somewhere around the

globe to create a crisis mentality.

The Polish situation could be a catalyst--sufficient

smoke for Carter to act. He could cancel his schedule and

dramatically return to Washington. Sunday afternoon he could

address the American people from the Oval Office. With the

American flag behind him in the solemnity of the Oval Office he

could tell the American people about a deteriorating situation

in Poland. He could go on "boldly" to assert that he stands

firmly behind the freedom loving workers of Poland and he will

commit America to defend the freedom of the Polish workers from

Soviet intimidation and threat.

Thereby, Carter is bold. Surrounded by the aura of

App. 0836
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the Presidency he is taking action. And our numbers show that

an issue that cuts in this election is that voters don't

want America to be pushed around by other countries. Further,

since he has no warmonger baggage he can afford to be more

hawkish and instead of hurting him, it helps his image. He

appeals to the sizeable Polish vote and other large European

ethnic voter groups. He can give a Catholic spin by citing Pope

John Paul II in his' remarks. He can play the labor union theme.

He dominates the news, captures momentum, stimulates Democratic

voter turn-out.

3. Racism: The black issue is the old southern tar

baby that southern pols love to beat on. For years it was a

call to support segregation. Now the'soutbern pol uses the

race issue to play on the guilt of whites and enflame the

blacks by denouncing inequality. This is the card Carter played

in 1976. It is the card he played before the Ebenezer Baptist

Church in Atlanta in September. It is the card Carter played

yesterday in Newark, New Jersey when he addressed a congregation

of black ministers at the Bethany Baptist Church and said,

"Governor Reagan may not know it but to millions and millions of

Americans who suffered racial injustice for 300 years, it was not

simply a problem, it was a lifelong disaster."

An intelligent vigorous smear campaign against Ronald

Reagan as a racist can have the following beneficial effects for

Jimmy Carter: 1) stimulate greater black voter turn-out--a

App. 0837
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pivotal factor in a number of areas on election day; 2) raise

doubts about Reagan among moderate Anderson-type Republicans;

3) increase voter turn-out among other Democratic voter groups

from the Kennedy-wing and among Jews; 4) capture some momentum.

4. Attack "Watergate" Tactics: Carter can charge

vigorously and self-righteously the Reagan/Bush campaign of dirty

politics--Nixonian tactics smelling of Watergate. I am not aware

of any acts that can remotely be called dirty politics engaged

in by our campaign. I am confident none of the top campaign

leadership is aware of any unethical activities. But politics is

politics, and someone at the local levels may be doing some

pranks. We must be cleaner than Ceasar's wife. But, truth takes

time to catch up with a smear charge. And, I'd be prepared for

Carter to charge dirty tricks and to raise the haunting spector

of Nixonian tactics.

Again, this would help bring the Democrats back home.

And, it might increase voter turn-out.

Summary: I do not see any of these Carter options as a

home run for him. But I am convinced that if our polls are

correct, he'll take a dramatic risky move on Saturday or Sunday.

It may be one of the above, a combination of them, or perhaps

something we have not thought of.

Suggested Reagan/Bush Actions

1. Cleaner Than Ceasar's Wife: To the extent possible,

let's have a call down from national HQ to the field for all
1I470403

000232
App. 0838
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campaign workers to be scrupulously ethical, clean, above

board during the final hectic days. This might curb potential

excessive enthusiasm.

2. Set The Stage: We did a good job at weakening

Carter's position on the Iranian Hostage issue by bounding away

at the "October Surprise" theme beginning in August. We set

the stage. The press began to look for the politically expedient

October Surprise.

With the hostage release plans blown assunder, with Carter

having lost the debate, with the polling numbers down, we

should predict a Carter "November Desperation Ploy". We should

set the stage again. Create cynicism in the press. We should

pre-empt Carter's move.

The staff on the plane, the HQ communications department,

and, critically, the top campaign leadership at HQ should spread

the work to the media: we expect a sleazy "Carter November

Desperation Ploy"

The Carter remarks yesterday at the Bethany Baptist

Church and reports that this Sunday Mr. Carter is scheduled to

speak at black churches in Chicago. Detroit and Philadelphia lead

me to believe that at least one offensive surely will be the

reported charge that Reagan is racist. Let's set the stage--

let's not over-react.

3. No Over-Reaction: Something will hit Saturday or

Sunday. Critically, Governor Reagan and Ambassador Bush should

X0. 039 470404 0 0 0 2 33
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be prepared for it to minimize the risk of an intemperate

over-reaction. Also, the staff on the campaign plane should

be fully prepared for calm damage control if necessary. The

HQ campaign leadership should be available and similarly

postured throughout the weekend.

(An Addendum focuses further on a Reagan/Bush strategy

on the RACISM issue.)

RSW/lld

4 pp. 0840

110470405
000234
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The FINAL Days
October 29, 1980
Page 9

ADDENDUM

To rebute a possible Carter November Desperation

Ploy on Sunday we must set the stage. As discussed

above, a racism charge is a likily theme that Mr. Carter

will continue to play - and one he will try to enflame

through some contrived event on Saturdav or Sunday.

The following is a suggested statement that could be

marketed to the media by the top campaign staff at HQ

and on the plane:

We can only assume Mr. Carter is a desperate

man. His October surprise fell apart, his campaign

is not only lagging in key states but nationally.

and he has failed to scare home the Democrats.

What we expect is an act of November desperation.

Mr. Carter probably will return to the desperate

methods used earlier this year: rhetoric of racism,

hatred and fear. His last resort is to stir emotion

trough contrived events and falsehoods. Only such

politically manipulated emotion has a chance now to

turn out disaffected Democrats. If he tries it, he

will orove he is desperate, and if he is that desperate,

for him it is already too late.
App. 0841
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Memo ran dum
To: .Tony Dolan
Re: Political Countermeasures upon Release of the Hostages
From: Larry Seidler
Date: October 25, 1980

Should any or all of the hostagzz !c frcd

before the election it is of paramount importance to

have this event backfire upon Mr. Carter. The means -

to this end demand the utmost exercise in tact and

center around voter awareness of two themes.

1. JIMMY CARTER: THE HERO OF HIS OWN CRISIS

A simple review of the facts leading up to the

November 1979 seizure of the American embassy in Teheran

clearly shows that the hostages would not have been

seized but for the actions of the Carter administration

which practically speaking"set them up" through incompetence.

A review of the facts leading up to the seizure is enough

to lay the blame on the Carter administration:

• The U.S. embassy in Teheran was breifly occupied
in 197-8 after the fall of the Shah.

U.S. embassy officials in Teheran then requested
stronger protective measures.

Nothing was done.

U.S. Embassy officials in Teheran then complained
about inaction on stronger security measures to
U.S. Department of State

U.S. Embassy officials in Teheran warned the U.S.
Department of State that they would probably be
taken hostage is the Shah was admitted to the
United States

U.S. State Department officials acknowledged this
and promised stronger protection and advance warning
if the Shah was admitted to the United States

The Shah was admitted to the United States on
November 4, 1979 and there was no advance warning
to the U.S. embassy in Teheran

App. 0842
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The U.S. embassy in Teheran was immediately

seized and hostages were taken.

The above facts lead to the conclusion that but

for the failure to improve protection and warn the
U.S
U.S. embassy in Teheran the hostages would not have

been seized. Carter and his State Department were

responsible for the seizure through incompetence and

failure to heed warnings.

The "Jimmy Carter: Hero of his Own Crisis

approach to the hostage release coupled with the

suspicion and cynicism arising from a release or

deal on the eve of the election could cause the

entire matter to backfire.

It will look like Carter negligently set up

the embassy to be seized then then used them for

a series of political gains culminating in the

attempt to trick the American people by a release

just before the election.

2. PLAYING POLITICS WITH THE HOSTAGES

This theme shows that Carter has been playing

politics with the hostages all along. The timely

release of the hostages on the eve of the election
of events demonstrating the

is the final step of a long series of political

use of the hostage crisis:

.The "Rose Garden" strategy of using the hostage
crisis as an excuse to dodge primary campaigning.

The 7:18 A.M. television announcement of a
breakthrough in the hostage crisis on the

morning of the Wisconsin primary when in fact
there was no breakthrough.

App. 0843
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.The April 26 "raid" on Teheran which was
criticized in the official report as poorly
planned and inadequately manned and widely
perceived by our allies as a desperate act.
(The Economist, Le Monde, Die Welt, The Times)

The sudden "manageability" of the crisis a
few days later which signalled an emergence
from the Rose Garden and return to campaigning.

* Finally, the release of the hostages just
before the election, on terms which(probably)
could have been negotiated before the campaign.

This final political use of the hostages for the
effort
effort of re-electing Jimmy Carter can be pointed out

in an ad using the question:

WHY DID THE CARTER ADMINISTRATION WAIT UNTIL

THE ELECTION TO GET THE HOSTAGES BACK?

The the above instances of prior political use of

the hostage crisis could be set below to create the

impression that the November release of the hostages

is the final act in a chain of political uses. This

would raise suspicion and cynicism of a pre-election

deal/release of the hostages.

3. OTHER PLOYS

A riskier avenue of approach is the theme that

the release of the hostages before the election is

Ayatollah Khomeini's vote for Jimmy Carter. (Note:

Rajai himself said that he"doesn't want America's

government(Carter administration) to fall."

Similarly, the recent pardon of"all"American

prisoners in Cuba amounts to Fidel Castro's vote

for Carter. And Castro has said that he wants to

see Carter re-elected. App.
A 8. 844
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Reagan Bush Committee
90! Soutn Hivhland Street. Arlington. %'Lrginia 22204 1703, 665-3400

October 27, 1980

To: All Reagan/Bush staff

From: William Casey

Precautions must be taken to make sure nothing is attributed

to our campaign organization that could in any way be said to

jeopardize the possibility of securing the release of the

hostages. That means that nobody, except those who are speci-

fically authorized, express opinions to the media from now

until Election Day.

App. 0845
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Reagan Bush Committee
901 South Highland Stre.t. Arlingto. Virginia 22204 17031 685-3400

MEMORANDUM TO: GOVERNOR REAGAN November 2, 1980
ED MEESE

FROM: BILL CASEY

I am sending you a memorandum prepared for me by
Charlie Brower, Chief Legal Advisor at the State Department
when I was there. It is on the costs and methods of meeting
Iranian conditions for the release of the hostages.

In a nutshell, it concludes that Carter could
assert legal authority to return Iranian assets free of
attachments and terminate suits and claims against Iran.
This would be done under the Presidential constitutional
power to conduct foreign policy, but would give all those
suffering loss from this process the right to claim compen-
sation from the United States Government. They would have
to collect by some Congressionally enacted claims procedure
or by suit in the Court of Claims whose judgments Congress
has always honored.

In short, such a deal would amount to the deferred
payment of ransom of an undetermined amount which would
certainly run into several billions. As to the Shah's
assets, Carter could do what Roosevelt did in recognizing
the Soviet Union in 1933, namely, take an assignment from
Iran of its claimed rights against the Shah, collect on
these claims and turn the proceeds over to the Iranians.
This could put the United States in the ungraceful picture
of undertaking to locate and collect on the Shah's assets
for the benefit of Iran. So, while this might be dcable,
the political cost would be enormous. I therefore expect
Carter to project a show of strength and protect the dignity
and honor of the United States by rejecting these demands as
outrageous.

I believe he will be widely perceived as having
engaged in a desperate last attempt to manipulate the
hostages again for political benefit and to have once more
bungled it. If this analysis is correct, we should say very
little and leave it that way.

App. 0846
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president will agree to aasint the proceedure to get the

Shaa weath back to Iran.

Iranian government is paying $800,000

to aberranth via U.S. Government to locate abersee to get

the shah& funds.

xxx

Secret meetings i Paris , Geneva /

App. 0849
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MEMORANDUM

September 24, 1980

For: |

From: Stef Halper

Subj: Iran-Iraq Conflict

Ref: Conversation with General Brent Scowcroft and

Dr. Al Cottrell, Director, Middle East Studies CSIS

oCONFLICT:

Accelerating. Naval engagments in the Persian Gulf and

Shat-El Arab. Mutiple craft lost. Frigates and gun

boats. Air engagements in Gulf, and Abadan refinery

area, Bagdad. Iraqi planes have raided 8 military

bases across Iran. Iran attacked chemical complex at

Basra.

Iraqi troops now 10 miles inside Iran.

Iraq bombed Kargh Island severely damaging Iran's

ability to export oil.

dig
oLENGTH * CONFLICT

Could be several weeks depending on level of effort.

Iraqi's well supplied. Have approximately 1000 Soviet

technicians. Have spare parts. Aircraft now well-

maintained. Can't repair rapidly.

Iranians have few spare parts. Even if U.S. provided

them no technicians to put them in. (218 tech. reps

who serviced the 70 F-4's all gone).

Spare parts could make little or no differenceS in force

capacity at this time.

App. 0850
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USSR - not anxious for crisis to expand. Will look for a
way to profit from it

Will put self forward as mediator

can restrain Iraq. U.S. cannot

Can only gain from the conflict and its resolution.

Will underscore U.S. failure in the region. Iran - a
U.S. friend now on its knees ; Irac a UUSR client now in ascendancy
Testament to the failure of the U.S. policy

If Khomeini calls on anyone it will be the USSR. They
can impact Iraq in return for concessions from Iran

IRAQ - now is the time to settle old scores. Iran is disorganized
unprepared - officer corps in disarray. The situation was never
better for Iraq.

Intelligence

Mostly satallite
Some recon
few ground sources

Straits of Hormq$

Wholly in Oman territorial waters. Must keep straits
open. Iraq may try to take the three small islands in
the middle of the straits.

Hostages

Delay. Teheran one problem town. Knomeini and Bani-Sadr
directly involved in war. Settlement soon viewed as unlikely.
No clear authority in Teheran

Kargh Island

Bombed. 75% of all Iranian oil goes out through Kargh
Island

Japenese

Wring hands. No action App. 0851

Energy

40% of oil for free world flows through gulf.

Key Point CO470282 000490

If the administration had paid proper attention to the
stability of the region this would not have happened. Under
the Shah- quid pro quo. Both Iran and Iraq wanted to preserve
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oil reserves and revenues. This was source of the
regional stability. Iraqi dont trust Khomeini - afraid
a religious, fundamentalist movement like this in Iraq
could possibly topple government

Mr. Carter's chickens are coming home to roost.

App. 0852

131470283
000491
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UNITED NATIONS RESPONSE:

The U.N. held urgent consultations on Tuesday but the Soviets
questioned the propriety of issuing a statement of concern without
a formal meetin of the 15 member body AS OF 2:00 p.m. WEDNESDAY
THERE HAD STILL NOT BEEN A RESOLUTION OR STATEMENT OF CONCERN ISSUED

OIL SUPPLY:

Today the State Department predicted that both nations would
cut off oil shipments through the Persian Gulf today, although Iraq
can continue to send oil by pipeline to the Mediterranean. Oil industry
sources are reported as estimating that the non-Communist world
currently has reserves adequate to last roughly 100 days (till
approximately the end of the year).

SEA TRAFFIC:

Lloyd's register of ships indicated that there could be about
600 vessels in or heading for the Persian Gulf which could be
affected, including tankers, and general cargo vessels. Kuwaiti news
agency quoted shipping sources in London as saying that as-of
Wednesday international shipping companies were diverting their-
vessels from Iran and Iraqi ports in the danger zone of the current
conflict.

WHITE HOUSE RESPONSE: ..

In a campaign trip to the West Coast yesterday Carter said:
"What we want to do is calm the situation and mot aggravate it, so.
any comment by me about the use of American forces woil-db6 ...
completely inappropriate." " i;"

Today Carter caIle in his senior f63gfpoIicy a Vior9f:
put together a statement reaffirming American neutrality in the
current-conflict.

- IRAQI ULTIMATUM .....

- AtReuters reported at 6:57 today that Iraqi military commaners-
gave an ultimatum to the Iranian forces and "ordered them to surrender
within 6 hours."

-- The fuller report stated that Iraqi gound forces had surrounded
Abadan, Muhammerah to the North, and Qasr-E-Shirin in the North, and
that Iraqi forces were pushing to Kermanshah to the East.-

INVOLVEMENT OF OTHER NATIONALS: CH470284 000492

A total of 700 Americans were reported to be in Iraq when the
fighting began, - many of them in the Basra area that was--attacked by-
Iranian planes Tuesday. Some of these, roughly 300 Americans are believe
to-have been evacuated; the State- Department has reported that 3
Americans are missing and a late breaking report by CBS news today
notes that 10 Americans have been killed in an attack by Iran on Iraq

Additionally, 300 Brittons were evacuated on Tuesday,from Basra, Iraq,



Fr~o.

EVACUATION CONT:

The French engineering firm of Technip evacuated 16 French and 70
Filipino workers from Basra and Susayr, Iraq, on Tuesday, while
Technip's Italian subsidiary Techipetrol withdrew 20 Italians
and 270 Filipinos

MILITARY:

AIR: Iraqi planes attacked Iran's main terminal on Kharg Island today.
the island is 125 miles southeast of the disputed Shatt al Harb
waterway, area of most of the previous fighting.

Reports also indicate fresh Iraqi air strikes today on airfields
in the Western cities of Tabriz and Kermanshah ....

Previously reported Iraqi strikes on Western Iranian -cities on Mon
and Tuesday had killed a total of 40 civilians and injured over
300.

LAND: Iraq said today its ground forces, in a thrust toward Tehran,
captured Quasr-e-Shirin, the first town on the highwayto the
Iranian capital. The reported

The reported capture of Qasr-E Shirin, the first population-
center taken in the war, appeared to be a bold extension ofthe Iraqi-adVance on-two font Witethe thrustinthe North

heading for Tehran.

The other front is centered in the South with its goal appearing
to be a knockout blow-of the -cripplsd oil facility bf-Abadfn

Iraqi-forces-surrounded- three ities-i the Abadan- area-rCMMVie-
demanded that Iranian forces there surrender bythis evening (11:0

NAVAL: Iranian and Iraqi forces also engaged in battles in the Persian G

HOSTAGES:

The fighting, now in its third day, forced Iran's Parliament to
"FREEZE INDEFINITELY." the debate on the fate of the 52
Americans who have been held for 326 days.

App. 0854
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ME MO

TO: ED MEESE

FROM: ANTHONY R. DOLAN

RE: HOSTAGE RELEASE

I. I have received this information from an excellent source

who is a close associate of someone on the Senate committee

on intell igence.

2. -this source says his associate has told him the following:

(a) The hostages are assembled in the embassy in Tehran.

(b) A deal has been cut and is a virtual certainity. The

deal calls for spare parts in exchange for the hostages.

(c) The hostages will released next week after the Senate

committee issues some sort of ilf-baked apology or

explanation for our actions in Iran.

3. What is significant is that this information came to me

late yesterday before the Chicago report about spare parts

at McGuire Air Force Base.

4. I have been trying all last night and today to check this

information but the source is out of town. Am working on

it though.

5. Again, not sure of this information at all -- but would

suggest call to Ted Stevens about it. App. 0858
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-"HICHA b \. ALLC. SENSITIVE AND _NFIDENTIAL

nct.h. r I980

MEMORANDUM FOR GOVERNOR REAGAN
BILL CASEY
ED MEESE
DICK WIRTHLIN

FROM: DICK ALLEN

L.

This morning at 10:40 1 had a call from an utnimpeachahie
source who has received information directly front ABC XY7.

ABC XYZ has said that the last week of OcLohbr is the-
likely time for the hostages to be released. He further told the source
that this could come "at any moment, as a bolt out of the blue." To his
certain knowledge, "the Iranians want to liquidate the crisis," ad do
not feel that they must wait for any "particular initiarive From tile
United: States."

Bani Sadr has been strenLgthened in recent weeks,
particularly as a result of the conduct of the war- ABC XYz Lii.vdi the
sources attention to the story printed in today's New York Timus oii
page A-14 ("Iranians Said to Want Captives Free") in which Bani Sadr is
quoted directly as wanting "to send the hostages home immediately, thus
erasing what he regards as the biggest single blot on the record o:
Islamic Iran."

Regarding the matter of spare pal ts in exchange for the
hostages, ABC XYZ indicated that the Administration had declared puhlicly
and privately that if the hostage matter could be resolved, "we are
prepared to listen to any type of relationship they may want, ranging
from economic aid to the sale of military spares." He added however,
that there was no question of selling the spares priot-o the release of
the hostages.

The source asked him if Iran is able to get spares
clandestinely, and ABC XYZ responded that a limited amount f equipment
is available on the open market including "shock absorbers, batteries.
pressure gages, vacuum gages and other flight instruments, .l tl way
up to parts for F-4 Phantom jets." However, there are "no significant
quantities available," which ABC XYZ indicates would mean that there are
"not enough to affect the outcome of the war."

When asked about the prospect for resolution nt the liostage
crisis, ABC XYZ said that "more and more speeches are coming ouL of Iran
that Iran is being held hostage by this whole crisis, and not the hostages
themselves." In other words, he indicated that the Administr~tlon feels
that some sort of "reality" is creeping into the Iranian leadership at

SENS IT VF. ANI) _;O: I DEN--rI.A
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Retber 15, 1980

this point." When asked by the source whether the, ., ,irte sho,:d prt-pare
to cover the prospect of release on a daily basis. AdC XY-. ,Aii, "No.
you are probably safe for this week and maybe even next we.k. Surprises
could happen at the end of the month."

This is main-line information. We are preparing to assess
it, and will attempt to keep you posted on a moment's notice of any
changes. We will have to be quite attentive to the "bolL out of the
blye" aspect.

App. 0860
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PRIVATE AND CONFIDERTIAL

NINEMTTFWE WALL SmnzlT 0-1
N W TOR.L . T. 10003

September 3,1980

Mr. James Baker
Reagan-Bush Committee
901 Soath Highland St.,4th floor
Arlington, VA 22204

Dear Jim:

Herb Cohen - the guy that offered help on the Iranian
hostage situation - called me yesterday afternoon. He says
that he feels sure that if Reagan does not goof between now
and the election and is leading Carter by the middle of
October, Carter will make a move on Iran. He cannot come
out now and say that Carter is going to do something on
Iran in October because he said everything is a contingency
plan that is loose and fluid from day to day. The adminis-
tration would deny anything he said at this point. They
have several contingency plans which call for different
types of action but would deny revelation of any of them at
this point.

Herb says, however, that if he and others in the administration
who really care about the country and cannot stand to see
Carter playing politics with the hostages, see Carter making
a move to politicize the release of the hostages he and they
will come out at that time and expose him.

Herb says the Carter people do not trust the State Department.
While Vance was still Secretary of State, Herb made a remark
that Vance would know the answer to a particular question and
Hamilton Jordan asked him, Owhat does he know? He's only a
desk officer." They don't trust Muskie either. The only
people, according to Herb, who make policy are Ham Jordan,
Jodie Poweli,Cutler and Rosalynn, together with the President.
Mondale is sort of on the second tier but not on the inner, in.

Herb has a couple of reliable sources on the National Security
Council, about whom the administration does not know,who can
keep him posted on developments.

Would you like to meet him some time in the next few weeks?

He is also willing to help us evaluate geopolitical situations

App. 0862



and to give, political help in the form of assessment of
problems Jeuggesting solutions to them. He is a bright
guy and could be quite helpful. X think.

1011 wait to hear from you if you would like to see Herb to
discuss both of these matters.

Beast regards.

Prescot S. Bush* Jr.

PSB:cda
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

THE MILITARY ASSISTANT
5/25/84

NO U ASD( SA)

7MfR: USJ (P)

For action. SecDef' s omments read
as follows:

fRich: We must stop this nonsense.
Would you draft for me a very strong
mn| to Bud McFarlane pointing out
this. All this totally undermines
our efforts to dry up supplies to
Iran."

Colin L. Powell
Major General, USA
Senior Military Assistant
to the Secretary of Defense
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CR S Congressional Research Service The Library of Congress. Washington, D.C. 20540

Translation - French

June 1980

The Charter Masters Company SA. in Paris, which specializes in arranging difficult air
transport was contacted by SETI International to settle a series of light arms shipments
between Portugal (the Alverca military air base) and Teheran, Mehrabad Airport, for the Office
of the President of the Islamic Republic of Iran (the consignee).

The operation concerned an initial series of 14 consecutive flights in a Boeing cargo 707, and
was to be followed by four other series. i.e., a total of 70 flights.

The supplier: F.M.C. Lisbon, represented by Mr. von Hajek, resident at Senlis near Paris. had
entered into this transaction with Mr. Heidari, acting as the personal representative (allegedly)
of the Presidency of the Iranian Republic. At Heidari's recommendation SETI had been put
in charge of the transport and coordination of the oeration.

The Portuguese weapons were to be delivered u3 c.;x' : tees, and in no case was the Iranian
Army to be notified about them.

Contact was made with the Lebanese company TMA (Trans-Mediterranean Airways) to lease
the Boeing 707s and a contract in principle was accepted. An initial deposit of 50,000 US$ was
paid by Charter Masters SA. into TMA's account at the Soci~t6 G~n~rale (offices in the Rue
Lafayette in Paris) for deploying the first airplane.

The letter of credit for approximately 200 million dollars, it would appear. never reached the
supplier, who canceled the operation in August 1980.

A few months later ....... a question was brought up in the Majlis Assembly in Teheran ..... 200
million dollars for purchasing light arms for the committees had been transferred upon
instructions from the Ayatollah Rafsanjani (copies of the documents had been circulated by
employees of the Markazi Bank), but the weapons in question had still not been delivered.
Rafsanjani refused to accept debate on this and the matter was not debated.

A few weeks later, the director of the TMA Company in Paris (Jacques Raphael) issued a denial
concerning any operations involving arms transport to Iran by his company's planes.

July 1980

The contacts between Heidari and several French companies, one of which was SETI, were
concerned with a number of civilian markets, particularly:
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Equipment CATERPILLAR
GALLION
FIAT UNIC
HILLMAN
MERCEDES BENZ
GENERAL MOTORS (railway equipment)

and various foodstuffs (frozen chickens, meat...) on behalf of state-owned companies in Iran:
General Trade Company and Iran Meat Organization.

Mr. Heidari was adroit at presenting these markets as nearly a sure thing, which allowed him
to ask for his commissions in advance and then give preference to the company who
commissioned him. The vice-president general director [sic] of SETI, the principal stockholder
in the company thus personally took the initiative of commissioning Heidari "a priori," even
without any business being done (50 percent commission paid in Paris at the Cr6dit Lyonnais
des Champs Elysdes and 50 percent in London at the Barclay Bank).

In return for this commission, the SETI Company was conceded exclusive rights to the markets
dealt with by Interparts in Iran, of which Heidari was (and still is) a member of the Board of
Executives and a minority stockholder.

The commissions collected by Heidari were strictly personal and were not taken into account
by the company in Teheran.

August 1980

The general director of Interparts Corp., Karim Minachi, came to Paris to discuss possible
contracts and to ratify new agreements with SETI Int.

From the very first meeting, face-to-face with Minachi, various questions were touched on
concerning the military sectors and relatively precise information was communicated regarding
the needs of the Iranian armed forces.

A first, rather general, proposal was formulated concerning aeronautical equipment
(components for the F4, F5, and F14), transmission and surveillance (field radar), and
instructors who could take care of training Iranian specialists in this equipment.

It is to be noted that at these meeting only Heidari spoke; the discussions were held in French,
and his partner, Minachi, had to be content with rapid asides in Farsi which were given
generously.

Following the proposal formulated by Heidari regarding finding specialists in aeronautics and
broadcasting, an initial contact was made with a specialist in this kind of operation, enjoying
the confidence of the French [special] services: Roger Faulques, just back from a mission to
Saudi Arabia. Roger Faulques is considered a super-mercenary who undertakes recruitment
and training of military or paramilitary forces (v. Biafra).

A provisory agreement was drawn up subject to an examination of the financial and technical
conditions and a tacite agreement with the French [special] services.
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- TM FINANCIAL CONDITIONS

These were not really discussed, as Heidari had just suffered a setback after having attempted
to do some recruiting in the Marseilles underworld...and contemplating an improbable solution
suggested to him by his Marseilles contacts: payment of mercenaries for shiploads of opium.
Apparently the major reason for this setback was the complete lack of a "technical profile" for
the specialists, making any kind of "contract" for technical assistance completely preposterous.
Roger Faulques has done a preliminary study on the technical and social environment (living
conditions) for such an operation.

- THE TECHNICAL CONDITIONS

Roger Faulques asked for an up-to-date inventory of the deficiencies and immediate needs of
the Iranian armed forces. According to Heidari it would-be impossible to draw up an inventory
of this sort, as the stockpiles for the Iranian armies had been kept on computer and the
programs along with the programmers had vanished. Only with the intervention of specialists
could a statement of needs be drawn up and thus the indispensable technical measures put into
immediate action.

Heidari then insisted that the technicians to be sent to Iran be French citizens, to which it was
replied that, aside from a few technical sectors under French influence, the recruits would be
essentially Belgian, Dutch, and German, NATO-trained on the same equipment used in Iran.

Recruitment posed no major problems, and a figure of 60,000 US$ per month and per
specialists for non-stop period of three months (one month off between- each three-month
period) was announced. This sum was to be paid to the recruiter (and a commission paid back
to Heidari).

AGREEMENT OF THE FRENCH SERVICES

The head of the action section of the SDECE [=Seruice de documentation extirieaue et de
Contre Espionnage = Foreign Documentation and Counterespionage Service], de Maroiles has
been asked to give a green light (to all of this]. The tacit agreement was handed over at de
Marolles's home near Bordeaux in early September 1980 to an agent (ex-chefd'essle for Air
France and SDECE trainee), Pierre Gaudinat, working free-lace for Charter Masters S.A. and,
recommended by SETI and Roger Faulques for this operation.

The agreement was of course accompanied by the usual restrictions: no diplomatic cover, sole
responsibility of Roger Faulques, systematically informing the French services, and the right
to veto operations exceeding the strict boundaries of technical distance.

It was thus agreed, following theme various discussions, that no serious work could be done in
Iran without a preliminary study of the situation by a mission composed of high-level-
specialists.

The organization of such a mission and the final agreement of the Iranian authorities were to

be finalized when U. De Loreilhe, Jacques Montanes, and Pierre Gaudinat moved to Teheran
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in late August of 1980. The first two were to deal with civilian contracts, the last was to
coordinate the military aspect of operations.

At the same time, a search was undertaken for the equipment requested by the Iranian armed
forces, particularly for anything in the aeronautical sector, in Panama, using as go-between a
company owing allegiance to Israel (the name is not yet known, but the director is Israel
Koshen in Panama), which was able right then and there to supply F4/F5 engines and Bell
Cobra 209 helicopters (about 50) as well as the corresponding spare parts.

The information supplied by this company, taken all in all, leads one to surmise that in Latin
America it was most particularly in charge of Israeli army surplus (offer of 2000 Sam 7s,
Sherman tanks, Israeli KFIR planes...and not having interested the Iranians.

On the other hand, a company located in Monaco: SICAM (19 boulevard de Suisse) and
recommended by a French colonel, a former SDECE official, affiliated with the DST
(presumably the Direction de la Sccuritd du Territoire = Regional Security Administration],
had assured the SETI mission that it could supply nearly the total needs of the Iranian Army,
and, for purposes of reference, noted the markets it had dealt with for the armies of Zaire and
Morocco.

SEPTEMBER 1980

THE SET! MISSION IN IRAN

At the official invitation of Interparts, which was paying all the expenses, and the Ministry of
Roads and Transports (Mr. Kalandi), and after various postponements from Heidari...(who had
unfortunately not been able to take the same flight because of urgent matters relating to spot
contracts for National Iran Oil Corp. being negotiated at Paris). The mission left September
14, 1980 for Teheran.

Welcomed to Teheran by Minachi and lodged at the Teheran Hyatt.

The first contacts set up by Minachi with the various services in the Ministry of Roads and
Transports dealt with bringing in equipment made by Caterpillar, Gallion, Fiat Unic, and
General Motors Railways Diesel Equipment.

Negotiations were relatively difficult because unexpected competition arose systematically (sic].
The competing companies, upon investigation, proved to be largely companies founded by
expatriate Iranians or their figureheads, who had the benefit of privileged information...(ex
Kinco, Europe, BV in Holland, and T+T in Basel....)

Finally, after long discussions, a single civilian contract was signed for supplying a company
set up just for the purpose by Yves de Loreilhe: Produits et Matidres Sari in Paris, for General
Motors Diesel locomotive spare parts valued at 5.7 million US$.
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Heidari got to Teheran just before the hostilities with Iraq began, and one of his first concerns
was, of course, to exploit an extraordinary situation within the Iranian Army:

- the disorganization of military supply services due to the departure of foreign advisors and
the purges of army officers.

-a 50 percent reduction in civilian budgets for transfer to the Ministry of Defense.

- an economic and technical embargo preventing Iranian companies from purchasing materials
necessary to the national defense directly.

- sealing of the borders, which, during the initial weeks of the war, prevented foreign suppliers
circumventing or not applying the embargo from coming to offer their goods and services.

Profiting from the presence in Interparts offices in Teheran of agents from the European
companies SETI and Charter Masters, who were capable of supplying or transporting the
equipment needed for Iran's national defense, Heidari immediately contacted his friends and
relations in the Iranian Army (Colonel Hatami, especially) to make offers of his services.

An audience with the Ministry of Defense (Colonel Fakuri) was obtained almost immediately,
and, in the course of this audience, it was decided to hold a general meeting with all the
procurement services of the Iranian armed forces, under the direction of the "chief logistical
command" (sic. In English in original -- TRANS], who was at the time Colonel Hatami. An
offer was mentioned whereby foreign specialists would be made available, but this was
considered premature by Colonel Fakuri.

Three days later, a non-stop workday brought Iranian Air Force, Navy, and Ground Forces
specialists together with representatives of the SETI-Interparts delegation.

It should be noted that each branch came accompanied by a "political commissar," who did not
take part in the discussions themselves, noted down all comments by the representatives of the
Iranian Army.

By day's end an exhaustive list of initial needs had been drawn up. Once again, the urgency

of these needs was emphasized:

- AERONAUTICAL EQUIPMENT

- pneumatic F4/F5/F14 spare parts.
- spare parts for Bell (204, 206, 209, 212) Sykorski helicopters...
- an urgent maintenance contract for engines and engine components which were unusable by
Iranian Aircraft Industries after the shut down of Bells assembly line at Ispahan.
- Avionics and electronic components (the majority equipment by Collins for the units).

RADAR AND BROADCASTING EQUIPMENT

- field radar (mobile units)
- radio transmitters, all frequencies (field transmitters)
- radio scramblers (Israeli equipment already used by Iranian forces).
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- spare parts, equipment of largely British make (Plessey, Marconi U.K.)

VARIOUS EQUIPMENT FOR THE NAVY

- spare parts for a French torpedo ship (combat) as well as ship of the same type as those
blockaded in Cherbourg during the general Franco-Iranian dispute.
- munitions (Bofors)
-depth mines (in considerable quantities, probably for mining the Straits of Ormuz.)
- material for camouflage (large quantities).

EQUIPMENT FOR THE GROUND FORCES

- transport vehicles and spare part (large proportion of Soviet equipment)
-spare parts, mortars (TAMPELA - Israeli equipment)
- engines and spare parts for armored vehicles (noted as extremely urgent), particularly for
reconnaissance vehicles of type Scorpio as well as for Chieftain and m60 tanks.

All their stated needs, presented very schematically above, amounted to several billion dollars
and the SETI/Interparts delegation was assured of numerous and large orders whose value was
to be progressive as a function of the possibility of shipment.

The first schema announced amounted to 6 million US$
then 12 "

30 "
80

And after these four stages had been successfully passed, there was to be no limit.

October 80

SETI TRANSACTION

After a superficial study of their needs, it was decided to try a test on the most urgently needed
equipment: the engines for the armored vehicles: contact was made with the SICAM Company
in Monaco through the SETI offices in Paris for

- 50 J 60 engines for Scorpio vehicles
- 18 MK 8A engines for Chieftain tanks [handwritten: invoice 00133]

The SICAM Company answered loud and clear: total time required would be 17 days for all
the Scorpio engines, strong possibility of getting the Chieftain engines in the same time span,
but no definite commitment as to price or date.

Under pressure from Heidari a pro-forma invoice was presented to the army for approval: the
delivery time for the Scorpios was brought down from 17 to 12 days (taking into account the
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five days estimated necessary for transferring the funds from Iran, the shipping time for the
suppliers as of the data of order and for the client as of the date the funds are received.)

The impasse occurred over the MK8A Chieftain engines, as Heidari was sure of getting the
necessary agreements in case of changes. For this reason approximate rates and shipping times
were fixed in the invoice, but with a provisory agreement for adjustments if necessary.

The purchase price of the Scorpio engines was UK£8,205, FOB UIK, plus a cost of £400 per
engine for the end-user certificate supplied by a country willing to cover the transaction for
Iran (standard procedure in sales of strategic materials, the buyer agrees not to resell the
material).

The profits from the Scorpio engine operation thus came to:

average exchange rate US$/UK£ in October, 1980: 80:2.20

8205 engine UKI x 2.20 = US$ 18,061
E/U certificate 400 UKE x 2.20 = 880
Shipping 220 UK£ x 2.20 = 484
UK - Continental Europe
COST US$ 19,415

SALE PRICE US$ 44,777

i.e. a profit of US$ 25,362 per engine, and an total of 1,268,100 for 50 engines.

The SETI pro-forma invoice No. 00133 [handwritten above this number is another number:
3.420.0581 dated October 5, 1980 was approved by the army, the transfer of funds requested
to the Markazi Bank by order of "Logistical Command," from the Ground Forces budget.

For practical reasons, in view of the political atmosphere in Iran at the time, the SETI
Company asked that the funds be transferred to one of its correspondent banks in Switzerland,
so as to benefit from the greater flexibility and discretion of Swiss banks, particularly as
pertains to payments of commissions.

Faced with the reservations expressed by the president of the Central Bank, Ali Reza Nowbari,
about transferring the sum on the invoice without sufficient guarantees and to a Swiss
account, the Vice-President General Director of SETI sent him a warning by telex with a copy
to the Ministry of Defense (see document 30).

Ali Reza Nowbari, then proceeded on the authority of the Ministry of Defense to transfer the
funds, but he also proceeded to revoke Yves de Loreilhe's and Jacques Montanes's passports
and prohibited Messrs. Heidari and Minachi from leaving Iranian territory until the
transaction was complete. The president of the Central Bank indicated in passing his interest
in this type of transaction and let it be clearly understood that they would broadly facilitated
if they were initiated by his middleman.
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The funds reached Zurich on October 11 via transfer from the Markazi Bank's account at the
BNP in Paris. One of SETI's representatives went immediately to Zurich accompanied by a
SICAM official in order to set up payment for the British suppliers.

Since SICAM did not want to reveal its "middlemen," an initial transfer of UKE100,000 was
paid to Alvis Limited, the real supplier of the Scorpio engines. The transfer represented 30
percent of the total value of the order, the remaining to be paid upon delivery, 17 days later
at the most. A supplementary amount of UKE 20,000 was paid to SICAM for having obtained
an "end user certificate."

The British code name for this operation was Pharaoh, because of the contract between SICAM
middlemen and the Egyptian Ministry of Defense for supplying Scorpio engines. It was from
this contract that the 50 engines for Iran were to be diverted.

Once the 30 percent deposit had been made, the situation began to deteriorate: the time limits
turned out to be much less exact, prices changed (higher, of course), and the Chieftain engines
were in the end impossible to get.

To cancel the order would have irrevocably entailed the loss of the deposit and all the money
already paid out to SICAM.

In the meantime, Heidari had obtained a replacement for the exchange value of 18 Chieftain
engines by other equipment of interest to the Iranian Defense Department:

F4/F5 tires
Spare parts for M60/M48 tank engines
Field batteries for transmissions .....

- SICAM then proceeded to purchase equipment for M60/M48 engines to replace the Chieftain
engines that they had been unable to supply. Their principal supplier was D.S.D.P. in Milan,
Alberto Ghiraldi, an authorized dealer for the Italian armed forces.

- SETI set up contacts with the Israeli diplomatic representatives in Paris. Israel was
immediately interested, which was at first expressed by an agreement in principle to supply
all the equipment possible under the condition that a meeting be organized with Iranian
interlocutors accredited by their government.

And so, the complete list of the immediate needs of the Iranian Army was put in the hands of
an Israeli diplomat in Paris.

There was a telephone contact between Heidari and someone called "Alain" in Paris. This
contact was set up outside the embassy at a neutral number, and was not later pursued.

A quick investigation by acquaintances of Heidari brought out that the telephone number
indicated was that of an apartment occupied by an Israeli diplomat in Paris.

Nevertheless, at the time of this solitary telephone contact, Heidari had given his verbal assent
to his Israeli interlocutor to set up a meeting in Paris if the Israelis showed their good will by
making significant deliveries of equipment.
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- because of the proximity of the first flight, a transfer of US$ 250,000 was made October 21,
1980 to the purchasing mission of the Israeli government, followed on the 23rd of October by
a new transfer of US$80,000. The transaction was supposed to have to do with F4 tires and
spare parts for TAMPELA mortars, but details were not yet available.

At the same time a caravel owned by Aerotour, a French company was chartered to pick of the
Israeli equipment in Tel Aviv (usd 41 977.63, October 23, 1980.)

This plane flew from Paris to Bastia while waiting for the green light from Israel, and then
from Bastia to Tel Aviv, where, contrary to the provisions, the Israeli services only gave them
F4 retreads and no other equipment...

Loaded with 250 retreaded tires the caravel landed at Nimes on October 23, where the cargo
was loaded on to a DC8.63 belonging to the Cargolux Company, registered TF CCV, chartered
by SETI for US$85,000 (over and above maintenance and fuel costs).

Flight authorizations were obtained with the help of the Iranair Company, and the flight was
carried out under flight number Iranair 999. [handwritten: document 28]

LOADED ON BOARD THIS PLANE WERE THE FOLLOWING:

" F4 tires from Israel
" M60 spare parts brought from Italy by truck and supplied by the DSDP in Milan
• A sample M48 engine (presumed diesel) brought from Milan by truck (DSDP)
" PRC 77 batteries for radios (1000) bought in Spain (dealer was Tudor).
" One J60 engine for Scorpio. The SICAM Company proved to be incapable of supplying

the engines within the required time frame, but benefitting from the extreme tension
prevailing in Teheran in the end managed to bring a J60 engine, not in the contract,
at a cost of $78,338.25, giving the improbable excuse that the engine had been stolen
by a British test pilot at the ALVIS factory, then transported by helicopter to an airport
on the border where a DC3 took it off to Nimes.

" A sample M60 engine (AVDS 1790 A2), intended for this flight had been stopped at the
border and could not be shipped out.

Jacques Masson, the director'of SICAM, anxious to explain SICAM's standpoint, had taken a
seat aboard the CARGOLUX flight to Teheran.

The flight documents had been amended for customs and for purposes of discretion, and so
other kinds of merchandise were listed on them.

Faced with the difficulties being encountered by the SICAM Company, SETI turned to another
dealer that it knew, Horst von Hajak (introduced to them by Heidari), and in view of the
assurances given by the latter, had transferred initially nearly $700,000 for delivery of 35 J60
engines, SICAM having to send 15 engines, representing the amount of the deposit.

Von Hajek received the transfer of funds without any co-signature by revealing his privileged
relations with P.R.B., the Belgian company, whose agent he was, apparently.

When SICAM learned that their order had been transferred to Von Hajek, they
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- refused to change the deposit for 50 engines into a firm purchase of 15 engines,
- made an anonymous report to the PRB Company in Belgium advising them that the
equipment was bound for Iran.

Von Hajak assured SETI-Paris at this time that the engines were available in Great Britain,
thanks to the intervention of a personal friend, Mr. Lee, one of the very highest level officials
at the British Defense Ministry. Mr. Lee's good will was estimated to be worth £45,000, which
were paid out immediately.

And so, by the end of October there were:

- 50 J60 engines ordered from SICAM with no possibility of cancellation.

- 35 J60 motors paid for to Von Hajek with no guarantee of delivery

- 18 MK8 A engines, still not to be found anywhere, but whose value had been replaced by
shipments of other equipment.

HEIDAkI had then guaranteed delivery sale of 35 surplus engines under the condition and
SET! pay a supplemental commission.

The SICAM Company then seized the initiative and proposed sending dealers to Teheran who
could put the Iranian authorities' minds at rest concerning their capabilities [of delivering the
goods] and led by an Italian general: General Merli, who was confident that he could get
access to the stockpiles of NATO materiel for the Iranians.

SET! gave its consent and leased a Lear Jet 35 from Nice to Teheran to carry:

Mr. Ghiraldi: General Director of the DSDP
Mr. Eilo: DSDP engineer responsible for studying how to adapt M48 and M60 engines to
Chieftain tanks.
Mr. Thierry: legal counsellor to SICAM (resident in Marseilles)
General Merli

General Merli and DSDP had demanded a $50,000 security deposit for the risks involved
(which was never paid back).

Ali Reza Nowbari picked up General Merli when he arrived at the Mehrabad Airport and a
meeting was immediately set up in the office of the Defense Minister (not there, detained on
the front) with various deputy ministers. However, no definite agreement could be reached.

The delegation left again the next day accompanied by Jacques Masson, after having received
fervent promises of contracts, particularly for:

- M60 Tanks (possibly three platoons)
M60 engines (50 engines) and spare parts

- Recoiler Rifles 106 M/M (250)
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On the other hand, soundings had been made for the support of the French authorities,
particularly as regards supplies of French materiel, and a favorable echo had been received.

Some key French figures, General Calllaux, General Lacaze.... had their unofficial support
conveyed to Nowbari, making themselves freely available to him by direct telephone so as to
attest French good will. (See telex dated October 8).

NOVEMBER 1980

The problem with the J60 engines was to be taken care of by Masson when he arrived in
Europe,... It wasn't. There was an initial shipment of only nine engines to the Madrid Airport
Bajaras in early November. This shipment was accompanied by:

a £725 increase in the price of each engine
- a 15 percent VAT, amounting to £1340 per engine [handwritten: document 26]

In other words, an overall increase of $4500 for each engine with no real justification.

Moreover, SICAM was unable to give any precise date when the remainder of the engines
would be available.

On November 12, 1980 SETI paid Von Hajek the sum of $97,725 for five additional J60 engines
(payment still made with no guarantee).

The sum total of engines completely paid for then rose to 50.

1 on the initial SICAM flight, delivered to Teheran.
9 delivered to Madrid (SICAM) in expectation of an Iranair charter.
40 completely paid for to Von Hajek -- delivery expected.

After this date, contact was nearly broken off completely with Von Hajek, who appeared only
rarely at his residence in France.

In order to clarify the SICAM situation and, in a joint decision with Heidari, it was decided to
trace the SICAM network all the way back to "Pharaoh." This latter turned out to be the
Kofer Holding Ltd., in Great Britain, in the person of J.H.Smalley, who consented to speak
directly with Heidari (SETI preferring not to compromise the money paid to SICAM).

In late November 1980, a shipment of to J60 engines was made to Madrid from London in
order to avoid a new abuse of the SICAM Company. Payment was made by certified bank
check upon delivery in Madrid to J.H. Smalley, in the company of J. Masson of SICAM, who
had travelled aboard a Boeing 737 chartered for this transport.

Suddenly von Hajek resurfaced with the news that he could deliver 10 J60 engines, but not
included in the "contract," the remaining 40, already paid for, were to follow on December 15.
SETI thus had to finance an additional 10 engines.
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And so the total number of J60 engines bought by SETI went up to 100, just to be able to
deliver 50 of them, although Heidari was sure he could get a purchase agreement from the
army for the extra 50 engines.

The profits from the operation, entirely paid for by the initial transfer from the Markazi Bank,
rose theoretically to more than two million dollars.

Von Hajek's 10 engines "not included in the contract" were nevertheless the reason for an
additional, last-minute bit of blackmail ($30,000) to put an immediate stop to an investigation
by the British services of the Ministry of Defense on prohibited exports of J60 engines to Iran.
The engines were nevertheless delivered in Madrid on board a regular Iberia Airlines DC 10
flight London/Madrid. The cases were labelled: FMC Lisbon.

Two Boeing 707s chartered from Iranair flew from Madrid (early November, early December)

Kofer's and Von Hajek's engines were deposited with a forwarding agent in Madrid who sent
the shipping documentation to the final destination. The formula was quite simple:
merchandise and its documentation headed for Egypt had an Iranair ticket for Cairo from
Madrid via Teheran. as if there were no air service (or relations) between Teheran and Cairo,
and after notification of Iranair at Mehrabad, the merchandise was automatically sent to the
Iranian Army.

The overall situation was, however, not encouraging. All the profits after payment of the
commissions Heidari had demanded had gone to dishonest and defaulting suppliers. SICAM
had collected nearly $400,000 by overbilling and refused to reimburse these ill-gotten sums in
spite of Heidari's intervention and that of the Iranian Embassy in Paris. Von Hajek had
disappeared with one million dollars and was now located in Miami.

Heidari contacted one of his acquaintances in the Paris underground, a certain Monsieur
Michael, well-known by the police and considered a killer by Police Commissioner Foil, in order
to study the possibility of using more persuasive means to recover these funds. He intended,
of course, to retrieve the money for himself, rather than his partners or associates.

Elsewhere, on November 12, 1980 an official request was transmitted to the French
Ambassador in Teheran, Mr. Georgi, relating to supplying Iran with military equipment. This
request was paired with several Iranian proposals as the a favorable settlement of the Franco-
Iranian dispute and the awarding of some very big contracts (rebuilding the petroleum plants
after the war, for instance).

Heidari gave an account to the Ambassador and the Military Advisor at the French Embassy
of the facilities he could have from Bani Sadr and which he could put at the disposal of the
French diplomatic representatives in Iran.

The ambassador gave first a pro-temp response and then one in the negative because of the
diplomatic situation and the American hostages in Iran, after consultation with the French
government about 15 days after the offer.

At the same time various contacts were being set up at Heidari's initiative with possible
suppliers of strategic equipment. One of these was a certain Sarabki, introduced as a
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privileged arms supplier to Saudi Arabia and a permanent resident of the H6tel Georges V in
Paris. These contacts dealt largely with satisfying the Air Force's extremely urgent need for
spare parts and electronic material. Sarabki would not accept an exchange by telex or
telephone; he wanted a physical contract exclusively.

DECEMBER 1980

When the contract with SETI was due to expire, and in spite of numerous difficulties, some
equipment actively sought by Iran had been delivered, a new contract was being considered.
Heidari began via telex exchanges with SICAM and others, to put together a dossier concerning
the possible supplying of other strategic materials (F4s blockaded in Israel, Torpedo-ships in
Cherbourg, spare parts for Bell helicopters in Milan...) so that he could have a mission from
the Ministry of Defense conferred on himself.

Heidari was also in regular contact with Aii Reza Nowbari. A proposal by the chairman to buy
up a majority of INTERPARTS by proxy had been rejected by Minachi. This proposal was tied
in with the immediate transfer of 200 to 300 million dollars for theoretical arms purchas-
es...The directors of INTERPARTS were to leave Iran, equipped with safe-conduct passes, to
cede back 80 percent of the sums transferred and rebuild their lives with the rest.

A complaint from "Logistical Command" relating to the SETI contract reached INTERPARTS:
The M48 engine supplied by DSDP was not in conformity (with specifications, presumably],
the parts for the M60 engines were too expensive..A $200,000 reimbursement was demanded
from SETI. Which Heidari commuted into five additional J60 engines, delivered gratis. This
verbal agreement was obtained, it appears, from General Farivar. There were no witnesses.

These five engines were to be subtracted from the delivery expected from Von Hajek, who had
disappeared. In order to settle this dispute, Heidari obtained from the Ministry of Defense and
the Markazi Bank permission for one of the two Frenchmen detained in Iran for this contract
to return to France. Y. de Loreilhe, in charge of the funding, and confident of being able to
settle the financial difficulties, was thus able to leave Iran on December 19 980....four days
after Heidari had received his orders [for the mission] from the Defense Ministry.

Looking at the facts, it would appear that Heidari had very probably manipulated Loreilhe's
release so that he could use him to get back:

-- the reimbursements expected from SICAM
-- the return of the funds given Von Hajek

the commission for the contract signed with the Iranian State Railways..

A contract amounting to about 80 million dollars was negotiated before Heidari's departure.
The agreement in principle was given by the Ministry of Defense and the details were discussed
with General Farivar.

This contract was based on urgent needs transmitted by "Logistical Command," and
corresponded to a strategic maneuver planned for the front by the ground army.

Quantities and prices of the equipment were listed with no research into available stockpiles
or as a function of the lowest reference prices on the market.
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The beneficiary of this contract was to be Universal Oil Trade, in the person of Mr. Sarabki,

an acquaintance of Mr. Heidari (negotiations for the spot contract for NATIONAL Iran Oil
Corp.)

For information only: Minachi had been introduced to Sarabki when he was in Pais in August
of 1980.

A (verbal) agreement of cooperation between SETI and Universal Oil Trade had been
acknowledged by INTERPARTS.

The contract between the Ministry of Defense and INTERPARTS was signed December 31,
1980, i.e., after Heidari's departure from Teheran.

As soon as Heidari arrived in France, he contacted, naturally, Sarabki, to exploit the contract
.... [illegible] signature. It would seem that from the very beginning, Universal Oil Trade had
acknowledged that it was in now way capable of supplying the desired equipment, and had left
it up to Heidari himself to find something to satisfy the Iranian Army.

As a result, Heidari contacted some suppliers, and, in particular. Mr. J.H. Smalley of Kofer
Holdings Ltd, with whom he met twice in Paris (late December 1980, and in January of 1981).

Heidari's first obstacle: Yves de Loreilhe, who, had learned, after all the blunders during the
first contract, how to set up a favorable situation the second time around.

I
Yves de Loreilhe had paid for five additional engines by transferring $95,000 to J.H. Smalley
in order to free the last Frenchman held in Iran. Heidari managed to block delivery of the five
engines in order to neutralize Y. de Loreilhe. Between an unfilled dossier with the Iranian
Army and a Frenchman being held in Iran and dependent on his partners, Heidari was
increasing his possibilities for personal maneuvering.)

In between-times, harassed by his partners on the telephone, Heidari reported stocks of
equipment available and at extraordinarily low prices for the material listed in the contract,
with, however -- causing some doubt in his partners' minds -- Heidari forgetting to take notes,
the prices changed every day.

While de Loreilhe was expanding his contacts in an attempt to get the five engines released
and to locate Von Hajek, the dialogue with Heidari was nevertheless maintained, particularly
insofar as it concerned SICAM, so as to obtain the demanded reimbursements. Several
meetings took place in Nice between the directors of SICAM, Mr. Y. de Loreilhe, Heidari, and
Michael, his "killer."

After one of these meetings Heidari obtained a check in his name for $140,000 issued by
SICAM, most probably after a little persuasion from the above-named "Michael."

It would appear that neither the check nor the amount it was made out for ever reached SETI.

Neither Universal Oil Trade nor Sarabki every replied to requests for information from
Interparts in Teheran, either by telex or by phone.
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Heidari became more and more difficult to locate, his only regular contact: the Embassy of
Iran in Paris where he went regularly (contact in Paris: Mr. Jaffari, first secretary at the
embassy).

Heidari began to let his military contacts in Iran in the army know that some of the equipment
called for in the contract could not be delivered in time, and, benefitting from the panic
ensuing from this kind of remark (all the officers, regardless of who they are, are afraid of the
Post-Revolution), he got them to substitute equipment which was available for that which had
been ordered. It was completely out of the question vis-a-vis the supreme commanders of the
Iranian Army to consider freezing nearly 80 million dollars without any equipment being
delivered. This could have been interpreted as an attempt to sabotage efforts to provision the
Iranian Army.

It should be noted that the main part of his proposed changes of matdriel called for in the
contract was discussed with the army, and not with- his partners at Interparts, by direct
telephone connection.

In January and February of 1981, a technical mission headed by the former chief of Logistical
Command, Colonel Hatami, went to Europe, first of all, to Switzerland, in order to report on
the activities of a company founded with the support of a certain Mr. Baumann. This company
jointly directed by an Iranian general (General Sovohad), was responsible for procuring
equipment considered "critical" by the Iranian authorities. The great scope accorded this
company by Iranian officials brought it immediately to the attention of the American secret
service, which neutralized it with the Swiss Special Services.

This mission, whose itinerary covered almost the whole of Europe, never, it would seem, made
contact with Heidari, although their paths crossed at the same date in France, Spain, and
Portugal.

Through J.H. Smalley, Heidari made some contacts in Spain, where he considered transferring
the major part of the letter of credit for the purchase of approximately 50 M48 A5 tanks, which
were being reconditioned in Spain, and in Portugal, where he was put in touch with X-TRA.
Heidari had become Sarabki's travelling commercial representative. Sarabki himself had never
shown more than a perfunctory interest in the contract.

With the help of X-TRA, in the person of its marketing representative, Angelo Caldas, Heidari
made numerous offers to the Iranian Army (General Farivar) for substitute equipment. These
offers were not accepted.

In order to strengthen his position vis-A-vis X-TRA, Heidari had the Iranian Embassy in Paris
send a telex confirming his mandate as representative of Iran's National Defense.

M. de Loreilhe of SETI was not kept informed of Heidari's doings and the contract was almost
broken, except for some General Motors Diesel spare parts for Iranian State Railways in which
Heidari was still interested.

The charge d'affaires for the Iranian Islamic Republic in Spain went to Portugal in February
of 1981 in order to verify the presence of some crates in a warehouse at the Lisbon Airport.
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He then returned to Paris to sign (for a commission of $100,000) some documents submitted

by Heidari.

The documents matching the letter of credit for a value of 56 million dollars was sent to the

Banque de la M6diteranndee in Paris, which forwarded them to the Melli Bank. The five-

percent bank guarantee, an indispensable preliminary to making any use of the credit, had

never been paid.... The funds were made available February 9, 1981 with no trouble.

Notification that there were several letters of credit totalling 13 million dollars arrived at the

X-TRA Company in Lisbon, but the credit was never authorized or confirmed.

At the same time, Heidari's partners in Iran and the Iranian Army began to find Minachi's

statements highly disquieting (statements repeated for many days now). Heidari's authority

to negotiate in the name of the Iranian Defense Ministry was annulled and the Iranian
Embassies in Europe were advised to this effect by "Logistical Command." Being completely
unable to located Heidari, who refused to make any sort of contact, Interparts had a telex sent
to its corresponding bank in Paris: Produits et Matidres Sari/ Mr. Yves de Loreilhe to
supervise the transaction. Yves de Loreilhe then sent several telexes warning the Melli Bank
and the Banque de la Mditfranne in Paris.

Thus threatened, Heidari and his assistant, Michael, set up a meeting with Loreilhe in Paris,
the latter being accompanied by an acquaintance of his who had taken part in the affair of the
engines, Colonel Claude Jambel.

Heidari had intended to discourage de Loreilhe whims by the most persuasive means possible.
The episode has been widely reported in the press.

Having failed in this attempt and in view of the shifting opposing forces, Heidari took flight
abandoning all his personal effects (papers, check books...) and took refuge in Geneva in the
company of Sarabki...and Angelo Caldas from X-TRA was in Paris that day...!

It should be noted that the rapidity and extent of the police intervention (less than 15 minutes)
give rise to the thought that some of the principals in confrontation were most probably under
surveillance.

The next day, after searching the premises of the Overseas Company (a company created a few
days earlier by Heidari and Sarabki) as well as Sarabki's suite at the Georges V, a certain
number of documents considered compromising to certain French companies and public figures
were confiscated...

As of then a complete and total silence was imposed on the affair.

The X-TRA Company was, however, not desirous of losing the market which it had glimpsed,
and as they had already profited from a down payment by Sarabki to purchase.... Israeli
equipment ( 106 recoilless rifles: 150 units of this type of equipment were shipped from Haifa
to Porto, then transferred to the Lisbon Airport where an Iranair Boeing 707 came to take

away 90 of them, the remaining 60 being blocked by the Lisbon forwarding agent because of
payment problems (March 1981).
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Perceiving the Heidari and Sarabki were both crooks, X-TRA broke all contact with them and
tried, unsuccessfully, to deal directly with the Iranian chiefs of staff.

From Geneva, where he had taken refuge for the moment, Heidari continued to entertain the
myth of a shipment of matdriel...from Brazil. Heidari's lawyer in Paris (Maitre Marchand)
even produced some documents for the Iranian Embassy in Paris. A maritime bill of lading
sent to Rio for a ship named Sydkust which, need it be said? never reached Iran.

A telephone conversation between Heidari and Sarabki in Geneva and Minachi in Teheran
even ended in a warning by Sarabki to Minachi to the effect that the latter better never leave
Iran, under threat of execution the minute he does.

Monsieur de Loreilhe pressed charges against Monsieur Heidari for the attack on him on the
Avenue Georges V. Heidari under pressure from the French police paid the equivalent value
of 11 J60 engines finally claimed by the Iranian Army from SETI as the balance of the first
contract, in order to obtain the authorization for the Frenchman being held in Iran to leave.

The probable reason for the increase in the sum total of the lawsuit is Heidari's defaulting on
payment of commissions to his contacts for the Iranian Army.

SETIY. de Loreilhe took more than five months to settle the dispute which brought them into
conflict with the Iranian Army. In spite of pressure on him from the French government,
Heidari continues to plunder the casinos of the C6te d'Azur (he apparently has no more use
for irradiated red mercury, which he was looking for in Europe to make counterfeit dollars, nor
does he need a buyer for opium available in large quantities in Iran.)

In the meantime, General Farivar has tried to commit suicide in his cell.

The directors of Interparts have been arrested.

The various political factions in Iran have seized on the affair.

The Frenchman, after several attempts to escape and without any diplomatic support from his
country, after having become acquainted with prison and the threats of the committees, was
allowed to leave Iran on June 1, 1981, although not before having to pay a fine to the Ministry
of Justice for "being in the country without proper authorization."

The chairman of the Markazi Bank, in spite of his protests about the Frenchman's complicity
in this monstrous swindle has been nonsuited by the Minister of Defense and his assistants,
his personal responsibility is involved. Four staff members of the Markazi Bank have been
imprisoned; their relations with Heidari are beginning to come to light.

These affairs are not unique. Without being able to quote details, it is nevertheless well
known by certain credible and well informed persons that numerous transactions involving
several tens of millions of dollars have all ended badly:

-- Purchase of Chieftain equipment, shipment of Lockheed C5As from the Iranian Army to
Madrid...Mismatched engines, having nothing in common with the equipment requested...the
planes returned empty.
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- Purchase of sugar from Sri Lank (80 million dollars) through a Swiss broker. The
transaction was directed by Mr. Nowbari of the Markazi Bank, payment was received, but the
sugar apparently -melted" before it got there.

-- Purchase of "components" for M60 tank motors (several tens of millions of dollars): when
the ship docked at Bandar Khomeini, the crates were found to be filled with unusable pumps.

The same stories could be told for the Dutch chickens, the rice from Thailand...

In view of the political agitation and the total disorganization (or incompetence) of the
government's purchasing office, it would seem that swindling is about to become the national
sport.

This still does not explain the complete liberty enjoyed by Mr. Ahmad Heidari, whose political
importance is null in France as well as Iran, and who has his residence permits renewed
without difficulty in spite of the complaint lodged against him by Mr. de Loreilhe and the
Iranian government.

Translated by
David Skelly
CRS - Language Services
August 19, 1992
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TELEX INTRODUCING SETI REPRESENTATIVES TO FRENCH INTELLIGENCE
10/18/80 -- TRANSLATION

Please transmit the following Telex to Mr. Ali Raza Nobari:

"General Division" Robert Caillaux, at the request of "General of
Army Corps" Lacaze, Military Governor of Paris, Hotel des Invalides
(tel: 550-3280), is ready to receive a telephone call on your
behalf to authenticate Colonel Jambel, Defense of Territory
Services, Colonel Jambel served and serves as intermediary for the
government of our country until the successful conclusion of the
negotiations (?) now in progress.

Col. Jambel certifies to you that (?) SETI is persona grata in the
view of our government and has our confidence. Monday, the policy
to be followed will be determined by the highest (?) and we propose
a telephone call while waiting.

We ask you to please call Gen. Caillaux as soon as possible at
73.97.24.23, at his weekend home.
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

x

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

- V -

SAMUEL EVANS; GURIEL EISENBERG;
RAFAEL ISRAEL EISENBERG;
WILLIAM NORTHROP; ABRAHAM BAR'AM;
NICO MINARDOS; ALFRED FLEARMOY;
HERMANN MOLL; RALPH KOPKA;
HANS BIHN; ISAAC HEBRONI;
JOHN DELAROQUE; BERNARD VEILLOT;
B.I.T. COMPANY, IMPORT, EXPORT,
A -MTALS LIMITED; DERGO-
LSTABLISHMENT; FLEAR HOLDINGS
INCORPORATED S.A.; INTERNATIONAL
PROCUREMENT AND SALES, INC. and
VIANAR ANSTALT,

SUPERSEDING
INDICTMENT

SSSS 86 Cr. 384 (LBS)

D. 0

, f.y i): -

a _

Defendants.

COUNT ONE

The B.I.T. Company Arms Deal

The Grand Jury charges:

1. From on or about October 15, 1985, tp ;.o and

including April 21, 1986, in the Southern District of New York

and elsewhere, the defendants SAMUEL EVANS, GURIEL EISENBERG,

RAFAEL ISRAEL EISENBERG, WILLIAM NORTHROP, NICO MINARDOS, ISAAC

HEBRONI and B.I.T. COMPANY, IMPORT, EXPORT, AND METALS LIMITED

(hereafter "B.I.T. COMPANY"), together with others known and

unknown to the Grand Jury, unlawfully, wilfully and knowingly did

combine, conspire, confederate and agree together and with each

other:

M I CP.O r I Lt-\

OCT 2 9 1986 :3P~2PM

NO|. 93



E. On or about February 24, 1986, the defendant

SAMUEL EVANS mailed B.I.T. Pro Forma Invoice No. 2199/86 PROMIL

to Galaxy Trade, Inc. in the Southern District of New York.

F. On or about February 26, 1986, in the

Southern District of New York, the defendant SAMUEL EVANS met

with the putative buyers and discussed providing the sellers

proof of the funds available for the purchase of U.S. Defense

Articles, obtaining from the sellers end user certificates, and

shipping the defense articles from Israel to Iran.

G. On or about March 10, 1986, the defendants

SAMUEL EVANS and NICO MINARDOS travelled to Israel to meet with

the defendants GURIEL EISENBERG and RAFAEL ISRAEL EISENBERG

concerning the proposed sale of U.S. Defense Articles.

H. On or about March 25, 1986, in the Southern

District of New York, the defendant NICO MINARDOS met with the

putative purchaser and discussed the shipment of the above-

described U.S. Defense Articles from Israel to Iran.

I. On or before April 9, 1986, the defendants

GURIEL EISENBERG and RAFAEL ISRAEL EISENBERG had confirmed the

availability of end user certificates for the U.S. Defense

Articles listed in paragraph 3 above, except the Skyhawk Aircraft.

J. On or before April 13, 1986, the defendant

SAMUEL EVANS prepared draft contracts and draft letters of

credit for the sale of the U.S. Defense Articles listed in

paragraph 3 above by the defendant B.I.T. COMPANY to Galaxy

Trade, Inc. for Iran.

(Title 18, United States Code, Section 371.)
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COUNT TWO

The Dergo Establishment Arms Deal

The Grand Jury further charges:

6. From on or about February 10, 1986, up to and

including April 21, 1986, in the Southern District of New York

and elsewhere, the defendants SAMUEL EVANS, WILLIAM NORTHROP,

ABRAHAM BAR'AM, NICO MINARDOS, and DERGO ESTABLISHMENT together

with others known and unknown to the Grand Jury, unlawfully,

wilfully and knowingly did combine, conspire, confederate and

agree together and with each other:

a. to defraud the United States and its agencies, the

Department of State and the Department of Defense, of their right

to conduct their affairs free from fraud, false statements,

chicanery and deceit, to wit, the right of the State Department

and Defense Department, delegated by the President of the United

States, to regulate and control the exportation and subsequent

resale and transfer of U.S. Defense Articles in accordance with

the foreign policy of the United States, as provided in Title 22,

United States Code, Sections 2751, 2752, 2753, 2761, 2762 and

2778, and Title 22, Code of Federal Regulations, Subchapter M

(International Traffic In Arms Regulations);

b. to violate Title 22, United States Code, Section

2778(c), and Title 22, Code of Federal Regulations, Sections

121.1, 123.9, 123.10, 126.1(a) and 127, by combining, conspiring,

confederating and agreeing together and with each other to make

an untrue statement of a material fact and omit to state a

material fact required to be stated in applications to the

-8-
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United States Department of State or the United States Department

of Defense for approval to resell, divert, transfer, transship

and dispose of certain U.S. Defense Articles; and

c. to violate Title 18, United States Code, Section

1001, by combining, conspiring, confederating and agreeing

together and with each other to falsify, conceal and cover up by

trick, scheme and device, a material fact, and to make and cause

to be made false, fictitious and fraudulent statements and

representations, and use and cause to be used false writings and

documents knowing the same to contain false, fictitious and

fraudulent statements, in a matter within the jurisdiction of the

United States Department of State and the United States

Department of Defense, departments and agencies of the United

States.

Object of the Conspiracy

7. An object of the conspiracy was to resell, divert,

transfer, transship and dispose of the following U.S. Defense

Articles, among others, from a foreign country or countries to

and in Iran, or to export the following U.S. Defense Articles

from the United States to Iran, contrary to the policy of the

United States to prevent the transfer of U.S. Defense Articles to

Iran and to deny licenses and other approvals relating to U.S.

Defense Articles destined for Iran:

13 RF-5 "Tiger" Tactical Reconnaissance
Fighter Aircraft

5000 I-TOW Missiles, BGM-71A, Improved
2 Turboshaft T56A7B Engines for C-130-E

"Hercules" Aircraft
100,000 M-437AI Shells for 175 MM Artillery
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1 T53703 Free Turbine Turboshaft Engines
for AH-IJ "Cobra" Helicopter

517 Spare Parts for F-4 "Phantom" Aircraft
2 Afterburner Units for J79-GE-15 Jet

Engine for F-4D "Phantom" Aircraft
500 Components for Airborn Radar Warning

System for Fighter Aircraft
4200 Spare Parts, AN/PRC-77 Tactical Radios
6 Stores (Armament Load) Ejectors for

AH-lJ "Cobra" Helicopter
8000 AN/PRC-6 Portable Tactical Radios
4000 Power Tubes for VRC-12 Radio
1 Test System for F-4 "Phantom" Aircraft

Inertial Navigation System
72 Pieces Test Equipment for F-4 "Phantom"

Aircraft
50 Rotary Assemblies for 20 MM M-61 Gatling

Gun
44 Solid State Amplifiers for TPS-43 Radar
900 Spare Parts for APQ-120 Radar on F-4

"Phantom" Aircraft
350 105 MM M-68 Guns on Westernized T-55

Main Battle Tanks

Methods and Means of the Conspiracy

8. Among the methods and means to be employed by the

defendants and their co-conspirators in accomplishing the

conspiracy were the following:

A. It was part of the conspiracy that the

defendant SAMUEL EVANS would act as an intermediary between the

buyer and seller of U.S. Defense Articles destined for Iran.

B. It was further part of the conspiracy that

the defendants WILLIAM NORTHROP and ABRAHAM BAR'AM would obtain

U.S. Defense Articles, and through the defendant DERGO

ESTABLISHMENT, would sell them to Galaxy Trade, Inc. for Iran.
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C. It was further part of the conspiracy that

the defendants WILLIAM NORTHROP and ABRAHAM BAR'AM would obtain

end user certificates that would falsely and fraudulently attest

that the U.S. Defense Articles were destined for a country

acceptable to the United States.

D. It was further part of the conspiracy that

the defendants SAMUEL EVANS, WILLIAM NORTHROP, ABRAHAM BAR'AM,

and others known and unknown to the Grand Jury, would represent

and cause to be represented to the United States Department of

State or Defense in applications to export or to resell, divert,

transfer, transship and dispose of the U.S. Defense Articles that

they were destined for a country or countries that were acceptable

to the United States.

E. It was further part of the conspiracy that

the defendant NICO MINARDOS would arrange for the shipment of the

U.S. Defense Articles from a foreign country to Iran.

OVERT ACTS

9. In furtherance of this conspiracy and to effect

its objects, the following overt acts, among others, were

committed:

A. On or about February 26, 1986, in the

Southern District of New York, the defendant SAMUEL EVANS met

with the putative buyers and discussed travelling to Israel in

part to meet with the defendant WILLIAM NORTHROP and discuss the

proposed sale of U.S. Defense Articles.
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B. On or about March 10, 1986, the defendants

SAMUEL EVANS and NICO MINARDOS travelled to Israel in part to

meet with the defendant WILLIAM NORTHROP concerning the proposed

sale of U.S. Defense Articles.

C. During the period from on or about March 14,

1986, to April 3, 1986, the defendant WILLIAM NORTHROP sent to

the defendant SAMUEL EVANS approximately 20 to 30 pro forma

invoices of the defendant DERGO ESTABLISHMENT offering to sell

U.S. Defense Articles for specified prices.

D. On or about March 18, 1986, the defendant

SAMUEL EVANS mailed to Galaxy Trade, Inc., in the Southern

District of New York, two documents on the letterhead of the

defendant DERGO ESTABLISHMENT and signed by the defendant WILLIAM

NORTHROP -- one an offer to sell U.S. Defense Articles at specified

prices including the cost of end user certificates, and a second

regarding the necessity for end user certificates.

E. On or before April 13, 1986, the defendant

SAMUEL EVANS prepared draft contracts and draft letters of credit

for the sale of U.S. Defense Articles by the defendant DERGO

ESTABLISHMENT to Galaxy Trade, Inc. for Iran.

F. On or about April 13, 1986, the defendants

SAMUEL EVANS, WILLIAM NORTHROP and ABRAHAM BAR'AM met with others

and discussed the proposed sale described in the foregoing

paragraphs.

(Title 18, United States Code, Section 371.)
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COUNT THREE

The Flear Holdings Arms Deal

The Grand Jury further charges:

10. From on or about February 24, 1986, up to and

including April 21, 1986, in the Southern District of New York

and elsewhere, the defendants SAMUEL EVANS, ALFRED FLEARMOY,

RALPH KOPKA, HANS BIHN, and FLEAR HOLDINGS INCORPORATED S.A.

(hereafter "FLEAR HOLDINGS"), together with others unknown to the

Grand Jury, unlawfully, wilfully and knowingly did combine,

conspire, confederate and agree together and with each other:

a. to defraud the United States and its agencies, the

Department of State and the Department of Defense, of their right

to conduct their affairs free from fraud, false statements,

chicanery and deceit, to wit, the right of the State Department

and Defense Department, delegated by the President of the United

States, to regulate and control the exportation and subsequent

resale and transfer of U.S. Defense Articles in accordance with

the foreign policy of the United States, as provided in Title 22,

United States Code, Sections 2751, 2752, 2753, 2761, 2762 and

2778, and Title 22, Code of Federal Regulations, Subchapter M

(International Traffic In Arms Regulations);

b. to violate Title 22, United States Code, Section

2778(c), and Title 22, Code of Federal Regulations, Sections

121.1, 123.9, 123.10, 126.1(a) and 127, by combining, conspiring,

confederating and agreeing together and with each other to make

an untrue statement of a material fact and omit to state a

material fact required to be stated in applications to the
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United States Department of State or the United States Department

of Defense for approval to resell, divert, transfer, transship

and dispose of certain U.S. Defense Articles; and

c. to violate Title 18, United States Code, Section

1001, by combining, conspiring, confederating and agreeing

together and with each other to falsify, conceal and cover up by

trick, scheme and device, a material fact, and to make and cause

to be made false, fictitious and fraudulent statements and

representations, and use and cause to be used false writings and

documents knowing the same to contain false, fictitious and

fraudulent statements, in a matter within the jurisdiction of the

United States Department of State and the United States

Department of Defense, departments and agencies of the United

States.

Object of the Conspiracy

11. An object of the conspiracy was to resell, divert,

transfer, transship and dispose of the following U.S. Defense

Articles, among others, from a foreign country or countries to

and in Iran, contrary to the policy of the United States to

prevent the transfer of U.S. Defense Articles to Iran and to deny

licenses and other approvals relating to U.S. Defense Articles

destined for Iran:

100-150 M-60 Engines and Gearboxes
100 M48 Main Battle Tanks
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Methods and Means of the Conspiracy

12. Among the methods and means to be employed by the

defendants and their co-conspirators in accomplishing the

conspiracy were the following:

A. It was a part of the conspiracy that the

defendants HANS BIHN and RALPH KOPKA would bring together the

seller and buyer of U.S. Defense Articles destined for Iran.

B. It was further a part of the conspiracy that

the defendant ALFRED FLEARMOY, through the defendant FLEAR

HOLDINGS, would obtain U.S. Defense Articles and sell them to

Galaxy Trade, Inc. for Iran.

C. It was further part of the conspiracy that

the defendant ALFRED FLEARMOY would obtain end user certificates

that would falsely and fraudulently attest that the defense

articles were destined for a country acceptable to the United

States.

D. It was further part of the conspiracy that

the defendants, SAMUEL EVANS, ALFRED FLEARMOY, HANS BIHN, and

RALPH KOPKA, together with others unknown to the Grand Jury,.

would represent and cause to be represented to the United States

Department of State or Defense in applications to resell, divert,

transfer, transship and dispose of the U.S. Defense Articles that

they were destined for a country or countries that were acceptable

to the United States.
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Overt Acts

13. In furtherance of this conspiracy and to effect

its objects, the following overt acts, among others, were

committed:

A. On or about February 24, 1986, the

defendants RALPH KOPKA and HANS BIHN introduced the defendant

ALFRED FLEARMOY to the defendant SAMUEL EVANS as a potential

supplier of U.S. Defense Articles for Iran.

B. On or about March 18, 1986, the defendant

ALFRED FLEARMOY prepared a list of military equipment, including

U.S. Defense Articles, available for sale.

C. On or about March 25, 1986, the defendant

SAMUEL EVANS sent the above-described list of military equipment

to the putative buyer for Iran in the Southern District of New

York.

D. On or about April 21, 1986, in the Southern

District of New York, the defendants ALFRED FLEARMOY and RALPH

KOPKA met with the putative purchaser for Iran and determined

the items and quantities of U.S. Defense Articles to be sold.

E. On or about April 22, L986, in the Southern

District of New York, the defendant HANS B71-24 met with the

putative purchaser for Iran and discussed the proposed sale

described in the foregoing paragraphs.

(Title 18, United States Code, Section 371.)
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COUNT FOUR

The International Procurement Arms Deal

The Grand Jury further charges:

14. From on or about December 23, 1985, up to and

including April 21, 1986, in the Southern District of New York

and elsewhere, the defendants SAMUEL EVANS, HERMANN MOLL and

INTERNATIONAL PROCUREMENT AND SALES, INC. (hereafter

"INTERNATIONAL PROCUREMENT"), together with others unknown to the

Grand Jury, unlawfully, wilfully and knowingly did combine,

conspire, confederate and agree together and with each other:

a. to defraud the United States and its agencies, the

Department of State and the Department of Defense, of their right

to conduct their affairs free from fraud, false statements,

chicanery and deceit, to wit, the right of the State Department

and Defense Department, delegated by the President of the United

States, to regulate and control the-exportation and subsequent

resale and transfer of U.S. Defense Articles in accordance with

the foreign policy of the United States, as provided in Title 22,

United States Code, Sections 2751, 2752, 2753, 2761, 2762 and

2778, and Title 22, Code of Federal Regulations, Subchapter M

(International Traffic In Arms Regulations);

b. to violate Title 22, United States Code, Section

2778(c), and Title 22, Code of Federal Regulations, Sections

121.1, 123.9, 123.10, 12 6.1(a) and 127, by combining, conspiring,

confederating and agreeing together and with each other to make

an untrue statement of a material fact and omit to state a

material fact required to be stated in applications to the

United States Department of State or the United States Department
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of Defense for approval to resell, divert, transfer, transship

and dispose of certain U.S. Defense Articles; and

c. to violate Title 18, United States Code, Section

1001, by combining, conspiring, confederating and agreeing

together and with each other to falsify, conceal and cover up by

trick, scheme and device, a material fact, and to make and cause

to be made a false, fictitious and fraudulent statements and

representations, and use and cause to be used false writings and

documents knowing the same to contain false, fictitious and

fraudulent statements, in a matter within the jurisdiction of the

United States Department of State and the United States

Department of Defense, both departments and agencies of the

United States.

Object of the Conspiracy

15. An object of the conspiracy was to resell, divert,

transfer, transship and dispose of the following U.S. Defense

Articles, among others, from a foreign country or countries to

and in Iran, contrary to the policy of the United States to

prevent the transfer of U.S. Defense Articles to Iran and to deny

licenses and other approvals relating to U.S. Defense Articles

destined for Iran:

15 F-4 Aircraft
10 Engines for F-4 Aircraft

Spare Parts for F-4 Aircraft
200 Engines for M-48 Tanks
15 VA-145 Pulsed Twystr. Amplifiers
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Methods and Means of the Conspiracy

16. Among the methods and means to be employed by the

defendants and their co-conspirators in accomplishing the

conspiracy were the following:

A. It was a part of the conspiracy that the

defendant SAMUEL EVANS would act as an intermediary between buyer

and seller.

B. It was further part of the conspiracy that

the defendant HERMANN MOLL, together with others unknown to the

Grand Jury, through the defendant INTERNATIONAL PROCUREMENT,

would obtain U.S. Defense Articles and sell them to Galaxy Trade,

Inc. for Iran.

C. It was further part of the conspiracy that

the defendant HERMANN MOLL and others unknown to the Grand Jury

would obtain end user certificates that would falsely and

fraudulently attest that the U.S. Defense Articles were destined

for a country acceptable to the United States.

D. It was further part of the conspiracy that

the defendants, SAMUEL EVANS and HERMANN MOLL, together with

others unknown to the Grand Jury, would represent and cause to be

represented to the United States Department of State or Defense

in applications to export or to resell, divert, transfer,

transship and dispose of the U.S. Defense Articles that they were

destined for country or countries that were acceptable to the

United States.
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OVERT ACTS

17. In furtherance of this conspiracy and to effect

its objects, the following overt acts, among others, were

committed:

A. On or about December 23, 1985, the defendant

SAMUEL EVANS informed the putative buyer of U.S. Defense

Articles for Iran of the availability for sale of 15 F-4

Aircraft then held by the Egyptian Air Force, in addition to

other items of military hardware.

B. On or about January 14, 1986, and January 17,

1986, the defendant HERMANN MOLL signed pro forma invoices

of the defendant INTERNATIONAL PROCUREMENT offering U.S. Defense

Articles.

C. During the period from on or about January

29, 1986, up to and including February 7, 1986, the defendant

HERMAINN MOLL attempted to obtain satisfactory proof of funds

available in the Southern District of New York for the purchase

of U.S. Defense Articles.

D. On or about February 7, 1986, the defendant

SAMUEL EVANS wrote a letter to the defendant HER.MANN MOLL

assuring the availability of funds.

E. On or about April 21, 1986, in the Southern

District of New York, the defendant HERMANN MOLL met with the

putative buyer for Iran and discussed the proposed sale described

in the foregoing paragraphs.

(Title 18, United States Code, Section 371.)
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COUNT FIVE

The Vianar Anstalt Arms Deal

The Grand Jury further charges:

18. From on or about January 13, 1986, up to and

including April 21, 1986, in the Southern District of New York

and elsewhere, the defendants SAMUEL EVANS, JOHN DELAROQUE,

BERNARD VEILLOT, HANS BIHN and VIANAR ANSTALT, together with

others known and unknown to the Grand Jury, unlawfully, wilfully

and knowingly did combine, conspire, confederate and agree

together and with each other:

a. to defraud the United States and its agencies, the

Department of State and the Department of Defense, of their right

to conduct their affairs free from fraud, false statements,

chicanery and deceit, to wit, the right of the State Department

and Defense Department, delegated by the President of the United

States, to regulate and control the exportation and subsequent

resale and transfer of U.S. Defense Articles in accordance with

the foreign policy of the United States, as provided in Title 22,

United States Code, Sections 2751, 2752, 2753, 2761, 2762 and

2778, and Title 22, Code of Federal Regulations, Subchapter M

(International Traffic In Arms Regulations);

b. to violate Title 22, United States Code, Section

2778(c), and Title 22, Code of Federal Regulations, Sections

121.1, 123.9, 123.10, 126.1(a) and 127, by combining, conspiring,

confederating and agreeing together and with each other to make

an untrue statement of a material fact and omit to state a

material fact required to be stated in applications to the
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United States Department of State or Department of Defense for

approval to resell, divert, transfer, transship and dispose of

certain U.S. Defense Articles; and

c. to violate Title 18, United States Code, Section

1001, by combining, conspiring, confederating and agreeing

together and with each other to falsify, conceal and cover up by

trick, scheme and device, a material fact, and to make and cause

to be made false, fictitious and fraudulent statements and

representations, and use and cause to be used false writings and

documents knowing the same to contain false, fictitious and

fraudulent statements, in a matter within the jurisdiction of the

United States Department of State and the United States

Department of Defense, departments and agencies of the United

States.

Object of the Conspiracy

19. An object of the conspiracy was to resell, divert,

transfer, transship and dispose of the following U.S. Defense

Articles, among others, from a foreign country or countries to

and in Iran, contrary to the policy of the United States to

prevent the transfer of U.S. Defense Articles to Iran and to deny

licenses and other approvals relating to U.S. Defense Articles

destined for Iran:

50 F1O4G Fighter Aircraft
400-1000 AIM9 "Sparrow" Guided Missiles
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Methods and Means of the Conspiracy

20. Among the methods and means to be employed by the

defendants and their co-conspirators in accomplishing the

conspiracy were the following:

A. It was part of the conspiracy that the

defendant SAMUEL EVANS would act as an intermediary between the

buyer and seller of Defense Articles destined for Iran.

B. It was further part of the conspiracy that

the defendants JOHN DELAROQUE and BERNARD VEILLOT would obtain

U.S. Defense Articles, and through the defendant VIANAR ANSTALT,

would sell them to Galaxy Trade, Inc. for Iran.

C. It was further part of the conspiracy that

the defendant BERNARD VEILLOT and HAINS BIHN would obtain end

user certificates that would falsely and fraudulently attest that

the U.S. Defense Articles were destined for a country acceptable

to the United States.

D. It was further part of the conspiracy that

the defendants SAMUEL EVANS, JOHN DELAROQUE, BERNARD VEILLOT and

HANS BIHN, together with others unknown to the Grand Jury, would

represent and cause to be represented to the United States

Department of State or Defense in applications to resell, divert,

transfer, transship and dispose of the U.S. Defense Articles that

they were destined for a country or countries that were acceptable

to the United States.
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OVERT ACTS

21. in furtherance of this conspiracy and to effect

its objects, the following overt acts, among others, were

committed:

A. On or about February 4, 1986, and again on

February 5 and 6, 1986, the defendant HANS BIHN sent three

telexes, respectively, to the defendant SAMUEL EVANS regarding

end user certificates and the need for funds to purchase them.

B. On or about February 7, 1986, the defendant

SAMUEL EVANS sent the telexes described in the foregoing

paragraph to the putative buyer of the U.S. Defense Articles

in New York, New York.

(Title 18, United States Code, Section 371.)
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COUNTS SIX THROUGH FORTY-NINE

The Grand Jury further charges:

The B.I.T. Company Scheme ("BIT")

22. From on or about October 15, 1986, up to and

including April 21, 1986, in the Southern District of New York

and elsewhere, the defendants SAMUEL EVANS, GURIEL EISENBERG,

RAFAEL ISRAEL EISENBERG, WILLIAM NORTHROP, NICO MINARDOS, ISAAC

HEBRONI, and B.I.T. COMPANY, IMPORT, EXPORT, AND METALS LIMITED

(hereafter "B.I.T. COMPANY"), together with others known and

unknown to the Grand Jury, unlawfully, wilfully and knowingly

devised and intended to devise a scheme and artifice to defraud

and to obtain money and property by means of false and fraudulent

pretenses and representations.

23. From on or about October 15, 1985, up to and

including February 10, 1986, it was in part the object of this

scheme and artifice to defraud that the defendants SAMUEL EVANS,

GURIEL EISENBERG, RAFAEL ISRAEL EISENBERG, WILLIAM NORTHROP, NICO

MINARDOS, ISAAC HEBRONI, and B.I.T. COMPANY, together with others

known and unknown to the Grand Jury, would defraud the United

States Government and its Executive Agencies of their right to

conduct their affairs free from fraud, false statements,

chicanery and deceit, and would obtain for Iran by means of false

and fraudulent pretenses, representations and promises, the

following U.S. Defense Articles, among others, contrary to the

policy and laws of the United States:
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10,000 TOW Missiles
F-5 "Tiger" Aircraft

4 Engines for Bell Helicopter

24. From on or about October 15, 1985, up to and

including April 21, 1986, it was in part the object of this

scheme and artifice to defraud that the defendants SAMUEL EVANS,

GURIEL EISENBERG, RAFAEL ISRAEL EISENBERG, NICO MINARDOS, ISAAC

HEBRONI, and B.I.T. COMPANY, together with others known and

unknown to the Grand Jury, would defraud the United States

Government and its Executive Agencies of their right to conduct

their affairs free from fraud, false statements, chicanery and

deceit, and would obtain for Iran by means of false and fraud-

ulent pretenses, representations and promises, the following

U.S. Defense Articles, among others, contrary to the policy and

laws of the United States:

18 F-4 "Phantom" Aircraft
3750 TOW Missiles
70 Cameras, KB-18
22 SUU-44 Flare Dispensers
90 SUU-21/A Bomb Dispensers
600 "Chapparel" Missiles
200 "Maverick" Electric-Optic Guided Bombs
200 AIM 9-O/G A/A Guided Missiles

(Sidewinder)
8 Pieces Anti-Skid Test Equipment
30 "Sparrow" AIM 7F Guided Missile
24 Skyhawk A4H Aircraft
8 Skyhawk A4E x 30 MM Aircraft
7 Skyhawk A4E x 20 MM Aircraft
7 Skyhawk A4E Spare Parts
4 Radar Sets AM/TPS 44
2 Hawk Missile Batteries
5 Hercules C130E Model 382-4B Aircraft
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25. It was part of this scheme and artifice to defraud

that the defendants SA1MUEL EVANS, GURIEL EISENBERG, RAFAEL ISRAEL

EISENBERG, WILLIAM NORTHROP, NICO MINARDOS, ISAAC HEBRONI, and

B.I.T. COMPANY, together with others known and unknown to the

Grand Jury, would make and cause to be made to the United States

Department of State or Defense material false statements

regarding the ultimate destination of the foregoing defense

articles.

The Dergo Establishment Scheme ("DERGO")

26. From on or about February 10, 1986, up to and

including April 21, 1986, in the Southern District of New York

and elsewhere, the defendants SAMUEL EVANS, WILLIAM NORTHROP,

ABRAHAM BAR'AM, NICO MINARDOS and DERGO ESTABLISHMENT, together

with others unknown to the Grand Jury, unlawfully, wilfully and

knowingly devised and intended to devise a scheme and artifice to

defraud and to obtain money and property by means of false and

fraudulent pretenses and representations.

27. It was the object of this scheme and artifice to

defraud that the defendants SAMUEL EVANS, WILLIAM NORTHROP,

ABRAHAM BAR-AM, NICO MINARDOS and DERGO ESTABLISHMENT, together

with others unknown to the Grand Jury, would defraud the United

States Goverrment and its Executive Agencies of their right to

conduct their affairs free from fraud, false statements,

chicanery and deceit, and would obtain for Iran by means of false

and fraudulent pretenses and representations the following U.S.

Defense Articles, among others, contrary to the laws and policy

of.the United States:
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13 RF-5 "Tiger" Tactical Reconnaissance
Fighter Aircraft

2 Turboshaft T56A7B Engine for C-130-E
"Hercules" Aircraft

100,000 M-437A1 Shells for 175 MM Artillery
1 T531703 Free Turbine Turboshaft Engine

for AH-IJ "Cobra" Helicopter
517 Spare Parts for F-4 "Phantom" Aircraft
2 Afterburner Units for J79-GE-15 Jet

Engine for F-4D "Phantom" Aircraft
5000 I-TOW Missiles, BGM-71A, Improved
500 Components for Airborn Radar Warning

System for Fighter Aircraft
4200 Spare Parts, AN/PRC-77 Tactical Radios
6 Store (Armament Load) Ejectors for

AH-IJ "Cobra" Helicopter
8000 AN/PRC-6 Portable Tactical Radios
4000 Power Tubes for VRC-12 Radio
1 Test System for F-4 "Phantom" Aircraft

Inertial Navigation System
72 Pieces Test Equipment for F-4 "Phantom"

Aircraft
50 Rotary Assemblies for 20 MM M-61 Gatling

Gun
44 Solid State Amplifiers for TPS-43 Radar
900 Spare Parts for APQ-120 Radar on F-4

"Phantom" Aircraft
350 105 MM M-68 Guns on Westernized T-55

Main Battle Tanks

28. It was part of this scheme and artifice to defraud

that the defendants SAMUEL EVANS, WILLIAM NORTHROP, ABRAHAM

BAR'AM, NICO MINARDOS and DERGO ESTABLISHMENT, together with

others unknown to the Grand Jury, would make and cause to be made

to the United States Department of State or Defense false

statements regarding the ultimate destination of the above

described U.S. Defense Articles.

The Flear Holdings Scheme ("FLEAR")

29. From on or about February 24, 1986, up to and

including April 21, 1986, in the Southern District of New York

and elsewhere, the defendants SAMUEL EVANS, ALFRED FLEARMOY,

RAPH KOPKA, HANS BIHN and FLEAR HOLDINGS INCORPORATED S.A.
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(hereafter "FLEAR HOLDINGS"), together with others unknown to the

Grand Jury, unlawfully, wilfully and knowingly devised and

intended to devise a scheme and artifice to defraud and to obtain

money and property by means of false and fraudulent pretenses and

representations.

30. It was the object of this scheme and artifice to

defraud that the defendants SAMUEL EVANS, ALFRED FLEARMOY, RALPH

KOPKA, HANS BIHN and FLEAR HOLDINGS, together with others unknown

to the Grand Jury, would defraud the United States Government and

its Executive Agencies of their right to conduct their affairs

free from fraud, false statements, chicanery and deceit, and

would obtain for Iran by means of false and fraudulent pretenses

and representations the following U.S. Defense Articles, among

others, contrary to the laws and policy of the United States:

100-150 M60 Engines and Gearboxes
100 M48 Main Battle Tanks

31. It was part of this scheme and artifice to defraud

that the defendants SAMUEL EVANS, ALFRED FLEARMOY, RALPH KOPKA,

HANS BIHN and FLEAR HOLDINGS, together with others unknown to the

Grand Jury, would make and cause to be made to the United States

Department of State or Defense false statements regarding the

ultimate destination of the above described U.S. Defense

Articles.
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The International Procurement Scheme ("IP&S")

32. From on or about December 23, 1985, up to and

including April 21, 1986, in the Southern District of New York

and elsewhere, the defendants SAMUEL EVANS, HERMANN MOLL and

INTERNATIONAL PROCUREMENT AND SALES, INC. (hereafter

"INTERNATIONAL PROCUREMENT"). together with others unknown to the

Grand Jury, unlawfully, wilfully and knowingly devised and

intended to devise a scheme and artifice to defraud and to obtain

money and property by means of false and fraudulent pretenses and

representations.

33. It was the object of this scheme and artifice to

defraud that the defendants SAMUEL EVANS, HERMANN MOLL and

INTERNATIONAL PROCUREMENT, together with others unknown to the

Grand Jury, would defraud the United States Government and its

Executive Agencies of their right to conduct their affairs free

from fraud, false statements, chicanery and deceit, and would

obtain for Iran by means of false and fraudulent pretenses and

representations the following U.S. Defense Articles, among

others, contrary to the laws and policy of the United States:

15 F-4 Aircraft
10 Engines for F-4 Aircraft

Spare Parts for F-4 Aircraft
200 Engines for M-48 Tanks

34. It was part of this scheme and artifice to defraud

that the defendants, SAMUEL EVANS, HERMANN MOLL and INTERNATIONAL

PROCUREMENT, together with others unknown to the Grand Jury,

would make and cause to be made to the United States Department
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of State or Defense material false statements regarding the

ultimate destination of the above described U.S. Defense Articles.

The Vianar Anstalt Scheme ("VIANAR")

35. From on or about January 13, 1986, up to and

including April 21, 1986, in the Southern District of New York

and elsewhere, the defendants SAMUEL EVANS, JOHN DELAROQUE,

BERNARD VEILLOT, HANS BIHN and VIANAR ANSTALT, together with

others known and unknown to the Grand Jury, unlawfully, wilfully

and knowingly devised and intended to devise a scheme and

artifice to defraud and to obtain money and property by means of

false and fraudulent pretenses and representations.

36. It was the object of this scheme and artifice to

defraud that the defendants SAMUEL EVANS, JOHN DELAROQUE, BERNARD

VEILLOT, HiANS BIHN and VIANAR ANSTALT, together with others known

and unknown to the Grand Jury, would defraud the United States

Government and its Executive Agencies of their right to conduct

their affairs free from fraud, false statements, chicanery and

deceit, and would obtain for Iran by means of false and fraudu-

lent pretenses and representations the following U.S. Defense

Articles, among others, designated on the United States Munitions

List contrary to the laws and policy of the United States:

50 F1O4G Fighter Aircraft
400-1000 AIM9 "Sparrow" Guided Missiles

37. It was part of this scheme and artifice to defraud

that the defendants SAMUEL EVANS, JOHN DELAROQUE, BERNARD

VEILLOT, HANS BIHN and VIANAR ANSTALT, together with others known

and unknown to the Grand Jury, would make and cause to be made to

the United States Department of State or Defense false statements
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regarding the ultimate destination of the above described defense

articles.

Statutory Allegations

38. On or about the dates and at the approximate times

set forth below, in the Southern District of New York ("SDNY"),

and elsewhere, or in the Eastern District of New York ("EDNY")

and elsewhere, the defendants SAMUEL EVANS, GURIEL EISENBERG,

RAFAEL ISRAEL EISENBERG, WILLIAM NORTHROP, ABRAHAM BAR'AM, NICO

MINARDOS, ALFRED FLEARMOY, HERMANN MOLL, HANS BIHN and RALPH

KOPKA, unlawfully, wilfully and knowingly, and for the purpose of

executing and attempting to execute the schemes and artifices

described in paragraphs 22 through 37 above as specified below,

caused to be transmitted by wire and radio in interstate and

foreign commerce, certain signs, signals and sounds, to wit,

telephone calls initiated in the Southern or Eastern District of

New York as follows:

COUNT DATE TIME DISTRICT CHARGED SCHEME

6 12/20/85 11:30 am SDNY EVANS IP&S
MOLL IP&S

7 1/10/86 3:50 pm SDNY EVANS BIT
R. EISENBERG BIT
G. EISENBERG BIT
NORTHROP BIT
MINARDOS BIT

8 1/15/86 10:00 am SDNY EVANS BIT
IP&S
VIANAR

R. EISENBERG BIT
G. EISENBERG BIT
NORTHROP BIT
MINARDOS BIT
MOLL IP&S
BI VIANAR
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COUNT DATE

5:33 pm

3:47 pm

1:03 pm

3:20 pm

5:05 pm

6:45 pm

10:25 am

11:53 am

SDNY

SDNY

SDNY

SDNY

SDNY

SDNY

SDNY

SDNY

1/17/86

EVANS
B I FIN
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EVANS

R. EISENBERG
G. EISENBERG
NORTHROP
MINARDOS
MOLL

EVANS

R. EISENBERG
G. EISENBERG
NORTHROP
MINARDOS
MOLL

EVANS
R. EISENBERG
G. EISENBERG
MINARDOS

EVANS
MOLL

EVANS

R. EISENBERG
G. EISENBERG
MI NARDOS
MOLL
BIHN

EVANS
MOLL

EV--NS
R. EISENBERG
G. EISENBERG
MINARDOS

1/21/86

1/30/86

1/30/86

1/30/86

1/31/86

2/5/86

2/5/86

BIT
IP&S
BIT
BIT
BIT
BIT
IP&S

BIT
IP&S
BIT
BIT
BIT
BIT
IP&S

BIT
BIT
BIT
BIT

I P&S
I P&S

BIT
IP&S
VIANAR
BIT
BIT
BIT
IP&S
VIANAR

I P&S
I P&S

BIT
BIT
BIT
BIT

VIANAR
VIANAR

DISTRICT SCHEMETIME CHARGED_



COUNT

2/20/86

2/23/86

2/24/86

2/26/86

2/27/86

2/27/86

2/27/86

12:30 pm

2:00 pm

DATE

2:35 pm

2:58 pm

1:40 pm

12:01 pm

11:57 am

noon

12:12 pm

SDNY

EDNY

TIME

2:28 pm

1:23 pm

EVANS

R. EISENBERG
G. EISENBERG
NORTHROP
MINARDOS

EVANS

MINARDOS

R. EISENBERG
G. EISENBERG
NORTHROP
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DISTRICT

SDNY

SDNY

2/6/86

2/10/86

CHARGED

EVANS
MOLL

EVANS
R. EISENBERG
G. EISENBERG
MINARDOS

EVANS
NORTHROP
MINARDOS

EVANS
NORTHROP
MINARDOS

EVANS
FLEARMOY
BIHN
KOPKA

EVANS
NORTHROP

EVANS
NORTHROP

EVANS
R. EISENBERG
G. EISENBERG
MINARDOS

EVANS
R. EISENBERG
G. EISENBERG
YINARDOS

SDNY

EDNY

SDNY

SDNY

SDNY

SDNY

SDNY

2/27/86

3/11/86

SCHEME

IP&S
IP&S

BIT
BIT
BIT
BIT

DERGO
DERGO
DERGO

DERGO
DERGO
DERGO

FLEAR
FLEAR
FLEAR
FLEAR

DERGO
DERGO

DERGO
DERGO

BIT
BIT
BIT
BIT

BIT
BIT
BIT
BIT

BIT
DERGO
BIT
BIT
DERGO
BIT
DERGO

BIT
DERGO
BIT
DERGO
BIT
BIT
DERGO



COUNT DATE

3/12/86

3/14/86

3/18/86

3/19/86

3/19/86

3/20r/86

3/23/86

3/25/86

TIME

1:30 pm

11:33 am

2:02 pm

12:34 pm

12:50 pm

4:33 pm

9:42 am

10:05 am

DISTRICT

SDNY

SDNY

SDNY

SDNY

SDNY

EDNY

EDNY

SDNY

CHARGED

EVANS
MINARDOS
R. EISENBERG
G. EISENBERG

EVANS

MINARDOS

R. EISENBERG
G. EISENBERG
NORTHROP

EVANS
NORTHROP
MINARDOS

EVANS
FLEARMOY
KOPKA
B ! ?-N

EVANS
FLEARMOY
KOPKA
B IH-N

EVANS

MINARDOS

R. EISENBERG
G. EISENBERG
NORTHROP

EVANS
MINARDOS
NORTHROP
BAR'AM

EVANS
FLEARMOY
KOPKA
BIHN
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SCHEME

BIT
BIT
BIT
BIT

BIT
DERGO
BIT
DERGO
BIT
BIT
DERGO

DERGO
DERGO
DERGO

FLEAR
FLEAR
FLEAR
FLEAR

FLEAR
FLEAR
FLEAR
FLEAR

BIT
DERGO
BIT
DERGO
BIT
BIT
DERGO

DERGO
DERGO
DERGO
DERGO

FLEAR
FLEAR
FLEAR
FLEAR



COUNT DATED TIME

4:44 pm

7:25 am

12:07 pm

12:17 pm

4:49 am

10:15 am

6:30 am

SDNY

EDNY

SDNY

SDNY

EDNY

EDNY

EDNY

DISTRICT

MINARDOS

R. EISENBERG
G. EISENBERG
NORTHROP
FLEARMOY
KOPKA
BIHN

EVANS
R. EISENBERG
G. EISENBERG
MINARDOS

EVANS
FLEARMOY
KOPKA
BIHN

EVANS
FLEARMOY
KOPKA
BIHN

EVANS

MINARDOS

R. EISENBERG
G. EISENBERG
NORTHROP
BAR' AM

EVANS
FLEARMOY
KOPKA
BIHN

EVANS
R. EISENBERG
G. EISENBERG
MINARDOS

- 36 -
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3/25/86

3/26/86

4/1/86

4/1/86

4/3/86

4/6/86

4/9/86

CHARGED

EVANS

BIT
BIT
BIT
BIT

FLEAR
FLEAR
FLEAR
FLEAR

FLEAR
FLEAR
FLEAR
FLEAR

BIT
DERGO
BIT
DERGO
BIT
BIT
DERCO
DERGO

FLEAR
FLEAR
FLEAR
FLEAR

BIT
BIT
BIT
BIT

SCHEME

BIT
DERGO
FLEAR
BIT
DERGO
BIT
BIT
DERGO
FLEAR
FLEAR
FLEAR



COUNT DATE

4/10/86

4/10/86

4/12/86

4/15/86

4/16/86

4/17/86

4/18/86

TIME

11:40 am

4:24 pm

10:21 am

4:25 pm

7:41 am

5:19 pm

1:04 pm

DISTRICT

SNDY

SDNY

EDNY

SDNY

EDNY

SDNY

SDNY

CHARGED

EVANS
EVANS
MINARDOS
MINARDOS
R. EISENBERG
G. EISENBERG
NORTHROP
BAR'AM

EVANS
NORTHROP
BAR'AM
MINARDOS

EVANS
FLEARMOY
BIHN
KOPKA

EVANS
MINARDOS
R. EISENBERG
G. EISENBERG

EVANS
R. EISENBERG
G. EISENBERG
MINARDOS

EVANS

MOLL

EVANS

R. EISENBERG
G. EISENBERG
MINARDOS
MOLL

(Title 18, United States Code, Sections 1343 and 2).
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SCHEME

BIT
DERGO
BIT
DERGO
BIT
BIT
DERGO
DERGO

DERGO
DERGO
DERGO
DERGO

FLEAR
FLEAR
FLEAR
FLEAR

BIT
BIT
BIT
BIT

BIT
BIT
BIT
BIT

I P&S
I P&S

BIT
I P&S
BIT
BIT
BIT
I P&S



COUNT FIFTY

The Grand Jury further charges:

39. The allegations contained in paragraphs 22 through

25 of this Indictment are repeated and realleged as though fully

set forth herein.

40. On or about February 24, 1986, in the Southern

District of New York and elsewhere, the defendant SAMUEL EVANS

unlawfully, wilfully and knowingly, and for the purpose of

executing and attempting to execute the scheme and artifice

described in paragraphs 22 through 25 of this Indictment, caused

to be delivered by mail according to the direction thereon from

London, England to New York, New York, certain mail matter to be

sent and delivered by the United States Postal Service, to wit, a

mailing containing "Performa [sic] invoice Number - 2199/86 -

PROMIL," listing the supply time, price and quantity of military

equipment described by reference to its B.I.T. catalogue number.

(Title 18, United States Code, Section 1341.)
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COUNT FIFTY-ONE

The Grand Jury further charges:

41. The allegations contained in paragraphs 26 through

28 of this Indictment are repeated and realleged as though fully

set forth herein.

42. On or about March 18, 1986, in the Southern

District of New York and elsewhere, the defendant SAMUEL EVANS

unlawfully, wilfully and knowingly, and for the purpose of

executing and attempting to execute the sceme and artifice

described in paragraphs 26 through 28 of this Indictment, caused

to be delivered by mail according to the direction thereon from

London, England to New York, New York, certain mail matter to be

sent and delivered by the United States Postal Service, to wit, a

mailing containing a list of military equipment and a discussion

of end user certificates on the letterhead of Dergo Establishm.ent.

(Title 18, United States Code, Section 1341.)
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COUNT FIFTY-TWO

The Grand Jury further charges:

43. On or about April 3, 1986, in the Southern

District of New York and elsewhere, the defendants SAMUEL EVANS,

WILLIAM NORTHROP, ABRAHAM BAR'AM, and NICO MINARDOS, unlawfully,

knowingly and willfully in a license application, to wit, an

Application/License for Permanent Export of Unclassified Defense

Articles and Related Unclassified Technical Data, Form DSP-5,

filed by Liberty Electronics, Inc., 548 Broadway, New York, New

York 10012, to export the following items used for radar

AN/APQ120 System on F4 Aircraft:

50 Potentiometer P/N 900217/238
50 Potentiometer P/N 900217/237
50 Potentiometer P/N 900217/123
50 Potentiometer P/N 900217/239
50 Symchro P/N 900141/70
50 Symchro P/N 900130/35
50 Symchro P/N 917010/1
700 Gyro P/N GG250A12,

made and caused to be made an untrue statement of a material

fact, to wit, the following false responses to the following

questions:

QUESTION RESPONSE

Country of Ultimate TEL AVIV, :SRAEL
Destination

Name and Address of GOVT OF IS-.AEL/NOD
Foreign end-user ISRAELI AIRFORC[EJ HEADQUARTERS

HAKIRYA TEL AVIV. ISRAEL.

(Title 22, United States Code, Section 2778(c),
Title 18, United States Code, Section 2.)
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COUNT FIFTY-THREE

The Grand Jury further charges:

44. On or about April 3, 1986, in the Southern

District of New York and elsewhere, the defendants SAMUEL EVANS,

WILLIAM NORTHROP, ABRAHAM BAR'AM, and NICO MINARDOS, unlawfully,

knowingly and willfully in a license application, to wit, an

Application/License for Permanent Export of Unclassified Defense

Articles and Related Unclassified Technical Data, Form DSP-5,

filed by Liberty Electronics, Inc., 548 Broadway, New York, New

York 10012, to export the following items used on ground support

for C-130 Aircraft:

14 Tachometer T.S. TTU27E
P/N J667-524,

made and caused to be made an untrue statement of a material

fact, to wit, the following false responses to the following

questions:

QUESTION RESPONSE

Country of Ultimate TEL AVIV, ISRAEL
Destination

Name and Address of GOVT OF ISRAEL/M.O.D.
Foreign end-user ISRAELI AIRFORCE HEADQUARTERS

HAKIRYA TEL AVIV, ISRAEL.

(Title 22, United States Code, Section 2778(c),
Title 18, United States Code, Section 2.)
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COUNT FIFTY-FOUR

The Grand Jury further charges:

45. On or about April 3, 1986, in the Southern

District of New York and elsewhere, the defendants SAMUEL EVANS,

WILLIAM NORTHROP, ABRAHAM BAR'AM, and NICO MINARDOS, unlawfully,

knowingly and willfully in a license application, to wit, an

Application/License for Permanent Export of Unclassified Defense

Articles and Related Unclassified Technical Data, Form DSP-5,

filed by Liberty Electronics, Inc., 548 Broadway, New York, New

York 10012, to export the following items used for ground support

for F4 Aircraft:

so Pilot Tester TTU205BE,

made and caused to be made an untrue statement of a material

fact, to wit, the following false responses to the following

false questions:

QUESTION RESPONSE

Country of Ultimate TEL AVIV, ISRAEL
Destination

Name and Address of GOVT OF ISRAEL/M.O.D.
Foreign end-user ISRAELI AIRFORCE HEADQUARTERS

HAKIRYA TEL AVIV, ISRAEL.

(Title 22, United States Code, Section 2778(c),
Title 18, United Sta-es Code, Section 2.)
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COUNT FIFTY-FIVE

The Grand Jury further charges:

46. On or about April 8, 1986, in the Southern

District of New York and elsewhere, the defendants SAMUEL EVANS,

WILLIAM NORTHROP, ABRAHAM BAR'AM, and NICO MINARDOS, unlawfully,

knowingly and willfully in a license application, to wit, an

Application/License for Permanent Export of Unclassified Defense

Articles and Related Unclassified Technical Data, Form DSP-5,

filed by Liberty Electronics, Inc., 548 Broadway. New York, New

York 10012, to export the following items used for ground support

navigation system for F4 Aircraft:

I Test Console P/N 23563,

made and caused to be made an untrue statement of a material

fact, to wit, the following false respcnses to the following

questions:

QUESTION RESPONSE

Country of Ultimate TEL AVIV, ISRAEL
Destination

Name and Address of GOVT OF ISRAEL/M.O.D.
Foreign end-user ISRAELI AIRFORCE HEADQUARTERS

F-AKIRYA TEL AVIV, ISRAEL.

(Title 22, United States Code, Section 2778(c),
Title 18, United States Code, Section 2.)
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COUNT FIFTY-SIX

The Grand Jury further charges:

47. On or about April 8, 1986, in the Southern

District of New York and elsewhere, the defendants SAMUEL EVANS,

WILLIAM NORTHROP, ABRAHAM BAR'AM, and NICO MINARDOS, unlawfully,

knowingly and willfully in a license application, to wit, an

Application/License for Permanent Export of Unclassified Defense

Articles and Related Unclassified Technical Data, Form DSP-5,

filed by Liberty Electronics, Inc., 548 Broadway, New York,. New

York 10012, to export the following items used for ground support

for F4 Aircraft:

20 Tester Altitude TTU229AE,

made and caused to be made an untrue statement of a material

fact, to wit, the following false responses to the following

questions:

QUESTION RESPONSE

Country of Ultimate TEL AVIV, ISRAEL
Destination

Name and Address of GOVT OF ISRAEL/M.O.D.
Foreign end-user ISRAELI AIRFORCE HEADQUARTERS

HAKIRYA TEL AVIV, ISRAEL.

(Title 22, United States Code, Section 2778(c).
Title 18, United States Code, Section 2.)

United States Attorney
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risi,.fatt~ied by 28REL MILITARY INDUSTRIPUT an~d oattotad
&A16"f'Aiit nI~ tuArviUf4a~yrVd by both.

Tc~i~rkgiia. ais) Altzing with 90,OaO lar-,d gtrenadas td

in~ Portw.ijal. This Catt"9 war. then le'aoed aboard a bans- shi.p t!. tN*
MOENSTED 1ltso., caotait*,d by- oris THam(46 9TRPGECwq 4xrt-ta
Nat iora 1.

The sel ler of this cArqe. woo WESTERN DVNP'MI[:, an
9l-h 4 M Wied by onia HOUGRANG LAVrj on li 'oni an ti - Amricari
C %t i Zen.

9TRNHCC d~elivered his cargo to tiv Iy~riavn po~rt c-f Panrdev-
VI-Abass where it "asn vjoeted by the 1jcal auth.stitiaz fo~r
raoyis. unrio.Cwr t* o tir deors -i.

Pftetl corvaCtrig both M'1MNSTED arid WESTE7RN DYNAICSl, STRHEC-,
than. sold the cat~c to It&q

The governnisn; o'f tthw UY.Itt!? States wex ivrcfricied --,# tn('
tr-orisfov aioi, 4eo itb 1ma.Lng Izrael avd aopevtr.0

13. During Seutvmabtir -;of 19621 the G~e~tir4Of 151-001 l

conrji.Aflon wi±th thes Oovwvnfileat of~ the Wlilted Otatets entered iint-:
an acrelemei 1  to 5upqqrl OJIoldent elemenrts w~ith~in t ot-a iv- anC)

attenpte'O cc-tip, Thie cvvernment of lorael &crowd ib uopty *1101b
rillli.i wortli cOf eaotUred 13e-vtet arins, wti1jri warh to be £LDpied
1tT',r.I-9h StIdARM. (--*I' $@..oVu0 UnknownI tc. yoi.Av dooonart, thts cu
wasn abovrtocd.

1,0. During November of 192 the 3oveerrirnervt ipf %tt*w aretat~w
~.nto ari agrawhient with the tljm~o Fk~ublig qf 2tal- toz .. pl
1a20 TOW miP1 leg. Thu viyv,1ral agreement wjas a-anigmd betwat.ri
JEAN-PIERPM DELANESE, AetiriQ on bomalf of the Ivaarvi Ministry of
Defense and an lur-mal arms Ujealet acting on behaolf of t'ia
1-.raell Ministry of DwV'wnsw. Permrissini~v wets souqht arid vroceivs.a
frprfl thO Am6i'lCan govmrvnniert arid lot-eel wai allowed t,. roolar~l
their stocks with I-TOW mi1pwiles. The zhior.v~ WAG Mad ti7,.~
via Ar ~erdft1 ore P C.-Iar-tevea 44jrcraft.
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I* In cach and evavy lstance of war *tmm'ai.s heang wont by
luraol to thm Islami1c RepubL c'f Z ran, whether such mat#aetl*
weve of American o-Lgin on not, the poves-niert of the Unitod
8t4;es was informed in advane. anrd aooved prtor to ahip.rit.

12. Further your aff'iant aaymth not.

WILLIAM WA REN NOR H f1CP

STATE OF OKLAHOMA )

COUNTY OF OKLAHfM

Def-ama, the utodev-sigrivel, a Notav-y Dublic withirs WWI fe~i'
that State of 0141ahon'a, C.-" this 14th day c-f Ne,,vsebs", 19PI
oror, ally mop. aved Witllitoi Wa -rs North v-o t, we krown to be
the idetival covsen who executed the aaove ond fa-Cciron
Affidavit, and Ocrei@,ally moo!.nwledged to rne that he has great
undarotood ond signed the *;ame and thot ho emoeuted tho *am am
his free and voluntary act and deed for the vags ad ouroses
thoimni set forth.,

IN WITNESS WEREOF. I hav@ hweiuntO affSied my n inantu 'e arkr
official seal thd day and dato horse-fore "tat*M.

Notay Public

My comratsseon vwireal
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W. Northrop - D

1 WILLIAM NORTHROP, Defendant's witness,

2 was duly sworn.

3

4 THE CLERK: Would you be seated, please.

5 Sir, would you state your full name, spell

6 your last name for the record.

7 THE WITNESS: My name is William Warren

8 Northrop, N-o-r-t-h-r-o-p.

9 THE CLERK: Thank you.

10

11 DIRECT EXAMINATION

12

13 BY MR. SCOTT:

14 Q Mr. Northrop, are you acquainted with the

15 defendant Richard Brenneke?

16 A Yen, I am.

17 Q How long have you known Mr. Brenneke?

18 A Oh, 20 years. Thereabouts.

19 Q Mr. Northrop, are you a United States citizen?

20 A Yes, sir, I am.

21 Q Do you hold citizenship in any other country?

22 A Yes, I do.

23 Q And could you tell the jurors which countries?

24 A I am a dual national. I hold citizenship in the

25 State of Isreal.
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W. Northrop - D 
330

I Q - Mr. Northrop, would you be able to tell the

2 jurors how 'you know Mr. Brenneke and where you first came

3 , into contact with him.

4 A I first came across Mr. Brenneke on a little

5 weekend jaunt in 1967, I believe late 1967, at the Royal

6 Thai Air Base at U Taphao, Thailand.

7 Q And was that air base occupied by any entity

8 known to you as a proprietary of the CIA?

9 A Yes. The Air America people used U Taphao to

10 stage operations.

11 Q Have you met Mr. Brenneke in any other

12 localities?

13 A Yes. In the late summer of 1980, I ran across

14 Mr. Brenneke in Lahore, Pakistan.

15 Q What was Mr. Brenneke doing when you met him in

16 Lahore, Pakistan?

17 A Mr. Brenneke was transporting cargo into the

18 Lahore Airport in Pakistan.

19 Q Did you have any way of determining what type of

20 cargo that might have been, whether it was fruit or

21 vegetables or -- .

22 A Well, I'm not sure what the cargo was, in all

23 honesty. However, the cargo was destined for the

24 militarized zone on the border between Afghanistan and

25 Pakistan. The cargo was destined for the Mujahideen
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1 4 ['?-'FEDERAL BUR EAU OF INVESTIGATION

2/27/84
Oats of transcrltlon

JOHN SHAHEEN, President of John Shaheen Natural

Resources Company Incorporated and New Foundland Refinery

Corporation with offices at 90 Park Avenue telephone number

867-0250 was interviewed at his office concerning his relationship

with CYRUS HASHEMI.

Specifically, SHAHEEN was questioned regarding
his contacts with Director WILLIAM CASEY of the Central

Intelligence Agency (CIA) or other representatives of the
CIA regarding CYRUS HASHEMI. SHAHEEN began by providing
a background on himself. He stated he was a former Captain

in the United States Navy with extensive service in World
War II (WWII) especially, in the Office of Strategic Services

(OSS) where he met WILLIAM CASEY. SHA=EEN also served in

the Office of the Secretary of the Navy where he was involved

in highly secretive counterintelligence and counterespionage
activities. He stated that he has maintained a relationship
with WILLI.VM CASEY since WWII days and considers him a close

personal friend. He advised that he is also acquainted
with others in government including former Presidents, President
REAGAN, Secretary of State GEORGE SCHULTZ, Attorney General
WILLIAM FRENCH SMITH, and current White House Counsellor
EDWIN MEESE. He advised that he is also acquainted with
several officials of the CIA including the Chief of the
Near East Branch. For reasons of security, this man will
not be identified in this document.

SHAHEEN stated that he was introduced to CYRUS
HASHEMI in late 1979 or early 1980 by a former Iranian Ambassador
to the United States whose name he could not recall during
the period of the interview. The introduction to HASHFMI
took place at HASHEMI's offices at 9 West 57th Street which
SHAHEEN identified as the Gulf Bank. As SHAHEEN recalls
it, the introduction was arranged after the unnamed Iranian
Ambassador to the United States had advised SHAHEEN that
HASHFMI had extensive contacts in Iran (as SHAHEEN recalls
it HASHEMI had a relative who was in the Iranian parliament),
and after FASHEMI had been identified as having extensive
contacts in the oil communities in Iran, Tunisia (because 1n/5
of HASHEMI's marriage into an aristocratic Tunisian fam--y-).------i 
and Nigeria where HASHFM! aoparentlv had extensive busi-nes

2/21/84 NY, NY .199-807
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and commercial contacts. SHAHEEN stated that he is in the
oil business and as such requires contracts to purchase
oil for refinement at various refineries operated by or
contracted for his company. His purpose in meeting HASHEMI
was to cultivate him as a source of contacts for oil contract
purchases in Iran, Nigeria and Tunisia. He explained that
since the Presidential embargo as a result of the Iranian
hostage crises, SHAHEEN's. company has purchased no oil from
Iran a'th.ugh he expects 9hat in the near future Ui.itz
States law will allow such purchases. SHAHEEN advised that
although he could not make purchases of Iranian crude oil
he could definetly purchase Nigerian or Tunisian oil and
to this end HASHEMI would have been a good contact. He
stated that his inquiry regarding HASH&MI determined that
he had extensive contacts in Nigeria and Tunisia and he
solicited HASHEMI's assistance in acquiring such contacts.
He advised that HASHEMI has been unable to establish sufficient
contacts for SHAHEEN which have actually resulted in a contract
for the purchase of crude oil however he has made extensive
efforts as far as SHAHEEN is concerned in this regard.
To this end he has had several lunch, dinner and office
appointments with HASHEMI.

SHAEEN continued that although he was with the
Offices of Strategic Services (OSS) in ?WII that he is currently
a businessman and is not at present associated with any
intelligence activities of the United States government.
He advised that he continues to maintain his long established
contacts in the United States government, has throughout
the years supported candidates for both elected and appointed
office and has on more than one occasion passed information
to United States officials which he learned in his capacity
as an international businessman. SEAHEEN stated that he mentioned
HASBEMI to persons in the CIA because during the course
of SHAHEEN's contact with HASHEMI he determined that HASHEMI
micht be able to play some role in either alleviating the
hostage crises in Iran or in establishing a dialogue with
the KHOEMINI government and the United States. He stated
that he made these contacts including a contact with Director
WILL:AM CASEY of the CIA on a strictly voluntary basis,
acting on his own at all times without prompting from HASHE{I
or any one connected to HASHEMI. He emphasized that as
a businessman and a political realist he was aware that
sooner or later, despite the Iranian hostage crises, the
United States would have to engage in some type of relationship
with Ifan and believed that HASHEMI might play some type
of rcle in establishing that relationship, however minor.
He stated he was not aware of United States policy regarding

-2-
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Iran except through what he re >in the papers or obtained

from conversation through his established contacts. He
knew that the United States policy with regards to Iran

during the period of the hostage crises was in a state of

crises, a situation which continued for sometime after the
hostages were released upon President REAGAN's inauguration.

SHAHEEN recalled Vaguely that in October of 1983
afer he had a conversation with WILLIAM CASEY at a date,
place and time unrecalled, a conversation wherein SHAHEEN
explained to CASEY his knowledge of HASHEMI and how he thought
HASHEMI might have some value to the United States with regards
to Iran, SHAHEEN met with one of CASEY's representatives
who was the Chief of a Near East Branch of the CIA. SHAHEEN
recalled that at the luncheon meeting he explained his knowledge
of HASHEMI and how he thought HASHEMI might have some impact
on the current Iranian situation.

SHAHEEN stated that he did not know at the time
that CYRUS HASHEMI was under investigation for violations
of the Federal Law and that his meeting with Chief Near
East Branch was friendly and cordial and that the information
he provided was taken in the spirit in which it was offered.
He stated that this meeting was not the onlv time that he
discussed HASHEMI with representatives of the CIA and recalled
that as late as six months ago he raised the subject of
HASHE4I to the CIA and other represetnatives of the government
at which time he was informed that "HASHEMI was off limits"
and the government desired no dealings with him. SHAHEEN stated
that at that time he was informed that HASHEMI was under
investigation by the Federal government and that contacts
by the CIA or other United States government representatives
with HASHEMI would be counterproductive. SHAHEEN emphasized
that WILLIAM CASEY never asked SHAHEEN to contact CYRUS
HASHEMI or obtain any informatoin about HASHEMI for or on
behalf of CASEY or the United States government. He stated
that HASHEMI was never actually aware of any contacts in
government made by SHAHEEN and he restated that all information
he passed regarding HASHEMI to the United States government
was done on his own initiative and that he has never been
tasked or asked by any governmental agency to provide information
regarding HASHEMI.

SHAHEEN continued that approximately two weeks
ago he was telephoned by CYRUS HASHEMI at SHAHEEN's office
who explained at the time that he was in trouble with the
United States government over some relatively minor matters
and asked SHAHEEN if he would consent to see former Attorney

-3-
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General ELLIOT RICHARDSON whom a MS I had retained in connection
with his problems with the government. SHAHEEN agreed and
stated that approximately two hours after his telephone
conversation with HASHEMI ELLIOT RICHARDSON called for an
appointment. SHAHEEN checked his records of the RICHARDSON
appointment kept by his secretary which were viewed by the
interviewing agents and which showed that ELLIOT RICHARDSON
was in SHAHEEN's office at 90 Park Avenue on Wednesday February
8, 1984 from 2:45 PM until 3:30 PM. SHA.?Z9: stated that
at this meeting RICHARDSON explained to him that HASHEMI
was under investigation by the United States government
over minor violations of the United States Customs laws
and that the government was considering an indictment of
HASHEMI. RICHARDSON advised SHAHEEN that he thought the
investigation and probable indictment of HASHL'MI was iladvised
because of three reasons. SHAHEEN stated that RICHARDSON
told him that the government should not proceed with an
indictment of HASHEMI for these same three reasons. SHAHEEN
explained that RICHARDSON indicated that RICHARDSON believed
that HASHEMI was owed a debt of gratitude for the activities
of HASHEMI in connection with the Iranian hostage situation.
SHAHEEN explained that he was not familiar with these activities
and was not aware that HASHEMI was involved in any negotiation
regarding the hostages. SHAHEEN stated that secondly, RICHARDSON
advised against an indictment -of HASHEIMI because should
HASHEMI be required to identify himself certain information
which would be very sensitive and damaging to the United
States government would necessarily be exposed by HASHEMI
in his defense against the charges.

SHAHEEN further stated that RICHARDSON's third
reason for contacting SHAHEEN regarding this matter was
because of-SHAHEEN's relationship (as interpreted by RICHARDSON)
with HASHEMI indicating that if HASHEMI were indicted he
could no longer be of any service to SHAHEEN. RICHARDSON
then asked SHAHEEN if SHAHEEN would contact "BILL" CASEY
(Director, CIA) on HASHEMI's behalf. SHAHEEN stated that
he replied that he could see several people on HASHEMI's
behalf including EDWIN MEESE, GEORGE SCHULTZ, .and others
but that his long experience with the United states government
caused him to advise RICHARDSON that if EASHEMI had violated
the law he ought to be prepared to pay the consequences
and only 'if HASHEMI had something of extreme value to the
United States government of an intelligence nature; (such
as information relating to the proposed closure of the Straits
of Hormuz, or some other crucial Middle East-Iranian matter),
would policy makers in the United States government attempt
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to intervene with federal prose: . SHAHEEN advised RICHARDSON
that unless such information was extremely important he
doubted if United States policy makers or his contacts in
government would attempt to interfere with any federal investigation.
He emphasized again that if HASHEMI had "four aces in his
deck" that now was the time to play them with the United
States government if in fadt he was in serious trouble for
violating United States laws.

SHAHEEN stated that his meeting with RICHARDSON
was cordial but that he did not contact CASEY or any other
CIA representative regarding HASH&MI on the basis of this
specific meeting with RICHARDSON, taking the cue in prior
meetings he had had with the CIA as referred to above which
indicated that HASHEMI was "off limits".

SHAHEEN stated that HASHEMI telephoned him at
his office on February 9th at 11:40 AM and asked SHAHEEN
if RICHARDSON had met with HASH 1MI. SHAHEEN confirmed his
meeting with RICHARDSON and again emphasized to HASHEMI
that it was apparent that HASHEMI was in serious trouble
with the Federal government and that if he had something,
valuable of intelligence interest to pass to the United
States government that perhaps now was the time to do so.
HASHEMI agreed and stated that he in fact did have something
of value. SHAHEEN ended the interview by stating that in
fact HASHEMI telephoned him today, February 21, 1984, to discuss
matters relating to a business deal and again HASHEMI indicated
that he was in serious trouble with the United States government
asd asked SHAHEEN to arrange a meeting with someone whom
he cold discuss this information with. SHAHEEN did not
agree to do so but instead referred HASH.MI to various United
States government directories all of which contained the
address and phone number of various United States intelligence
communities such as the Federal Bureau of Investigation
(FBI), CIA, the Defense Intelligence Agency and others,
which could take his information and evaluate it appropriately.
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PRESS REPORTS, BROADCASTS, BOOKS, AND
CONGRESSIONAL MATERIALS RELATED TO THE OCTOBER SURPRISE

Periodicals and Broadcasts

Arms for Hostages, MacNeil-Lehrer NewsHour, Nov. 7, 1986.

The Arms Game, CBS News 60 Minutes, Nov. 30, 1986.

T. Atlas, Reagan: I Tried to Aid Hostages, Chicago Tribune, Jun.
16, 1991, at 14.

R.C. Bachus, Reagan-Bush '80 Arms Deal with Iran Charged, Christian
Science Monitor, Oct. 21, 1988.

L. Barber and A. Friedman, Reagan Reopens Hostage Issue, Financial
Times, Jun. 17, 1991, at 2.

J. Barry, A Case of Confused Identity?, Newsweek, Nov. 18, 1991, at

34.

J. Barry, Making of A Myth, Newsweek, Nov. 11, 1991, at 18.

J. Barry, One Man, Many Tales, Newsweek, Nov. 4, 1991, at 36.

R.L. Berke, Inquiry Is Ordered on 1980 Campaign, New York Times,
Aug. 6, 1991, Sect. 1 at 1.

P- Berman, Was Casey Here? And Here? And Here...?, The Traveller,
Feb. 1992, at 92.

J. Bleifuss, A Surprise This October?, In These Times, Jul. 24,
1991, at 4.

J. Bleifuss, Attacks, Heart and Otherwise, In These Times, May 15,
1991, at 4.

J. Bleifuss, Deal of the Decade, In These Times, Oct. 12, 1988, at
10.

J. Bleifuss, Deals Upon Deals?, In These Times, Jul. 10, 1991, at
4.

J. Bleifuss, Dirty Dealers and Election Stealers, In These Times,
Apr. 17, 1991, at 8.

J. Bleifuss, Jury Says Brenneke Wasn't Lying, In These Times, May
16, 1990, at 4.
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J. Bleifuss, On the Hill or Under a Bushel?, In These Times, Jun.
26, 1991, at 4.

J. Bleifuss, Post Takes Aim at 1980 Story. But Misses Mark, In
These Times, Oct. 29, 1988, at 4.

J. Bleifuss, Probes and Possibilities, In These Times, May 1, 1991,
at 4.

J. Bleifuss, Richard Brenneke's Day in Court, In These Times, May
9, 1990, at 4.

J. Bleifuss, Twelve Years Later, It's Real!, In These Times, Apr.
24, 1991, at 4.

B.L. Bozell III, Telltale Dupe at PBS, Washington Times, Apr. 29,
1992, at G-4.

B. Bradlee, Jr. and R. Higgins, Did Reagan, Bush Cut a 1980 Hostage
Deal?, Boston Globe, Oct. 23, 1988, at A-25.

Bush Denies Iran Deal to Ex-Hostage, Chicago Tribune, May 20, 1991,
at A-4.

Bush Hopes 'October Surprise' Probe Fair. Not Political, Reuters,
Aug. 6, 1991.

L. Cannon, Gary Sick's Lingering Charges, Washington Post, May 13,
1991, at A-lI.

L.W. Casey, William J. Casey: Scapegoat, Washington Post, Dec. 9,
1991, at A-20.

R.J. Cattani, On Hostages and Captivity, Christian Science Monitor,
Aug. 21, 1991, at 18.

CBS News Face The Nation, Jul. 7, 1991.

CBS News Face The Nation, Dec. 8, 1991.

J. Chadwick, When Casey Could Have Met Iranians in '80, New York
Times, Dec. 5, 1991, Sect. 1 at 32.

A. Chardy, Carter Mulled Arms-Hostages Swap, Miami Herald, Apr. 3,
1988, at A-17.

A. Chardy, CIA Knew in 1981 of Iran Arms Sales, Miami Herald, Aug.
9, 1987, at A-1.

A. Chardy, Reagan Aides Held Hostage Talks in 1980, Miami Herald,
Apr. 12, 1987, at A-1.
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W. Christopher, Christopher Urges Probe of Hostage Deal Charge, Los

Angeles Times, Jan. 25, 1992, at A-18.

J. Cohen, Who Will UnwraR the October Surprise?, Columbia

Journalism Review, Sept.-Oct. 1991, at 32.

M. Cooper, Bush Pilot?, The Village Voice, Aug. 13, 1991, at 19.

D. Corn, Leads Congress Should Pursue, The Nation, Jun. 24, 1991,
at 844.

G.L. Cravitz, Bush Had Lunch with Potter Stewart, Not with

Iranians, Wall Street Journal, May 8, 1991, at A-13.

L. Cutler, The October Surprise Made Unsurprising, New York Times,
May 15, 1991, Sect. 1 at 27.

P.A. Deutsche, Iranian Leader Offers Hostage Aid for Arms,
Washington Post, Nov. 29, 1986, at A-l1.

Did the Reagan Campaign Cut a Deal with Iran to Release Hostages?,
CNN Newsmaker Saturday, Apr. 27, 1991.

Did Reagan-Bush Campaign Make Hostage Deal?, ABC Nightline, Apr.
15, 1991.

Editorial, Coming to Grips with a Nightmare, Boston Globe, May 2,
1991, at A-9.

Editorial, A Consensus. Investigate, Baltimore Sun, May 16, 1991,
at A-18.

Editorial, Congress Takes a First Step Toward 1980 Investigation,
In These Times, at 14.

Editorial, Hostages, Then and Now, New York Times, Nov. 19, 1991,
Sect. 1 at 24.

Editorial, More October Surprise Surprises, New York Times, Dec.
11, 1991, Sect. 1 at 26.

Editorial, October Surprise Probe, Boston Globe, Aug. 6, 1991, at
16.

Editorial, Some Dirty Dealing in Very High Places and the Media's
Lack of Responsibility, In These Times, Oct. 12, 1988.

Editorial, The Story That Won't Die Pokes Through the Ashes --

Again, In These Times, Apr. 24, 1991, at 14.

Editorial, Was There an 'October Surprise?, Washington Post, Apr.
29, 1991.
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Editorial, Yes. Do Try to Clear the Air, Los Angeles Times, Aug. 6,
1991, at B-4.

8 Ex-Hostages Ask Inauiry on '80 Campaign, New York Times, Jun. 14,
1991, Sect. 1 at 7.

S. Emerson and J. Furman, The Conspiracy That Wasn't, The New
Republic, Nov. 18, 1991, at 16.

S. Emerson, The Man Behind the October Surprise Lie, Wall Street
Journal, Nov. 27, 1991, at A-8.

R. Evans and R. Novak, The At All Costs Hostage Deal, Washington
Post, Jan. 16, 1981, at A-17.

R. Evans and R. Novak, Carter's Hostage Ploy, Washington Post, Nov.
5, 1980, at A-17.

R. Evans and R. Novak, Changing Horses in Mid-Gulf?, Washington
Post, Oct. 1, 1980, at A-17.

R. Evans and R. Novak, Standing Pat, Washington Post, Oct. 27,
1980, at A-17.

J. A. Farrell, Democrats Ponder Risks of Inguiry into Iran-Contra
Campaign Charges, Boston Globe, Aug. 8, 1991, at 3.

L. Feldmann, Reluctantly, Rep. Hamilton Begins Investigating 1980
Hostage Deal, Christian Science Monitor, Aug. 9, 1991, at 9.

S. Fulwood III, Reagan Denies Trying to Delay Hostage Return, Los
Angeles Times, Jun. 16, 1991, at A-1.

L. Gelb, A New Iran Hostage Scandal?, New York Times, Apr. 17,
1991, Sect. 1 at 23.

M. Ghorbanifar, Spoiling the October Surprise, New York Times, Aug.
28, 1991, Sect. 1 at 21.

N. Gibbs, Con Man or Key to a Mystery, Time, Jul. 1, 1991, at 24.

S. Grady, Did the October Surprise Become The October Fix?, Chicago
Tribune from the Philadelphia Daily News, May 3, 1991, at 23.

L. Griffiths, Sources: Ex-Arms Dealer Testifies Bush Was at '80
Meeting in Paris, Philadelphia Inquirer, Jun. 28, 1992, at C-11.

S.M. Hersh, U.S. Said to Have Allowed Israel to Sell Arms to Iran,
New York Times, Dec. 8, 1991, Sect. 1 at 1.

C. Hitchens, Minority Report, The Nation, Jun. 20, 1987, at 842.
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Nation,
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Nation,

Nation,

Nation,

Jul. 4, 1987, at 7.

Oct. 24, 1987, at 440.

Nov. 21, 1987, at 582.

Sept. 19, 1988, at 192.

Oct. 3, 1988, at 262.

Oct. 31, 1988, at 411.

Jun. 17, 1989, at 78.
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I'.IT 2--RIlI,ES OW I'U()CEDURE (F IE TASK FOIRE OF
MEMIIERTS OF TIlE HOUSE COMMITTEE ON F(REI(N AF-
IIIS TO) INVESTIGATE CERTAIN ALLEGATIONS CON-'ERNIN(C TIlE 1IOI,)IN(C OF AMERICANS AS I ItS'I'AGESIY IRAN IN 19811

I"( Iclober Surprise Task Force"

Rule I. Rules
I IThe provisions of' louse Resolution 258, 1 02nd ('ongress, 2ndSc,",ion, establishing this Task Force, and the Rules of tie Ilouse ofRIo'esentatives where not inconsistent there with, in, the rules of,the T;isk Force, together with these Rules.

I 2 The'se Rules may be modified, amended, or repealed hy tlheTask Force, provided that a notice in writing of the proposedchanges has been given to each member at least ,I8 hours prior tothe ienting at which action thereon is to be taken. Notwithstand-ing the, provisions of Rule 3, proxies may not bIe used in any vote toillodify, ariiend, adopt, or repeal any rule of the Task Force. Thechanges s shall become effective immediately and shall he Iublishedin the o( ngressional Record.

Rule 2. Convening of' Meetings
I The, I:':isk I r't,l'ce iay schedule a regiltlir t&av itl1 lIti Ill

, 2 The chairman shall have authority, upon proper notice, tocall such additional meetings of the Task Force as he may deemnecessary, and to dispense with regular meetings when, in his judg-ment, I here is no need therefore, and may delegate( such' tliorityto any other member of the Task Force.
2.:1 A majority of the members of the Task Force may call a spe-cial greeting for a specific matter pursuant to the procedures speci-tied in louse Rule X(2!(c)(2).
2.1 In the case of any meeting of the Task Force, other Ihan aregularly scheduled meeting, the clerk of the Task Force shallnotify each member of the Task Force of the time and place of' themeeting and shall give reasonable notice which, except in extraor-dinary circumstances, shall be at least 24 hours in advance of anymeeting held in Washington, D.C., and at least 48, hours in the caseof any meeting held outside Washington, D.C.

Rule 3. Meeting Procedures
:1 I One-third of the members of the Task Force shall constitute a(Itnurn for the transaction of business other than Iih reporting ofa mater, which shall require a majority of the Task Force, exceptthai two r'mhebers shall constitute a quorum fot hearing testimony.
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:1.2 All meetings or hearings of the Task Force, shall be conducted
in open session, unless a majority of members of I(he Task Force
voting, there being in attendance at least two innbers of the Task
Force, vote to close a meeting or hearing.

3.3 When a quorum for any particular purpose is present, gener-

al proxies may be counted for that purpose. Proxies may le general
or may be limited to specific matters. A vote by any member of the

Task Force with respect to any matter being considered may be
cast by proxy if the proxy authorization is in writing, asserts that
the member is absent on official business or is otherwise unable to
be present, an(d designates the member or alternate iniebler who is
to execute the proxy authorization. Each proxy to be effctive shall
be signed by the member assigning his vote and shall contain the
date and time that the proxy is signed. Proxies shall he effective at
tile session for which they are provided, or if that session is re-
scheduled, at the rescheduled session. Proxies shall not reduce the
quorum required for reporting contempt matters and will not be
counted towards the two-thirds minimum requirement pursuant to
18 U.S.C. § 6005 needed to seek an immunity order.

3.4 It shall be the duty of a staff officer designated by the chair-
man to keep or cause to be kept a stenographic record of all Task
Force proceedings. All transcripts, affidavits, and depositions, and
copies and extracts thereof, shall be the property of tile Task Force,
and not of the witnesses, unless the Task Force determines other-
wise.

:3.5 The Chairman, or in his absence a iueiilr designated by the
chairman, shall preside over all meetings and hearings ot the Task

Force,

Rule I. Subpoenas

4.1 The chairman, upon consultation with the ranking Republi-
can member, shall authorize and issue subpoenas. In addition, the
Task Force may itself vote to authorize and issue subpoenas. Sub-

poenas shall be issued under the seal of the house and attested by

the Clerk, and may be served by any persons designated by the

chairman. Subpoenas shall be issued upon the chairman's signa-

ture or that of a member designated by him or by the Task Force.

4.2 Orders for the furnishing of information by interrogatory, the

inspecting of locations and systems of records upon notice except in

exigent circumstances, the obtaining of evidence in other countries

by means of letters rogatory or otherwise, and other processes for

obtaining information available to the Task Force, shall be author-

ized and issued by the chairman, upon consultation with the rank-

ing Republican member, or by the Task Force. In addition to the

procedures provided for in Rule 4.1 and 1.4, requests for investiga-

tions, reports, and other assistance from ainy agency oft the execu-

tive, legislative, and judicial branches of the federal government,

may be made by the chairman, upon consultation with the ranking

Republican member, or by the Task Force.
4.3 Provisions may be included in the process of the Task Force

to prevent the disclosure of Task Force dem(Ids [or information,

when deemed necessary for the security of information or the

progress of the investigation by the chairuiu or nuember designat-

ed i v hiun or the T'Iask Force, such as requiring that companies re-
ceiving subpioenas for financial or toll records iinke im disclosure
to c'iston ers regarding the subpoena for ninety days or prohibiting
the revelations by witnesses and their counsel of Task Force inquir-
it's.

4 I A subploena duces tecum for documents may be issued whose
clurn shall occur at a deposition or at. another time and place

other than at a hearing or meeting. When a return on such a sub-
loena or order is incomplete or accompanied by an objection, the
chairman, upon consultation with the ranking Republican nieinher
or. if unavaiatle, (the senior Republican meinber, may convene a
inteti g or hearing on shortened notice to determine the adequacy
of the return and to rule on the objection or may refer the issues
raised by the return for decision by poll of the Task Force. At a
meeting or hearing for testimony on such a return, two members
shil ('ostituite a quoruni.

Rule 5. Broadcasting. Television, and Pliotography

5.1 Whenever any hearing or meeting conducted by tile Task
Force is open to the public, the Task Force may permit that hear-
ing or meeting to be covered, in whole or in part, by television
broadcast, radio broadcast, and still photography, or by any of such
methods of coverage, under the following rules:

I) If the television or radio coverage of the hearing or meet-
ing is to be presented to the public as live coverage, that cover-
age shall be conducted and presented without commercial
SI)oinsorship.

(2) The chairnain may set limits oil the number of television
cai-eras, all operating from fixed positions, that shall be per-
nitted in a hearing room. The allocation among the television
n(dia of the positions of the number of television cameras per-
nitted in a hearing room shall be in accordance with fair and
equitable procedures devised by the Executive Committee of
the Radio and Television Correspondents' galleriess.

il Television cameras shall be placed so as not to obstruct in
any way the space between any witness giving evidence or tes-
linoony and any member of the committee, or the visibility of

that witness and that member to each other.
(.11 Television cameras shall not be place(] in positions which

os-tiruct unnecessarily tie coverage of the hearing or iuveting
by the other media.
(5) Equipment necessary for coverage by the television and

radio media shall not be installed in, or removed from tlhe
hearing room while the Task Force is in session.

ti Floodlights, spotlights, and flashguns shall not be used in
providing any method of coverage of the hearing or meeting,
except that the television media may install additional lighting
in the hearing room, without cost to the Government, in order
to raise the ambient lighting level in the hearing room to the
lowest level necessary to provide adequate television coverage
of' the hearing at the current state of the art of television cov-
ellge.



(7) The chairman may set limits on the nulmber of press pho-

tographers permitted to cover a healilig or ineeting by still

photography. In the selection of these 1Jiotograiht'rs, prefer-

ence shall be given to photographers frorn Associated Press

Photos and United Press Internatioll Newspictures. 11 re-

quest is made by more than the limit set by the chairman for

coverage of the hearing by still plhotl gliil y, that coverage

shall be made on the basis of a fair and equitable pool arrange-

ment devised by the Standing (Contnil tev f Press Ihotogra-

phers.
I8) lhotographers shall liot position themselves, at lil title

(iring tle course of the hearing ot netioig, Ibelw('c'l lh wit

tess table and Iel Task Force inenblhrs.
9) Photographers shall not llace themselves in positions

which obstruct unnecessarily tle covetrage if the daring or

ile(ting by the other inedia.
(t0 Personnel providing coverage by the television and radio

media shall be then currenttly accretlitld 'to tin Press Pt hotog
-

raphers' Gallery.
il) Personnel providing coverage iy still plotogratly shall

be then currently ace(dited ) tlhe rl'tss IhlPltgrnlil'S' Gal-
hery.1 1 2 ) IP e ,ls o n i 'l p llo v id i n g t c o v e, 'l j: I " b h\ " 1 14 . v : 1 l1d ; ld io )

media and by still pliotogi l;l shill cotnloct thienselves and

their coverage activities il ;in ideihil ond unobtrusive

man ner.

Rule i. 'l':king f Tstinmll at Il earinigs

II Witnesses required to appear before th 'll-k Force shall be

given, absent extraordinary. circumstances, at least forty-eight

hours' notice and all witnesses shall lie furnished with a copy of

these rules, House Rules X and Xl and H1. Res. 258.

6.2 All witnesses at public or executive hearings who testify to

matters of fact shall be sworn unless tlhe chairman itholrizes

waiver of the oath.
6.11 Members of tie Task Force who so desire shall have i(lt to

exceed five minutes to interrogate each witness until such time as

each member has had an opportunity to interlogate such witness.

The presiding member, in consultation with the ranking ilepubli-

can member present, may establish a flornmat for additional or sus-

tained questioning of any witness hy the chair or by another

member.
6.4 Counsel representing any witness and aCColntipanying such

witness shall be permitted to be present during the testimony of

such witness at any public or executive hearing, and to advise such

witness while he is testifying on his legal rights; provided, however,

that in the case of any witness who is an officer or employee of ihe

government, or of a corporation or association, or represented by

counsel representing other witnesses, the chairman of the Task

Force, upon consultation with the ranking Hepublican member,

may rule that such representation creates a conflict of interest,

and that the witness shall he represente
d by lther counsel without

such conflict. Counsel shall inot he permitted to make :a statement,
1nh11s1 authorized to do so by the chairman

';.. The chairman, upon consultation with the ranking Rlepubli-
can member, if he deems it necessary to maintain the security of
clhs ,ified subjects being discussed at closed hearings, may require
that an y personal counsel be qualified by having appropriate clear-
ance. and that the witness or counsel, or buth, execute nondisclo-
sil' tgreenients with the Task Force.
1; (; A wit ness who is unable to obtain counsel, or to obtain coun-

sel t ih requisite clearance, may inform the Task Force of such
fact,. lild if, consistent withI the notice given under section (;.
hl ol the Task Force is so informed at least 2.1 hours prinr to the
witll is' appearance , tle Task Force shall then endeavor to obtain
vohintiry counsel foi the witness. Such counsel shall act solely for
the witness and not the Task Force. Failure to obtain qualified
(14 l1111sl will inot excuse the witness from appearing and testifying.

67 counsel l shall conduct themselves in in ethical and profes-
silital manner. The presiding member may ptnish breaches of
Ohlr and decorum, and of professional ethics on the part of coun-
sel, by censure and exclusion from the hearing, an( the Task Force
nmay cite the offender to the House for contempt. If counsel is ex-
cludhd, the provisions of' Rule 6.6 hereof' for a witness who is
illibihe tu lt oin qualilied ctmunsel shall aliplv

;\1 ' itN wilness desiring to nake ain intrilductory stateimellt in
execitwe or public hearings shall file a copy of such statement
with the chairman or clerk of the Task Force 48 hours in advance
of Ihe hearings at which the statement is to be presented unless
lit 'l'iak Force by majority vote waives this requirement. Te pre-
siding nieniber shall reduce the 48 hours proportionately for wit-
nesses who receive less than 72 hours' notice of the hearing The

presiding member shall determine whether such statement may be
read or placed in the record of the hearing. Unless the Task Force
deterniines otherwise, a witness who appears before the Task Force
under a grant of immunity shall not be permitted to make a state-
ient or testify except to respond directly to questions posed by
iemlers or staff.

.9 Ai accurate stenographic record shall be kept of the test iaio-

ny of all witnesses in executive and public hearings. A witness may
obtain a transcript copy of his testimony given at a public session.
If the witness testified at an executive session, the rectird of his tes-
tiiony shall be made available for inspection by the witness and

his counsel, and the chairman may authorize provision of a copy to
the witness or his counsel if such testimony does not include classi-
fied information.

.Ilt No evidence or testimony taken in executive session may be
released or used in public sessions without the consent of the Task
Force.

;.11 In the presiding meniber's discretion, witnesses may submit
brief and pertinent sworn statements in writing for inclusion in
the record. The presiding member may condition the filing of' such
a swo n statennt upon the offeror's agreeing to appear personally
before the Task Force and to testify concerning the matters con-
tained in his sworn statement, as well as any other matters related
to the subject of the investigation before the Task Force.



Rule 7. Affidavits and l)eposilions

7.1 Tie chairman, upon consultation with the ranking Republi-
can member, or the Task Force, may authorize the taking of affida-
vits, and of depositions pursuant to notice or subpoena. Such au-
thorization may occur on a case-by-case basis, or by instructions to
take a series of affidavits or depositions. The chairman may either
issue the deposition notices himself, or direct the chiel' counsel to
do so. Notices for the taking of depositions shall specify a time and
place for examination. Affidavits and depositions shall be taken
under oath administered by a member or a person otherwise au-
thorized by law to administer oaths. Such depositions may, if
deemed necessary by the chairman in consultation with the rank-
ing Republican member, be taken by telephone.

7 .2 The Task Force shall not initiate procedures leading to con-
tempt proceedings in the event a witness fails to appear at a depo-
sition unless the deposition notice was accompanied by a Task
Force subpoena authorized and issued by the chairman or the Task
Force pursuant to Rule 4 hereof regarding subpoenas.

7.3 Witnesses may be accompanied at a deposition by counsel
representing the witness to advise them of their rights, subject to
the provisions of Rules 6.4, 6.5, (;.( and 6.7 hereof'. Absent special
permission or instructions from the chairman, no one may be
present in depositions except members, chief counsel, chief nminori-
ty counsel, staff designated by the chief counsel and chief minority
counsel, an official reporter, the witness and counsel representing
the witness; observers or counsel for other persons or for agencies
may not attend.

7.1 Witnesses shall be exaimined in del)sitions ty a member or

members or by the chief counsel, chief' minority counsel or staff

designated by the chairman. Objections by the witness as to the

form of questions shall be noted for the record. If a witness objects
to a question and refuses to answer, the members or staff may pro-

ceed with the deposition, or may obtain, at the time or at a subse-

quent time, a ruling on the objection by telephone or otherwise

from the chairman or his designee. The Task Force shall not initi-

ate procedures leading to contempt for refusals to answer questions

at a deposition unless the witness refuses to testify after his objec-

tion has been overruled and after he has been ordered and directed

to answer by the chairman or a member designated by the chair-

man, upon consultation with the ranking Republican member or

his member designee.
7.5 The staff shall insure that the testimony is either transcribed

or electronically recorded, or both. if a witness' testimony is tran-

scribed, he shall be furnished with an opportunity to review a copy.

No later than five days thereafter, the staff shall enter the

changes, if any, requested by the witness, with a statement of the

witness' reasons for the changes, and the witness shall be instruct-

ed to sign the transcript. The individual administering the oath, if

other than a Member, shall certify on the transcript that the wit-

ness was duly sworn in his presence, tie tramscriber shall certify

that the transcript is a true record of the testimony, and the tran-

script shall be filed, together with any electronic recording, with

the clerk of the Task Force in Washington. ).('. Affidavits and

deposit i(1) shall be deemed to have been taken in Washington,
D.C. once fihld there with tihe clerk of the Task Force for the Task
Force's use.

7.6 All depositions, affidavits, and other materials received in the
investigation shall be considered nonpublic until received by the
Task Force. Once received by the Task Force, use of such materials
shall be governed by the Task Force rules. Classified information
or material shall not be used in open session except as permitted
by tihe Task Force, which shall require a vote of a majority of the
n1VIthers of the Task Force.

7.7 Written interrogatories and requests for admission may be
authorized and issued by the Task Force or chairman, in consulta-
tion with the ranking Republican member, and shall specify a date
for filing an answer with the chief clerk. Written interrogatories
and requests for admissions shall be answered under oath.

Rule X. Procedures for Ilandling of ('issified for Sensil ive
Materials

8.1 Stafl' offices shall operate under strict security precautions.
The chairman may request the Clerk and Sergeant at Arms to pro-
vide assistance necessary to insure strict security. Sensitive or clas-
sified documents and material shall be segregated and stored in an
appropriately secure storage area. They may be examined only at
secure reading facilities. Copying, duplicating, or removal from the
offices of such documents and other materials are prohibited except
as is necessary for authorized use in, or preparation for, interviews,
depositions, or meetings or hearings.

8.2 'l'he Task Force may direct that particular matters or classes
of matter shall not be made available to any person by its mem-
bers, staff, or others, or may impose any other restriction. Classi-
fied infrmation or classified material possessed or controlled by
the Task Force, or information deemed sensitive by the Task Force,
shall not be unade available to any person by its members or stall
or anyone who has access to the material except by vote of the
Task Force, which shall require a vote of the majority of lthe niem-
bers of the Task Force.

8.:. Each menber of the Task Force shall at all times have access
to all papers and other materials received fIrom any source. 'l'he
chief counsel, as designated by the chairman, shall be responsible
for the control, under appropriate security procedures, of all classi-
fied papers and other classified materials in the possession of the
Task Force, and for the maintenance, under such procedures, of a
registry which will number and identify all such classified materi-
als. Such registry shall be available to any member of the Task
Force.

8.4 Access by staff to classified information shall be limited on a
need-to-know basis, pursuant to instructions of the chairman,
acting in consultation with the ranking Republican member, either
on a case-by-case basis or by general instructions to the chief comn-
sel and chief minority counsel. All staff with such access shall be
required to have appropriate security clearance. The chief counsel
.shall maintain a list, available to chief minority counsel, of' those



staff who may attend executive sessions and have access to classi-
flied materials.

8.5 The chairman, in consultation with the ranking Republican
member, may limit staff attendance at certain executive sessions,
and staff access to certain categories of classified materials, which
involve matters of particularly high sensitivity.

8.6 Members who are not members of the Task Force shall be
granted access to such hearings, records, data, charts and files of
the Task Force and shall be admitted on a rnoparticipatury basis
to hearings of the Task Force, as the chairn i deeis appropriate,
which involve classified material, apart from material otherwise re-
stricted by the Task Force, on the basis of the following provisions:

(1) Members who desire to examine materials in the posses-
sion of the Task Force or to attend Task Force hearings on a
nonparticipatory basis should notifv tihe clhrk of the Task
Force in Writing.

(2) Each such request by a member must be considered by
the Task Force, a quorum for the reporting of matter being
present, at the earliest practicable opportunity. The Task
Force must determine by record vote whatever action it deems
necessary in light of all the circumstances of each individual
request. The Task Force shall take into account in its delibera-
tions, such considerations as the sensitivity of the information
sought to the national defense or the confidential conduct of
the foreign relations of the United States, the likelihood of its
being directly or indirectly disclosed, the jurisdictional interest
of the member making the request and such other concerns-
constitutional or otherwise-as affect the public interest of the
United States. Such actions as the Task Force may take in-
clude, but are not limited to: (it approving the request, in
whole or part; (i) denying the request; (iii providing in differ-
ent form than requested information or material which is the
subject of the request.
(3) In matters touching on such requests, the 'ask Force

may, in its discretion, consult the I)irector of-Central Intelli-
gence and such other officials as it may deem necessary.

(4) In the event that tle member making the request in
question does not accede to tile d(termination or any part
thereof of the Task Force as regards the, request, that member
should notify the Task Force in writing of the grounds for such
disagreement. The Task Force shall subsequently consider the
matter and decide, by record vote, what further action or rec-
ommendation, if any, it will take.

(5) Members examining material pursuant to this rule are
prohibited to disclose the material further, and every member
shall be furnished a copy of' this rule pior to examining such
material.

8.7 Other than as provided for in rule 8.Y and 6.10, no member of
the Task Force or its staff shall disclose, in whole or in part or by
way of summary, to any person, governmental agency or official,
outside the Task Force and its staff, for any purpose or in connec-
tion with any proceeding, judicial or otherwise, any testimony
taken, including the identity of witnesses who have testified or will
testify, or material presented or discussions md. in depositions or

at iii''tigs and hearings held in executive session, or other mate-
rials or information designated as sensitive by the chairman,
unless otherwise authorized by Task Force or the chairman. All
members of the Task Force and its staff shall agree in writing to
abide by the conditions of a non-disclosure oath promulgated by the
Task Force consistent with that used by the louse permanentt
Select Committee on Intelligence.

8.8 The chairman and ranking Republican member shall be au-
tlri/ed to inIsure that the Speaker and Republican Leader are
fully informed regarding the investigation, any other lrovisions of
these iulhs notwithstanding.

Rule 9. Staff, D)etailees, and Consultants

I Tie chairman, upon consultation with the ranking Republi-
can member, may employ and fix the compensation of such clerks,
experts, consultants, technicians, attorneys, investigators and cleri-
cal and stenographic assistants as are considered necessary to
carry out the purposes of the Resolution. In addition, the chair-
maii, upon consultation with the ranking Republican member, may
d(esiginate various staff of the Congress, at the written recommenda-
tion of members of the Task Force, as associate staff to the Task
Force. Upon termination of employment by the Task Force, each
niber of the staff, or consultant, shall surrender all classified
and oth(r material relating to the work of the Task Force which
canine into his possession while in the employ of the Task Force.

9.2 lit the event of an unauthorized release of information or
other violation, the chairman or the Task Force may refer the
matter to the House Committee on Standards of Official Conduct.
Nothing in these rules shall be construed to abridge the right of a
Member to make or transmit a complaint to the Committee on the
Standards of Official Conduct, or shall be construed to expand the
authority of that committee, over matters related to the conduct of
this rT'ask Force's investigation pursuant to House Resolution 258,
beyond what that resolution provides. The employment of any
member of the staff or consultant who fails to conform to any of
these Rules may be immediately terminated by lhe chairman upon
consultation with the ranking Republican member.
9.:1 The chairman, upon consultation with the ranking RI'lpmli-

can rimmber, shall have the authority to utilize the services, infor-
mal ion, facilities, and personnel of the departments and agencies of
the government. Requests by the chairman may specify by namnie,
or describe otherwise, the personnel to be detailed.

9.-f For purposes of these Rules, Task Force staff' shall include all
employees hired pursuant to rule 9.1, all associate staff designated
pursuant to Rule 9.1, and all staff' of the Speaker, Majority Leader
and the Republican ILeader who are appropriately cleared and des-
ignated in writing.

9.5 The chirman, upon consultation with the ranking ReIpuhli-
cam mnemiier, shall have the authority to procure th(' temporary or
intermittent services of experts or consultants or organizations
thereof to make studies or assist or advise the Task Force with re-
spect to any matter under investigation. Government personnel de-
tailed to the Task Force, and consultants, shall be deemed staff of



the Task Force to the extent necessary for the' purposes of their

designated association, detail, or consult'ancy, including the pur-

poses of interrogation of witnesses an(d security of information

under Rules 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 hereof.
9.6 The chairman, upon consultation with the ranking Republi-

can member, may establish such additional personnel, physical,

communications, and document security procedures, not inconsist-

ent with these rules, as he deems necessary to safeguard classified

information or materials possessed or controlled by the Task Force.

I :-SI,I(TEI) TITLES OF TIE IIU)I SE OFl'
REIRESENTATI V ES

Following arc selected Rules of the House of Rl'presentatives
which are also a part of the Task Force rules and which affect its
organization, administration, and operation. The Rules cited are
iiot exclusive of other Rules of the House of Relpresentiatives appli-
(aile tio the 'ITask Force.

Rule X. Esifablishnent and Jurisdiction of Standing (ommit tees

The Coimmittees and Their Jurisdiction

1. There shall be in the House the following standing commit-
tees, each of which shall have the jurisdiction and related functions
assigned to it by this clause and clauses 2, 3, anld 4; and all bills,
resolut ions, and other matters relating to subjects within the juris-
diction of any standing committee as listed in this clause shall (in
accordance with and subject to clause 5) be referred to such coni-
oit te(,es, as follows:

(a) Commnittee on Agriculture.
( I Adulteration of' seeds, insect pests, and protection of birds and

aiiiiuials in forest reserves.
(21 Agriculture generally.
:3) Agricultural and industrial chemistry.
I) Agricultural colleges and experiment stations.
t5) Agricultural economics and research.
(; Agricultural education extension services.
(71 Agricultural production and marketing and stabilization of

Prices of agricultural products, and commodities (not including dis-
fribution outside of the Uiited States).
(X) Animal industry and diseases of animals.
(9) Crop insurance and soil conservation.
(104 I)airy industry.
(11) Entomology and plant quarantine.
(1 2) Extension of farm credit and firm security.
(1:1) Forestry in general, and forest reserves other than those cre-

ated firom the public domain.
(It1) I uiman nutrition and home economics.
(15) Inspection of' livestock and meat products.
(14;) Plant industry, soils, and agricultural engineering.
(174 Rural electrification.
( 11 Commodities exchanges.
(19 Rural development.
(0) committeee ton Appropriations.

( 19



(1) Appropriation of' (Il(' revenue For the stippr of the (ivern-
ment.

(2) Rescissions of appropriations contained il, :ipjiropriatin)1 Acts.
(3) Transfers of unexpended balances.
(4) The amount of new spending authoritv (as described in tileCongressional Budget Act of 1974) which is to he effi'ctive for afiscal year, including bills and resolutions (reported by other com-mittees) which provide new spending atulhority ind irtil referred to

tbe committee under clause Pall.
The committee shall include separah headings Fbr "escissions

and transferss of Unexpended Balances" in any bill (,r resolutionas reported from the committee under its jurisdiction specified insubparagraph (2) or GO, with all proposed re ;cissions and proposedtransfers listed therein; and shall include a separate sect ion withrespect to such rescissions or transfers in (e accompanying con-inittee report. In addition-lo its jurisdiction uider Ihe precedingprovisions of this paragralph, tire coninit.hee shall Iave the fiscaloversight function provided lot- in clause 21h0(:i id the budget
hearing function provided fio in clause hli

' committeee on Armed Services.
(1) Common defense generally.
(2) The )epartment of I)eFerise general, iniiludirrg 1lh1 I)(ipart-mrients of the Army, Navy, and Air Force gellera I .(3) Ammunition depots; lirts; arsenl'; Alrs r N:r., mid Air

Force reservations ard establishments.
(I) (onservatiori, developmntrri arid irso (d' 1);i i piraolinri r1rl

oil shale reserves.
15) Pay, promotion, retir-ei,iil, arid it el .i , lils ;1 1r ii iviegi, s

of members of(lie a nred forces.
(G) Scientific research arid dhevehr rilen ill .ilppo~rf o( Ille i'nra-l(

services.
(7) Selective service.
(8) Size and composition of the Ariu, Nziv, :. i,, h Air ",'(,.
(9) Soldiers' arid sailors' homes.
(10) Strategic ard critical riathri;ls li(, i'(,v,;m , fIr- I (, COilirnOlli

defense.
(11) Military applications nif rumlear e'nrergyv.
In addition to its legislative jurisdiction under ti. preceding pro-visions of this paragraph (and its general oersight function underclause 2(b)1(1I), the coniminlie shall halve tlhi' special oversighlt furnc-tion provided for in clause 31(a) witi re spect to, international aririscontrol and disarmament, and military depenieits education.
d) ('ommiftee on Banking, Finance and Irbn Af fairs.
(I) Banks and b;rnking, inlclding dheposit "ir ;in ir. alnl [I( r al

monetary policy.
(2) Money and credit, including (-ir-re'n-v irid lhe issunce ofnotes and redermption Ilher-nI; gorld anrid sikvr, inlu di th(e coin-

age thereof; valuation ind nn-vahir inl (I fi' d, ;1.
(3) [Jrbun devnlopirnt.
('ft publicc and private hliiin.
(5) Ecironimic stalbilizat ion, dl'vl ise pr i uil'l ii, , ,,n (,im ) ion. ainI

ciitrol of the price of coirniim it ii's. r iill, :'. id , ri-'s
(6t Ihern;itional finance.

( ) Iinaincial aid to iconn rce and industry (other tin ir rnslnlr -
1;t ion).

(Slk'l) lrnational Financial and Monetary organizations.
(ei) (nmnmiftee on tile Budget, consisting of tle FollowingNeniers:
(IA Mer'nrh'rs who are members of other standing committees, in-chiding live Members who are members of the Committee on Ap-

IrPiiriat ions, and five Meriibers who are rieniners of' tihe (h'oniitteein WVy s and Means'
ri1 one Meniber I-rorn the leadership of' tile rajoriy'i)ni-tY: pj r(in('i on M'mlber frorii tihe leadership of' tie minority, piirty.No Member either than the representative front the leadership ofle majority party and the representative from the leadership oftIre riinrority party, shall serve as a member of the Committee oilthe Budget during more than three Congresses in any period of' fivesuccessive Congresses (disregarding for this purpose any serviceIn'rforrmred as a member of' such committee for less than a full ses-sio n in any congresss) , except that an incumbent chairman havingserved on tihe committee for three Congresses arid having served asthaliria ii of' ile coirnitee for not more than one Congress shallbe eligile, for reelection to the committee as chairman for one ad-ditiaal Congress. Previous service on the Committee before the()n I Hundred Second Congress shall be disregarded, for the pur-I)oses of this prohibition during the One Hundred Second Congress,fir the ranking minority member of the Committee (who is not theNlmhhlir designated as the Member from the leadership of the mi-nority party). A minority Member having served on the cornirmitteeIfr t hre' ("Congresses arid having served as tie ranking minorityiei( r iii the last such congress s shall be eligible tor reelection toili Committee as ranking minority Member for one additional o'n-gress. All selections of Members to serve on the corniittee sbiall berrade without regard to seniority.

(21 All conc-u, rrent resolutions on the budget (its deliied ini section:3 of* the (Congressional Budget Act of' 1974) and other mutters re-(Iuir,'d to be rei-.rredf to the committee under- titles Ill and IN' of'that Act.
() The cornimittee shall have the duty-

A) to report (lie matters required to be reported by it undert iles Ill and IV of the Congressional Budget Act of' 197.1;(13) to make continuing studies of the effect on budget out-lays of relevant existing and proposed legislation and to reportlhe results of such studies to the House on a recurring basis;(C) to request and evaluate continuing studies of tax expendi-(ures, to devise methods of coordinating tax expenditures, poli-cies. arind programs with direct budget outlays, and to report(Ihe results of such studies to the House i a recurring basis;
(I) ( viewe, oril a continuing basis, lie conduct l IW Ih, ('(I-p'ressiorial Budget Office of' its functions an dlites.I11 (ol niifee , Ili he Iislrict of (olumhia.

I1I All nreastires relating Io the municipal afhirs of Ire I)isl rictil) Clum')ia in general, other than appropriations therel'sr, includ-ing--
(2) Adult'ration of' fiois and drugs.



CD Incorporation and organization of soci(,( ies.
(4t Insurance, executors, administrators, wills. and divorce.
(5) Municipal code and amendments to the criminal and corpora-

lion laws.
t6) Municipal alid juvenile courts.
t71 Public health and safely, sanitati.n, :111d (1:l:Iuaii n lile rgIula-

tions.
t8) Regulation of salh of iltoxicaiing liquors.
(9) Taxes and tax sales.
( 10) St. Elizabeths hospital.
(g) Committee on Education and ILabor.
Il) Measures relating to edutcili r labogl. i i, lr.
t2) Child labor.
: (olumbia Institution for the I)(el, IDool. nwd fil l IHowaird

I inversify; Ireediln's I loslpital.
t,0) Convict labor aid In( (' iry (It giiiiI ,ai fy conwvicts intio

interstate col merce.
(5 Labor standards.
(t;t Labor statistics.
(7) Mediation and arbitration, (if labor dispuls.
t8t Regulatiol or prevention of, illiportntiw 11f1o f1(igln laborers

under cont ract.
(9) Food programs lor children in schools

( 1 United States Employees' (Compensaltion (Commission.
(11) Vocational rehabilitation.
(12) Wages and hours 01 1a1o.
{.13) We|are of miners.
(1l4) Work incentive Iroigramns.
III addition to its legislative jurisdiction kuindr the receding pro-

visions of this paragraph land its general oversight Iilnction under

clause 2)b)t11)t, the committee shall have tlh special oversight func-

tion provided Ibr in clause 31(c) with res(ct tIo (iomestic educational

programs and institutions, alid prograllis of student e lSsistallnce,

which are within the jurisdiction (f other CoIiiiilItt(is

it (iC iitee ons Energy and (Commerce.
(1) Interstate and FIreign commerce ge'lrall\

(2) National energy policy generally
13) Measures relating to the expl)alio, i)Iodihctiiin, stiollage,

Su))lY, marketiilg, pricing, and reguaatioll of energy resources, in-

cluding all Fossil fuels, solar energy, mid 10ht. l cunconventiolnl or

renewable energy resources.
(4) Measures relating to the coiiservt ion ofll energy i (sotil's

5) Measures relat ing to tle Collinercia; ;Iptlicli(I of energy

technology.
(6) Measures relating to energy i'itirnnatiol geeally
(7) Measures relating to 1A) the generation and marketing of

power (except by federally chartered or Federal regional power

marketing authorities), (B) the reliability :iid intrstate transmis-

sion of, and ratenaking for, all power, and ((' the siting of genera-

tion facilities; except the installation of' ihl cllr elections between

(overnment waterpower projects.

(8) Interstate energy copl)
a c t s .

19) Measures relating to general management of I he IDepaitmewnt
of EInergy. ald the management and all lounctions of t he Federal
EnIergy Regulatory Commission.

(10) Inland waterways.
I1l) Railroads, including railroad labor, railroad retirement and

ueloni iyment, except revenue measures related thereto.
(12) Regulation of interstate and foreign communications.
(13) Securities and exchanges.

I) ('OllSllner affairs and consulmer protect ion
151 Travel and tourisill.

(16) Public health and quarantine.
(17) Ilealth and health facilities, except health care Supplorted fy

oIiyroll deductions.
( 181 Iiomedical research and developimnet.
Such collinittee shall have the san jurisdiction with respe-ct to

regilatioll of nuclear facilities and of use of nuclear energy as it
has with respect to regulation of nonnuclear facilities and of use of
noniicle ar energy. In addition to its legislative jurisdiction under
the preceding provisions of this paragraph (and its general over-
sight fCo ct ions tinder clause 2(bX l )), such committee shall have the
special oversight functions provided for in clause (3Hth) with respect
to all laws, progralis, and Government activities afl'fecting nuclear
anl (t1her energy.

(i) committee e on Foreign Affairs.
(I) Relations of the United States with foreign nations generally.
(2) Acquisition of land and buildings for embassies and legations

ill foreign countries.
(3) Establishiment of houndary lines between n the United ,Stat(,s

and I reign nations.
(41 Foreign loans.
(5) International conferences and congresses.
1I6 Intervention abroad and declarations of war.
17) Measures relating to the diplomatic service.
(8) Measures to Coster commercial intercourse with ilviin i -

Iion,, and to safluguard American business interests abroad.
(9) Neutrality.
00) Protection of American citizens abroad and explatriliin.
( 1) The American National Red Cross.
1121 Inited Nat ions Organizations.

113) Measures relating to international econoni i policy.
(H1) Export controls, including nonproliferal ion of nuclear tech-

nology and nuclear hardware.
(15) International commodity agreements (other than those in-

vlving sugar), including all agreements fbr cooperation iin the
export ofI' nuclear technology anid nuclear hardware.

(6) Trading with the enemy.
(17) International education.

Inl addition to its legislative jurisdiction under the preceding provi-
sions of this paragraph (and its general oversight function under
clause 2(b)(1)I, the committee shall have the special oversight 'unc-
tions provided for in clause 31d) with respect to customs adminis-
tration, intelligence activities relating to foreign policy, interna-
tional financial and monetary organ izations, and international fish-
ing agreenlents.



tj) (runriltee oi (vernmel t operations .
1) Budget and accounitirg ilsui'es, itfelei I hcii ipp opri aliois.

(21 'T'le overall economy and elicitiency of (ovellinilllii oilrations
itid activities, including Federal procutreient.
(3) Reorganizations in the executive branch oI the ( overlniient.
(4 Inltergovernmental relationships between i IhUnited States

and the States and niunicilalilies, and gcner:l rveliUe snarling.
(C5 National archives.
1li Measures providing for oifloi lorilget ti :ra t .)f Fleidir:1 Igir-

ties or programs
(7) Measures providing e-)iitiiiir frol liii'tion under ny

order issued under part C of ti- Balaniced liudi,'l arid inerelency
I)eficit Control Act of' 1985.
In addition to its legislative jurisdiction unidi thi io-dinlg irovi -

sions of this paragraph (and its ovirsigh funictions undir cluse
2b (l) and (2)), the conaittee shall have te ftuintion of perform-
ing flit' aclivilies :1r1d iciiol it i, II studies which ;I 1( lr ividled for
ill clause 1(c).

W C committeee on IIouse Adininistration.
CIC Appropriations froni the contingent fuid
(2) Auditing and settling ot all ;i'coult-, which m% iho hag'hli'd iti

Ihe ciintiugent fund.
(3) Employment of persons 1)'y Ii Ihfisi. im'lidirig cerks For

Members and committees, anid reporters of debales.
(IC Except as provided in clause I(p)CC, mailers rllting to the Li-

brary of congresss and th l Ioise Library; statoarNv and pictures; ;IC-
celitar'e or iurclas of works of ;ulr t e (- ( ':;itol: thii Itanic
(:ardeis; iniagenient of thv ILihr ar y ot ('iii'ri-s. iil'chase of
books arid riartiscril)ts; (,,('lin of iiiiiiitiiiii'iii Iit) the rieii 'r of
individuals.
C5C Except as provided in clause IpC Ii1), mallrs relating to the

Snitlsourian Institution ;ndilt( , incorluurration of similar inslitu-
t ions.
(6) Expenditure of' contingent fund t' tire I liursi
(7) Matters relating to lrinlinr mid cori.cli- m of ivli' (ou lgris-

siinal Record.
(8) Measures relating to accounts uof Ie I ohiusi, gerer ill'.
(9) Measures relating ito assignienrt of voice )ic' fur' Niribers

and committees.
(10C) Measuires relating to the di')Oiiii iC uufihu'Ss i'\eC'ltive

papers.
(11) Measures relating to the election of tle, President, Vice

President, or Members of Congress; corrupt practices; contested
elections; credentials aid qualilicat inns; and 'uirul elections geri-
erally.

(12) Measures relating to services ti the IIUuse, including tile
louse Restaurant, parking facilities a rid anfinistration of the
louse Office Buildings and of the House wing oft he (Capitol.
(13) Measures relating to the travel of Memlbers of' I lHouse-.
(CI1) Measures relating to the raising, reporting and tise of' canm-

paign count ributions for candidates for office of representative in
the House of Representatives andI of lhsidid (Coiiimissiter to the
United States from Puerto Rico.

Itd
I Nle i,,onurs r,,hiting to flhe compensation, relirement mid other o"

cirilils ofi tn- MeinIers, officers, and employees of' the (Congress.
In idlit ion to its legislative jurisdiction under the preceding provi-
simis ,of this paragraph (and its general oversight function under k
cliiis 2(b)) H, tie committee shall have the function of perfiorilling 0
0 l dlties which are provided for in clause 4(d).
(I) (onmittee on Interior and Insular Affairs.
(Inoest reserves amid national parks created from t I public Idonml~ill. .

121 lorl 'itiiie of land grants arid alien owiirslhip, including alieii
MAIcrislhili of mineral lands.

1f) (4-e0gica Survey.
(I) Interstate compacts relating to apportionient of waters for

irrig:l itol purposes.
15 lrriga tion ai reclaination, including water supply for recli-

nltioii projects, and easements of public lands for irrigation
piojiicts, nd acquisition of' private hinds when n,,cessary to com-
phlet irrigal ion priJects.
(G) Measures relating to the care and management of' Indians, in-

clhdiig the care and allotment of' Indian lands and general and
special itiasires relating to claims which are paid out of Indian
fuilds.
(7) Measures relating generally to tie insular irossessiols of' ite

Iliit,.d States, except those affecting the revenue and appropria-
lions.

C Military parks and battlefields; national cemeteries adminis-
t'r ed by thie Secrel:ury of the Interior, and parks within the Dis-
Irid of' (olunbia.

(9i Mineral land laws and claims and entries tlhereider.
(10) Mineral resources of- the public lands.

IIC) Mining interests generally.
( 121 Mining schools and experimental stations.
( 13) Petroleum conservation on the public lands and conservation

of the radium supply in the United States.
( 1 1) Preservation of' prehistoric ruins aindl objects of iniriest on

Ihe pulifc domain.
(15) Public lands generally, including henry, easeilieils, 'irdl graz-

ing I fihreon.
(lNO ielatiois of the United States withI tle Indians iind ilile

Iirliari tribes.
(17) Regulation of the domestic nuclear energy industry. includ-

ing regulation of research and development reactors and nuclear
regulatory research.
lin addition to its legislative jurisdiction under tie preceding provi-
silis of this paragraph (and its general oversight function under
clause 2(bl(1)), the committee shall have the special oversight func-
lions provided for in clause 3e) with respect to all programs affect-
ing Indians and nonmilitary nuclear energy and research and de-
vehlopment including the disposal of nuclear waste.

(iii) committeee on the judiciary.
(I i Judicial proceedings, civil and criminal generally.
(2C Apportionment of Representatives.
(C) Bankruptcy, mutiny, espionage, and counterfeiting,
i ) ('ivil liberties.



(5) Constitutional amen(menls.
(6) Federal courts and judges.
(7) Immigration and naturalizat ion.
(8) Interstate compacts generally.
(9) Local courts in the Territories and lmsse,|siolis.
(1l) Measures relating to claims against the UJnited Stat&s.
(11) Meetings of Congress, attendance of Mimbers and their :c

ceptance of incompatible offices.
(12) National penitentiaries.
(13) Patent Office.
(14) Patents, copyrights, and trademrks
t15) Presidential succession.
(16) Protection of' trade and coinnierce g:wiiist utlwful re-

straints and monopolies.
(17) Revision and codificatiorn of the Statites rfr th, iUnited

States.
(18) State and territorial boundary lines.

19) Communist and other subversive activities atfrecting the in-

ternal security of the United States.
(it) Committee on Merchant Marine :and Iisheries.
(1) Merchant marine generally.
(12) ( )-i:i ,ir;l vhY :11id N larilo' A l't.lil!. i nl l ill' /oI e '

II a ll igeliiiu l. ,
(3) Coast Guard, including litt,.rving service, 1wlitfitits s, light-

ships, and ocean derelicts.
(41 Fisheries and wildlife, includig i-ise(:oc, t i,-ordit(l, rtiuges,

and conservation.
(5) Measures relitig to th' ioguil;ition (if ionliioii c.iiriers fry

water exceptt matters subject to the jiirisdition ot (lit Interstate
Commerce Commission) arid to the inspection of merchant marine

vessels, lights and signals, lilestrvirig eqtUilmii(it, ind fire Iroitection

on such vessels.
(6) Merchant marine ofliccirs and seamen.
(7) Navigation and the laws relating thitlo, iicludiing pirlotagv.

(8) Panama Canal ind the maintenance :and operation of* the
Panama Canal, including the administration, sanitation, and gov-

ernment of the Canal Zone; and interocearnic canals generally

(9) Registering and licensing of vessels and siliill bIoats.

(10) Rules and international arranglnierits to Iwrvent Colisions
at sea.

(11) United States Coast Guard and Me ichint NMariie Acade-

ies, and State Maritime Academies.
(121 International fishing agreements.
(o) Committee on Post Office and ('ivil Service.
(1 Census and the ciIlection of statisti es generally

(2) All Federal Civil Service, including inthigovr uiwlt:l fIi r s (in -

nel -

(3) Postal-savings banks.
(4) Postal service generally, including the railway mail service,

and measures relating ti oealro lail trld P1ii'1[tit ic- t ub service;

but excluding post roa(s.
(5) Status of officers and employees ol tihet Initei States, includ-

ing their compensation, classificatiin, rl re ii'nilt

(61 Hatch Act.

C'i Iold h N ~lls and celebrations.
(S) P)opulation and demography.
11p 1 'oniniiftee on iPublic Works llndl Tralnsportation.
(I) Flood cont rol auird iinirovement of rivers anid hiarbors.
(21) Measure0s relating to the Capitol Building and the Seinat, and

I lou.:e Office Buildings.
(3 Nle: isUlis relate ing to t he const iucltion or ina iienale ' ol roads

and post roads, other than appropriations theref or; but it slall not
be ili order for any bill providing general legislation in relation to
1olis to contain any provision ftor any specific road, nor fr any hill
iii relation to a specific road to embrace a provision ill relation to
aivy other specific road.

-I) Measures relating to the construction or reconstruction, inain-
tl' .nancv, and care of' the buildings and grounds of the Botanic Gar-
dens, the Library of Congress, and the Smithsonian Institution.

(51 Measures relating to the purchase of sites and construction of
iost offices, custonrhouses, Federal courthouses, and (ioverninent

builings within tlie District of Columbia.
(61 Oil and other pollution of navigable waters.
(7) Public buildings and occupied or improve( grounds of Ihe

I initcd States generally.
(i, Puhblic works foir the benefit of navigation, irliirlidiig hridgfs

:111d1 (1111 , h4, 11lh ll l ilhfcl w itio w il Ili-h ll: m illl 11;1111-o

(9 WVatei power
(101 Transportation, including civil aviation except railroads, rail-

Ia ]oall tor" and preinsioins.
Ill ) RIols and the sai'tly thereof.

(121 Water Irarrisportatiorn subject to the jilrisdi-lion ot' tlil hitei
'kiate C i(llnlniice (Comirimission.

(13lI{irtled trarisporitation regulatory agencies, except (A) the
Interstate Commerce Commission as it relates to railroads; (Il) "ed-
iral Railroad Administration; and (C) Antrak.

(J1 (ollnlittee on Rules.
HI i The rules and joint rules (other than rules oi' joint rules relat-

ing to Ihe ('ode of official l Cinduct), arid order of business of lhe
I loose.

(2) Recesses and final adjournments of Congress.
(:j The C(ommittee on Rules is authorized tio sit and act whether

m- not the House is in session.
(r) ('oniniltee oi Science, Space, arnd TeclhnoIlogv.
(I1 Ast rnraut ical research and development, iniclulinig rsooi ces,

fie'rsinne I, equipment, and facilities.
(21 [Bureau of Standards, standardization of weights and ieas-

ores and the metric system.
(31 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(I) Natioiial Aeronautics and Space Council
(5) National Science Foundation.
(6)1 Outer space, including exploration ar(i i'ontrol I lereol'.
(7) Science Scholarships.
(8I Scientific research, development, anid demonsration, and

ir-ojicts therefore, and till Federally owned ior operated inomiliary
energy laboratories.

(9) Civil aviation research and development.
(1)1 E']nviroriienrtal research and development.



(11) All energy research, development, and demonstration, and

projects therefor, and all federally owned or lI'trat'd nonmilitary

energy laboratories.
(12) National Weather Service.

In addition to its legislative jurisdiction under the preceding provi-

sions of this paragraph (and its general oversight function under

clause 2(b)(1)), the committee shall have the special oversight func-

tion provided for in clause 3(f) witi respect (t) all i in ilitlry re-

search and development.
(s) Committee on Small Business.

(1) Assistance to and protection of small hiusitn'ss, including fi

nancial aid.
(2) Participation of small-business etit'rptise' ill F'deiral I)rlwur'

-

ment and Government contracts.
In addition to its legislative jurisdiction under the preceding provi-

sions of this paragraph and (its general oversight function under

clause 2(h)(1)), the committee shall have the special oversight func-

tion provided Ior in clause 3(g) with respect to tile problems of

small business.
M Committee on Standards of Official Conduct.
( 1 Measures relating to the Code of Official ('onduct.

In addition to its legislative jurisdicti on ider the i receding provi-

sion of this paragraph (and its general oversight futinction under

clause 2(b)(1)), the committee shall have the functions with respct

to recommendations, studies, investigations, and reports which are

provided for in clause 4(e), and the functions designated in titles I

and V of the Ethics in Government Act of 1 978 and sections 7342,

7:351, and 7353 of title 5, United States Code.
(t) Committee on Veterans' Affairs.
(1) Veterans' measures generally.
(2) Cemeteries of the United States in which veterans of any war

or conflict are or may be buried, whether in the United States or

abroad, except cemeteries administered by the Secretary of the In-

terior.
(3) Conllpelisat lon, vocational rehabilitaliion, 1ad idtucatlon of vet-

e'rans.

(4) Life insurance issued by the Governmeni oil aiccounit of serv-

ice in the Armed Forces.
(5) Pensions of all the wars of tle tlnited States, general and spe-

cial.
(6) Readjustment of servicetien to civil life.

(7) Soldiers' and sailors' civil relief.
(8) Veterans' hospitals, medical care, and treatment of veterans.

(v) Committee on Ways and Means.
(11 Customs, collection districts, and sports of ititry and delivery.

(2) Reciprocal trade agreements.
(3) Revenue measures generally.
(4) Revenue measures relating to the ilnsular possessions.

(5) The bonded debt of the United States (sutbject to the last sen-

fence of clause 4(g) of this rule).
(6) The deposit of public moneys.
(7) Transportation of dutiable goods.
(8) Tax exempt foundations and charitable truss.

()j National social security, except (A) health care and Iaciliies
programs that are supported from general revenues as opposed to
payroll deductions and (11) work incentive prograins

(eneral Oversight Responsihilities

2 (4l In order to assist the House in-
(1) its analysis, appraisal, and evaluation of (A) the applica-

fion, administration, execution, and effectiveness of the laws
enacted by the Congress, or (B) conditions and circumstances
which may indicate the necessity or desirability of enacting
new or additional legislation, and

(2) its formulation, consideration, and enactment of such
modifications of or changes in those laws, and of such addition-
al legislation, as may be necessary or appropriate,

the various standing committees shall have oversight responsibil-
ities as provided in paragraph (b).

(f,(l) Each standing committee (other than the Committee on Ap-
propriations and the Committee on the Budget) shall review and
study, on a continuing basis, the application, administration, execu-
tion, and effectiveness of those laws, or parts of laws, the subject
matter of which is within the jurisdiction of that committee and
the organization and operation of the Federal agencies and entities
having responsibilities in or for the administration and execution
thereof, in order to determine whether such laws and the programs
thereunder are being implemented and carried out in accordance
with the intent of the Congress and whether such programs should
be continued, curtailed, or eliminated. In addition, each such com-
mittee shall review and study any conditions or circumstances
which may indicate the necessity or desirability of enacting new or
additional legislation within the jurisdiction of that committee
(whether or not any bill or resolution has been introduced with re-
spect thereto), and shall on a continuing basis undertake future re-
search and forecasting on matters within the jurisdiction of that
committee. Each such committee having more than twenty mem-
bers shall establish an oversight subcommittee, or require its sub-
committees, if any, to conduct oversight in the area of their respec-
tive jurisdiction, to assist in carrying out its responsibilities under
this subparagraph. The establishment of oversight subcommittees
shall in no way limit the responsibility of the subcommittees with
legislative jurisdiction from carrying out their oversight responsi-
bilities.

(2) The Committee on Government Operations shall review and
study, on a continuing basis, the operation of Government activi-
ties at all levels with a view to determining their economy and effi-
ciency.

(3) The Committee on Appropriations shall conduct such studies
and examinations of the organization and operation of executive
departments and other executive agencies (including any agency
the majority of the stock of which is owned by the Government of
the United States) as it may deem necessary to assist it in the de-
termination of matters within its jurisdiction.

(c) Each standing committee of the House shall have the function
of reviewing and studying on a continuing basis the impact or proh-



able impact of tax policies affet hog sulhijeds it ho, its jut, isdict ion
as described in clauses I and 3.

Special Oversight Iunctions
3. (a) The Committee on Armed Services shall have the lIunctionof reviewing and studying, on a continuing basis, all laws, pro-grams, and Government activities dealing with or involving inter-national arms control and disarniament and thi, v'duc|itilt of mili-

tary dependents in schools.
(b) The Committee on the Budget shall have the' luncl ion of--

(l) making continuing studies of the eltect on budget outlaysof relevant existing and proposed legislation, and reporting theresults of such studies to the Ilouse on a ri-courring basis; and
(2) requesting and evaluating continuing studies of tax ex-

penditures, devising methods of coordinating tax expendit tires,policies, and programs with direct budget oud lays, and report-ing the results of such studies to the Ilouse on ; recurring
basis.

(c) The Committee oni Education and Labor shall have tOw h unc-(ion of reviewing, studying, and coordinating, on a coritiniuingbasis, all laws, prograrris, and (; ov(-rnnient ;ctivilies dealing withor involving domestic ('du(-at ioal I)rogr- . ;11iil ilist(itt iotis, and
programs of' student assistance, which are , %ith IOw jurslisdict ir of
ot her committees.
(d) The Committee on lForeign Alfairs shaill have tlw function ofreviewing arid studying, on a conlinuiig basis, all haws, programs,and Government activities (leafing with or iiivol ig -uslo s ad-ministration, intelligence activities relating to foreign policy, inter-national financial and monetary organizat ior, ;rd iterwnatiioal

fishing agreements.
(e) The Committee oir Interioi- and hIsular Altirs stroll have theFunction of reviewing arid studying, otl a contmuing hiasis, all laws,programs, and Government activities dealing with Iidians andnonmilitary nuclear energy and research rlld dwvr-hirr't includ-

ing the disposal of nuclear waste
iln The Committee on Sci(n(e, Spot(-e, :irid l'chinology si:if htayc

the function of reviwing and studying, on a iirntinuing basis, alllaws, programs, and Government activities if-:11ig with or invouv-
ing nonmilitary research and development
(g) The Committee on Small Business shall have t lft function (if

studying and investigating, on a continuing hisis, lh r iproblies of
all types of small business.
(h) The Committee on Energy and ('ommrce shall have, the func-tion of reviewing and studying On a continuing hasis, all laws, pro-grams and Government activities renting to nrllr1-al and other

energy.
it) The Committee on Rules shall have 1hi' fliiiiction if' rvvi(-wing

and studying, on a continuing basis, the cir..iosil budget proc-
ess, and the committee shall, from tioo, to time, r-)oit its findings
and recomnmendations t(o tit- I loose

Additi nal "unctions if ( - intinitt l w h 3Iall tAt The Coninritee. on Appropriions shall, witin ttt
days after the transmittal of the Budget to the Congress each year,hol hearings ott the Budget as a whole with particular reference

o i) the basic recoi mendat ions arid budgetary polici es o'f Ihl.IPresident in the presentation of the Budget; andiii) the fiscal, financial, and economic assumptions used ash:ises in ,arriving at total estimated expenditures and receipts.110 i:) holding hearings Iursuant to subdivision (A), the (icorniit-te' shall receive testimony from the Secretary of the Treasury, tliel)irector of Ihe Office of Management and Budget, the Chairnaii ofthe ( 'ottncil of Economic Advisers, and such other persons as the(Coliittee may desire.
(') Ih 'arings pursuant to subdivision (A), or any part thereof,shall )1 held in open session, except when tlie c'im it ! ee, ir opensession ard witi a quorum present, determines by roll call volethat the t's Ilimony Io be taken at that hearing on that day may ber'hdt'd to a matter of national security: Protwde, howeve.'. Thatlhe committee may by tie same procedure close one subsequentday ot hearing. A transcript of' all such hearings shall be' printed (and a copy Ihertof unfinishedd tr each Memlter, l ,gah, auid (lit,Rt'sident (Grttrissioner from Puerto Rico.t)t Ilearings pursuant to subdivision (A), r any part tlhereof,may Iw, held bt'ore joint meetings of the comitititlee and the Con-tifft(, on Appropriat ions of the Senate it) accordance wili stthIr'ocdiires as the two ('itiltt'es jointly may deleririne.12) Whenever aoty bill or resolution which provides itew spendingauthority described in section 401(c)(2)(C) of the CongressionalBudget Act of 197.1 is reported by a committee of the House aadItr( amount of new bitdget authority which will be required for- (lit,fiscal year inv( Ilved if such bill or resolution is enacted as so repor-eli ec('es t(he app rOpriat e allocation of' new budget authority re-ported as described in clause f(b) in connection with the in st re.cenily agreed to concurrent resolution on the budget irr stch lifiscalyeitar, such fill or resolution shall then be referred to the C mimit-te'e on Apjn operations with instructions to report it, with tt' Conitiitte''s reconu ndaitions and (if the committee de'ets it desirable'with altr amendment limiting the total amount of new spending au-thority provided in the bill or resolution, within 15 calendar days(not courting any day on which the House is not in session) hegiri-sing with the day following the day on which it is so rilerred, Ifthe Cnomnittee on Appropriations fails to report the bill or resolu-lion within such 15-day period, the committee shall be automatical-ly discharged from further consideration of the bill or resolutionarnd t it', bill or resolution shall be placed on tir apprrrrittt. 'rt

(:0 In addition, the Committee on Appropriations shaill sttily on atiutnitinuirg leisis thtse provisions of' law which (ori t( lirst day otthe first fiscal year lb r which the congressional budget proc ess is-f'feclive) provide spending authority of permanent budget authr-ity, and shall report to the House from time to titne its rcolnirdatiots for tirminaing or modifying such provisions



(III The ('tln11ittee oil the Ilidgi't shall 1:1ve the duly t
(1) to review on a conti n ing fIasis the lt''nlict 1 '1,I

gressional Budget. Office of its lu'ict ions ailal (Iu it's;

(2) to hold hearings, and receive testiliolly Iroli Melnibtis of

congresss and such aipropri:ite relpvist'nt;itives of IFderal de

partments and agencies, the general public, aid iid injal orga-
nizations as it devills desirablhe, ill developing the, c.ncill-rrvill

resolutions on Ole budget For eac IiIc;I ye; ri
GOl to make ;dlI relprt-s required of it by Ihe Congtressional

Budget Act of 197.1. iiicludiig the repoilinl of i tcoliciolaio

hills and resolutions when sio required

(I) to study on a continuing basis thost' Iroivisions of I.tw

which exempt Federal agencies or any of thlir activities or out-

lays from inclusion in the Budget of the Untied States (overn-

ment, and to report to the lionse frim time to tiime its recom-

mendations for terminating or niodif'ying such provisions; and

(5) to study oil a continuing basis proposals designed to iun-

prove and facilitate methods tf congressiotal budget-making,
and to report to the louse fron time to time tihe results of

such study together with its recomniendatiois.
(cti) rhe Committee oi Governmnilt ()'peritions shall ha1ve the

general function of-
(A) receiving and examining reports ol' t ('ont roller (en-

er'al of the United States and of subiiittiig such recoinmenda-

tions to the tHouse as it deeis niect'ss y r 'htsi bii' il ('oil-

iiectii n with the subject letter of such reortl s;

(B) evaluating the efft'cts of laws eiacted to reorganizie (li'

legislative and executive branches ot the (ivt'rinient; and

(C) studying intergovernmental relationships between the

United States and the States and niun icil ities, int between

the United States and international orgonizaliis tl which the

United States is a member.
(2) In addition to its duties under stlilpii:;i;lli I, tlhe ('oi it-

tee on (Government Operations niny at an i N tili ii conduct investiga-

tions of' any matter without regard to the privisiois of clause 1, 2,

or : (or this clause) conferring jurislictioll ovlr such niatter upoll

another standing committee. The con ittelits findings and receii-

mendations in any such investigation shall be mle available to

lte other standing committee or ctiilitti't's having jurisdiction

over the matter involved (and included in Iiih report of aivy such

other committee when required by clause 2I)(1) of Riih XI).

(d) The Committee on lluist' Adiniiiist idio shll have their' finc-

t ion of-
(I) examining all bills, n1'lnets. Mid joint i'tsilutions

after passage by the Ilouse and, in operation with the

Senate, examining all bills and joint resolutions which shall

have passed both Houses to see t hat they are correctly en-

rolled, forthwith presenting those which t igiiated in the

Ilouse to the ]resident of the United States in person after

their signature by the Speaker of(thi I lioise and the President

of the Senate and reporting thl' falct Ilnd Iit' (i such it'esenta-

tion to the House;
(2) reporting to the Sergeal-it-A i's of th' I Iut' concern-

ing t l travel if Members of' tht I hons'; :nd

131| providing. thro~ugh1 the liouse Informatlion Systems, aiS-chdillinw services which shall he used 1)y v ,I .111 O lliniittees
anld suboliullitiv~es of, tl IltlSe to) elilill:1h,, illsol~llr is posi-

lh'11n, y ieel ing and scheduling colnllicts.
u lh I I T', (ommittee on Standards of Official ('onduct is author-

izd:ll I to iecoiniend to the I louse from tinie to tile such admin-
ist Vve acti ins as it may deem appropriate to establish or eiforce
st ndiido ofl olficial coniluct for Members, oficers, aind employees
of Ih, lotss. and any letter of' reproval or other adminislralive
:lcii ofl' t 'oluillitife IursuanI to ;m invest igal ion unler suhdivi-

Ii o IlSI shall only he issued or implemented as a part of a report
required by such subdivision; (B) to investigate, subject to suhpara-
giaph 21 of this paragraph, any alleged violation, by a Member, of'
ficer, or employee of the House, of the Code of' Official Conduct or
of any law, rule, regulation, or other standard of conducl applicable
to tIh' cnlduct of such Member, officer, or employee in the perform-
alce of his duties or the discharge of' his responsibilities, and after
notice and hearing (unless the right to a hearing is waived by the
Member. officer, or employee), shall report to the House its find-
ings of act and recommendations, if any, upon the final disposition
of ay suchl investigation, and such action as the committee may
deei appropriate in the circumstances; (C) to report to the appro-
priate Federal or State authorities, with the approval of' the [louse,
any substantial evidence of a violation, by a Member, officer, or
('i11loVee (f the louse, of any law applicable to the performance of
his duties or the discharge of his responsibilities, which may have
been disclosd in a committee investigation; (D) to give consider-
ation Io the request of any Member, officer, or employee of' the
I louse tIr an advisory opinion with respect to the general propriety
0t any CLitrrnt or proposed conduct of' such Member, officer, or em-
pluoyee and, with appropriate deletions to assure the privacy of the
individual concerned, to publish such opinion for the guidance of
other Members, officers, and employees of the [louse; and (E) to
give Cotlsideration to the request of any Member, officer. or eli-

ployi' f (i the Ilouse Fbr I written waiver ill eXclI)tioiUl 'irciit'l-ii
stance-; with respect to clause 4 of rule XLIII.

(2)1(A\ No resolution, report, recommendation, or advisory opinion
t'lting to tlie official conduct of a Member, officer, or employee of

Ii' louse shall be made by the (Commitee on Standards of Official
Covnduc, ntl no investigation of' such conduct shall he t 'udertakii

by such committee, unless approved by the ilfirniaive vote of' a
majo ity f t he inembers of the committee.

13) Except in the case of' an investigation undertaken by the com-
inittee oii its own initiative, tlie committee may undertake an in-
vestigation relating to the official conduct of an individual
Member, officer, or employee of the House of Representatives
only--

Il upon receipt of a complaint, in writing and uni ider oath,
inade by or submitted to a Member of' the I louse and I ransin it-
ted to the committee by such Member, or

0i) upon receipt of a complaint, in writing and under oath,
directly irom an individual not a Member of' the louse if ithe
coniittee finds that such complaint has been submitted by
such individual to not less than three Members of' the luise

OL



who have refused, iii writing, to t raiisilil suc'h cmiplailt to
!he committee.

(I No) investigation shall he undertaken by Ilhw Coilllnitte, of, aiiv:alleged violation of a law. lule regulation. Or sti(ard of conductito il eflect at the tinle of the alleged violatii 0; n(r shall 111v ih-vestigation he undertaken by the coininittee (d any alh'lged viola-liOn which occurred before the third previous ('otigress unless thetomrniittee determines that the alleged violalion is directhI relatedo ait4y alleged violation which occurred in I oote recent ("otgress.(1) A member of Ihe commniittee shall be ineligible to I Iitiipate.1s ;I lteihti r f,' Ithe conlinithee, in ant co l lil( i l,(roceliog rel;it-till, to his Or IIer IfTicial cotli hl :Ina v case il %% Ili( h a nIeiifbcr ofth' committee is ineligible to act as ia tnemirl. of the coqmlit teunler Ille preceding sentence, Ilie Speaker of Ilie Ihlose shall desig-nate a Member of ti, Ilouse frOI tI saMie ;,t itical ItalrtV as theiiiligible tetinber of the committee to act as 't Ioolbr ofl ie coln-
itit te ill any co n lillee p rlv -d h g r !, h , the ollicil r-nd 'i
'f such ineligible member.
'Ei A member of' the conmlitlee nav (lisqualil'v hinislf Irol par-Ib ;pating in any investigation of the cOMtlhCtI Of a Merohir. officer,o. employee e of the House ulpon the stthiission int writing atitiutnider oat 1) Ot an affidavit of disilttlifiial ioll aill th:0 heie c:1ittiotrender an impartial and tti)iaid dcciSi~oi ill 111 casLt, e ill %hiCtl i'sie'ks to disqualify hiniself. If th( colinitte approves an( accelptssuch affidavit of disqualification, the chairman shill so noli t" theSpeaker and request the Speaker to designate a Mtimber of theIHluse Iront fill- sale political parly as' it ie iisjdisiliIilving ierlnl r ofthe committee to act as a nenifber of Ilie collilithle, I; lI}V (ooillt-

tee proceeding relating to such investigal tt.(i No information or testilonv received. or the contents of, atcintplaint or the fact of' its filing, shall be i)li.lyiCl disclosed 1)v anycOminittee or staff member unless specifically. ailhorized it eachitv-ttnce by a vote of' the full committee.
(i(It Each standing commtntittee of' the Ilouse shall, iin its ciosi(er-altin of' all bills and joint resolutions 0tt a public C(.haracter withinits jurisdiction, insure that aptpro)riations for contitinuing programsarid activities of the Iedetal Govertment ind the District I* Co-lunibia government will tbe made annually tohtithe tnaxill)itIn extentIasible an( consistent with the nature, requirements, and objec-tives of' tie programs and activities invoitv(,(t. I"or le purposes ofthis paragraph a governmentt agency includes the organizational

units of government listed in clause 7ico itt Role XIII.121 Each standing committee of' the louse shall review, fromtime to time, each continuing program within its jurisdiction forwhich h appropriations are not made annually in Order to ascertainwhether such program could he modiiied so i that a)prtipriations
Iherefor would be made annually

tgt Each standing committee of' the I oLuse shall. on or before Feb-ritary 25 of each year, submit to the Co(mtuittee on the Budget (1tits views and estimates with respect to all miattrs to be set forthin the concurrent resolution (it the bulgt fr Ilie ensuing Fiscal':ear which are within its jurisdiction or Iunctions, and (2) all esti-mate of the total amounts of new budget aut hority. and budget out-l:1vs ,sulting tlere-front. to he itrovided t-' aithoiizd in all bills

adl resut tons within its jurisdiction which it intends to he effec-
tiv( during that fiscal year. The views and estimates submitted byle ('(inrniittee oit Ways and Means under the preceding sentenceshall include a specific recommendation, made after holding publichbe rings, as to the appropriate level of the pul)lic debt whichshoultfi Itt, se ol bth in the concurrent resolution on Ih I)udget re-Ierri.d lo in sich sentence and serve as lhe Itasis For at) increase ord(cre:ise ill t0 le statutory limi oi such debt under the iroceduresti'-oided ty I Ile XLIX.
Ill As son is practicale after a concurrent rI'so itt ont I hebudgitie Fr h' in v fiscal year is agreed to, each siantding cotmmittee of11lt Ihuiise (atter consulting with the appropriate conlinlilee Or comt-tnitles tit the Senate) shall subdivide any allocations nmale to it ittIhe* joint explanatory stateient accompanying tie conferencer(ulit o t such resolution, and promptly report such subdivisions toflh I lIous , in the manner provided by section 312 or section i012 linthe case' otf fiscal years 1991 through 19951 of' fit' (ongr'ssionalIiidget Act of 197.
it Each standing committee of the House which is directed in a('iotCu rrri, resolution ott the budget to determine and recommendchila igi's itt laws, bills, or resolutions under the reconciliation proc-ess hmll Iitittfly miake' such determination and recoienditlions,and r'lort a reconciliation bill or resolution (or botht t IIe IlouseOr submnit such recommendations to the Conmittee on the Budget.itt ac('old(nce with the Congressional Budget Act of' 197.1.

IIf'i.';ll of' Bills. flesilnlimns, t nrd other Matters Io( 'olliifees
5. (at Each bill, resolution, or other matter which relates to asuliject listed under any standing committee named irt clause Ishall be referred tbY the Speaker in accordance with the provisionsif thi s clause.
(I)t Every referral of' atty matter under paragraph (at shall bemaitde itt such tanner as to assure to the niaxinint extent feasiblethat ('-ach cormittee which has jurisdiction tinder clause I over thesbjt'ct matter of any provision thereof will have responsibility forcmisidering such provision and reporting to the louse with respecttlieret(. Any precedents, rulings, and procedures in effect prior tothe Ninit,-Fourth Congress shall I be applied with respect ft refer-rils IUnder this clause only to the extent that theyN wilt ct nrilbuh,to Ih achievement of the objectives of this clause.ic) Itn carrying out paragraphs (at and (bt with respect to artyInatt r, the Speaker may refer the matter simultaneously to two ormore committees for concurrent consideration or for considerationitt sequence (subject to appropriate time limitations in the case ofany committee), or divide the matter into two or more parts tre-flecting different subjects and jurisdictions) and refer each suchpart to a different committee, or refer the matter to a special adhoc corninittee appointed by the Speaker with the approval of' theHouse ffron the members of the committees having legislative ju-risdicioni for the specific purpose of considering that matter andreporting to the Hfouse thereon, or make such other ltrOvision asmay be' considered appropriate.



Election aid Membership (of Comnlillhes: ( chairman: V'aian ies:
Select anl C:onference ('ommitees

6. tIll) The standing committees specified in clause t shall he
elected by the Ilouse within the seventh calendar day beginning
after tile connencenelit of each Congre:;:,, frorii nm(linliations sub-
initted by tile respective party caucuses. It shall always he in order
to consider resolutions recommended by the respective party cau-
,ceses to change the conilosition of standing committees.

i2i One-half of the members of' the committee e on Standards of
officiall Conduct shall be from tihe majority party an(] on-half'

,hall he from tlie minority party. No Menibevr shall serve as a
m0enmb1er of the (onmittee on Standards of Official Conduct during
more than :I Congresses in any period of 5 successive Congremses
(disregarding for this purpose any service performed as i member
of such committee for less than a full session in an' Congress).

Ib) Membership on standing committees during tile course of a
oi igress shall le contingent on continuing membership in tile

parllty caucus or conference that nominated Members for election to
sultic committees. Should a Menber cease to be a meinber of' a par-
lin'ular Iparty caucus or ci.ference, said Memiber si[all autoniatical-
ly cease to he a menber' of a standing committee to which he was
elected on the basis of loninaion by that citols or conference.
the chalirnan of Ihe relevant party cIItl('S (0M i cn'erence shall

notify the Speaker whenever a Member ceases to le a ivinel)'r of a
party caucus or conference and tlie Speaker ,l;iall notify the chair-
rioIn ot each standing committee on which said M iiher serves.

that in accord with this rfle, the Merliber's electiiil o sucl con-
ioittee is automatically vacated.

i'i One of the members of vach standing committee shall be
elected by the House. frori nominations sulibllited by the niajority
party caucus, at the coniincieiiril of each congresss , as chairman
IIe reof. Ii the temporary absence of' tilie clairanhI, tit, Ieili ber
,ext in rank in the order nailed in the election oI' the colmlittee,

and so on, as often as tie case shall happen, shall act as chairman;
Miid in case of a permanent vacancy in tilt, clairmanisliill of' any
such committee the Flouse shall elect another chairmaii.

di) F.ach standing committee of th li house of' representatives,
except the Committee on Itle Budget, that has Iiore fhail twenty
limnibers shall establish at least four subconmmittees.

tel All vacancies in standing committees shall be filled by elec-
tion hy the House from nominations, sutbiiithd by the respective
party caucus or conference.

(1 The Speaker shall appoint all select and colnli'reuce Coniliit-
tees which shall be ordered by the Ilouse froli time to time. In ap-
pointing members to conference committees the Speaker shall ap-
point no less than a majority of members who generally supported
lie I louse position as determi nod by the Speaker. The Speaker
siall name Memhers who are primarily re.sponlsib l' Fr th' legisla-
lion and shall, to te fulbl'st extent fasilhb', include the principal
proponents of' tlt' major prtvisions orl the, bill :is it passed the
I louse.

(g) Membership on select and jinlt coimit (hs during the course
of a Congress shall hi' conl ing'it ol contlinuiig o'ibt'rsliip in the

ll;I; ;lilt t 1 ciliis OC lli'orelc tin(, Melnlber W l a -' nl(ollbI( [ OF it tIlt(

Iiol oI his appointmitent to a select or joint committee. Should a
Nlli'ler cease to be a member of that caucus or conference, said
liliilier shall automatically cease to be a member of any select or
.joint co11it te to which he is assigned. The chairman of the rele-
v'ant harty caucus or conference shall notify the Speaker whenever
a, Member ceases to be a member of a party caucus or conference
and the Speaker shall notify the chairman of each select or" joint
cola in itt ee oil which said Member serves, that in accord with this
rill( Ilt NI ibr's aIliointllelt to such connliitte is automaltical-

'I'l, Speaker inay aploi1t the Resident Cnmmission er Frot
I'uallo Rico and )elegates to the House to any select commit tee
and o any conference committee that is considering legislation re-
P-rtd ioni a committee on which they serve.

1i0 There shall be in the Ilouse the permanent Select Committee
on Au ing, which shall not have legislative jurisdiction but which
shall have jurisdiction-

I to conduct a continuing comprehensive study and review
)lI' t, problems of the older American, including but not limit-
eid to income maintenance, housing, health (including medical
reoar'ch , welfare, employment, education, recreation, and par-
licipalion ill ftaiily and community life as self-respecting citi-
/|11s:
(2) to stud y the use of all practicable iieans and methods of

-licounraging the development of public and private prograiis
and policies which will assist the older American iin taking a
It'll part ii national lire and which will encourage the utiliza-
li(0n of the knowledge, skills, special aptitudes, and abilities of
older Americans to contribute to a better quality of life for all
Anmericans;s

I31 to devel ho policies that would encourage tie coordination
of bth governmental and private programs desigii d to deal
wit I problems or' aging; and

1) to review any recommendations made by tile President or
h the White lI luse Conference on Aging relating to pirgra1s
or policies arltecting older Americans.

It'lle XI. Rules tof Procedure for (Coinhiillees

In General

I. ll )The Rules oF the Ilouse are the rules of its committees
and subcomlirittees so far as applicable, except that a motion to
recess front day to day, and a motion to dispense with tile first
reading iin full) of a bill or resolution, if printed copies are avail-
able, aie nondebalal)le mot ions of high privilege in coiitt (ees and
s, bc( mi it 'l.es.
(2) Each sulconiiittee If' a committee is a part (f that colonil-

tee, and i.; subject to the ut 1lhority arid direction ol that c'm(lnilhie
and to its tiles so far as applicable.
III) Each co mmittee is authorized at any time to conduct such in-

vestigations and studies as it may consider necessary or appropri-
at, ill fte' exercise of' its responsibilities under I I'Ih X. a nil subject



to tire adoption of expense resolu t ls 011 as I'-qil lid by tlruse ._ 0 10incur eXpe'nses tincluilirIg travel expense's) ill iolliluct ioll Ihvri withci Each commit tee is authorized to hav1 1ril id houndI I llmi esti-niony and other data presented at hearings iihl hl t Ill corlleit .All costs of stenogralhic services anm traiscipts ill tiulirectiollwith .;ily lee(tinrg or li:ring (& a (omriiittec sliII Ie pid from thec(nt ingertl fund of' the I [ise(d) Eachl~ commnittee shall submit Ito Ihle lIIll|<e . i la t l l
*J•ariary 2 oft' earch odI-nl 1 ilherid year, a r ptort on the :tcivitivs Ofthat cOInrrritter' ulder this r11C ;r1l Iilh X iiii ti lt', ('oil('iissPIldillg al Imol~ll OIlIII lll;irIY :: of sucwh )c.';

( ro III ' III IIceli t it I i h

Idoption of r'riltl'n rus
2. (a) lach strntlirg cornr ilthe ot ft, I l I, i'.-, i, .t;l :l ttl i irules gioverning its procedure , uch rues --I ) shall be a(ipted in a irleetilg which is ell to the publicunless the Conllni.t tee, ill Open session arid %itth a ql(rtllo lpresent, determined by roll call wotue that il on tlt;r itf thImteet ing of) that day is to be closed to tlei pihlic(2) shall ibe int inconsistent with t li, le,. (t the Ihur.w, orwith Ihose provisions Of tlw havi ii, til, - i icr :11 t -,1ctcl of

~l o ils of thre Ilouse ari d(3) shall ill '11y event illct'-orlf :ii( ll of I Ihl |1, , ''eding pro% I-
sions o, this else to t the (x it i n l ical h ,Each committee's rules specilt ng its regultir Iunf-ing divs, nunany other rules of' corrrritter' which iJr.(, ill intdition t tl lh plovi-sions of this clause, shall be pulishe(, ill he 'rugic aiiINII l-ciiNInot later than thirty days after the coriitee is etecte' in e;achodd-numhered year. Each select o- hiint comllnitte shall comirplywith the provisions of this par gr l i llllh-s pr ,ifict lI r'i poihitici

by law.

Ilh'qular inl'clitiq d.ys
(b) Each standing connirite of Ill II(iii ll 11 :11 N(t l t -L'gl lieefirig days, which shl l Ii,, nut less ien f-lrlt t1-1 i n lihlv. Iiithe conduct of its btsillo'ss lanch stch c(inllliici shall Im, met 1lhii collsideratioll oi t aliv lill Oi rsi lit ii ipell(llig i' tiii the c n-Inittee or I(ir the tranisactioi ii othr'r o thet c ilrm iittee usilll ss, i l illregular ne'eting days fixed by i' Crlll'ii, h, s ll 'rwilvided by written rulh adopted bY tIII clllitt-'

.I ddilional and special ni'in.qs
('tt I The ('hairnmna of e;ich starldirng clililitt(., lni c:ll annlrrIrV(elne, ;Is ie( or sine cirsiders ect'ssal'r 'V, ilit i(ioial rl'etiigs Oftime cornmrmittee for the considihr-at iu Of riy hill il' resoltion pend-ing tflore t ' collnlit tre or- for the ' iiiilliit t it lier cnlimitteebusiness. 'ilti te lniritie' shr l rI -i 't li oir tlc ll p Irpow Ii it l lit t)that call of the chairman.
(2) If' at least three rmembnhers (ut alny st ai(liin rig chilit ti uhisi reIhat a special Ir lltig ot' till' c i lli t ' b' cat lid 1l) timN f din iillall,those iebnlers Inty tilt' in lite muffic's Ot tIlt, committee lheir wri-ittell r('lue.st t ilt chr irir l fur lhat 'l.1 nncinl n11''iltrg Sllth rI.,IltrI's

h utll ('ify Il' rin' rrrlle r' r in;rhr ir lit' e (-()sir (i nrr'irfr'villili Ilil' filing tfl h 'll t l ' l hrk oif irI' r'rrirrlill'i, sri l

rlin tu i, i (' il riirn t till fif" , ling tof' th e I fr e st . If, w itlh in lh ret Carl-dii-(Ir's after tlit Iling of tire requst, the clirlrr;irn nis nutcall irt' requs(id spici;I] in'u'ltingto bfr h('l wilhili s'venll cle'rndar;i , aftr- lilt' fling of the request ' a niajirity of Ir rl eri btrs oftl, i'llulliithee rrav till' ill fill offices o fl' he 'nllllilti Il ir writ-till ntiic' that ;r slpeci;il Inrltvirrg of" tIr(, clrlrnittlh, will he, hol' ,spc-ilirig t Ite d irl and hour of', lid the lil'asrrr or, r illr o beiMiiilei',(I ,I. Ihat special refirg. The colllirrith, shailt li'rel onh i ul i liri and ho lirnediately uloll flite ilinrg of lhe iulticr, tihe(hrLi, d 1iih, turn grille' siall nut ift 'in Imc ru": Iiirs of* lhc uoimniitt eethli;fl lcllh speci;al iroetirig will be htad infom t hell o its (lrt(,fllih r |ilril M the Ilea'tISU-e o f ler tio be tionsihired i rid only ileirl(';i.iin', or illitter" s r'tc'if d 'rotic lioi t li li sidered ;ath;t ll ;il m cli ig

I un-i 'hI(irnian or rao.A in malt i'unr / ,,111r to pI.'nidc, it, I/sli(.' ofc'h(irman "

(l Th ilrilbtr of t I t' majority party on anm, sfkiriding cirnif teei slibconnnif te' t ireof ranking iimniediitely after Ihe chairrianshall ie' 'iii' lrh ririn tflit' ' corllrittte )I or sihitic ii t ih ' "is flhcase- niliy i', aind shall prt'sie at ally Iniret'liig during t t'frriijp-'irv nihs'iCt- if f1w h 'lairmn. I1' ithe chairliiriir arid vite ciairnarr()li W Clii lliite Or subconnmitte are riot )reseit at aiy meei'tingot f Ii- tilnillitee or subcomnmittee, the ranking nierii'ro the Illai i-j v iifr who %ii is iru's(,rit shill prt'sid' at that rni't ing
('o"tmii&Tc I'ccords

I)I) EI'nch commrittie shall keep :n coi phll record (4 -i I colifili-ti, tint lin ich shall include a record of the votes oil any questioinrill which a roll c ll vote is denanded. 'lie r('s nt of each such rolltail vili shall be made available by ti committee for inspectionIb't ie Ilirilic at rw'asoilailte times in (lie offices tf, Ililriimitteei rIirrill;itlion so ;vailrlale ftr public inspitcfiln shall iricli' a idv-scriini if th t aleidient, motion, order, o- other l-OOsilioinMidii i iiie o each Merber voting for aid each Meietrr votingiiig;lifilst such llnt'ri(rit, , motio, order, or proposri iion ri( whol-ir ity p iix v ir- ill pinsnll, inl tii he naini s of those Miiiiirs tn sIii 1

I ml lol 'ofligf.

12) All c l lhr r i'rfiitsi, records, (hili, charts, ;rid i'es shillie k't sel)l( ainid| distinct firon iv Coh re ssional oflic( r'cordisut the Mt'rmlber ser'ving as cIhairmian of the t'onriliihe rrand suihrecords small it' fll, property of the th )lose aid ;ill Merliwi'r-s of tIh('Illls(, shall have access thereto, except thal in Ih(' ca;lse oft recuIrdsin it, te 'n ittee Oi Stadifards of' official l ('Induct resllm'' ing fl'Coidutct (i any .Mmrbr|er, officer, or elirloye', of' In Ih luise rnrMemnbror t it I House (other ah enilr'rr of sucth t(irrinif It.'shii Ia e i('tt'1ss t li'ilo wiltiil the spei' ic, plirilr a ppr .niu l of Ihlc(liirliniilft 
('t

(It J'ac coniullr tee siall include in ifs rules srl'uirdls fur avail-
nilnv of retirds )1 the coninitteee delivered to the Ar-chitist ol lii'Ifiiih'd Sitares under rule XXXVI Such stanlrrds shall specify pro-ti'ulirr's f(n or ofr's ut lhe comriitte(e urriler clarust, 3(I)i:u :rrid (I c11i1si



4(b) of rule XXXVI, including a requirement that nonavailability of
a record for a period longer than tile period otherwise applicable
under that rule shall be approved by vote oftlie commit ie.

Proxies
(f) No vote by any member of any committee or subcommittee

with respect to any measure or matter may be cast by proxy unless
such committee, by written rule adopted by the committee, permits
voting by proxy and requires that the proxy authorization shall be
in writing, shall assert that the member is absent on official busi-
ness or is otherwise unable to be present at the meeting of the com-
mittee, shall designate the person who is to execute the proxy au-
thorization, and shall be limited to a specific measure or matter
and any amendments or motions pertaining thereto; except that a
member may authorize a general proxy only for motions to recess,
adjourn or other procedural matters. Each proxy to be effective
shall be signed by the member assigning his or her vote and shall
contain the date and time of day that the proxy is signed. Proxies
may not be counted for a quorumi.

Open meetings and hearings

(gXIt) Each meeting for the transaction of business, including the
markup of legislation, of each standing committee or subcommittee
thereof shall be open to the public except when the committee or
subcommittee, in open session and with a majority present, deter-
mines by roll call vote that all or part of the remainder of tihe
meeting on that day shall be closed to the public: Provided, howev-
er, That no person other than members of the committee and such
congressional staff' and such departmental representatives as they
may authorize shall be present at any business or markup session
which has been closed to the public. This paragraph does not apply
to open committee hearings which are provided for by clause 4(a)l1)
of Rule X or by subparagraph (2) of this paragraph, or to any meet-
ing that relates solely to internal budget or personnel matters.

(2) Each hearing conducted by each committee or subcommittee
thereof shall be open to the public except when the committee or
subcommittee, in open session and with a majority present, deter-
mines by roll call vote that all or part of the remainder of that
hearing on that day shall be closed to the public because disclosure
of testimony, evidence, or other matters to be considered would en-
danger the national security or would violate any law or rule of the
House of Representatives. Notwithstanding the requirements of the
preceding sentence, a majority of those present, there being in at-
tendance the requisite number required under the rules of the com-
mittee to be present for the purpose of taking testimony,

(A) may vote to close the hearing for the sole purpose of discuss-
ing whether testimony or evidence to be received would endanger
the national security or violate clause 2(kX5) of Rule XI; or

(B) may vote to close the hearing, as provided in clause 2(k)}5) of
Rule XI.

No Member may be excluded from nonparticipatory attendance at
any hearing of any committee or subcommittee, with the exception
of the Committee on Standards of Official Conduct, unless the
House of Representatives shall by majority vote authorize a par-

ticlar committee or subcommittee, for purposes of a particular
Series of hearings on a particular article of legislationl or on a par-

ticular subject of investigation, to close its hearings to Members by
te same procedures designated in this subparagraph for closing
hearings to the public: Provided, however, That the committee or
subcommittee may by the same procedure vote to close one subse-
que(t day of hearing except that the Committee on Appropriations,
the Committee on Armed Services, and the Permanent Select Coln-
milltte on Intelligence and the subcommittees therein may. by the
same procedureP, Vote to close up to five additional consecutive days
of hearings.

1:1) Each committee of the louse (except the Committee omi rules)
shall make public announcement of the date, place and subject
matter of any committee hearing at least one week before the coin-
mencement of the hearing. If the committee determines that there
is good cause to begin the hearing sooner, it shall make the an-
noinemelt at the earliest possible (late. Any announcement made
Under this subparagraph shall be promptly published in the )aily
I)igest and promptly entered into the committee schedulig service
of the Ilouse Information Systems.

I) Each committee shall, insofar as is practicable, require each
witness who is to appear before it to file with the committee tin
advance of his or her appearance) a written statement of the pro -

posed tslimony and to limit the oral presentation at smIch appear
'ace to a brief summary of his or her argument.
(5t No point of order shall lie with respect to any measure report-

ed by any committee on the ground that hearings on such measure
were niot conducted in accordance with the provisions of this
claiise; except that a point of order on that ground may be made by
any member of' the committee which reported the measure if'. in
the committee, such point of order was (A) timely made and () tin-
properly overruled or not properly considered.
(t 'The preceding provisions of this paragraph do not al)ply to the

committee hearings which are provided for by clause ,I(al I t-of Rule
X.
Quorum for taking testimony and certain other action
(h(l I Each committee may fix the number of its mnemhers to coil-

stilute a quorum for taking testimony ald receiving evidence
which shall be not less than two.
12t Each committee (except the Committee on Appropriations, the

('omniittee on the Budget, and the Committee on Ways and Means)
may fix tile number of its members to constitute a quorumt lor
taking any action other than the reporting of a measure or recoim-
nendation which shall be not less than one-third of the members.

Prohibition against committee meetings during fire-minute rule and
during joint sessions and joint meetings

(i)(1) No committee of the [louse (except the Committee on Alp-
propriations, the Committee on the Budget, the Commnittee on
House Administ rat ion, the Committee on Rules, the Committee onm
Standards of Official Conduct, and the Committee on Ways and
Means) may sit, without special leave, while tie I louse is reading a
nm:msuri, for amendment under the five-minute rule. For purlx)ses



of this subparagraph special leave will h grantlid unless I0 or itiore
Members object.
(2) No committee of the louse may sit drit"ri a joint session of

the House and Senate or during a recess wlen i Joint meeting ot

the House and Senate is in progress.

('ailing and inicirrogatioa of wuiItasses

(j)(1) Whenever any hearing is condticted Iby any ctimtilhte uponi
arty measure or matter, the minority party n'ebrs oi the conl-

mittee shall be entitled, upon reqttest to Ihe chairman by a majori-

ty of them before the completion of the hearing, to ctli witnesses

selected by the minority to testily with respect tt t lt inelsure or

matter during at least one (lay of hearing thereon.
(2) Each committee shall apply the ive-tninute rule ill the inter-

rogation of witnesses in any hearing until such time as each

member of the commil've who st desires has had i tijtolorti liy ti

question each witness.

Invesligalive hearing proc-'dur.s

(k)(1) The chairman at ain investigtive heating shall anioice
in ani opening statement the subject ut the io estigation.

(21 A copy of tile coimiittet' rules mid 6his ctiit slill If icclhe

available to each witness.
GOt Witnesses at investigative itatings tiay li accompanied by

their own counsel tor the liittcsvs ttf mlvisicg thic- concerning

Ihiir constitutional rights.
(4) The chairnali may punish breaches ol ,,d.l acol dcecOl-ln,

and of' professional ethics ont the latt I cotusel, by censure and

exclusion from the hearings; ;%fil lhe cociiiitte inay cit- the o

fender to the House for contempt.
(5) Whenever it. is asserted that lhe evidence ct- tr h.inicny at an

investigatory hearing nay tend tio defittce, dt-lat-, of iccriolinte

-lily person,
(A) such ti-stimony or evidence shaill Iv li ,t(tllwd in execl-

tive sessioti, not withstanoditig the provisicis of claccse 2(1),1(2) o1

this Rule, if' hy a majority o' those Ire('vti, there being ill at-

tendance tile requisite numbr r-equired un'.l- the ruh's of ti-

comnmittee to be present lot tihe purpose of (atkiig i-stimiony,

the comnittee determines thalt such evidhtnce or testittiotty

iay tend to del'anwi, degide, or incriticitihl any I,,'irsot; and

(Ilt the committee shall proceed th ieceivi suclh Itstiticitty itl

open session only if a majority of' the niuilners oi the colmilit-

tee, a majority being present, ((termine that such evidence Or

testimony will not fend t dlelttti e, dg ach. o iclc- icild " my
pe(,rso I n.

Ili either case the cititititte " shall aflold s c llt rsll a ll,rtuni-

ty voluntarily to appear as a witness, and receive and dispose of

requests fronm such person tic subIpoena addiioil wIitnesses.

(0) Except as provided in slcparagralh 1,5, the cltirmii shall

receive and the commit ' sltil disl,,sc" ci t,,icq sts (cc sul oeal ad-

ditional witnesses.
(7) No evidence or testinony taken it ext'cili- session tIIay hi-

released or used in public sessioils withclut (lie ccisent ot I Ic coin-

taittee.

I I In he of iscretion of tI If( committee, wit hisses may sulbmit brief
nd Iiertincnt sworn stath(ments in writing For inclusiol il Ihe

record. 'Th e committee is the sole judge of te p'rlino'cy of' testi-
mini'v and evidence adduceI at its hearing.

(9) A witness may obtain a transcript copy of' his testimony given
it a public session or, if given at an executive' session, when ali-

Ih-orized by tile committee.

(omitilicc procedures fior rcparling bills and rcsolulions

ciliA) It shall be the duty of the chairman of each committee to
report or cause to be reported promptly to telie louse any mIeastre
approved by the committee and to take or cause Ito be taken neces-
sary steps to bring a matter to a vote.

(ill I allty event, the report of' any committee ott a measure
which has been approved by the committee shall be tiled within
seelt calendar days (exclusive of days on which the I loose is not in
sessinl after the day on which there has been tiled with iIt, clerk
of Ihe corninitte a written request, signed by a itajority of the
nenitb'rs of tihe committee, For the reporting of that Measure. Upon
the tiling of' atly such request, the clerk of the committee shall
tra csinit innediately to the chairman of the committee notice of
tIe ilifig of' that request. rhis subdivision does not apply to the re-

ts ruling of a regular appropriation bill by tile Committee oin Appro-
pt-ia)ions prior to compliance with subdivision (C) and fies not
atplV to a report of the Committee on Rules with respect to tile
ruhIts, joint rules, or order of business of the louse or to Ihe reptort-
ing ,,l a resoltttitolt of inquiry addressed to the head ol ;il1 exe-cutive

(hlIrtni elit.
21 A I No ineastlrt or reconniendation shall le rportd iron any

Coiniittee unless a majority of the committee was actually present
(I) With respect to each roll call vote on a motion to report ally

bill or tisolution of a Ipublic character, the total nublter of' votes
cat tor, and the total number of votes cast against, tlie reporting
of such bill or resolution shall be included in the committee report.

(:1i The report of arty committee on a measure which has been

allproved by the committee (A) shall include the oversight findings
and recouinendat ions required pursuant to clause 2(b)(I I of Rule X
separately set out and clearly identified; (Bi the st(me-t required

siy c section 308(a)(1) of tihe congressionall Budget Act of 1974, se)a-
ratl,,y Net out and clearly identified, if the iteasure llovidh's new
budget autliority (other than continuing appropriations), new
spending authority described in section 40](c2) of such Act, new

credit authority, or an increase or decrease in revenues or tax ex-

I.nditlres: (C) the estitnate and comparison prepared hty the l)irec-
tor of* the Congressional Budget Office under section -4t03 of such
Act, separately set out and clearly identified, whenever tile )irec-
tor if' timely submitted prior to the filing of the report) has submit-
ted such estimate and comparison to the committee; and (D) a sum-
nary of' tie oversight findings and recommendations made by the

Committee on Government Operations under clause 11c)(2) of Rule
X separately set out and clearly identified whenever such findings
and recommendations have been submitted to the legislative com-
Incitlee in a tit nely fashion to allow an opportunity to consider sich



findings and recommendations (hiring (1' coiniiittee"s dehlihera-
tions on the measure.

(4) Each report of a committee on each hill o join resolution of
a public character reported by such committee shall contain a de-

tailed analytical statement as to whether the enactment of such

bill or joint resolution into law may have an inflationary impact on

prices aid costs in the operation of the national ecoionly.
(5) If, at the time of approval of any ileasuirt or matter by any

committee, other than the Committee on Rules, any member of the

committee gives notice of intention to file supplemental, minority,
or additional views, that member shall he entitled to not less than
three calendar days (excluding Saturd:ays, SunIblyS. aMid legal holi-

days) in which to file such views, in writing ind sigiied by that
member, with the clerk of the committee. All such views so filed by
one or more members of the committee shall he included within,
and shall be a part of, the report filed hy tie committee with re-

spect to that measure or matter. The report of the committee upon

that measure or matter shall be printed in a single volutne

which-
(A) shall include all supplemental, minority, or additional

views which have been submitted hy liew time of+ the filing of
the report, and

(B) shall bear upon its cover a recital that any such supple-
mental, minority, or additional views land any material sub-
mitted under subdivisions (' and I)) of subparagraph (3)) are
included as part of the report.

This subparagraph does not )reclude_
(i) the immediate iling or printing of' a coinnittee print

unless timely request for the opportunity to file supplemental,
minority, or additional views has hen nide as provided by
this subparagraph; or

0i) the filing by any such comniittce of any supplenmital
report upon any measure or matter which may he required for
the correction of any technical error in a previous report made
hy that committee upon that measure or matter.

(6i) A measure or matter reported by any comommittei' (except the

Committee on Rules in the case of a resolution making in order the

consideration of a bill, resolution, or other order of' business), shall
not he considered in the IHouse until the third calendar day, ex-

cluding Saturdays, Sundays, and legal holidays on which the report
of that committee upon that measure or master has been available
to the Members of the Ilouse, or as provided fy sect ion 3(5(Ia)) of

the Congressional Budget Act of' 1971 in the case of a concurrent
resolution on the budget: Provided, hmweeer, [hat it shall always
be in order to call up for consideration, notwithstanding the provi-

sions of clause 4(b), Rule XI, a report from Ihe Committee on Rules

specifically providing for the consideration of a reported measure

or matter notwithstanding this restriction. If hearings have been

held on any such measure or matter so reported, the committee re-

porting the measure or matter shall make everv reasonable effort

to have such hearings printed and available for distribution to the
Members of the House prior to the consideration of such measure
or matter in the House. This subparagraph shall mit a pply to--

(A) any measure for the declaration of war, or the declara-
tion of a national emergency, by the Congress; or

(1B any decision, determination, or action by a governmentt
agency which would become or continue to be, effective unless
disapproved or otherwise invalidated by one or both Houses of
Congress.

For the purposes of the preceding sentence, a Government agency
includes any department, agency, establishment, wholly owned
Government corporation, or instrumentality of the Federal Govern-
ment or the government of the District of Columbia.

(7) If, within seven calendar days after a measure has, by resolu-
tion, been made in order for consideration by the louse, no motion
has been offered that the House consider that measure, any
iueiber of the committee which reported that measure may be rec-
ognized in the discretion of the Speaker to offer a motion that the
louse shall consider that measure, if that committee has duly au-
thorized that member to offer that motion.

Poicer to sit and act; subpoena power
(ml(l) For the purpose of carrying out any of its functions and

duties under this rule and Rule X (including any matters referred
to it under clause 5 of Rule X), any committee, or any subcommit-
tee thereof, is authorized (subject to subparagraph (21(A) of this
paragraph )-

(A) to sit and act at such times and places within the United
States, whether the House is in session, has recessed, or has
adjourned, and to hold such hearings, and
11) to require, by subpoena or otherwise, the attendance and

testimony of such witnesses and the production of such books,
records, correspondence, memorandums, papers, and docu-
inents as it deems necessary.
h'lhe chairman of the committee, or any member designated by

such chairman, may administer oaths to any witness.
(21(A) A subpoena may be authorized and issued by a committee

or subcommittee under subparagraph IXB) in the conduct of any
investigation or series of investigations or activities, only when au-
thorized by a majority of the members voting, a majority being
present. The power to authorize and issue subpoenas under sub-
paragraph (1)(B) may be delegated to the chairman of the commit-
tee pursuant to such rules and under such limitations as the com-
mittee may prescribe. Authorized subpoenas shall be signed by the
chairman of the committee or by any member designated by the
committee.
(13) Compliance with any subpoena issued by a committee or sub-

committee under subparagraph (IXB) may be enforced only as au-
thorized or directed by the House.

Use of committee funds for travel
(n)( I Funds authorized for a committee under clause 5 are lor

expenses incurred in the committee's activities; however, local cur-
rencies owned by the United States shall be made available to the
committee and its employees engaged in carrying out their official
duties outside the United States, its territories or possessions. No
appropriated funds, including those authorized under clause 5,



shall be expended for the purpose of defraying expenses of mem-

bers of the committee or its employees in any country where local

currencies are available for this purpose; and the following condi-

tions shall apply with respect to travel outside the United States or

its territories or possessions:
(A) No member or employee of the committee shall receive

or expend local currencies for subsistence in any country for

any day at a rate in excess of the maximum per diem set forth

in applicable Federal law, or if the Member or employee is re-

imbursed for any expenses for such day, then the lesser of the

per diem or the actual, unreimbursed expenses (other than for

transportation) incurred by the Member or employee during

that day.
(B) Each member or employee of the committee shall make

to the chairman of the committee an itemized report showing

the dates each country was visited, the amount of per diem

furnished, the cost of transportation furnished, any funds ex-

pended for any other official purpose and shall summarize in

these categories the total foreign currencies and/or appropri-

ated funds expended. All such individual reports shall he filed

no later than sixty days following tle completion of travel with

the chairman of the committee for use in complying with re-

porting requirements in applicable l'edfer law anid shall he

open for public inspection.
(2) Iii carrying out the committee's activities outside of the

United States in any country where local currencies are unavail-

able, a member or employee of the committee may not receive re-

imbursement for expenses (other than lot transportation) in excess

of the maximum per diem set forth in applicable Federal law, or if

the member or employee is reimbursed for any expenses for such

day, then the lesser of the per diem or the actual unreimbursed ex-

penses (other than for transportation) incurred, by the member or

employee during any day.
(3) A member or employee of a committee may not receive reim-

bursement for the cost of any transportation in connection with

travel outside of the United States unless the mecmber or employee

has actually paid for the transportation.

(4) The restrictions respecting travel outside of the United States

set forth in subparagraphs (2) and (3) shall also ap)ly to travel out-

side of the United States by Members, officers, and employees of

the House authorized under clause 8 of Rule i, clause (b) of this

rule, or any other provision of these Rules of the louse of Repre-

sentatives.
(5) No local currencies owned by the United States may be made

available under this paragraph for the use outside of the United

States for defraying the expenses of a member of any committee

after-
(A) the date of the general elect ion of Memnbers in which thle

Member has not been elected to the succeeding Congress; or

(B) in the case of a Member who is not a candidate in such

general election, the earlier of the date of such general election

or the adjournment sine die of the last regular session of the

Congress.

Broadcasting of Committee Hearings
3. (a) It is the purpose of this clause to provide a means, in con-

fortmity with acceptable standards of dignity, propriety, and deco-

rum, by which committee hearings, or committee meetings, which

are open to the public may be covered, by television broadcast,

radio broadcast, and still photography, or by any of such methods

of coverage-
(1) for the education, enlightenment, and information of the

general public, on the basis of accurate and impartial news

coverage, regarding the operations, procedures, and practices

of the House as a legislative and representative body and re-

garding the measures, public issues, and other matters before

the House and its committees, the consideration thereof, and

the action taken thereon; and

(2) for the development of the perspective and understanding

of the general public with respect to the role and function of

the House under the Constitution of the United States as an

organ of the Federal Government.

(h In addition, it is the intent of this clause that radio and televi-

sion tapes and television film of any coverage under this clause

shall not he used, or made available for use, as partisan political

campaign material to promote or oppose the candidacy of any

pe ,rson for elective public office.
(c) it is, further, the intent of this clause that lhe general con-

duct of each meeting (whether of a hearing or otherwise) covered,

under authority of this clause, by television broadcast, radio broad-

cast, and still photography, or by any of such methods of coverage,

and the personal behavior of the committee members and staff,

other governmentt officials and personnel, witnesses, television,

radio), and press media personnel, and the general public at the

hearing or other meeting shall be in strict conformity with and ob-

servance of the acceptable standards of dignity, propriety, courtesy,

and decorum traditionally observed by the House in its operations

and shall not he such as to-
tl distort the objects and purposes of the hearing or other

meeting or the activities of committee members in connection

with that hearing or meeting or in connection with the general

work of the committee or of the House; or

(2) cast discredit or dishonor on the House, the committee, or

any Member or bring the House, the committee, or any

Member into disrepute.
(d) The coverage of committee hearings and meetings by televi-

sion broadcast, radio broadcast, or still photography is a privilege

made available by the House and shall be permitted and conducted

only in strict conformity with the purposes, provisions, and require-

ments of this clause.
(e Whenever any hearing or meeting conducted by any commit-

tee of the House is open to the public, that committee may permit,

by majority vote of the committee, that hearing or meeting to be

covered, in whole or in part, by television broadcast, radio broad-

cast, and still photography, or by any of such methods of coverage,

but only under such written rules as the committee may adopt in

accordance with the purposes, provisions, and requirements of this



clause: Pruvided, however, Each comnitt e or( sibconri nittee chair-

man shall determine, in his discretion, the number of television

and still cameras permitted in a hearing or meeting room.

tf) The written rules which may be adopted by a committee

under paragraph (e) of this clause shall contain provisions to the

following effect:
(I) If the television or radio coverage of the hearing or meet-

ing is to be presented to the public as live coverage, that cover-

age shall be conducted and presented without commercial

sponsorship.
(2) No witness served with a subpoena by the committee

shall be required against his or her will to be photographed at

any hearing or to give evidence or testimony while the broad-

casting of that hearing, by radio or television, is being conduct-

ed. At the request of any such witness who does not wish to be

subjected to radio, television, or still photography coverage, all

lenses shall be covered and all microphones used for coverage

turned off. This subparagraph is supplenentary to clause

2(k)(5) of this rul(, relating to the protection of the rights of

witnesses.
(3) The allocation among tie television media of the posi-

tions of the number of television cameras permitted by a com-

mittee or subcommittee chairman in a hearing or meeting

room shall be in accordance with fair and equitable procedures

devised by the Executive Comrittee of' the Radio and Televi-

sion Correspondents' Galleries.
(4) Television cameras shall be placed so as not to obstruct in

any way the space between any witness giving evidence or tes-

timony and any member of the committee or the visibility of

that witness and that member to each other.
(5) Television cameras shall operate from fixed positions but

shall not be placed in positions which obstruct unnecessarily

the coverage of the hearing or meeting by tire other media.

(;) Equipment necessary for coverage by the television and

radio media shall not be installed in, or removed froni, the

hearing or meeting room while the conlilittee is in session.

(7) Floodlights, spotlights, strobelighlts, and flashguns shall

not be used in providing any method of coverage of the hearing

or meeting, except that the television media may install addi-

tional lighting in the hearing or meeting room, without cost to

the Government, in order to raise the ambient lighting level in

the hearing or meeting room to the lowest level necessary to

provide adequate television coverage of the hearing or meeting

at the then current state of the art of television coverage.

(8) Iii the allocation of the nurmber of' still photogra hers per-

mitted by a committee or subcommittee chairman in a hearing

or meeting room, preference shall be given to photographers

from Associated Press Photos and United Iress International

Newspictures. If requests are made by more of the media than

will be permitted by a committee or suicomnittee chairman

for coverage of the hearing or meeting by still photography,

that coverage shall be made on the basis of 'a fair and equita-

ble pool arrangement devised by the Standing Coimmittee of

Press Photographers.

9l Photographers slhll not position theliselv(s, at ally lime
duringg the course of' tIe hearing or meeting, hetwiee t ile wit-

inss table and the members of tl,c committee.
(10) Photographers shall not place themselves in positions

which obstruct unnecessarily the coverage of the hearing by
the other media-

(II) Personnel providing coverage by the television and radio

media shall be then currently accredited to the Radio and Tele-
vision Correspondents' Galleries.

I 12) Personnel providing coverage by still photography shall
be then currently accredited to the Press Photographers' Gal-
hii y.

(13) Personnel providing coverage by the television and radio
media and by still photography shall conduct themselves and

their coverage activities in an orderly and unobtrusive
mn Iner.

Privileged Reports and Amendments

I. (a The following committees shall have leave to report at any

time on the matters herein stated, namely: The Committee on Ap-

propriations-on general appropriation bills and on joint resolu-
tions continuing appropriations for a fiscal year if' reported after

September 15 preceding the beginning of such fiscal year; the Com-
mittee on the Budget-on the matters required to be reported by

such committee under Titles III and IV of the Congressional
Budget Act of 1974; the Committee on House Administration---on

enrolled bills, contested elections, and all matters referred to it of

printing for the use of the louse or the two houses, and on all
matters of expenditure of the contingent fund of the louse, and on

all matters relating to preservation and availability of noncurrent
records of the House under rule XXXVI; the Committee on Rules-
on rules, joint rules, and the order of business; and the Committee

on Standards of Official Conduct-on resolutions recommending
action by the House of Representatives with respect to an individ-
ual Member, officer, or employee of the House of Representatives

as a result of any investigation by the committee relating to the

official conduct of such Member, officer, or employee of the I louse
of Uepresentat ives.

Ib) It shall always be in order to call up for consideration a

repiorl from the Committee on Rules on a rule, joint rule, or the

order of business (except it shall not be called up for consideration

on the same day it is presented to the House, unless so determined

hy a vote of not less than two-thirds of the Members voting, but
this provision shall not apply during the last three days of the ses-

sion), and, pending the consideration thereof, the Speaker may en-

tertain one motion that the House adjourn; but after the result is

announced the Speaker shall not entertain any other dilatory

notion until the report shall have been fully disposed of. The Com-

iitt(e on Rules shall not report any rule or order which provides

that business under clause 7 of Rule XXIV shall be set aside by a

vote of less than two-thirds of the Members present; nor shall it

report any rule or order which would prevent the motion to recoin-
mit ron being made as provided in clause 4 of Rule XVI.



tc) The Committee on Rules shall present to the House reports
concerning rules, joint rules, and order of business, within three
legislative days of the time when the bill or resolution involved is
ordered reported by the committee. If any such rule or order is not
considered immediately, it shall be referred to the calendar and, if
not called up by the Member making the report within seven legis-
lative days thereafter, any member of tie Rules Committee may
call it up as a question of privilege (but only on the day after the
calendar day on which such Member announces to the House his
intention to do so) and the Speaker shall recognize any member of
the Rules Committee seeking recognition For that purpose. I1f the
Committee on Rules makes an adverse report oii any resolution
pending before the committee, providing for ai order of business
for the consideration by the House of any public bill or joint resolu-
tion, on days when it shall be in order to call up motions to dis-
charge committees it shall be in order for any Member of the
House to call up for consideration by the House such adverse
report, and it shall be in order to move the adoption by the House
of such resolution adversely reported notwithstanding the adverse
report of the Committee on Rules, and the Speaker shall recognize
the Member seeking recognition for that purpose as a question of
the highest privilege.

(d) Whenever the Committee on Rules reports a resolution re-
pealing or amending any of the Rules of the tiuse of Representa-
tives or part thereof it shall include in its report or in an acconpa-
nying document-

(1) the text of any part of the Rules of (th I louse of Repre-
sentatives which is proposed to be repealed; and

(2) a comparative print of any part of the resolution making
such an amendment and any part of the Rules of the House of
Representatives to be amended, showing by an appropriate ty-
pographical device the omissions and insertions proposed to be
made.

Committee Expenses

5. (a) Whenever any committee, cominission or other entity
(except the Committee on Appropriations and the committeee on
the Budget) is to be granted authorization for the payment, from
the contingent fund of the House, of its expenses in any year, other
than those expenses to be paid from appropriations provided by
statute, such authorization initially shall be procured by one pri-
mary expense resolution for the committee, commission or other
entity providing funds for the payment of the expenses of the com-
mittee, comniission or other entity for that year from the contin-
gent fund of the House. Any such primary expense resolution re-
ported to the House shall not be considered in the House unless a
printed report on that resolution has been available to the Mem-
bers of the House for at least one calendar day prior to the consid-
eration of that resolution in the House. Such report shall, for the
information of the House-

(1) state the total amount of the funds to be provided to the

committee, commission or other entity unhe,- (he primary cx-

pinse resolution For all anticipated activities and programs ol
the committee, commission or other entity; and

(2) to the extent practicable, contain such general statements
regarding the estimated foreseeable expenditures for the re-
spective anticipated activities and programs of the committee,
commission or other entity as may be appropriate to provide
the House with basic estimates with respect to the expenditure
generally of the funds to be provided to the committee, com-
mission or other entity under the primary expense resolution.

(b) After tile date of adoption by the House of any such primary
expense resolution for any such committee, commission or other
entity for any year, authorization for the payment froth the contin-
gent fund of additional expenses of such committee, commission or
other entity in that year, other than those expenses to be paid
firont appropriations provided by statute, may be procured by one
or more supplemental expense resolutions for that committee, com-
mission or other entity as necesssary. Any such supplemental ex-
pense resolution reported to the House shall not be considered in
the flouse unless a printed report on that resolution has been
available to the Members of the House For at least one calendar
(y prior to (he consideration of that resolution in the I louse. Such
report shall, for the information of the House--

01 state the total amount of additional funds to be provided
to the committee, commission or other entity under the stipple-
mental expense resolution and the purpose or purposes for
which those additional funds are to be used by the committee,
commission or other entity; and

(2) state the reason or reasons for the failure to procure the
additional funds for the committee, commission or other entity
by means of the primary expense resolution.

(c) ThV preceding provisions of this clause do not apply to--
(1) any resolution providing for the payment from the contin-

gent fund of the House of sums necessary to pay compensation
for staff services performed for, or to pay other expenses of,
anv committee, commission or other entity at any time from
and after the beginning of any year and belre the (late of
adoption by the House of the primary expense resolution pro-
viding hinds to pay the expenses of that coimiiittev, cotlmis-
sion or other entity for that year; or

(2) any resolution providing in any Congress, for all of the
standing committees of the House, additional office equipment,
airmail and special delivery postage stamps, supplies, staff per-
soimnel, or any other specific item for the operation of the
standing committees, and containing an authorization for the
payment from the contingent fund of the House of the ex-
penses of any of the foregoing items provided by that resolu-
tion, subject to and until enactment of the provisions of the
resolution as permanent law.

(d) From the funds provided for the appointment of committee
stlff putrsuant to primary and additional expt.ose resolutions-

(1) The chairman of each standing subcommittee of a stand-
ing committee of the House is authorized to appoint one staff
member who shall serve at the pleasure of the subcommittee
chil nia .



t2) The ranking minority party member of each standing
subcommittee on each standing committee of the House is au-

thorized to appoint one staff person who shall serve at the

pleasure of the ranking minority party member.
(3) The staff members appointed pursuant to the provisions

of subparagraphs (1) and (2) shall be compensated at a rate de-

termiined by the subcommittee chairman not to exceed fA) 75

per centum of the maximum established in paragraph (c) of

clause 6i or (B) the rate paid the staff member appointed pursu-

ant to subparagraph (1) of this paragraph.
(4) For the purpose of this paragraph, tA) there shall be no

more than six standing subcommittees of each standing com-

mittee of the House, except for the Committee on Appropria-

tions, and (B) no member shall appoint more than one person

pursuant to the above provisions.
(5) The staff positions made available to the subcommittee

chairman and ranking minority party members pursuant to

subparagraphs (1) and (2) of this paragraph shall be made
available from the staff positions provided under clause 6 of

Rule XI unless such staff positions are made available pursu-

ant to a primary or additional expense resolution.
tel No primary expense resolution or additional expense resolu-

tion of a committee may provide for the payment or reimburse-

ment of expenses incurred by any member of the committee for

travel by the member after the date of the general election of

Members in which the Member is not elected to the succeeding

Congress, or in the case of a Member who is not a candidate in

such general election, the earlier of the date of such general elec-

tion or the adjournment sine (lie of the last regular session of the

Congress.
1()I1 For continuance of necessary investigations and studies

by- (A) each standing committee and select committee estab-

lished by these rules; and
(B) except as provided in subparagraph 2. each select coi-

mittee established by resolution;
there shall be paid out of the contingent fund oif the House such

amounts as may be necessary for the period beginning at noon on

January 3 and ending at midnight on March 31 of each year.

(2) In the case of the first session of a Congress, amounts shall be

made available under this paragraph for a select committee estab-

lished by resolution in the preceding Congress only if-

(A) a reestablishing resolution for such select committee is

introduced in the present Congress; and
(B) no resolution of the preceding Congress provided for ter-

mination of funding of investigations and studies by such select

committee at or before the end of the preceding Congress.

(3) Each committee receiving amounts under this paragraph

shall be entitled, for each month in the period specified in subpara-

graph (1), to 9 percentum (or such lesser percentum as may be de-

termined by the Committee on House Administration) of the total

annualized amount made available under expense resolutions for

such committee in the preceding session of Congress.

(4 I'avyients ulder this paragraph shall be made on vouchers
authorized by the committee involved, signed by the chairman of

such committee, except as provided in subparagraph (5), and ap-

iroved by the Committee on House Administration.
(5) Notwithstanding any provision of law, rule of the House, or

other authority, from noon on January 3 of the first session of a

Congress. until the election by the House of the committee involved

in that Congress, payments under this paragraph shall be made on
votichrs signed by-

A) tie chairman of such committee is (oinstittited a t he

close of the preceding Congress; or
(1l) if such chairman is not a Member in the present Con-

gress, the ranking majority party member of such committee

as constituted at the close of the preceding Congress who is a
Member in the present Congress.

(,;SA The authority of a committee to incur expenses under this

paragraph shall expire upon agreement by the House to a primary
expelise resolution for such -committee.

(1l) Amounts made available under this paragraph shall be ex-

peldedl in accordance with regulations prescribed by the Commit-
tee on Ilouse Administration.
(C) The provisions of this paragraph shall be effective only inso-

far as fiot inconsistent with any resolution, reported by the Com-

miutee on louse Administration and adopted after the date of

adolptiin of these rules.

Committee Staffs

I. (a)(1) Subject to subparagraph (2) of this paragraph and para-

graph () of this clause, each standing committee may appoint, by

majority vote of the committee, not more than eighteen profession-

al slaff members. Each professional staff member appointed under

this subparagraph shall be assigned to the chairman and the rank-

ing minority party member of such committee, as the committee
considers advisable.

(2) Subject to paragraph (f) of this clause, whenever a majority of

the minority party members of a standing committee (except the

Committee on Standards of Official Conduct and the Permanent

Select Committee on Intelligence) so request., not more than six

persons may be selected, by majority vote of the minority party

members, for appointment by the committee as professional staff

members from among the number authorized by subparagraph 11)

of this paragraph. The committee shall appoint any persons so se-

lected whose 'character and qualifications are acceptable to a ma-

jority of the committee. If the committee determines that the char-

acter and qualifications of any person so selected are unacceptable

to the committee, a majority of the minority party members may

select other persons lor appointment by the committee to the pro-

fessiomal staff until such appointment is made. Each professional

staff member appointed under this subparagraph shall be assigned

to such committee business as the minority party members of the
committee consider advisable.

(31 The professional staff members of each standing committee-



(A) shall not engage in any work other than committee busi-

ness during congressional working hours; an(
(B) shall not be assigned any duties oth,'r than those Iertain -

ing to committee business.
(4) Services of the professional staff members of each standing

committee may be terminated by majority vote of the committee.

(5) The foregoing provisions of this paragraph do not apply to the

Committee on Appropriations and to the Committee on the Budget

and the provisions of subparagraphs G3O (B) and ('C do not apply to

the Committee on Rules.
(b)(1) The clerical staff of each standing committee shall consist

of not more than twelve clerks, to be attached to the office of the

chairman, to the ranking minority party members, and to the pro-

fessional staff', as the committee considers advisable. Subject to sub-

paragraph (2) of this paragraph and paragraph (f) of this clause,

the clerical staff shall be appointed by majority vote of the commit-

tee. Except as provided by subparagraph (2) of this paragraph the

clerical staff shall handle committee correspondence and steno-

graphic work both for the committee staff and for the chairman

and the ranking minority party member on matters related to con-

mittee work.
(2) Subject to paragraph ([C of this clause, whenever a majority of

the minority party members of siolding commniotltee Ccept p the

Committee on Standards of Official Conduct and the 'ermanent

Select Committee on Intelligence) so request, four persons may be

selected, by majority vote of the minority party members, for ap-

pointment by the committee to positions on the clerical staff from

among the number of clerks authorized by subparagraph (1) of this

paragraph. The committee shall appoint to those positions any

person so selected whose character and qualifications are accepta-

ble to a majority of the committee. If the committee determines

that the character and qualifications of any person so selected are

unacceptable to the committee, a majority of the minority party

members, may select other persons for appointment by the commit-

tee to the position involved on the clerical staff until such appoint-

ment is made. Each clerk appointed under this subparagraph shall

handle committee correspondence and stenographic work for the

minority party members of the committee and For any members of

the professional staff appointed under subparagraph C2C of para-

graph (a) of this clause on matters related to committee work.

(3) Services of the clerical staff members of each standing com-

mittee may be terminated by majority vote of the committee.

(4) The foregoing provisions of this paragraph do not apply to the

Committee on Appropriations and the Committee on the Budget.

(c) Each employee on the professional, clerical and investigating

staff of each standing committee shall be entitled to pay at a single

gross per annum rate, to be fixed by the chairman, which does not

exceed the maximum rate of pay, as in effect frott time to time,

under applicable provisions of law.
(d) Subject to appropriations hereby authorized, tile Committee

on Appropriations and the Committee on the Budget may appoint

such staff, in addition to the clerk thereof am assistants for the

minority, as it determines by majority vote to he neccssary, such

tititiiel, other than minority assistants, to possess such qualifica-
tions as the committee may prescribe.

Ce) No committee shall appoint to its stall any experts or other

personnel detailed or assigned from any department or agency of

tle ( overninent, except with the written permission of tihe Coin-

ioit tee on 1 louse Administ ration.

(l) If a request for the appointment of a minority professional

staff nieciber inder paragraph (a), or a minority clerical staff

nnilsr under paragraph (b), is made when no vacancy exists to

which that appointment may be made, the committee nevertheless

shall appoint, under paragraph (a) or paragraph (b), as applicable,

the person selected by the minority and acceptable to the commit-

tee. The person so appointed shall serve as an additional member

of the professional staff or the clerical staff, as the case may be, of

the committee, and shall be paid from the contingent fund, until

such a vacancy (other than a vacancy in the position of head of the

professional staff, by whatever title designated) occurs, at which

time that person shall be deemed to have been appointed to that

vacancy. If such vacancy occurs on the professional staff when

seven or more persons have been so appointed who are eligible to

fill that vacancy, a majority of the minority party members shall

de(signate which of those persons shall Fill that vacancy.

(1C,) Icth stll ittither appointed pursuanut to a1 ieItlU'st by nimo-
ity party members under paragraph tat or (b) of this clause, and

each staff member appointed to assist minority party members of a

comniittee pursuant to all expense resolution described in para-

graph (a) or (b) of clause 5, shall be accorded equitable treatment

with iespect to the fixing of his or her rate of pay, the assignment

to him or her of work facilities, and the accessibility to hin or her

of committee records.
(lI) Paragraphs (a) and (b) of this clause shall not be construed to

authorize the appointment of additional professional or clerical

staff niembers of a committee pursuant to a request under either of

such paragraphs by the minority party members of that committee

if six or more professional staff members or four or more clerical

staff members, provided for in paragraph (a)() or paragraph (b)()

of this clause, as the case may be, who are satisfactory to a majori-

ty IfI the minority party members, are otherwise assigned to assist

the minority party members.

(i) Notwithstanding paragraphs (a)(2 ) and Cb)(2), a committee may

employ nonpartisan staff, in lieu of or in addition to committee

staff designated exclusively for the majority or minority party,

upon an affirmative vote of a majority of the members of the ma-

jority party and a majority of the members of the minority party.

, ,l -11, (Y|))
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